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Examples of Prospective Juror Questionnaire Responses
People v. Holmes, 12CR1522
Juror
No.
7
10

12
22
26
27
28
33
47
49
59
62
70

80
81
83
100
103

105
114

119

Responses/Opinions Expressed
“My son is an Aurora Police Officer . . . . I still feel that the defendant TRIED
TO KILL MY SON.”
“It impacted our community too heavily that it is hard not to discuss it . . . . The
majority of people I’ve spoken to see it [NGRI plea] as a ‘cop-out’ including
myself.”
“Regardless of being mentally insane or not, he must be held accountable for his
actions, not just go stay in a mental health place so he can try to get better.”
“After everything I have seen and heard my mind is pretty much made up. I
don’t feel I can set it aside for a fair trial.”
“I think he is a coward and a cold blooded killer and I hope he goes to hell for
eternity.”
“Its hard not to listen to the news or feel what it was like after it happen. Living
very close to the theater there was a sense of community after.”
“Death by lethal injection, ASAP.”
“I believe he is guilty and crazy, but crazy isn’t an option.”
“I have heard and seen too much to set it aside for the trial.”
“I would disregard his mental health or illness in deciding whether he is guilty
and how he should be punished.”
“I felt the pain of my friends and the policeman that saw things first hand –
Aurora mall has been my mall – I feel it is too close.”
“I think he did it. I think he’s mentally ill, but he knew what he was doing.”
“I can’t separate the death of innocent people and the many families whose lives
were forever changed and hear days of testimony about his state of mind.
Unfortunately, my feelings are so strong I can’t honestly accept mental illness
defense.”
“Based on what I have read in the Denver Post and heard on the news, it appears
that he is guilty of the crime.”
“I discussed this case with friends and my son . . . I said he needs to pay for his
crimes with death!
“There is no reasonable doubt about anything. Therefore the maximum penalty
is appropriate.”
“I think he should be put to sleep.”
“A close friend of my son’s was in the theater. While not injured, I have heard
how it impacted him. Based on news reports, of the amount of ammunition and
weapons, this act was planned.”
“My good friend’s best friend was shot during the movie.”
“Local Terrorist, of sound body and mind tried to create chaos and terror! He
killed 17 people, tried to blow-up cops. He is a waste of humanity and should be
executed.”
“I have discussed this case with family members with the discussion leading to
how sick and evil a person must be to do such a thing . . . My opinion is pretty
much made up about this case – I believe the defendant is guilty.”
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122
131
140
147
163
177
189
224
241
261

274
286

298
299
300

317
319

342
346
369

“This case is clear, this crime happened in my city and at a place where my son
used to visit.”
“I had 2 friends that were at the theater the night of the shooting.”
“He should be put to death for the crime done.”
“I hold so much animus toward him, I feel I could do him serious harm if asked
to do so by law.”
“This was my theater where my friend works. Where this could have just as
easily been me or my kids. The reality or closeness of the situation disturbs me.”
“I do believe Mr. Holmes is guilty in as much as he did kill 12 people, and tried
to kill more.”
“I cannot get past the pure evil of his actions.”
“Hang his ass.”
“My daughter knows some of the kids and they have talked to her about it and
she talked to me when it first happened.”
“I live very close to the location of the incident and through discussions about
the case and seeing the impact I think it will be difficult to set aside my biases
and be an impartial juror.”
“I feel too emotionally attached to the community and the ties I have to people
directly affected by his malicious actions.”
Juror discussed case “with countless friends and family members. I heard that he
was crazy, I agree, but evil too. My sister-in-law worked as a nurse at University
Hospital when the victims were brought in. She told me about that.”
“I formed my opinion and judgment already.” “From all I heard so far from
media, I feel it would be hard for me to give him a fair trial.”
“My beliefs are very strong and though I feel I’m open-minded in most cases, I
really am struggling with ‘feeling fair’ in this case.”
“My friend is an emergency room doctor at Swedish Medical Center, she treated
four victims. I had to help her when she had a difficult time with mild posttraumatic stress. I now work in an emergency room and have heard many stories
from those working the emergency room at TMCA and Swedish Medical Center.
I also have heard from a paramedic that was at the scene of the shooting. Also I
wrote a paper for school about the Incidence Command of the shooting. I
listened to the 911 calls several times to help in the writing of the paper.”
“I told people that I think he is guilty – that he had/has no regard for life.”
“I see ‘Remember AJ Boik’ bumper stickers everywhere. Alex worked at the
Movie Tavern we go to and after he as killed they had put up posters &
pictures.”
“The fact that I work in a community highly impacted by the crime may affect
my ability to be impartial. I hope I could be fair.”
“I would try to be impartial but I really don’t know. I was at that theater a week
before the shooting and I do know several people that were there at the time.”
“It will be extremely hard to be unbiased based on what I have experienced/seen
that night.” “As I have stated previous times … I was there in person on the
night of the shooting, and I believe I cannot be [im]partial.”
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370
371
376
388
390
415

697
703
728
741
770
787

813
840
887
910
947
970
1006
1008
1032
1044
1063
1086
1112
1121
1124
1145
1155
1163
1187

Cannot set aside opinion on guilty “given the length of this process and the
millions of dollars it is costing the taxpayers of Arapahoe County. It is absurd.”
“I can’t overlook this one. I know/knew too many people who have to go on
with their lives without their loved ones because of him.”
“In this particular case, not all cases, I think I would have a hard time being fair
knowing what I know.”
“I have a co-worker that worked with Alex at a movie theater.”
“Kill him, take his life.” “Based on evidence the man doesn’t deserve life.”
“Death penalty, kill him.” “Death penalty” repeated over and over.
Juror discussed the case with “probably everyone” “I was called by all I know to
see if I was ok – since I live only 10 minutes from where it happened.” Juror
states “I will follow the law – but boy you are asking a lot with this being so
close to home…”
“I wish he could be punished 12 times. Death, I just hope he stops wasting tax
payer dollars and accepts it.”
“Death is appropriate for his actions.”
“I think he is just plain evil.”
“No appeals.”
“An eye for an eye.”
“He should already be dead as far as I’m concerned.” “He did it he should fry.”
“All I know is he did it and I can’t look past that.” “I think he should die
preferably by a bullet.”
“He should die!”
“He should already be dead.”
“Evil is evil.”
“DEATH!!!”
“I BELIEVE HE IS EVIL, NOT INSANE.”
“Personally, it should be torture for many a years and then pain and suffering
and then death eventually but I don’t get that choice so death is good enough.”
“He killed my cousin’s friend.”
“He deserves what he gave”
“death by lethal injection”
“I think he’s guilty, not insane”
“his life should be taken as well for all the lives he took”
“If he is guilty, he should die.”
“death if he is found guilty”
“actions should result in death,” juror’s opinions are set
“if he is guilty then I cannot see why he should be allowed to live”
Went to school with Gordon Cowden’s son, went to school with Alexander
Boik’s best friend. “ I am biased, will not be fair. Do not select me.”
If found guilty, “he should be put to death.”
“The death penalty is the most fair sentence.”
“Let him get the worst treatment in jail for a few years, then kill him.”
3
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1224
1231
1248
1261
1262

1275
1282
1301
1305

1320
1330
1335
1370
1386
1522
1530
1535
1567
1578
1679
1722
1725
1758
2031
2098
2274
2280
2300
2335
2426
2437
2544

“He deserves to die. I have already formed an opinion and that won’t change.”
“There are 12 people dead! The man is guilty! He doesn’t deserve to live.”
“12 people dead, he should die too. Evidence is evidence.”
Worked closely with the police and professors on this case, knows CU witnesses
and names of patients who were at the hospital
“He has no soul. He should die, the thought of even the possibility of him being
released into society again is terrifying.” Guilty and should be eliminated from
this society as soon as possible.
Worked at fundraising event with daughter in honor of Jessica Ghawi, at which
time juror met Ghawi’s parents
“Die”
“He needs to be executed ASAP”
“My opinion all the relatives of the victims should be given a chance to shoot
him once with a gun. Why should he be given life did he think about the victims
lives!!” “Death by lethal injection, quickly, not months, years, decades, as soon
as he’s sentenced.” “My son and niece were there.”
“He should be put to death”
“I think he should be sentenced to death”
“An eye for an eye”
“Sentenced to death by lethal injection”
“Guilty, so guilty. Needs to be sentenced to death ASAP.”
“If a person commits murder, say 12 people in cold blood, this person does not
belong in this world.”
“If he has no mental health excuse, I think the best option would be to terminate
him.” (Juror was co-worker of Alexander Boik)
“Should not be allowed to live.”
“I don’t feel tax dollars should pay to keep him alive”
“If found guilty he should have the death penalty”
“senseless act of violence against innocent people”
Juror was member of same church as Rebecca Wingo
Juror went to school with Yousef Gharbi and Forrest Proxmire
Husband is a sniper for Arapahoe County Sheriff’s Office during Holmes
proceedings
Juror went to school with Heather Snyder
“His crimes are too gruesome not to impose death”
“He is a monster and it is unfortunate that he did not take his own life”
“I think he should die like the people he murdered”
“He is a psycho”
“Cold blooded killer”
“I think he’s a psychopath and should be eliminated so he can’t hurt anyone else
again. I feel Mr. Holmes is evil and I can’t be [im]partial”
“Mr. Holmes is truly evil”
“He took lives so the old saying ‘an eye for an eye’”
4
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2554
2611
2656

2703
2719
2799
2854
2963
3007
3199
3223
3273
3282
3365
3405
3412
3463
3472
3632
3723
3738
3752
3783
3792
3796
3908
3954
3971
3978
4007
4008
4029
4100

“Death by firing squad or hanging”
“Death by hanging”
“I believe he should be killed. Furthermore, I wish we went back to public
executions and the families who lost their loved ones could do whatever they’d
like to him.”
“He’s a monster and does not even deserve to be called a mister” (crossed out
Mr. Holmes and wrote “monster”)
“I believe him to be a sociopath”
Juror is friends with Cowden family and Alex Sullivan
“He should go to the electric chair, lethal injections are for animals that
shouldn’t have to suffer, like a family dog”
Son’s roommate was in the theater next door when shooting happened
“Too close to home, kids’ friends were affected. Could have easily been my
kids.”
Rebecca & Robert Wingo are parents of son’s friend
Juror hired Jon Blunk in February 2012 through a company to work on their
floors
“The death penalty is required only!”
Cannot set aside death penalty views because “he deserved to die.”
Knows Ashley Moser and Veronica Sullivan-Moser through a friend
“An eye for an eye”
“Forrest Proxmire is my stepson’s cousin and was in theater 9 at the time of the
shooting”
“I hope he is sentenced to death whether he is truly insane or not, it was an
unforgivable crime”
“An eye for an eye, he killed and should be executed like asap”
Juror took care of patients who were shot by Mr. Holmes
Friends with Petra Hogan
Friends with Alex Sullivan
“That night it could have been any of us. Death penalty, he decided for himself
whose live should end, why should he get let off easy.”
“If he is found guilty he should die and not be a burden of society.”
“He’s guilty, he should die.”
“He took the lives of 12 individuals, his life should not be spared.”
“He killed, he dies.”
“They should have shot him.”
“I think he is evil, I don’t think he is mentally ill.”
“He was studying some type of neuropsychology at CU. I think he knew what
he was doing and he knows, from his education, how to play/beat the system.”
“He does not deserve to live on, being supported by a people he tried to murder.”
“Death by stoning by the families put it on pay per view.”
“Firing squad”
“The penalty should fit the crime”
5
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4124
4136
4143
4145
4179
4243
4247
4259
4292
4309
4319
4386
4409
4419
4422
4446
4479
4514
4873
5012
5014
5020
5042
5046
5062
5078
5115
5116
5119
5177
5188
5220

“He should die a slow death”
“He should die, kill him, waste of money to keep him in jail”
“Only the death penalty, nothing else will do.”
“He knew exactly what he was doing, just like al-quaeda and ISIS. Life in
prison without parole and being many inmates wife.”
“Eye for an eye”
“He is evil”
“Death penalty, I don’t want my tax dollars going towards keeping him.”
“He is guilty of cold blooded murder”
Doesn’t really care about the mental state of Mr. Holmes, says “I don’t really
care, he deserves to die.”
“Mr. Holmes should be executed. He is not capable of being rehabilitated in
prison.”
Guilty – “deserving of death penalty”
“He’s sick and should rot in hell. He should die, slow painful death.”
“Guilty as hell, death by lethal injection”
“I believe if convicted, his crimes were something that can be deemed almost
terroristic”
“He should be killed”
“He took innocent lives, he does not deserve to have his.”
“He killed others, he should be killed.”
“I’m still angry”
Served coffee to victim and family day of shooting at University Hospital
“He is pretending to be crazy to avoid the death penalty! DEATH!”
“I think he is a world class criminal who did this horrific act as a way to gain
attention for a lonely life he was living.”
“Holmes’s representatives are going to say he is insane but why should that
matter when he is guilty? He should get what he deserves.”
“He should receive the death penalty, my mind is made up”
“I think he is an evil person and deserves the death penalty.”
“He’s guilty, no question in my mind.” “Death – Immediate, no waiting for 10
years.”
“Death Penalty!
I’m disappointed that the victims cannot assist with
administering the death.”
“My niece and her boyfriend went to the opening of the batman movie that night.
They were at another theater, it frightened me not knowing if they were there.”
Son was first responder that night. “I think he should get a penalty equal to his
victims.”
“He’s guilty and should be executed forthwith”
“He deserves the death penalty”
“12 murders – if not death penalty for 12 murders, then why?”
“He should get the same punishment as he gave to innocent people he did not
know.”
6
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5241
5319
5507
5576
5584
5587
5650
5684
5700
5734

5742
5816
5845
5846
5847
5865
5869
5905
5932
6008
6023
6026
6065
6068
6104
6117
6136
6152
6160
6183
6204
6215
6219
6226

“Death is the only fair justice. The fair thing to do is to let all the victims and
surviving families torture him to death slowly! Death is what he deserves.”
“He showed no mercy, he should get no mercy!”
“I think he should receive the death penalty!”
“I believe he should be put to death, it was too horrible for any other penalty.”
“Should have been dropped in the cement barrier with all his explosives they
detinated [sic].”
“Death, as soon as possible, his victims had no choice”
“He should be put to death”
“I believe he should be executed”
“Death. No other sentence would be appropriate.”
“When 12 people are murdered and they are taken from their loved ones the only
appropriate sentence for such a crime is death regardless of whether the court
deems James Holmes insane or not”
“Death by lethal injection”
“Death by lethal injection!”
“He should die.”
“The nightmare he imposed on so many people needs to end with his death.”
“I believe he should have the death by lethal injection penalty”
“Death by lethal injection. I do not feel he should be cared for in prison for the
rest of life.”
“He should be executed. The world will be better off without him.”
“He deserves the death penalty”
“I believe he should be executed”
“He is guilty as hell. He is guilty and he should pay with his own life.”
‘He is guilty!!!”
“Mr. Holmes is a terrible person and does not even deserve a trial.”
“The death penalty is most appropriate since he killed 12 innocent people.”
“Public Execution – he wants publicity – give it to him.”
“He did it. He’s a coward and needs to die.”
“Death by hanging.”
“Death penalty. He should go to a theater as an innocent civilian and hten shot
as he start[s] eating popcorn.”
“Death penalty, take a life give up his life.”
“If he is found guilty then he should receive the same sentence as he gave to the
victims in the theater.”
“He should not have a sentence lesser than his victims.”
“Tall tree, short rope” written several times in questionnaire
“The crime of murder has already been completed. Execution of the perpetrator
is really the best long term solution for humanity, Mr. Holmes and his family.”
“Should be given the death penalty and not spend the rest of his life in prison”
“He’s sane and deserves the death penalty” “As far as I’m concerned he should
be left in the lions cage at the Denver Zoo and at least his carcass will serve a
7
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6230
6241

6242
6354
6357
6869
6870
6872
6886
6892
6894
6896
6898
6901
6906
6914
6919
6929
6931
6945
6981
6989
6992
6996
6999

purpose.”
“Death by lethal injection”
“Remember – you said honest on 1st page. I believe he should be crucified in
front of the theater so everyone can see what happens when you commit a crime
as heinous as this one.”
“Death penalty. No excuse! He killed he should die the only issue is I’m paying
for it.”
“I have seen and talked too much to be fair.”
“He has changed my life, and the lives of others.”
“Death by lethal injection”
“Death by lethal injection”
“He committed this crime and the appropriate sentence is death”
“If there was ever a crime appropriate for Death Sentence it is this one”
“I believe he should receive the death penalty.”
“He should receive the death penalty due to his actions of murdering innocent
people.”
“Murderers don’t deserve to live.”
“Tried to kill all he could in that theater pretty much set my mind in stone that he
deserves the death penalty.”
“He is a mass murderer and should die the same way.”
“Premeditated massacre should be the death penalty.”
“Buried alive! He should not have the right ot breathe, he doesn’t even deserve a
first trial”
“Death penalty. Pre planned. Heinous crime.”
“I believe he killed those people and execution is appropriate.”
“Strongly feel Mr. Holmes deserves the death penalty for the nature of his
crime.”
“Death by lethal injection. If Mr. Holmes is found guilty he should not be
allowed to live.”
“He should be executed. It should never have gotten this far.”
“If convicted, no one with multiple deaths should have life in prison (unless it is
a hard work life) but should be eliminated to save the state money
“Lethal injection with 12 needles”
“Lethal injection ASAP”
“If found guilty, I think the punishment should be death by lethal injection based
on the safety and cost to the community.”
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LIVE FROM THE AURORA THEATER
SHOOTING TRIAL: No snacks?
“Why aren’t any snacks provided?” one juror wrote.
By Brandon Johansson, staff writer, Updated: January 27, 2015 7:41 am

NOTES FROM THE AURORA THEATER SHOOTING TRIAL JURY SELECTION:

2:40 p.m.
AURORA | Another 65 prospective jurors were released Monday afternoon in the Aurora
theater shooting case.
About 1,170 prospective jurors have reported to court so far, and a total of 384 have been
released as of Monday afternoon.
Also Monday, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said one of the prospective jurors who was
scheduled to appear in court Monday morning appeared to be drunk.
The man told court staff he wasn’t feeling well and court staff believed he was acting
strangely and smelled like alcohol, Samour said.
Prosecutors said they wanted to release the man from his summons, but the defense
objected and said he should be scheduled to come back another day.
Samour said that rescheduling with a drunk man might be difficult, but the court would
try.
The two sides are due back in court Tuesday morning.
1:40 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Four more prospective jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial have
been released, bringing the total released to 319.
The jurors released Monday afternoon include three who don’t speak English. The other
was a juror who appeared for jury duty last week but had to leave in an ambulance. They
came back this week with a doctor’s note saying they should not serve on a jury.
More than a dozen jurors have been released so far because they didn’t speak English.
Rebekka Higgs, one of Holmes’ public defenders, said she was concerned about the
number of jurors being released because of language issues. So far, the court has released
people who speak no English or who struggle so much with the language they brought a
family member to help translate. Higgs said she wants that standard to remain in place.
10:13 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | After a weekend to review completed juror questionnaires, prosecutors

and the defense in the Aurora theater shooting trial agreed to release 98 jurors Monday
morning.
Those jurors, plus those released last week and a few released for language or medical
issues this morning, brings the total to 315 jurors released since last week.
Judge Carlos Samour had said last week that he hoped the two sides would find a large
group of jurors to dismiss over the weekend. He said Monday that with 9,000 prospective
jurors being called, is important the two sides do everything they can to find jurors who
can be released early.
“You should be as reasonable as you can be,” he said.
Those released Monday morning include one juror who said last week they were a “wound
specialist” for one of the victims, and another who said they previously served on a jury in
Samour’s courtroom.
Court is in recess until 1:10 p.m.
9:22 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Three more prospective jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial
Monday morning were released Monday because they didn’t speak English or weren’t
citizens.
That brings the total released to 216, though that number should increase later this
morning.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. read a handful of juror questions during Monday morning’s
session from last week’s prospective jurors, including questions from hoping to be
dismissed.
One woman asked the court to dismiss her because her daughter is getting married this
summer. That prospective juror included a lengthy list of preparations for the ceremony
she has already made — including buying a dress, booking hotels and a venue, paying a
caterer and others. Samour didn’t release the juror but instead told her to list her concerns
on the hardship section of the questionnaire.
Another juror was apparently hungry enough last week to lodge a complaint with the
judge.

“Why aren’t any snacks provided?” the juror wrote.
Holmes appeared in court wearing a dark blazer, dark slacks and a white striped shirt.
8:30 A.M.
CENTENNIAL | Jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is set to continue
Monday morning at the Arapahoe County Justice Center in Centennial.
Monday marks the fifth day of jury selection for accused shooter James Holmes, who is
accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 shooting rampage at an
Aurora movie theater.
Last week, 213 prospective jurors were released from their summonses, but that number
could jump Monday morning.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said Friday that after lawyers Holmes and the prosecution
review some of the roughly 800 completed questionnaires over the weekend there will
likely be more released Monday.
So far, the two sides have agreed to release about 160 prospective jurors after reviewing
their questionnaires. The others have been released because they didn’t live in Arapahoe
County, have some connection to the case or don’t speak English.
Holmes has appeared in court each day wearing civilian clothes and has sat quietly
throughout the hearings.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial/), Colorado
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/),
james holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/james-holmes/), jury selection
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-selection/)
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Defense wants Aurora theater
shooting trial postponed
Attorneys for James Holmes asked for the postponement Tuesday, and the
judge gave prosecutors until Wednesday to respond. The doctor's findings
haven't been released
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: October 22, 2014 12:21 am

1

CENTENNIAL | Defense attorneys are asking a judge to push back the trial for the man
charged in the Colorado movie theater shooting so they can have more time to review a
doctor’s sanity evaluation that included 22 hours of interviews.
Attorneys for James Holmes asked for the postponement Tuesday, and the judge gave
prosecutors until Wednesday to respond. The doctor’s findings haven’t been released.
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to killing 12 people and injuring 70 in
the July 2012 attack on a Denver-area theater. The trial was set for Dec. 8.
The interviews were part of the second sanity evaluation for Holmes — ordered after
prosecutors said the first exam was biased. The evaluation is considered a key piece of
evidence jurors will consider when determining Holmes’ sanity.
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Start of Aurora theater shooting trial
pushed back to January
In a ruling handed down Monday, Samour said he still plans for opening
arguments to start in June. Samour added, however, that he said he might
grant a short delay.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: October 28, 2014 7:52 am

1

AURORA | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting case has pushed the start of jury
selection from early December to late January, partially granting a request from the
defense.
In a ruling handed down Monday, Samour said he still plans for opening arguments to
start in June. Samour added, however, that he said he might grant a short delay.
Lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes asked for the delay after a second doctor’s
psychiatric evaluation of Holmes was completed earlier this month. Prosecutors didn’t
object to a short delay, and said some victims preferred jury selection start after the
holidays.
Samour said the delay will mean the defense will have had about three months to study
the second evaluation before jury selection begins, which he said should be more than
enough time.
Prosecutors asked for the second evaluation last year and Samour granted it over the
defense’s objections.
After the second evaluation was complete, the defense asked for a longer delay, but didn’t
specify how long of a delay they needed. Instead they asked for a status conference in
January for the two sides to discuss scheduling. But Samour — who has been adamant
about keeping to a tight schedule and has scolded the defense for seeking delays — said
further delay was unnecessary. He also said the defense has adequate resources to prepare
for trial.
“The defendant has multiple experienced attorneys working on this case, and his counsel’s
office has devoted seemingly unlimited resources, including considerable manpower, to
this litigation,” he wrote.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and injuring dozens more during a July 20, 2012, shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial/), colorado judge samour
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Judge won’t bar video of Aurora
theater shooting suspect James
Holmes
Samour also refused to exclude certain statements Holmes allegedly made
during the exam.
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: November 3, 2014 5:27 pm

CENTENNIAL |The judge overseeing the Colorado theater shooting case will allow video
of the suspect’s most recent sanity evaluation to be played during trial.
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. on Monday denied a request by James Holmes’ defense
attorneys to bar the recorded interviews with a doctor, saying the videotapes represent
the best evidence of the examination. Samour also refused to exclude certain statements
Holmes allegedly made during the exam.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/a-year-aftershootings-holmes-still-an-enigma-2/attachment/jamesholmes-28/)Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of
insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring 70 in
the July 20, 2012, attack. His mental state will be a focal
point during his trial. Jury selection is expected to start in
January.
Holmes’ lawyers acknowledge he was the shooter but
argue he was in the grips of a psychotic episode.
He underwent an initial mandatory sanity evaluation last year, but the key finding —
whether he could tell right from wrong — was not released.
Samour ordered the second sanity evaluation in January after prosecutors said the doctor
who conducted the first one was biased. Samour agreed it was flawed.
Defense attorneys last week asked Samour to toss out the entire second evaluation, saying
it was unreliable.
The evaluation is not the final word on whether Holmes was insane at the time of the
attack, but it is a key piece of evidence that jurors will consider when making that
determination.
A judge postponed jury selection to give defense attorneys more time to study the second
sanity exam. Jury selection is now scheduled to start Jan. 20.
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This case is so shadowy and vague. I want to know what his side if the story is. I want to know if
he is claiming to have been setup.
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Death penalty expert off prosecution
team in Aurora theater shooting case
Dan Zook, who previously tried four death penalty cases as a prosecutor in
El Paso County, came to the 18th Judicial District in early 2013 specifically
to work on the trial of accused theater shooter James Holmes
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: November 17, 2014 2:07 pm

14

16

AURORA | An experienced death penalty prosecutor brought to the Arapahoe County
district attorney’s office to handle the Aurora theater shooting trial is no longer on the
case.
(http://auroramediagrp.wpengine.netdnacdn.com/asuplads/Colorado-Shooting_Perr-120.jpg)Dan
Zook, who previously tried four death penalty cases as a
prosecutor in El Paso County, came to the 18th Judicial
District in early 2013 specifically to work on the trial of
accused theater shooter James Holmes.
But according to state records and recent case filings, he
is no longer on the case. Michelle Yi, a spokeswoman for
District Attorney George Brauchler said Monday that Zook is no longer with the DA’s
office, but said she could not comment further because of a gag order in the case.
According to the Colorado Supreme Court’s attorney registration database, Zook is still
registered as a lawyer with the DA’s office, but his law license is listed as “inactive.”
According to the Colorado Office of Attorney Registration, Zook’s license has been inactive
since March.
Zook last appeared in court for a hearing in the Holmes case in October 2013, according to
court records. He was listed as one of the prosecutors in court documents until August.
Zook did not immediately return a message seeking comment Monday.
In a statement announcing Zook’s hiring last year, Brauchler said Zook is an experienced
prosecutor well-versed in capital cases.
“Dan is the most experienced death penalty prosecutor in the state of Colorado and a
national expert on these cases. He brings a wealth of talent to our office and will be a
valuable addition to our team. His career shows his dedication to achieving justice for the
people of the state of Colorado,” Brauchler said at the time.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 20, 2012, shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
He is due in court Tuesday for a hearing about what images the judge will allow to be
admitted at his trial next year.

Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater massacre
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-massacre/), aurora theater shooting trial
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial/), Colorado
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Interesting that no one mentions how many cases death penalty cases Zook lost. He may have
worked on them, but he didn't win them. The Colorado Public Defender System is strong, and the
public in general opposes murdering fellow citizens, no matter their actions. The US stands with
very few countries in the world that permit the death penalty  such as North Korea, Iraq, and Iran.
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Does Public Pension Case Law Actually Protect Vested Public Pension Benefits?
The Colorado Supreme Court has ignored Colorado public pension case law (Bills and McPhail)
in reversing the Colorado Court of Appeals, and permitting a legislative taking of fullyvested
"automatic" Colorado PERA public pension COLA (statutory "annual
benefit increases.")
In granting this political favor, sanctioning the breach of Colorado PERA pension contracts, the
Colorado Supreme Court was
forced to disregard 60year old Colorado case law, the court failed to conduct a "contract
analysis," the court ignored evidence of Colorado PERA's attorneys stating that the pension
benefit was indeed a Colorado PERA contractual obligation, the court ignored the bill (SB10001)
sponsor's testimony that the pension benefit was in fact a Colorado PERA contractual obligation,
the court ignored recorded legislative history of the contractual nature of the public pension
benefit, the court failed to engage in the "heightened scrutiny" of the abandonment of state
financial obligations required under ederal case law (US Trust) and finally, the court embraced a
discredited Denver District Court decision that did not bother to mention Colorado's onpoint

public pension case law. No trial, no discovery, evidence ignored, state government forgiving
state government debt, billions of dollars seized,
pensions inflated away.
Read the complete article at:
http://coloradopols.com/diary/...
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Judge in Aurora theater shootings
won’t bar death penalty
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: December 5, 2014 7:34 am

6

2

CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shootings case has rejected another
attempt by defense lawyers to rule out the death penalty.

Attorneys for defendant James Holmes had asked the judge to bar prosecutors from
seeking execution, saying Holmes is mentally ill and putting him to death would be cruel
and unusual punishment.
In a ruling released Thursday, the judge said Holmes’ mental health is in dispute and
would be an issue during the trial. The judge also said the defense didn’t make a
persuasive argument that executing a mentally ill person was cruel and unusual.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the July 2012 attack on a Denver-area theater.
His trial is scheduled to start Jan. 20.
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Aurora theater shooting attorneys
back in court
BY THE AURORA SENTINEL, Updated: December 8, 2014 7:14 am

2
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CENTENNIAL |Attorneys in the Aurora theater shooting case are returning to court for
the last scheduled hearing before jury selection begins in January.

However, Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. could consider defense attorneys’ request for
another trial delay during Monday’s hearing. Attorneys for James Holmes say they need
two to three more months to review evidence and prepare.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the July 20, 2012, attack at Aurora’s Century 16 Theater. Prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty.
Holmes’ lawyers say evidence now totals 85,000 pages of documents and hundreds of CDs
and DVDs, along with other materials in computer memory drives.
Prosecutors and some of the victims have said they oppose any further delay.
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No decision in another delay for
Aurora theater shooting trial
One defense lawyer and one defense staff worker have medical
emergencies though, which defense says makes need for a delay more
serious
BY BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff writer, Updated: December 9, 2014 7:44 am

1

1

CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial will decide in the coming
days whether to delay jury selection, which scheduled to start next month.
Lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes asked for the delay last week and during a
brief hearing Monday morning renewed that request.
One defense lawyer and one defense staff worker were not in court Monday because of
medical emergencies, though,
Daniel King, one of the public defenders representing Holmes, said those medical
emergencies make the need for a delay more acute. Plus, King said, the defense team only
last week finished interviewing staffers at the state mental hospital where Holmes was
examined, and they still have 5,000 pages of documents from the hospital to review.
King told Judge Carlos Samour that with the trial just a few months away, the defense is
trying to plow through a mountain of evidence quickly.
“That’s the problem, Judge,” King said. “We are trying to jam all of this work in a small
amount of time.”
Prosecutors opposed any delay, even in light of medical issues for defense.
Holmes appeared in court Monday wearing glasses and a red jail jumpsuit with his hands
shackled at his waist. He sat quietly the defense table during the hour-long hearing.
Attorneys for Holmes said in motions last week they need two to three more months to
review evidence and prepare.
Samour said he wanted to take a few days to consider his decision.
“This is a lot of new information and I need to analyze it and think about it before I
proceed,” Samour said.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the July 20, 2012, attack at Aurora’s Century 16 Theater. Prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty.
Holmes’ lawyers say evidence now totals 85,000 pages of documents and hundreds of CDs
and DVDs, along with other materials in computer memory drives.
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What has Holmes ' lawyers been doing all this,besides asking for more time?
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Judge won’t delay Aurora theater
shooting trial
"This case has been pending for 2 1/2 years," Samour wrote in his 20-page
order. "Counsel, their skilled experts, and their staff have had a
considerable amount of time to prepare for trial."
BY SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: December 12, 2014 9:15 am

12

1

DENVER | The judge overseeing the Aurora theater shooting case has refused to delay the
trial despite defense attorneys’ request for more time to review massive amounts of
evidence.
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. wrote in an order Wednesday that James Holmes’ attorneys
have had enough time to prepare. Both Holmes and the victims are entitled to a swift
resolution, the judge wrote, and the majority of the victims and their families have told
prosecutors they don’t want to wait any longer.
“This case has been pending for 2 1/2 years,” Samour wrote in his 20-page order. “Counsel,
their skilled experts, and their staff have had a considerable amount of time to prepare for
trial.”
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/judge-wontdelay-aurora-theater-shooting-trial/attachment/judgedefense-attorn_perr/)Holmes pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and
injuring 70 in the 2012 attack at a Aurora theater.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty. Jury
selection is scheduled to start Jan. 20.
Defense attorneys sought two to three more months
to review evidence that includes 85,000 pages of documents, 366 CDs, 282 DVDs and other
materials in computer memory drives. Attorney Daniel King said this week that expert
witnesses were still studying the material, namely a sanity evaluation that includes more
than 20 hours of interviews with Holmes and 5,000 pages of documents from the state
mental hospital where it took place.
They also told Samour that their work has been complicated by medical emergencies
involving an attorney and an investigator in their office. Samour said he was sympathetic
to the health problems but unconvinced that they justified postponing the trial for the
sixth time.
“To delay this trial unnecessarily or improperly solely on the basis that it is a death
penalty case would only promote the cynical view — sadly held by many — that the
justice system is broken,” Samour wrote.
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James Holmes’ parents plead against
death penalty, victims balk, also agree
"To give a person who committed such a calculated, horrific crime a life
sentence, to me that's like giving him a slap on the wrist," said Marcus
Weaver, who was shot in the arm and whose friend, Rebecca Wingo, died in
the attack
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: December 19, 2014 2:57 pm

9

6

AURORA | The parents of Colorado theater shooter James Holmes begged Friday for his
life to be spared through a plea bargain — a move that rekindled the long-running,
emotional debate about whether the horrific details of the mass killing should be played
out at his upcoming trial.
The statement released by Robert and Arlene Holmes emphasized a key legal issue in the
tortured history of the case — whether Holmes was sane when 12 people were killed and
70 others were injured, and whether he should die if convicted of the crime.
“He is a human being gripped by a severe mental illness,” the parents wrote in just their
second public comments since the 2012 attack. “We have always loved him, and we do not
want him to be executed.”
The statement also thrust the mass shooting into the spotlight once again at a time of
heightened concerns over theater safety. The hackers who prompted Sony to withhold the
release of “The Interview” had threated violence against theaters.
Prosecutors previously rejected at least one proposed plea deal made by attorneys for
Holmes, criticizing the lawyers for publicizing the offer and calling it a ploy meant to draw
the public and the judge into what should be private plea negotiations.
They said the proposal could not be considered genuine because the defense repeatedly
refused to give them information needed to evaluate it. No details were provided on the
information but attorneys have argued in court previously about access to details
concerning Holmes’ mental health.
Jury selection is set to begin on Jan. 20 in the trial.
It’s hard to know exactly what Holmes’ legal defense looks like, since court filings have
been heavily redacted and the findings of two court-ordered sanity evaluations have been
sealed from public view.
Defense attorneys don’t deny he was the shooter but say he was in the grips of a psychotic
episode.

The comments by Holmes’ parents incensed some survivors of the attack and relatives of
those killed. They questioned the timing around the holidays and as 9,000 jury
summonses were being delivered for the trial.
“To give a person who committed such a calculated, horrific crime a life sentence, to me
that’s like giving him a slap on the wrist,” said Marcus Weaver, who was shot in the arm
and whose friend, Rebecca Wingo, died in the attack.
He called the statement a ploy by defense lawyers to manipulate the jury pool and
generate “sympathy for a man who has done a horrific thing.”
“For his parents to send us an apology letter three years later is an insult,” Weaver said. “It
would have been better if they had said nothing at all.”
Holmes’ defense attorney Daniel King didn’t immediately return a call seeking comment.
The prospect of a long court battle troubled victim Pierce O’Farrill, who was shot three
times.
He said he would welcome an agreement that imprisons Holmes for life and did not see
how a possible death penalty would “bring peace to anybody, whether it’s justice or not.”
“Life in prison, throw away the key, and he doesn’t see the light of day again and we move
on.” O’Farrill said of a possible plea deal, noting he has forgiven Holmes.
Prosecutors, who are under a gag order, declined to comment, saying it would hurt the
fairness and integrity of the trial.
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to the charges filed after the July 2012
attack at the theater in Aurora, outside Denver.
His parents, who live in Rancho Penasquitos, California, say they want to avoid a
traumatic trial. One option would be a deal that calls for a guilty plea in exchange for a
sentence of life in prison without parole, they said.
“If that happened, our son would be in prison the rest of his life, but no one would have to
relive those horrible events at a trial the media has permission to televise,” the parents
wrote.

They say the best option would be sending their son to an institution for the mentally ill,
which could happen if he is found not guilty by reason of insanity.
In addition, they say they have spent every moment since the shooting thinking about the
victims and their families and friends.
“We are always praying for everyone in Aurora. We wish that July 20, 2012, never
happened,” they wrote.
The parents previously issues brief comments through a lawyer expressing support for
their son immediately after the attack.
They have not disclosed details of his condition or whether they had any warning that he
might become violent.
Some victims questioned their sincerity.
Melisa Cowden, whose ex-husband Gordon Cowden was killed in the shooting, called the
statement comical and said she was upset that Holmes’ parents have not apologized for
what happened.
“He’s not mentally ill,” Cowden said.
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One problem can solve another: just classify him with the General Population. The prisoners will
take care of the rest. I would imagine a few career murderers with nothing to do could get pretty
creative with a loser who shoots kids and pregnant women in the face.
He gets destroyed, his victims get justice, the prisoners we don't want released get
another murder charge, and it costs taxpayers nothing.
Everybody wins.
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We the People require Justice! Mr. Holmes did not shoot anybody in Cinema 16
Multiplex Theater #8! I have been banned from the Denver Post for presenting irrefutable
evidence of the above statement. The evidence is not theory but solid PHYSICS!
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Judge bars some images from Aurora
theater shooting trial
"They are not rendered inadmissible simply because they present vividly
to the jurors the details of the shocking crimes charged," Samour wrote.
BY SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: December 24, 2014 8:57 am

1

DENVER | The judge overseeing the Aurora theater shooting case said Tuesday he will let
prosecutors show some photos of the bloody crime scene and the shooter’s apartment but
not others such as tattoos of a slain victim that name his children and could bias jurors.
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. wrote in an order that he will allow many of the 215 photos for
which prosecutors sought approval, despite defense lawyers’ objections that they are too
gruesome or offensive.
Many depict dead or wounded victims — images the attorneys argued would traumatize
jurors.
Samour said a number of photos were not unnecessarily gruesome or inflammatory given
the nature of the mass shooting.
“They are not rendered inadmissible simply because they present vividly to the jurors the
details of the shocking crimes charged,” Samour wrote.
Still, the judge isn’t allowing a handful of images, including a bloody emergency room and
a survivor’s massive abdominal injuries. He also said prosecutors will have to prove the
necessity of the disputed photos and video they want to use at trial.
Prosecutors can show footage of a gear shift in the shape of a skull found in Holmes’ car
but can’t claim it as a sign of his mental state the night of the shooting, the ruling states.
The photos are among piles of evidence that prosecutors said could occupy 400 square
feet of courthouse space.
Defendant James Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing
12 people and injuring 70 in the attack at the Aurora movie theater on July 20, 2012.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Defense attorneys don’t dispute that he was the shooter but argue he was in the grips of a
psychotic episode.
His parents, Robert and Arlene, said in a statement last week that their son is mentally ill
and should not be executed. They begged for a plea deal that would send Holmes to an
institution for the mentally ill, which would happen if a jury finds him not guilty by
reason of insanity.
Jury selection is scheduled to start Jan. 20.
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Prosecutors in Aurora theater
shooting trial want experts’ notes
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 2, 2015 9:09 am

1

4

AURORA | With just three weeks before jury selection begins in the Aurora theater
shooting trial, the two sides are sparring over testimony from expert witnesses.

In a motion unsealed Wednesday, prosecutors asked Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. to compel
the defense to turn over notes from psychiatrists they may call as witnesses. According to
the motion, the witnesses could be called during the death penalty sentencing phase of
James Holmes’ trial, assuming a jury convicts the accused shooter at trial.
Prosecutors said that without the notes they won’t have any idea what the defense
experts could say in front of the jury.
“This would turn the sentencing phase of the trial, at least as far as defense expert
witnesses are concerned, into trial by ambush,” prosecutors wrote.
The defense has yet to respond to the motion. Samour gave the defense until Friday to
respond.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 attack at an
Aurora movie theater. The trial, which is set for jury selection in January and opening
statements in May or June, is expected to hinge on whether Holmes was sane at the time
of the killings.
His defense has admitted that Holmes was the gunman, but said the former neuroscience
student he was in the midst of a psychotic episode at the time.
Tags: feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), james holmes
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/james-holmes/), theater shooting
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/theater-shooting/)
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Aurora theater shooting defense seeks
another trial delay
"The defense was already behind on preparing to confront the information
it had, let alone preparing to confront the additional information and
witnesses it recently received notice of."
BY SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: January 8, 2015 7:02 am

1

CENTENNIAL | Defense attorneys in the Aurora theater shooting case are again asking a
judge to delay the trial, less than two weeks before jury selection is set to begin.
James Holmes’ lawyers said in court filings Wednesday that they need more time to
review the massive amounts of evidence they continue to receive from prosecutors. They
said they have been handed more than 1,600 pages of documents as well as new CDs and
DVDS in the past month alone.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/aurora-theater-shooting-defenseseeks-another-trial-delay/attachment/aurora-theater-shooti_perr-6/)The defense lawyers
are asking for at least four to six weeks to research three new prosecution witnesses and
said they could hire additional experts of their own.
“There will be no opportunity for this preparation given how busy counsel will be once
jury selection commences,” the motion says. “The defense was already behind on
preparing to confront the information it had, let alone preparing to confront the
additional information and witnesses it recently received notice of.”
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. did not immediately issue a ruling but has refused to
unnecessarily delay the trial. He rejected a defense request for a delay in December, saying
attorneys had plenty of time and resources to prepare.
But defense lawyers argue they have had to devote time to other cases as well. A daughter
of one of their key investigators is sick, which could effect his involvement in the case,
according to the motion.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the 2012 attack at an Aurora theater. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.

The latest request comes 12 days before 9,000 prospective jurors are set to start arriving at
the courthouse for jury selection on Jan. 20. If the trial is postponed again, the new date
would be the sixth one set for the case. Prosecutors oppose another delay.
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As usual, running up the bill to pay for the new boat or pool! "They said they have been handed
more than 1,600 pages of documents as well as new CDs and DVDS in the past month alone."
Really? Where was all this stuff during the discovery period? Sounds like these folks are
incompetent, better to get a retrial with in the next few years!
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This is total b.s. How much more time can be needed after all this time. We, as tax payers are
sick of this whole mess, not to mention the millions of tax dollars already wasted.
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when will they stop requesting continuances? wonder how much they have billed the state so far.
altho the DA should withdraw his plans for death penalty and accept the shooter's guilty plea and
t this over with.
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Aurora theater shooting lawyers spar
over gunman’s volunteer videos
Defense attorneys wrote in court filings released Thursday that the two
videos are intended to show jurors the type of organizations Holmes chose
to serve. Prosecutors say the videos are hearsay and should be barred.
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: January 9, 2015 8:29 am

2

CENTENNIAL, Colo. | Attorneys in the Aurora theater shooting case are arguing over
whether videos of James Holmes’ volunteer work as a teenager can be shown during
sentencing if he is convicted.
Defense attorneys wrote in court filings released Thursday that the two videos are
intended to show jurors the type of organizations Holmes chose to serve. Prosecutors say
the videos are hearsay and should be barred.
Prosecutors also object to a video that Holmes’ lawyers say offers a glimpse into his
childhood and family values.
Details about what the videos show are heavily redacted from the filings.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the 2012 attack at a Denver-area theater. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Jury selection is set to start Jan. 20.
Tags: ap (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/ap/)
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Judge won’t delay Aurora theater
shooting trial
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. ruled Wednesday that James Holmes' attorneys
have had enough time to review massive amounts of evidence in the case.
BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: January 14, 2015 2:14 pm

4

4

CENTENNIA | The judge overseeing the Aurora theater shooting case is refusing to delay
the trial despite defense attorneys’ requests for more time.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/judge-says-3500could-be-summoned-for-holmes-jury/attachment/carlosa-samour-jr/)Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. ruled Wednesday
that James Holmes’ attorneys have had enough time to
review massive amounts of evidence in the case. The
lawyers say they continue to receive new information
from prosecutors, including notice of additional
witnesses. They have repeatedly said they need more time,
but their latest request came less than two weeks before
9,000 prospective jurors begin arriving at the courthouse.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring
70 in the 2012 attack at an Aurora theater. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Jury selection is set to begin Tuesday.
Tags: ap (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/ap/)
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Good for Judge Samour. Let the trial begin.
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Experts: If Holmes found insane, he’s
unlikely to be freed
"He doesn't stand a snowball's chance in hell of ever walking off the
grounds of the Colorado state hospital," said Dr. Steven Pitt, a forensic
psychiatrist based in Scottsdale, Arizona, who works on criminal cases but
is not involved in the Holmes case
DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Press P. SOLOMON BANDA, Associated Press, Updated: January 15, 2015 5:58 am

35

2

DENVER | If James Holmes is found not guilty by reason of insanity in the Colorado
theater massacre, he would be committed indefinitely to the state mental hospital and
could — in theory, at least — be released someday.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/experts-holmes-found-insane-hesunlikely-freed/attachment/james-holmes-37/)But psychiatrists and attorneys say that’s
highly unlikely, given the enormity of the shootings and the notoriety they have
generated.

“He doesn’t stand a snowball’s chance in hell of ever walking off the grounds of the
Colorado state hospital,” said Dr. Steven Pitt, a forensic psychiatrist based in Scottsdale,
Arizona, who works on criminal cases but is not involved in the Holmes case.
Jury selection starts Tuesday for Holmes, who is charged with multiple counts of murder
and attempted murder in the July 20, 2012, shootings at a Denver-area movie theater.
Twelve people were killed and 70 were injured. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. His attorneys have acknowledged he was
the gunman but say he is mentally ill and was gripped by a psychotic episode when he
opened fire on a theater in the Denver suburb of Aurora, where more than 400 people
were watching a midnight showing of “The Dark Knight Rises.”
Colorado law defines insanity as the inability to know right from wrong because of a
mental illness or defect. The jury will make that determination based on evidence
presented at the trial, including two court-ordered sanity evaluations at the Colorado
Mental Health Institute at Pueblo.
The law sets no minimum time that people must remain in the state hospital after being
found not guilty by reason of insanity, except to say they can’t ask for a release hearing in
the first 180 days.
Patients who show progress can be granted a measure of independence, ranging from
supervised movement around the hospital grounds through off-campus visits to
unconditional release.
To qualify for unconditional release, Holmes would have to convince the hospital and the
courts that he is no longer a threat to the public for the reasonably foreseeable future —
the standard for release set by Colorado law.
That would be a tough case for Holmes to make, said Karen Steinhauser, a former Denver
prosecutor who is now a defense attorney.
State records show the vast majority of people granted off-hospital-grounds privileges
after being found not guilty of murder because of insanity were charged with killing
someone they knew, usually a family member. Although the available court records are
often sketchy, in some cases the insanity defendants believed the victim was somehow
tormenting them.
Holmes, by contrast, is charged with a brutal attack on complete strangers.

“The issue is going to be, how do we know that this person no longer has that type of
mental disorder that could cause him to go to a different place, to a different community,
to a different area and do the same thing?” said Steinhauser, who isn’t involved in the
Holmes case.
It would be nearly impossible for Holmes to convince a judge he was no longer a danger to
himself or others, she said.
Pitt, the forensic psychiatrist, said it is theoretically possible that treatment by
psychiatrists could put Holmes’ mental illness into remission and render him no longer a
danger.
“Theoretically, is that possible? Absolutely,” he said.
“From a social policy perspective, given the enormity and the gravity of the offenses …
there will be such an uproar that I just can’t realistically ever see that happening in the
foreseeable future,” Pitt said.
John Hinckley, who was found not guilty by reason of insanity in the 1981 shootings of
President Ronald Reagan and three others, has been committed to a psychiatric hospital
for 32 years. Hospital officials have said his mental illness has been in remission for
decades, and he spends more than half of each month at his mother’s home.
Dr. Patrick Fox, a deputy director of the Office of Behavioral Health in the Colorado
Department of Human Services, which oversees the state mental hospital, acknowledged
that social and political factors as well as the notoriety of a crime can sometimes play a
significant role in decisions about an insanity defendant.
“The decision to release an insanity acquittee is a partly clinical process. It’s partly a sociopolitical process,” Fox said. He declined to discuss Holmes’ case in particular, citing privacy
issues.
The district attorney’s office that handled the original case can argue against such
privileges before the judge decides, and prosecutors would certainly argue strongly
against any freedoms for Holmes, Pitt said.
“For generations to come, he will see objection after objection after objection to this man
receiving anything that people sense is remotely close to a sense of freedom,” Pitt said.
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Theater shooting case draws huge pool
of prospective jurors
"The public is going to get an insight into the mind of a killer who says he
doesn't know right from wrong," said Alan Tuerkheimer, a Chicago-based
jury consultant. "It is really rare. It just doesn't usually come to this."
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Press, Updated: January 19, 2015 9:19 am

3

5

DENVER | One of the deadliest mass shootings in U.S. history will be replayed in a
Centennial courtroom — but only after an unprecedented jury pool of 9,000 people is
winnowed to a handful to decide whether James Holmes was insane when he opened fire
in an Aurora movie theater.
Holmes is one of the few suspects to survive such an attack — many are killed by police or
commit suicide. His survival has sparked an emotionally charged debate in which his
parents have begged for a plea deal that would save his life, while many survivors and
family members of victims have demanded that he stand trial and face the death penalty
if convicted.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/theatershooting-case-draws-huge-pool-prospectivejurors/attachment/colorado-shooting-102/)Jury
selection begins Tuesday, and the trial could run
until October. It could provide a look into the mind
of Holmes, whose attorneys acknowledge he was the
gunman in the July 20, 2012, attack but say he was in
the grip of a psychotic episode at the time.
“The public is going to get an insight into the mind of a killer who says he doesn’t know
right from wrong,” said Alan Tuerkheimer, a Chicago-based jury consultant. “It is really
rare. It just doesn’t usually come to this.”
Holmes, 27, was arrested as he stripped off his combat gear in the parking lot of the
Century 16 movie theater in Aurora, where 12 people were killed and 70 injured during a
midnight showing of a new Batman movie.
He later pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to multiple counts of first-degree murder
and attempted murder. If jurors find him guilty, they must then decide whether to
recommend the death penalty. If Holmes is found not guilty, he would be committed
indefinitely to the state mental hospital.
Under Colorado law, defendants are not legally liable for their acts if their minds are so
“diseased” that they cannot distinguish right from wrong. Part of the reason the case has
dragged on so long is the battle over whether that standard applies to Holmes.

Few details on those arguments have been made public. Prosecutors and defense
attorneys remain under a long-running gag order, and court documents detailing the issue
have stayed under seal.
Holmes’ sanity was evaluated by a state psychiatrist but the results were not made public.
Prosecutors objected to the findings and persuaded a judge to order a second evaluation.
Those results were contested by the defense.
Prosecutors previously rejected at least one proposed plea deal made by attorneys for
Holmes, criticizing the lawyers for publicizing the offer and calling it a ploy meant to draw
the public and the judge into what should be private plea negotiations.
Survivors of the attack and family members of victims have had a long time to get ready
for a trial.
“We’ve all been to therapists and have talked to our families and have our support groups,
so we’re prepared,” said Marcus Weaver, who was shot in the arm and whose friend,
Rebecca Wingo, died in the attack. “It’s gonna be quite the journey.”
It could take until June to find 12 jurors and 12 alternates who were not biased by the
widespread news coverage of the shooting.
Equally challenging will be finding jurors who were not personally affected by the attack
that sent waves of grief and anger through the Arapahoe County suburbs of Denver
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. called nearly nine times as many prospective jurors as were
summoned in the ongoing Boston marathon bombing trial. That meant the county’s
600,000 residents had a nearly one-in-50 chance of being selected.
Among those summoned were at least 13 people who were either witnesses to the attack
or have family members who work in the prosecutor’s office. They were quickly excused.
Starting Tuesday, prospective jurors will report in groups of about 250 to fill out a long
questionnaire that hasn’t been made public. Those who aren’t excluded because of their
answers will be called back for individual questioning.
Potential jurors won’t be allowed to read or talk about the case until they know they’ve
been dismissed. That will be difficult in the era of social media, since they have no control
over what pops up on their Facebook or Twitter feeds. The final panel won’t be
sequestered.

During the selection process, Holmes’ attorneys will focus on picking jurors who are
morally opposed to capital punishment, even as prosecutors fight to ensure those on the
panel are “death-penalty eligible,” meaning they would be open to executing Holmes.
“It is really stacked against the defense,” said Joseph Rice, managing partner of the Jury
Research Institute, a California-based trial consulting firm. “Here, you have a horrific
crime occurring in a public setting where you think people would be safe. … Because of the
heinous nature of the crime and the number of victims, I can see people who would say, ‘In
most instances I could not support the death penalty, and in this case, I can.'”
Enduring the trial from the jury box would seem more difficult than the selection process.
“This is going to be a life-changing event for every juror who sits on the trial,” Rice said.
“They are going to deal with life-and-death issues that will forever be part of their
experience.”
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Political questions swirl around
theater shooting prosecutor
"That insistence upon the death penalty certainly seems politically
motivated," said Dan Recht, a Denver defense lawyer who has been
following Holmes' case. "(Brauchler) may well believe that his insistence on
trying to execute Holmes would shore up his conservative base."
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press NICHOLAS RICCARDI, Associate, Updated: January 19, 2015 8:29 am

28

4

CENTENNIAL | As a young man going through college on an ROTC scholarship, George
Brauchler imagined he’d become Gen. George S. Patton, barking orders on the battlefield.
But fellow officers urged him to consider law school, and he rose to become a district
attorney who puts himself in the trenches.
Now, Brauchler is overseeing the closely-watched prosecution of Colorado theater shooter
James Holmes, and his hands-on style and speculation about his political ambitions have
only intensified the spotlight on his office.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/political-

questions-swirl-around-theater-shooting-prosecutor/attachment/george-brauchler-7/)
FILE – In a Sept. 30, 2013 file photo, 18th Judicial District Attorney George Brauchler arrives for a hearing for
Aurora theater shooting suspect James Holmes at district court in Centennial, Colo. Brauchler is overseeing the
closely-watched prosecution of Colorado theater shooter James Holmes, whose trial is scheduled to begin on
Tuesday, Jan. 20, 2015. Many Colorado Republicans hope he runs for senator next year or governor in 2018. (AP
Photo/Ed Andrieski, File)

Defense attorneys have accused Brauchler, 45, of rebuffing a plea deal that would have
spared Holmes, whom they contend was mentally ill during the 2012 attack that killed 12
and injured 70, from the death penalty. Instead, what could become a costly 10-month trial
is set to begin Tuesday as 9,000 prospective jurors begin to flood the criminal justice
complex in this suburb.
Hanging over the case is Brauchler’s future, as many Colorado Republicans hope he runs
for senator next year or governor in 2018.
“That insistence upon the death penalty certainly seems politically motivated,” said Dan
Recht, a Denver defense lawyer who has been following Holmes’ case. “(Brauchler) may
well believe that his insistence on trying to execute Holmes would shore up his
conservative base.”

Many survivors of the attack argue Holmes deserves death. A gag order bars the normally
outgoing Brauchler from discussing the case. In an interview, he said generally: “The
decision to seek death is not insignificant to me. It is one that weighs on my conscience. It
is one that keeps me up at night.”
Colorado has been reluctant to use the death penalty, executing only one person in the
past 40 years. But capital punishment is what made Brauchler a political celebrity.
After graduating from the University of Colorado-Boulder, Brauchler decided to forego his
dream of joining the cavalry and instead attend law school. When he was done, he joined
the Army Reserves and took a job in the neighboring Jefferson County district attorney’s
office, where he helped secure prison time for two men involved in selling weapons to the
Columbine High School shooters.
Now a lieutenant colonel, the square-jawed prosecutor has had his career interrupted by
two tours of active duty, including one that sent him to Iraq shortly after he prosecuted a
Fort Carson solider who shot a Taliban leader to death as he lay in an Afghan jail cell.
The married father of four unsuccessfully ran for Arapahoe County district attorney in
2008, when he was briefly a private defense attorney. He said he wanted the top
prosecutor’s job so badly that he ran again four years later, winning election four months
after the theater attack.
But it was another big death penalty case that predated his election by years that thrust
him into the political spotlight.
Colorado Gov. John Hickenlooper in May 2013 suspended the death sentence of a man
Brauchler’s predecessors prosecuted for killing four people at a restaurant in 1993. On the
front steps of the state capitol, Brauchler laced into the Democratic governor’s decision.
His phone began ringing with Republican powerbrokers begging him to challenge
Hickenlooper in 2014.
“Everyone was just blown away by how well Brauchler did at being the voice of
opposition,” said Dick Wadhams, former chairman of the state Republican party. “That
created a real buzz among Republicans.”
Brauchler concluded it was impossible to challenge Hickenlooper with the Holmes case
looming. Instead, he threw himself into his current office in characteristic style. He tries to
personally prosecute cases in which law enforcement officers are attacked or killed.

He insisted on pursuing the death penalty against a convicted child killer who killed a
prison guard with a kitchen ladle, even though the guard’s family opposed capital
punishment and picketed the courthouse during jury selection. Brauchler eventually
agreed to a plea that spared the man’s life.
However, Brauchler bristles at suggestions that he’s a tough-on-crime caricature and
points to other cases that show his focus is on justice, not punishment.
His office last year agreed that a mentally ill woman who killed her mother by stabbing
her 151 times could plead not guilty by reason of insanity and be committed to a mental
institution — the same outcome Holmes is seeking. And he has sought the pardon of a
convicted robber who reformed his life.
“I truly believe justice is a spectrum,” Brauchler said. “Sometimes that spectrum is
dismissal. Sometimes that spectrum is death.”
Brauchler shares the Holmes case with four other prosecutors, but every tactical decision
has been his own.
“I take responsibility for this case,” he said.
Dan Deasy, who worked with Brauchler in the Jefferson County district attorney’s office
and remains a friend, recalled him as thoughtful and sharp in the courtroom. When
Brauchler ran for district attorney, Deasy asked him about the mammoth trial he would
inherit.
“He had the exact right response and that was, ‘This thing is so big I don’t even know how
to put my arms around it,'” Deasy said. “He’s wrestled with how to handle this case for a
long time because, how could he not?”
Brauchler loves being a prosecutor and doesn’t obsess over future elected office, said his
political strategist, Dustin Zvonek.
“He talks about everything but politics,” Zvonek said. “At the end of this (Holmes case), if
all goes very well for him, I wouldn’t be surprised if he doesn’t run for anything.”
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Jury selection starts in Aurora theater
shooting trial, winnowing jurors and
setting groundrules
Seven prospective jurors were dismissed, either because they showed
proof that they live outside Arapahoe County or brought a note from a
doctor. One showed up at the wrong trial; prosecutors suspected another
of sleeping in the courtroom.

SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Pres, Updated: January 20, 2015 4:47 pm

4

1

CENTENNIAL | The first time James Holmes appeared in court, he wore chains and an
orange jail jumpsuit and looked dazed, with his hair dyed a comic-book shade of orange.
As the first day of jury selection ended Tuesday in the Aurora theater shooting case, it was
a far different Holmes at the defense table: The jail uniform was replaced with khakis, an
untucked blue shirt with white stripes and a blue blazer. His hair, now a dark brown, was
neatly trimmed.
Later in the day, he wore a different shirt.
The former graduate student whose attorneys acknowledge that he opened fire at a
midnight “Batman” movie back in 2012 also had a curly, medium-length beard and wore
oval-shaped reddish glasses. No restraints were visible, though the judge had ordered him
to be tethered to the floor in a way the public couldn’t see for the trial.

A view inside Courtroom 201 on Thursday, Jan. 15, 2015, where jury selection in the trial of Aurora movie
theater shootings defendant James Holmes is to begin on Jan. 20, 2015, at the Arapahoe County District
Court in Centennial, Colo. Jury selection is expected to take several weeks to a few months. (AP
Photo/Brennan Linsley, pool)

Holmes’ more conventional appearance was an indication that the case was drawing
closer to the time when a jury would see the defendant accused of killing 12 people and
wounding 70 others at a suburban Denver theater. But first attorneys have to sort
through thousands of potential jurors.
Court officials initially summoned a jury pool of 9,000 people, the largest in the nation’s
history. But that figure later fell to about 7,000 after some summons could not be
delivered and some people were excused. The pool will be winnowed to a handful in the
weeks ahead.
It could take until June to seat the jurors and alternates for a trial that might last until
October.
AURORA SENTINEL REPORTER BRANDON JOHANSSON UPDATES TO THE FIRST DAY
IN JURY SELECTION (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/breaking-news/holmes-auroratheater-shooting-trial-first-day-quiet-morning-far/)
Holmes, who has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to murder and attempted
murder charges, could get the death penalty if convicted.
It took deputies longer than expected to search and screen the first prospective jurors and
bring them into the courtroom. Some of the 130 or so people carried books or newspapers
or looked at their cellphones as they waited to pass through a security station in the
hallway.
They heard instructions from the judge and began filling out surveys with 77 questions.
Seven prospective jurors were dismissed, either because they showed proof that they live
outside Arapahoe County or brought a note from a doctor. One showed up at the wrong
trial; prosecutors suspected another of sleeping in the courtroom.
Judge Carlos Samour suggested earlier that attorneys might not have to screen all the
prospective jurors before beginning to select panelists. He said the process could stop
after a few thousand people are screened if both sides agree they have a large enough pool
of people.
Earlier in the day, the defense said it objected to the use of a video during the trial, saying
prosecutors gave it to them too late. The video is apparently from the jail where Holmes
has been held, but its contents have not been made public.

The judge also went over ground rules for jury selection and the trial, urging attorneys on
both sides to be professional and respectful.
“We’re going to be spending a lot of time together,” Samour said.
The scope of jury selection and the trial are testaments to the logistical hurdles of trying
the rare case of a mass shooter who survives his attack.
The case has sparked an emotionally charged debate, with Holmes’ parents begging for a
plea deal that would save his life, while many survivors and family members of victims
have demanded that he be executed.
After the July 20, 2012, shooting, the 27-year-old Holmes was arrested as he stripped off
combat gear in the parking lot of the Century 16 movie theater in Aurora.
If jurors convict him, they must then decide whether to recommend the death penalty. If
Holmes is acquitted, he would be committed to the state mental hospital indefinitely.
Defense attorneys acknowledge Holmes was the gunman in the attack but say he was in
the grip of a psychotic episode at the time.
Under Colorado law, defendants are not legally liable for their acts if their minds are so
“diseased” that they cannot distinguish right from wrong. Part of the reason the case has
dragged on is the battle over whether that standard applies to Holmes.
Few details on those arguments have been made public. Prosecutors and defense
attorneys remain under a long-running gag order, and court documents detailing the issue
have stayed under seal.
Holmes’ sanity was evaluated by a state psychiatrist but the results were not made public.
Prosecutors objected to the findings and persuaded a judge to order a second evaluation.
Those results were contested by the defense.
Prosecutors previously rejected at least one plea deal proposed by Holmes’ attorneys,
criticizing the lawyers for publicizing the offer and calling it a ploy meant to draw the
public and the judge into what should be private plea negotiations.
Survivors of the attack and family members of victims have had a long time to get ready
for a trial.

“We’ve all been to therapists and have talked to our families and have our support groups,
so we’re prepared,” said Marcus Weaver, who was shot in the arm and whose friend
Rebecca Wingo died in the attack. “It’s going to be quite the journey.”
Judge Samour called nearly nine times as many prospective jurors as were summoned in
the ongoing Boston marathon bombing trial. That meant the county’s 600,000 residents
had a nearly one-in-50 chance of being selected.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), Aurora theater shooting
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting/), Colorado
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), first day
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/first-day/), james holmes
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/james-holmes/), jury selection
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-selection/)
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Key issues as Aurora theater shooting
trial against James Holmes begins
The key question before jurors will be whether Holmes was legally insane
— unable to tell right from wrong because of a mental disease or defect. If
Holmes is found guilty of murder, the jury would then decide whether he
should be sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole or
executed
By DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Press, Updated: January 20, 2015 9:39 am

CENTENNIAL — Jury selection in the trial of the man accused of killing 12 people and
injuring 70 others in an attack at an Aurora movie theater is set to begin, with the first of
9,000 prospective jurors reporting to court on Tuesday.
Their task will be to decide whether James Holmes was legally insane at the time of the
July 20, 2012, attack during a showing of a Batman movie in Aurora.

A view inside Courtroom 201 on Thursday, Jan. 15, 2015, where jury selection in the trial of Aurora movie
theater shootings defendant James Holmes is to begin on Jan. 20, 2015, at the Arapahoe County District
Court in Centennial, Colo. Jury selection is expected to take several weeks to a few months. (AP
Photo/Brennan Linsley, pool)

Holmes, now 27, is charged with multiple counts of first-degree murder and attempted
murder, and has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. If jurors agree, he would be
committed indefinitely to the state psychiatric hospital.
Prosecutors dispute that Holmes was insane. They will ask jurors to convict him of
murder and sentence him to die, though Colorado has executed only one person in the
past 40 years.
Here is a look at the key issues in the case:

THE CRIME: About 420 people were watching a midnight showing of “The Dark Knight
Rises” when a masked figure standing near the screen tossed gas canisters into the
audience and opened fire. Witnesses described a scene of hellish chaos as victims fled or
dived for cover. Holmes surrendered to police outside the theater.
THE VICTIMS: The dead included a 6-year-old girl, two active-duty servicemen, a single
mom, an aspiring broadcaster who survived a mall shooting in Toronto and a 27-year-old
celebrating his birthday and wedding anniversary. Several of the victims died shielding
their friends and loved ones.
THE DEFENDANT: Holmes had just dropped out of a Ph.D. program in neuroscience at
the University of Colorado, Denver, after flunking a key test. Prosecutors suggested he
was angry his once-promising academic career ended in failure. Defense attorneys
acknowledged Holmes was the shooter but said he was mentally ill and in the grips of a
psychotic episode. Holmes first appeared in court with a dazed look and jarring orange
hair. In more recent months he has appeared nonchalant, sometimes with a bushy beard
and hair, other times clean-shaven with hair combed back.
WHY THE TRIAL IS SO LATE: The death penalty and the insanity plea introduced
multiple, complicated and time-consuming legal requirements. Holmes has undergone two
court-ordered sanity evaluations, and the two sides have amassed 85,000 pages, 366 CDs
and 282 DVDs of evidence.
THE CRUX OF THE TRIAL: The key question before jurors will be whether Holmes was
legally insane — unable to tell right from wrong because of a mental disease or defect. If
Holmes is found guilty of murder, the jury would then decide whether he should be
sentenced to life in prison without the possibility of parole or executed. If he is found not
guilty by reason of insanity, he would be committed indefinitely to the state mental
hospital. A straight not-guilty verdict is considered unlikely because his lawyers have
acknowledged he was the gunman, and the evidence that he pulled the trigger is
overwhelming.
HOW THE JURY WILL BE CHOSEN: Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. called an unusually large
number of people for jury duty, citing the difficulty in finding an unbiased panel. Samour
expects it to take until May or June before he can find 12 jurors and 12 alternates.
Prosecutors will try to ensure jurors have no reservations about the death penalty while
defense attorneys will look for those sympathetic to mental illness and uneasy with the
idea of executing a person.

WHAT JURY LIFE WILL BE LIKE: Jurors won’t be sequestered — isolated in a hotel — but
will be allowed to go home every night. Samour will tell them they may not discuss the
case with anyone, do any independent research on it, or watch, read or listen to news
reports about it. Their names won’t be made public, and Samour has forbidden news
organizations from taking their photos.
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Holmes due in court Tuesday for
hearing, start of jury selection
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 20, 2015 9:37 am

1

AURORA | Jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is set to start Tuesday
afternoon after a brief morning hearing on evidence recently turned over to the defense.
The accused gunman, James Holmes, is due in court at 9 a.m. for a hearing about a
videotape that prosecutors recently gave to the defense.
It isn’t clear what the videotape shows, and Tuesday’s hearing likely won’t shed light on it.
In a heavily-redacted order last week setting Tuesday’s hearing, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr.
ordered the two sides not to discuss details about the videotape in open court.
(http://auroramediagrp.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/asuplads/AS.Holmes.1.22.0011.150120.jpg)
The defense contends the tape should have been turned over to them sooner.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and injuring 70 more during a July 2012 shooting rampage
at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Starting Tuesday afternoon the first 250 of 9,000 prospective jurors will report to court.
Jury selection is expected top last several months with opening statements starting in
May or June.
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PERRY: James Holmes by any other
name is still the Aurora theater
shooting mass killer
Don’t be fooled into thinking that Holmes’ trial is about providing the
public with information. The purpose of this trial is to make 12 people
decide whether Holmes will be executed for the attack he’s admitted to
By Dave Perry, Editor, Updated: January 21, 2015 12:03 pm

These are onerous days for journalism.
Many of us are still raw from the terrorist murder of the French Charlie Hebdo journalists,
whom killers deemed insensitive to Islam. The accusation of being insensitive or
irresponsible comes our way, and my way, a lot. It came this way again today because of
Aurora’s own horror story.
Some family members of victims of the Aurora theater shooting want us to change how
we cover that story to keep from inflicting additional pain on victims. And they hope that
changing the way we cover this and other stories will help prevent a future attack.
They might even try to shame journalists who are insensitive to their call to keep the
names and pictures of mass-murderers out of the news. Today’s mass murderer is James
Holmes, the man who shot 12 people at the Aurora Century 16 theater and wounded
dozens more. Jury selection in his trial started Tuesday. The trial is being watched by the
whole world, including the hundreds of local victims and their families, like Tom and
Caren Teves.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/opinion/perryjames-holmes-name-still-aurora-theater-shootingmass-killer/attachment/why/)The Teves are some of
the bravest people I know. Their son, Alex Teves, was
among those shot to death during the massacre, more
than two years ago. Since then, they’ve chosen to
honor their slain son by using their unfair position in
life. It’s a selfless act that I doubt I would be capable
of if it had been my daughter killed in that theater.
They have spent a lot of time during the past two years working to persuade members of
the media, ranging from CNN to the Aurora Sentinel, to not use the name or show pictures
of the man who unleashed that unimaginable attack on July 20, 2012.
They call their effort “No Notoriety” and have a website dedicated to the cause at
www.NoNotoriety.com (http://nonotoriety.com).
The Teves want the media to follow their guidelines on keeping Holmes’ name out of print,
TV and radio. They’ve also stepped up their campaign to get news media across the
country to follow “no notoriety” guidelines after all mass killings.

“Rampage shooters crave the spotlight, and we should do everything we can do to stop
them,” Ari Schulman, executive editor of a magazine called New Atlantis: A Journal of
Technology and Society, states on the Teves’ website. They quote Schulman and link to a
column on the subject he wrote for the Wall Street Journal. The Teves aren’t alone, the
FBI, too, has made an official push for the media to limit identifying mass murderers and
focusing on their stories. Both NoNotoriety and the FBI point to some research about
whether such coverage of perpetrators entices others to act in similar ways.
This is where journalism gets really hard. I’m not convinced of what the Teves and other
proponents say about the research. I don’t think anyone really is. I, and thousands of other
journalists, think about these things a lot.
Despite what so many believe about reporters and editors, most of us are far from the
heartless, thoughtless goons that can’t wait to be the first to get in the face of victims of
unspeakable tragedies. It’s one of the worst jobs on the planet.
I’m not saying there aren’t whacks like that in our profession, but I can guarantee you that
the majority of us struggle every day with how to be sensitive to the people we write
about, whether it’s about a football game, a legislative bill at the State House, or the
parents of a kid killed during a vicious attack on a movie theater. When the story is about
death, we not only struggle, we agonize. When people like Holmes unleash a mass tragedy,
the agonizing grows exponentially.
Journalists struggle with such things because we weigh our sensitivity to victims with the
very real need for the public to know and understand the world around them. The public,
the victims and I want to know why Holmes did this. How did he do it? How can we
prevent this from happening again, or can we?
This trial will help provide answers to those questions, but don’t be fooled into thinking
that Holmes’ trial is about providing the public with information. The purpose of this
sanity trial is to make 12 people decide whether Holmes will be executed for the attack he’s
admitted to. As journalists, we give perspective to the trial, telling readers “why” and “how.”
Neither the defense nor the prosecution will present anything that remotely resembles
the truth or reality during this ordeal. Each side, by nature, will try any way and every way
they can to persuade jurors to take their side.
To explain this odyssey accurately, fairly and truthfully, as best we can, we have to be clear
and unfettered. Contriving a story to talk about “He Who Shall Not Be Named,” or refuse
to show images of Holmes during the trial is a contrivance that leads to propaganda, and

as journalists, we can have no part of that. If Holmes’ expressions, mannerisms or clothing
helps the world understand who he is and why he did this, then those details must, and do,
guide our decisions of what we include or omit in our news coverage.
This isn’t new. We do it every day. They’re hard choices that require us to read our public,
our sources, our mission and the times we live in.
Just days ago, 12 people were murdered in France in a newspaper office because of the
choices journalists made. Just after that, an entire world of journalists had to make
difficult choices about whether to run depictions of the cover of Charlie Hebdo and
cartoons they published that were at the center of the horrendous slaughter. At the
Aurora Sentinel, we chose to include some of those images in our AP stories about the
attacks. We did it because not seeing the newspaper covers and cartoons keeps readers
from understanding the story. The decision had nothing to do with siding with Charlie
Hebdo staff, or terrorists, or sympathizers or anyone.
I can’t agree to what the Teves are asking us to do. I understand it. We would never include
anything in any story without regard to how it affects a source, a subject or a reader.
Knowing what we do causes anyone pain causes us pain, too. We couldn’t, however, agree
to leave out integral aspects of a story, just because it hurts.
I get the theory that people commit these crimes for the sake of media notoriety, but I
believe that’s a symptom of these criminals, not the problem itself. I think these people
would work to commit these crimes even if we referred to them only as “Suspect A” and
never ran their picture. In the long run, shaping the news to promote any cause or agenda,
other than working to accurately, fairly and truthfully tell the story, is misguided and
dangerous.
The Teves on their website under a section called “Approved Media List” state that
reporters from CNN, The Denver Post and 9News have agreed to their requests. Reporters
and editors there say they’ve talked with the Teves but haven’t made any kind of formal of
agreement. Also on the website is a “Media Shame List.” There are no names as of Tuesday.
I’m hoping you won’t see my name there. I could never agree to turn control of what we do
over to the sources or subjects of any story, no matter how much I admire them or
sympathize with their cause or case. And I am the Teves’ greatest fan when it comes to
their working to prevent atrocities like this from continuing. But I’m not afraid nor

ashamed to use Holmes’ name and picture to help others understand everything they can
about him, his crime and the shattered lives and community he left behind. I feel so
strongly about it, that I put my name on it just about every day.
Reach editor Dave Perry at 303-750-7555 or dperry@aurorasentinel.com
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Jury selection in theater shooting trial
continues into third day
During Wednesday’s morning session, a prospective juror was caught
taking a picture of their jury questionnaire, Samour said.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 21, 2015 9:36 pm

1

CENTENNIAL | Across two days of jury selection, more than 400 prospective jurors in the
Aurora theater shooting case have reported to the Arapahoe County Justice Center.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/massive-aurora-theater-shootingtrial-will-make-history/attachment/carlos-samour/)So far, Judge Carlos Samour Jr. has
released 21 from their summonses, leaving 386 who have filled out their questionnaires
and as of Wednesday evening, could still wind up on the jury.
Samour released some jurors because they didn’t speak English well, others because they
no longer live in Arapahoe County and others for medical reasons.
The judge said he has been happy with the turnout so far. Court officials sent out 250
summonses for each session and expected between 120 and 150 people to report to court
each session.
The afternoon session Wednesday had 141 prospective jurors in it, which is about as many
as the courtroom can hold.
“It’s right about full capacity right now,” Samour said.
James Holmes, who is accused of killing 12 and wounding 70 more during a July 2012
shooting rampage at an Aurora Movie theater, sat quietly
throughout Wednesday’s hearing. Wearing a dark blazer and khaki pants, he chatted
quietly with his lawyers before the prospective jurors entered court and leaned back
silently when the jurors were seated.
During Wednesday’s morning session, a prospective juror was caught taking a picture of
their jury questionnaire, Samour said.
A deputy forced the man to erase the picture, but because the man’s juror badge wasn’t
visible, court staff aren’t sure who it was, Samour said.

Taking a picture of the document would be a clear violation of the court’s rules. Samour
told jurors before giving them the questionnaire that the documents are private and that
they can’t discuss their contents with others or bring them out of the courtroom.
The judge said he will now remind all jurors to make sure their badge is visible at all times.
Before the afternoon session started, Samour read off some of the excuses prospective
jurors sent to the court asking to be dismissed. One person said jury duty would be a
problem for his business. Another laid out in great detail a series of digestion ailments
that he said would make jury duty difficult.
Samour said the two sides received completed questionnaires from Tuesday’s initial
session around noon Wednesday and will begin discussing those in court Thursday.
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Jury selection starts slowly in Aurora
theater shooting
It could take until June to seat jurors and alternates for the trial of James
Holmes, who is charged with multiple counts of murder and attempted
murder in the July 2012 attack on a suburban Denver theater.
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Press, Updated: January 21, 2015 6:10 am

CENTENNIAL | Three prospective jurors were using their cellphones on Tuesday despite
a judge’s order, one might have been asleep, and all of them endured a slow security
screening as the long slog toward picking a jury in the Aurora theater shooting trial got
underway.
It could take until June to seat jurors and alternates for the trial of James Holmes, who is
charged with multiple counts of murder and attempted murder in the July 2012 attack on
a suburban Denver theater.
The attack killed 12 people and injured 70. Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/jury-selection-

starts-slowly-colorado-theater-shooting/attachment/correction-colorado-shooting/)
CORRECTS YEAR OF SHOOTING TO 2012 FROM 2013 – A security officer keeps watch from the roof of the
Arapahoe County Justice Center, in Centennial, Colo., Tuesday, Jan. 20, 2015. The jury selection process in the
trial of Aurora theater shooting suspect James Holmes began Tuesday, and is expected to take several weeks to
a few months. Holmes is charged with killing 12 people and wounding more than 50 in an Aurora movie theater in
2012. (AP Photo/Brennan Linsley)

Defense attorneys acknowledge Holmes was the gunman in the attack but say he was in
the grip of a psychotic episode at the time.
In initial court appearances after the shooting, Holmes wore an orange jail jumpsuit and a
dazed look, but he appeared more conventional Tuesday in khaki slacks, dress shirt and
blue blazer. His hair, now a dark brown, was neatly trimmed, and he wore a curly, mediumlength beard.
No restraints were visible, though the judge had ordered him to be tethered to the floor in
a way the public could not see.
Court officials initially summoned 9,000 prospective jurors, but that figure fell to about
7,000 after some summonses could not be delivered and some people were excused. Seven
more were dismissed Tuesday for various reasons.

It took deputies about an hour to screen and search the first wave of about 130
prospective jurors who reported Tuesday. Officials said more deputies would be added
Wednesday to speed the process.
The jury candidates heard instructions from the judge and began filling out surveys with
77 questions.
No action was taken against the jurors who used phones or the one suspected of sleeping.
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Massive Aurora theater shooting trial
will make history
“It is very difficult to estimate how long the process of selecting 24 jurors
will take. Our best estimate is that it will take us until approximately May
or June to select a jury,” he said.
By BRANDON JOHANNSON Staff Writer, Updated: January 21, 2015 9:21 pm

AURORA | Two and a half years after he opened fire on an Aurora movie theater, James
Holmes sat in an Arapahoe County courtroom this week for the start of his jury trial.
The trial, which isn’t expected to be complete until the fall, started January 21 with jury
selection.

The process of choosing 24 jurors — including 12 alternates — from a pool of 9,000 is
expected to take almost five months. The initial phase alone, where jurors fill out the
lengthy juror questionnaire, is expected to run well into February.
Experts say seating a jury in James Holmes’ first-degree murder trial is unlike any other in
state history.
“I would think this would be the biggest jury call in the state’s history,” said Karen
Steinhauser, a former prosecutor who now teaches law at university of Denver Sturm
College of Law.
Once the jury is seated — likely in May or June — the size of the jury itself will be unique.

Alan Tuerkheimer, a senior litigation consultant for Zagnoli McEvoy Foley LLC. in
Chicago, said that juries typically have just a few alternate jurors, sometimes as many as
six. But 12 is unprecedented, he said.
“I have never seen that many alternates,” he said.
Court officials expect between 130 and 150 jurors to report to court Tuesday afternoon for
the first day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial.
During the first day of jury selection, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said that while court
officials have called 250 people to appear, only 188 of that initial group remain eligible.
Some potential jurors have been dismissed because they have connections to people
involved in the trial, and Samour said other summonses were undeliverable.
At each session, Samour said he expects between 130 and 150 prospective jurors will report.
After sending out a total of 9,000 summonses, Samour said there are about 7,000 potential
jurors remaining in the pool.
When the jurors report, they will hear a 30-minute introductory speech from Samour,
watch an 18-minute video that all jurors in the state watch and then receive their juror
questionnaires.
According to court documents, the questionnaire includes 75 questions, but in court
Tuesday, Samour said the questionnaire has 77 questions.
With that many questions, Samour said he expects some prospective jurors to need more
than two hours to complete it, while others could finish in about 45 minutes.
“It is difficult to tell how long it’s going to take them to fill it out,” he said.
In an October order laying out the final version, Samour bluntly admitted that at 75
questions, it was lengthy.
“The questionnaire is extensive,” he wrote.
Steinhauser said jury questionnaires often try to extract some personal information
about the clients — including their personal experiences with mental illness, law
enforcement or other extremely private issues.

Because of that, the questionnaires are rarely if ever seen by the public.
“When we ask jurors for a lot of very personal and sensitive information, the goal is that
the information be between the judge and the attorneys,” she said.
Steinhauser said she has tried cases where after the lawyers were done reviewing
prospective juror’s answers, they were required to return the answers to the court.
In this case, Samour has ordered the two sides to destroy the questionnaires — including
any electronic copies — once they are done with them.
In his opening remarks to jurors, Samour said jurors should answer honestly and in detail
because those that don’t fill questionnaires out in detail stand a better chance of being
called back for individual questioning.
From February through May, Samour said some jurors will be dismissed, and others will be
called back for a second round of questioning as the court tries to whittle the pool to 100
to 120 potential jurors.
That group will be called back a third time in May or June for a two-day group questioning
session, he said.
But, Samour said, those are only hopeful estimates.
“It is very difficult to estimate how long the process of selecting 24 jurors will take. Our
best estimate is that it will take us until approximately May or June to select a jury,” he
said.
The trial itself — including a possible death penalty phase — will then run from May or
June into September or October, he said.
Because Holmes is appearing in court in the presence of potential jurors, he is allowed to
wear civilian clothes. He sat quietly next to his lawyers wearing a black blazer, blue and
white striped shirt and khaki pants.
Unlike previous hearings, where Holmes appeared wearing a jail jumpsuit with his hands
and feet shackled, Holmes’ hands were not cuffed during jury selection. His left leg,
however, was chained to the floor with a cable that is hidden from the jury’s view.
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HOLMES AURORA THEATER
SHOOTING TRIAL: First Day —
afternoon update: Sleeping juror and
phone follies
There is a motions hearing slated for this morning, and the first
prospective jurors appear at 2 p.m.
BY BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff writer, Updated: January 21, 2015 6:54 am

1

Notes by reporter Brandon Johansson from the first day of the Aurora theater shooting
trial of James Holmes as the long process of jury selection gets underway:
3:39 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Among the first wave of prospective jurors in the Aurora theater shooting
trial to report to court Tuesday, three checked their phones, and one fell asleep — maybe.
Another three were dismissed because they no longer live in Arapahoe County, two
because they had a note from their doctor and another whose address is actually in Elbert
County despite what Arapahoe records said.
In those six cases, Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said the jurors were not supposed to be
dismissed, but instead the jury commissioner was supposed to send him their proof of
residency so the prosecution and defense could chime in as to how to handle them.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/breaking-news/holmes-

aurora-theater-shooting-trial-first-day-quiet-morning-far/attachment/img_0202-2/)
A preliminary artist sketch of James Holmes, with gray jacket and glasses.

Another juror appeared in court early Tuesday and was mistakenly sent to another
courtroom that was preparing for jury selection. That juror was dismissed by another
judge and Samour said he would let that judge’s dismissal stand.
As for the jurors who may have used their phones, prosecutors noted to the judge that one
of their staffers saw them use their phone while in court, but they didn’t ask that the
judge take any action.
And then there was the juror who a prosecution staffer said might have fallen asleep.
Judge Samour seemed confused as to whether the prosecution thought the prospective
juror did or did not fall asleep.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said he couldn’t be sure.
“There were certain times when I was growing up that my mom thought I was asleep and I
wasn’t,” Orman said. “So you never know.”
The first wave of jurors were filling out their lengthy jury questionnaire Tuesday
afternoon and the two sides are expected to receive the completed questionnaires around
noon on Wednesday.
2:50 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | The first wave of potential jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial
were warned Tuesday to steer clear of any news reports or conversations about the case.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. — reading the same prepared remarks he is expected to read to as
many 7,000 prospective jurors in the coming months — told the group that steering clear
of any discussion of the case is a daunting task, but one they need to stick to.

The initial group Tuesday was expected to include between 130 and 150 prospective jurors.
Samour also told the jurors that they are not allowed to visit any of the locations
connected to the case, including the movie theater where James Holmes is accused of
killing 12 and wounding 70 more in July 2012.
The prospective jurors are expected to begin filling out their questionnaires this
afternoon.
More jurors are scheduled to report to court tomorrow morning and afternoon, with two
sessions nearly every day until a jury of 24 is seated.
Holmes sat quietly at the defense table, leaning back in his chair throughout the first
session.
11:40 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Court officials expect between 130 and 150 jurors to report to court
Tuesday afternoon for the first day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial.
In court Tuesday morning, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said that while court officials have
called 250 people to appear, only 188 of that initial group remain eligible. Some potential
jurors have been dismissed because they have connections to people involved in the trial,
and Samour said other summonses were undeliverable.
The first session is set to start at 1 p.m.
At each session, Samour said he expects between 130 and 150 prospective jurors will report.
After sending out a total of 9,000 summonses, Samour said there are about 7,000 potential
jurors remaining in the pool.
When the jurors report, they will hear a 30-minute introductory speech from Samour,
watch an 18-minute video that all jurors in the state watch and then receive their juror
questionnaires.
According to court documents, the questionnaire includes 75 questions, but in court
Tuesday, Samour said the questionnaire has 77 questions.

With that many questions, Samour said he expects some prospective jurors to need more
than two hours to complete it, while others could finish in about 45 minutes.
“It is difficult to tell how long it’s going to take them to fill it out,” he said.
In an October order laying out the final version, Samour bluntly admitted that at 75
questions, it was lengthy.
“The questionnaire is extensive,” he wrote.
Karen Steinhauser, a former prosecutor who now teaches law at University of Denver
Sturm College of Law, said jury questionnaires often try to extract some personal
information about the jurors — including their personal experiences with mental illness,
law enforcement or other extremely private issues.
Because of that, the questionnaires are rarely, if ever, seen by the public.
“When we are asking jurors for a lot of very personal and sensitive information, the goal is
that the information be between the judge and the attorneys,” she said.
Steinhauser said she has tried cases where after the lawyers were done reviewing
prospective juror’s answers, they were required to return the answers to the court.
In this case, Samour has ordered the two sides to destroy the questionnaires — including
any electronic copies — once they are done with them.
In his opening remarks to jurors — a final version of which were released this month —
Samour will tell them they should answer honestly and in detail because those that don’t
fill the questionnaires out in detail stand a better chance of being called back for
individual questioning.
From February through May, Samour said some jurors will be dismissed and others will be
called back for a second round of questioning as the court tries to whittle the pool to 100
to 120 potential jurors.
That group will be called back a third time in May or June for a two-day group questioning
session, he said.
But, Samour said, those are only hopeful estimates.

“It is very difficult to estimate how long the process of selecting 24 jurors will take. Our
best estimate is that it will take us until approximately May or June to select a jury,” he
said.
The trial itself — including a possible death penalty phase — will then run from May or
June into September or October, he said.
10:20 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater trial abruptly ended a hearing about
videotape evidence from the Arapahoe County Jail on Tuesday, citing concerns that
testimony could taint the jury pool.
It wasn’t clear from testimony Tuesday what the videotape evidence shows, other than
that it shows Holmes in the jail sometime after being booked in July 2012. Holmes’ defense
team said jail staff deleted some video without checking with them first.
The defense asked for the hearing after they said jail staff failed to turn over some video
evidence until Jan. 9, 2015, months after they had asked for it and just a few weeks before
the trial is set to start.
With the first wave of prospective jurors set to report to court Tuesday afternoon, Judge
Carlos Samour, Jr. said he would like to wait to finish the hearing until after jurors have
received the initial admonishment about avoiding media coverage of the trial.
With 9,000 prospective jurors called — and with about 7,000 expected to report — Samour
said the process could take several weeks.
Tuesday afternoon marks the first time Holmes will appear in court in the presence of
potential jurors, so he is allowed to wear civilian clothes. He sat quietly next to his lawyers
on Tuesday morning wearing a black blazer, a blue and white striped shirt and khaki
pants.
Unlike previous hearings, where Holmes appeared wearing a jail jumpsuit with his hands
and feet shackled, Holmes’ hands were not cuffed at the start of the hearing. His left leg,
however, was chained to the defense table with a cable that was hidden from the jury’s
view.
The first prospective jurors are scheduled to report to the courthouse at 1 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is set
to start Tuesday afternoon after a brief morning hearing on evidence
recently turned over to the defense.
The accused gunman, James Holmes, is due in court at 9 a.m. for a hearing about a
videotape that prosecutors recently gave to the defense.
It isn’t clear what the videotape shows, and Tuesday’s hearing likely won’t shed light on it.
In a heavily-redacted order last week setting Tuesday’s hearing, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr.
ordered the two sides not to discuss details about the videotape in open court.

(http://auroramediagrp.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/asuplads/AS.Holmes.1.22.0011.150120.jpg)
The defense contends the tape should have been turned over to them sooner.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and injuring 70 more during a July 2012 shooting rampage
at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Starting Tuesday afternoon the first 250 of 9,000 prospective jurors will report to court.
Jury selection is expected top last several months with opening statements starting in
May or June.

7:30 a.m.
Quiet so far. Just a few members of the media here to pick up credentials.
James Holmes’ trial will likely stretch from now until August, lawyers said previously.
Judge Carlos Samour said he plans to select 24 jurors, a number that includes 12 alternates.
Two dozen jurors is an uncommonly large number — typical murder trials in Arapahoe
County often have just a few alternates in addition to 12 jurors — but Samour said it is
necessary.
There is a motions hearing slated for this morning, and the first prospective jurors appear
at 2 p.m.
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Second day of Aurora theater shooting
jury selection begins — juror needed
ambulance
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said during Tuesday’s session that he expects
between 130 and 150 prospective jurors to report for each session, on in the
morning and one in the afternoon.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 22, 2015 6:15 am

Notes from Aurora Sentinel reporter Brandon Johansson from the Aurora theater
shooting trial of James Holmes in Centennial
2:50 p.m.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. released two more jurors Wednesday afternoon, one for medical
reasons and another who didn’t speak English very well.
So far, in three sessions, Samour has released 21 jurors from their summonses, leaving 386
prospective jurors from the past two days who could still be on the jury.
Samour said he has been happy with the turnout so far. Court officials sent out 250
summonses for each session and expected between 120 and 150 people to report to court
each session.
The afternoon session Wednesday had 141 prospective jurors in it, which is about as many
as the courtroom can hold.
“It’s right about full capacity right now,” Samour said.
The two sides are expected to discuss completed jury questionnaires for the first time
Thursday.
1:40 p.m.
A prospective juror in the Aurora theater shooting trial was caught taking a picture of
their jury questionnaire during this morning’s session, the judge said this afternoon.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said a deputy forced the man to erase the picture, but because
the man’s juror badge wasn’t visible, court staff aren’t sure who it was.
Taking a picture of the badge would be a clear violation of the court’s rules. Samour told
jurors before giving them the questionnaire that the documents are private and that they
can’t discuss their contents with others or bring them out of the courtroom.
The judge said he will now remind all jurors to make sure their badge is visible at all times.

Samour also dismissed four of the 131 prospective jurors who reported this morning
because they lived in a different county, weren’t a citizen or didn’t speak English.
The court sent summonses to 250 people per session and so far about 130 have appeared in
court for each session, Samour said. The afternoon session has 138 prospective jurors.
“I think we are getting good numbers, especially considering the conditions outside,”
Samour said.
Before the afternoon session started, Samour read off some of the excuses prospective
jurors sent to the court asking to be dismissed. One person said jury duty would be a
problem for his business. Another laid out in great detail a series of stomach ailments that
he said would make jury duty difficult.
Three jurors who were supposed to appear for the morning session instead appeared in
the afternoon and will be allowed to fill out the questionnaire.
Samour said the two sides received completed questionnaires from yesterday’s session
around noon Wednesday. The two sides will begin discussion those in court tomorrow, he
said.
10:07 a.m.
After reading his introductory remarks, Judge Samour called a recess until 1:10 p.m.
The two sides will get the first batch of jury questionnaires from yesterday and could
discuss them in court this afternoon.
Another round of jurors will come in at 1:30 p.m.
9:20 a.m.
The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial released seven jurors from service
Wednesday because they didn’t speak English, lived in a different county or had a medical
reason.
One juror was so ill he or she needed an ambulance, court officials said. That person will
be asked to return on another day, though

Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said under normal circumstances the jury commissioner would
have released the jurors, but in this case he wants the prosecution and defense to weigh in
before he releases any prospective jurors.
Samour briefly questioned two jurors who said they now live in Denver County before
releasing them.
Court officials expect between 130 and 150 jurors at the morning and afternoon sessions.
On Tuesday, the first day of jury selection, Samour said 135 jurors reported.
Also today, Samour said in an order that there were actually seven jurors on Tuesday who
were mistakenly dismissed, not six as he said Tuesday. The seven either had notes from
their doctors or had proof that they no longer reside in Arapahoe County, but Samour said
he doesn’t want jurors dismissed without some discussion.
Holmes is sitting quietly at the defense table, again wearing a dark blazer and khaki pants.
7:00 a.m.
The second day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is set to start at 9 a.m.
at the Arapahoe County Justice Center.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said during Tuesday’s session that he expects between 130 and 150
prospective jurors to report for each session, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
The first wave of jurors reported Tuesday afternoon and court staff told the defense and
prosecution that the first batch of completed jury questionnaires will be delivered to
them Wednesday afternoon.
The two sides are expected to make their first arguments about prospective jurors
sometime Wednesday afternoon.
James Holmes, who is accused of killing 12 and wounding 70 more during a July 2012
shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater, appeared in court Tuesday wearing street
clothes. He sat quietly at the defense table throughout Tuesday’s hearings.
NOTES FROM TUESDAY, THE FIRST DAY OF JURY SELECTION
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/holmes-aurora-theater-shooting-trial-first-dayquiet-morning-far/)
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Father of Aurora theater shooting
victim finds solace in cop who aided
slain daughter
"The most comforting thing for me was knowing he was a father himself.
To know that he picked her up the same way he picks up his own kids and
he carried her the same way he carries his own kids"
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: January 22, 2015 5:43 am

32

2

EVERGREEN | Ian Sullivan visits his daughter’s grave on her birthday every year since a
gunman burst into a crowded Colorado movie theater and shot the 6-year-old as she sat
with her mother in the third row.

FILE - In this July 27, 2012 file photo, crosses, flowers and other mementos of the victims of the Aurora,
Colo. movie theater shooting are shown at sunrise with the movie theater in the background. Jury
selection begins Tuesday, Jan. 20, 2015, in the trial of accused gunman James Holmes in the shootings at
the Denver-area movie theater showing "The Dark Knight Rises" that left 12 dead and 70 wounded.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty. Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. His attorneys
have acknowledged he was the gunman but say he is mentally ill and was gripped by a psychotic episode
when he opened fire in the theater. (AP Photo/Ted S. Warren, File)

And every year he finds a birthday card, put there by the man who was with Veronica
when Sullivan wishes he could have been: The police officer who carried the dying girl out
of the theater in his arms.
Sullivan’s is one of the many horror stories that emerged from the Century 16 movie
theater in Aurora, in suburban Denver, where James Holmes killed 12 people, including
Veronica, and injured 70 others in July 2012.
Since then, survivors have been trying to reconstruct their lives, finding comfort in each
other or seeking a higher purpose. A couple, wounded, got married. A father who lost his
son became a gun control advocate. Others turned to faith.

Sullivan, 28, cut his ties to many of those who were closest to him before the attack,
retreating to a home in Colorado’s mountains. A lifeline has been the police officer whom
he only knows by his first name, Mike.
The officer, Mike Hawkins, declined to comment, citing a judge’s gag order barring anyone
— defense attorneys, officers, prosecutors, witnesses — from talking to the news media
about the case.
The officer still checks in on Sullivan with texts on the days that are the hardest —
holidays, the birthday, Sullivan said.
“It’s not so much all he was able to tell me, but more so the understanding that I was not
alone,” he said.
Veronica was born when Sullivan was 19. He said he had been far from a perfect teenager,
getting into trouble with the law. He and Veronica’s mother, Ashley Moser, weren’t
necessarily ready for the responsibility of parenting, he said.
But he was proud when he saw his newborn daughter. “It dramatically changed my life to
have her,” he said.
The couple divorced when Veronica was 3, but he still saw her regularly. He reveled in
their time outdoors. A high point came in May 2012, when she caught her first fish, a trout.
She gutted it herself.
One recent afternoon in a cramped, basement computer room where he spends much of
his time these days, he flipped through photos of her. Veronica holding a fish by the lure.
On a sandy beach. In a race car. On the first day of kindergarten. She flashes a toothless
grin beneath her sandy blonde hair and Hello Kitty earrings.
Upstairs in his kitchen, he pushed a button on a photo frame she gave him a month before
she was killed, and her voice filled the room.
“I love you, Daddy,” she cooed, stumbling over a Father’s Day greeting.
To keep Veronica’s memory alive, he tries to do the things he used to do with her. He hikes.
He skis. He works on cars — she used to hand him wrenches while he was under the
chassis, he said.

He tries to stay busy to keep his mind from wandering into darker thoughts. It doesn’t
always work.
“I wasn’t there to protect her,” he said.
Sullivan’s father, Robert Sullivan, said he encourages his son to talk and tries to listen.
“What I notice is a very strong underlying anger and anguish that is going to be very
difficult to overcome,” he said. “It’s going to forever alter him.”
Just after midnight on July 20, 2012, Sullivan fell asleep at his Denver studio apartment,
exhausted after returning from one of the long-haul routes he drove as a trucker. Two
hours later, he was awakened by his phone.
A relative of his ex-wife told him he needed to get to the hospital. Veronica was dying.
He arrived too late to say goodbye to his daughter. Her mother was paralyzed in the
attack.
Days later, he asked a victim’s advocate to introduce him to the police officer who carried
Veronica from the theater. They met at a police station in Aurora, not far from the
shooting scene.
The officer told Sullivan that he, too, was a father. Sullivan said the officer told him that
he thought he felt Veronica’s heartbeat as he carried her from the theater. Sullivan realizes
what the officer probably felt was his own pulse, his heart racing.
“The most comforting thing for me was knowing he was a father himself. To know that he
picked her up the same way he picks up his own kids and he carried her the same way he
carries his own kids,” Sullivan said.
He told the officer the hardest part was feeling powerless and unable to protect his
daughter.
“I know it took a lot out of him as well. I could see how much damage it had done to him,”
he said.
Getting the sporadic text messages and seeing the birthday cards reminds him that
someone else out there — who was with Veronica when he couldn’t be — is thinking about
his pain.

“It helps to understand there’s still someone there who actually cares,” he said.
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Live: Updates from jury selection in
Aurora theater shooting
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 23, 2015 7:05 am

1

2:25 p.m.

CENTENNIAL | Another 40 potential jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial were
released Thursday afternoon.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. released the group after prosecutors and James Holmes’ lawyers
agreed that they shouldn’t serve on the jury. Samour released another potential juror
because he used to work in the Arapahoe County district attorney’s office.
That brings the total of released jurors over the first three days of jury selection to 121.
About 660 prospective jurors have reported to court since Tuesday in waves of about 130
at a time. That leaves about 540 jurors who have filled out their questionnaires and could
still serve on the jury.
The jurors released Thursday include two who asked to be released on Wednesday. One of
them told the judge they have a variety of digestive ailments and have to care for a
disabled wife. The other said serving on the jury would hurt his orthodontics business
because it would take him away from work.
Jury selection is expected to resume again Friday morning.
1:40 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. released six more jurors from their summonses
during Thursday afternoon’s session.
That brings the total of dismissed jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial to 80. Samour
hasn’t yet said how many jurors reported to Thursday’s morning session. About 130 to 140
people have reported to previous sessions.
Three of the people were released because they didn’t speak any English. In each case, the
prospective juror had brought along their child to translate for them.
Others have said they don’t speak English well, but if they speak any English, the judge
has opted to tell them to try their best rather than dismiss them.
Samour is expected to read his opening remarks to the afternoon session in about 15
minutes.
11:20 a.m.

CENTENNIAL | After reviewing the first batch of 135 juror questionnaires, prosecutors
and lawyers for James Holmes agreed to dismiss 48 potential jurors in the Aurora theater
shooting case.
Those jurors, plus five others released Thursday morning, bring the total of released jurors
to 74.
It wasn’t clear what reasons the two sides gave for releasing the 48.
District Attorney George Brauchler said he didn’t want to specify in open court why the
two sides decided to release the prospective jurors because he didn’t want future jurors to
use the information in an effort to get released.
“I’m concerned we create a road map for someone who is going to show up tomorrow or a
week from now,” he said.
Brauchler said the prosecution could file a sealed motion in the coming days explaining
their reasoning.
Among those released are three who prosecutors said on Tuesday were spotted using their
phones in the courtroom, a violation of the judge’s order.
Brauchler said prosecutors had 63 prospective jurors they wanted released, but the two
sides only agreed on 48.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said court staff will post the juror numbers for those released to
the court’s website. He said he expects more from the initial group of 135 will be released in
the coming days.
Holmes appeared in court wearing a dark red sweater and slacks. He sat quietly at the
defense table throughout the hearing.
The two sides are due back in court at 1 p.m.
9 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Accused theater shooter James Holmes is due in court Thursday for the
third day of jury selection in his first-degree murder trial.

Thursday’s session is expected to mark the first argument between the prosecution and
defense over completed jury questionnaires.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said on Wednesday that his staff gave the lawyers the first batch
of completed questionnaires at midday Wednesday and that they should be prepared to
discuss them Thursday.
So far, in three sessions, Samour has released 21 jurors from their summonses, leaving 386
prospective jurors from the past two days who could still be on the jury.
Samour said he has been happy with the turnout so far. Court officials sent out 250
summonses for each session and expected between 120 and 150 people to report to court
each session.
The afternoon session Wednesday had 141 prospective jurors in it, which is about as many
as the courtroom can hold.
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Aurora theater shooting trial: More
jurors excused on Day 3 — DA worries
about revealing ways out of jury duty
“I’m concerned we create a road map for someone who is going to show up
tomorrow or a week from now,” he said.
BY Brandon Johansson, Staff writer, Updated: January 23, 2015 9:04 am

3

6

CENTENNIAL | After reviewing more than 260 juror questionnaires, prosecutors and
lawyers for James Holmes agreed to dismiss 88 potential jurors in the Aurora theater
shooting case Thursday.
Those jurors, plus others released for language, residency or other issues, bring the total of
released jurors in the first three days of jury selection to 121.
It wasn’t clear what reasons the two sides gave for releasing the 88 on Thursday, and it
appears doubtful the two sides will say publicly why they are releasing some jurors.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/massive-aurora-theater-shootingtrial-will-make-history/attachment/carlos-samour/)District Attorney George Brauchler
said he didn’t want to say in open court why the two sides decided to release the
prospective jurors because he didn’t want future jurors to use the information in an effort
to get released.
“I’m concerned we create a road map for someone who is going to show up tomorrow or a
week from now,” he said.
Brauchler said the prosecution could file a sealed motion in the coming days explaining
their reasoning.
Among those released are three who prosecutors said on Tuesday were spotted using their
phones in the courtroom, a violation of the judge’s order. Two others had asked to be
released on Wednesday. One of them told the judge they have a variety of digestive
ailments and have to care for a disabled wife. The other said serving on the jury would
hurt his orthodontics business because it would take him away from work.

About 660 prospective jurors have reported to court since Tuesday in waves of about 130
at a time. That leaves about 540 jurors who have filled out their questionnaires and could
still serve on the jury.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said court staff will post the juror numbers for those released to
the court’s website.
Samour released others because they didn’t speak any English. In each case, the
prospective juror had brought along their child to translate for them. ‘
Others have said they don’t speak English well, but if they speak any English the judge has
opted to tell them to try their best rather than dismiss them.
Holmes appeared in court wearing a dark red sweater and slacks. He sat quietly at the
defense table throughout the hearing.
He is accused of killing 12 and wounding 70 more in a July 2012 shooting rampage at an
Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and prosecutors are
seeking the death penalty.
Jury selection is expected to resume Friday morning and continue through May or June.
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Thank you George for wasting the taxpayers's money.
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‘Death-qualified’ juror search slows
Boston marathon, Aurora theater
cases
"I would sentence him to death," he said, then added: "I can't imagine any
evidence that would change how I feel about what happened."
By DENISE LAVOIE, AP Legal Affairs Writer, Updated: January 26, 2015 9:43 am

1

1

BOSTON | One prospective juror was brutally frank when asked whether he could
consider a sentence of life in prison for the man accused of bombing the Boston
Marathon.
“I would sentence him to death,” he said, then added: “I can’t imagine any evidence that
would change how I feel about what happened.”
Another prospective juror said he couldn’t even consider the death penalty, telling the
court, “I just can’t kill another person.”

The two men are on opposite sides of the capital punishment debate, but both unlikely to
make it on the jury for the trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev: to be seated for a death penalty
case a juror must be willing — but not eager — to hand down a sentence of either life or
death.
The process of finding “death qualified” jurors has slowed down jury selection in federal
case against Tsarnaev, who is charged with setting off two bombs that killed three people
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The process is designed to weed out jurors who have strong feelings for or against the
death penalty. A 1985 ruling from the U.S. Supreme Court said a juror can lawfully be
excused if his views on the death penalty are so strong that they would prevent or
substantially impair his ability to follow the law.
But death penalty opponents have long said the process is fundamentally unfair. They
argue that death-qualified juries do not represent a true cross-section of the community
and are less likely to be sympathetic to the defense.
“You end up with a jury with less women, less blacks, less Democrats … you end up with a
jury that is skewed in ways that make it probably more conservative, more accepting of
prosecution arguments, of state authority,” said Richard Dieter, executive director of the
Death Penalty Information Center, a nonprofit organization that opposes executions.
The Capital Jury Project, a consortium of university researchers, interviewed about 1,200
jurors in 353 capital trials in 14 states beginning in the early 1990s. The group’s research has
shown that death penalty juries are more likely to convict and that jurors often make up

their minds about what punishment to hand down long before they’re supposed to, said
William Bowers, director of the project.
After reaching a verdict, a trial enters the penalty phase, when prosecutors present
evidence of aggravating factors, such as the brutality of the crime, to argue in favor of the
death penalty while defense attorneys present mitigating factors, such as abuse as a child,
to argue against it. Juries are then supposed to weigh those factors when deciding
whether a defendant should get life or death.
“The principal finding is that half of the jurors said they knew what the punishment
should be before the penalty stage of the trial and another one-quarter of them said they
were pretty sure,” Bowers said. “The thing they don’t recognize or seem to have overlooked
is that they are not supposed to decide what the punishment is until they hear the
evidence in the second phase.”
Death penalty opponents have argued that to get around this kind of pre-judgment,
separate juries should be chosen to hear evidence in the guilt phase and the punishment
phase. But that idea has not gained traction.
Another finding of the research was that death penalty opponents are also more willing to
consider an insanity defense, something that will come into play in the case of Holmes,
whose attorneys don’t dispute opened fire during a midnight showing of “The Dark Knight
Rises” but argue he was in the grips of a psychotic episode. He has pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity.
Holmes’ lawyers, citing data from the Capital Jury Project, argued that his jury should not
be death-qualified, but Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. rejected their challenge, saying he is
bound by rulings by the U.S. Supreme Court and the Colorado Supreme Court holding
that death-qualification is constitutional.
In the Holmes case, an unprecedented 9,000 jury summonses were mailed. As of Friday, 210
prospective jurors had been excused over four days. Individual questioning is set to begin
next month.
In the marathon bombing case, 1,373 people filled out juror questionnaires. Individual
questioning of prospective jurors has been slowed as the judge has probed people at
length about their feelings on the death penalty. The judge had originally said he hoped to
question 40 jurors each day, but during the first five days only averaged about 15.

Capital punishment supporters say the current system of screening out strong pro- and
anti-death penalty jurors is the only fair way to choose juries in death penalty cases.
“The process simply says that jurors must be willing to abide by the law,” said John
McAdams, a Marquette University professor who supports the death penalty.
“The law says that certain kinds of aggravated murders should get the death penalty,” he
said. “Jurors have to be willing to listen to the evidence and have to be willing to impose
the death penalty if, in their judgment, the crime was sufficiently heinous to call for the
death penalty.”
Associated Press Writers Dan Elliott and Sadie Gurman contributed to this report from
Denver.
Tags: ap (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/ap/)
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Panic attack, bad back: Aurora theater
shooting brings jury excuses
"The length that you have to be on this case, and then to tell someone they
can't talk about it, that is a huge burden," said Thaddeus Hoffmeister, a
University of Dayton law professor. "Who wants to live in that bubble?"
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press DAN ELLIOTT, Associated Press, Updated: January 26, 2015 7:23 am

3

2

CENTENNIAL | One prospective juror said she had a panic attack. Another claimed to
have a bad back. A third is in the military and worried he’d be deployed during the trial of
Aurora theater shooter James Holmes.
Even as an unprecedented 9,000 prospective jurors were summoned for questioning, both
sides in the mass murder trial are worried about letting too many potential jurors go.
Prosecutors have asked the judge not to reveal why he releases jurors, for fear of handing
out a road map for others trying to avoid serving.
And defense attorney Daniel King warned the judge who was listing off the reasons to let
people go: “You have to consider the fact that people may not want to sit on this jury.”
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/panic-attackbad-back-aurora-theater-shooting-brings-juryexcuses/attachment/colorado-shooting-107/)It won’t
be easy for those picked. Jury selection alone could
last until June, and the trial could run into October.
The court will pay jurors just $50 a day during that
time, and employers only have to pay their workers
for the first three days of jury service.

It’s unusual for a mass shooter even to see a trial. Many killers take their own lives; others
end up with plea agreements. Prosecutors in the Holmes case rejected a plea offer from
defense lawyers, pushing the case toward a grueling trial that will replay the massacre.
The chosen 24, including 12 alternates, won’t be allowed to talk to anyone — even each
other — about the case, which means bearing the stressful experience alone. Mental
health counseling will be available, but only after jurors reach a verdict.
“The length that you have to be on this case, and then to tell someone they can’t talk about
it, that is a huge burden,” said Thaddeus Hoffmeister, a University of Dayton law
professor. “Who wants to live in that bubble?”
The jury’s job will be not only to decide whether Holmes was insane when he killed 12
people and wounded 70 others during the July 2012 attack, but they also might be asked to
decide whether he should be executed. Jurors will be shown graphic photos from the
theater, where police say Holmes slipped in through in a back door wearing a gas mask
and body armor, threw gas canisters into the audience and opened fire during a midnight
showing of a new Batman movie on July 20, 2012. They’ll hear harrowing testimony from
people who scrambled for exits or dived for cover, shielding loved ones amid gunshots,
screams and the blaring movie soundtrack.
Research has shown jurors in death penalty cases have suffered nightmares, flashbacks
and symptoms similar to post-traumatic stress disorder, said James Acker, a researcher on
death penalty juries at the State University of New York in Albany.
“They’ll be barred from sharing what they’re going through and thus not be able to share
their feelings, either,” Acker said.
Federal prosecutors in Boston are confronting a similar dilemma as they try to find people
to serve as jurors for the murder trial of accused Boston marathon bomber Dzhokhar
Tsarnaev, another death penalty case.
Some of those potential jurors have also cited personal hardships that would make it
difficult to serve on the trial, which is expected to last three to four months. Several have
said they run their own businesses and can’t afford to miss work for that long. Others
have said they are the primary caregivers for their children, have pre-paid vacations
scheduled, or have business trips planned. One man told the judge he runs a delicatessen
with his wife, who is 5 1/2 months pregnant.

But the Holmes case is even more challenging, as evidenced by the far greater number of
jurors Samour called. The 9,000 jurors summoned — more than have ever been summoned
for a court case in American history, according to experts — represent nearly one out of
every 50 residents of suburban Arapahoe County.
So many notices went out that witnesses to the attack received them, as did relatives of
staffers in the local district attorney’s office. They were immediately dismissed. The
number’s already been whittled to 7,000 because many summonses were undeliverable.
Judge Carlos Samour last week dismissed 213 potential jurors who either had doctors’
notes, couldn’t speak English or weren’t residents of Arapahoe County, where the trial is
unfolding.
The potential jurors excuses are treated with heavy scrutiny. Samour wouldn’t dismiss a
woman who said she was so sick she needed an ambulance; he just allowed her to come
back another day.
On Thursday, Samour dismissed the women who complained of a panic attack after
making her describe her condition under oath. Later that afternoon, another woman also
cited panic attacks as a reason she couldn’t serve. This time, Samour just asked her to
come back another day.
Excuses vary, and they show the broad cross-section of those called: One potential juror is
the sole caretaker of his severely disabled wife. Another worried his orthodontics business
would suffer. Still another needed to find daycare.
The financial strain will be difficult. Some businesses pay for more than the three days of
service required by Colorado law, but many don’t. That limits jury service to those who
won’t suffer serious financial hardship — retirees, government employees, those who
work for large corporations — which can alter the panel, said Joseph Rice, managing
partner of the Jury Research Institute, a California-based trial consulting firm.
“All of a sudden, you’ve taken a jury of your peers, which is supposed to be a random crosssection of the community, and now it has become dramatically skewed,” he said.
Associated Press writer Denise Lavoie contributed to this report from Boston.
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AURORA THEATER SHOOTING
TRIAL: Day 4, 189 potential jurors
excused so far
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. has released 121 prospective jurors from their
summonses so far, leaving about 540 who have filled out their
questionnaires and could still be selected.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: January 26, 2015 7:46 am

3:04 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | After four days of jury selection, 213 prospective jurors in the Aurora
theater shooting case have been released from their summonses.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said Friday that the number will likely grow substantially after
lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes and the prosecution review some of the
roughly 800 completed questionnaires over the weekend.
Jury selection wrapped for the week around 2:30 p.m. and will resume Monday morning.
So far, the two sides have agreed to release about 160 prospective jurors after reviewing
their questionnaires. The others have been released because they didn’t live in Arapahoe
County, have some connection to the case or don’t speak English.
Holmes appeared in court Friday wearing a dark blazer, white button-up shirt and gray
slacks. He sat quietly throughout he hearings.
Also Friday, Samour amended his order barring prospective jurors from talking to the
media about any subject for one prospective juror who works at the Denver Post. The
juror wasn’t released and isn’t allowed to talk about the trial to anyone, but Samour said
the ban on any conversation with the media wouldn’t allow her to do her job.
“Obviously the advisement about not talking to the media is not going to work for you,” he
said.
Samour said he will issue a similar order to other jurors who work for media companies.
1:54 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Six more jurors were released in the Aurora theater shooting case Friday
afternoon, bringing the total to 189.
Judge Carlos Samour also amended his order barring prospective jurors from talking to
the media about any subject for one prospective juror who works at the Denver Post. The
juror wasn’t released and isn’t allowed to talk about the trial to anyone, but Samour said
the ban on any conversation with the media wouldn’t allow her to do her job.

“Obviously the advisement about not talking to the media is not going to work for you,” he
said.
10 a.m.
CENTENNIAL| The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial released 62 jurors during
Friday morning’s session.
That brings the total of jurors released to 183 since jury selection started Tuesday.
Among those released Friday were six people released before filling out their jury
questionnaires because they didn’t speak English, work for the court, had medical issues
or lived outside Arapahoe County. The rest were released after the two sides agreed that
they shouldn’t serve on the jury.
Court is set to resume at 1 p.m.
9 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The fourth day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting case is set
to resume at 9 a.m. with another wave of roughly 130 potential jurors.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. has released 121 prospective jurors from their summonses so far,
leaving about 540 who have filled out their questionnaires and could still be selected.
Each session — one in the morning and one in the evening — has seen about 130
prospective jurors report to court.
Thursday’s session marked the first time jurors were released after the prosecution and
defense had a chance to review their questionnaires. The two sides agreed to release 88
jurors based on their questionnaires, but Samour said he expected them to find more from
the first few days who should be released.
Accused shooter James Holmes has appeared in court each day and sat quietly next to his
defense team.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial/), Colorado
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/),
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LIVE: Aurora theater shooting trial –
Tuesday notes from court
Five more jurors released this morning. Judge Carlos Samour Jr. says it
feels like 'Groundhog Day.' More to come.
By Brandon Johansson, staff writer, Updated: January 28, 2015 7:40 am

1

Notes from Reporter Brandon Johansson, in Arapahoe County district
court during jury selection for the Aurora theater shooting trial of
James Holmes:
2:20 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Court adjourned around 2:15 p.m. Tuesday in the Aurora theater shooting
trial.
Unlike during previous sessions, the two sides didn’t announce a list of jurors that they
agreed should be released this afternoon. Earlier in the day, 70 jurors were released,
bringing the total to 454.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. again cautioned the two sides to be as reasonable as possible
when it comes to releasing jurors during this initial phase. During the next phase, when
lawyers interview individual prospective jurors, Samour said it is important that the
remaining pool not be too large.
“In the end we can only speak to so many individuals,” he said.
Court is scheduled to resume at 8:40 a.m. Wednesday.
1:40 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Five more jurors were released Tuesday afternoon in the Aurora theater
shooting trial, but lawyers for James Holmes balked at releasing two others.
In one case, a juror said she is 34 weeks pregnant and in her previous pregnancies
delivered her baby around this time frame. Prosecutors agreed to release the woman, but
lawyers for accused gunman James Holmes said the woman should have to stay to at least
fill out the juror questionnaire.
Another juror brought a note from his doctor saying he has “psychiatric issues” and
should not serve on the jury. Again, prosecutors said the man should be released but the
defense said he should fill out the questionnaire.
The defense has been more reluctant to release jurors before they fill out the
questionnaire than the prosecution has.

Among the five released this afternoon, three said they didn’t speak any English and a
fourth brought proof that they weren’t a citizen.
The fifth person released was a juror who knew Alex Sullivan, one of 12 people killed
during the July 2012 shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater. That juror said they
also knew a guard in the jail who worked near Holmes’ cell.
Two other jurors — one who had a daughter in an adjacent theater at the Century Aurora
16 that night and another who helped fundraise for a victim — told the judge about their
connections to the case but were not released.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. is reading the introductory remarks to jurors now and the two
sides will reconvene shortly before 2 p.m.
11:13 a.m.
AURORA | The Colorado Attorney General’s Office is asking the judge in the Aurora
theater shooting trial to quash a subpoena the defense sent to the Colorado Department
of Labor and Employment.
In a motion filed last week and unsealed Tuesday, state lawyers said the defense
subpoenaed Laura Nelson of CDLE to appear in court in February to discuss
“unemployment insurance issues.” Details about those issues were redacted from the
motion.
Privacy laws bar CDLE employees from discussing details about unemployment
insurance, according to the motion.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. has not ruled on the motion. When he announced it in court
Tuesday morning, the defense said they had only just received the motion and the
prosecution said they had not yet seen it.
The defense and prosecution are due in court again at 1 p.m. to continue jury selection.
10 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Another 60 jurors were released from the Aurora theater shooting trial
Tuesday, bringing the total to 449 released since jury selection started last week.

The 60 released Tuesday morning were part of a group that the prosecution and defense
agreed to release after reviewing their questionnaires. Five others were released earlier
Tuesday for language, residency issues or because they have a relative connected to the
case.
Samour continued to hold a strict standard for who can be released before filling out the
questionnaire, or before the two sides have a chance to discuss their answers to the
questionnaire.
One juror told the court they had been a kidnapping victim and said filling out the
questionnaire was traumatic. Samour said the juror told the court they could not be
impartial and was crying and visibly shaken while filling out the questionnaire. Court
staff let them go home without completing the form, but the juror wasn’t immediately
released.
Another juror is mostly deaf and had a note from her doctor, but Samour and court staff
asked her to try her best to fill out the questionnaire before letting her go.
Samour released one juror Tuesday who said his niece’s son was grazed by a bullet that
night in the theater, but only after the prosecutor who specializes in witness issues
reviewed the name of the prospective juror and their niece’s son.
All of that comes after a juror who showed up drunk to court wasn’t released Monday and
instead ordered to come back another day.
Prosecutors have been more inclined to release jurors so far than Holmes’ lawyers have
been. One prospective juror said she is pregnant and due in September, and that her
sister’s boyfriend was in the theater that night. District Attorney George Brauchler said he
didn’t object to releasing her, but Holmes’ lawyers asked that she fill out the questionnaire
before being released.
9 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The sixth day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial started
Tuesday morning with five more jurors being released.
Two jurors were excused because they no longer live in Arapahoe County, two because
they don’t speak English and one because he is related to one of the victims in the case.
That brings the total released to 389 since jury selection started Jan. 20.

Tuesday’s session started the way the previous four did, with the two sides meeting briefly
to discuss miscellaneous issues before the prospective jurors came in.
“It’s starting to feel a little bit like Groundhog Day,” Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said.
A record number of prospective jurors — 148 — reported for Tuesday’s session, a crowd
that required court staff to grab some extra chairs at the start.
“We’ve got a lot of folks here, the courtroom is full,” Samour said before delivering his
opening remarks to the prospective jurors.
Accused shooter James Holmes appeared in court wearing a light-colored button-up shirt
and dark pants.
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LIVE: Aurora theater shooting trial –
Wednesday notes from court
Batch of jurors released today appeared for same session as drunk man
Monday. The drunk one wasn't among those released
By Brandon Johansson, staff writer, Updated: January 29, 2015 7:26 am

Notes from Reporter Brandon Johansson, in Arapahoe County district
court during jury selection for the Aurora theater shooting trial of
James Holmes:
2:45 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | The two sides in the Aurora theater shooting trial agreed to release
another 59 prospective jurors Wednesday afternoon, bringing the total to 598.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said again Wednesday that he has been happy with the number
of prospective jurors who have reported to court so far.
For yesterday’s morning session, for example, he said 147 jurors reported out of only about
180 summonses delivered.
“I’m still encouraged by the numbers we are getting,” he said.
One of the jurors Wednesday morning was apparently concerned about their privacy
should they be picked for the juror.
The judge tells prospective jurors each session that the lawyers might research their
online presence as they try to choose a jury and in a note to the judge, the juror asked if
that meant lawyers would research their family as well. The juror also wondered if a
sketch artist would be allowed to draw jurors.
Samour said that because the juror’s question wasn’t discovered until after they left, he
would have to answer them when they return.
Court adjourned for the day around 2:30 p.m. and is set to resume at 8:40 a.m. Thursday.
1:40 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | With ten more jurors released in the Aurora theater shooting trial
Wednesday afternoon, a total of 529 have been released since jury selection started last
week.
The jurors released Wednesday included six who didn’t speak any English. Judge Carlos
Samour, Jr. has had a policy of releasing prospective jurors who spoke no English, but
asking jurors who speak some English to at least fill out the juror questionnaire.

Those released included a husband and wife who spoke no English. The wife was due in
court today, but the husband wasn’t due until next month. Samour released them both
today so the husband doesn’t have to return.
Three others were released because they do not live in Arapahoe County.
The other juror was released because they care for their disabled husband and brought a
note from their doctor saying so.
Another juror said her husband died Jan. 8 and she was dealing with estate issues. The
judge said she didn’t bring proof so she was not released.
Samour is now reading the advisement to this afternoon’s group of jurors. The sides will
reconvene shortly after 2 p.m.
10:10 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Another 69 jurors were released Wednesday morning in the Aurora
theater shooting trial, bringing the total released to 528.
The batch released Wednesday morning included many who appeared at the same time
Monday as a prospective juror who court staff believed was drunk. That juror was not
among those released, and the defense had previously said they prefer that he be asked to
come back at a later date.
Those released Wednesday include several who had asked to be released, including one
who said she was moving to Virginia, one who said they live in Grand Lake and another
who lives in Victor and said they have relatives who work for Aurora police.
A juror who got sick in the middle of Friday’s session was also released.
A juror who appeared in court Wednesday said she was pregnant and due right around
when opening arguments are expected to start in May or June. She asked to be released.
The court said she could write that information in the hardship section of the
questionnaire, but she was not immediately released.
Holmes sat quietly wearing a light-colored sweater during Wednesday’s session.
Court in recess until 1:10.

9:15 a.m. Just five jurors released this morning. Likely many more coming later this
morning because they didn’t stipulate excuses any at yesterday’s afternoon session. Total
of 459 jurors released so far.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial/), Colorado
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Judging how sick is too sick to serve on
the Aurora theater shooting trial
“I don’t want to turn this into, ‘If I can get my doctor to scratch out a note, I
can get out of jury duty,’” he said.
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: January 29, 2015 4:52 pm

1

5

CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial on Thursday set out limits
for what constitutes a medical excuse from serving as a juror in the high-profile trial.
During the first eight days of jury selection, Judge Carlos Samour Jr. has released several
jurors who brought notes from their doctors, but on Thursday he rejected a request from a
juror who brought an excuse.
The prospective juror’s brief note didn’t mention any specific ailment. Instead, the doctor
wrote having her serve on jury duty would “not be advisable,” Samour said.
Lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes and the prosecution agreed with the judge
that the prospective juror should fill out the questionnaire and list more specific reasons
as to why she shouldn’t serve.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/theatershooting-case-draws-huge-pool-prospectivejurors/attachment/colorado-shooting-102/)District
Attorney George Brauchler said he didn’t want to
pry into a person’s medical history, but he said it is
important that there be a standard in place for
people released for medical reasons.
“I don’t want to turn this into, ‘If I can get my doctor
to scratch out a note, I can get out of jury duty,’”
he said.
Holmes is charged with killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Jury selection started last week and is expected to continue through May or June.
Samour released 126 jurors Thursday, bringing the total let go so far to 724. Almost 2,000
prospective jurors have reported to court over the first eight days.
Samour on Thursday amended his order barring prospective jurors from talking to the
media about anything for two jurors. One juror’s husband works in the media and Samour
said she can talk to her husband, just not about the theater shooting case.
“Obviously I can’t prevent her from talking to her husband for eight months,” he said.
The other juror said they were close friends with several people who work in media.
Samour said the point of his order is to stop people who don’t normally speak to the
media from doing so, not to bar people who regularly speak to the media from discussing
subjects other than the theater shooting. He has issued a similar amended order for a
woman who worked for the Denver Post and a man who works for Denver radio station
KBPI.
The jurors released Thursday include two mothers who told the court earlier one of their

children was in an adjacent theater the night of the shootings. “I wouldn’t want to be on
this case,” one of the women wrote in a note to Samour.
A pregnant woman due soon who asked to be released Jan. 27, but who the defense said
should stay to at least fill out the questionnaire, was also released.
Another released juror told the court they had medical issues and their right side was
paralyzed and another said they were the sole care provider for a disabled relative.
The two sides have not said in court why some jurors are being released. Some who said
they have connections to the case or to the lawyers involved have not been released,
while others have.
Samour said a juror from Wednesday’s session spent close to four hours filling out the 18page, 75-question juror questionnaire but did not complete it. The judge said there isn’t a
time limit on the form, but the prospective juror was taking so long it wasn’t fair for him to
keep his staff on duty. The juror will be called back to complete the form, Samour said, but
likely be called in the morning so they have a full day to finish.
Holmes sat quietly wearing a white button-up shirt throughout today’s hearing.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial
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LIVE — Aurora theater shooting trial
DAY 9: Updates from jury selection
Over the previous eight days, the court has dismissed more than 700
prospective jurors. Close to 2,000 have reported to court so far
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: January 30, 2015 5:41 pm

1

Staff writer Brandon Johansson is reporting from Arapahoe County district court
during jury selection for the Aurora theater shooting trial:
3:50 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Another 47 jurors were released in the Aurora theater shooting Friday
afternoon, bringing the total released so far to about 870.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. reiterated this afternoon that he is leaning toward ending this
initial phase of jury selection a few days early. Samour said Feb. 8 could be the last day of
the first phase, instead of Feb. 11.
Prosecutors opposed shaving a few days off the initial phase, but the defense supported
the idea.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said he was worried jurors who initially said serving
wouldn’t be a hardship will change their mind when they have a few weeks to think about
it.
Orman said he has been surprised at how many jurors have said serving on a five-month
trial wouldn’t be a hardship. He said he expects a sizeable chunk of that group to change
their minds.
“We just don’t know,” he said.
Orman said he would rather the court collect questionnaires on those last three days just
in case they need them.
“I would rather have these jurors, these questionnaires, in our pocket if we need,” he said.
Samour said he is leaning toward ending the initial phase early, but said he won’t make a
decision until Monday.
2 p.m.
CENTENNIAL |The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial released three jurors for
medical reasons Friday.

Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. rejected medical release requests from three other jurors because
they didn’t provide a doctor note or explain what their ailment was. Samour said
Thursday that he would release jurors for medical reasons only if they brought a note.
Otherwise, the court is asking them to at least fill out their questionnaire.
Samour said a prospective juror also appeared to fake an injury in an attempt to get
released. The man, who was not released but instead rescheduled for Feb. 6, said he had a
broken right hand and asked court staff to write a note to the judge for him, Samour said.
The man also breathed heavily and dramatically, the judge said.
The man wore a bandage on his hand for part of the day, Samour said, but deputies saw
him use both hands to ball up his jacket so he could use it as a pillow.
After the man asked to be released, all of his ailments seemed to disappear when he
reached the elevator, the judge said. He also apparently forgot his hand injury and reached
to shake a court staffer’s hand before realizing his mistake and reaching out with his left.
Sheriff’s deputies have worked undercover posing as jurors throughout jury selection,
wearing street clothes and juror badges at multiple sessions. Samour mentioned
undercover deputies when discussing the juror who may have faked an injury, but
stopped short of saying they were the deputies who saw the man.
Samour also explained to the two sides why some non-citizens have been called for jury
duty. The list of potential jurors includes non-citizens who have state-issued ID cards or
driver’s licenses, he said.
Samour said there are lots of questions from this morning’s session, so the today’s hearing
will likely go longer than usual.
10:35 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | With a steady stream of prospective jurors reporting to court in the
Aurora theater shooting case, the judge said Friday jury selection could be cut short by a
few days.
With about 2,000 prospective jurors having reported to court so far, that leaves about 1,200
who have filled out their questionnaire and could still be seated on the jury.
At the rate prospective jurors are reporting to court now, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said he
would like to have Feb. 9 be the last day of the initial phase, instead of Feb. 13.

If the two sides continue to keep about 150 jurors per day, that would leave about 2,000
still eligible at the start of the next phase.
Over the first nine days of jury selection, the court has released 821 jurors, including 97
released this morning.
For the next phase, which includes individual questioning of jurors, Samour said he will
use a defense-preferred plan and call 12 jurors per day and give the two sides 20 minutes to
interview each person. Samour said he had been considering calling 18 per day and
limiting the two sides to 10 minutes with each.
The goal is to whittle the pool to about 120 qualified jurors by the end of that 16 weeks.
From there, the two sides will choose 12 jurors and 12 alternates.
At the current pace, Samour said he is willing to give the sides more time to speak with
each prospective jurors. But, he cautioned, if the sides are not able to keep pace and choose
about 8 jurors per week, he might have them call in more jurors and question them for
shorter stretches. Between 900 and 1,300 prospective jurors will likely be questioned
individually.
9:30 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Two prospective jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial showed up
intoxicated to court Friday morning, the judge said.
One juror was drunk and Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. said he would like to release them. But,
as they have with several jurors the judge or prosecutors wanted to release, lawyers for
James Holmes objected.
Samour agreed to have the drunk juror come back on another day, just as he did with
another drunk juror last week.
A second juror arrived at court high and told court staff he was illiterate. Samour said the
court didn’t have the staff today to assist the juror with their questionnaire so they will be
scheduled to return on a different day.
A total of more than 700 jurors have been released so far after Samour released five jurors
Friday morning. Those released Friday were let go because they didn’t speak English, were
not a United States citizen, or lived outside of Arapahoe County.

Those sorts of issues have come up with several jurors over the first nine days of jury
selection. District Attorney George Brauchler said there seemed to be a significant number
of people who received summonses but are not eligible for jury duty.
“I have some concern about the process by which people were picked for this process,”
Brauchler said.
But Samour said the number is actually pretty insignificant considering the court mailed
out 9,000 summonses.
Plus, Samour said, in most cases, the jury commissioner releases jurors with language,
residency or citizenship issues before they ever report to court. In this case, the judge has
ordered the jury commissioner not to release those prospective jurors and instead allow
he and the two sides to review their cases before releasing them.
The number of ineligible jurors who have reported is pretty typical, he said.
“This is nothing new for the jury commissioner’s office, he said.
Samour also read questions submitted by jurors who reported to court Thursday
afternoon. Among those, two jurors had questions about the insanity defense.
“No one in their right mind would do something like that, therefore they are insane,” one
juror wrote. But, that juror said, the defendant is still guilty.
Another juror asked if they could find Holmes guilty but insane.
Samour and his staff told both jurors they couldn’t answer their questions.
Those sorts of questions about Holmes’ sanity are expected to be the crux of the trial.
Holmes has admitted to being the gunman that night, but his lawyers say he was insane at
the time of the killings.
Another juror from yesterday was worried about how the court would protect juror’s
identities during the trial.
In another question, a juror asked the judge if she would be allowed to leave her
apartment if her husband — a “die hard news person” — refuses to turn off the news. The
judge said the question put him in an awkward spot.

“I didn’t want to get in the middle of this husband and wife situation,” he said.
Another juror said they know witnesses in the case and another said they worked with
victims at University of Colorado Hospital in the shooting’s aftermath.
8:30 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The ninth day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is set
to start Friday morning at 8:40 a.m.
Over the previous eight days, the court has dismissed more than 700 prospective jurors.
Close to 2,000 have reported to court so far.
James Holmes is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012
shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of
insanity and prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Holmes has appeared in court for every session of jury selection so far wearing civilian
clothes. He has sat quietly throughout the hearings.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial of
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LIVE: Aurora theater shooting trial –
Thursday notes from court
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: January 30, 2015 7:44 am

1

2:30 p.m.

CENTENNIAL | Another 59 jurors were released Thursday afternoon in the Aurora
theater shooting trial, bringing the total released so far to 724.
Those released Thursday afternoon include a mother of a person in an adjacent theater
the night of the shooting.
Also released was a pregnant woman due soon who asked to be released Jan. 27, but who
the defense said should stay to at least fill out the questionnaire.
Court adjourned around 2:30 p.m. and will resume Friday at 8:40 a.m.
1:45 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial dismissed another eight
prospective jurors Thursday afternoon, but balked at releasing another who asked to be
let go for medical reasons.
Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. has released several jurors so far who brought notes from their
doctors, but said this particular case was different. The prospective juror brought a note
from their doctor, but the brief note didn’t mention any specific ailment. Instead, the
doctor wrote having her serve on jury duty would “not be advisable.”
Lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes and the prosecution agreed with the judge
that the prospective juror should fill out the questionnaire and list more specific reasons
as to why they shouldn’t serve.
District Attorney George Brauchler said he didn’t want to pry into a person’s medical
history, but said it is important that there be a standard in place for people released for
medical reasons.
“I don’t want to turn this into, ‘If I can get my doctor to scratch out a note, I can get out of
jury duty,’” he said.
Thursday’s releases bring the total let go so far to 665.
9:55 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Another 57 jurors were released Thursday morning in the Aurora theater
shooting trial.

The jurors released this morning include one woman who sent a note to the court earlier
this week saying her daughter was in an adjacent theater the night of the shootings. “I
wouldn’t want to be on this case,” she wrote.
Another released juror told the court they had medical issues and their right side was
paralyzed and another said they were the sole care provider for a disabled relative.
The two sides have not said in court why some jurors are being released. Some who said
they have connections to the case or to the lawyers involved have not been released, while
others have.
Holmes sat quietly wearing a white button-up shirt throughout today’s hearing.
Court is in recess until 1:10 p.m.
9:15 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Two more jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial were released this
morning, bringing the total released over eight days of jury selection to 600.
One juror was released because they didn’t speak English and another because they live in
Jefferson County.
Also Thursday morning Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. amended his order barring prospective
jurors from talking to the media about anything for two more jurors. One juror’s husband
works in the media and Samour said she can talk to her husband, just not about the
theater shooting case.
“Obviously I can’t prevent her from talking to her husband for eight months,” he said.
The other juror said they were close friends with several people who work in media.
Samour said the point of his order is to stop people who don’t normally speak to the media
from doing so, not to bar people who regularly speak to the media about a variety of topics
from discussing subjects other than the theater shooting. He has issued a similar amended
order for a woman who worked for the Denver Post and a man who works for Denver
radio station KBPI.

Samour also read questions jurors submitted yesterday. Two jurors said they are military
veterans who suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder and they worry about whether
the trial could aggravate it. Another juror said they used to work as a nurse for the
Arapahoe County sheriff’s office and another said they were convicted of a crime in 2011,
though Samour didn’t say what the crime was. None of those jurors were released, but
Samour noted their concerns.
Another juror from yesterday spent close to four hours filling out the 18-page, 75-question
juror questionnaire but did not complete it, the judge said. Samour said that while there
isn’t a time limit on the form, the prospective juror was taking so long it wasn’t fair for him
to keep his staff on duty. The juror will be called back to complete the form, Samour said,
but likely be called in the morning so they have a full day to finish.
8:25 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Accused gunman James Holmes is due in court at 8:40 a.m. for the eighth
day of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial.
At the end of Wednesday’s session, Judge Carlos Samour, Jr. released another 59
prospective jurors, bringing the total released so far to almost 600. About 1,700 prospective
jurors have reported to court so far.
Holmes is charged with killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
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Jury selection first phase may end
early in Aurora theater shooting trial
— next phase will be personal
interviews for 16 weeks
The goal is to whittle the pool to about 120 qualified jurors by the end of
that 16 weeks. From there, the two sides will choose 12 jurors and 12
alternates.

By Brandon Johnasson, staff writer, Updated: January 30, 2015 5:28 pm

4

10

3

CENTENNIAL | With a steady stream of prospective jurors reporting to court in the
Aurora theater shooting case, the judge said Friday jury selection could be cut short by a
few days.
During nine days of jury selection, about 2,200 prospective jurors have reported to court so
far. The two sides have agreed to release about 870 jurors, leaving about 1,300 who have
completed their questionnaires and could still serve as jurors.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said about 130 prospective jurors have reported to court for each
session, a figure he said he is very happy with.
“Frankly, I think the citizens of Arapahoe County deserve kudos, they have stepped up to
the plate,” he said.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/juryselection-starts-aurora-theater-shooting-trial-winnowingjurors-setting-groundrules/attachment/holmes-trialcourtroom-6/)At the rate prospective jurors are reporting
to court now, Samour said he would like Feb. 9 to be the last
day of the initial phase, instead of Feb. 13.
If the two sides continue to keep about 150 jurors per day, that would leave about 2,000
still eligible at the start of the next phase.
Prosecutors opposed shaving a few days off the initial phase, but the defense supported
the idea.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said he was worried jurors who initially said serving
wouldn’t be a hardship will change their mind when they have a few weeks to think.
Orman said he has been surprised how many jurors have said serving on a five-month
trial wouldn’t be a hardship. He said he expects a sizeable chunk of that group to change
their minds.
“We just don’t know,” he said.

Orman said he would rather the court collect questionnaires on those last three days just
in case they need them.
“I would rather have these jurors, these questionnaires, in our pocket if we need,” he said.
Samour said he is leaning toward ending the initial phase early, but said he won’t make a
decision until Monday.
For the next phase, which includes individual questioning of jurors over a 16-week stretch,
Samour said he will use a defense-preferred plan and call 12 jurors per day and give the
two sides 20 minutes to interview each person, at least to start with. Samour had been
considering calling 18 per day and limiting the two sides to 10 minutes with each.
The goal is to whittle the pool to about 120 qualified jurors by the end of that 16 weeks.
From there, the two sides will choose 12 jurors and 12 alternates.
At the current pace, Samour said he is willing to give the sides more time to speak with
each prospective jurors. But, he cautioned, if the sides are not able to keep pace and choose
about 8 jurors per week, he might have them call in more jurors and question them for
shorter stretches.
“We might have to adjust at some point,” he said.
Between 900 and 1,300 prospective jurors will likely be questioned individually.
Holmes appeared in court Friday wearing a grey shirt and khaki pants. He sat quietly
throughout the hearing.
Court is scheduled to resume at 8:40 a.m. Monday.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial of
James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-jamesholmes/), Colorado (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), excusing jurors
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Aurora theater shooting trial defense
may have strategy in opposing juror
exclusions, expert says
The defense will likely want a long list of jurors who say they can’t be
impartial, Steinhauser said, so they want jurors to at least fill out the
questionnaire so they have a record of those who say they have made their
mind up about Holmes

By Brandon Johansson, staff writer, Updated: January 27, 2015 6:31 pm

1

10

CENTENNIAL | A Denver prosecution expert says reluctance on the part of the James
Holmes defense team to excuse potential jurors could be a strategic move to work toward
a change of venue in the sanity trial.

(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/metroaurora/massive-aurora-theater-shootingtrial-will-make-history/attachment/carlos-samour/)Another 70 jurors were released
Tuesday in the Aurora theater shooting trial, but lawyers for Holmes seemed increasingly
reluctant to release jurors before they fill out their juror questionnaire.
In one case, a juror said she is 34-weeks pregnant and in her previous pregnancies
delivered her baby before the 40-week mark. Prosecutors and the judge agreed to release
the woman, but the defense said the woman should fill out the juror questionnaire before
being released.
Another juror brought a note from his doctor saying he has “psychiatric issues” and
should not serve on the jury. Again, prosecutors said the man should be released but the
defense said he should fill out the questionnaire.
Another juror said she is pregnant and due in September, and that her sister’s boyfriend
was in the theater that night. District Attorney George Brauchler said he didn’t object to
releasing her, but Holmes’ lawyers asked that she fill out the questionnaire before being
released.
None of the three jurors were released and were asked to complete their questionnaires.

The defense’s reluctance to release some jurors came a day after they reiterated that
prospective jurors who say they don’t speak English should only be released if they speak
virtually no English.
Jurors who speak some English should fill out the questionnaire as best they can before
being released, they said.
Karen Steinhauser, a former prosecutor who now teaches at University of Denver Sturm
College of Law, said the defense’s reluctance to dismiss jurors early — even in situations
where the prosecution and judge want the juror released — could be a strategic move with
an eye toward asking for a change of venue later. The defense will likely want a long list of
jurors who say they can’t be impartial, Steinhauser said, so they want jurors to at least fill
out the questionnaire so they have a record of those who say they have made their mind
up about Holmes.
She said the defense might also want to see of the potential jurors would be “good” jurors
for their case, keeping every avenue open to find at least one juror that would not convict
Holmes.
Holmes’ defense team asked the court to move the trial out of Arapahoe County last year,
arguing in a lengthy motion that the extensive and detailed media coverage in Arapahoe
County means it will be impossible to find an unbiased jury.
Samour didn’t reject the defense request outright, but said he has “unwavering
confidence” that the court can find a jury in Arapahoe County. The only way to know
whether a jury could be seated in Arapahoe County was to try to seat a jury there, Samour
said, so he deferred a decision on a change of venue until after the two sides have a chance
to question individual jurors. That round of questioning is expected in late February or
March.
Among the jurors released Tuesday was a person who said they knew Alex Sullivan, one of
12 people killed during the July 2012 shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater. That
juror said they also knew a guard in the jail who worked near Holmes’ cell.
Two other jurors — one who had a daughter in an adjacent theater at the Century Aurora
16 that night and another who helped fundraise for a victim — told the judge about their
connections to the case but were not released.

The 70 jurors released Tuesday brings the total released over six days of jury selection to
454.
Samour again cautioned the two sides at the end of Tuesday’s session to be as reasonable
as possible when it comes to releasing jurors during this initial phase. During the next
phase, when lawyers interview individual prospective jurors, Samour said it is important
that the remaining pool not be too large.
“In the end we can only speak to so many individuals,” he said.
Still, Samour isn’t releasing prospective jurors in most cases before they fill out the
questionnaire, or before the two sides have a chance to discuss their answers to the
questionnaire.
One juror told the court Tuesday morning they had been a kidnapping victim and said
filling out the questionnaire was traumatic. Samour said the juror told the court they
could not be impartial and they were crying and visibly shaken while filling out the
questionnaire. Court staff let them go home without completing the form, but the juror
wasn’t immediately released.
Another juror is mostly deaf and had a note from her doctor, but Samour and court staff
asked her to try her best to fill out the questionnaire before letting her go.
Samour released one juror Tuesday who said his niece’s son was grazed by a bullet that
night in the theater, but only after the prosecutor who specializes in witness issues
reviewed the name of the prospective juror and their niece’s son.
Tuesday’s session started the way the previous sessions did, with the two sides meeting
briefly to discuss miscellaneous issues before the prospective jurors came in.
“It’s starting to feel a little bit like Groundhog Day,” Samour said.
A record number of prospective jurors — 148 — reported for Tuesday’s morning session, a
crowd that required court staff to grab some extra chairs at the start. About 1,300 jurors
have reported to the courthouse over the first six days of jury duty.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 attack at an
Aurora movie theater. The trial is set for opening statements in May or June and is
expected to hinge on whether Holmes was sane at the time of the killings. His defense has
admitted that Holmes was the gunman, but said the former neuroscience student he was
in the midst of a psychotic episode at the time.

Holmes appeared in court wearing a light-colored button-up shirt and dark pants Tuesday
and sat quietly at the defense table throughout the hearings.
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Theater shooting trial DAY 10: Jury
selection to end sooner?
Today marks the 10th day of jury selection and so far, more than 2,000
prospective jurors have reported for duty and almost 900 have been
released, including one released Monday morning for a medical issue.
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: February 3, 2015 7:33 am

1

2:54 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Another 86 jurors were released in the Aurora theater shooting trial
Monday afternoon, bringing the total released so far to more than 1,000.
Among the released jurors Monday were a person who said they were working at
University of Colorado Hospital the night of the shootings and saw some of the victims.
Another released juror said they knew a victim.
One of the jurors this morning sent a note to the court that said they can’t read and asked
to be released. Samour didn’t release the person and said the fact that the prospective
juror wrote a note seemed to point out that the person could, in fact, read.
Court is in recess until Tuesday morning.
1:55 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial released six more jurors
Monday afternoon.
The jurors were released for medical, residency or language issues.
Two of the jurors asked to be released but because they didn’t bring enough proof, Judge
Carlos Samour Jr. question both of them in court before releasing them. In one case, a man
said he had mental health issues and would struggle with being “too friendly” when other
jurors came into the room. The man was released after both the prosecution and defense
said he should be.
Samour declined to release a woman who brought a note from her pediatrician saying she
was currently breast feeding. The woman left a session last week when her infant
was sick. The judge said the court could make accommodations for her to breast feed
should she be selected.
Another woman became emotional after Samour briefly questioned her and was later
released.
Another juror said she had moved to Denver, but was planning to move back to Aurora in
April. Samour and prosecutors wanted the woman released, but the defense asked that
she stay. The judge said he would review the law surrounding whether a juror who does
not live in Arapahoe County but who is planning to move back could serve on a jury.

Among the questions jurors submitted last week was a lengthy one from a juror who said
they were wrongly convicted of a crime in Arapahoe County and were currently on parole.
“I do not like this building, Arapahoe County or your system,” the juror wrote in a note
Samour read this morning.
The juror asked to be dismissed and said it was a waste of time for them to serve on a jury
considering their feelings toward the justice system. They were not released.
11 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The initial phase of jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial will
wrap up Feb. 9, four days earlier than planned.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said Monday he would trim four days off this first phase, during
which jurors report to court and fill out a lengthy questionnaire.
The defense last week said they support the change, but the prosecution objected.
The next phase, which is scheduled to include individual questioning of 12 jurors each day
for 16 weeks, will start Feb. 11.
Samour said he thinks the next phase could move faster than expected just as the first
phase has.
“I’m optimistic by nature so I am hoping it will not take us 16 weeks,” he said.
Samour released another 53 jurors from service Monday, including one who said last week
they regularly work with the police on media relations issues, and one who said they
know a person convicted of a crime. That brings the total released over the first ten days
of jury selection to more than 900.
Court is in recess until 1:10 p.m.
James Holmes, who is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during the July
2012 shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater, sat quietly at the defense table during
this morning’s session.
CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting case is expected to decide
Monday whether to cut the initial phase of jury selection short by a few days.

Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said on Friday that he was considering making Feb. 9 the last day
of the initial phase instead of Feb. 13.
Prosecutors objected to the change, but the defense supported it.
Samour said Friday he would make a decision Monday, but said he is leaning toward
cutting the initial phase short.
The next phase will last 16 weeks and include individual questioning of prospective jurors.
Today marks the 10th day of jury selection and so far, more than 2,000 prospective jurors
have reported for duty and almost 900 have been released, including one released Monday
morning for a medical issue.
Holmes appeared in court wearing civilian clothes Monday and sat quietly at the defense
table. He appeared to be drawing or writing on a notepad at the start of today’s session.
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Potential juror ‘lost it’ in Aurora
theater shooting trial court, and
Holmes changes demeanor
When the jury commissioner told the woman she would be rescheduled,
Samour said she “lost it.” The woman fell to her knees, pulled out clumps
of her hair and cried.
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: February 3, 2015 5:33 pm
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9

CENTENNIAL | Day 11 in the Aurora theater shooting trial wrapped up Tuesday with
more than 120 jurors being released, including one who broke down and pulled out clumps
of her hair when court staff wouldn’t immediately release her.
The woman told the judge earlier in the day that she brought her grandchild to court with
her because the child has not been immunized and no daycare would take them.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said he didn’t want the child in
the courthouse because he was worried about health risks
the unvaccinated child posed. The judge and prosecution
wanted to immediately release her, but the defense asked
that she be scheduled to come back another day and
complete the juror questionnaire.
When the jury commissioner told the woman she would
be rescheduled, Samour said she “lost it.” The woman fell
to her knees, pulled out clumps of her hair and cried, Samour said.
A sheriff’s deputy picked up the grandchild and separated her from the grandmother.
Court staff ushered the grandmother into a conference by herself.
Samour said the woman told staff that the experience was bringing back traumatic
memories.
After the woman’s breakdown, the defense agreed to her release.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman asked the judge if any other prospective jurors saw
the woman’s fit, but Samour said she was alone during the episode.
Accused shooter James Holmes sat quietly during the hearing and occasionally spoke to
his lawyers during the sessions when jurors were not in the courtroom. He seemed more
engaged and talkative with his lawyers Tuesday than he had been on previous days. When
the jurors are in the courtroom though, he sits quietly and stares straight ahead.
The 120 released Tuesday brings the total released over the course of 11 days of jury
selection to more than 1,200 jurors.

The initial phase, which includes jurors filling out a lengthy questionnaire, is set to wrap
up Monday. The second phase, which includes individual questioning of jurors, is
scheduled to start Feb. 11.
The two sides said Tuesday they had reached an agreement that means the defense won’t
need to subpoena an employee of the Colorado Department of Labor and Employment.
The two sides gave the judge some documents that they said covers the information they
were looking for, but they didn’t say in court what the documents are and the documents
will be sealed.
Last week the Colorado Attorney General filed a motion asking the judge to quash a
subpoena for Laura Nelson, who works for the CDLE’s office of unemployment insurance.
The motion didn’t say what information they didn’t want to turn over.
Court is set to resume at 8:40 a.m. Wednesday.
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LIVE – Aurora theater shooting trial
Day 11: New demeanor for James
Holmes that changes when jurors are
in court?
When the jurors are in the courtroom though, he sits quietly and stares
straight ahead.
Aurora Sentinel Staff Reports, Updated: February 3, 2015 5:50 pm

13

3

Notes from the Aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes in Arapahoe County
district court.
2:53 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Day 11 in the Aurora theater shooting trial wrapped up this afternoon
with the judge releasing another 62 prospective jurors.
That brings the total released so far to more than 1,200.
Accused shooter James Holmes sat quietly during the hearing and occasionally spoke to
his lawyers during the sessions when jurors were not in the courtroom. He seemed more
engaged and talkative with his lawyers Tuesday than he had been on previous days. When
the jurors are in the courtroom though, he sits quietly and stares straight ahead.
Also during the afternoon session, the two sides said they had reached an agreement that
means the defense won’t need to subpoena an employee of the Colorado Department of
Labor and Employment. The two sides gave the judge some documents that they said
covers the information they were looking for, but they didn’t say in court what the
documents are and the documents will be sealed.
Last week the Colorado Attorney General filed a motion asking the judge to quash a
subpoena for Laura Nelson, who works for the CDLE’s office of unemployment insurance.
The motion didn’t say what information they didn’t want to turn over.
10:30 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting case released 63 jurors Tuesday,
including one who broke down and pulled out clumps of her hair when court staff
wouldn’t immediately release her.
The woman told the judge earlier in the day that she brought her grandchild to court with
her because the child has not been immunized and no daycare would take them.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said he didn’t want the child in the courthouse because he was
worried about health risks the unvaccinated child posed. The judge and prosecution
wanted to immediately release her, but the defense asked that she be scheduled to come

back another day and complete the juror questionnaire.
When the jury commissioner told the woman she would be rescheduled, Samour said she
had a melt down. The woman fell to her knees, pulled out clumps of her hair and cried,
Samour said.
A sheriff’s deputy picked up the grandchild and separated her from the grandmother.
Court staff ushered the grandmother into a conference by her self.
Samour said the woman told staff that the experience was bringing back traumatic
memories.
After the woman’s breakdown, the defense agreed to her release.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman asked the judge if any other prospective jurors saw
the woman’s fit, but Samour said he wasn’t sure. He said staff would look into it.
A juror who court staff suspected of faking an arm injury in an attempt at getting released
returned today. Samour said the man still complained of an arm injury so court staff will
help them fill out the questionnaire.
The 65 released Tuesday brings the total released over the course of 11 days of jury
selection to more than 1,100 jurors.
The initial phase, which includes jurors filling out a lengthy questionnaire, is set to wrap
up Monday. The second phase, which includes individual questioning of jurors, is
scheduled to start Feb. 11.
Accused shooter James Holmes sat quietly in court this morning wearing a bright blue
dress shirt and dark slacks.
Court is in recess until 1:10 p.m.
9:10 a.m.
CENTENNIAL | Only a small handful of prospective jurors were dismissed Wednesday
morning. One juror was dismissed because they moved to Denver County and another
was dismissed because they aren’t a U.S. citizen.

Samour also delayed the questioning of another prospective juror because she said her
grandchildren weren’t fully immunized and the woman couldn’t find adequate daycare for
the children. Samour said he wasn’t sure if any delay would rectify the woman’s situation.
“And frankly I’m not comfortable having her grandchildren in the courtroom if they’re not
immunized,” he said.
The initial phase of selection will continue today and wrap up early next week, earlier
than attorneys and Samour anticipated. (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/juryselection-theater-trial-going-faster-anticipated/)
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial of
James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-jamesholmes/), Colorado (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), feed
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Potential Aurora theater shooting
juror says she was shot, mom
murdered in 2009
The woman told Arapahoe County District Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. she
had been shot nine times in December 2009.
By CLAIRE SISUN, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 4, 2015 5:02 pm

5

9

CENNTENNIAL | Nearly 130 prospective jurors were released Wednesday from the Aurora
theater shooting case including one woman who said her mother was murdered and she
was wounded after being shot nine times in an attack in 2009. Other prospective jurors
were released for family hardships, residency requirements or other.
Wednesday was the 12th day of initial jury selection in the trial against James Holmes.
Holmes is accused of murdering 12 and injuring dozens in a crowded movie theater in
Aurora on July 12, 2012.
A tearful woman entered the court Wednesday and tried to get the attention of a
prosecutor while Judge Carlos Samour Jr. read a scripted introduction. Samour later told
the court that the woman had passed a note telling the attorneys and judge “I can’t be
here.”
The prospective juror said her mother was murdered in 2009. Samour released the woman
and spoke with concern as he thanked her for appearing for jury duty.
Another juror mentioned he was deported in 1986 for not having documents to be in the
United States and asked how this would affect him in the jury selection process. Multiple
jurors were released after providing proof that they do not currently reside in Arapahoe
County and have no intention of returning.
Earlier in the day, Samour announced that expert witnesses would be exempt from
sequestration. Witnesses will be allowed to talk to one another and be present during
other witness testimonies.
Sequestration typically prevents witnesses from altering their testimony based on what
other witnesses have said.
Accused theater shooter James Holmes appeared more animated again. When jurors were
not present, he wrote in a notebook and fidgeted with his hands. When jurors are present,
he appears much more subdued. The initial round of jury selection will resume tomorrow
and is scheduled to run until Feb. 9.
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DAY 12 – Live from Aurora theater
shooting trial
By ACole (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/author/acole/), Updated: February 4, 2015 5:04 pm

9 a.m.

CENTENNIAL | Four jurors were released this morning due to a variety of reasons
including an out-town-funeral and a breastfeeding mother.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. told the court this morning that expert witnesses wouldn’t be
sequestered from each other during the trial and would be able to watch testimony from
other witnesses.
Accused theater shooter James Holmes sat quietly in the room, drumming silently during
the proceeding.
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Aurora theater shooting prosecutors:
Don’t punish us for jail error
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: February 5, 2015 3:01 pm

3

AURORA | Prosecutors in the Aurora theater shooting trial say Arapahoe County jail staff
should have given the defense videotape evidence sooner than they did, but prosecutors
shouldn’t be punished for the mistake.

It isn’t clear from court testimony or documents what exactly the video shows or when it
was filmed, but lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes say the Arapahoe County
sheriff’s office gave it to them just last month, only two weeks before the start of jury
selection. They are asking Judge Carlos Samour Jr. to either bar the videotape from being
shown at trial, or at least delay the trial for a week or two so they can figure out how to
deal with it.
In a motion unsealed Thursday, prosecutors didn’t dispute that jail staff should have
turned the evidence over sooner than they did. But, prosecutors said, the defense didn’t
ask for the videotape through the typical discovery process with the prosecution. Instead,
they asked the jail directly for any videotapes showing Holmes’ stay there. Prosecutors
said that means the sheriff’s office mistake isn’t the sort that means the prosecution
should be punished.
Samour held a hearing on the issue at the start of jury selection on Jan. 20 but ended it
abruptly amid concerns that the discussion could taint jurors who had not yet heard
his admonishment about media coverage of the case. The two sides are set to resume the
argument Monday, the last day of the initial phase of jury selection in Holmes’ trial.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and wounding dozens more during a July 2012 shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Jury selection in his trial is in its 13th day and is expected to continue until May or June.
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Week of jury selection for Aurora
theater shooting trial ends with 125
dismissals
After running through a list of 62 potential jurors released this morning,
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. added another 63 prospective jurors that
attorneys agreed to dismiss this afternoon.
By SAWYER D'ARGONNE, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 6, 2015 4:37 pm

4

4

CENTENNIAL | More than 120 jurors were dismissed Feb. 6 from jury duty in the case
against James Holmes, who is accused of murdering 12 and injuring dozens in a crowded
Aurora movie theater. Multiple jurors were released because they couldn’t speak English,
including one who was released for medical problems and another who wasn’t a U.S.
citizen.
After running through a list of 62 potential jurors released this morning, Judge Carlos
Samour Jr. added another 63 prospective jurors that attorneys agreed to dismiss this
afternoon.
Jury selection will continue next week. On Wednesday, individual questioning of jurors
will begin.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 people and the attempted murder of 70 others inside the
Century Aurora 16 movie theatre on July 20, 2012. Prosecutors are seeking the death
penalty. Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-james-holmes/), feed
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LIVE – Aurora theater shooting trial
jury selection Day 13
By AURORA SENTINEL STAFF, Updated: February 8, 2015 8:32 pm

9:00 a.m.

CENTENNIAL | More than 70 jurors were released from duty this morning. Several jurors
were released because they couldn’t speak English and two were released because of
family hardships.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. ran through the list of released jurors quickly on Friday.
Attorneys agreed to release 62 prospective jurors from previous sessions.
Jury selection will continue today and early next week. On Wednesday, individual
questioning will begin.
James Holmes is accused of killing 12 and injuring dozens in a crowded Aurora theater on
July 20, 2012. Prosecutors have said that they are seeking the death penalty.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes
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LIVE: Day 15 Notes from the Aurora
theater shooting trial Monday — jail
video disputed
He said whatever Holmes did is fairly common among inmates in the jail
and people being held in the back of a police cruiser and could have been a
violation of jail rules, though jailers didn’t pursue any disciplinary action
against Holmes.

By Brandon Johnansson, Staff writer, Updated: February 9, 2015 10:01 pm

3:40 p.m.
CENTENNIAL | Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said Monday that he wants the second phase of
jury selection to move quickly, and he will crack down on the prosecution and defense if
they don’t move quick enough.
Samour said he will be a “stickler” about the 20 minute time limit for each side and wants
the sides to question jurors in less than the time alloted.
“Just because you have 20 minutes does not mean you should use 20 minutes,” he said.
The second phase of jury selection will start Wednesday morning with the first six
prospective jurors reporting for individual questioning.
Monday marked the 15th and final day of the initial phase, during which prospective
jurors fill out a lengthy questionnaire. The initial phase was supposed to last through this
week, but Samour said it had gone so smoothly he could end it a few days early.
CENTENNIAL | Lawyers for James Holmes say that despite repeated requests for videos
of Holmes behind bars, they didn’t get an 11-minute surveillance video from September
2012 showing him violating jail rules until just last month.
What exactly the video shows has not been released. During an at-times testy hearing
Monday morning, Arapahoe County Undersheriff Louie Perea, who oversaw the jail in
2012, said the video shows Holmes likely violating a jail rule while in a holding cell on Sept.
20, 2012. He said whatever Hokmes did raised some concerns about officer safety.
But, under orders from Judge Carlos Samour Jr. not to discuss the contents of the video,
Perea didn’t go into detail about what Holmes did.
He said whatever Holmes did is fairly common among inmates in the jail and people being
held in the back of a police cruiser and could have been a violation of jail rules, though
jailers didn’t pursue any disciplinary action against Holmes.
“It is not, unfortunately,” he said when asked if the conduct was uncommon. “It is
something several inmates do.”

The defense is asking Samour to bar the video from being shown at trial, arguing that the
late disclosure unfairly hurts their case.
Holmes’ lawyers said Monday they asked the jail to save any video of Holmes a few days
after the July 20, 2012, shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater and again in
November 2012.
But jail staff didn’t turn over the videos and instead allowed many to be destroyed after
prosecutors said they no longer needed jailers to record Holmes 24 hours a day.
Perea said this video was only saved because he thought it could be used to help train
future deputies. He said it had not been used for training yet and had instead stayed in his
office under lock and key because of the gag order in the case. Perea said he would wait
until the trial was over to use the video for training purposes.
Prosecutors don’t dispute that the jail should have turned the video over sooner, but they
say the prosecution should not be punished for the jail’s mistake.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said that while prosecutors work closely with the
sheriff’s office and some from the sheriff’s office assisted Aurora police the night of the
shooting, they are not the primary investigatory agency so their mistake is not the
prosecution’s.
Samour is expected to rule on the defense’s request to bar the video at a later date.
Holmes appeared in court Monday wearing a white shirt and gray dress pants. He sat
quietly throughout the hearing.
Monday also marks the 15th and final day of the initial phase of jury selection. The last
group of prospective jurors are filling out questionnaires this afternoon. Samour released
about 80 more prospective jurors today.
The next phase, which includes individual questioning of jurors and is expected to last 16
weeks, is scheduled to start Wednesday morning.
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial of
James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-jamesholmes/), Colorado (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/colorado/), feed
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Holmes defense lawyers want jail
video barred from trial as jury
selection resumes Monday
Prosecutors don’t dispute that jail officials should have turned the
videotape over before last month, but they said the prosecution should
not be punished for the jail’s mistake.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: February 9, 2015 6:45 am

1

3

AURORA | Accused Aurora theater shooter James Holmes is due in court Monday for the
14th day of jury selection and a hearing on videotape evidence from the Arapahoe County
jail.
Holmes’ lawyers are asking Judge Carlos Samour Jr. to bar the video evidence from trial,
arguing that jail staff should have turned it over to them sooner than last month. Details
about what the video shows and when it was filmed have not been released, but Holmes’
defense team have asked that if the evidence isn’t barred, that the trial be delayed so they
have time to figure out what to do with it.
Prosecutors don’t dispute that jail officials should have turned the videotape over before
last month, but they said the prosecution should not be punished for the jail’s mistake.
Monday will also mark the final day of the initial phase of jury selection in Holmes’ trial.
The group of 130 prospective jurors expected to report to court Monday afternoon will be
the last wave to make their initial appearance. Since jury selection started Jan. 20, about
3,510 jurors have reported for the initial phase of jury selection, which includes filling out a
lengthy 75-question juror questionnaire. Of those jurors, close to half were released as of
Friday afternoon.
The next phase of jury selection is set to start Wednesday and will include individual
questioning of 12 jurors each day for the next 16 weeks. Opening statements in the trial are
expected sometime in May or June.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 and injuring dozens more during a July 2012 shooting
rampage at an Aurora movie theater. He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
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Defense wants video barred of Holmes
violating jail rules as jury selection
continues
He said whatever Holmes did is fairly common among inmates in the jail
and people being held in the back of a police cruiser and could have been a
violation of jail rules, though jailers didn’t pursue any disciplinary action
against Holmes.

By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: February 10, 2015 7:14 am

1

3

CENTENNIAL | Lawyers for James Holmes say that despite repeated requests for videos
of Holmes behind bars, they didn’t get an 11-minute surveillance video from September
2012 showing him violating jail rules until just last month.
What exactly the video shows has not been released. During an at-times testy hearing
Monday morning, Arapahoe County Undersheriff Louie Perea, who oversaw the jail in
2012, said the video shows Holmes likely violating a jail rule while in a holding cell on Sept.
20, 2012. He said whatever Holmes did raised some concerns about officer safety.
But, under orders from Judge Carlos Samour Jr. not to discuss the contents of the video,
Perea didn’t go into detail about what Holmes did.
He said whatever Holmes did is fairly common among inmates in the jail and people being
held in the back of a police cruiser and could have been a violation of jail rules, though
jailers didn’t pursue any disciplinary action against Holmes.
“It is not, unfortunately,” he said when asked if the conduct was uncommon. “It is
something several inmates do.”
The defense is asking Samour to bar the video from being shown at trial, arguing that the
late disclosure unfairly hurts their case.
Holmes’ lawyers said Monday they asked the jail to save any video of Holmes a few days
after the July 20, 2012, shooting rampage at an Aurora movie theater and again in
November 2012.
But jail staff didn’t turn over the videos and instead allowed many to be destroyed after
prosecutors said they no longer needed jailers to record Holmes 24 hours a day.
Perea said this video was only saved because he thought it could be used to help train
future deputies. He said it had not been used for training yet and had instead stayed in his
office under lock and key because of the gag order in the case. Perea said he would wait
until the trial was over to use the video for training purposes.
Prosecutors don’t dispute that the jail should have turned the video over sooner, but they
say the prosecution should not be punished for the jail’s mistake.

Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said that while prosecutors work closely with the
sheriff’s office and some from the sheriff’s office assisted Aurora police the night of the
shooting, they are not the primary investigatory agency so their mistake is not the
prosecution’s.
Samour is expected to rule on the defense’s request to bar the video at a later date.
Holmes appeared in court Monday wearing a white shirt and gray dress pants. He sat
quietly throughout the hearing.
Monday marked the 15th and final day of the initial phase, during which prospective
jurors fill out a lengthy questionnaire. The initial phase was supposed to last through this
week, but Samour said it had gone so smoothly he could end it a few days early.
Samour said he wants the second phase of jury selection to move quickly, and he will
crack down on the prosecution and defense if they don’t keep pace.
Samour said he will be a “stickler” about the 20-minute time limit for each side and wants
both sides to question jurors in less than the time allotted.
“Just because you have 20 minutes does not mean you should use 20 minutes,” he said.
The second phase of jury selection will start Wednesday morning with the first six
prospective jurors reporting for individual questioning.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-james-holmes/), feed
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), jail video (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jailvideo/), jury questioning time limit (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-questioning-timelimit/), jury selection (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-selection/)
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Aurora theater shooting trial: Key
issues as jury selection moves into
questioning phase
In the second phase of jury selection, attorneys will question possible
jurors in depth about their views on capital punishment, mental illness
and the criminal justice system
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: February 10, 2015 9:10 am

2

6

CENTENNIAL |Jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting case is going faster than
expected, and attorneys will start questioning individual jurors Wednesday, about a week
sooner than first thought.
Those chosen will decide whether James Holmes was legally insane at the time of the July
20, 2012, attack during a showing of a Batman movie in Aurora that killed 12 people and
injured 70 others.
Holmes, 27, is charged with multiple counts of first-degree murder and attempted murder
and has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. If jurors find him not guilty for that
reason, he would be committed indefinitely to the state psychiatric hospital.
Prosecutors dispute that Holmes was insane and will ask jurors to convict him and
recommend the death penalty, though Colorado has only executed one person in the last
40 years.
A look at the key issues in the case:
___
BY THE NUMBERS:
— An unprecedented 9,000 people in Arapahoe County were summoned as part of the jury
pool.
— 2,000 were told they did not have to report to fill out questionnaires because enough
promising candidates had been identified.
— More than 1,000 were dismissed for various reasons.
— Hundreds will return for individual questioning.
— 120 will be chosen to return again to be questioned in groups.
— 12 jurors and 12 alternates will be chosen.
___

WHY SOME PROSPECTIVE JURORS WERE EXCUSED:
Potential jurors cited everything from military service and panic attacks to upcoming
weddings and health issues as reasons they shouldn’t have to serve. Judge Carlos A.
Samour Jr. released more than 1,000 people because they couldn’t speak English, weren’t
citizens, brought doctor’s notes, had family problems or weren’t Arapahoe County
residents. One woman was released after she tearfully told a judge her mother had been
murdered and she was wounded in an unrelated attack. Another was so distraught after
being told she had to return that she broke down in tears and tore out clumps of her hair.
She was dismissed.
___
QUESTIONS THEY WILL FACE:
In the second phase of jury selection, attorneys will question possible jurors in depth
about their views on capital punishment, mental illness and the criminal justice system.
Prosecutors will try to find jurors who have no reservations about the death penalty,
while defense attorneys will look for those sympathetic to mental illness and uneasy with
the idea of executing a person.
___
WHAT JURY LIFE WILL BE LIKE:
Research has shown jurors in death penalty cases have suffered nightmares, flashbacks
and symptoms similar to post-traumatic stress disorder. Jurors will be allowed to go home
every night but can’t discuss the case with anyone. After testimony ends, they can only
discuss the case with each other during deliberations. The trial is expected to run through
October, and jurors will be shown graphic crime scene photos and hear harrowing
testimony from witnesses and survivors. Counseling will be available to them, but only
after they’ve reached a verdict and the trial is over.
___
WHAT DOES IT PAY:
Not much. Jurors will be paid just $50 a day. Colorado law says employers have to pay
jurors at least somewhat, but only for the first three days.

___
THE CRIME:
About 420 people were watching a midnight showing of “The Dark Knight Rises” when a
masked figure standing near the screen tossed gas canisters into the audience and opened
fire. Holmes surrendered to police outside the theater. His attorneys have acknowledged
that he was the gunman but said he was in the grip of a psychotic episode. The people
killed included a 6-year-old girl, two active-duty servicemen, a single mom and an aspiring
broadcaster.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora-theater-shooting-trial-of-james-holmes/), jury
questioning (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-questioning/), jury selection
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jury-selection/)
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Publicity complicates jury selection
for Aurora theater shooting, two other
major US trials
"The most difficult prospect for jury selection in high-profile cases is to
ascertain which of your pool, despite what they have heard, read and seen,
can keep an open mind," said Jo-Ellan Dimitrius, a jury consultant who
worked on big cases such as the O.J. Simpson trial.

SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press DONNA BRYSON, Associated Press, Updated: February 11, 2015 8:18 am

2

3

DENVER | Texas lived up to its reputation for swift justice by taking just three days to
seat a jury for the trial of the man charged with killing the former Navy SEAL depicted in
“American Sniper.” But jury selection in two other major U.S. cases is taking much longer.
While opening statements are set for Wednesday in Texas in the killing of veteran Chris
Kyle, hundreds of prospective jurors in the Aurora theater shooting begin returning to the
courthouse for months of questioning about their views on the death penalty and mental
illness. And jury selection in the Boston Marathon bombing has dragged on for more than
a month, and not just because of interruptions from snowstorms.
All three cases are complicated by heavy
publicity. The Boston and Colorado trials are
also problematic because of the large number
of people affected by the attacks and because
the death penalty is on the table. Only jurors
willing to sentence someone to death can be
selected for such cases.
In this file photograph taken on Monday, Dec. 8,
2014, an Arapahoe County, Colo., Sheriffs
Department deputy escorts Josh Nolan, left, who
was shot and injured in the shooting spree in an
Aurora, Colo., theatre on July 20, 2012, and other
attendees out of the courthouse after they looked
on during a pre-trial readiness hearing in
Centennial, Colo., in the murder trial of James
Holmes, who is charged with killing 12 moviegoers
and wounding 70 more in the massacre. Finding
unbiased jurors can be difficult in any criminal trial,
but jury selection in such high-profile cases such as
the Holmes case, the Boston Marathon bombing
trial and the trial of the man charged with killing the
Navy SEAL depicted in the movie “American
Sniper” are especially challenging. (AP Photo/David
Zalubowski, file)

“The most difficult prospect for jury selection
in high-profile cases is to ascertain which of
your pool, despite what they have heard, read
and seen, can keep an open mind,” said JoEllan Dimitrius, a jury consultant who
worked on big cases such as the O.J. Simpson
trial.
A look at the three sensational cases
unfolding in courtrooms around the U.S.:

AURORA THEATER SHOOTING
About 9,000 prospective jurors were summoned starting Jan. 20 for the trial of James
Holmes in what experts say was the biggest jury pool in U.S. history.

During the first phase, thousands filled out 75-question surveys. Hundreds will return for
the second phase, which could last 16 weeks, as attorneys individually question just six
people per day.
The 12 jurors ultimately picked will decide whether Holmes was insane when he killed 12
people and wounded 70 in a 2012 attack on an Aurora theater during a screening of the
latest Batman movie. If the jury rejects his insanity claim, it will decide whether he should
be executed.
The judge has already dismissed more than 1,000 people who cited various reasons for not
being able to serve on the trial, which could run through October.

BOSTON MARATHON BOMBING
More than 1,350 prospective jurors were called to federal court in early January to
complete a detailed, 28-page questionnaire for the trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, accused in
the 2013 bombing that killed three people and wounded more than 260. The jury will
decide whether Tsarnaev is guilty, and if so, whether he lives or dies.
The judge began individual questioning Jan. 15. The process has been repeatedly
interrupted by huge snowstorms that closed the courthouse and by requests from
Tsarnaev’s lawyers that the trial be moved from the city that was so traumatized by the
bloodshed.
But the judge said last week that locals have shown themselves capable of being impartial
and that “substantial progress” has been made. The judge has not set a date for opening
statements.

‘AMERICAN SNIPER’ KILLING
The Oscar-nominated movie was released weeks before the start of jury selection, raising
questions about whether it would be harder to find unbiased jurors. But a jury was seated
Monday, a day ahead of schedule, and the judge estimated no more than two dozen people
were dismissed because of publicity about the case.
Eddie Ray Routh, a troubled former Marine, is charged with murder, accused of fatally
shooting Kyle and another man after they took him to a gun range to help him deal with
his problems.
Routh’s attorneys plan to pursue an insanity defense. Prosecutors are not seeking the
death penalty.

About 800 potential jurors were summoned, more than four times the usual number. The
pool was narrowed down during a screening process that took two days. Candidates filled
out a questionnaire about whether they had read Kyle’s memoir or seen the movie, served
in the military or were familiar with guns.
Simply reading Kyle’s book or seeing the movie were not grounds for dismissal. Instead,
potential jurors were asked if they could set aside what they had heard.

OTHER BIG CASES OVER THE YEARS
By comparison, jury selection in the murder trial of O.J. Simpson lasted about two months
in 1994. It took three weeks to empanel a jury in the case of Oklahoma City bomber
Timothy McVeigh in 1997. There were about two weeks of jury selection in the case of
Conrad Murray, the former doctor convicted of killing Michael Jackson in 2011. And
seating a jury in the court-martial of Army psychiatrist Maj. Nidal Hasan, convicted of
killing 13 people in a 2009 at Fort Hood, Texas, took just a week.
___
Associated Press writers Jamie Stengle in Dallas and Denise Lavoie in Boston contributed
to this report.
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Theater Shooting Trial DAY 16: Individual
questioning underway, moving slow
Samour has said he wants about eight of the roughly 30 jurors questioned each
week to be kept for the next round. The judge called that a “positive first step.”
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: February 12, 2015 7:07 am

CENTENNIAL | The first day of individual juror questioning in the Aurora theater trial is moving
slower than planned, with just four of six scheduled jurors being questioned in the morning. But, of
those four, three were kept for the next round, a rate far better than what Judge Carlos Samour Jr. has
said he was hoping for.
A picture of what jurors will look like as lawyers whittle down the pool of potential jurors is just
beginning to take shape.
Samour has said he wants about eight of the roughly 30 jurors questioned each week to be kept for the
next round. The judge called that a “positive first step.”
Still, two jurors who were scheduled for questioning this morning will not be questioned until this
afternoon, when another six are scheduled to appear.
Of the four jurors questioned this morning, the two sides agreed to keep two and agreed to release a
third. The fourth juror was questioned for more than an hour and 10 minutes, after which the defense
asked the judge to release the man but the prosecution objected.
The juror, a white man is his 30s or 40s who said he worked as an art director for a media company, had
said he would not consider Holmes’ age, background or mental health issues when deciding whether to
sentence him to death.
Katherine Spengler, one of Holmes’ lawyers, said he should be dismissed because he couldn’t consider
those mitigating factors. But under further questioning from Samour, the man said he would consider
those issues if the law said he should.
Samour opted to keep the man and said his initial answers were the result of confusing questions from
the defense, not an unwillingness to follow the law.
After all that questioning though, it appeared the man could be released because of issues with his job
anyway. The man said he is a oneman art department at a media company and his company might have
to hire someone to fill in for him should he be selected for the lengthy trial. Samour told the man to
check with his boss and let the court know what they say.
The juror released from service Wednesday morning was an elderly Vietnam veteran who said he
suffered from posttraumatic stress disorder and other health problems. The man brought a note from his
doctor and the two sides agreed to release him.
The first juror questioned Wednesday — and later kept for the next phase — said she went to high
school in Aurora but was away at college in Connecticut at the time of the shooting.

District Attorney George Brauchler and Public Defender Dan King both questioned the woman at length
about her stance on the death penalty and mental illness. The woman said she could consider all of the
evidence and determine whether someone is simply mentally ill or insane. On the death penalty, the
woman said she is generally neutral on the issue, but could hand down the sentence if needed. Still, the
woman said she had reservations about the death penalty.
“I don’t believe that people should kill people,” she said.
The juror kept Wednesday was a white woman in her 50s who said she worked as a lawyer and a
business owner. The woman said serving on a jury would likely be tough for her business, but she would
find a way to manage. She said she is a “firm believer in the Constitution” so she sees the importance of
serving, even if it proves difficult.
Throughout questioning Wednesday, the two sides regularly pointed at Holmes in an apparent effort to
drive home the point that they were asking jurors to consider the death penalty not in the abstract, but as
it applies to a specific person.
Each juror asked said that while they don’t think the death penalty is appropriate in all cases, they could
sentence someone to death in the appropriate circumstances.
Holmes, wearing a white and blue buttonup shirt and black dress pants, sat quietly at the defense table
throughout the hearing. For portions of it he appeared to be drawing thick lines on a legal pad with a
blue pen.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheater
shootingtrialofjamesholmes/), feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), jury questioning
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Questioning of potential jurors to start
in Aurora theater shooting
"You're talking about a human being, and that human being is right over
there in the room," said Denver attorney Craig Silverman, who is not
involved in the Holmes case but has been monitoring it. "It's a soulsearching moment for a person to say, under oath, that yes, under the right
circumstances I could vote for death for this person."
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: February 12, 2015 7:24 am

3

CENTENNIAL | Prospective jurors in the running to serve in the trial of Auora theater
shooting defendant James Holmes will be grilled about their views on the death penalty,
mental illness and aspects of the criminal justice system as the second phase of jury
selection begins Wednesday.
Thousands of people have been called to court since Jan. 20 to fill out lengthy
questionnaires. Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. dismissed more than 1,000 who brought
doctors’ notes, weren’t U.S. citizens, had family problems or weren’t Arapahoe County
residents.
The hundreds who weren’t excused will return starting Wednesday to answer questions
from the prosecution, the defense and the judge about issues at the heart of the case. They
will do so in the presence of Holmes, who has been sitting quietly in the courtroom since
jury selection started.
Holmes, 27, has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity in the July 20, 2012, attack on an
Aurora movie theater that killed 12 people and injured 70 others.
If jurors find him not guilty for that reason, he would be committed indefinitely to the
state psychiatric hospital. Prosecutors dispute that Holmes was insane and are seeking
the death penalty, though Colorado has only executed one person in the last 40 years.
Twelve citizens will be questioned each day in a process that could last up to four months.
Each side will have 20 minutes to ask them whether they can be fair about a case that has
received massive news coverage. Samour hopes the process will find between 100 and 120
people who will then return for group questioning. Twelve jurors and 12 alternates will be
chosen from that pool.
The scope of jury selection is testament to the logistical hurdles of trying the rare case of a
mass shooter who survives his attack. Opening statements won’t likely begin until late
May or early June.
Only potential jurors who would be willing to sentence someone to death can be selected.
Prosecutors will try to ensure jurors have no reservations about the death penalty, while
defense attorneys will look for those sympathetic to mental illness and uneasy with the
idea of executing a person.

“You’re talking about a human being, and that human being is right over there in the
room,” said Denver attorney Craig Silverman, who is not involved in the Holmes case but
has been monitoring it. “It’s a soul-searching moment for a person to say, under oath, that
yes, under the right circumstances I could vote for death for this person.”
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AURORA THEATER TRIAL: Potential
juror cries thinking about murdered
children
One woman who was retained for further jury duty started crying multiple times
throughout her questioning. She claimed she was nervous and the thought of a
child being murdered made her emotional.
By CAROLINE CREIDENBERG, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 13, 2015 7:52 am

CENTENNIAL | One potential juror in the Aurora theater shooting trial Thursday cried several times
during questioning yesterday, saying that the thought of a child being murdered made her emotional.
The woman said she was nervous and was retained so far, joining a growing pool of possible jurors in a
questioning phase that now may take much less time than court officials originally expected.
The second day of the questioning phase of jury selection in the trial of admitted shooter James Holmes
ended Thursday with five jurors held over to the next selection phase. Four potential jurors were
excused.
Twelve jurors have been retained in the first two days of questioning, far ahead of initial expectations.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said his goal was to have roughly 120 candidates for the next phase, which
means at this rate, initial oral questions could be over in approximately 20 days — well ahead of initial
scheduling.
While finding potential jurors seems to be moving quickly, it has taken extra time each day. Both the
first and second juror sessions have lasted until 6 p.m.
In order to keep the sessions running in a timely manner, Samour proposed reducing the question time
from 20 minutes to 15 minutes per side or only questioning five jurors per session instead of six.
Among the jurors who advanced was man who prosecuting attorney Rich Orman had charged in a
previous case. Neither side objected and the man joined the four potential jurors from earlier who will
be asked to return. Three of the dismissed potential jurors Thursday were released because they did not
approve of imposing the death penalty. The other two dismissed potential jurors were released for
expected financial hardships.
Holmes, 27, has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity in the July 20, 2012, attack on an Aurora movie
theater that killed 12 people and injured 70 others.
If jurors find him not guilty for that reason, he would be committed indefinitely to the state psychiatric
hospital. Prosecutors dispute that Holmes was insane and are seeking the death penalty, though Colorado
has only executed one person in the last 40 years.
Individual questioning will continue Friday.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheater
shootingtrialofjamesholmes/), feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), james holmes. jury selection
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/jamesholmesjuryselection/)
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Theater shooting trial DAY 18: Juror calls
death penalty ‘immoral’ but judge keeps
her
District Attorney George Brauchler said the woman only relented after the judge
essentially told her the law required jurors to consider it. He likened that to him
eating a Styrofoam cup. He said he wouldn’t do it, but if he was told he had to he
might consider it.
By Brandon Johansson, Staff writer, Updated: February 16, 2015 7:56 am

CENTENNIAL | A juror who said she probably wouldn’t sentence anyone to death short of Adolph
Hitler is moving on to the next phase of jury selection despite objections from the prosecution in the
Aurora theater shooting trial.
The juror, a woman in her 20s, called the death penalty immoral and said life in prison without parole
was a better punishment.
“Death is an easy escape,” she said.
She initially said she, “wouldn’t choose to sentence someone to death” but when pressed by Judge
Carlos Samour Jr. and lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes, she softened her stance some.
“I would consider it, but given my leanings I would be unlikely to go with the death penalty,” she said.
District Attorney George Brauchler said the woman’s initial unwillingness to even consider the death
penalty means she should be released from jury service.
And, Brauchler said, the woman only relented after the judge essentially told her the law required jurors
to consider it. Brauchler likened that to him eating a Styrofoam cup. He said he wouldn’t do it, but if he
was told he had to he might consider it.
But Tamara Brady, one of the lawyers representing Holmes, said the juror only needs to consider the
death penalty. After hearing months of testimony about 12 murders and dozens more wounded, Brady
said “there will be jurors who would eat a cup before they would pick life in prison.”
The juror was the only one of four jurors questioned Friday who are moving on to the group questioning
phase. Two were released because they said serving on a lengthy trial would be a financial hardship.
Another prospective juror, an elderly man who worked as an engineer, was released because he cares for
his 81yearold sister.
Samour said the man — who gave detailed and insightful to the judge’s questions and admitted that
putting his biases aside would be tough — would have been an ideal juror.
Holmes sat quietly during the hearing, chuckling a few times when the elderly man and Samour joked
with eachother.
Three of the four prospective jurors questioned this morning were released from duty due to undue
hardship — two for financial hardships, and the elderly man who cares for his sister.

After the initial round of questioning for the first juror, a middle aged woman, she told the judge that she
had a financial hardship regarding her employer’s unwillingness to pay her throughout the trial. Both the
defense and prosecution agreed to release her.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. was clearly miffed that the woman hadn’t mentioned any possible financial
issues earlier.
When the second juror took the stand, a middleaged man in an Avalanche jersey, Samour immediately
asked him whether serving would be a hardship in an apparent attempt to speed the process.
The man said he owned a carpentry business and serving would definitely cause him hardship.
“Of course. There is no way I could sit here for months, I’d be living under a bridge,” the man said.
The man was released after only about 90 seconds of questioning.
Sentinel reporter Sawyer D’Argonne contributed to this report.
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Aurora theater trial jury selection resumes
Tuesday
If the two sides continue to keep about five jurors each day, they could have the
required 120 jurors for the next round in six weeks. Samour had scheduled
individual questioning for 16 weeks.
By Brandon Johansson, Staff writer, Updated: February 16, 2015 8:14 pm

AURORA | Aurora theater shooting trial jury selection is set to resume Tuesday morning with the fourth
day of individual questioning of prospective jurors.
During they first three days of individual questioning last week, 16 jurors were chosen to move to
a group questioning round. Judge Carlos Samour Jr. had said he hoped the two sides would agree to
eight jurors every five days, but they are far outpacing that rate.
If the two sides continue to keep about five jurors each day, they could have the required 120 jurors for
the next round in six weeks. Samour had scheduled individual questioning for 16 weeks.
Questioning so far has focused on the two biggest elements of the trial: the sanity defense and the death
penalty.
Lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes have said in court that Holmes was the shooter that night,
but have maintained he was insane at the time he opened fire on an Aurora movie theater, killing 12 and
wounding dozens more in July 2012.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty against Holmes.
Court is scheduled to resume in Arapahoe County at 8:40 a.m.
Here’s a wrap up of Friday’s questioning. The court was out of session on Monday.
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/news/theatershootingtrialday18jurorcallsdeathpenaltyimmoral
judgekeeps/)
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Juror questioning continues to gain steam
in Aurora theater shooting trial
The defense has asked several times for Samour to delay the trial, but the judge
has refused. Daniel King reiterated Tuesday that the defense wants a delay. “We
are not prepared to begin this trial,” he said.
By Brandon Johansson, staff writer, Updated: February 17, 2015 9:13 pm

AURORA | Another 11 jurors were questioned and four of them sent to the next round of questioning in
the Aurora theater shooting trial Tuesday, but concerns about the length of each day’s questioning
continued.
Through four days of individual questioning, Judge Carlos Samour Jr. has sent 20 jurors to the group
questioning stage, far outpacing his goal of eight jurors every five days. At this rate, individual
questioning could last only six weeks instead of 16 weeks as originally planned.
“We are way ahead of schedule, which is nice, I love that,” Samour said.
But the questioning process has been slow, with some jurors being questioned for more than an hour and
each day’s session stretching past 5 p.m. when the courthouse typically closes.
District Attorney George Brauchler asked to trim the questioning from 20 minutes per side, per juror, to
just 10 Tuesday, but lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes objected.
Samour said he is planning on continuing at the current schedule — which includes calling six jurors in
the morning and six in the afternoon — at least through Thursday. After that, Samour said he will
reconsider the schedule.
The judge said each session is taking a long time, but he chided the two sides for not agreeing to release
some jurors sooner. In one case Tuesday, a woman was questioned for an hour only to have the two
sides agree after her questioning that she should be released. Samour said the two sides could have let
him know sooner that the woman could be let go.
Daniel King, one of the public defenders representing Holmes, said the long days are especially difficult
on the defense team because working well into the evening each day means they have not had time to
work on other trial preparations.
The defense has asked several times for Samour to delay the trial, but the judge has refused. King
reiterated Tuesday that the defense wants a delay.
“We are not prepared to begin this trial,” he said.
King said he would like the judge to address the number of jurors being called to court each day, not the
amount of time the two sides get to question them.
The four jurors kept Tuesday included three men and a woman. Among those released were a woman
who said she could not ignore previous media reports about the case and a woman who said appearing
for two sessions of jury duty so far has cost her $500 in lost wages.

Holmes sat quietly throughout the hearing wearing a blue dress shirt and khaki pants. He doodled on a
legal pad and occasionally twirled his pen in his fingers.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheater
shootingtrialofjamesholmes/), feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), jury selection
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/juryselection/)

Just thinking
What is the defense’s problem? They have more people working on the case than the DA’s office does.
They have had the same amount of time to prepare for this case – YEARS – as the DA’s office has. The
law allows for a prompt trial. This trial has taken years too long. The judge is correct in not allowing any
further delays.
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Judge in Aurora theater shooting trial to
reduce afternoon jury search as process
speeds along
District Attorney George Brauchler had asked Samour to instead limit the
amount of time each side questions individual jurors. The current limit of 20
minutes per juror for each side is more than enough time, Brauchler said. He also
said the court has “dodged some bullets so far” because not every juror has
shown up for court.

By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: February 19, 2015 9:42 pm

CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial said Thursday he will call one fewer
prospective juror for questioning each day in an effort to save time.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said he has been happy that lawyers for accused shooter James Holmes and the
prosecution have agreed to keep several more jurors than expected over the first six days of individual
questioning. Samour had hoped for nine or 10 jurors to be sent to the next round through six days, but
the sides have agreed to keep 27 so far, including three on Thursday.
But each court session has lasted longer than expected, with some days lasting past 6 p.m. The
courthouse typically closes at 5 p.m.
Samour said that instead of calling six prospective jurors each afternoon, he will only call five. In the
morning, six jurors will be called.
District Attorney George Brauchler had asked Samour to instead limit the amount of time each side
questions individual jurors. The current limit of 20 minutes per juror for each side is more than enough
time, Brauchler said. He also said the court has “dodged some bullets so far” because not every juror has
shown up for court.
If all six jurors are questioned for a total of 40 minutes, the two sides could never finish in a half day,
Brauchler said.
But the defense objected and said 20 minutes is sometimes needed.
“It takes that long just to figure out where they stand on things,” public defender Tamara Brady said.
Samour said he didn’t think the two sides always needed as much time as they use, but said it wouldn’t
be fair to limit the questioning considering the two sides are outpacing the goals he laid out.
Among the three jurors told to return for the next round Thursday was a woman who worked as a
psychologist for state prisons, in a psychiatric ward at a hospital and as a lawyer. Despite her experience
with the mentally ill and her background, the woman said she would be able to follow the court’s orders
and base her decisions as a juror on what she heard in court. A man, who says he is a substitute teacher,
and another man, who says he’s a student who will graduate in May, were retained from the morning
session.

Three people were released because they said they could not hand down the death penalty. One woman
was released in the morning because she said she presumes Holmes is guilty, even before the trial
begins. Another man was released because he said he couldn’t handle seeing graphic images.
Holmes sat quietly throughout today’s preceding wearing a lightblue, short sleeve, buttonup shirt and
blue pants.
Friday is a day off for the two sides and court is scheduled to resume Monday.
Staff writer Aaron Cole contributed to this report.
Tags: aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheater
shootingtrialofjamesholmes/), aurora theater trial (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheatertrial/),
feed (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), james holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/james
holmes/), jury selection (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/juryselection/)

HaroldAMaio
“The” mentally ill is a signal of prejudice.
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Theater shooting trial DAY 20: Judge says
DA must turn over jurors’ criminal
histories
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. ruled Wednesday that prosecutors must share
information they find with the defense if the defense does not have equal access to
that information.
Sentinel staff reports, Updated: February 19, 2015 7:06 am

CENTENNIAL | The judge in the Aurora theater shooting trial ruled today that prosecutors must give
the defense any criminal background checks they run on prospective jurors.
The defense had asked several times for the records, arguing that because the district attorney’s office is
law enforcement, prosecutors have more access to criminal records than the defense.
While prosecutors can run state and national background checks for free, public defender Kristen
Nelson said Wednesday the defense has to pay the Colorado Bureau of Investigation about $7 for every
check they run, and those are often incomplete.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. ruled Wednesday that prosecutors must share information they find with the
defense if the defense does not have equal access to that information.
Several jurors questioned so far have had criminal records and two were previously prosecuted and sent
to prison by the same DA’s office that is trying accused theater shooter James Holmes.
Only four of the six jurors scheduled for the morning session appeared in court today. Three of them
were released and one will be asked to come back for the next round of questioning. That brings the
total kept over five days to 21, far outpacing Samour’s goal of about eight jurors every five days.
The judge released one of the jurors after they said “power to give death should not be up to public.”
One of the jurors who missed the morning session showed up late and is scheduled for questioning this
afternoon.
Sentinel reporters Claire Sisun and Brandon Johansson contributed to this report.
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Aurora theater shooting trial could start in
May after speedy jury selection
Nearly 25 out of the necessary 120 jurors have been selected for group
questioning
By CLAIRE SISUN, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 19, 2015 6:51 am

CENTENNIAL | The second round of jury selection could take less than half of the time Judge Carlos
Samour Jr. originally allotted, and the trial against accused Aurora theater shooter James Holmes could
begin as early as May, the judge said Wednesday.
Four more jurors moved on to group questioning on the sixth day of individual questioning in the jury
selection for the Aurora Theater shooting trial.
More jurors are moving on to group questioning than initially anticipated. Nearly 25 out of the
necessary 120 jurors have been selected for group questioning. The individual questioning round was set
to last 16 weeks, but if it continues at the current pace it could conclude in 6 weeks. Samour said the
next phase of jury selection could start in the first week of April and the trial could start in May.
Although more jurors are moving on, individual questioning continues to move slowly. Six jurors were
scheduled for questioning Wednesday morning and six in the afternoon. One juror in the morning was
late and rescheduled for the afternoon and one juror from the afternoon did not show up.
Samour said that the number of jurors scheduled and the length of questioning would be reevaluated on
Thursday.
One juror was questioned for over 90 minutes because of concern over his ability to set aside previously
formed opinions about the case. The middleaged man said he felt that Holmes was guilty because he
was arrested outside of the theater. Defense attorney Tamara Brady’s challenge was rejected.
Jurors were released for work and financial hardships, inability to hand down the death penalty and
inability to presume innocence.
The attorneys continued to focus questions on death penalty and mental illness. Potential jurors said
automatic use of the death penalty should be considered for terrorist attacks, in the case of Hitler or
ISIS.
Holmes sat quietly in an oversized gray sweater and drew on a notepad. He was repeatedly referred to as
the “guy” with the mustache, sweater and glasses by prosecuting attorney George Brauchler. Each time
the comment was objected to by the defense.
Jury selection will resume Thursday with six jurors scheduled for the morning and six for the evening.
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Aurora theater shooting trial judge adds to
jury pool over defense objections
In addition to the two jurors who have previously served on a jury, Samour
selected a woman who works as a special education teacher and a man who
described himself in court as a “small town guy.”
By Brandon Johansson, Staff Writer, Updated: February 23, 2015 7:15 pm

CENTENNIAL | Five jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial were sent to the group questioning
phase Monday while another six were released from service.
The five jurors moving to the next round — which include two who have been jurors before — bring the
total over 22 days of jury selection to 32, still far ahead of the pace Judge Carlos Samour Jr. had hoped
for. Samour expected the court to need about 16 weeks of individual questioning to get the necessary
120 jurors for the next round. After just two weeks, the two sides already have a quarter of that number.
Among the jurors released Monday, two said they could never hand down a death sentence. One
person worked at the mall adjacent to the theater and three said serving would be a financial hardship.
In addition to the two jurors who have previously served on a jury, Samour selected a woman who
works as a special education teacher and a man who described himself in court as a “small town guy.”
Samour also selected a young man over the defense’s objection. The defense said the man seemed to
view the death penalty as a starting point for a heinous crime, but Samour questioned the man a second
time and said the man was willing to consider life in prison or a death sentence.
Accused gunman James Holmes sat quietly at the defense table wearing a blue sweater.
Monday’s hearing marked the first since Samour last week changed decided to call 11 jurors each day
instead of 12. Samour had said he hoped the new system would mean court ended a bit earlier, but
Monday’s session stretched past 6 p.m. anyway.
Prosecutors also asked Samour to release a juror who had previously been sent to the next round. The
juror, whio has a criminal record, was previously questioned and the two Samour sent him to the group
questioning phase. Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said the man recently called the DA’s office
and spoke to another prosecutor.
Orman said the man should be released, but Holmes’ defense team said they “strongly object” to the
man’s dismissal.
What exactly the man said and whether he was released was unclear. Samour closed the courtroom to
the public while the two sides discussed the man’s phone call and adjourned court for the day before
reopening the courtroom to the public and press.
Court is in recess until Tuesday morning.
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More jurors dismissed in Aurora theater
shooting trial because of death penalty
reservations
The man, a middleaged white man in a wheelchair, said he believed in “an eye
for an eye” and said in a particularly heinous case, he would have trouble opting
for a life sentence.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: February 24, 2015 6:54 pm

CENTENNIAL | Three jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial were told Tuesday to return for the
group questioning phase, bringing the total through eight days of individual questioning to 34.
The jurors retained included one man whom the defense wanted dismissed because they said he was
biased in favor of the death penalty.
The man, a middleaged white man in a wheelchair, said he believed in “an eye for an eye” and said in a
particularly heinous case, he would have trouble opting for a life sentence.
Public defender Katherine Spengler, one of the lawyers for accused gunman James Holmes, said the
man had a “presumption” of a death sentence, which makes him an unfair juror.
Prosecutors and Judge Carlos Samour Jr. disagreed. Samour said the man proved during followup
questioning that he could put aside his feelings on the death penalty and make a fair decision.
“I think he can be fair and impartial. I think he will be fair and impartial,” Samour said.
Another juror who was retained previously worked as a volunteer victim advocate for Aurora police but
said she could set aside her feelings about crime victims and be an impartial juror.
Even if she heard from victims and their families, the woman said she could judge Holmes fairly.
“At the end of the day, Mr. Holmes is still someone’s family member, still someone’s loved one,” she
said.
A man, who said he worked at a gas station and was a former drill sergeant at the end of Vietnam, was
retained after he said the death penalty was warranted in some cases, but only after careful deliberation.
The prosecution and defense have largely agreed about the jurors who have been dismissed or retained
for the next phase so far, but in a few cases like Tuesday’s they have sparred.
Among the jurors released Tuesday were a man who now lives in Weld County and by law can’t serve
on a jury in Arapahoe County, a woman getting married in the middle of the trial, and a woman who said
jury service would be a financial hardship. Three jurors in the morning were excused because they said
they couldn’t sentence Holmes to death.
Including the initial phase of jury selection that started in January, the trial has lasted 23 days so
far. Opening statements were expected to start in May or June, but with jury selection moving quicker
than planned, Samour has said the trial could start in April or May.

The defense has asked for a delay several times but Samour has rejected their requests.
Holmes sat quietly at the defense table Tuesday wearing a blue buttonup shirt.
Court is in recess until Wednesday morning.
Staff Writer Aaron Cole contributed to this report.
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Judge turns down yet another delay
request by defense in Aurora theater
shooting trial
Samour mentioned potentially taking a week off between the end of jury selection
and the start of the trial but said he will wait and see how the selection progresses.
By Claire Sisun, For The Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 26, 2015 7:27 am

CENTENNIAL | Jury selection in the Aurora theater shooting trial is proceeding more quickly than
anticipated, and the defense for James Holmes says they are not prepared to start the trial sooner than
the originally expected May or June start date.
The defense attorneys again asked for more time to prepare between the end of jury selection and the
beginning of the trial, citing changes made to the potential witness list by the prosecution.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. said the defense does not need additional time. He said the changes to the
witness list were minor and would not affect the ability of the defense to prepare for the trial. He has
consistently refused to allow the defense another delay. Several have been granted so far.
Samour mentioned potentially taking a week off between the end of jury selection and the start of the
trial but said he will wait and see how the selection progresses.
Two more jurors moved on to group questioning on Wednesday brining the total number of jurors set for
group questioning to 36.
Samour said, “So far I am encouraged because we are going faster than we thought this was going to
go.”
One juror that moved to the next phase of questioning is a pastor who said that he seeks the “truth.” The
other juror sent to group questioning on Wednesday is a Navy veteran.
One juror was released after nearly two hours of questioning because he struggled with setting aside his
opinions and bias.
Samour said, “He was one of the most honest people we have had.”
Jurors were released on Wednesday for their inability to sentence Holmes to the death penalty, inability
to understand Samour’s questions and remarks and their inability to presume Holmes as innocent unless
proven guilty.
One juror was released because he said that life in prison was a worse sentence than the death penalty.
Two jurors did not appear for their individual questioning.
Holmes sat quietly in a brown buttonup shirt. He occasionally smiled at a joke and drew on a legal pad.
Despite the snow that came in at the end of the day, jury selection is scheduled to resume on Thursday
morning.
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Kevin
“…the defense for James Holmes says they are not prepared…” They’ve had over a year and they’re
unprepared? Sounds like a good excuse for an appeal, the defense counsel was incompetent! So exactly
how much have they been billing the state for? Of course, we won’t know what’s being spent as these
folks continue to drag their feet!
theairdog
Standard Defense Attorney tactics, delay, delay, delay.
Witnesses die. People forget things over time. It is every bit to the advantage of The Defendant to
drag things out as long as possible.
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Judge in Aurora theater shooting trial will
allow holdingcell video
By The Associated Press, Updated: February 26, 2015 6:56 am

CENTENNIAL | The judge overseeing the Aurora theater shooting case says jurors can see a video of
defendant James Holmes in a holding cell that was recorded two months after the attack.

Judge Carlos A. Samour’s order Monday came over objections from defense attorneys who said the
video should be excluded from evidence because prosecutors shared it too late. The 11minute video
shows Holmes in a cell at the courthouse on Sept. 20, 2012, but its significance hasn’t been disclosed.
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and injuring 70 in
the July 20, 2012, shooting.
Jury selection is ongoing, and opening statements could happen in April or May.
Samour says attorneys will have time to study the video during a possible weeklong break during jury
selection.
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Aurora theater shooting trial juror excused
after he says, ‘hang his ass’
The jury candidate on his questionnaire wrote, “Hang his ass” in response to the
opinion section
By Caroline Creidenberg, for the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: February 27, 2015 10:03 am

CENTENNIAL | Only one potential juror moved onto group questioning Thursday while seven
potential jurors for the Aurora theater shooting trial were dismissed. One juror was dismissed because he
said he already strongly favors the death penalty for defendant James Holmes.
On his questionnaire he wrote, “Hang his ass” in response to the opinion section.
Another juror was immediately dismissed after she started crying during group questioning and
continued to during individual questioning. She claimed that the case has been emotionally taxing on
her, causing her to lose sleep and even making her physically ill in the past week.
After today, the third week of individual questioning, the juror pool for group questioning reached 39.
While they are still ahead of schedule, it has slowed down.
Thursday alone, there were four noshows. Judge Samour Jr. gave the lawyers the option of changing
the noshow policy. He suggested simply dismissing any potential jurors that do not show up since the
juror pool is already so large.
Individual questioning will continue tomorrow.
Follow Aurora Sentinel updates and news on the Aurora theater shooting trial at
twitter.com/AuroraTrialNews (https://twitter.com/auroratrialnews)
Tags: Aurora (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/aurora/), aurora theater shooting trial of James Holmes
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Former Okla. bomber juror; 4 others
slated for group questioning in Aurora
theater shooting trial
One prospective juror, a middle aged woman with dark hair, admitted that she
had been part of the jury which convicted and sentenced Timothy McVeigh, the
Oklahoma City bomber, to death in 1997
By Sawyer D’Argonne, for the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: March 2, 2015 8:43 am

CENTENNIAL | Jury questioning in the Aurora theater shooting trial continued Friday with five of
10 prospective jurors questioned being asked to return for group questioning, bringing the total to 42.
One prospective juror, a middle aged woman with dark hair, admitted that she had been part of the jury
which convicted and sentenced Timothy McVeigh, the Oklahoma City bomber, to death in 1997.
McVeigh was tried in Colorado and put to death in June of 2001. Despite saying that it would be
“unbelievably difficult” to go through a similar experience, the woman will be returning for group
questioning. Her return was challenged by the defense, but on the grounds that she was a coworker with
an individual on the witness list.
Among those released from duty, three were excused because of strong biases in favor of the death
penalty for first degree murder charges. One woman admitted that her mind was made up on Holmes
and wasn’t going to change. Another was released for undue hardship relating to financial purposes, and
one claimed attention deficit problems. The four others set to return did so without challenge.
Jurors are being questioned on myriad topics including their ability to employ the death penalty, their
ability to handle graphic content and more personal details regarding their individual lives.
Holmes is charged with the murder of 12 individuals and the attempted murder of 70 others inside a
movie theater in Aurora on July 20, 2012. He wore a blue, buttondown shirt Friday and appeared to
have printed out a book to read.
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Lawyers for accused Aurora theater
shooter will ask again to move Holmes trial
Nelson said they will also show the judge evidence from some juror questionnaires
that shows prospective jurors in the case are prejudiced against Holmes.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: March 3, 2015 7:26 am

CENTENNIAL | Lawyers for James Holmes said Monday they will revisit their request to move the
Aurora theater shooting trial out of Arapahoe County.
Kristen Nelson, one of the public defenders representing Holmes, said the defense will file motions next
week detailing media coverage from last April — when the defense first asked that the trial be moved —
until now.
Nelson said they will also show the judge evidence from some juror questionnaires that shows
prospective jurors in the case are prejudiced against Holmes.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. didn’t rule on the defense’s request for a change of venue last year and instead
said the only way to know if a fair jury could be found in Arapahoe County was to try. He said at the
time that once the two sides have tried to seat a jury here, he would revisit the issue.
But, the judge said at the time, he was confident the two sides could find an impartial jury in Arapahoe
County despite the intense media coverage of the case.
Samour said Monday that he would allow oral arguments on the change of venue request once
individual questioning of jurors is complete in a few weeks.
The individual questioning phase is in week four of what was supposed to be 16 weeks, but it is moving
faster than expected. Through the first three weeks, 43 jurors have already been retained for the next
round. Samour had hoped for about 12o by the end of the session.
Also Monday, Holmes’ lawyers said when Holmes was hospitalized in November 2012 it was because
he was having a “psychotic breakdown.” That came out during discussion about a prospective juror
from last week who knows a jail nurse who was present during the incident.
Daniel King, one of Holmes’ public defenders, said that during the “breakdown,” Holmes was taken to
the psychiatric ward at Denver Health Medical Center.
The same nurse had regular interactions with Holmes and gave him his “antipsychotic medication” at
the jail, King said.
Deputy District Attorney Rich Orman said prosecutors don’t believe Holmes had a “psychotic” episode
that day and said they would dispute that idea at trial.
Orman also said the juror should be retained because there was a slim chance that the nurse would be
called as a witness.

Still, King argued that while prosecutors say they don’t plan on calling her as a witness, the possibility
of her being called and a juror knowing her could be a problem.
Samour said he will consider how to handle the prospective juror but wouldn’t make an immediate
decision.
During the argument over the juror who knows the jail nurse, the two sides took starkly different
approaches to discussing it. Orman referred to it only as a “particular incident” and was careful not to
mention details — not even when it happened, or that it involved Holmes’ hospitalization in November
2012.
King, however, referred to the nurse by name, said she worked in the jail and said the incident involved
Holmes having a “psychotic breakdown.”
Holmes sat quietly during this morning’s session wearing a white dress shirt and dark slacks.
A total of five jurors were released this morning and one was kept for the next round. Another six are
scheduled for questioning this afternoon.
Tags: Aurora theater shooting (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/auroratheatershooting/), feed
(http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/feed/), holmes (http://www.aurorasentinel.com/tag/holmes/), james holmes
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neurological research lab do idiots just not get ?
Yes humans can have brain infections that make them Zombies! Just like the overflowing PRISON INC
pops they KNEW would end up there taking US from Barney Fife to the World’s largest incarcerated
citizens after giving you ALL the real cause of AIDS and psychosis for decades!
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Judge dismisses clairvoyant as jury
selection continues in Aurora theater
shooting trial
By The Associated Press, Updated: March 4, 2015 7:54 am

CENTENNIAL |Jury selection in the Colorado theater shooting trial is continuing with attorneys asking
prospective jurors about their views on the death penalty and mental illness.

As of Tuesday, Judge Carlos Samour had asked 47 potential jurors to return for more questioning. He
hopes to have 120 from which to choose 12 jurors and 12 alternates.
Those selected will decide if James Holmes was legally insane during the 2012 attack that left 12 dead
and 70 injured. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
On Tuesday, Samour dismissed a woman who said she could never impose the death penalty and a
clairvoyant, out of concern that she would apply her skills during testimony.
A nurse, a data analyst and a woman who has a friend who knew some of the victims were asked to
return.
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Father of accused Aurora theater shooter
attends jury questioning
Robert Holmes, who lives in San Diego, sat through the full day of individual
juror questioning, which lasted until 6 p.m. The defense has mentioned that
James Holmes’s parents may testify during the trial.
By CLAIRE SISUN, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: March 4, 2015 8:46 pm

CENTENNIAL | Father of accused Aurora theater shooter James Holmes attended jury questioning
March 4, the first time that Holmes’s parents have been present for jury selection since it began in late
January.
Robert Holmes, who lives in San Diego, sat through the full day of individual juror questioning, which
lasted until 6 p.m. The defense has mentioned that James Holmes’s parents may testify during the trial.
The defense challenged three jurors and requested they be dismissed after lengthy questioning sessions.
Judge Carlos Samour Jr. overruled two of the challenges and dismissed one of the three jurors.
One of the jurors who will return for the next phase of questioning is a human resource manager at a
construction company. She expressed opinions supporting the death penalty in her juror questionnaire,
but when questioned by the lawyers said her opinions had changed and she could set them aside.
Samour said that he found “her to be credible. I don’t have a basis to say she is a compulsive liar.”
Four jurors moved on to group questioning on Wednesday, bringing the total number of jurors scheduled
for group questioning to 51. Jurors were released on Wednesday for financial hardship and the inability
to be fair throughout the trail.
Samour also ruled that a juror who knew a potential witness would be retained because it is unlikely that
the witness, a nurse, will be called.
Holmes sat quietly in a white button down shirt, reading a book. Individual questioning of prospective
jurors will resume on Thursday.
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Prosecutors want photos of Aurora theater
shooting kept from public
"Please protect the visual privacy of his body, which has been reduced to a piece
of evidence for this trial," Caren and Tom Teves wrote in a letter attached to the
motion
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS, Updated: March 6, 2015 4:08 pm

DENVER | Prosecutors in the Aurora theater shooting case want a judge to keep the public from seeing
graphic autopsy and crimescene photos during the trial, saying the images would traumatize the
families of victims.
Prosecutors wrote in a Thursday court filing that relatives of the 12 people killed in the 2012 attack want
the photos to be shown only to jurors, not to people seated in the courtroom or watching a live video
feed.
They cited letters from the families begging the judge not to allow the showing of the pictures, which
include images from inside the movie theater after the attack.
Defendant James Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity in the shooting, which also left 70
other people injured.
The parents of 24yearold Alex Teves told the judge that allowing the public to see pictures of his body
would be cruel punishment for the family.
“Please protect the visual privacy of his body, which has been reduced to a piece of evidence for this
trial,” Caren and Tom Teves wrote in a letter attached to the motion. “The countless lifelong burdens our
family must carry from the horrific murder of our son due to the actions of the defendant is torturous
enough without adding this visual element to our excruciating daily life, for the rest of our lives.”
Prosecutors also argued the photos are of little value to the public.
However, Steven Zansberg, president of the Colorado Freedom of Information Coalition and a First
Amendment attorney, said the public should be able to see what prosecutors are presenting as evidence
in a death penalty case, even if news outlets have no intention of publishing the photos.
“If it’s of significant enough interest for the jury to consider, it’s of significant enough interest for the
public to see it as well,” he said.
Jury selection in the case is continuing, with opening statements expected late next month.
mylesahead
I agree with Mr. Zansberg. As insensitive as it may sound, victims don’t own the criminal justice system.
There is a broader public interest to be served.
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Opening statements in Aurora theater
shooting trial slated for April 21
A second date for opening statements was announced as April 27, should one
juror with a pending wedding be selected for the final panel.
By CAROLINE CREIDENBERG, For the Aurora Sentinel, Updated: March 6, 2015 6:48 am

CENTENNIAL | Opening statements for the trial against accused theater shooter James Holmes were
set for as early as April 21 — weeks earlier than first expected, Judge Carlos Samour Jr. told attorneys
March 5. The final phase of jury selection will be concluded one week before opening statements.
A second date for opening statements was announced as April 27, should one juror with a pending
wedding be selected for the final panel.
Thursday’s individual questioning of potential jurors ended with five potential jurors being kept for
group questioning and seven excused. The count of potential jurors is now at 56. Samour said he expects
to grow that pool to 120 before narrowing it down to 24 jurors and alternates that will hear the case.
One potential juror that moved on to individual questioning Thursday has her wedding the week of April
21. Samour said if she were to be one of the 24 final jurors, they would push opening questions back to
April 27.
Among the jurors kept were two men, one 18 and one 21. When the judge asked the 18yearold if he
was up for this challenge, he said he believes he can handle the responsibility.
Samour predicted that they would retain approximately 3.6 jurors daily and therefore the court will only
need 38 more sessions in order to reach 137 jurors. Today marked the end of the week for the court, and
individual questioning will continue on Monday.
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Unproductive day in Aurora theater
shooting trial with just two jurors asked to
return
“Not a very productive afternoon. But that’s the way it goes,” said Judge Carlos
Samour Jr.
By BRANDON JOHANSSON, Staff Writer, Updated: March 9, 2015 5:37 pm

CENTENNIAL| Just two jurors in the Aurora theater shooting trial were asked Monday to return for the
next session, bringing the total retained so far to 58.
After an afternoon session that saw all five jurors who appeared in court released — four for financial
hardships and one who said she was convinced James Holmes was guilty of the crime — Judge Carlos
Samour Jr. lamented the lack of progress.
“Not a very productive afternoon. But that’s the way it goes,” he said.
Even with a lessthan productive day, jury selection is still moving faster than Samour had expected. He
said in court Monday that the twoday group questioning phase with 120 prospective jurors will start
April 13 — more than a month earlier than initially planned. Opening statements will start April 21 or
April 27, he said.
One of the jurors asked to return was a middleaged white woman who previously worked as a
paralegal. The woman said she had a “high level” of knowledge about the case from following media
reports in the days after the July 2012 shootings, but hadn’t followed the case closely since. The woman
said she would be able to put aside what she knows and fairly consider any evidence presented at trial.
Holmes sat quietly at the defense table during Monday and appeared to be reading a book that had been
printed off on standard white paper.
Court is set to resume Tuesday morning.
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Clairvoyant, cartoon buff nixed from
Aurora theater shooting trial jury
"You meet some interesting people in this job," Samour said after the clairvoyant
left the room.
SADIE GURMAN, Associated Press, Updated: March 9, 2015 6:48 am

CENTENNIAL | While the 2012 Aurora theater shooting was horrific, killing 12 people and injuring
70, the process of assembling a jury to try defendant James Holmes is far more subdued, with moments
ranging from the mundane to the surreal.
Jury selection began in January, when more than 9,000 prospective jurors were summoned in what
experts called the biggest jury pool in U.S. history. After filling out lengthy questionnaires, thousands
were asked to return for individual questioning that began Feb. 11 and has so far yielded more than 50
people who can return for still more screening.
Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. hopes to seat a jury to hear opening statements on April 21 or April 27.
Defendant James Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. If the jury finds he was sane, they
will decide whether he should be put to death.
Days are long, with attorneys questioning, at most, 12 people a day, sometimes grilling one person for
hours at a time. Prospects fight nerves and tears as attorneys press them on their feelings about capital
punishment, mental illness and their own personal problems, such as financial hardship or sick relatives.
Attorneys were concerned it would be hard to find 12 jurors and 12 alternates who can judge Holmes
without bias, but the process is moving more quickly than expected, with attorneys largely agreeing on
which prospective jurors to immediately release. The next phase of questioning could be more
contentious as attorneys argue over which people should make up the final panel. Questioning continues
this week.
___
THE CLAIRVOYANT
One woman told the court she is clairvoyant with the ability to see the “truth of a situation.” She was
dismissed after telling the judge she could not impose the death penalty — even after promising she
would not apply her skills as an “energy reader” and “religious science practitioner” during testimony.
“I just don’t see death as a punishment,” she told Samour. “It’s a natural part of life.”
Also dismissed: A man who said the death penalty would be appropriate in a “zombie apocalypse” case
in which people were high on drugs and eating human flesh; a witness in another murder trial; and a
man who said his views on the death penalty were shaped almost entirely by a Japanese anime cartoon
called “Death Note.”
“You meet some interesting people in this job,” Samour said after the clairvoyant left the room.

___
PERSONAL CONNECTIONS
The judge dismissed a woman who said she has regular contact with 25 witnesses in the case because
she works at a research facility in the same building where Holmes once was a neuroscience graduate
student. The judge also released an aspiring police officer who said he received academy training from
officers who responded to the shooting.
But the judge told a woman who comforted a friend mourning the loss of coworkers in the shooting that
she needed to return. Higgs, the defense attorney, wondered whether she had too much “baggage” to
serve, but the juror insisted her friendship would have no bearing on the verdict.
___
JUROR NO. 495
Juror No. 495 seemed like an ideal candidate. She told the judge she could presume Holmes is innocent,
would be able to consider a life sentence after emotional testimony and could get over her concerns
about seeing graphic images. But she paused when a defense attorney asked whether she would be able
to find Holmes not guilty by reason of insanity.
In that event, Holmes would be sent to a state mental hospital and could one day be released, attorney
Rebecca Higgs explained. Would it be hard to consider that plea?
“With the biases I come here with, yes,” the juror told her.
Prosecutor Karen Pearson said that if Holmes is deemed insane, it’s unlikely he would be freed anytime
soon.
“It’s not simply that they would open the doors of the state hospital and he would walk out,” Pearson
said.
The juror said that made her more comfortable. Samour asked her to return.
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From legal maneuvers m the tnal ofJamts Holmis to the ouster of Colorado s senior U S senator the year 2014
provided a bevy of issues on which the Denver Post editonal board opmed Here are some editorial excerpts from what
were among the top stones of the year
Midterm elections

Cory Gardner took a big nsk this year when he gave up a safe Repubbcan House seat m order to challenge Sen Mark
Udall
But Gardner s gamble paid off not least because he has proved himself during die past few months to be a
skillful steady politician with a reassunng presence and a message that resonated with voters the need to get thmgs
done in Washington (Nov 5)
[John] Hickenlooper s latest victory has proved agam that you can win with a positive message It also proves that m
purple Colorado at least you can seek to govern as a centnst without voters spuming you as a political freak (Nov 6)

Denver Shenff Department troubles Maybe it s time to approach the Denver Shenff Department scandals with an
entirely new question Is there anything anything that the department does well? The staggenng list of embarrassmg
revelations associated with the department grows by the week and amounts to a mind numbmg indictment of the
competence of those who have run the city jail And let s be frank It s also an indictment of those includmg the safety
manager and mayor who permitted this fiasco to fester for as long as it has (Sept 28)
Edible manjuana
After months of futile meetmgs a state task force that was supposed to make recommendations regardmg the
appearance of edible manjuana products has failed But this effort should by no means be over Lawmakers need to step
up and act when they convene in January

The legislature must draft rules for manjuana edibles to make them easily identifiable when outside their packaging a
necessary step to protect people especially children from unmtended exposure (Nov 23)
Putin s opportunism

Vladimir Putin has once again stunned the West with his ruthless opportunism Send troops into Cnmea"^ No Putm
wouldn t be that reckless multiple foreign policy experts assured the pubhc last week A headline in the respected
journal Foreign Affairs was typical of the optimism Why Rubsia Won t Invade Ukrame it declared
Putin m fact is
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that reckless He saw a chance to dismember a neighboring country to Russia s advantage and he seized it The question
now IS what the West should do about it (March 3)

Immigration The next Senate majority leader Sen Mitch McConnell of Kentucky pledgedthat Republicans will
respond forcefully to President Obamas executive action on immigration without specifying what they will do That s
partly of coursebecause Repubhcans arent agreedon what to do But if they want to avoid blowing up their newfound
momentum with voters they should absolutely repudiate two of the strategies being suggested by some of their
firebrands shuttmg down the government or impeaching the president (Nov 21)

CIA mterrogation methods Defenders of waterboardmg and other enhanced mterrogation techmques have tned for
years to suggestthese methods belongto a gray areajust short of torture It was alwaysa desperate excuse and now it s
deeply offensive The Senate Intelligence Committee s 500 page executive summary of a reporton the CIAs handling
of terrorist suspects released Tuesday dispels all doubt about the degree to which the agency rehed upon brute force
himiiliation and bfe sappmg treatment to pressure suspects It was torture (Dec 10)
Holmes tnal It s understandable that victims of the Aurora theater shootings might want to observe the trial of the
man accused of opening fire on them However if any of these victims are to testify m the trial of James Holmts

they shouldnot be allowed to sit m on the tnal until after theyve been dismissed as witnesses Hohnes accused of
killing 12 and injuring 70 must get a fau- tnal and the nsk that these witnesses might modify their testnnony even
inadvertently is too great (May 7)

Jefferson County schools OK Jefferson County high school students you ve made their point Now you should return
to your schools Hundreds of students from several high schools who left their classes oppose a proposal to review
distnct cumculum that was tabled at a board meeting last week The plan included heavy handed language suggesting
the board might want to whitewash Amenca s past and we denounced it too But the proposal was in fact tabled not
approved and more protests will add little or nothing of substance to the backlash (Sept 24)
Same sex mamage

Gay mamage has come to Colorado not with a thundenng U S Supreme Court decision citmg broad constitutional
guarantees of equity but with a rather more procedural move m which the court declmed to review pnor decisions

But make no mistake Monday was a histonc day for mamage equality m Colorado and a welcome one at that (Oct 7)
Islamic State

It seems the deranged teironsts who executed an Amencan journalist m retaliation for U S airstnkes m Iraq first
viewed him as a revenue source Long before beheading James Folcy they had demanded a ransom of more than $100
million m exchange for his release The U S declmed And however wrcnchmg that decision may have been it was the
nght call This cotmtry cannot put itself in the position of underwnting those who want to kill us (Aug 22)
Ebola Finally some sanity m the back and forth case mvolvmg Kaci Hickox the nurse who treated Ebola patients m
West Afhca and was bemg quarantmed in her Mame home against her will A judge on Fnday reversed his earber
position that forbade Hickox from leaving her hometown using pubhc transit or being withm 3 feet of others Science
prevailed Doctors say the disease cannot be spread if a person is asymptomatic (Nov 1)
Oil and gas compromise

They say nothmg concentrates the mind like the prospect of bemg hanged at dawn But the prospect of a 24/7 media
blitz for the next three months on ballot initiatives to regulate oil and gas dnlling might have been a close second
Alarmed by that prospect not to mention the possibibty that two of the constitutional amendments posed a significant
threat to Colorados economy Gov John Hickenlooper on Monday finally brokered what had eluded him for much of
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the Slimmer a deal to keep the measures off the ballotwhile legislative proposals are devised (Aug 5)
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One I wish 1 bad back
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LENGTH 515 words

Like most of us I m frustrated by the 2 1/2 year delay in bnnging Aurora movie theater killer James Holmis to justice

And so a few weeks ago when attorneys asked for yet another delay I unloaded in this space on what I called the
stalling tactics by the killer s legal team forcing postponement after postponement as months and then years have
marched slowly past

The latest request for a delay on Dec 7 involved what defense lawyers called medical emergencies No more
mformation was given The very large cynical and skeptical part of me mocked the request
Turns out there were mdeed heart wrencbmg medical emergencies affectmg a defense lawyer and an investigator
Sometimes when you vent with hot language you get burned
Here s what happened

As that Dec 7 court session began Judge Carlos Samour noted defense attorney Tamara Brady was missmg Attorney
Daniel King requested a sidebar to explam When King approached the bench the courtroom sound system suddenly
emitted only static so no one else could hear the conversation
Accordmg to a 7News report The court reporter took dictation but that mformation was not made public
According to The Associated Press Attorneys discussed the medical issues privately with {thejudge) for nearly 30
minutes but did not disclose them m court

And so armed with those courtroom descnptions I ndiculed the so called medical emergencies

Brady s father a temfic man by all reports and a world class dad by her account had just died And defense team
mvestigator John K. Gonglach s daughter Camilah boraNov 6 had just been diagnosed with cystic fibrosis
In separate letters pubhshed m The Post Brady and Gonglach xmloaded Just as I had

I read Tosches column as my daughter lay m my arms Gonglach wrote I held her tightly as I read his flip words
and accusations

He will continue as part of the Holmes defense he wrote but his sadness will never be far away
It now breaks my heart to leave Camilah s side for any length of time knowmg her days are literally numbered

he
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said

Attorney Brady was no less passionate

Mr Tosches m honor of my gentle and kindfather I hopethat you andyour loved ones have a healthy andhappy
holiday season she wrote Peace

Holmes firstwiththedyedorange clown hairand now with a vacant stare makes me funous I m not a big death
penalty proponent but I wouldn t mind one bit if he somehow got run over by a tram

What Holmes will actually get is a long and expensive tnal Then I bet he will go awayfor good Perhaps although
unlikely he11 be executed Maybe he11 be locked in a tinycelluntilhe diesof old ageor another inmate putshim out of
our misery

In the meantime I will keep bttle Camilah Gonglach in my heart Nothmg so plunders our soul as a child in desperate
trouble

And having lost myownfather earlier this year I will think of Tamara Brady s dad Richard AndI will remember the
words she wrote about the loss of the gentle and kind man
It broke my heart

she said

Contact Rich Tosches at nchtosches@gmail com
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Responses to plea from Aurora thtattr shoolm suspect s parents
Re

Holmes parents Our son is mentally ill Dec 19 guest commentary

What a homble coupleof years it s been sincethe Aurora theater shooting certamlyfor the victmisand family
members but also for the parentsof defendant James Holmts Theygneve with little sympathy Theyre homfied by
what occurred but they also realize their son is seriously ill They know he s gomg to lose his freedom for life but
should their child who did not choose to be ill lose his actual hfe*^

I agree with the Holmes family and with Murder Victim Familiesfor Human Rights and the National Alliance on
Mental Illness This can be resolved quickly with compassion for all take the death penalty off the table
Carla Turner DenverThe wnter is executive director of Coloradans for Alternatives to the Death Penalty

The Post has become a (hopefully) unwitting dupe of the James Holmts defense team The letter purportedly wntten
by Holmes parents and reportedly delivered by a family lawyer is nothmg more than an attempt to taint the jury pool
and make an advance summation argument about why the death penalty should not be miposed
For one thing there is no such sentence as hfe in a mental treatment facility Mental health perpetrators must be

releasedupon bemg cured and deemed no longera danger to society Holmes end game has alwaysbeen to beat the
system by pretending to be crazy The Post has no business supporting that ruse by publishmg the self serving dnvel
created possibly by parents but more likely by lawyers to accomplish his goal
And one might ask is it even plausible to think that the defense team s lawyers had nothmg to do with the draftmg of
this document''

Anthony T Accetta Denver

A few years ago my good friend s schizophrenic son stabbed his father 13 times before being pulled away and subdued
His father survived the mostly superficial wounds the son went to prison
Because of his history of mental illness and because the victim was a family member the son was moved to a mental
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hospital He is now residing again with his family

Knowing the anguish this family has suffered myheart goes outto theHohnes family whose suffenng is compounded
by the families of their son s multiple victims

At the timeof this tragedy as withothers the outcry tookon the issueof gun control Why have we not instead looked
seriously at our lack of facilities for the mentally ilP Howmany must suffer from untreated mentalillness'' How many
Auroras and Columbines will it take before we address the real problem*'
Frances Rossi Littleton

Re What Holmes parents didn t say Dec 22 editonal

Your editorial was unfair to Jamts Holmes parents In this capital case two psychiatnst reports and much other
evidence of Holmes mental condition remain under seal as a necessary precaution agamst prospective jurors leammg

of It It would be unreasonable for Holmes parents to break that seal of secrecy Rather they did something that needed
to be done they reminded us that taking their sons life would be simplyaddingone morewrong to the ones already
done They therefore join with many m the community who see that the arc of memory shouldbend toward
reconcihation and not toward vengeance We don t need mental health professionals to tell us that in a world filled with
anger and gnef the killings need to stop
Michael E Tigar Onental N C
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Jurors won*t see some photos
BYLINE John Ingold
SECTION ASECTION Pg 2A
LENGTH 304 words

Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater shooting case will not be allowed to show a handful of pictures at tnal the
judge overseeing the case ruled Tuesday
But Judge Carlos Samour demed the bulk of a defense request that could have blocked prosecutors from showing jurors
dozens of photos from mside the theater and James Holmts car and apartment Defense attorneys contended that the
pictures many of which show the bodies of the victims and the wounds of the mjured could unfairly bias jurors against
Holmes

That many of the photographs will be difficult to view

Samour wrote m his order does not render them

inadmissible

Samour reached a similar conclusion for a video taken mside the crime scene after the shootiog In each mstance
Samour wrote that prosecutors must establish a sufficient reason at tnal for showmg the images and will also have to
avoid usmg pictures that are dupbcative
However Samour foimd a few mstances where prosecutors would not be allowed to show the pictures they had asked to
show

A photograph of a slam victim s arm that shows a tattoo with the name of the victim s children cannot be shown at tnal
because there is a real danger that the tattoo will improperly draw the jury s sympathy Samour wrote Another photo
showmg in graphic detail the mjunes to a shoot ng survivor who had been eviscerated also cannot be shown Samour
concluded

Samour ruled that a picture showmg an tmidentified poster on Holmes refrigerator has a higher nsk of undue prejudice
than the posters on the walls because some jurors may find it offensive And Samour found that while prosecutors can
show a picture taken mside Holmes car that reveals a skull cover on Hobnes gearshift they cannot claim that the
gearshift reflects Holmes mental state at the time of the shooting
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Daily Digest Winter storm could bring up to 8 inches of snow to Front Range,
and 9 other stories
BYLINE Jesse Paul

SECTION Z Pg OZ
LENGTH 517 words

Your daily resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver traffic information
and the stones that will be talked about on Wednesday Dec 24 2014 Download our iPhone iPad and Android apps
for breaking news throughout the day

A storm that dropped 40 plus inches of snow in the mountains over the past several days made its way east and plunged
Interstate 70 mto white out conditions between Limon and Goodland Kan Winds up to 60 mph forced an eight hornclosure that left scores of hohday travelers and truckers with one of two bad options take a detour himdreds of miles to
the southeast or wait thmgs out and hope for the best Meanwhile a storm moving mto the state on Thursday mght
couldleave up to eight inches of snow m Denver
2 SONY RE GIFTS THE INTERVIEW IN LIMITED CHRISTMAS RELEASE

The Interview was put back mto theaters Tuesday mcludmg m Colorado when Sony Pictures Entertainment
announced a limited Christmas Day theatrical release for the comedy that provoked an mtemational incident with North
Korea and outrage over its canceled release
3 LAKEWOOD POLICE BARRICADE SUSPECT ARRESTED AFTER 7 HOUR STANDOFF WITH SWAT

Pobce m Lakewood, mcludmg the department s SWAT team arrested a man early Wednesday who barricaded himself
m an apartment with a child for seven hours overnight
4 FEDS ARREST COLORADO SPRINGS MAN FOR ONLINE THREATS AGAINST POLICE

The FBI arrested a Colorado Springs man Monday for allegedly making online threats advocating the kiUmg of police
officers and retired police officers in the state
5 AURORA THEATER SHOOTING PROSECUTORS BLOCKED FROM SHOWING SOME IMAGES

Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater shooting case will not be allowed to show a handful of pictures at tnal the
judge overseeing the case ruled Tuesday
6 BOULDER COUNTY SUES DIRECTOR OF FAILED MARATHON
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The Boulder County distnct attorney s office filed a lawsuit Tuesday against Boulder Marathon director Jeff Mason
after he canceled the 2014 race with two weeks notice and did not offer refunds to any entrants
7 WESTMINSTER MAN SENTENCED TO 35 YEARS IN FEDERAL CHILD PORN CASE

A Westminster man who had thousands of photos and videos of children and infants being sexually abused was
sentenced on Tuesday to 35 years m pnson m a federal case
8 SPIRE DEVELOPER TURNING FOCUS TO MICRO APARTMENTS

Hotel VQ which stands next to Sports Authonty Field at Mile High will be stripped to its concrete bones and remade
mto Turntable Studios a micro apartment buildmg the developer behind the project said Tuesday
9 GUN PERMITS FOR COLORADO POT USERS SOUGHT

Colorado was the first state to legalize recreational manjuana sales Now the state s voters may consider a ballot
measure to allow pot smokers to carry concealed firearms Read more
10 CSU RAMS WERE SOLD ON COACH MIKE BOBO S VISION FOR THE FUTURE

In Las Vegas over the weekend Colorado State president Tony Frank liked what he heard and it wasn t a band playmg
m a casmo lounge It was Mike Bobo
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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What Holmes* parents didn't say
SECTION OPINION Pg 15A
LENGTH 188 words

The parents of James Holmes made a plea last week on this editonal page for their son s life and for the proposition
that he is severely mentally ill
But the statement by Robert and Arlene was also notably silent about matters that might help public imderstanding of
the event or at least the background to it and of Holmes himself
Was Hohnes severe mental illness apparent for a long time before the attack on the Cmemark theater m 2012''
If so what was done about if

If not what is it that makes them so sure about his condition m the run up to the massacre*^

The Holmeses certamly don t have to convmce us that execution is the wrong answer for the crimes their son is accused
of committing whether or not he is mentally ill And they re quite nght that had the prosecution agreed to a deal their
son could have been given a sentence of life m pnson without parole in exchange for a guilty plea That would have
shortcircuited a legal process that has already dragged on for 2 1/2 years

But this is hardly a new insight The news last week was that Hohnes parents spoke out not anything that they actually
said
LOAD DATE December 22 2014
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Holmes investigator Here's my emergency
BYLINE John K Gonglach
SECTION PERSPECT Pg 2D
LENGTH 375 words

Re

Giving lawyers a worse name

Dec 14 Rich Tosches column

Rich Tosches suggests rather callously that both the attorney and investigator in the Jainc5 Holmes case were fakmg
using (cough cough) medical emergencies as a tactical move to ask for another continuance in the tnal
1 am the defense investigator whom Tosches chose to call out along with ray colleague and team
On Nov 6 my wife and I celebrated the birth of our daughter Camilah Immediately she was the light of our lives and
we began to celebrate the joy of new life dunng a very difficuh time in our hves It was a happy day
In the days after her birth our daughter began to struggle with what the doctors called failure to thnve On Dec 3 she
was diagnosed with cystic fibrosis a rare and deadly genetic disease The reality of our daughter s diagnosis was
devastating beyond words If we do everythmg nght and Camilah responds positively to therapy drugs and treatments
her hfe expectancy is still less than the amount of years I have already hved on this earth It s painful and frightening
and yet we have hope because we are choosing not to surrender to our sorrow anger and fear
I read Tosches column as my daughter lay m my arms 1 held her tightly as I read his flip words and accusations It now
breaks my heart to leave Camilah s side for any length of time knowmg that her days are literally numbered To do my
job and hve out what I passionately beheve I will spend the greater part of the next year of Camilah s life away from
her workmg on this case m court My father taught me to finish what you start and so I will not quit on my client or
this case

Tosches column remmds me that we all have a choice on how to respond to people who hurt us whether it s their
mtention or not Tosches and others should know that we (the Hohnes defense team) are not living m pretend or make
believe This case along with our own personal stones and struggles is certamly not a game to any of us Just as I
refuse to let a disease defeat me or make me lose hope I refuse to allow pnnted opinions hurtful words nasty signs
threats or blog posts change how 1 feel about this case and this cause I am so very proud to be part of
LOAD DATE December 22 2014
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remmds me that we all have a choice on how to respond to people who hurt us whether it s their mtention or not,
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Why James Holmes defense team is taking its tune
Re

Giving lawyers a worse name

Dec 14 Rich Tosches column

I was very disturbed by Rich Tosches cnticism of Jimts Holmes defense attorneys Based upon my expenence as a
former prosecutor who handled cases dealing with death penalty and mental health issues the delays m this case are not
unusual especially given the numerous complexities involved The attorneys have an obligation to be as prepared as
possible That mvolves a careful review of the thousands of pages of discovery and mvestigation mcludmg preparation
pertaimng to the 2 000 plus potential witnesses Furthermore there are numerous experts who need time to read
everythmg involved m this case to ensure that they give accurate and reliable opmions
Defense attorneys have the legal and ethical responsibilities to zealously represent their clients with every means
possible within the boundaries of the law This is compoimded when prosecutors seek the death penalty It takes time
for them to ensure that they have done the best job they can for their client

Delays are hard on nictims witnesses and everyone else involved m these cases but they are a necessary part of
ensunng that justice is done for everyone
Karen Stemhauser DenverThe wnter is a former chief prosecutor in the Denver Distnct Attomey s office and is an
adjunct professor at the Umversity of Denver Sturm College of Law

In response to Rich Tosches column 1 would like to point out that the Hobnes defense team offered a plea bargam m
the now very distant past of a life sentence without parole for their client Arapahoe Coimty District Attomey George
Brauchler rejected the plea deal saying that justice is death
This decision will cost taxpayers millions of dollars immeasurable anguish among survivors and victims families as the
media detail the daily court proceedmgs and will perhaps ensure that the Umted States can keep its place among the list
of top countnes in the world that execute their citizens along with China Iran Iraq Saudi Arabia and Yemen
Lawyers on both sides are eqiially deservmg of criticism
Martm E OBnen Centennial

What about Colorado s underfunding of education"^
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Re

Mississippi schools textbooks substandard Dec 14 news story

The Denver Post made an mtngmng decision by publishing last Sunday s story about the growing money gap that
Mississippi schools face Intnguing because The Post could easily have told the same story about the much closer to
home schools of Colorado

The article starts with the observation that Mississippi has a bad habit of not paying for [K 12 education ] As it turns
out Mississippi spends $382 more per student on average than Colorado does when adjusted for regional cost
differences accordmg to the annual Quality Counts report
The Post s article conveys distressmg stones about schools in Mississippi that can t afford appropnate textbooks have
difficulty attracting and retaining teachers and have leaking roofs crumblmg ceiling tiles and no advance placement
classes

Check check and check for all too many Colorado distncts

In short the story would have been more informative and relevant had it alerted Post readers that Colorado s school
flmdmg IS just as bad as Mississippi s
Lisa Weil DenverThe wnter is director of poUcy and communications for Great Education Colorado
Collectmg Social Security overpayments from heirs
Re

Social Secunty shakedown Dec 16 editonal

I don t see how the Social Secunty Administration can justify collectmg debts from mnocent descendants of those who
may or may not have been overpaid Social Secunty benefits Plus the overpaid person can t even defend himself Pitiful
that our government would do this especially after announcmg earlier that they wouldn t
Nick St Amant Glyndon Md
Another perspective on India s Pnme Minister Modi
Re

Modi must make good on promises Dec 14 Ved Nanda column

Ved Nanda s colimin on Narendra Modi s performance since he became India s pnme minister m May is hogwash Modi
has glossed over India s senous problems and limitations severe water shortages horrendous environmental pollution a
weak manufacturmg sector and abysmal techmcal innovation Inflation is down thanks to the plungmg oil pnces and
foreign direct mvestment is up due to the gradually weakenmg rupee which has lost 9 percent m value against the

dollar smce May and not because of any pohcies mitated by Modi s government Worst of all is India s Achilles heel
Its uncontrolled population growth Accordmg to the latest global poverty survey India accounts for 30 percent of the
world s people livmg m extreme poverty Addressmg the population issue is no smaU matter financially Given these
negatives enthusiasm for Modi among nght wing Hindu nationalists m India and overseas is misplaced and misguided
Rajmdar Smgh Colorado Sprmgs
Broader education fixes

Re Build upon the successes ofNo Child Left Behmd

Dec 14 editonal

As The Denver Post stated, there have been some positives m No Child Left Behmd It has been helpful to discover that
our education system is not servmg all of our students adequately The Post s position however misses some cntical
pomts
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The students who have struggled to succeed or perform proficiently on tests typically live in or near poverty or do not
speak English as a first language Addressing the successof these students requiresaddressmg the issuesoutside of
schools These students need their communities to support them so they can come to school prepared to succeed
Congress has significantly underfunded its promise to support our strugglmg students

We have leamed that teachers are responsible for only 12 to 15 percent of a students standardized test scores By only
addressmg issues affected by teachers we are narrowmg the opportumties to help our students
Improving our education system requires broader thinkmg

Greg Grote Fort CollinsThe wnter is president of the Poudre Education Association and a director on the National
Education Association Board of Directors

Thanks for Lamm s reports

Re Successes m developing countnes Dec 14 Dottie Lamm column

While 1sometimes disagree with Dottie T
s pobtical views I must say that her reports on events are a true public
service Her recent report on the 20 year reunion of the 1994 International Conference on Population and Development
IS a good example That countnes across the world are workmg together to improve people s lives and their
environments is welcome news It is a tragedy that warfare mterdicts extending this noble process to the many others
who need it

John M Cogswell Buena Vista
Once again blaming guns
Re

Let s bnng debate over gun rights to the voters

Dec 14 Perspective article

As a gun enthusiast and hunter I read Lisa Wnthman s article with mterest I was lured by the headline but when
reading I was subjected to the same shopworn liberal gun control arguments
Wnters bke Wirthman bebeve that the prevalence of mass shootings m this country is directly linked to the number
of guns owned our citizens Firearms have been part of the culture in America for years yet the mass shooting
phenomenon is relatively new
Wuthman pays a passing nod to mental health and dismisses it because some unnamed federal research says severe

mental health issues are actually decreasing She would do well to mvestigate the Imk between mass !>hoo(jngs and
SSRIs (selective serotonin reuptake mhibitors) These are a relatively new class of anti depressant drugs that are widely
prescnbed for a number of mental ilbiesses They have been implicated m many of the recent mass shootings yet no
one seems to be in a hurry to discover the possible connection
Wayne MacGregor Littleton

Lisa Wirthman s article on gun nghts takes a mish mash of disparate statistics to launch yet another tired attack on a
fundamental nght guaranteed by the Constitution

Wirthman suggests raising the age to purchase a gun from 18 to 21 Would that apply to all the young people serving in
the military or are they any less likely to shoot someone"^ Or do we just up the age of enlistment to 21''
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Wirtbman would prefer voters make the rules regardmg gun control as opposed to politicians Then why elect
politicians m the first place"^ Why not just refer every issue of governance to a poll of the pubbc"^ Her ideasabout gun
controltake representative government and dismantle it m searchof perfectsolutionsto problems that have eluded this
coxmtry for 250 years Simply not workable and as Democrats love to say too extreme for Colorado
Michael R Hudson Pueblo
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Victim rejects mercyplea
BYLINE Johnlngold
SECTION ASECTION Pg 9A
LENGTH 387 words

A survivor of the Aurora movie theater shooting on Fnday rebuffed pleas for clemency from the gunman s parents and
said the shooter must face the consequences of his actions
Marcus Weaver who was one of 58 people wounded by gunfire mside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater on July 20
2012 was responding to a letter written by the parents ofJames Holmes and provided to The Denver Post on Thursday
In the letter Holmes parents plead for their son to be spared from execution saying that Holmes is mentally lU and m
need of treatment

In an e mail to The Denver Post Weaver wrote that he has forgiven Holmes for the shooting which took the bfe of
Weavers friend Rebecca Wmgo as well as 11 others
But he will still have to answer to the people of Colorado for the homfic act that he carefully orchestrated Weaver
wrote

Hohnes has been charged with murdering 12 people and trymg to murder 70 more m the theater His attorneys have not
disputed that he comrmtted the kiUmgs but have said he was msane at the time Prosecutors are seekmg the death
penalty
Weaver also rejected the Holmeses advocacy for a plea deal that would avoid a tnal and send their son to pnson for the
rest of his hfe Robert and Arlene Holmes wrote that a tnal m the case will cause unnecessary sufTenng for the victims

Weaver wrote m his e mail that he expects a tnal to be difficult
But my hope is that it will (begm) closure for the many victims famibes and survivors still hurting he wrote This
will be the 3rd Hobdays without loved ones lost it s pamful for both sides I would imagme
The Holmeses letter m which they wnte of their son

He is not a monster drew responses Fnday from others who lost

loved ones m the theater attack

CarenTeves whose son Alex was killed m the shooting wrote on Twitter monster X 70 murderous monster X 12
Sandy Phillips whose daughter Jessica Ghawi also was killed wrote on Twitter He was the executioner on 7/20 He
IS a Monster'

In his e mail Weaver wrote that if Holmes wants to avoid tnal he should plead guilty without preconditions and just
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face the truth

The letter Weaver wrote

is a plea to live But think about the victims Did they have a chance for hfe"^

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/johnmgold
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Permanent memonal for victims planned
BYLINE Carlos lUescas
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LENGTH 541 words

it will be a serene place where victims and families of the Aurora theater shootmg as well as other community
members will be able to reflect on the tragic events of the summer of 2012 when 12 people were killed and dozens of
others were injured
A committee that is planning a memonal for the \ ictims ha^ launched a fundraismg effort and selected a location
The Reflection Memonal Garden will be at the Aurora Municipal Center at East Alameda Parkway and South
Chambers Road

The city is extending its current Xenscape garden at the mimicipal center for the memonal
Enhancements such as benches artwork sculptures and pathways are planned by the committee which is mamly
victims and family members of the shooting

It will definitely be the place to remember the victims as well as the people who survived and everyone else who was
impacted said committeemember Megan Sullivan who lost her brother Alex m the shooting at the Century Aurora
16 theater

Some family members of the v ctims were cntical of the amount of time it s taken for a permanent memonal saying
they womed the events of July 20 2012 would slip out of the mmds of the pubhc

But Sullivan said there were many things to consider mcluding how much time people needed to heal
I think takmg our time is really important not only with our own gneving process but to take the time to make sure we
are domg it nght and are respectful to everyone else she said
The city of Aurora is donating the land and will maintam the memonal garden

How quickly and what will be at the memonal will be determined by how much money is raised through donations The
goal is to raise $400 000 Sullivan said
A vacant lot near the theater served as an impromptu memonal gathenng place in the weeks following the theater
shootmg But the city always bad plans for some type of permanent memonal The new site is near the theater
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City Councilwoman Barbara Cleland, co chairwoman of the memorial committee said three locations were under
consideration but the committee felt the Xenscape site made the most sense
She said the famibes who took part in the planning should be commended for coming up with the idea of a reflection
garden

I really appreciate the famihes that have been involved
thoughtful

Cleland said They ve been just very good to work with very

Tma Mane Coon is also a committee member Her son Tanner was m the theater at the time He wasn t injured but he
did have breathmg issues in the days after because he has asthma

Now age 19 and studying engineenng at the University of Colorado Tanner suffers from post traumatic stress disorder
because of the shooting

Coon said she felt it wab unportant to be mvolved m the healing process and to help the community recover from what
happened

It unpacted our whole family and its impacted our whole community Coon said 1 felt like 1wanted to do
something positive What happened wasn t positive but Aurora has pulled together
Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denverpost com or twitter com/cillescasdp
Donations

npojustgive org/720MemonaI or

Reflections Memorial Garden c/o 7/20 Memonal Foundation City of Aurora 15151 East Alameda Parkway Aurora
Colo 80012
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Holmes' parents say "He is not a monster"
BYLINE Johnlngold
SECTION ASECTION Pg IIA
LENGTH 820 words

James Holmes the man who killed 12 people mside an Aurora movie theater two years ago is a human being gripped
by a severe mental illness his parents wnte m a letter that pleads for him to be spared from execution
We have read postings on the Internet that have hkened him to a monster
letter

Robert and Arlene Holmes wnte in the

He is not a monster

The letter provided to The Denver Post is the first time Hohnes parents have commented publicly about their son s
actions and about the gnef they have felt as a result The Holmeses wnte that they have spent every moment for more
than two years thinkmg about those who were injured and the femilies and friends of the deceased
We are always praying for everyone m Aurora, they wnte We wish that July 20 2012 never happened
The letter comes as 9 000 jury summonses are being delivered for their son s tnal Jury selection is scheduled to begin
Jan 20 Openmg statements for the months long tnal likely won t begin until late May or early June
Hohnes IS charged with murdcnng 12 people and attempting to murder 70 others inside the Century Aurora 16 movie
theater m what was one of the worst mass shootings in Amencan history Killed m the attack were Jonathan Blunk A J
Boik Jesse Childress Gordon Cowden Jessica Ghawi John Lanmer Matt McQumn Micayla Medek Veronica Moser
Sull van Alex SuU van Alex Teves and Rebecca W ngo

Victims family members reached Thursday evenmg declined to comment on the letter One victim s relative questioned
the timing of the letter coming so close to jury selection but did not want to say more for fear of hurting the tnal s
integnty

Prosecutors are seekmg the death penalty In this case for James Eagan Holmes justice is death
Distnct Attorney George Brauchler announced m Apnl 2013

Arapahoe County

The followmg month Holmes attomeys said for the first time that one of theu" expert witnesses had diagnosed Holmes
with a severe mental illness Holmes subsequently changed his plea to not guilty by reason of msanity
The letter does not reveal new details about Hohnes diagnosis or his actions m the months leadmg up to the shootmg
when prosecutors contend he stockpiled weapons ammunition and explosives It does not disclose the findings of two
cntical court ordered sanity exams that likely will be at the heart of the tnal
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Instead the Holmeses use the letter to make two arguments that their son should be sentenced to life in treatment not

death andthattakmg the caseto tnal willcause everyone to relive those homblemoments m time causmg additional
trauma

Robert and Arlene Holmes wntc that pnor to the theater attack their son never harmed anyone and he had no cnmmal

history Theysay they hope he is foimd notguilty by reason of insanity and sentenced to a mental health institution for
the rest of his hfe somethmg they say would prevent any future harm to him and others

Theyuse oneparagraph of the letterto pointto the workof two groups the Murder Victmis Families for Human Rights
and the National Alhance on Mental Illness that argue against executing the mentally lU
We love our son we have always loved hrni and we do not want him to be executed, they wnte

Short of mstitutionalization they urge attorneys in the case to negotiate a plea deal that wouldsend Hobnes to hfe in
prisonwithoutthe possibihty of parole Such a deal would avoida lengthy tnal which the judge overseeing the case has
allowed to be broadcast live

The effort to avoid tnal echoes one defense attorneys made early in the case when they annoimced m a court fihng that
Hobnes had offered to plead guilty in exchange for prosecutors dropping the death penalty Prosecutors responded that
the defense was withholding information they needed to assess the plea offer making it extremely unlikely that they
would reach a deal

The Holmeses Robert is a scientist and Arlene is a nurse have made frequent tnps from their home in San Diego to

Colorado for their sons courtappearances Often they sit quietly side by side speaking to one another infrequently m
court and almost never appcanng to try to catch their son s gaze

The Post s editonal page obtamed the letter through the Hohneses attorney Lisa Damiani Aside from a bnef comment
to a reporter on the morning of the shootings and a clanfymg statement issued through their attomey Holmes parents
have never before commented publicly about the attack They close their letter by wntmg that they have avoided
interviews because they do not want to take attention away from the shooting s victims

We mourn the deaths and the senous injunes and emotional trauma of the others who were in the theater
The focus should be on the injured and their heaUng
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/johnmgold
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Holmes' parents Our son is mentally ill
BYLINE Robert and Arlene Holmes
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As the parents of James Holmes we have spent every moment for more than two years thinking about those who were
mjured and the families and friends of the deceased who were killed m the theater shooting in Aurora We are always
praying for everyone m Aurora We wish that July 20 2012 never happened
Our son pleaded not guilty by reason of msanity to the charges associated with these shootings Defense attorneys for
our son first stated m open court m May 2013 that James was diagnosed m Colorado with a senous mental illness Pnor
to July 20 2012 he never harmed anyone and he had no crmimal history

We understand that if our son is found not guilty by reason of insamty he could go to an mstitution that provides
treatment for the mentally ill for the remainder of his life This result would prevent any future harm to him and others
We realize treatment in an mstitution would be best for our son We love our son we have always loved him and we do
not want him to be executed We also decry the need for a trial A lengthy tnal reqmres everyone to rehve those horrible
moments m time causmg additional trauma

In the cnminal justice system the prosecution and defense can agree to a sentence of life m prison without parole in
exchange for a guilty plea If that happened our son would be m pnson the rest of his bfe but no one would have to
rebve those homble events at a tnal the media has permission to televise
We do not know how many victims of the theater shootiog would like to see our son killed But we are aware of
people s sentiments We have read postmgs on the Internet that have likened him to a monster He is not a monster He
IS a human bemg gnpped by a severe mental illness

We bebeve that the death penalty is morally wrong especially when the condemned is mentally dl
We are not alone m our sentiments The Murder Victmis Families for Human Rights an mtemaOonal organization of
family members of murder victims and family members of the executed and the National Alhance on Mental Illness
formed the Prevention Not Execution Project aimed at endmg the death penalty for people with severe mental
illness

Our family has not given mterviews to the media because we do not want coverage of ourselves We mourn the deaths
and the senous injunes and emotional trauma of the others who were m the theater The focus should be on the mjured
and their heahng
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Robert and Arlene Holmes live in Rancho Penasquitos Calif
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Oil s economic benefit is moot
Re

CU s investment m fossil fuels

Dec 10 letter to the editor

Letter wnter Alan J Giehl criticized The Post for reporting University of Colorado students efforts to get CU to divest
Itself of fossil fiiel investments while not reporting the economic benefits the state denves ft-om these industries
I do not doubt the accuracy of the benefits GiehJ ciairoi. but they are irrelevant The students do not say these
investments are unprofitable Rather because good solid sciencc has now unequivocally shown that the burning of
fossil fuels IS daraagmg the biosphere these profits are immoral
The students message is not unlike the dilemma therapists must point out to addicts A drugged high may be pleasant
but ultimately it is self destructive
Giehl s value system is different from the students He apparently believes the social vahie of an activity is determmed
by Its profitability By that standard, crack cocame is a social boon
Donald R Miklich Denver

A reason to avoid Evergreen
Re

Evergreen rescue adds fees for help for out of towners

Dec 11 news story

The Evergreen Fire Protection Distnct plans to charge non residents $500 if they get in a car accident and receive
assistance from the fire department

I will now make an effort to avoid stopping and shopping m Evergreen when I head to the mountains How dare
Evergreen Fire Chief Mike Weege think he can charge non residents to use his services'^ Does he not consider that
outsiders spend money in his town and contnbute to the tax base"^ Does he not consider that Evergreen residents will get
into accidents m other junsdictions where they will not be charged*^

I encourage Gov John Hickenlooper and the legislature to put a stop to this We cant have a state where distncts turn
emergency services into a profit center
Bnan LeFevre Bnghton
Holmes defense team s strategy
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Re

Get on with Holmes tnal already Dec 10 letter to the editor

I ve finally figured out the defense strategy for Jamts Holmes in the Aurora theater shootinj, tnal The defense
intends to delay the tnal so long that the judge and all potential witnesses will either be dead or suffenng from
Alzheuner s before they are willing to proceed
Lindy McNamee Littleton
Waste corruption'' No surprise

Re Audit slams lax policy Dec 9 news story
1 was mtngued by the fi"ont page article in last Tuesday s Denver Post discussing the waste and corruption m the
Colorado health insurance exchange not because there was waste and corruption but that it made front page news

After years of reports of the waste and corruption m Medicare and Medicaid, it should be expected that a government
run program of this type would suffer it

We would be much better off with a system where we as individuals get our own health insurance filing a certificate of
insurance with our IRS report and receivmg a tax credit scaled to income It woiild cost the taxpayers no more than the
present subsidized system where employer provided insurance subsidizes the wealthy more than the low income
people and the free market would probably bnng down costs and provide an mcentive to everyone to get insurance
coverage

Richard Postma Littleton
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You know what they say about lawyers It s that 99 percent of them who give all of them a bad name

Let s go back to that homble Colorado summer morning in Aurora when James Holmes entered a movie theater
showing the Batman fibn The Dark Knight Rises He unleashed a withenng volley of gunfire from a shotgun and
then a semi automatic nfle with a 100 round drum magazine (it jammed after about 45 rounds) and finally from a
Clock 40 caliber handgun
The numbmg attack killed 12 people and wounded 70 Hobnes went outside waited for pohce and told them he was
the Joker

His court appomted lawyers quickly figured that innocence wasn t an issue So they huddled with Holmes a doctoral
candidate in neuroscience just weeks before the highly planned shootings and decided their client would be presented
as insane

A guy who was very chatty with pohce after the shootings suddenly stopped talkmg at all m public He stared blankly
dunng court appearances He looked hke a guy trying to appear insane
The kiUmgs happened m 2012 Two and a half years ago Tnal dates vanished- His taxpayer funded defense lawyers
Daniel King Tamara Brady Knsten Nelson and Douglas Wilson have clogged the court with relentless motions
designed to delay a tnal and keep their chent off death row

One of the seermngly countless motions filed with the court is called this Notice of Invocation of all Statutory and
Constitutional Rights and Privileges and Revocation of any and all Previously Given Waivers of Privilege [005] (D 5)
Huh'>

There have been five tnal dates set m the case FromanOct 14 document seekmg yet another delay
wishes to emphasize that it is not attempting to unnecessanly delay this tnal

The defense

You betcha

Accounting for the time it will take for the defense to reproduce and send (documents) to its experts the defense
wrote as well as the Thanksgiving holiday it is unlikely the defense will be able to consult with its experts in earnest
until mid to late December

They are refemng of course to the third Thanksgiving that has now passed smce Holmes xmloaded hell on innocent
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movie goers

Another excerpt
each time the defense transnuts material pertaining to this case to these experts it must do so m a
highly secure fashion Each separate transmission of information increases the nsk the matenal is lost and/or does not
reach its mtended recipient

Apparently they re fastening notes to the legs of pigeons

And then last week we get this headbne in The Post Holmes tnal date in doubt A delay would create a new tnal
date The sixth

Thistmie the defense says one of Holmes lawyers suffered a medical emergency Oh and a key defense investigator
did, also Neither lead defense lawyer King nor Judge Carlos Samour would name the attorney or investigator They
also did not even hint at the nature of these (cough cough) medical emergencies
Lawyers Judges Two and a half years

A few days ago Judge Samour finally stepped up No more delays Tnal starts Jan 20 he ruled 111 bet Holmes ends up
on death row In solitary Alone Which is OK because well he doesn t talk anyway
Contact Rich Tosches at nchtosches@gmail com
LOAD DATE December 15 2014
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Nine thousand jury summonses for the Aurora movie theater murder trial hit the mail Thursday the largest jury call for
a single case in Colorado history
The postage alone for the summonses was estimated to cost nearly $3 500 said Rob McCallum a spokesman for the
Colorado Judicial Branch Judge Carlos Samour who ordered the unprecedented call has said such a big jury pool is
necessary to find 12jtirors and 12 alternates who can hear the long awaited, highly publicized and months long tnal and
then decide the case fairly at the end
Jury selection is scheduled to start on Jan 20 with potential jurors coming in waves over a couple of weeks to the
Arapahoe Coimty courthouse The prospective jurors will hear a bnef introduction from Samour fill out a lengthy
questionnaire and then return home Those selected for the next phase ofjury selection will be called back starting in
February
Opening statements m the tnal Ukely won t happen until late May or early June
McCallum said the summonses gomg out for the theater shootin case have no special wordmg on them meaning
prospective jurors won t know for sure they ve been called for the case until they amve for jury duty McCallum said
summonses for other cases are also currently in the mail
People on the jury rolls in Arapahoe County have a roughly 1 m 50 chance of receiving a summons for the theater
shootin{, case odds so great that dunng a hearing this week Samour agreed to a sj>ecialprocess for victims or
witnesses who receive a summons to be excused from service without having to show up at court Without the process
in place prosecutor Rich Orman told Samour of the victims and witnesses it s gomg to cause them a lot of stress
Also on Thursday Samour denied a defense request that would have blocked victims from talkmg about how the
shootm^ affected them pnor to the jury rendenng a sentence

lames Holmes faces 166 counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses m connection with the attack on the
Century Aurora 16 movie theater He could be sentenced to die if convicted
LOAD DATE December 15 2014
LANGUAGE ENGLISH
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Nine thousand jury summonses for the Aurora movie theater murder tnal hit the mail Thursday the largest jury call for
a single case m Colorado history

The postage alone for the summonses was estimated to cost nearly $3 500 said Rob McCalJum a spokesman for the
Colorado Judicial Branch Judge Carlos Samour who ordered the unprecedented call has said such a big jury pool is
necessary to find 12 jurors and 12 alternates who can hear the long awaited highly publicized and months long tnal and
then decide the case fairly at the end
Jury selection is scheduled to start on Jan 20 with potential jurors coming in waves over a couple of weeks to the
Arapahoe County courthouse The prospective jurors will hear a bnef introduction from Samour fill out a lengthy
questioimaire and then return home Those selected for the next phase ofjury selection will be called back starting in
February
Opening statements m the tnal hkely won t happen until late May or early June

McCallum said the summonses going out for the theater shooting case have no special wordmg on them meaning
prospective jurors wont know for sure they ve been called for the case until they amve for jury duty McCallum said
summonses for other cases are also currently in the mail
People on the jury rolls m Arapahoe County have a roughly 1 m 50 chance of receivmg a summons for the theater
shooting case odds so great that dufing a heanng this week Samour agreed to a special process for victims or
witnesses who receive a summons to be excused fi^om service without having to show up at court Without the process
in place prosecutor Rich Orman told Samour of the victims and witnesses it s going to cause them a lot of stress

Also on Thursday Samour demed a defense request that would have blocked victmis from talkmg about how the
shooting affected them pnor to the jury rendering a sentence
James Holmes faces 166 counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses m connection with the attack on the
Century Aurora 16 movie theater He could be sentenced to die if convicted
LOAD DATE December 14 2014
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other stones
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Your daily resource for late breaking news upcommg events the Denver weather forecast Denver traffic information
and the stones that will be talked about on Friday Dec 12 2014 Download ouriPhone iPad and Android apps for
breaking news throughout the day
Hobday cheer in this old mming town is being muted by frustration over a stalled bridge project that is choking off the
traffic and commercc that usually pour m this month Montey Whaley reports from the high country
2 AURORA POLICE CHIEF FINALISTS COME TO TOWN WITH ISSUES

One finalist for Aurora police chief was suspended for 30 days after being pulled over for suspicion of drunken dnvmg
another was told to take a demotion or quit and a third scored poorly on a survey of cops m a department with low
morale Read the fiill report
3 ARRESTS SEVEN CHINESE WOMEN DISCOVERED IN COLORADO SPRINGS MASSAGE PARLOR SEX
TRAFRCKING RAIDS

Seven Chmesc nationals all women believed to be victmis of human sex traffickmg were discovered dunng
undercover raids at three Colorado Springs massage parlors on Thursday
4 SUSPECT IN TRIPLE HOMICIDE NEAR DENVER DUE IN COURT ANOTHER AT LARGE

A man arrested m an Adams County tnple homicide that happened on Wednesday is due m court Friday morning while
another man authorities say is connected with the slaymgs remains at large Read the latest in this story
5 DENVER AREA STUDENT PROTESTS SCHEDULED TO CONTINUE FRIDAY WITH MARCH

Organizers of a protest on Friday afternoon say they expect students from at least a dozen high schools in Denver to
gather in City Park and march down Colfax Avenue to the Capitol contmumg roughly two weeks of activism
Meanwhile the Denver Police Protective Association sent a letter to the mayor and police chief saymg requirmg
officers to leave their protective gear behmd when working at ongomg demonstrations is dangerous
6 ADAMS COUNTY RODENT FARM THORNTON PET STORE ACCUSED OF ANIMAL CRUELTY
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An investigation into alleged animal cruelty at a Thornton pet store is ongoing and an mtemational animal rights group
leveled further allegations Thursday at an Adams County rodent farm Read more
7 JURY SUMMONSES MAILED FOR AURORA THEATER SHOOTINC TRIAL

Nine thousand juiy 'summonses for the Auroramovie theatermurder tnal hit the mail TTiursday the largest jury call for
a smgle case m Colorado history
8 DENVER ANALYZING STUDENTS ODDS OF IMPROVING ONCE AT THE BOTTOM

Fmdmgs from a Denver Public Schools analysis remforce the value of early childhood education but alsoshow that for
students who end up among the lowest performing in the district even earlier intervention is needed
9 COLORADO DELEGATION ASKS VA KIEWIT TURNER TO NEGOTIATE ON HOSPITAL

Colorado s congressional delegation sent a letter Thursday to wamng factions at the U S Department of Veterans
Affan^ and Kiewit Turner the contractor hired by the VA to build a new hospital in Aurora askmg them to hug it out
and get back to work
10 RENTERS NEED TO MAKE $35 AN HOUR TO AFFORD HOUSING IN METRO DENVER

To afford a median priced rental in metro Denver earners need to make $35 an hour or almost 4 1/2 dmes Colorado s
minimum wage according to an analysis by Zillow released on Thursday
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpauI@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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Your daily resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver trafficmformation
and the stones that will be talked about on Thursday Dec 11 2014 Download our iPhone iPad and Android apps for
breaking news throughout the day
Authonties in Adams County have arrested one man in connection with a Wednesday tnple homicide and another
remains at large Stay up to date with this breaking news story
2 U S ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS TAKES OVER AURORA S VA HOSPITAL PROJECT

The Department of Veterans Affairs has agreed to let the U S Army Corps of Engineers oversee its troubled hospital
construction project in Aurora a representative of U S Rep Mike Coffman said Wednesday
3 CL\ HGHTS BACK AGAINST SENATE S TORTURE REPORT

Top spies past and present campaigned Wednesday to discredit the Senate s investigation into the CIA s harrowmg
torture practices after 9/11 battling to define the histoncal record and deter potential legal action around the world
Meanwhile U S Sen Mark Udall on Wednesday blasted President Barack Obaraa for breakmg his word on CIA torture
disclosures
4 DENVER nRE WOMAN FOUND UNCONSCIOUS SERIOUSLY INJURED IN HOME BLAZE

Firefighters m Denver amvmg at a blaze Wednesday mght m the southwest part of the city at a smgle family home
found a woman unconscious and senously injured
5 DENVER SHERIFF S SERGEANT SUSPENDED FOR STUNNING MENTALLY ILL INMATE

A Denver Sheriff Department sergeant will serve a 26 day suspension after he twice shocked a mentally ill inmate with
a Taser to force her onto a bus headed to court Read Noelle Phillips latest
6 JUDGE DENIES NEW POSTPONEMENT FOR AURORA THEATER SHOOTING TRIAL

The long awaited tnal of the Aurora movie theater gunman won t be postponed further a judge ruled Wednesday
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7 DENVER MAYOR APPOINTS DON MARES AS FIRST MENTAL HEALTH STRATEGIST

Mental health advocate Don Mares a former Denver auditor will return to city government to coordinate far flung
efforts and create a strategy on the issue
8 DOUGLAS COUNTY VOUCHERS ARGUED BEFORE COLORADO SUPREME COURT

Lawyers sparred overDouglas County s contentious groundbreakmg school voucher program Wednesday before the
states highestcourt m oral arguments that veered mto broaderdiscussions about the shiftingdefinition of public
education and how to pay for it
9 COLORADO SPACE ROUNDUP FOCUSES EYES ON TOP AEROSPACE PRIZE

If there s one thing Colorado aerospace proponents like it s talking about where the state ranks in the national aerospace
race

10 FEDS IN COLORADO ARREST MEXICAN NATIONAL WANTED IN 2010 MURDER ABROAD

Luis AlonMj Soto Carreon 50 of Chihuahua Mexico was taken into custody in Cheyenne Wells by U S Immigration
and Customs Enforcement agents on Monday
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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Rolling Stone s rape story failure

Re

Magazine s failure to fact check Dec 6 editonal

I am not surpnsed Rolling Stone made mistakes with its story about a gang rape at a frat party at the University of
Virginia In the rush to put out a juicy story perhaps m part to compete in this age of the Internet basic journalism
involving fact checking has eroded Bloggers seem intent on posting something or even anything to accelerate page
clicks which generate advertising dollars So here s a prediction In this era of citizen journalists where everybody
becomes a reporter without proper training or peer review the day will come when one of them faces a lawsuit for libel
They also won t have a big money corporate media attorney to defend them Yeah good luck with that
Howard Amonick Aurora

CU s mvestment m fossil fuels

Re

CU students push purge of fossil fuels from fund, Nov 28 news story

As an instructor at the University of Colorado at Boulder and an oil and gas industry employee I was disappointed to
see a story on a push for CU divestment from fossil fuels fail to quote anyone from the fossil fuel industry
Our state has a long history of resource development and bipartisan support for the oil and gas indu try According to

the U S Energy Information Admimstration Colorado is among the major natural gas producing states in the nation
and has two of the largest U S oil fields
As of today only 12 small colleges across the globe have divested fix>m fossil fiieis compared to 36 that have declmed
According to the Daily Camera when asked about divestment CU Regent Glen Gallegos pointed to the families
makmg a living off the oil and gas mdustry saying I hope you re not suggesting that we just forget all about those
people
Please remember to balance your reportmg
Alan J Giehl Boulder

Taking gender neutral too far''
Re Onon test flight A OK and Onon went to space now what happens*^ Dec 6 news stones
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Not many years ago we learned that the peanuts on our next flight may not be served by a stewardess but there would
definitely be a flight attendant These days the secretary of defense does not announce how many men are bemg sent to
battle but how manytroops will be deployed And now following the successful lest flight of the Onon spacecraft one
article notes that this bnngs NASA one step closer to the goal of manned spaceflight by 2021 while another says that
The success of EFT 1 bnngs NASA one step closer to the goal of crewed deep space flight We may wonder whether
this term will become standard NASA ese since when spoken aloud its homophone may not be the descnptor NASA
mtends for its space ventures
Richard McMahan Fort Collins

Get on with Hobnes tnal already

Re Holmes tnal date m doubt Medical emergencies on the defense team may agam delay the theater shooting case
Dec 9 news story

How long must the taxpayers of Colorado continue to pay attorneys for the defendant m the Aurora theater shootin}^
case'' It seems that they just keep milking the taxpayers by delaymg a case they probably know they can t wm Let s get
on with It and give some closure to those who lost loved ones and/or were senously injured
Judy Robinson Castle Rock
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Your daily resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denverweatherforecast Denvertrafficinformation
and the stones that will be talked about on Tuesday Dec 9 2014 Download ouriPhone iPad and Android apps for
breaking news throughout the day
Famihes who brought their sick children to Colorado seeking a manjuana miracle found something else each other
With doctors largely standing on the sidelines parents cannabis community offers camaradene and support as they treat
their kids Read the third part of The Denver Post s three part series Also watch a Post doctimentaiy on CBD in
Colorado

2 AUDIT COLORADO HEALTH INSURANCE EXCHANGE LACKS FINANCIAL CONTROLS

The state health insurance exchange s lack of adequate financial controls led to ahnost $489 000 in unallowable or
unreasonable payments to vendors and scrvice providers the state reported m a highly cntical audit released Monday
3

EXTENSIVE RAT MOUSE INFESTATION AT DENVER S EAST HIGH SCHOOL

Denver health officials are ordenng East High School to clean the entire building after finding evidence of an
extensive rat and mouse infestation mcludmg droppings m the kitchen m food and on food equipment Read the
story by our partners at TNews
4 MAYOR MICHAEL HANCOCK URGES STUDENTS TO END WALKOUTS TALK WITH POLICE

Denver Mayor Michael Hancock on Monday appealed to student protesters to end repeated school walk outs and work
with police to improve race relations Meanwhile an outpounng of support from across the country has been streaming
m for a Denver cop cntically injured when he was hit by a car escortmg student protestors last week
5 DENVER COUNCIL APPROVES $6M SETTLEMENT OVER MARVIN BOOKER JAIL DEATH

Supporters of Booker focused on justice and closure Monday after the City Coimcil approved the payout 10 1 The sum
covers a S4 65 million jury verdict which the city had challenged plus attorney fees
6 THEATER SHOOTINC TRIAL DATE IN DOUBT AFTER ATTORNEY MEDICAL EMERGENCY
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The start date for the long awaitedtnal m the Auroramovie theatershootm is in doubt again after defense attorneys
saidMonday that one of the lawyers representmg James Holmes has suffered a medical emergency
7 SPACEPORT COLORADO S FUTURE GAINS PACE UNDER NEW AIRPORT LEADERSHIPEfforts to establish

Spaceport Colorado theproposed facibty for thecommercial space industry at Front Range Airport are back on track
8 GOLDEN BASED COORSTEK EXPANDS GLOBAL REACH BUYS TOKYO CERAMICS FIRM

Industrial ceramics manufacturer Coors Tek expanded its global reach Mondaywith the acquisition of Tokyo based
Covalent Matenals Corp
9 COLORADO HIGH COURT TO HEAR SKI AREA AVALANCHE INHERENT RISK CASE

The widow of Chnstopher Noms a skier killed in a 2012 mbounds avalanche at Wmter Park ski area will get a final
chance m court

10 HAND GRENADE REPLICA PROMPTS BOMB SCARE AT COLORADO SPRINGS KKTV

A toyreplica hand grenade found under an employee s carat a Colorado Spnngs news television station prompted calls
to the bomb squad and has led to a police investigation
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The start date for the long awaited tnal m the Aurora movie theater shooiing is m doubt again after defense attorneys
said Monday that one of the lawyers representmg Jamis Holmes has suffered a medical emergency
Defense attorney Daniel King said at a hearing Monday that a key defense investigator has also suffered a medical
emergency Neither King nor Judge Carlos Samour named the attorney or investigator and they did not explain ftulher
the nature of the emergencies Defense attorney Tamara Brady who has represented Hohnes since his first court
heanng was absent in court Monday
Samour said he would take a couple of days to decide whether to delay the tnal If he does it would be the sixth time
that a tnal date has been set in the more than two year old case
This IS new information Samour said I need to analyze it and think about it

Monday s heanng was the last one scheduled before jury selection starts m the case in late January The defense has
ah^ady filed a motion to postpone jury selection and the tnal Opening statements m the case are cuirently scheduled
for late May or early June

Kmg said Monday that attorneys recently received 5 000 pages of documents related to the second court ordered samty
exam of Holmes whose defense rests on the contention that he was insane when he killed 12 people and wounded 70

others mside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater in July 2012 Kmg said defense attorneys need more time to review
the documents and get advice from experts

We re trying to jam all this work mto the small amount of time at the end of this case King said
Prosecutors oppose a tnal delay
The remamder of Monday s heanng focused on logistical issues surrounding jury selection and the start of tnal Kmg
said he plans to share his openmg statement at tnal with defense attorney Kathenne Spengler Spengler who previously
represented killer Austin Sigg has made appearances on Holmes defense team before but has not publicly played as
promment of a role as either Kmg or Brady

Court administrators plan to send out 9 000 jury summonses m the case meaning people on the jury rolls m Arapahoe
County have a roughly 1 m 50 chance of receiving one Twelve jurors and 12 alternates will be picked for the tnal
which could last four or five more months
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Holmes faces the death penalty if convicted
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breaking news throughout the day

The migration to Colorado by families of sick children seekingmedicalmanjuana is fueled by hope not science Little
IS known about the effects and researchers suggest some parents see progress because theyre desperate to see it Read
the second part of The Denver Posts three part senes Also watch a Post documentary on CBD in Colorado
2 BRONCOS DEFENSE RUN GAME BEAT BILLS AS PEYTON MANNING HAS OFF DAY

They won with a swarming opportumstic defense They tnumphed because of a physical slam between the tackles
running game They didn t earn this victory because of a touchdown pass Also read Mark Kiszla s take on the wm
3 AURORA THEATER SHOOTING ATTORNEYS RETURN TO COURT ON MONDAY POSTPONEMENT
POSSIBLE

The hearmg is scheduled as a pre tnal readiness conferaice typically the final hearmg before tnal begms However
among the items attorneys are set to discuss at the heanng is a defense motion to postpone the tnal
4 COLORADO ECONOMY EXPECTED TO STAY STRONG IN 2015

Colorado s economy is heading into its best three year stretch since the dot com boom accordmg to the 2015 Colorado
Business Economic Outlook

5 FORT CARSON SOLDIER ACCUSED OF MURDERING COMRADE DUE IN COURT MONDAY

A Fort Carson soldier accused of murdenng his comrade overseas m May will face a prelimmary evidence hearmg on
Monday mommg
6 GRANBY STAGES LAST DITCH EFFORT AGAINST MARIJUANA RETAILER

A last ditch effort by the Granby Board of Trustees to stop a manjuana business from openmg in an unincorporated
enclave withm the town could lead to a legal showdown
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7 SDC GUANTANAMO DETArNEES TURNED OVER TO URUGUAYSix detainees held at the U S military

detention center at Guantanamo Bay Cuba were transferred to Uruguay over the weekend months after the South
Amencan country agreed to accept the men the Pentagon announced Sunday
8 MARLEY THE GRIZZLY BEAR GETS HELP FROM CSU

His patient was large powerful and not prone to chitchat Now the 500 pound grizzly is fully recovered and hvmg at
the Wild Animal Sanctuary
9 DOUGLAS COUNTY VOUCHER CASE HEADS FOR COLORADO SUPREME COURT

On hold for more than three years a Douglas County program using taxpayer money to send children to private schools
has a date Wednesday at the Colorado Supreme Court with the future of distnct run voucher programs in the state
hangmg in the balance
10 TED LIGETY HITS MILESTONE BY WINNING 23rd WORLD CUP GIANT SLALOM

Ted Ligety reclaimed his stature as the man to beat m giant slalom on Sunday reiterated his dominance on the course
where the world championships will be held in February and reached a milestone Read our report from Beaver Creek
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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Defense attorneys in the Colorado theater shooting case have requested another delay in James Holmes tnal saying
they don t have enough time to prepare for the Jan 20 start date
In a motion made public Fnday the attorneys asked to push the tnal back two or three months

Arapahoe CountyDistnct JudgeCarlos A SamourJr who did not immediately rule on the request askedprosecutors
to respond to the motion Fnday That response if it was filed has not been made public
In another motion defense lawyers said one of their witnesses won t wilbngly testify at the tnal because it wiU be

televised They asked Samourto reconsider his decision to allowTV coverage He rejected the request, notingthe tnal
would be heavily pubhcized even without TV coverage
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Thejudge in the Colorado theatershootings case has rejected another attemptby defense lawyers to rule out the death
penalty

Attorneys for defendant James Holmes had asked the judge to bar prosecutors from seeking execution saying Holmes
IS mentally ill and puttmg him to death would be cruel and unusual pumshment

In a ruling released Thursday the judge said Holmes mental health is m dispute and would be an issue dunng the tnal
The judge also said the defense didnt make a persuasive argument that executinga mentally ill personwas cruel and
unusual
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Heartbreaking stones of mental illness wntten by The Denver Post s Jennifer Brown deftly illustrate that Colorado s
mental health care system is in crisis

Each year about 260 000 people m Colorado need treatment for the most severe mental illnesses but tens of thousands
go without care

Meanwhile Colorado s suicide rate has risen to the sixth highest m the nation And the state ranks near the bottom for
per capita psychiatnc treatment beds and in the bottom half for per capita spendmg on mental health

Solutions for fixing the problems aren t as easy as mcreasmg state ftindmg or forcing insurance companies to change
how they reimburse for mental health care

As Colorado faces enormous challenges ftindmg K 12 education higher education and mfi^tructure repairs getting
more money for mental health treatment will be difficult
However the state can finally begm spending the $20 million to overiiaul the state s psychiatnc services money that was
held up in court over contracting issues until a judge m June lifted the mjunction

The plan recommended by Gov John Hickenlooper after the 2012 Aurora tbeater shooting, will provide mobile
services round the clock stabilization centers and respite care
Other successful initiatives that have been proven to help mental health patients should be expanded mcludmg Denver s
Court to Community program that gives misdemeanor offenders with mental health issues treatment mstead of jail
Also the Colorado Coalition for the Homeless has shown that its housing first model has helped homeless people by
providmg them places to live pnor to the services that treat imderlying issues

The state also must do more such as strengthenmg its civil commitment law that says people must pose an immment
danger to themselves or others before being comnutted The law should mclude those who have made recent threats or
who show a substantial nsk they may be a danger
Also It would be smart for pnmaiy care doctors to work closely with mental health professionals to allow patients to
get treatment for mental and physical issues at their doctors offices And children should get mental health screening as
part of pnmaiy care checkups
Finally the stigma around mental health problems must change We need to understand they can be an ilhiess as serious
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GRAPHIC Lisa Abeyta organizes her medication across the streetfrom the Volunteers of Amenca Emergency
Women s Shelter in Denver She has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and depression she takes numerous
medications including Paxil and Seroquel She says I backed off the Seroquel because it makes me sleepy and I cant
sleep on the street (Craig F Walker The Denver Post)
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Heartbreaking stones of mental illness wntten by The Denver Post s Jennifer Brown deftly illustrate that Colorado s
mental health care system is m cnsis

Each year about 260 000 people m Colorado need treatment for the most severe mental illnesses but tent, of thousands
go without care
Meanwhile Colorado s suicide rate has nsen to the sixth highest m the nation And the state ranks near the bottom for
per capita psychiatric treatment beds and in the bottom half for per capita spendmg on mental health

Solunons for fixing the problems aren t as easy as increasing state fundmg or forcing insurance companies to change
how they reimburse for mental health care
As Colorado faces enormous challenges funding K 12 education higher education and infrastructure repairs getting
more money for mental health treatment will be difficult
However the state can finally begin sfwndmg the $20 million to overhaul the state s psychiatnc services money that was
held up in court over contracting issues until a judge m June lifted the injunction
The plan recommended by Gov John Hickenlooper after the 2012 Aurora theater shootin will provide mobile
services round the clock stabilization centers, and respite care
Other successful initiatives that have been proven to help mental health patients should be expanded including Denver s
Court to Community program that gives misdemeanor offenders with mental health issues treatment instead ofjail

Also the Colorado Coabtion for the Homeless has shown that its housing first model has helped homeless people by
providing them places to live pnor to the services that treat underlymg issues
The state also must do more such as strengthenmg its civil commitment law that says people must pose an immment
danger to themselves or others before being committed The law should mclude those who have made recent threats or
who show a substantial nsk they may be a danger

Also it would be smart for primary care doctors to work closely with mental health professionals to allow patients to
get treatment for mental and physical issues at their doctors offices And children should get mental health screening as
part of pnmary care checkups

Finally the stigma aroimd mental health problems must change We need to understand they can be an illness as senous
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GRAPHIC Lisa Abeyta organizes her mcdication across the street from the Volunteers of Amenca Emergency
Women s Shelter in Denver She has been diagnosed with bipolar disorder and depression she takes numerous
medications mcludmg Paxil and Seroquel She says I backed off the Seroquel because it makes me sleepy and I cant
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Breakdown One in four people will have a mental illness in their lifetime One in
17 will suffer from the most serious diseases of the mind

schizophrema,

bipolar disorder, extreme paranoia And many in need of mental health
treatment never get any
BYLINE Jennifer BrownPhotos by Craig F Walker
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LENGTH 3510 words

Dee Fleming tned to protcct her son from the voices in his head, the ones that told him he should die
She chased after him the night he ran toward the neighborhood church with a baseball bat m his hand She worried to
the point of exhaustion when he didn t come home at night then returned beat up and missing his watch She thought
she was holding It together if barely
One day last April when he was oddly quiet and confused almost catatonic Fleming took him to Swedish Medical
Center s emergency room and told doctors he was suicidal
They sent him home

Two days later Fleming s son downed dozens of prescnption medications and household cleamng supphes doused
himself with gasolme and set himself on fire m her front yard He lived only because a neighbor called 911 to report
something smoldermg on the lawn A police officer who knew him kept him conscious und! an ambulance arrived
What came next for the Fleming family was abiiost as shocking a battle for treatment that epitomizes the massive
breakdown m carc for mental illness m Colorado and the nation
Doctors treated his bums but not his mmd

Despite the family s pleas and a months long battle theu-37 year old son was released from Porter Adventist Hospital to
a transitional shelter

The mental health care system is m cnsis More than 50 years after states began shuttenng mental institutions the
system hasn t recovered leaving emergency rooms jails and shelters as last ditch stops to handle the most severe cases
Each year m Colorado about 260 000 adults and children need treatment for the most severe mental ilhiesses
schizophrenia bipolar disorder major depression and senous emotional disturbances Yet tens ofthousands go without
care nationally only about a third of people who need treatment get it
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Colorado is payingmillions of dollars to treat peoplewith severe mental illness after their disease has escalated to the
pomtof catastrophe instead of mvestmg morem carewhen it strikes Of the $887 million spent in Colorado on mental
health in 2010 from all sources half went to treatment of needy patients m chnics and state psychiatnc hospitals The
rest was spent m pnsons jails hospital emergency rooms and psychiatncimits and the child welfare system

The problem isn t as simpleas hmited government resources Hospitals get more money from insurance companies by
fixing physical conditions rather than mental ones and theyreferto theirpsychiatnc units if they have them as
chantable operations

The fellout from this shortage m care is severe suicides mass shootings a huge population of pnsoners the homeless
on the streets

It s the only condition for which we wait until stage4 to try to treat said Moe Keller a former state senatorand now
vicepresident of pubhc pobcy for Mental Health Amenca of Colorado Wewouldn t do this withcancer If someone
went to their doctor with a tumor they wouldn t say wait until stage 4 But they do it with mental health

Families struggle to find help before it s too late navigating a confusing health system with too few options and battling
a Colorado law they say is so weak that they can t make treatment decisions when their loved ones are too sick to realize
they need help

Attempts to strengthen that law have failed even after violentevents in Colorado have raised alarms over failures of the
country s mental health system and even as Colorado s siucide rate has nsen to the sixth highest m the nation
The state ranks near the bottom in per capita psychiatnc treatment beds reported by hospitals and in the bottom half in
per capita state and federal spending on mental health
Free to go

Dee Fleming s son burned so severely on his torso arms and legi> that he had to wear a skin suit spent 10 months m
University Hospital s bum xmit His mother recalls just four psychiatnc visits durmg that time and when his bums no
longer required hospitalization doctors said he was free to go He did not need inpatient psychiatnc treatment for his
schizoaffective disorder they said
Only when the Flemings hired a lawyer and threatened to sue the hospital did University Hospital admimstrators find
their son a bed at a psychiatnc center called Bndge House

A psychiatnst there recommended a 90 day hold, diagnosmg serious mental health issues that put hmi m danger
But the bums were too severe for Bndge House to treat and within days the center sent him to Porter Adventist
Hospital Porter kept him for just four days detemiming he no longer needed inpatient care The hospital released him

to a temporary assisted living shelter for people with mental illness
It was freezing cold in the middle of wmter and his bums were still healmg
goodbye Flemmg said This is not humanity

They gave him a blanket and said

Officials at Porter and Umversity would not talk about the case because of pnvacy laws only saymg they cannot legally
hold a patient who is not an imminent danger to himself or others In other words under Colorado law if a person is not
planning to kill himself or murder someone nght now that person does not fit the legal requirement for treatment

The Flemmgs considered sendmg their son to a pnvate psychiatnc treatment center without doctor s orders and without
insurance authonzation But it was $20 000 per month Instead they rescued him from the shelter and put him up m a
hotel then an apartment
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He has Medicaid and now receives treatment at the Mental Health Center of Denver

It s too late for our family What is done is done Fleming said But this needs to change for other famibes
Not mental breakdowns

Hospital emergency rooms are built to handle heart attacks and gunshot wounds Not mental breakdowns

Yet they are filled with patients havingpanic attacksor suicidalthoughts Peopleseekingmentalhealthtreatmentat the
ER usually are sent away with phone numbers of local therapists The wait to see a psychiatnst m this city is about five
months long Colorado has only 15 psychiatrists per 100 000 people compared with 92 primary care physicians
You can t stabilize a mental health cnsis with a Band Aid around the head

said Scott Glaser executive director of the

Colorado branch of the National Alliance on Mental Illness

At University Hospital which closed its psychiatric department six years ago about 750 people per month or 10 percent
of visitors to the emergency department come for mental health reasons
Colorado law mandates that hospitals cant turn away someone who IS suicidal homicidal or so gravely disabled that
he cant manage to take care of himself by finding food or shelter But most hospitals have no place other than an ER
bed to treat a mental healdi patient Hospitals keep them until they can find a psychiatnc bed at another hospital or
private treatment center

This can take hours Or days Or never Colorado hospitals report fewer psychiatnc hospital beds per capita than most
states accordmg to Amencan Hospital Association data
Hospitals here mcluding University and St Anthony s closed their psychiatnc units because the units were losing
money One doctor called it an oxymoron to say moneymakmg psychiatnc department The issue is that insurance
companies reimburse hospitals at a higher rate for physical health care than mental health care
The number of psychiatnc beds at Colorado s two state mental hospitals for patients whose care has been taken over by
the state and those sent from state courts in Pueblo and Denver has slid fix)m 611a decade ago to 543 now
Finding an open bed can feel like a scavenger hunt
It s an order of magnitude more difficult m Colorado said Dr Rich Zane chauman of emergency medicine at
University of Colorado School of Mediane who moved to Colorado two years ago from a hospital m Boston An
order of magn tude would be a conservative descnption

Of the 9 000 patients per year who come into University s ER with mental health issues just fewer than 1 000 are
placed on 72 hour holds by doctors Some spend the entire hold m an ER exam room because no psycbatnc bed was
found

The majonty of the 28 000 psychiatnc holds in Colorado m 2012 were related to suicidal thoughts or attempts More
than 2 500 were people placed on more than one hold that year

Mental health panty
The federal Affordable Care Act created panty for mental health care requinng msurance compames to provide their
customers the same coverage for mental health treatment as they do for other care But the law does not affect
negotiations between hospitals and insurance companies said Ben Pnce executive director of the Colorado Association
of Health Plans
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Hospital officials say that despite the law they recoup less from pnvate msurance companies for mental care than
physical care Denver Health for example is reimbursed for 32 percent ofmental health billing compared with 41
percent for other medical care accordmg to the hospital s financial office
Other hospitals refused to disclose that data Experts say it s too early to measure how the new health care law is
mcreasmg treatment for mental health patients Community mental health clmics however are seeing an influx of new
Medicaid patients

It s pretty remarkable that msurance companies treat psychiatric care different than they treat all other care Zane said
For some reason bram failure is different than heart failure That is one of the mtnnsic prejudices against psychiatnc
mstirance anditspervaiive

Insurance company executives said while it s true that psychiatnc care generally is reimbursed at a lower rate than
surgical care rates negotiated between hospitals and insurance companies vary widely across medical specialities
I do understand that we do have a psychiatnc problem in this state said Neil Waldron chief marketmg officer for
Rocky Mountam Health Plans But how we negotiate with the hospitals is a mutually agreed upon thmg
Denver Health Medical Center is one of the few hospitals that has psychiatnc emergency services a secure mne bed
section separate from the main emergency department The unit sees 3 800 patients each year of which about 900 are
admitted Most come for evaluation after police or ER doctors have placed them on mental health holds

Some patients are able to leave within hours after family meetings and help deahng with their immediate stress Others
are sent to the 36 bed long term psychiatnc umt where the average stay is about seven days
Kim Nordstrom the medical director of psychiatnc emergency services also has a law degree Her professional degrees
are at odds when she encounters a homeless person with mental illness who chooses to cat from the trash and sleep m
the cold yet has no signs of dehydration or malnutntion
I would not want to live that way and we don t like to see other people live that way but they have a nght to
Nordstrom said She can however hold a patient if the person s psychosis is interfenng with the ability to make a plan
to find food and shelter

The Medical Center of Aurora which opened a 40 bed psychiatnc unit in 2012 the first one to open in the metro area m
10 years gets patients from as far as Pueblo and Wyoming The unit is almost always filled to c^acity which it caps at
32 because there are not enough psychiatnsts to staff a unit of 40 people
Nationally psychiamsts are scarce their numbers dwmdlmg further as the profession becomes less lucrative than other
specialities In some rural parts of Colorado there arc none

For the past 10 years Denver psychiatnst Randy Buzan s voice mail has said he is not accepting new patients He
already has 400 I m buned I just don t have time for all these people he said
Like many psychiatnsts Buzan does not take msurance and instead charges patients on a sliding scale because that s
easier and more profitable than dealing with insurance companies Buzan said he and some other psychiatnsts avoid
takmg suicidal or homicidal patients because of the nsks of a lawsuit if patients end up committing murder or killmg
themselves

The Medical Center of Aurora built its psychiatnc unit as a community service because emergency rooms at all
HealthOne hospitals in Colorado were warehousing patients m mental health cnsis Patients are not gettmg treatment
before they reach cnsis and often not after leaving hospitals either said Teresa Mayer medical director of the
psychiatnc imit
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We don t have anywhere to send them Imagine if you had appendicitis and there was nowhere to go for follow up
she said It s temble What could have been prevented is not preventable when there is no one to care for them
Bottom half of states

Colorado ranks m the bottom half of states m mental health spending per capita

The state budget to care for needy patients without insurance at 17 community mental health chnics was $40 7 million
this year That s the same as it was m 2008 when major budget cuts took a chunk out of mental health care that has
taken six years to restore About 145 000 people per year receive therapy at the centers spread across the state
A study by Colorado health foundations tallied 2010 spending on all mental health treatment statewide at $887 million
Of that sbghtly more than half was spent by the state office of behavioral health The state pnson system and county
jails spent S93 million m taxpayer money the child welfare system spent nearly $5 million and hospitals spent $182
million according to the Advancing Colorado s Mental Health Care report

Colorado has plans to create walk m and mobile mental health cnsis services m four regions of the state alternatives to
emergency rooms for those m immediate need and part of Gov John Hickenlooper s effort to mcrease services after the
2012 Aurora theater shooting that left 12 dead and 70 injured Suspect Jamts Holmes has pleaded not guilty by
reason of msanity makmg his mental status a focal pomt for trial
Adding to the urgency was the Arapahoe High School shooting a year ago m which an 18 year old boy with a
significant history of mental problems and a pump action shotgun murdered one of his classmates and killed himself
The state legislature proved $20 milbon for the cnsis centers as well as a statewide mental health hotlme last year but
the project was hung up m court for several months over the fairness of the bid
The cnsis centers are welcome but they aren t enough say mental health advocates who wish the state would focus
more on expandmg mental health care at primary care practices
One m four people will have a mental illness in their hfetime most commonly depression or anxiety One in 17 will
suffer from the most senous diseases of the mind schizophrenia bipolar disorder extreme paranoia
Many in need of mental health treatment never get any

Of the 683 000 needy and disabled Coloradans who had Medicaid government insurance last year 93 700 received
behavioral health care

That s about one m seven not the expected one in four who expenenced mental health problems that year
Somewhere m the middle

The mental health system serves the extreme even while most people with mental ilhess are m the middle not needy
enough to quahfy for Medicaid and not willing to park their cars outside mental health clinics that serve the deep end of
the pool category It s the new mom with posQjartum depression who gets left out The stigma attached to mental health
clmics keeps people still holding it together from going there

Community mental health clinics were not intended to care for only the neediest patients but have become a dumping
ground for the poor and underserved, said Dr Benjamm Miller director of the Farley Health Pohcy Center at the
University of Colorado School of Medicme
The solution say experts is to bnng mental health care mto the offices of pnmary care doctors Physical checkups
should include mental health screenings and if needed a visit by a mental health professional just down the hall said
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Miller one in a group of experts on a Colorado Health Foundation panel studying the integration of mental and physical
health care

What 1 want to do is normalize mental health care Separate systems of care perpetuate that stigma he said I dispel
myths quite a bit Those are the crazy people Those are the people who shoot up our malls and kill our kids
A 2014 study found that just 12 percent of patients who were sent to another office for mental health therapy completed
treatment compared with 77 percent of patients who were offered that care m the same exam room
Among the best models in the coimtry is Tennessee based Cherokee Health Systems a 56 cbnic federally qualified
community health center that treats the underserved Every patient is screened for depression and anxiety just as they
are checked for high blood pressure height and weight A behavioral therapist visits each patient
There is no referral no recommendation the patient dnve to a mental health clmic down the road
As soon as they think they are getting something different we have lost that perspective that this is part of their
primary care said Pannda Khatn chief clmical officer at Cherokee
Patients who saw mental health consultants in conjunction with their medical care used medical services 28 percent less
dunng the next two years Cherokee patients also had the lowest rates of psychiatnc hospital admissions of all
community health centers m Tennessee accordmg to data from one of the state s largest insurance compames
Physical and mental health care typically happen in different places m part because insurance reimburses doctors per
treatment per patient instead of a combined payment for treating a person s whole health
Edge of losmg everything

Sue Pelletier s voice cracks tears streammg when she tries to explain how she and her husband arrived at the edge of
losing everything
A few years ago she had it all the kind of marriage people hope for two healthy kids and a three bedroom home with a
pool table and a wine cellar
Her husband Tom once salesman of the year made enough money to keep her spoiled sellmg unique auto parts
We were very sure of ourselves she said
Until what she calls his nervous breakdown

Now the Pelletiers have a for sale sign on theu^ Bnghton lawn and $12 000 m credit card debt They have tapped out
their savings and their reurement Tom 61 is too depressed and anxious to work he mostly sleeps and wakes only to
take his anti depressants and anti anxiety pills Everythmg visits from his grandsons picking out clothes cooking
stresses him out

1 don t know how to do life anymore he recently told his wife
Tom s eyes are flat He never smiles I don t feel like I have anything to offer anybody because I m all dried up he
said I m like an empty bucket There is nothing that bnngs me joy anymore 1 have to psych myself up to mow the
lawn I guess because everything seems so pointless

For months Tom held back his anxiety tned to push it down before he crashed Then he couldn t hide it anymore He
woke his wife before dawn one morning m 1997 touched her arm and said I m m trouble Anxiety had overtaken him
to the point he could not get dressed He kept repeatmg What am I gomg to do"^
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He had never before talked to a mental health therapist And on the advice of a friend who was a doctor Sue did not
take him to a mental hospital because of the stigma

Tom could not work in sales again Instead he rotated through vanous jobs usually in another town because it was too
embarrassing for friends m Bnghton to see him struggle

He would manage for a year or more until another episode Tom slipped into his current episode two years ago when
Sue hospitalized him for the first time because she feared he was going to kill himself The private psychiatric center
kept him nme days They cashed out their retirement savings
Sue wishes now she had taken her husband to a psychiatrist or a mental health hospital durmg his first episode She
wishes they hadn t tned to hide his illness for so long She prays with him every day
Tom feels trapped from life by his mmd

My mind is constantly racingover negative stuff Havingto get a job We have old cars I m 60 yearsold What am 1
going to do*^

They are praymg the house will sell before their next mortgage payment is due We just don t know where it s gomg to
end or how it s going to end Tom said
Sue now a flight attendant womes each trnie she leaves for a four day run about what she may find when she returns
She cnnges thmkmg about how relatives have told Tom to just buck up
Well you know what*^ You don t have a clue she tells them He s tried to buck up for years but it keeps coming
back
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CENTENNIAL Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater shooting case could show as many as 2 500 pictures at tnal

A heanng in the case Tuesday was devoted to 215 of those ranging from gruesome cnme scene and autopsy
photographs to snapshots of James Holmes apartment and car Defense attorneys say the images are not relevant to the
case or could bias jurors against Holmes

The pictures were not shown m court and few were descnbed in much detail
Our conccm is bombarding the jury with so many images that are very very difficult to view has a sigmficant
potential to cause the jury to react on emotion anger or vengeance defense attorney Tamara Brady said during the
heanng
Because Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and is not contesting that he is the gunman Brady said the
defense would concede that Hohnes caused the mjunes if it meant the prosecution would not show graphic pictures of
the slam and mjiffed victims But Judge Carlos Samour said prosecutors have a nght to prove their case as they see fit as
long as the pictures they show aren t debberately mflammatory
Prosecutor Karen Pearson said the pictures are important to illustrate the crime
Speaking about posters m Holmes apartment that the defense said are irrelevant Pearson said the posters show his
normality in this case
There arc no pictures of Charles Manson on his walls she said
When the defense objected to images showing the gear shift of Hohnes car which apparently was topped with a skull
shaped shifter knob Pearson said the pictures show Holmes state of mind

Samour did not issue a ruling Tuesday on whether the photos can be shown at tnal and said they might have to decide
on a case by case basis once the tnal starts
It s going to be difficult for me to make decisions m a vacuum

he said

The rest of Tuesday s heanng was devoted to tnal logistics where the massive scope of the case came into focus
Prosecutors told Samour they would need 400 square feet to store all their evidence Samour said the court has
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designated a meeting room and a basement storage location to hold all the items
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Citing a barrage of insults

defense attorneys m the Aurora movie theater shooting case have asked for a new judge to

oversee the case

On Fnday Judge Carlos Samour the man m charge of the case denied the request calling it mentless
be appealed although it was not immediately clear whether defense attorneys would do so

His ruling can

Tensions between the judge and the defense m one of the most high profile cases m Colorado history have been
buildmg for months with Samour increasingly dismissing defense motions as frivolous and successive
In a motion filed Thursday but not made public imtil Fnday defense attorneys listed other terms Samour has used to
describe their work apathetic halfhearted lackluster and anemic
While It IS not unusual for a court to disagree with motions filed by tiie defense m a cnrmnal case it is neither common
nor necessary for a court to take a tone m its orders that is as hostile and demeamng to defense counsel as the tone this
Court has mcreasmgly taken m this case the defense attorneys wnte m their motion

Samour who worked as a prosecutor m Denver before becoming a judge rejected the request wntmg that he stands
steadfast by every Order he has issued in this case Instead Samotir said his frank language was mtended to avoid
ambigu ty

That the undersigned is straightforward and does not mince words m his rulings is not evidence of bias Samour wrote
m his order

The tnal m the case is scheduled to begm m January with jury selection James Holmes could face the death penalty if
convicted of killmg 12 people and tiymg to kill 70 others inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater m July 2012
The next hearmg m the case is scheduled for Tuesday when prosecutors and defense attomeys will debate what images
can be shown at tnal
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CENTENNIAL An Liggett wears his hair long and tangled because he says it makes him feel like he has a girlfriend
on his shoulders

Doctors and prosecutors did not dispute that Liggett s mental illness was severe enough to cause the 26 year old to pace
inside a room for hours or mutter incoherently to himself But the jury decided his lifelong struggle with mental illness
was not enough to declare him insane as he plotted the death of his 56 year old mother Beverly poisoned her and
dismembered her body He was convicted Monday
Two months from now in a courtroom just down the hall from where Liggett was convicted attorneys will try to find a
jury that must decide a similar question Was James Holmes sane when he killed 12 people and wounded dozens more
mside an Aurora movie theater''

Like Liggett Holmes was 24 at the time of his cnme in 2012 described as highly intelligent and imderwent two court
ordered psychiatnc evaluations It took jurors just eight hours to reject Liggett s insanity plea an outcome mdicatmg
that Holmes attomeys face a difficult task
On Fnday Liggett was sentenced to life in pnson without parole the mandatory sentence for his first degree murder
conviction

Liggett maintained a stoic expression dunng the <wntencing He stirred m his seat however as Arapahoe Distnct Court
Judge Michelle Anuco described Beverly Liggett s unconditional love for her son even as her fear for her son became
a fear of her son

Wearmg an orange jumpsiut and restraints An Liggett quickly shuffled out of the courtroom but paused just long
enough to look back at his father Ron and younger sister Livia
My brother was definitely guilty
IS also extremely mentally ill

a composed Livia Liggett 20 said after the heanng He was definitely sane but he

An Liggett underwent three competency evaluations He was found competent to stand tnal each time
Both psychiatnc evaluations declared him sane

Eighteenth Judicial Distnct Attorney George Brauchler who is also prosecutmg Holmes said from the moment Liggett
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was arrested on Oct 17 2012 he tned to manipulate his mental illness and the msanity plea

Here was a guy who although he had mental illness this was a guy who tned to exploit it to keep from bemg
criminally liable for his acts Brauchler said I m pleased about the fact that m this conmiunity ajury saw through it
Dunng an mterview with mvestigators Liggett never admitted any guih and maintained that he thought his mother
committed suicide according to an order from the Colorado Supreme Court that foimd attorneys could not keep those
statements from the jiuy
Um everyone has the power to shape change Liggett told mvestigators With everyone s power it doesn t make any
sense except to repress people like me who are possessed by demons and haven t been able to tap mto those powers
Later m the interview Liggett urged investigators to tell him what they knew
If you tell me your evidence I can tell you why it didn t happen that way

Before the Supreme Court ordered the interview be mcluded as evidence a judge presiding over the case ordered a new
sanity evaluation for Liggett after the first doctor reviewed video of the mterview
Even someone who genuinely believes in a delusion such as Liggett s belief that his mother was mentally ill can be
foxmd sane under Colorado s law said Dr Neil Gowensmith who teaches at the University of Denver and works at the
university s Forensic Institute for Research Service and Trainmg
The inability to distinguish nght from wrong that s not in any clinical definition anywhere for any mental disease or
disorder that is out there Gowensmith said Most people with a mental illness or symptoms know nght from wrong in
the legal sense
The judge overseeing the Aurora movie theater case ordered a second psychiatnc evaluation for Holmes after he ruled
that the first doctor did not sufficiently explain how he reached his conclusion
Holmes now 26 is charged with 166 counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses in the sho«tint.s He has
pleaded gmlty by reason of insanity and jury selection for the tnal is scheduled to begin on Jan 20
Histoncally defense attorneys face long odds m persuading a jury to find someone not guilty by reason of msanity
Only about 1 percent of all felony cases nationwide involve a plea of not guilty by reason of insanity the plea is
successful in only about a quarter of those cases
David Lane a defense attorney who is not connected to either Holmes or Liggett s cases said defending someone with
mental ilbess is difficult in almost every circumstance
A lot of times it s a battle of experts and that s the best you can do Lane said
jurors are very hostile to the notion of not guilty by reason of msanity

It s an extremely difficult sell because

Lane represented Edward Montour who faced the death penalty for beating a 23 year old pnson guard to death m 2002
Montour pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity but later received a sentence of life m pnson after Brauchler dropped
the death penalty in March
Colorado s laws are unique in that they require prosecutors to prove that a defendant is sane But defense attorneys take
a large nsk when they raise a mental health defense because everything found in a sanity or competency evaluation can
be presented to the jury
The doctor who completed Liggett s second psychiatnc evaluation also found he was malingenng meaning he believed
Liggett was fakmg or exaggeratmg symptoms of mental illness That findmg can be so condemnmg for defendants that
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defense attorneys forNathan Dunlap whokilled four people at an Aurora Chuck E Cheese m 1993 decided notto tell
thejurythathe likely suffers from bipolar disorder in order to withhold evidence that Dunlap was likely faking
symptoms at the state hospital

That decision later became the focus of one of Dunlap s appeals after he was found guiltyand sentenced to death

Dunlap lost that appeal but was later given anextraordmary temporary reprieve byGov John Hickenlooperm 2013
Decidmg if a defendant is fakmg symptoms suffering from mental illness or is legally insane is extremely difficult and
vanes from case to case Gowensmith said But one of the the key thmgs people who administer the evaluations look for
IS whetherthe defendant recognized tnggers that a sane personwould use to guide their decisions

Forexample a defendant whoknows nght from wrong likely recognizes the consequences of getting caught for their
crime Some of the typical responses to thatrealization is trying to coverup the crime or trymg notto get caught
Liggett dismembered his mother ranthe saw heusedto dismember her through the dishwasher and spent the nextday
sendmg textmessages trymg to convince family members thathis mother was still alive Holmes wasarrested behind
the theater where police say he smirked and then said very little to investigators
Both men however allegedly spent months plannmg their cnmes
The results of both of Holmes evaluations have not been released

Ajury pool of 9 000people will be called for the case Both jury selection and the tnal are expected to lastmonths
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Defense lawyers claim judge is hostile
John Ingold The Denver Post

Citing a barrage of insults defense attorneys in the Aurora movie theater shooting case have asked for a new judge to
oversee the case

On Fnday Judge Carlos Samour the man m charge of the case denied the request calling it mentless His ruling can be
appealed although it wasnot immediately clearwhether defense attorneys would do so

Tensions between the judge and the defense mone of the most high profile cases mColorado history have been buildmg for
months with Samour increasingly dismissing defense motions as frivolous and successive

In a motion filed Thursday but not made public untilFriday defense attorneys listed otherterms Samour has usedto describe
their work

apathetic

halfhearted,

lackluster and anemic

While It is not unusual for a court to disagree withmotions filed by the defense m a cnmmal case it is neither common nor
necessaiy for a court to takea tonein its orders that is as hostile and demeaning to defense counsel as the tone thisCourthas
mcreasmgly taken m this case the defenseattorneys wnte in their motion

Samour who worked asa prosecutor ra Denver before becoming ajudge rejected the request wntmgthathe stands steadfast
by every Order he has issued in this case Instead Samour said his fi-ank language was intended toavoid ambiguity
That the undersigned is straightforward and does not mince words m his rulings is not evidence of bias Samour wrote in
his order

The tnal mthe case isscheduled tobegin inJanuary with juTy_selection James Holmes could face the death penalty ifconvicted
ofkillmg 12 people and trymg tokill 70 others inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater mJuly 2012

The next hearmg in the case isscheduled for Tuesday when prosecutors and defense attorneys will debate what images can
be shown at tnal
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Sanily pleas a hard sell
Jordan Steffen Hie Denver Post

CENTENNL\L An Liggett wears his hair long and tangled because he says it makes him feel like hehas a girlfriend on his
shoulders

Doctors and prosecutors did notdispute that Liggett s mental ilhiess was severe enough tocause the 26 year old topace mside a
room for hours ormutter incoherently tohimself But the jurydecided his lifelong struggle with mental illness was not enough
todeclare him insane as he plotted the death ofhis 56 year old mother Beverly poisoned her and dismembered her body He
was convicted Monday

Two months from now ma courtroom just down the hall from where Liggett was convicted attorneys will try to find ajury
that must decide a similar question Was James Holmes sane when he killed 12 people and wounded dozens more inside an
Aurora movie theater"^

Like Liggett Holmes was 24atthe time ofhis crime m2012 descnbed as highly mtelligent and underwent two court ordered
psychiatric evaluations It took jurors just eight hours to reject Liggett s insanity plea an outcome mdicatmg that Holmes
attorneys face a difficuh task

On Friday Liggett was sentenced to life in pnson without parole

the mandatory sentence for his first degree murder

conviction

Liggett mamtamed a stoic expression dunng the sentencing He stirred in his seat however as Arapahoe Distnct Court Judge
Michelle Amico descnbed Beverly Liggett s unconditional love for her son even as her fear for her son became a fear of
her son

Weanng an orange jumpsuit and restraints An Liggett quickly shuffled out ofthe courtroom but paused just long enough to
lookback at his father Ron and youngersister Lrvia

My brother was definitely guilty a composed Livia Liggett 20 said after the hearmg He was definitely sane but he is
also extremely mentally ill

An Liggett underwent three competency evaluations Hewasfound competent to stand tnal each time
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Both psychiatnc evaluations declared him sane

Eighteenth Judicial Distnct Attorney GeorgeBrauchler who is also prosecuting Holmes said from the moment Liggett was
arrested on Oct 17 2012 he tried to manipulate his mental lUness and the insanity plea
Herewas a guy who although he hadmentalillness this was a guy who tned to explojtit to keepfrombeingcriminally liable
for his acts Brauchler said Im pleasedabout the fact that in this commumty a jury saw through it
Dunng an mterview with investigators Liggett never admitted any guilt and maintained that he thought his mother committed
smcide according to an order from the Colorado Supreme Court that found attorneys could not keep those statements from
the jury

Um everyone has the powerto sh^ change Liggett told investigators With everyone s power it doesnt make any sense
except to represspeople like me who are possessed by demons and havent been able to tap into those powers
Later in the interview Liggett urged investigators to tell him what they knew
If you tell me your evidence I can tell you why it didnt happen that way

Before the Supreme Court ordered the interview be included as evidence a judgepresiding overthe caseordered a new samty
evaluation for Liggett after the first doctor reviewed video of the interview

Even someone who genuinely believes in a delusion suchas Liggett s beliefthat his mother wasmentally ill can be found
sane under Colorado s law saidDr Neil Gowensmrth who teaches at the University of Denver and works at the umversity s
Forensic Institute for Research Service and Traimng

Theinability to distinguish rightfrom wrong thats not in any clinical definition anywhere for anymental disease or disorder
that IS outthere Gowensmith said Most people with amental illness orsymptoms know right from wrong mthe legal sense
The judge overseemg the Aurora movie theater case ordered a second psychiatnc evaluation for Hohnes after he ruled that
the first doctor did not sufficiently explain how he reached his conclusion

Hohnes now 26 is charged with 166 counts of murder attempted murder andother offenses inthe shootings He has pleaded
guilty by reason of insanity and jury selection for the tnal is scheduled to begin on Jan 20

Historically defense attorneys face long odds mpersuading a jury to findsomeone notguilty byreason of insanity Onlyabout
1 percent of all felony cases nationwide mvolve a plea of not guilty by reason of msanity the pleais successfiil m onlyabout
a quarter of those cases

David Lane a defense attorney whois notconnected to eitherHolmes or Liggett s cases saiddefending someone withmental
illness IS difficult m almost eveiy circumstance

A lotof times its a battle of experts andthat s thebest youcan do Lane said It s anextremely difficult sell because jurors
are very hostileto the notion of not guiltyby reason of insanity

Lane represented Edward Montour who faced the death penalty for beating a 23 year old pnson guard to death m 2002
Montour pleaded not guilty by reason of msamty but later received a sentence of life m pnson after Brauchler dropped the
death penalty in March
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Colorado s laws areunique mthat they require prosecutors toprove that a defendant is sane But defense attorneys take a large
risk when they raise a mental health defense because everything found in a sanity or competency evaluation can be presented
to the jury

The doctor who completed Liggett s second psychiatric evaluation also found he was mabngermg meanmg he believed Liggett
was fakmg orexaggerating symptoms ofmental illness That finding can be so condemmng for defendants that defense attorneys
for Nathan Dunlap who killed four people at an Aurora Chuck E Cheese in 1993 decided not to tell the jury that he hkely
suffers from bipolar disorder morder towithhold evidence that EHinlap was likely fakmg symptoms atthe state hospital

That decision later became the focus ofone ofDunlap s appeals after he was found gmlty and sentenced to death Dunlap lost
that appeal butwas later given anextraordmary temporary repneve by Gov John Hickenlooperm 2013

Decidmg ifa defendant is fakmg symptoms suffering from mental illness oris legally msane is extremely difficuh and vanes
from case to case Gowensmith said Butone of the thekey things people who admmister the evaluations look for is whether
the defendant recognized tnggers that a saneperson would use to guide theu- decisions

For example a defendant who knows nght from wrong likely recognizes the consequences ofgettmg caught for their cnme
Some ofthe typical responses to that realization istrying to cover up the cnme ortrying not toget caught

Liggett dismembered his mother ran the saw he used to dismember her through the dishwasher and spent the next day sending
text messages trying to convmce family members that his mother was still alive Holmes was an-ested behmd the theater where

police say he smirked and then said very bttle to investigators
Bothmen however allegedly spent monthsplanning their cnmes
The results of both of Holmes evaluations have not been released

Ajurypool of9 000people will be called for thecase Both juryselection andthetnal are expected to last months
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9 000 could be called for theater jury pool

The judge overseeing the Aurora movie theater shootmg case now says he will summon 9 000 potential jurors for the tnal
further expanding what was already expected to be among the largest jury pools ever called mAmerican history
Judge Carlos Samour wrote inanorder Friday that itwill bemuch easier tocall offprospective jurors who arenotneeded than
It will be toadjust ifthere are insufficient prospective jurors All ofthe jurors will becalled from the Arapahoe County rolls
meaning that Arapahoe County residents now have a roughly 1 in 50 chance of receivmg a summons
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Judge expands Aurora theater shootmgjuiy pool to 9 000
Johnlngold The Denver Post

The judge overseemg theAurora movie theater shooting case now says he will summon 9 000potential jurors for the tnal
further expandmg what was already expected tobe among the largest jury pools ever called mAmencan history
Judge Carlos Samour wrote m an order Fndaythat [i]twillbe much easier to call offprospective jurors whoare notneeded
than Jt will beto adjust if there aremsufficient prospective jurors All of the jurors will becalled from the Arapahoe County
rolls meanmg that Arapahoe County residents now have a roughly 1 m 50 chance of receivmg a juiy summons for the long
awaited tnal

Jury selection is expected to start on Jan 20 when jurors will begin amvmg in waves to the courthouse to complete lengthy
questionnaires andthen return home to seeif they arecalled back Individual questioning of those whodo return willbegin m
February and last xmtil June when openmgstatements in the tnal are expected

The actual tnal is expected to take months Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty agamst JamesHolmes mp-flnmg that if
jurors convict Holmes of murder they would have to return to decide his fate
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Hickenlooper poisedto defeat Beauprez for Colorado governor
John Frank and Joey Bunch The Denver Post

Colorado Gov John Hickenlooper was in a strong postion to wm re election early Wednesday morning m a year that saw
Republican gams across the state and nation

Six hours after the polls closed just a few thousand votes separated Hickenlooper from Repubbcan rival Bob Beauprez With
88 percent ofthe ballots counted Beauprez was at47 9percent and the Democratic incumbent at47 6percent
But Democratic strongholds in Denver and Boulder still had tens ofthousands ofvotes left to count Swing state counties and
GOP holdouts meanwhile had far fewer ballots leftfor Beauprez to make gains

Still Secretary ofState Scott Gessler said there was a chance the race would gointo overtime
I think there is a strong likelihood right now that we will have a recount mthe governor s race Gessler said

The race emerged as one of the tightest in Colorado and put Republicans on the edge of a sweep of statewide races for the
first time m more than four decades

Hickenlooper came outjustbefore 11 30p m to address his supporters andthank them for their work Do not lose heart Get
a little sleep he told them You arethereason Colorado is by farthegreatest state m America

Beauprez also addressed supporters telling them I think that we re going to be around to the wee hours ofthe mommg or
maybe tomorrow

Democrats put theu- hopes uj key swmg areas such as Jefferson and Lanmer counties where officials delayed die count of
thousands of ballots until Wednesday

The excitement at the Repubbcan event only grew as the mght progressed and the party s wms mounted Not since 1970 have

Republicans won all four state constitutional offices at once Repubbcans were also ma position to make gams mthe state
legislature
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Its very close said state Sen Kent Lambert R Colorado Spnngs referring to the governor s race The trend appears as
though Beauprez is pickmgup more votes If we get the governorship it meanswe won all the statewide offices which would
be huge

The narrow margm raised the prospect of a recount which is automatically tnggered if the toptwo candidates areseparated
by 0 5 percent or less

Hickenlooper 62 is trymg to avoid becoming the first elected Colorado governor to lose a bidfor a second term mmore than

half a CCTtury Beauprez 66 a former congressman is hoping to nde this year's Republican current to political redemption
after his staggermg 17 point loss m the 2006 governor s race

The race is attractmg national attention asone ofthe most competitive mthe coxmtry and a referendum on the state s political
shift in recent years that mcluded efforts to legalize manjuana allow civil unions and enact tougher gun control

The nature ofthe race became clear in the final days as polhng showed ittied Its a far closer campaign than many expected
andreflects thegreater than anticipated Republican wave dnven bythe national political mood

Republicans went mto Election Day with a 72 percent registration advantage on returned ballots and both parties scrambled
to corral votes m the final hours

Atone voting center in Lakewood a key swing area inJefferson County thegovernor s race polarized voters
Earleen Whitaker a 70 year old therapist said she came to Bear Valley Church to vote because she was disheartened with
the Republican Party

I like Hickenlooper shesaid I thmkhe worksacross theboard I thinkhe s donea lot to evendivides acrossColorado cities

For Stan Compton an 86 year old retired firefighter the national Republican mood influenced his vote as did Hickenlooper s
reversal on the death penalty

Ijustdon t think (Hickenlooper) was a leader he said of hisvote against thegovernor

Ken Bickers a pohtical scientist at the University of Colorado said Hickenlooper had the deck stacked agamst him with the
mood of the nation

There s an anti mcumbent mood that s affected lots of candidates not just Democrats but especially Democrats and that s a
difficult obstacle for any candidate to overcome he said

The election represented Hickenlooper stoughest political test mhis 12 year career and challenged his buddmg national profile
as a nsing star m Democratic circles

Hickenlooper once enjoyed a charmed political career as an independent minded former two term Denver mayor ranking as
one of the mostpopular governors in the nation nowserving as chairman of theNational Governors Association

Arebounding economy gave the governor apowerful position to start his campaign and Republicans mitially wondered whether
It was even possible to unseat him

But a Democratic legislature pushed Hickenlooper to the pohtical left and a senes ofcampaign missteps put doubts mvoters
minds
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In2013 the governor signed legislation toput tougher restrictions ongun ownersbp after the Auroratheatershootmg even
after he initially suggested such laws would not have prevented the incident

Itsparked a firestorm that led tothe recall oftwo state senators and re emerged onthe campaign trail inJune when the governor
appeared to apologize forthe gunmeasures in a private meeting Avith county sheriffs a video of which surfaced on the Internet

The same year Hickenloopcr also reversed his position on the death penalty and granted convicted killer Nathan Dunlap an
indefinite reprieve fh3m execution citing concerns about Dunlap s mental illness The controversy resurfaced in August when
Hickenlooper suggested the possibility of granting Dunlap clemency

Meanwhile the governor imtated members ofhis own party by not takmg atougher stance on fi^tang and by calling Colorado s
decision to legalize marijuana reckless

Aplunging approval rating combined with a midterm election that tilted Repubhcan opened the door for Beauprez to mount
a low budget campaign that put him in contention

Astaunch conservative who became apolitical pundit and then abison rancher after he left Congress m2006 Beauprez emerged
from a party pnmary m which he was considered more moderate than his nvals

Beauprez raised $17 million and added atleast $844 000 ofhis own money still far short ofthe $5 4 million mHickenlooper s
coffers according to the most recent reports Outside groups put mmore than $10 million combmed mostly to airthousands
of television ads in the race

In the campaign Beauprez emphasized Hickenlooper s stumbles and depicted the governor as an meffectual and indecisive
leader Republicans also tied Hickenlooper to an increasingly unpopular President Barack Obama, who shot pool with the
governor dunng a June visit to Denver

Democrats attacked Beauprez for his role in the sale ofacommunity bank that later failed and hammered his statements against
abortion and birth control taking a pagefix)m an issue that galvanized the U S Senate race

Beauprez said he supports repealing major laws such as dnvers licenses for people mthe country illegally and legalized
manjuana buthetried tomoderate his stances by saymg hewould enforce existmg state law
The governor s race took an increasingly bitter tone as the two nvals jousted m eight contentious debates in the f nal months
and ended on a sharply negative note

Beauprez launched a much maligned TV ad in the final days that pomted to failures mthe state corrections system that led to
therelease of parolees and asked With John Hickenlooper as governor is your family safe"'

At Hickenlooper s election party supporter Vince Orlando ofBoulder said the govemor should have taken a more aggressive
stance against Beauprez

Failmg to do so made hiscampaign appear wishy washy Orlando said
The Republicans smartened up he said

El Paso County Treasurer Bob Balink attnbuted the GOP success to grunt work The Repubhcan Party s worked very hard
harder than m thepast he said That s what its all about Getting outthevote
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John Frank 303 954 2409 jfrank@denverpost com or twittercom/ByJohnFrank
Jesse A Paul Jordan Steffen and John Ingold contributed to this report
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Holmes judge oks samty tape at tnal
Hie Associated Press

CENTENNLM. The judge overseeing the Colorado theater shooting case will allow video of the suspect s most recent sanity
evaluation to be played dunng tnal

Judge Carlos A Samour Jr on Monday denied a request by James Holmes defense attorneys to bar the recorded interviews
with a doctor saying the videotapes represent the best evidence of the examination Samour also refused to exclude certam
statements Holmes allegedly made dunng the exam

Hohnes has pleaded not guilty by reason ofinsanity to charges ofkilling 12 people and injunng 70 mthe July 20 2012 attack
His mental state will be a focal pomt durmg his tnal Jury selection is expected to start mJanuary
Hohnes lawyers acknowledge hewas the shooter but argue hewas inthe gnps of a psychotic episode

He underwent an mitial mandatory sanity evaluation last year but the key findmg

whether he could tell nght from wrong

was not released

Samour ordered the second samty evaluation m January after prosecutors said the doctor who conducted the first one was
biased Samour agreed it was flawed

Defense attorneys last week asked Samour to toss outtheentire second evaluation saying it wasunreliable

The evahiation isnot the final word on whether Holmes was insane at the time of the attack but it is a key piece ofevidence
that jurors will consider when making that determination
Jury selection is now scheduled to start Jan 20
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Forget those campaign ads vote

Re Sick and tired of campaign ads Nov 2 letters to the editor

To letter wnterLawrence Jones and others who saidthey willnotvote because of thenegative ads The outside interests have

just bought your vote With all the modem devices we do not have to listen to any of this You do not have to answer your
telephone You can still do your own homework go to public debates contact your congressman and senator Talk to those
running for local office Pay attention to what they have done and are doing not what someone else says they have done orwill
do Because the oxrtside interests are paying for these ads with the cooperation ofour Supreme Court they can say anything
And often the candidates do not haveanythmg to do with the ads
Phyllis Kerns Arvada

For all ofthe people who are bragging about not votmg for whatever reason just be aware that you have forfeited all nghts
to complain about anythmg pohtical until the next election cycle
Geme Swart Bnghton

Has everyone noticed that once you send m your mail mballot the pohtjcal robo calls stop*^ While this is a quality of life
improvement it has pnvacy imphcations that are very concerning Namely the political parties have access to the fact that I

voted or not Can you foresee the potential problems that this v«ll allow'^ What is to stop the political parties from intimidating
people into voting Nothing becausethey have the data

Let s make sure this is the last election mColorado that allows this and let s change this law and vote out those who passed it
Enc Anderson Centennial

In defense of Illegal Pete s
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Re

Give Illegal Petes a break

Oct 24 editonal

Pete Turner who owns Illegal Pete s is a respectful community onented business owner who cares about the opinions of his
customers and his community The way he met with and listened intently to his opponents shows his respectful and heart
filled nature

The term illegal can be dehumanizing and offensive to a significant part ofour population However itis unportant to disccm
the difference m its usage and understand that the word illegal does notalways refer to immigration
Bre Consuelo Denver

Delay m theater shooting tnal

Re Jury selection in Aurora theater shooting case postponed until January Oct 27news story

James Holmes might have the sharpest legal mind in Colorado He seems to have found a way to die ofold age without ever
gomg to tnal Just keep making sure the prosecution andthe defense lawyers are slowreaders
Larry Hamilton Buffalo Creek
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If I can think of It a bad guy can think of it
Communities are leammg how to respond to the unthinkable
Anthony Cotton The Denver Post

Friends often tell Pony Anderson that she shoxild move from her mountain residence in Comfer that they re afraid for her safety
hvmg among the bears and mountain bons

I tell them Here I ve got teeth

Anderson said

You ve got knives and guns down there

who s the one that s really m

danger'^

Truth betold knives and guns are justthe beginmng ofthe list ofweaponry pmballmg through Anderson s mind

As the du-ector ofthe Center for Sunulation and Disaster Management Institute atthe Community College ofAurora Anderson s
taste m thmgs that go bump in the night tends to run more toward smart bombs Or dirty bombs Or rocket launchers Or
terronsts Or

People ask me all the time How does your mind work*^

Anderson said I have no idea but this is what I think If I can

think of It a bad guy can think of it And you re only limited byyour miagmation so the more that I can think of and more
that I can talk to people who have ideas thebetter wecan prepare ourfirst responds s

With luck reality will never produce real hfe expenences to match the places where Anderson s mind has gone She spent two
years conceivmg and then staging a scenano mwhich terronsts simultaneously struck Park Meadows Shoppmg Center Union
Station Smedley Middle School m Denver and the Community College of Aurora campus She also conceived one mwhich a
bomb exploded while a politician was giving an outdoor speech before a large audience

But ata time when school shootings seem ahnost commonplace and fresh terronsts are sprouting commumties arc coming to
the realization that it s best to be prepared

We had Columbme and then Aurora (theater shooting) came along said James Knigman emergency management
coordinator for Denver s Mayor s Office ofEmergency Management and Homeland Secunty

That was a big wake up call We re suU a work mprogress and we re not immune from the unpredictable but I think we re
becoming as well prepared as you can be
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InColorado alertness also extends to thegreat outdoors where fires and floods pose their own threats

Ifyou looked atawheel revolving around disasters the number ofspokes running out fhrni itwould be unbelievable Krugman
said We ve all gone through something

In Anderson s office there areshelves filled with spiral notebooks each labeled withacronyms

VG13 is Vigilant Guard 13 aJuly 2013 sunulation that brought inthe entu-e Colorado National Guard and troops from Utah
Anzona andNevada for a week of first response trainmg

The ironically labeled OMG isOperation Mountam Guardian the four location terronst simulation mSeptember 2011 that
was the largest Homeland Security operation in Colorado history brmgmg m 107 law enforcement agencies from across the
Front Range

And there are 200 more that aren t here she says

The binders could be called the What If collection each holdmg contingency plans for disasters like the protocol for how
to restore energy to Aurora m the event of a bomb explosion

Ahazard identification and nsk assessment report put together by Krugman s office bsts 13 events that might occur and scores
the Ukehhood of them happening

The most common flooding would happen every one to three years The rarest an earthquake would occur once every 200 300
years

But the threat of terrorism while among the least likely tooccur accordmg tothe report, isn t dismissed out of hand
Local communities must learnhow to respond to the unthinkable

There are just so many high target areas like schools or malls you re just trymg to find a better comfort level in practicmg
yourcraft said Steve Standndge emergency manager for South Metro ¥ae and Rescue
In September South Metrosponsored an activity in whichan active shooterroamedPark Meadows mall

The exercise which drew law enforcement officials from the Arapahoe and Douglas County shenfTs of!ices and the Lone
Tree Cherry Hills Parker and Greenwood Village police aswell as correspondmg fire and rescue units showed how much
IS mvolved m responding to such mghtmansh scenanos

Krugman says the hardest part isbemg prepared when there s nothmg happenmg Its hard to always be on aheightened state
of alert

That IS why Anderson strives forpamstakmg detail in her work

In addition to fire extinguishers that serve as bombs and rubberized glass that canbe broken into shards her office contams
motorized cockroaches that scurry across the scene of mock disasters

Some ofour best military guys are scared to death ofbugs she said Guess whaf^ Ifyou go somewhere there may be bugs
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In the schools trammg area which includes a smiuJated home bar and street among the locations Anderson says 6 000
soundscan be piped in

all m the quest to make thmgs as real as possible

I have no problem sitting here saymg I have this active miagmation that wonders Could this happen'' Could that happen"^
shesaid All you can do is prepare the best you can for what s coming down the pike and then when that ball drops you
hope you re ready

Anthony Cotton 303 954 1292 acotton@denverpost com or twitter com/anthonycottondp
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Holmes attorneys seek to toss exam
John Ingold The Denver Post

Defense attomeys want the second sanity exam ofthe Auroramovie theatergunman tossed out the latest sign that acontentious
debate over James Holmes mental health will dommate the trial

Ina motion filed Thursday defense attorneys ask that the exam be stncken from evidence at tnal or that the judge limit the
opmions and testimony ofthe second sanity examiner The motion was filed under seal but its title was disclosed ma judge s
order

Intwo other motions filed Thursday defense attomeys ask that video recordings ofthesanity exam notbeallowed rato evidence
andthat certam statements Holmes made to the exammer psychiatrist William Reid alsobeen excluded In the lattermotion
defense attomeys wnte that Dr Reid s examination is fimdamentally imreliable as a whole

The motion provides the latest signal that Hobnes tnal for Ae Century Aurora 16 attack will become a battle ofthe experts
overHohnes sanity The second exam an unusual step mmsanity cases was ordered after prosecutors challenged the credibility
ofthe first exam The results ofneither exam have been released Both sides also have hned atleast two experts each toopine
about Hohnes samty

Hohnes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges that he murdered 12 people and tried to kill 70 more m the
attack Jury selection for the tnal isnow set to begm in January after the judge ordered a six week delay earher this week

The delay though means roughly 70 000 more potential jurors will be eligible to be summoned mthe case When 6 000 jury
summonses are sent out either later this year or early next year for the long awaited tnal people onthe jury rolls mArapahoe
Countywill havea 1 m 75 chanceof being called

Jon Sarche aspokesman for the Colorado Judicial Branch said aperson can be called for jury duty only once per calendar year
About 1500 people are called for jury duty per week mArapahoe County where the theater sbooting tnal will take place
That means about 70 000 people who had already been called this year would have been excluded from receivmg summonses
for the tnalhad jury selection begxm atthe end ofthis year With juryselection inJanuary court adnunistrators will have almost
theentire 450000 person jurypool in Arapahoe County eligible to be summoned
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Juiy selection m Aurora tixeater shooting casepostponed untilJanuary
John Ingold The Denver Post

Jury selection in the Aurora movie theater shooting case will begin in January after ajudge postponed the start ofthe long
awaited tnal for the fourth tmie

In an order issued Monday Judge Carlos Samour agreed to postpone bnefly the start of tnal which had previously been
scheduled tobegin with jury selection inDecember Samour ordered that the first stages ofjury selection atwhich thousands
of prospective jurors will fill outlengthy questionnaires

will begin onJan 20

The entire process ofpicking ajury could take more than five months In his order Monday Samour advised both sides to be
ready to deliver openmg statements at tnal on June 3 nearly three years after the attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie
theater that claimed 12 hves

Attorneys for defendant James Holmes had asked for adelay saymg they needed more time to evaluate and challenge a crucial
sanity examination that was completed earlier this month Samour s order Monday largely denied the request and he wrote that
he hadalready planned forjiny selection to last until earlyJune
The Court refuses to unnec«ssanly delay this case Samour wrote

Instead he descnbed die postponement ofjuiy selection as arearranging ofthe schedule The onginal start date for jury selection
Dec 8

is now planned for a statusheanng

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingold@denverpost com or twitter com/johningold
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Attorney admits neghgence

Defense lawyer forAurora heater shootermademistakes m previous murdercase
Caries lUescas Tlie Denver Post

CENTENNIAL Alawyer for Aurora theater shooter James Holmes testified Fnday that he was negligent inhis defense of
a man he represented m another capital murder case who is now on death row

Dan King the chief trial deputy for the state pubhc defenders office took the stand in Arapahoe County Distnct Court in a
post conviction heanng ofSir Mano Owens who along with his fhend Robert Ray was sentenced to death for killing Javad

Marshall Fields and Vivian Wolfe in 2005 Marshall Fields was set to tesufyagamst Ray when Owens gunned down the couple
on an Aurora street

King admitted making mistakes during Owens trial and sentencmg including not cross examining a witness and not callmg
other potenual witnesses to testify

Owens post conviction attorney Jim Castle asked Kmg whether he was quahfied to be the lead attomey mthe Owens case
King said lookmg back now that he wasn t

No not really King said But 1guess my ego

Kmg said his office was understaffed and overworked atthe time and lacked the manpower to analyze thoroughly the many
potential witnesses mthe case His boss rejected his request for more resources todefend Owens Kmg said

I was the employee 1was bemg told what to do Kmg told Judge Gerald Rafferty I was told 1was ready and had enough
resources Perhaps that was a mistake

Puttmg the ongmal attomey on the stand post conviction and post appeal is not an unusual strategy for adefense attomey trymg
to spare the life ofa client, observers say But it could have a dramatic effect on Owens appeal and possibly on the Holmes
tnal The theater shooting tnal is scheduled tobegm mDecember butcould getpushed back

Attomey Dan Recht, who is not a party to either case but has followed them both closely said Kmg s admissions could
absolutely impact the Owens case
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I think this could lead to a court finding that Sir Mano Owens was represented by ineffective counsel and was denied his Sixth
Amendment nght and that he gets a new tnal Recht said This is huge

The post conviction heanng was one of many held m recent weeks for Owens The judge could order a new tnal or sentencmg
heanng

Recht said he has seen this strategy used in the past when an attorney falls on his sword for someone he represented
The mother of Marshall Fields Rhonda Fields who sat through months of court heanngs for Ray Owens and another man
involved did not attend Fnday s heanng
But regarding King s claims of being understaffed, she said

I don t buy this argument at all

It s typical legal maneuvermg and strategic tactics to prolong the sentence for Sir Mano Owens said Fields who after the
tnals was elected to the Colorado House of Representatives in large part for her anti gun stance

Recht said Kmgs statements will likely not unpact the Holmes tnal unless Holmes decides he wants a new public defender
andajudge agrees

My guess is that (Holmes) was told this was gomg to be happening he said

Sam Kamm a law professor at the University of Denver said it is common for post conviction attorneys to put the ongmal
defense attorney on the stand to prove a defendant received ineffective counsel
That s their jobs to look for errors m the record Kamm said

He said the U S Supreme Court has said a defendant is not entitledto a perfecttnal or a perfectattorney so finding mistakes
doesnt mean a defendant will get a new tnal or sentencmg heanng
Fields said she doesnt even want to think about the possibility of a new tnal saying the tnals took a heavy toll on her and
her family

Right now there s a big pit m my stomach thinking about that possibibty Fields said
Carlos lUescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denveipost com or twitter cora/cillescasdp
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Survivor stnving to aid self others
Elizabeth Hernandez The Denver Post

Marcus Weaver was sitting next to a friend in the Century Aurora 16 theater wondering who threw a smoke bomb m the
middle of the movie they were watching
Then came the shots It was July 20 2012

Amid the chaos of trying to exit the theater and realizmg his friend was slumped hfeless in herseat, Weaver failed to notice
he had been shot m the arm

The massacre left Weaver with scars and lingering pain but the aftennath ofthat day forced him to fece his troubled past and
surround himselfwith<mpporters to guide hun through the darkness
Familiar withovercoming hardships he now uses his experiences to mentor those m need

Weaver 43 said he grew up with an abusive stepfather and had run ms with the law after graduatmg from college
For 11 months hebounced from jails and detention facilities across Colorado During that time he gravitated toward Bible
studies and faith

Faith put this idea mmy head that I could change I could do something tohelp people he said

Released about eight years ago Weaver found that his cnminal background hindered him in the job market
In 2007 hesought shelter mNew Genesis Denver transitional housmg for men
They offered me a job and I didnt screw it up he said

He began huntmg for career clothmg and housmg resources for men in the shelter and formed arelationship with his current
employer DenverWorks

WestlaANext O 2014Thomson Reuters No claim lo original U S Government Works
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DenverWorks serves mainly low mcome job seekers with barriers to employment includmg criminal background substance
abuse and disabilities

Forthenext few years Weaver worked with low income neighborhoods andhmng managers who accepted individuals with
background issues

It feh really great like this was my purpose he said Ifyou can give a person ajob that changes everythmg for them I felt
really good for the first time m my life
Then It happened July 20 2012

Weaver and his friend Rebecca Wmgo 32 were enjoymg a midmght premiere ofthe Batman movie The Dark Knight Rises
when Weaver saw smoke commg across thebottom row of thetheater followed by shots
Weaver ducked andensured that Wmgo gotdown as hewatched theeene silhouette of thefinng gumnan
I couldhearbullets whizzmg by my head I didnt thmkI wasgoing to get out of there Weaver said

When the shots came toa halt for a few moments Weaver tnedtogethimself and Wmgo to safety but Wmgo was hfeless
Weaver was unaware she had akeady expired

He barely remembers getting out of the theater and reahzed he hadbeen shot only after a little girl outside told him his arm
was bleedmg

Weaver arrived at Parker Adventist Hospital with two bullet holes m his ann and was treated withm six hours

His gnefwould notbe soeasy to treat Thetragedy sethimback mentally and physically
It wasnt just aboutmy trauma It was about losingRebecca he said

He turned to his community his faith and Megan Sharp now his wife whom he started datmg soon after the shooting
Weaver and Sharp were mamed mMarch and the couple shares four sons in a blended family hesaid
Forthe next year Weaver spoke aboiU his expenences He visited jails schools and wherever else he thought his stoiy could
make a difference

While he loved theworkhewasdoing he saidhe neglected takmg care of himself

I wasn t going to therapy I wasn t taking care of my arm And I wasn t takmg care of myself I was depressed and I didn t
know why

Weaver said

After three months ofbleakness Weaver started attendmg therapy mDecember and was diagnosed with post traumatic stress
disorder and depression

People don t realize how difDcult it is

They don t see you at 3 a m when you rejustsuffermg he said

Images ofthe shooting would replay mhis head at night, and hehad trouble sleeping
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Additional doctor visits revealed that Weavers arm was not healed ANovember surgery is scheduled with the hope ofeasing
his pain

To advance his healing he knew he had to get backto helping those m need

He started applying for jobs mMarch and got hired atthe orgamzation that gave him his fresh start DenverWorks

It was an honor to be hired atDenverWorks

I see a lot ofmy former self in the people Imhelping You see them change

Get a suit get an interview get the job It s so important Weaversaid

Jenifer Reynolds executive director at DenverWorks said itsWeaver spassion for the job that makes him an exemplary worker

I think itsbecause ofwhat he was able to get service wise when he came here That s not somethmg you can train somebody
for Reynolds said He genuinely cares about the person that walks through the door

Also Weaver is fimshmg up his last two semesters at the E>enver Institute ofUrban Studies on the University ofNorthern
Colorado atLowry campus He will graduate with a degree mnonprofit management

The community has always been there for me he said Now itis my time to take abigger role by startmg my own program
very soon

Ashe ponders startmg his own nonprofit and movmg on darker thoughts Imger m hismind

Weaver is not lookmg forward to the upcoming Aurora theater shooting tnal which is scheduled to begm mDecember
It will be hard to have to sitthere he said and relive it agam and agam

Ehzabeth Hernandez 303 954 1223 ehemandez@denverpost com or twitter com/literaIly_Uzzy
DenverWorks fundraiser

ADenverWorks fundraiser will be held at The Wildlife Expenence mPaHcer Carnival for aCause will be from 1to 4pm
Sunday at 10035 S Peona St TTie femily event will feature costume contests crafts games music food and more General
admi sion and some act v ties requ re the purchase of tickets
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Daily Digest Partial solar eclipse viable m Colorado Thursday and 9 other stones
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

Yourdaify resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver traffic information and the

stones that will be talked about today Thursday Oct 23 2014 Download our iPhone iPad and Android apps for breakmg
news throughout the day
1 SOLDIER GUNMAN DEAD IN ATTACK ON CANADA S PARLL\MENT

A sudden spasm of violence jolted the government center of Canada s capital on Wednesday mommg as a gunman killed an
honor guard soldier at awarmemorial then opened fire mside thenearby Parhament building tnggenng a lockdown and hours
of confusion in Ottawa Read ongomg coverage of the fatal shootings
2 DAVITA TO PAY $389 MILLION IN ANTI KICKBACK PROBE

Denver based DaVjta HealthCare Partners will pay $389 million to settle a criminal andcivil and kickback investigation into
transactions withdoctors spanning nearly a decade theU S Justice Department announced Wednesday
3 COLO TEENS APPARENTLY HEADED TO ISLAMIC STATE LIKELY WERE RECRUITED ONXINE

Authorities believe that three Colorado teenagers likely were recruited online totravel to Germany apparently ontheir way to
jom the Islamic State school officials said Wednesday Watch a DPTV update on the situation
4 CSU POLICE BAN POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS MAN FROM CAMPUS

Police at Colorado State Umversity warned the campus community on Wednesday about a disrupUve and potentially
dangerous individual who has been banned from the school

5 ELECTION 2014 POLL FINDS COLORADO GOVERNOR S RACE REMAINS TIGHT WITH FEW UNDECIDED

AQummpiac University poll released Thursday shows mne out of 10 hkely voters have made uptheir
fix)m a month ago when about a quarter suggested they remained uncommitted Read John Frank s story
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6 JOINT EFFORTS LEAD TO RAID ARREST OF 24 DENVER AREA ALLEGED GANG MEMBERS

The allegedmembers oftheRollm 60s streetgangwere arrestedm the earlymommgin ajomt effortby the Auroraand Denver
pohce departments the FBI and the Arapahoe Countyshenff the 18th Judicial Distnct attorney s office said late Wednesday
7 AXJRORA THEATER SHOOTING SURVIVOR USES PAST TRAGEDY TO SERVE COMMUNITY

The massacre leftMarcus Weaver with scars andlingenog pam buttheaftermath ofthat day forced him toface histroubled past
and surround himselfwithsupporters to guidehimthrough thedarkness Now he s makmghis comeback aftera hfe of troubles
8 SOLAR ECLIPSE (PARTL\L) VISIBLE IN COLORADO THURSDAY

Colorado like most of NorthAmerica will get to see Thursday s partial solar eclipse Editor Jim Bates has the word
9 TODAY S NFL TIGHT ENDS STRONGER BETTER THAN PREDECESSORS

The modem tight end exists as a hybnd He rarely puts his hand on the ground He lines up wide Broncos beatwnter Troy
Renck breaks it down

10

FIRST LADY OF CU A WORKING DYNAMO FROM WHITE HOUSE TO THE MILE HIGH CITY

Ask Marcy Benson which words bestdescnbeher and she11 pause for a moment then offer pretty much the same ones those
close to her do Direct dnven collaborative confident good sense of humor But Benson who has taken a prominent roll m
Colorado is much more

Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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Aurora theater shooting prosecutors agree to short tnal delay
John Ingold The Denver Post

Prosecutors in the Aurora movie theater shootug case have agreed with defense attorneys that the tnal should be delayed
agam

In a court document filed Wednesday and made pubbc Thursday prosecutors vmte that they do not object to a bnef
contmuance of the tnal They suggest a new start date m mid January about a month and a half later than the current start
date of Dec 8

Defense attorneys requested the delay earlier this week saying they need more tmie to review a cnticai sanity evaluation of
James Holmes that was finished earlierthis month JudgeCarlos Samourhas not said when he will rule on a postponement

If a delay is granted, it will be the fifth tmie thetnal has been scheduled The initial tnal date for theJuly 2012 shootings was
m August 2013

Eighty fourof the 147victims and victims relatives whoprosecutors surveyed abouta delay opposed a continuance
I believe this has dragged on longenoughandwe need to press forward one victimtold prosecutors when asked abouta new
delay The stallmg has become taxmg and weanng on me emotionally
But in their new fihng prosecutors said they agree with the defense that more time is needed Some matenals related to the
evaluation won t even be available to the defense until less than a month before the current tnal date

pjt IS reasonable for defense counsel to request a reasonable and hmited amoimt of additional time prosecutors wrote
Forty SIX victims and their relatives did not opposeat least a bnef delay when surveyed

I thinkafterthe hohdays is betterfor everyone jurors included one told prosecutors

Holmes ischarged with 166 counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses mconnection with the Century Aurora 16
attack on July 20 2012 The shootmgs killed 12 people He has pleaded notguilty by reason of insanity
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Once begun the trial could span half a year with jury selection alone lasting a month or two
John Ingold 303 954-1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/johningold
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Defense seeks postponement
Johnlngold The Denver Post

The Aurora movie theater murder tnal could be postponed agam after defense attorneys asked thejudge Tuesday to push
back the December tnal date

In a new motion the defense argues that it will not have enough time to review the recently completed sanity examination of
James Holmes to be ready for tnal in less than two months The defense says its two mental health expert witnesses need at
least several weeks to review the evaluation

[r|t has become abundantly clear that counsel will require additional time before they areprepared to proceed to tnal in this
case defense attorneys wnte in their motion

The defense does not propose a new tnaldate Judge Carlos Samour has given prosecutors until Wednesday tofile a response
The tnal already has been postponed multiple times

Thereport of thelatest sanity exam the second of Holmes conducted bya court appointed psychiatnst was filed last week
The report s conclusions are sealed, but the defense motion discloses for the first time that the exam was conducted by Texas
based forensic psychiatnst William Reid

The new motion also hmts of coming battles over Reid s report notmg that it raises significant new issues
It IS now clear basedon Dr Reids report that there will be extensivelitigation defense attorneys wnte in the motion
In a court document filed Monday and made public Tuesday defense attorneys disclosed that Reid interviewed Holmes for
22 hours as part of the exam

That ssigmficant the defense argued, because itmeant they had too much work todo reviewing the video to meet a key Monday
deadline Under Colorado court rules the defense must turn over to prosecutors a list ofevidence it plans to introduce dunng
a death penalty sentencmg hearmg andthe names of wimesses it expects to call

The defense argues that disclosure of some of that mformation violates selfmcnmination protections and Monday was the
deadline for the defense to give that contested matenal to the judge so he can decide if it must be shared
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Until defense counsel are able to thoroughly review all of the matenals generated by the second sanity examination they
cannotmakeinformed decisions aboutwhichwitnesses theyintendto endorsefor sentencing the attorneys wrote m the filing
But Samour was unmoved noting that the defense merely notified him of its concerns rather than askmg for more time As a
result Samour concluded that he would not allow the defense to withhold any information from prosecutors
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Limits to testimony rejected

John Ingold The Denver Post

A judge has rejected a defense bid to hmit what survivors or relatives of victims of the Aurora movie theater sbootiDg can
say durmg their testimony at tnal

Defense attorneys had asked Arapahoe County District Court ChiefJudge Carlos Samour toprevent laywitnesses from offenng
opinions about James Holmes sanity or characterizing hisactions Theyalsoasked Samour to warn witnesses thattheywould
not be allowed to testify if they could not control their emotions

In orders issued Thursday Samourrejected most of the defenses motions saying they both lack merit and were filed after a
deadlme He partially granted one motion concerning lay wimesses opmions about Hohnes behavior but redactions in the
order make it impossible to detemime the precise ruling

Samour firmly rejected any plan to warn survivors of the shootmg or relatives of slam victims about their testimony callmg
such anmstmction insensitive if notdovmnght offensive Most siuvivors and victims relatives will be called to telljurors
about the impact the shootings have had on their lives

It would be the height of insensitivity to tell victim impact witnesses that they may not show any emotion on the witness
stand, Samour wrote

Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reasonof insanity to charges that he murdered 12 people and tned to murder70 more As a
result debateover his mental healthis likelyto dominate the trial whichis scheduled to begmwithjury selection m December

There iscurrently only one more hearmg scheduled inthecase before thestart of tnal however that could change ifeither side
challenges a cntical psychiatnc evaluation completed earlier this week and filed under seal

Barring further delays summonses to 6 000jurorsin Arapahoe County are scheduled to go out m November
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HOLMES ANALYSIS sent TO COURT
The Assoaated Press

CENTENNIAL A psychiatnst has submitted the results of a second samty evaluation of the man chargedwith a mass killmg
m a Colorado movie theater

Judge Carlos A Samour Jr on Wednesday ordered the 53 page report about James Holmes mental health sealed from the
public But he gave it to defense attorneys and prosecutors along with copies of videotaped psychiatnc interviews of Holmes

Holmes haspleadednot guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12people andmjunng 70 m theJuly20 2012 attack
on a Denver area theater The tnal is expected to start Dec 8

Hobnes underwent a mandatory samty evaluation last year but the key finding whether he could tell nght from wrong
was not released Samourordered the second sanityevaluation in January after prosecutors said the doctorwho conducted the
first one was biased Samour agreed it was flawed
Theevaluation is not thefinal wordon whether Holmes wasinsane but it is a key piece of evidence jurorswill consider when
making that determmation

If Holmes is found not guilty by reason of insanity he would be committed to the state hospital mdefimtely If he is found
guilty he could be sentenced to death or life in prison
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One cnticafly injured m morning shooting
Denverpobce are investigating a shooting early Tuesdaythat left a man cntically injured
The shooting happened m the 6200 block of East 14th Avenueabout 3am police said Investigators said they are searching
for a suspect but have not released any details
A Denver police officer told 7NEWS the victim walked into a McDonald s at East Colfax Avenue and Kramena Street at 2 50
a m seeking help

Investigators towed a white Chevrolet Suburban from the scene that appeared to have several windows smashed
It was believed to be involved m the shooting police said
Bullet holes were found m a plate glass window of a nearby 7 Eleven
CENTER

17 year old boy arrested in shootmg

A 17 year old boy has been arrested in a shooting m the farm town of Center m the San Luis Valley
The Valley Couner reported police believe Monday mght s shooting was an attempted murder

The suspect who was arrested Tuesdayafternoon is a studentat the farming community s alternative school
His name has not been released

The personwho was shotwas flown out by an emergency helicopter

Students at schools in thetown of about 2 200people were keptinside Tuesday as police looked for the suspect
DENVER
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Theater victims wnte judge about telecast
Several victims of the Colorado theater shootings have wntten letters to the judge about his decision to let news organizations
broadcast the tnal using a closed circuit TV camera already m the courtroom
In an order released Tuesday Judge Carlos A Samour Jr agreed to read the letters but only after the tnal of James Holmes

He says he is aware some victims opposed his September order allowmg video of the proceedings but the law doesn t allow
victims or attorneys to submit filings on court rulmgs

Holmes pleadednot guiltyby reason of insanity to charges of killmg 12 people and mjunng 70 m the July 2012 attack
In a motionreleasedTuesday prosecutors opposeda defenserequestto bar emotional testimony from victims dunng the penalty
phase of the tnal
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Aurora lessons dnvmg changes
Noelle PhiHips The Denver Post
Organization and communicationmay not be the sexy sides of police work that get featured m television shows and movies

But they could be the most important when police officers and firefighters respondto mass shootings and other disasters
Throughout a report released Wednesday on Auroras response to the 2012 movie theater shooting a communication
breakdown between the aty s policeand fire departments is repeatedly mentioned Pobce officers andfirefighters did not know
bow to communicate with eachother m the chaosof hundreds of blood soakedand frightened peoplerunnmg from the Century
Aurora 16 theater

The 168 page report has dozens of recommendations for pohce and fire departments tellmg them how they should respond
and what equipment theyneed to deal with a mass shooting For some departments the recommendations alreadyare m place
For others implementing them would require tune and money

The report raises one question If two departments in the same city with the same bosses could not communicate during the
largest mass shooting in U S history then what barriers face the Denver metro areas pohce and fire departments who work
across multiple junsdictions''

Take the South Metro Fire Rescue Authonty which covers a temtory that includes five police jurisdictions and two school
districts

Steve Standndge South Metro s emergency manager saidthe Aurora movie theater shootiDg followed bythe2013 shootmg
at Arapahoe High School created a sense of urgency for developing plans for mass casualty incidents

It s more about theplanning process and therelationships youdevelop and understanding how each other works Standndge
said

Smce then South Metro has worked with other agencies to create detailed plans on how they would respond to a crisis at
specific busmesses schools and other pubhc places
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A lotof thought wasgiven to the firstand second waves of responders amving at the scene andwhere they would stage At the
Aurora movie theater ambulances could not reach shooting victims because police cars blocked access

That was part of the challenge we have was the different priorities Standndge said The police are gomg to go m and
neutrabze the shooter

The plans which could be called up on computers installed in emergency vehicles mclude details on where command posts
could be estabhshed staging areas for backup officers when they amve rallymg pomts for specialized units such as SWAT
and bomb squads and zones for ambulances to pick up casualties Standndgesaid
It s coordinated he said Not haphazard

Smce the Auroraresponse reportwas released poUce shenfFand fee departments m Colorado
have been digestmg the more than 80 recommendations found inside its 168pages

and across the United States

Ive seen it on a couple of chiefs desks said Mark Techmeyer a spokesman for the Jefferson County Shenffs Office

Absohitely welook atwhat other agencies went through A lotof us assisted Aurora and we learned a lotaswe went through
It

Representatives from several agencies toldThe Denver Posttheywill read thereport and look for practices thatwould fit with
their agencies Aurora already has begun makmg changes
One recommendation would allow dispatchers to make suggestions to commanders at the scene

South Metros dispatchers already are allowed to do that and they attend training exercises with fire and police chiefs said
Paul Smith the executive director of commimications

Wehighly encourage ourdispatchers to think Smith said Those whoonlyareallowed to follow by the book policies would
neverbe able to respond to an Aurora like event Theyre set up to not be as successful
In some cases the recommendations may be too expensive or not suitable for smaller departments
Were a small suburban pohcedepartment, saidKelliNarde a Littleton spokeswoman Comparing Littleton police toAurora
pohce IS hard We have different budgets and different issues

Larger departments already use or are well on theu- way to meeting someof the report s recommendations For example the
response report suggested that Aurorapohce expand its officers emergency medicaltrammg

The Denver Police Department recently received a grant tosupply every officer with a gunshot trauma kit said Matt Murray
the department s chief of staff Denver Health Medical Center will train the officers to use the kits

The report alsorecommended buying body armor that canprotect officers from shooters usmg high powered nfles

InDenver each ofthe pohce departments six districts has enough gear tooutfit a four person team that would enter a building
to take on a shooter Murray said

The Aurora report included at least one recommendation that several departments said they will not adopt anytime soon
drones A drone could have helped provide overhead images at the movie theater especially if the event had lasted longer
the report said
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We don t have any drones

Narde said

That s for sure

Narde said the Littleton Police Departmentdoes not have plans to buy drones Neither do Denver pohce or the Jefferson County
Shenffs OfRce according to their spokesmen
But the biggest takeaway for area first responderswill be the importanceofplannmg and training together At the movie theater
Aurora police and fire were first on the scene But officers fi"om Adams County Arapahoe County Denver the FBI and the
Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco Firearms and Explosives soon jomed them

Thats why multiagency trainingsuchas Wednesday s RockyVista masscasualtyexercisem Parkeris so important Standndge
said

The purpose'' Five agencies want to practice scene safety victim evacuation and mteragency communication
Noelle Phillips 303 954 1661 nphiUips@denverpost com or twitter com/Noelle_Phillips
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New shenffs on horizon

Adams Jeerson and Weld among counties that will elect firesh faces m law enforcement
JohnAgmlar Tlie Denver Post
For the first time in more than a decade fresh faces will be in charge of most of the shenffs offices m the Denver metro area
ushermg m a new era of law enforcement leadership in some of Colorado s most populous counties

Elections m Jefferson Weldand Adamscounties nextmonthwill determine replacements for longtime shenffs Ted Mmk John
Cookeand Doug Darr respectively And thoughnew sheriffstook over for Grayson Robmson m Arapahoe Countyand David
Weaver m Douglas County earlier this year they both must stand for election on Nov 4 for the first time

Taken together the five departing or recently departed metro area shenffs have a combmed 56 years of expenence m their
counnes top law enforcement position

A lot of us have known eachothersince we started in the business

those relationships arehardto replace saidMink who

has been Jefferson County s shenff smce July 2003

Robinson who recommended to the Arapahoe County commissioners that David Walcher take over for him when he retired
e ght months ago said the turnover at the top is all part of the democratic system
Good people move on and good people come m and fill these positions

said Robmson who oversaw the 2012 Aurora

theater shooting and the fatal shooting of a studentat Arapahoe High School m 2013 durmg his 12 years as shenff Its part
of the process

The metroarea contests are part of several dozen shenff races bemg held around the state mcludmg elections m El Paso and
Mesa counties that have been mired in controversy

In July state Sen Steve Kmg dropped out as the Republican candidate for Mesa County shenff after questions arose over a
tunecardhe filed whileworkmgpart time at the agency
And earlier this year El Paso County Shenff Terry Maketa came under fire after allegations of sexual misconduct and
discnmmaoon were leveled againsthim Term limited Maketawill step down as shenff after the November election
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The metro area hasn t gone without shenff controversies

Darr generated headlmes when he got into a standoff with the city of Aurora over housmg inmates A portion of Aurora is
m Adams County and city taxpayers pay for use of the jail However Darr refused to accept those inmates saymg the jail
IS overcrowded

An out of court settlement was reached this summer m which the cap on inmates was raised temporanly

And Cooke Weld County s shenff was the lead plaintiffm a lawsuit filed by 55 shenffs againstGov John Hickenlooper over
Colorado s gun control laws

Chns Johnson executive director of the County Shenffs of Colorado said he doesn t see anythmg unusual aboutthe shenff
races this year despite the public attention some have garnered

Shenffs make theu" own plans or politics determine whether they return to office or not Johnson said It would appear to
me to be a typical election cycle for shenffs
John Aguilar 303 954 1695 jaguilar@denverpost com or twitter com/abuvthefold
Shenff candidates from major parties

Jefferson County
Brett Almy Libertarian
JeffShrader Republican
Douglas County
Tony Spurlock Repubbcan
Brock McCoy Libertanan

Adams County
Michael Mclntosh Republ can
Rick Reigenbom Democrat

Arapahoe County

David Walcher Repubhcan
Tyler Scott Brown Democrat
Weld County

JeffRodnguez Democrat
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Steve Reams Republican
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Daily Digest Jeffco protests could swing volatile vote m high stakes races and 9 other stones
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

Your daily resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver traffic informahon and
the stones that will be talkedabout today Monday Oct 13 2014 Download our iPhone iPad and Androidapps for breaking
news throughout the day
1 JEFFCO SCHOOL BOARD MOVEMENT COULD SWING VOLATILE VOTE IN HIGH STAKES RACES

In an election season with no single national issue dominating the conversation Jefferson County s vote is a volatile political
cocktail that proves all pobncs is local
2 AURORA THEATER SHOOTING LESSONS DRIVING AREA CHANGES

Organization and communication may not be the sexy sides of police work that get featured m television shows and movies
but they could be the most unportantwhen pohcc officers and firefighters respondto mass shootings and other disasters
3 FIRST AURORA RECREATIONAL MARIJUANA SHOP TO OPEN MONDAY

Aurora s first recreational marijuana shop is set to open Monday mommg
4 CBl PROBING FATAL OFHCER INVOLVED ROCKY FORD SHOOTING

The Colorado Bureau of Investtganon is probing an officer involved shootmg that left a man dead early Sunday mormng m
Rocky Ford
5 ADAMS JEFFERSON AND WELD COUNTIES TO ELECT NEW SHERIFFS

For the first time m more than a decade fresh faces will be in charge of most of the shenfPs offices in the Denvermetro area,
ushenng in a new era of law enforcement leadership in some of Colorado s most populous counties
6 COUPLE FOUND DEAD IN APPARENT COMMERCE CITY MURDER SUICIDE
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Commerce City Police are investigating a suspected murder suicide after a man and woman were found dead m their home
Sunday afternoon
7 BRONCOS ROUTE JETS IN NEW JERSEY BATTLE

Peyton Manning threw touchdown passes on three consecutive possessions Sunday to lead the Broncos past the New York Jets
31 17 at MetLife Stadium Also read Mark Kiszla s analysis of the game and the Broncos season thus far
8 SNOW IN HIGH COUNTRY EXPECTED TO STOP BY EARLY MONDAY AFTER SUNDAY STORMS

Snowstorms that plagued highway travelers m the high country Sundayended overnight Snow accumulations in some areas
were several inches by late Sunday
9 COMMUNITY CO WORKING SPACES PROVIDE AN OUT OF THE HOME OFFICE

Co-workmg is exploding in populantyacrossthe country with new and mcreasmgly specialized spacecropping up on a regular
basis

10 KEY QUESTION HOW DID DALLAS WORKER CATCH EBOLA''

How did It happen"^ That s the big question as federal health officials investigate the case of a Dallas health worker who treated
an Ebola patient and ended up with the disease herself
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpauI@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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Arapahoe shooting renews scrutiny
EncGorski The Denver Post

She tned to get her son help

When investigators combedthrough Barbara Pierson s computerafter the tragedy they found several e mails about his anger
problems mcludmg one pleadmg with a school psychologist for a plan
She brought her troubled 18 year old son Karl to a mental health center that determmed he was not a threat to hmiselfor others

BarbaraPierson also received a text message from her son saying he had withdrawn $800 from the bank to give a friend for
flying lessons Shetoldhim to put it back By then Kart already had legally purchased a pump action shotgun he would use
to shoot up his school

Those details made pubhc Fnday m the investigation mto December s Arapahoe High School shooting providejust shreds
of insightmto the relationship betweenan 18 year old who called himself a psychopath with a superiority complex and the
parent he lived with

Few factors are as influential as family m the development of a young person Whena tragiceventoccurs questions invariably
anse about the upbrmging of the jjerson responsible and what parents did or didnt do and what other factors might have
contributed

In Colorado parental involvement m assessing threats

and more broadly m public education

has been paramount smce

the Columbine High School shooting of 1999

But not all requirementsput m place m recent years are being followed and laws lack teeth to hold school distncts accountable

When a young person camesouta tembleact themclmation is to automatically blame theparents saidLaurence Steinberg a
psychology professor atTemple University andauthorof Age ofOpportunity Lessons Fromthe NewScience of Adolescence
Familydysfimcuon is a common thread m youth violence he said with exposure to domestic violence abuse and hostile or
absent parenting contnbutmg to the developing brain or causmg young people to model whattheysee
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But good parenting cannot prevent violence or isolated mass shootings which often involve the combination of mental illness
and access to weapons he said

Schools are better off promotmg parental involvement broadly because it can be so hard to predict who might act out Steinberg
said

There are just too many false positives he said So m some sense you are better off targeting the whole school community
The parents of Dylan Klebold, one of the two Columbme High School killers descnbcd their son to an author as a cunous
self motivated and organized yoxmg child who hked mazes word searches and chess
In the 2012 book Far From the Tree Parents Children and the Search for Identity
quoted as saying little prepared them for Apnl 20 1999

by Andrew Solomon the Klebolds are

If I could say something to a roomful of parents nght now I would say "Nevertrust what you see Sue Klebold said Was
he nice? Was he thoughtfui'^ I was taking a walk not long before he died and I d asked him Come and pick me up if it rams
And he did He was there for you and he was the best hstener I ever met I realize now that that was because he didn t want
to talk and he was hiding

Tom Mauser whose son Darnel was murdered at Columbme said parents play a cntical role in shaping their children but he
recognizes Its asking a lot when senous mental illness is involved

A parent has to be very mvolved to know what s happening Mauser said If you re not eating dmner together you re off to
a very bad start You can t be reluctant to go into then- room and see what s gomg on It might be perceived as nucromanagmg
but It s better to do that than to miss a sign

After Columbine Mauser said he wrote to the parents of gunmen Enc Hams and Klebold to share his disappointment m their
silence

Mauser said he wishes parents of the perpetrators of the shootmgs at Arapahoe High School and the Aurora theater would
speak about how they would have raised their children differently

People are so afraid of lawsuits that they say Don t say anything

Mauser said

The report released Fnday by the Arapahoe County Sheriffs OfTice exammes the c rcumstances that led Pierson to stalk mto

his school Dec 13 with a shotgun and ammunition strapped to his chest fatally shootmg fellow senior Claire Davis before
killing himself

One key moment took place Sept 3 when after a tense meeting with school officials and his mother Karl yelled to his mother
in the school parkmg lot I m gomg to kill that Murphy'

Pierson held a grudge against debate coach Tracy Murphy who had stripped hun of his debate team captamcy over poor
behavior

After the threat Pierson and his parents met with school of?icials Threat assessment documents show Pierson was to see a

psychologist weekly and work on anger management Paperwork from the meetmgread Mom reports deep seededanger &
Karl agrees that he s had anger mgmt issues for a while
The school s threat assessment determined Pierson was a low level of concern
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In a diary laying out his plans Pierson wrote that the medication he was taking commonly used to treat depression
nothmg He also wrote that he bed through his teeth during a psychiatnc evaluation his mother arranged

did

Barbara Pierson also asked the school for an mdividuahzed education plan for her son and she was told he would need a
leammg disability to qualify but it could be discussed further
The Piersons divorced when Karl was a junior m high school one classmate told mvestigators he seemed to get angry after that
The Denver Post could not reach Barbara Pierson for comment and Mark Pierson declined to comment

In the aftermath of the shooting some parents have accused the Littleton School Distnct of keepmg parents at arm s length
We are told on Back to School Night It s time to let your kids be in high school and try to pull away from them said Vicki
Hoffmann whose daughter graduated in May I get that But that is the kind of message they send I think they want the parents
to be mvolved m PTO or fundraismg or to support their kids at sportmg events
School distnct officials have refused to discuss their handhng of the shootmg
Edward Mulvey a professor of psychiatry at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine who has studied youth violence
said schools and the juvenile justice system must do better to create an environment that encourages parents to come forward
with concerns

Too often he said parents feel they are contacted after a decision has been made or to check a requirement off a list
Parents are not going to come to the school and tell them somethmg s wrong if they walk m the door and are turned mto the
problem Mulvey said

Systems are all overloaded he said But in the end they are kind of defeatmg themseWes not systenucally mvolving the
parents early on
When a student makes a credible threat m Denver Public Schools the distnct convenes a connect the dots meeting that can
mclude teachers school psychologists counselors and parents said Eldndge Greer director of DPS s Office of Social and
Emotional Leammg
Greer said distnct ofTic als approach pwirents carefully usmg nonaccusatory language stressing that no conclusions have been
reached and watching for cues a parent may be feeling defensive or threatened
We want the parent at the table

he said

Not m an antagonistic way but as a partner because the parent really knows the

child best out of all the individuals at the table

Parental mvolvementhas been an emphasis for state legislators searchmg for answers after Columbineand subsequent tragedies
Smce 2008 the Colorado School Safety Resource Center part of the state Department of Public Safety has served as a central
hub of threat assessment trauung for school distncts Part of that mcludes parent workshops
On a broader scale legislators m 2009 created the State Advisory Council for Parent Involvement in Education to review best
practices and recommend ways to mcrease parental involvement m education
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All Colorado school d^tncts are required by state law to have family engagement pohcies That is m addition to a similar
federal mandate for schools that receiveTitle I fundmg for disadvantaged students
In 2013 'Jtate legislators added a new mandate requiring that school districts designate a pomt person to serve as a haison on
parental involvement with the state Department of Education

Butso far onlyabout 85 of Colorado s 178 public school distncts have doneso said Darcy Hutchins the department s family
partnership director a new position created last year There are no consequences m the law for distncts that fail to comply
she said

Distncts do not need to createa new positionbut simplydesignate someone on staff to fill the role which is supposed to make
It easier for the state to alert distncts to free trammg opportunities Hutchms said

Thereare a lot of demands on school districts nght now she said citing more ngorous stateassessments commg this spnng
and newteacher evaluation systems tiedto student academic growth Traditionally family partnerships is seen as something
that takes a back seat as opposed to somethmg that can support all the other initiatives on this long to do list Schools just see
It as one more thmg to do and they re tapped out and it s seen as a competing demand

EncGorski 303 954-1971 egorski@denverpost com or twitter com/egorski
Staff wnter Yesema Robles contnbuted to this report
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Supreme Court s refusal to rule on gay mamage bans
Re

Refusal to rule a win for advocates

Oct 7 news story

A wonderful new era is dawnmg Earners across this nation are bemg removed for same sex couples seeking to be mamed
There will now be no impedance to any mamage except the decision to blend hearts and lives
It is incomprehensibleto imagme that after years of discrimination after years of being told that their love is uimatural and that
It doesn t matter what those people feel compassion and logic have prevailed

We at Chnst Congregational Church have been open and affirming for three years now and this spiritual stance has now
been joinedwith the cntical legal one Equal nghts for equal couples is now the law For us bemg open and affirming is not
a cliche it s a creed

Rev John Gaudreau DenverThe wnter is pastor of Chnst Congregational Church m Denver

The highest courts are nghtftilly telling citizens that mamage nghts cannotbe taken away in a populanty or morals contest
When and if mypartner of 29 years andI decidc to many it ccrtamiy wont imitate the many failed heterosexual mamageson
public display behind closed doors or in divorce courts It will be a mamagebetween two men with its own unique bfestyle
and will be a continuation of the wonderful relationship I am currently enjoymg with added legal protections benefits and
responsibilities of mamed life
John Orlando Momson

Thesalient question intheargument regarding gaymamageiswhygovernment at any level hasanysayin Che matter It smacks
of so may isms People of any numberand sex shouldbe able to live as they please And they do That some of them fbmk
they need a certificate toplace on thewall is disappointing They should have more confidence No matter they can easily get
such a certificate from the vanous rebgions and feibng that by downloading one from the Internet
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The one true reason that peopletoday need governmental sanction is that it protectsthe community property of the surviving
f)artner m case of death Such a tnflmg problem could easily be handled by the simplest of legislation
Lookon the positiveside No moredivorces (Thiswouldobviously pamc one segmentof our society Unfortunately members
of that segment would be largely responsible for drafting that community propertybill)
Mack Hitch Sterling
Governor s race John Hickenlooper vs Bob Beauprez
Re

A second term for Hickenlooper Oct 5 endorsement

Good thing for natural disasters otherwise Gov John Hickenlooper wouldnt have anything to run on
The Denver Posts endorsement says Hickenlooper should be re elected for his leadership role in crisis management But
showmg up to the scene doesn t coimt You alsocue Colorado s economic success Canyou really sayHickenlooper hada part
m thaf You say there is no reason for change There is every reason for change Nathan Ehmlap gtm rights gaymamage
legislator recalls the hst goes on Howhasnt this governor failed m his job''
Kevin Pischke Berthoud

Re Gomg for governor Sept 28 candidate profiles

John Hickenlooper has stood tall wheti it has counted He providedstrong and consistent leadership dxmng Colorado massive

floodmg and also dimng theAurora theater shootings I would much rather have a governor who isahnost always willing to
find common ground thanone who adheres to many of the prmciples of the Tea Party
Robert H Moulton m Commerce City

It s alannjng to me that gubematonal candidate Bob Beauprez s p nciples are based on God community and patriotism yet
his words and actions prove otherwise Gods lawsays Thou shalt not kill yet Beauprez strongly favors the death penalty
He is agamst abortion yet he s OK with killing those on death row

Community isanother ofBeauprez s saidprinciples yethe favors gunrights withalmost no restnctions m a commumty thathas
suffered two mass murders Colimibine andtheAurora theater shootuig Beauprez should be championmg gun restrictions
in our commimities to prevent more tragedy

Beauprez says he is a patnot I question his blind xmquestjonmg supposedly patriotic support of then President George W
Bushs rush mto the fruitless unnecessary and prolonged wars m Iraq and Afghanistan
Hope Steffens Nett Boulder
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The naivete of Gov John Hickenlooper is clearly revealed in his recent television campaign commercial The dramatization
shows the governor in his previous life as a restaurateur and he is behind the counter prepanng food without weanng any hair
restramt The next scene casts him as a waiter who is attemptmg to satisfy a picky customer

Hickenlooper s commercial is a refreshmg break from monotonous attack ads but it accurately conveys his general lack of
strength and mtegnty A more convmcmg scene which would indicate his ability to govern would have shown him delegatmg
tasks to his employees insisting that they follow health and safety codes and finnly refusmg to comply with customers who
were complaining in an attempt to get a free meal
Michael F Sanderson Brighton

I fmd It rather ironic that Bob Beauprez claims he can if elected improve third grade readmg scores What qualifications
does he have to teach reading*^ What training has he had in teaching reading''
I am a former school pnncipal who speciabzed in teachmg reading to elementary school children My training was from college
professors who knew how to teach readmg My staff and I worked hard to give each student the skill to read and our students
scored among best m the distnct We had few failures by the end of sixth grade
If Beauprez can achieve his claim he should share that knowledge with the educational community
With the variety of students we have m school today I do not think Beauprez s claim is legitimate It will take a lot more
than words

Richard J Morton Colorado Sprmgs
Two sides of GMO labeling
Re Should voters approve GMO labelmg'^ Oct 5 letters to the editor

Last Sunday The Post pnnted five letters on Proposition 105 (GMO labelmg) two letters for and three against The two pro
letters respectfully pointed out that GMO technology is not anythmg close to simple plant hybndization that Europe did not
experience homfying foodcostsbecauseof GMOlabelmg and thatwe are not freeto makegoodfoodchoices withoutaccurate
and complete information In contrast the three con letters referred to scientifically illiterate Luddites anti science lemmings
limousme hberals and sanctimomous self servmg twits

Prop 105relatesto a very complex issue with some senous problems as well as cntical immediate and long term effects And
regardless of anyone s position on this or any other topic these nasty divisive tauntmg non mformative letters have no place
on any editonal page or in any meanmgful discussion Ratherthan buy into this type of verbalgarbage I hopevoters senously
research this topic
Richard Green Denver

The reasons for jail troubles

Re Denver raises bar for deputies Oct 3 news story
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Why did It take a 21 member panel to come up with these 32 recommendations for improvmg disciplme and accountability m
the Etenver jail especially m cases mvolvmg the use of cxcessive force by deputies'^ It doesn t take rocket science to know that
the major factors leading to the use of excessive force by law enforcement officers include the lack ofmanagement supervisory
and officer accountability and the lack of a quality system of mspections and control When these factors are absent we see
problems like what we have been readmg about

Why have these factors been absent for so long'' Where was the quality control and who is responsible'^ Why is there a
department of public safety an mdependent monitor and a civilian oversight board'' What is their roie in all ofthis''
Dan Montgomery ArvadaThe wnter is a former Westmmster police chief
Teaching history m Jeco

The recent Jeffco school board controversy reveals key differences about the stones at the heart of Amencan history

History teachers are oftenreformers at heart mspu-ed by the idealsof our countrys history extendmg the blessmgs of liberty
or establishmg justice for all Yet most want students to examme Amencas past from vaned perspectives notjust that of the
slave owner but also the slave not just successful male entrepreneur but also female textile worker The Amencanpromiseas
a land of opportunity could nng hollow for those not pnvileged by circumstance or accident of birth

In the end U S history is the more mspmng when one exammes the struggles of groups which have endured discnmmation that
still appeal to Amencan ideals to challenge their exploiters and protest collectivelyto secure liberty s blessings Commemoration
of heroic ideals can be balanced with cntique
R ToddLaugen DenverThe wnter teaches history at Metropolitan State University of Denver
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Two approaches on Jeco issue

Re Teaching students to think Get 5 guestcommentary and A union sleightof hand Oct 5 Ross Kammsky column
Last Sunday s columns by Kenneth M Donovan and Ross Kammsky presented a sharp contrast in tone
Without denigratmg the revised A? History cumculum s critics or their motives Donovan writes positively of his current AP
students use of research based cntical thinking m explonng essential questions about the Amencan Revolution
In contrast Kammsky accuses the teachers association of being desperate for an issue with which to demomze the board
He omits any reference to the union leaders repeated denials of such assertions He accuses the Jefferson Coimty Education
Association of fraudulent mampulative behavior of bemg a malignant influence and of being willmg to sacrifice their
students future well bemg for their own financial gam
Kammsky s apparent goal is not collaboration for better education but mstead destruction of the teachers union Most teachers

want fair treatment respect and the opportumty to help their students learn Most parents want for theu- children a healthy
positive school distnct where collaboration is valued Kammsky s tone suggests that Jeffco is not the place to find those
conditions now

Susan Truitt Denver

Justice m theater shooting

Afterreadmgall the articles Thursday on the Aurora theater shooting report I was sickenedonce againby the event What is
just as sickening though is the justice system m this case Why has this monster not been handed down a sentence*^ Worse

yet he hasnt even been brought to trial Give him his nght to a speedy tnal whatever that means these days and be done
with it All the hvmg victims and their famihes need closure and the nght to continue on with life
Marty Bechma, Pueblo
A fair solution on rooftop solar

WesttawNext © 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim lo original U S Government Works
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Re

Hidden costs of rooftop solar Oct 9 letter to the editor

Regarding letter wnter Bill Ray s comment about affluent users of rooftop solar We are m our late 70s and live mainly on
Social Sectmty We live in an all electric conunxmity no natural gas so we must rely on baseboard electnc heat resulting
in electnc bills of $200 to $300 dunng winter months (Our neighbor just mstalled his rooftop solar system after paymg a $400
electnc bill last winter) Our solar lease costs $43 a month and without the 10 5 cent credit our cost would be prohibitive and
we would need to move

I believe the fair solution is to keep the current credit for existmg customers and if the Pubbc Utilities Commission must reduce
the credit then have them start with new customers who could decide if a rooftop solar mstallation is feasible for them
Bob Rucker Aurora

Quiet time at Aspen school

Re School hushes kids at lunch Parents not happy with new 1 inch voice rule Oct 7 news story
Kudosto the elementaryprmcipals in Aspen who are trymg to teach manners and respect in the cafetena As a retired elementary
principal (25 years ago) I recall having taken over a school where the cafetena was a chaotic loud place where students had
open seating When I required students to stay with their own classroom group one of the students started a petition to switch
back I went to each classroom to discuss the reasons for my pobcy stopped havmg the whistle blown and switched lights on
and off to warn them and the results were great
Parents do you allow your children to scream or be disruptive at your dinner table*^
Ann Craig Newport Colorado Spnngs

While I agree most elementary school students do not have the best manners and can be overly loud and boisterous the 1 mch
voicerule goes a bit too far I suggestthe schoolboard get togetherto discussthis rule at a neutralrestaurant one that will give
them plenty of peace and quiet to resolve this issue Someplace like Denny s
Phil Klaus Aurora
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Aurora lauded for aid to victims

TnData report details areas for improvement includmg pobce staffing and advocacyservices
JohnAguilar The Denver Post

In the hoxiTS and days after the shooting deaths of 12 people at the Century Aurora 16 theater the city did an exemplary
job m helping victims and promoting community healing concluded a report tasked withreviewing the response to the July
2012 tragedy

Emergency personnel worked tirelessly through a chaotic weekendthatincluded a pamstakmg searchof the suspected gunmans
apartment an unpromptu visit from President BarackObama and a last mmute vigil attended by thousands the report said

Thecitys ideato assign a public information officer to eachfamily of the deceased to run mterference with the media dunng a
time of mtense gnef was innovative and could serve as a modelfor other communities the report stated
But not everything went off withouta hitch in the aftermath of the largestmass shootmg in U S history

The report commissioned by Aurora and written by TnData noted that many police officers city workers and emergency
responders were exhausted from working the shootmg and the public events that followed

Planning for thevigil and the visit by the president added to the demands of city personnel many who hadbeenworking 12
hour shifts

the report stated

While the report found victim outreach efforts by the city and county to be largely praiseworthy it cnticized the Arapahoe
County districtattorneys officefor overplaymg its role with victims by assuming a degreeof exclusivity as advocates
It accused the DA s office of directing victims to deal only with its victim witness coordinator a move it called msensitive

bothto the victims andto the advocates who had been m the trenches with the victims from the beginnmg

TnData also noted that some ofthe clergy who showed uptoprovide spintual support tovictims trespassed onsome people s
desire for pnvacy or preference not to pray The report recommended that in the future a special area be set aside where
rehgious leaders await family members who seek then guidance ratherthan approaching famibes
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Michelle Yi a spokeswoman for the DA s office said she could not comment on the report because of a gag order placed on
those involved in the case by the judge overseeing the tnal of gunman James Holmes

But m a footnote the DA s office voiced strong disagreement with the assertions made by TnData about its role in providmg
victim advocacy services
Nancy Lewis executive director of the Colorado Organization for Victim Assistance said no Aurora theater victims told her

that they had been directed to no longer deal with her organization which worked with 300 to 400 victims related to the incident
I would say we worked very well together she said of the DA s office

TnData s report had high praise for the Arapahoe Coxmty Coroner s Office The report applauded the coroner s office s ability
to balance the need to mamtam the mtegnty of the cnme scene with rapid identification of the dead

FormerArapahoe CountyCoronerMichael Dobersen who amved on scene 2 1/2hours after the shootmg made the decision
to break from the protocol of waitmgto take fmgerprmts at the coroners officeso families couldfind out as quickly as possible
about their loved ones

Part of it was that we knewtime was of the essenceand people were waiting he said Wednesday in a phone interview
In the end all 12 of the victims were identified withm 18 hours of their death Dobersen said

Thereport also lauded police and SWAT teams for smoothly evacuatmg residents from the apartment complex on Pans Street
where Holmes hvcd

The reportsuggested that lawenforcement use translation technology as simpleas an app on a smartphone to communicate
with non English speaking residents But it concluded that officers did an exemplary job working with multiple agencies
to maximize the safety of residents and eliminate any threat comingfrom Holmes apartment whichcontamed explosives and
was booby trapped

Officers were so conccmedabout the possibility of a bombgoing off m Hobnes apartment that theythrewrocks at the wmdow
of theumtacross the hall to wake upthe occupants andletthemknow an evacuation wasunderway accordmg to the document
John Aguilar 303 954 1695 jaguilar@denverpost com or twitter com/abuvthefold
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Fixes made before report
Carlos Illescas The Denver Post

More than 80 recommendations came out of the after action emergency review of the Aurora theater shooting released
Wednesday but city officials say they started making changes long before the report s release
Among the key criticisms m the report is that there were separate police and fire department command centers at the July 20
2012 shooting at the Century Aurora 16 theater That led to miscommunications among both departments and dispatchers
according to the report by the TnData division of System Plannmg Corporation
But city officials have changed that structure so that there is one central command

Also the fire department has embedded a firefighter paramedic m pohce SWAT teams so that more than basic trauma can be
administered m a cnsis

There are all kinds of changes Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan said Some are minor some are a bit bigger They are all m
the vein of trying to improve
Among the other changes the city already has made or is planning to make

Tactical medical bt and combat medical trammg Smce the shooting medical kits have been developed for Aurora pohce
officers and many other personnel have been trained m combat medical procedures
Simphfying operation of radio systems Aurora is working to buy a radio system that will be easier to use
The Office of Emergency Management added more staff

* Reheffor firstresponders Some officers complamed according to the report of bemg too stressed physically and mentally
after the theater shootingand havmg to dealwith a vigil a visit by President Barack Obama and otherevents that happened
nght after the shooting Now the city is reviewing staffingoptionsto better rotate staff durmgemergencies
Jointtraining TheAurora Police Department, firedepartment and Public Safety Communications are all trammg together m
exercises that were previously done just for the individual departments

Westla vNext O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to original U S Government Works
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The Office of Emergency Management estabhshed a toll free number to help the public contact the city m emergencies
Aurora began making changes two years ago and will contmue to do so city officials said
We learned a lot from 9/11 and we leamed a lot from 7/20 said Aurora City Coimcilman Bob LeGare who is vice chairman
of the city s Pubhc Safety Committee Our misfortune here will be to the benefit of cities across the nation and the world

Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denverpostcom or twitter com/cillescasdp
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Ooocers learned from Columbine

David Olmger and Zahira Torres The Denver Post

In Apnl 1999 Jefferson Countysheriffs deputies sat outside Columbine High School waitingfor SWATteams to search for
unknown gimmen

By the timeofficersfinally entered a teacherhadbledto death a studenthadfallento safetyfroma librarywindowandtemfied
students had waited for hours in closets and classrooms Fifteen bodies lay mside and outside the bullet nddled suburban school

In Apnl 2007 Virginia Tech failed to warn students that Seung Huj Cho a classmate with a long history of mental illness had
begun a shooting spree Officers responded quickly after he walked into a classroom building and went from room to room
killing people but theywere too late Cho killed33 people countinghimself and injured 17 others
InJuly2012 themassacre scene returned to Colorado At midnight in an Aurora movie theater James Holmes burst through
an unlocked exit door withsmokebombs and guns killmg 12 people and injunng 70 others
This time a breakdown m communications between pobce and fire departments caused delays m responding to victims of a
mass shooting according to a report for the city of Aurora released Wednesday

The report by TnData a division of System Planning Corp underscores lessons learned from multiple mass shootmgs One
of thebiggest lessons came from Columbine Police departments and emergency responders mustimmediately try to getto an
active shooter

not wait for backup special teams or equipment

to minimize casualties

Now police departments dont wait for the SWAT teams saidPhilip Schaenman founder and president of Vu^gmia based
TnData a public safety consultmg firm that also investigated the Columbme and Virginia Techshootings Police nationally
now are trained to attack the shooter and stop the shooting as soon as possible
The Aurora report is different from the others m that its scope was much namjwer

Investigators for the Virgmia Tech report analyzed responses and failures by the university the mental health system and
pohcebefore and afterthe shootmg The Aurora report focused pnmanly on emergency response by the city of Aurora, not
the shooter s motivation or mental health

WestlowNexl O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to onginal U S Government Works
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Each report suggested that police did the best they could under challenging circumstances and showed signs of improvement
as emergency responders learned from other mass shootings

The Aurora report recognized the efforts of police officers who heroically rescued victims and took bleeding survivors to
hospitals m their cruisers while they waited for ambulances to amve

Aurorawas one of the most gut wrenching ones that Schaenman has seen in 30 years of disasterinvestigations

He praised the city for mvitmg outside help The city manager said Tell us whatwas good and what could be improved
he said That s pretty brave

The report focused on treatment delayscaused by the early morningconfusion

The report saysa responding pohcelieutenant and otherofficers saidthey had the lessons of Columbine on theirmmds as they
responded to the shootmg They acted without hesitation searching for explosives and other weapons mside and outside the
theater mcludmg m parked cars

Police officers who often amve first on the scenes of active shootings increasingly need training to deal with unfamibar
situations Inthe Aurora case thereportsays mostpohce hadnot been trainedbeyondbasic firstaid and lacked medicalsuppbes
in their cars

They had however taken active shootertraining for several years before Hohnes appeared That trainingstemmedfrom what
happened at Columbine

Officers areexpected to takensks to stop an active shooter especially m an mcident likethe Century 16Theater shooting
the Aurora report said Members of the Aurora Police Department followed the active shooter strategy acting bravely and
professionally as theyencountered an unknown shootmg situation withmultiple seriously injured victims
Schaenman saidhe did notsetout in hiscareer to givepost massacre advice Hes a space engineer by training andworked for
a NASA contractor on manned space fbght safety

When he formed his own company he took that big picture expertise into the fatal fire arena mvestigatmg disasters such as
the Bronx night club arson

Columb ne changed TnDatas course Schaenman becamc known as the guy to call m cases of mass murder including the
Boston Marathon bombing

David Olmger 303 954 1498 dolmger@denverpost com or twitter com/dohngerdp
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Famihes of victims praise police response
Kevin Simpson and John Ingold The Denver Post

Somefamily members of victmis of the 2012Aurora theater shootings firmly endorsed findings of an after actionreportthat
while acknowledging certam failures praised the officialresponse to the tragedy
In the chaos that night unorthodox techmques m tnage and transport almost certainly saved lives as first responders to the
shooting especially police found themselves assummg broader than usual roles as traffic and miscoramumcation made it
difficult for ambulances and medical personnel to reach the mjured
I think they knew if they waited longer people would die said Katie Medley whose badly injured husband Caleb was
rushed to thehospital byanAurora police officer I think theymade thenght decision Even if anambulance hadpicked Caleb
up he wouldnot spend that muchtime in the care of a paramedic Theymade the nght call and saved bves because of it

While authonties often avoid using police mmass casualty tnage mthiscaseit wascnticallyimportant thereport said It also
noted that transport by police car the most expedient option under the chaoticcircumstances also probably saved two bves
Katie Medley figures Caleb was one

Shotgun pellets penetrated his nght eye which he lost and the resulting brain injury caused paralysis on his left side He
contmues to make slow progress m rehabilitation

Tom Sullivan whose son Alex was among those killed in the theater praised pohce officers for trusting both theirtraining
and their instmcts in respondmg

Everybody had trammg and had commitment and thats what you need m those cnsis points SuUivan said They saved
lives That s what was important

From the crime scene to the aftermath of the tragedy Katie Medley
for their report has nothmg cntical to say of the response

one of five victims raterviewed by contractor TnData

I know It sounds weird she said but I just thought we were treated so well for this situation In every situation it felt bke
we were the only people m that position I know the cops had other people to take care of the nurses and doctors had other

V estlsv/Next O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to onginal U S Government Works
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people to take care of and so did victim advocacy But when they were working with us it felt like we were the only people
I think they treated other people that way as well We were the pnonty
Now more than two years after the shooting some victmis are disappomted in Aurora s ongoing outreach efforts and the lack
of a permanent memonal to mark the tragedy Thoseconcerns are not reflected m the TnData report

Katie Medley saidthe flow of cntical relieffrom victim assistance funds proved valuable in both the shortand longterm
At the time we weren t thmkmg about howwelldid they provide for us but looking back they helped us a lot doing things
so we didnt haveto dealwiththem she said Gas money food cards they made sure to takeall the things off our platethey
could at the tmie I feel like they did a great job

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twittercom/johnmgold
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Report Hospitals met need

Electa Draper The Denver Post

The unconventional transport of Aurorashooting victimsto hospitals using pohce cars savedlives but it alsocreatedconfusion
for hospitals which had no way of knowing what casualties were coming at them the report on response to the shootmgs
concluded

Everypersonwho couldhave survived woundsthey sufferedmside the CenturyAurora 16theater did the report said It said
two people probably survived because pohce took them to the hospital m their cars

Someone made a decision they hadnevermade before to allow patients to be taken to hospitals by police cars two or three
m a car It was a leadership moment and it unequivocally saved lives agreed Dr Richard 7str\^. chairof the University of
Colorado School of Medicmes Department of Emergency Medicme
Time to hospital is most important

because of blood loss he said

Ofthe 12people who died thatnight 10diedmside thetheater Two described as havmg unsurvivable injuries werepronounced
deadat hospital emergency rooms Onewasdeadonamval andtheotherpronounced deadaftera short resuscitation attempt
the report said

Attendmg paramedics the three emergency medical services directors for the fire department and ambulance contractor and

hospital medical staffs agreed thatthe twowho diedhadnonrecoverable injunesand nothmg would have

any difference

according to the report by System Planning Corporation s TnData division

Zane said lack of ambulance transport didnt hurt even those patients suffenng spmal cord or brain injunes

More than 100 people who were bloodied and xmsure if they were wounded were tnaged by fire department and other
emergency personnel

But tnage nbbons black redor yellow to mdicate seventy of mjury weren t attached to victims And patient ID tags were
not used at the site The report concludes this made it more difficult for hospitals and emergency medical personnel to track
the most senously wounded
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All (six) area hospitals that received victims provided outstanding emergency care without having much forewammg to prepare
for the mfluxof 60 victimswho arrived at theu* doors most with gimshotwounds and many in cntical condition the report said

The majority of the wounded 23 went to University of Colorado Hospital The Medical Center of Aurora received 21
patients Children s HospitalColorado treated six Denver Health treated five and the rest went to Parker and Swedish hospitals
All transports to hospitals were made within 52 minutes of the first 911 call

A fluke meant diat CU Hospital had double staff numbers when casualties amved

There were some thmgs that were incredibly lucky for us Zane said We were m the middle of a change of shifts and had
all the nght people m place
Without that he said the hospital would have struggled to notify all the needed teams That s not the case today he said The
new system when activated notifies all team members simultaneously by e mail home and mobile phones
The Medical Center of Aurora emergency department was under construction and had fewer treatment rooms available than
usual

It received its first notice of the incident from an unknown cellphone caller A hospital security guard momtonng a police radio
heard about the shooting and told emergency staff Then the center finally heard from dispatch The official mass casualty
mcident notification system was not used the report says
The report was cntical of hospitals in one respect Famibes had to wait too long the report says to hear the status of their
wounded loved ones An overwhelmed central dispatch was telling worried people to call the hospitals
University of Colorado Hospital spokesman Dan Weaver said the hospital activated a new phone bank dunng the crisis The
phone bank and mam switchboard fielded 2 000 calls in the hours after the shooting Weaversaid But pnvacy laws limit the
amount of information that can be provided over the telephone

And callersoftendidnt knowwhich hospital had the patient theywere callingabout One theatergoer said the three fhends she
went to the movie with that night ended up at three different hospitals

The report also says that Umversity Hospital could have coordmated better with victim advocates

Victim advocates who showed up for follow up visits were not permitted accessto thevictims the reportsays It took almost
36 hours and a personal call from the Aurora police chief before the hospital allowed advocates to meet with victims there

The report recommends that a lead advocate be assignedto each hospital to coordinate all victmiadvocates responding to that
location Hospitals should include a point of contact m their mass casualty plans who would work with that victim advocate
coordinator

Victim advocates were welcomed at ERs the night of the shootmg the report notes

One victim advocate descnbed the hospitals as looking like a war zone with pohce cars parked everywhere and people
wandenng around

Electa Draper 303 954 1276 edraper@denverpost com or twitter com/electadraper
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Report Breakdown m pobce and fire contributed to Aurora Hieater chaos
Christopher N Osher Carlos lUescas and Jennifer Brown The Denver Post

A breakdown m policeandfirecommunication resulted ina chaoticresponse to treatmgvictimsof theAurora theater shooting
a reviewof the largestmassshooting in U S historyfound Policeofficers didnt know how to commumcate du-ectly with fire
officials as they confronted hordes of blood soaked victims streaming toward them the report states
A maze of parkedpolicecars curbs and pamckedmoviegoers blocked ambulance drivers from reachmgthe cntically injured
Fire officials didnt know whether the threat had been defused leaving them unsure of their own safety as they navigated a
crime scene that looked like a battlefield

The report foimd that 28 minutes lapsed between the amval at the scene of the fire battalion chief m control of emergency
medical services and contact with the pohce heutenant m charge of law enforcement issues

Coordmation was so poor that a fire battalion chief reportedat one point to a colleague So far it s runningpretty smooth In
reality at that time policewere facmg a chaoticsituation and ambulances were not gettmgthroughto manyof the woimded
the report states

The glarmg omissions of a lack of commumcationbetween police and fire commanders and the lack ofa victmi transportation
coordinator could have jeopardized having as favorable an outcome as was obtained accordmg to the report
In the end Aurora police officers most of whom had not been trained beyond basic first aid took matters mto their own hands

andtransported victims to thehospital mpohcecars saysthe report from theArlington Va based TnDatadivision of System
Planning Corporation

This level of police transport was unplanned and unprecedented states the consultant s report, commissioned by the city of
Aurora to reviewthe emergency response If the police cars had not been used for rapid transport of senously woimded victims
more likely would have died

The report into the July 20 2012 shootmg spree which left 12 dead and 70 others injured
recommendationsbut also lauded officials as acting admirably given the circumstances
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In a statement released Wednesday Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan said the city began implementmg changes in the weeks after
the shootmg Some of those mclude establishing procedures to unify command between police and fire
That has already happened wilh some recent exercises that have been conducted, he said
Every organization that has had to respond to an unprecedented tragedy of this magmtude knows there will be lessons to be
learned and we began makmg changes m programs and tactics two years ago rather than waitmg for this report to be issued
Hogan said
The report s recommendations range fitnn significant overhauls m how pohce and fire officials coordmate their response when
mass casualties occur to the most basic of suggestions such as keeping a jomt hst of police and fire cellphones for use m
emergencies

Members of the theater audience had better cellphone communications with each other than did pohce and fire personnel
the report notes

Despite all the problems and hurdles emergency responders encountered none of those who died would have been saved by
a different emergency medical service response the report states
While there are things to improve as is always found m hmdsight the city of Aurora should be proud of its response to the
largest civilian shootmg m U S history and the largest mass casualty mcident m Aurora s history the report says To repeat
the key pomt the outcome could not have been better m terms of lives saved and a rapid arrest
Still the report said that relations between pohce and fire personnel suffered for months after the theater massacre with some
police officers openly cnticizmg the fire department for what they perceived as an madequate response
While the report said major system problems existed it praised firefighters and pohce officers for makmg excellent
sometimes unconventional emergency medical decisions that saved lives
Law enforcement amved at the theater to find mjured and umnjured theatergoers fieemg on foot some covered m other people s
blood making it difficult to immediately tell who was mjured
Ambulance access was limited by parked police cars and moviegoers trymg to flee m their vehicles There was mass confusion
about whether ambulances were supposed to stage meanmg set up m a particular area or drive mto the scene That s not
surprising considering the scene mcludmg the possibility of explosive devices chemicals or a second shooter
appeared
to resemble a battlefield instead of a civihan mass casualty mcident the report says
It says that police command did not help fire officials navigate a route through the nearly 1 200 pamcked people at the scene
Fire command did not take the mitiative and take steps to solve that access problem either the reports adds In one instance a
police officer attempted to lead an ambulance crew to the woimded on foot but the ambulance crew refused to follow

Luckily a pohce paramedic provided timely mitial care to those m the theater determinmg which victmis already had died and
which could be saved which meant emergency medical services personnel didn t have to perform that task the report states
However it is still important to discuss when it is safe for EMS personnel to enter a warm zone and how much risk fire should
be taking m an imclear shooting situation the report says 'Next time there may not be the luck to have a police paramedic
m the right place at the nght time
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TnData which has conducted so-called after action reports in the wake of mass shootings at Columbine High School and
Virginia Tech reviewed thousands of radio and dispatch transmissions and mterviewed hundreds of first responders which
include police officers firefighters and ambulance dnvers

Prosecutors m Arapahoe County Distnct Court and defense attorneys for shooter James Holmes sought to keep the report under
wraps as part of the continuing gag order m the case agamst him Holmes is scheduled to go on trial by the end of the year
But District Court Judge Stephen Collms m August ruled the report which cost Aurora more than $250 000 could be maHf
public after names were redacted
The city of Aurora took the issue to court seekmg guidance on whether the report should be available for review and did not
take a position either way on the matter It had until Tuesday to appeal the judge s decision which it did not

The report was released Wednesday by the Colorado Judicial Branch The release surpnsed Aurora city officials who had
planned to release it Friday after talking to employees
The report s recommendations are likely to gmde not only local area emergency response in the future but also the training
tactics and personnel of police departments and emergency responders throughout the nation Another similar report done after
the Columbme shootingsprompted dramatic changes in how police respond to perpetrators causmg mass casualties Police now
are instructed to aggressively attack m such instances rather than wait for cahn

The Aurora theater report states that exhausted first responders should not have been used as security durmg a prayer vigil
and visit by President Barack Obama

Theycould have been rotated out using more officersfi-om surrounding jurisdictions the reportsays

Thereport praised police transport of thewounded to hospitals noting thatalthough thatwasan unplanned response it probably
saved lives Of 60 patients taken to hospitals 27 went m police cars and 20 in ambulances the report found Others went in
pnvate vehicles and one walked

Whileconsidered out of the box thinkmg for this incident the use of police cars for transport of gunshotwounds is becommg
more accepted, the report states The latest emergency medicine research suggests that speed of gettmg a gunshot woimd
victim to a close by hospital is more important m many cases than the mode of transport or care m route
The police transports wo ked well for critical pat ents but policc units should have started hclpmg ambulances get through the
scene to the wounded or begun transporting victims to ambulances according to the report

Thereports recommendations include earlycreation of a unifiedjoint command betweenpoliceand fireto coordmate response
establishment of a victimtransport coordinator mcreased trainmgon publicemergency communications systems and upgrades
to those systems

Several officers reported thattheyencountered wounded people called forrescue but no one came thereport states
A computeraided dispatch system already has been replaced and the radio system is slated for replacement m the next 18
months

The report says police and fire need to work out ways to ensure access to victims at such complicated crime scenes and also
need to findwaysto commumcate the level of nsk at suchscenes andwhether the perpetrators have beenapprehended
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The report suggests law enforcement consider buymg a drone for surveillance of high mtensity cnme scenes A low cost
remotely piloted vehicle can improve safety ofpolice pursuits as well assist officers m setting up perimeters to contam suspects
the report says
Aurora pobce who do not have their own air support, use aircraft that belongs to the Denver Police Department At the time
of the theater shootiDg the Denver hehcopter was not immediately available Some small helicopter drones cost less than
$5 000 each the report says

The report also says officers should carry active shooter armor kits and tactical medical kits which rmght have saved hves
dunng the shootmg mcident in Tucson mvolving Rep Gabnelle Giffords Since the theater shootmg a medical kit has been
designed for Aurora police and the department is trainmg officers to use it
Accordmg to the report communication logs do not show any announcement ever made by police command fire command
or dispatch to drte effect that the scene was safe for fire and EMS (entry)
The confusion over ambulance access and the reasons for it led to sigmficant post mcident tensions between police and fire
personnel the report says
Hogan on Wednesday said tensions between pohce and fire were not a surprise given the size of the two departments as well
as the natural tendency to engage m gossip and half truths

When It s city employees m one area talkmg to city employees m another area some believe the other side is trymg to cover
this or cover that up Hogan said dunng a phone interview
Key city officials knew for months what was m the report but could not share that mformation with employees Now that the
report is public Hogan beheves those tensions will ease

Aurora City Counalwoman Barb Cleland chairwoman of the city s Public Safety Committee called the TnData report fair
and acknowledgedthat commumcationsamong dispatch pohce and fire weren t ideal but that steps are being made to improve
that

We had some issues with commumcations we did Cleland said We didn t get (Office of Emergency Management) up as
soon as we should have I think those were fair cnticisms

She said using pohce cars to transport the woimded to hospitals saved lives Firefighters and paramedics could not enter the
theater she said until the facility was cleared by police m case there were booby traps or other shooters
Aurora police are not commentmg on the report citmg the ongoing gag order in the case

Even though it s favorable to the department we re keeping the families of the victims m mmd Interim Pohce Chief Teny
Jones said We are not talkmg about it
Aurora City Coimcilman Bob LeGare who is vice chairman of the city s Pubhc Safety Committee said he had not seen the
report But he hopes its findmgs will be a valuable tool for other entities who have to deal with tragedies
We learned a lot from 9/11 and we learned a lot from 7/20

LeGare said

Our misfortune here will be to the benefit of cities

across the nation and the world

Christopher N Osher 303 954 1747 cosher@denverpost com or twitter com/chnsosher
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A long tune coming for report
It took more than two years for the release of a report on the emergency response by Aurora first responders to the theater
shootings

a needless delay for such vital information

The report released Wednesday outlined more than 80 recommendations for unprovements to how police officers and fire
officials respond Specifically the report urged better

and faster

communication and coordination

Aurora already has implemented many of these recommendations but the report will be useful to law enforcement and
emergency agencies around the country

Why the delay"' Both prosecutors and defense attorneys fought the reports release citing the gag order m the case against
suspected shooter James Holmes

The gag kept the reviewfi-om bemg laimched until May 2013 almost a year after the incident though the report was centered
on the response and not the investigation

No one wants to foul up the Holmes case But the overly broad interpretation of the gag orderwasnot m the public s interest
It IS clear now this report mcludes valuable information solely focused on making the pubhc safer
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Aurora theater shooting report likely won t impact James Holmes tnal
John Ingold The Denver Post
The release of the massive report on the Aurora theater shooting likely won t have an impact on the case s cnnunal tnal a
legal expert said Wednesday
Because the report focuses on organizational issues in the response
and either redacts or omits details about the pohce
investigation of the shootmgs Denver legal analyst Karen Steinhauser said the report offers little to bias potential jurors prior
to the tnal which is scheduled to start m December

While prosecutors and defense attorneys in the case objected to the report s release Steinhauser said the tnal will turn not on
what happened during the attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie theater but why it happened James Holmes has pleaded
not guilty by reason of insanity in the case and details about his mental stale dunng the shooting have been kept secret
When It comes to the key issues m this case I think the court has done a very good job ofprotecting that issue Steinhauser said

Several new defense motions filed Wednesday m the case seek to limit what witnesses can say about about Holmes mental
health

The motions six in total three of which were filed imder seal ask that lay witnesses not be allowed to offer opmions
about Holmes sanity or his credibility They also want to prevent survivors of the shooting or relatives of slam victims from
charactenzmg Holmes or his actions

The defense asks the judge to mstruct victuns relatives and survivors pnor to their testimony Your testnnony should be
factual not emotional and should be free of inflammatory comments or references The Court will not allow you to testijy if
you are imable to control your emotions

Because the motions were filed after a deadline Arapahoe County District Court Chief Judge Carlos Samour v^rote m an order
that he may not allow them
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingold@denveTpost com or tvntter com/johningold
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Recommendatioas from the report on the Aurora theater shooting
The TnData report made more than 80 recommendations for the fixture based on the lessons learned
Suggestion for theaters (2 items)
* To improve patron safety theaters should consider puttmg alarms on emergency or secondary exits and preferably monitor
them by video surveillance Having a voice communications system to mform people about emergencies also is important m
an emergency Additionally theater complexes should be able to qmckly switch off the movies and turn on the lights in each
theater to facilitate exiting and improving visibility in an emergency
Inform the public on appropnate measures if caught in a shootmg situation
Re pobce response (23 items)

* Revise pre incident plannmg and traming for an active shooter or bomber
Plan and practice unified command for complex mcidents
Clearly identify who is the incident commander

Tram several more fire or pohce personnel as SWAT paramedics

Keep paths open for ambulances and disciiss access issues with fire/EMS as they occur
In addinon to wearmg protective vests uniformed officers should carry active shooter armor kits
Officers assigned to patrol should have a tactical medical kit (like IFAKs)

* Pohce should broaden their trammg on use of gas masks if not already done
Reduce noise and light stressors at mcident scenes as soon as possible
Stage mutual aid assistance forces when their help is not needed for the active shootmg portion ofthe mcident
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Developagreements for air support for critical incidents consider procurementof a low cost Remotely Piloted Vehicle (drone)
Activate the ICS and estabbsh a unified command as soon as possible

Designate someone not involved m the incident to be responsible for the remainder of the city when the senior commander
IS focused on a major incident
Locate the command post at a safe distance and maintain a scene safety zone

As the incident xmfolds a police command officer not directly mvolved m management of the mcident should be designated
as the Safety Officer

Speaalized command vehicles or trailers should be reserved for commanders to use and not be taken over by public
information officers

Officers can make use of smart phone note taking and video capability
Harmonize designations for building sides
Consider use of mutual aid resources to reduce lab overloads

When possible fatigued officers exposed to high levels of trauma should be relieved by officers who were off duty when
the incident occurred

Defer report wntmg until officers have had time to recover
Make sure the scene is secure

Be prepared to set up officer firefighter and EMS decontammation and hydration stations
Re Pans Street apartment (3 items)
Make the size of the safe area match the threat

Know the ava lable bomb disposal resources
Plan for mterpretatioo services in real time

Re emergency medical services (14 Items)

Dunnga mass casualty incident command should announce when the scene is reasonably safefor EMS to proceed
• As noted earlier there needs to be an Incident Safety Officer quickly appomted who should pay particular attention to the
access or egress of emergency vehicles

The Incident Commander should quickly appoint a Staging Area Manager
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Ehspatch and incident commanders should consider calling for multiple fire or EMS units aj> strike teams or task forces when
large numbers of responders or equipment are needed

When access is difficult police fire or other agencies may have to physically guideambulance units into the scene
In situations where immediate transport of patients is warranted, use of police or other emergency vehicles is appropriate
when ambulances are not immediately available
Ensure that the new active shooter protocol remains a living document

Aurorapubbc safetyproviders shouldadopta tnage identification systemthat mchides color codedtriageribbonsforpatients
Continue to implement NIMS and ICS throughout the Aurora public safety system
The AFD should further integrate RMA mto the ICS process

EMS ICS position vests should be used to identify those placed m key ICS positions
Appomt Treatment Dispatch Managers under ICS
Pay closer attention to completing ICS forms and transportation records

Aurora Police Department should consider expanding the EMS scope of practice for police officers especially for gunshot
wounds

Re pubhc safety communications (20 items)

Fostermore integration of planning and exercises amongpubhc safety commumcations fire and police
The Communications Department should hold regular mter department mteroperability communications drills with all three
agencies police fire and public safety communications

Empower telecommumcators to use theirjudgment m a large scale event and to suspend the usual protocols when they are
inefficient or troublesome

In a mass casualty inadent there is likely to be a second surge of calls from family fiiends and media followmg the initial
emergency call surge

The Communications Department shouldprepareto providerelief to its telecommumcators for a long duration mcident
As recommended m other chapters estabhsh a imified police fire and EMS command or at least face to fece communications
at a command center as earty as possible

The radio systemneeds to be reconfigured to make it simplerto use its mteroperative capabilities
* The scan feature on radios is not effective dunng a critical mcident
Consider mstallmg both police and fire radios m police and fire command vehicles
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A backup mter department communications systems such as cell phone direct connect should be considered

If not already available consider purchasing a small number of satellite phones that do not rely on cell phone sites andwill
work at almost any location

Provide a way for mutual aid units to monitor Aurora pohce talk groups

Dispatchers should be empowered and encouraged to with tact recommend or suggest and, if needed, direct Inadent
Commanders to undertake actions m supportof the management of an operation
Do not rely on mobile termmals in vehicles for cntical incident communications

If not already done program into the Aurora Intergraph CAD system all Denver fire/EMS umts pnvate ambulances and
public medical care facilities

The Communications Department now has a combined police fire major mcident dispatchmg area
Commumcation Department staff as well as police fire and EMS personnel must be versed m the use of NIMS and ICS
After this mcident the city acqiured a toll free number

CISM needs to be available to telecommunicators andtheirmanagers as well as to firstresponders
A debnefmg for Communications Department personnel should be conducted soon aftera majorevent
Re pubhc information (5 items)

* The processes that the cityused to manage and provide pubhc mfoimanion should be institutionalized in its major incident
response plans

Establish a Public Information Command Post remote from the crime scene in a major mcident
A Jomt Information Centershouldbe established wlien there is a major incident or other disaster

Decisions or planned information actions should be well coordinated m advance withotheraffected city departments
Re madent command (6 items)

Havmg the senior police and fire command personnel operatmg at a single mcident command post would greatly enhance
mter agency commumcations

A umfiedcommand approach would likely be the best option

* Multi casualty (EMS) Branch Staffwith EMS Officers from mutual aid agencies
A stagmg area should be designated early m the mcident
* Equipping pohce ICS personnel with command boards ICS forms and similar materials
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Rc emergency operations center (3 items)

The City ofAurora should consider changmg its organizational structure for emergency management
The OEM Coordinator should be notified as soon as a cntical mcident occurs

There were not enough phones and computers for all the representatives m the operations centers and the communications
were not recorded since many people were usmg their personal devices
Re aftermath (11 items)

Do not allow even good hearted volunteers without family assistance training to have easy access to famihes and victims
Once a family advocate is assigned to a victim or family it is best not to ehmmate that advocate even if another advocate
needs to be added per legal protocols

Be prepared to explain to families of victims why identification of the deceased takes so long
Include m a mass casualty plan options for receivmg and distnbuting large amoimts of donations likely to flow in to help
victims

Victim Services should consider schedulmg leave so that there are not too many advocates on leave at the same time

There should be a lead advocate assigned to each hospital that receives victims to coordinate all victim advocates responding
to that location

In a major mcident designate an area near but not immediately adjacent to the family reimificationcenter where people can
gather without mterfenng

Designate a special area where clergy can assemble withm the family reunification center

Estabbsh one central file on victim information to avoid multiple files with conflicting or mcomplete mformation
* Promote the successful concept of assignmg PIOs to families of the deceased victims

Do not require first responders who worked at a traumatic mcident to work their immediate next shift especially if those
become 12 hour shifts
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Daily Digest Read The Denver Post s expansive Aurora
theater shooting report coverage and 9 other stones
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

Your daily resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver traffic information and

the stonesthatwillbe talked about today Thursday Oct 9 2014 Download our iPhone iPad and Android appsfor breaking
news throughout the day
1 REPORT ON 2012 AURORA THEATER SHOOTING

Read The Denver Posts comprehensive coverage of an external report on the 2012 Aurora theater shootiDg response and
aftermath

* Breakdown m pohce fire communication fueled confusion

* Aftermath handled well with few exceptions
Hospitals handled surge without traditional warmngs
* Victims praise pohce response
* Report reflects lessons learned from Columbme other massacres

Aurora already makmg changes ahead of report
Report likely won t impact James Holmes tnal
INTERACTIVE TIMELINE

2 COLORADO WEATHER RAIN SNOW AND COOLER TEMPS EXPECTED THROUGH FRIDAY

Wet weather in Colorado on Thursday and Friday is set to cover the Front Range promptmg wmter weather and flash flood
watches overmuch of the south centralparts of the state Follow our coverage
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3 LOVE POLITICS IN THE AIR AT DENVER SAME SEX MARRIAGE CELEBRATION

Proponents of same sex mamage gathered m downtown Denver Wednesday evening at a boisterous rally where love and
pohtics was in the air
4 BLAZE NEAR ERIE DESTROYS VINTAGE CARS

Ive been collecting these for about 32 years and it kind of makes you sick to see them all burned Leonard Johnson who
owned more than half the cars told TNews

5 JAIL TRIAL BOOKER A TICKING TIME BOMB

A doctor testified Wednesday thatdifferent forms ofrestramts used against jailinmate Marvm Booker mcludmg shocking him
with a Taser and puttmg hrm in a carotid sleeper hold did not cause his death
6 COLD CASES SPRINGS LINGERIE MODEL VANISHES ON PHOTO SHOOT TRIP TO DENVER

On the night that part time model Kara Nichols disappeared shewas scurrymg toputmakeup onand getready for a modeling
appomtment witha Denver photographer Thatwasm0ctober2012 andshehasnt beenseensince ReadKirkMitchell s story
7 OBAMACARE LOSES ITS PUNCH AS U S SENATE RACE IMPACT ISSUE

Although the law remams unpopular evidence suggests health care has fallen behmd other issues important to voters m the
race between U S Sen Mark Udall a Democrat and his challenger U S Rep Cory Gardner a Repubhcan Most tellmg
perhaps is that not a single Gardner ad on TV lastmonth focused on Udall s support of the Affordable CareAct ReadMark
Matthews story
8 HOCHMAN ROCKIES RESIGNATIONS FIRST REAL SIGN OF HOPE

Well Rockies fans you finally have someone to celebrate m October Benjamm Hochman says Meanwhile Mark Kiszla is
offering up his eight pointplan for success free of charge
9 AVS TAKE ON WILD IN SEASON OPENER THURSDAY NIGHT

Jarome Iginla is set to make his Avalanche debut and all eyes will be on the veteran forward
10 PROFESSIONAL SKIER CHRIS ANTHONY AIMS TO INSPIRE EDUCATE WITH YOUTH INmATIVE

Chns Anthony has worna lot of hats durmghis quarter centuryas a professional skier but the Warren Millermoviestars most
mdehble role is m the classroom

Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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questionnaire awaits potential theater jurors
Johnlngold The Denver Post

Potential jurors for the Aurora movietheater shooting tnal will be askedto fill out a 75 question surveywhenthey first report
to jury duty beginning m early December according to a new order m the case

The questions will cover potential jurors knowledge of the case theu- connections to those killed or mjured, their attitudes
towardthe insanity defense andthe deathpenalty andnumerous othertopics Butthe precisequestions remain secretto prevent
prospective jiu'ors from researchmg their answers

In a heavily redacted order issued Tuesday resolving Imgenng disputes over the questions Arapahoe County Distnct Court
ChiefJudgeCarlos Samour revealed that the draft questionnaire contams 75 questions divided into at leasttwo sections
The quesuonnaire is lengthy Samour writes matter of factly in the order

Juryselection m the case is scheduled to begm the weekof December 8 and Samour is expected to summon the largest pool
of potential jurors mColorado history m order to find 12 jurors and 12 alternates able to hearthecase People onthejuryrolls
m Arapahoe County have a roughly 1 in 90 chance of being called for the case

The first phase of jury selection in which potential jurors go m batches to the courthouse to fill out questionnaires then
return home and wait to sec whetherthey are called back is expectedto take at least two weeks TTie entire jury selection
process could take months

Twelve peoplewere killedand another58 were wounded by gunfire in the July 2012 attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie
theater James Holmes who has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity could be sentenced to die if convicted
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Aurora theater shooting TnData report recommendations

A lookat the major recommendations from the TnDatareport which states manyhave already been implemented by Aurora
Unified or Single Overall Command Pohce and fire officials did not establish a unified (jonit) command nor a single
overall commander until late m the first hour of the mcidcnt Havmg a unified command might have resolved pobce fire
communications issues regarding getting ambulances in closer to victuns and clanfymg the level of nsk to fire/EMS personnel
This is not to implythat response actions m the first mmutes should have been held up until a jomt command was established
any such delay could have negatively affected the outcome
DOCUMENT Read the complete Aurora Theater Shooting TnData report

Fire Department Incident Command For the most cntical penod of the incident an acting battalion chief was fire incident
commander without support from other chief officers As a result fire incident command was mitiaJly overwhelmed due to
patient volume andgeographical scope oftheincident Within theIncident Command System anoverall mcidcnt transportation
coordinator was not a^winted whichmight have alleviated some of the patienttransportation problems

Fire PohceCommunications In partdue to thevolume of radio traffic anddispatcher workload on police and fire frequencies
some cntical messages were either not successfully relayed to recipients or not imderstood between police and fire incident
commanders Police and fire must train with public safety communications personnel and communications systems in mass
casualty exercises to ensure that all know how to communicate with each other m a large mcident It is part knowledge of
commumcation systems and part human commumcations that need to improve

RiskAssessment Thelevelof nsk m the theaterwas not discussed between policeand fire commanders Firedid not knowthat
policehad arrested(redacted) Uncertainty of the nsk might havedelayedtnage m the theaterhad it not been for the fortmtous
circumstance of a police officer who was a SWAT paramedic bemg one of the initial officers on the scene There needs to be
clearer definition andcare usedto descnbensk to paramedics at a mass shootmg andto change thensk assessment if warranted
as events proceed There also needs to be better training of fire and EMS personnel for entermg a warm danger zone under

police protection Another consideration istotram police officers inbasic combat medic skills andprovide them with a tactical
medical kit which Aurora police now are domg

Access to Victuns Police and fire need to work out procedures for better access to victims m such logistically complex
circumstances Emergency medical personnel were delayed and overloaded before gettmg to some of the cntically injured
victims because they were mtercepted by the wounded streaming away from the theater It was difficult to bypass them
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especially with no overall transportation group havingbeen established to coordinate transport Police did not infonn fire on
how to reach some patients despite onepolice car making multiple round tnps to hospitals No oneconsidered havmg thatunit
oranother lead anambulance in afterthe firsttnp Fireneverasked police how theircarsweregetting through Asnotedabove
a transportation group should be estabhshed under ICS to deal with such issues

Tnage Ribbons Tnage nbbons mdicatmg seventy of condition (black red yellow) were not attached to victims nor were
patient tags used after treatment in the field This made it more difficult for hospitals and EMS to identify and track the most

seriously wounded Notifications m Commmucations Center Messages to the public safety commumcations senior managers
did not result m gettmg senior communications managers back to duty soon enough This contnbuted to a lack of adequate
arrangements to bring m relief telecommunicators and to brief the next shift on incident status

Emergency Operations Center Some of the resource coordination and logistics that could have been facilitated through an
activated emergency operations center did notoccur Aurora s Emergency Operations Center (EOC) is a limited operation that
needs improvement and greater visibility within the city s structure

First Responder Relief Exhausted first responders who served during the theater and Pans Street responses were pushed to
the hmitby beingrequired to serveas security for the PrayerVigil and Presidential Visit They could have been rotated out
using more officers fi^m surrounding jurisdictions

Victim Information Providing information to families on the status of loved ones was problematic Hospitals and victim
advocates did not have adequate mformation to answer family questions m a timely manner
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Aurora pohce say bomb threat called m at site of 2012theater shooting
Anthony Cotton The Denver Post

Aurora pobce said it was investigating a bomb threat at the Aurora 16Theater site of the July 20 2012 shootug that left
12 dead and 58 injured

Pohce said an anonymous call came m at about 5 38 p m saying there were 11 propane explosive devices mside the theater
Officerswere dispatched to the location of the Aurora Century 16 theater at 14300 East AlamedaAvenue
Pohce said nothmg has been foundand the bmldingis not being evacuated at this time
On Tuesday it was reported that potential jurors in the trail of shooting suspectJames HoIme§ will be asked to fill out a 75
question survey when they first report to jury duty begmnmg m early December
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Freed despite lethal threats
Kirk Mitchell The Denver Post

One 42 year old convicted killer told ther^ists at a prison for Colorado s most severely mentally ill inmates that heplanned to
buy a gun scratch off its senal number and kill as many people as he could

Just before the convicted killer s release on Aug 28 from San Carlos Correctional Facihty m Pueblo the killer told mental

health officials that he was planning to attend the Colorado State Fau- also m Pueblo a few hours after his release pnson
records mdicate

Nooneblocked his release noone alerted thepublic Instead prison officials sent a community safety alert tolaw enforcement
officials to be on the lookout for paroleesdeemeda possible threat

Those alerts also ask law enforcement officials not to alarm the public by discussmg therelease of mmates such as the killer
m Pueblo

That jsone scary individual I can t imagme you releasmg someone like that Greeley Police ChiefJerry Gamer said Thats
a big red warning note right there

But very litde can be done once a convict finishes his term Although new cases can be filed when a threat constitutes a new

cnme authonties rarely refer such threats for prosecution or prosecutors don t file them because of staffing limitations The
Denver Post has found

I don t recall ever seeing a case like that said Thom LeDoux the district attorney inFremont County the home of sex state
prisons We re kmd of groundzero for the (Colorado) Department of Corrections

A Denver area homicide detective released a few ofthe commumty safety alerts to The Post on the condition ofanonymity
because he was not authonzed to release them In addition to the killer m Pueblo other mmates released in recent months

threatened murder on Colorado streets and m a Denver high school

The Pueblo inmate didn t carry out his threat and later recanted it But others before him went on to kill after making similar
threats
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One parolee Evan Ebel walked out of pnson in January 2013 despite warnings by those processing his release Within two
months he had killed two men including state pnsons chief Tom Clements
Ebel was released from prison after making repeated threats to kill and torture correctional officers and others

One idea proposed after Ebel s killing spree and theAurora theater shootings was passing a law giving authonties the nght
to civilly commit offenders indefinitely deemed by mental health experts to be too dangerous to release
Internal reviewBoth Gov John Hickenlooper and Rick Raemisch executive director ofCDOC have said mpnormterviews that
they would consider such a law Hickenlooper was unavailable for comment on Friday hisspokeswoman wrote m an e mad
TTiat s something we defimtely need to consider domg There are some (parolees) commg out that we know are gomg to
commit new cnmes Raemisch said Currently its not part of the legislation we are proposmg this year but it s something
that could be added

Hesaidhe andhisstaffwould need to review the idea internally andspeakwithlegal counselors to make sure its constitutional
before makmg a proposal

You would have to be very very careful with it Gamer saidabout the notion of keepmg such inmates locked

That

sounds very much like a gulag

He added that m his 45 year law enforcement career he has known only about five or six offenders who should never see
the light of day

Adnenne Jacobson spokeswoman for theCDOC asked The Post notto publish a story about theparoled killer or other similar
ofifenders

It could cause a law enforcement concern when it wouldn t ordinanly

Not that society should be scared or pamckmg

It s a very sensitive proposition Jacobson said

Ebel s threat likely constituted misdemeanor harassment Gamer said

LeDoux said because ofbudget related staffing issues his office prosecutes only felomes His staffprosccuted 46 pnsoners in
2013 none for threats ofviolence hesaid LeDoux added that morder for him to file a felony menacing charge the perceived
threat must be m the immediate future poss biy made shortly before parole

Although the convicted killer was disciplmed 12times durmg hispnsonyears for assaults and makmg threats of violence he
was never cnmmally charged accordmg to Jacobson and state cnminal records

When he was20 the killer wasconvicted of second degree murder and sentenced to 25 years

(He) should be viewed asathreat to the safety ofthe community atlarge and more specifically toCDOC employees accordmg
to the alert

Released to streetThe wammg saidthe killer had an extensive history of iir^ulsive and disruptive behavior He had been m
segregation or in a mental health setung for hisentire 22 years m pnson He wasreleased directly from SanCarlos to the street
on homeless status
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Without the physical bamers and controls of the pnson setting he should be considered dangerous and a threat to the safety
of the pubhc

the warning said

On the same day the killerwas released CDOC released a 33 year old man from a high secunty fecility Likethe killer the
man who calls himself a gangster

had completed his entire sentence

Thisoffender hasan extensive history of disruptive behavior threats to killcorrectional staffupon hisrelease damage to state
property and many other violent tendencies an alert says

The gangster was convicted of first degree assauh in Arapahoe County m 2002 CDOC mtelligence officers recorded phone
conversations in whichhe saidhe mayjust get a strapandstart gnndmg meaning he will geta gun and startshootmgothers
He has expressed to CDOC mental healthstaff that he has intensedesires to go on a shootmg spree and then commit suicide
once he is released from pnson the alertsays If (the gangster) has a mental health episode afterhis release from pnson and
decides to follow through withhis threats anyone near(him) or in his lineof sightcould be m danger of being hurt or killed

A third man a convicted burglar with a history of 12 felony and 51 misdemeanor arrests was released mDenver on July 16
The man toldmental health workers dunnga mental health ramble that he intended to bomb a highschool m Denver
Offender kept retummg to the topic of bombing the school and his need to do so to getrespect It is unknown if he possesses
the capability to planor carry out sucha threat However offender will be closely monitored for any dangerous behaviors
Kirk Mitchell 303 954 1206 kmitcheIl@denverpost com or twitter com/kirkmitchell or coldcases/blog
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Aurora tnal can be broadcast

John Ingold The Denver Post
The news media will be able to broadcast a closed circuit feed of the Aurora movie theater tnal but will not be able to film

the proceedmgs with theirown cameras accordmg to a ruling issued Tuesday

Arapahoc County Chief District Court Judge Carlos Samour who is overseeing thecase wrote m his order that the only feed
from the courtroom will come from a ceilmg mounted camera controlled by the court The camera previously has been used
to transmit court proceedmgs to overflow rooms where vicnms or members of the media could watch sigmficant heanngs m
the case

Thecamera is in a fixed position meanmg it willnot be ableto pan the courtroom or zoom m and out Samour ruledthat the
camerawill show only the witness stand the screen above the witness stand for presentation of evidence the defense table
part of the prosecution table the podium the courtroom well and the (judge)
The closed circuit feed also mcludes audio

The purpose of this order Samour wrote mtherulmg is stnctly tomake thetnal accessible to a larger portion of thepublic
Deluding some v ctims

The arrangement is less than what media outlets asked for when requesting to broadcast the tnal using a dedicated television
camera Samour also denied a request from The Denver Post to have a still photographer m thecourtroom dunng thetnal He
further restncted where members of the media can stand outside the courthouse when taking pictures conducting interviews
or broadcasting their reports

Steven Zansberg the attorney who represented The Post and The Associated Press in the request for a still photographer mthe
courtroom expressed dismay at the ruling
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Sharply divided

Hickenlooper rival Beauprez reveal contrasting behefs style
John Frank and Lynn Bartels The Denver Post

Democratic Gov John Hickenlooper and Republican rival Bob Beauprez on Tuesdayoffereda clear contrastm substance and
style in a debate marked by hot button issuesfrom the death penaltyto contraception
The hour long event hosted by The Denver Post, gave the candidates an opportunity to differentiate themselves m a close
contest one tighterthanmost expected just two weeks beforeearly votingballots start amvmg by mail
Hickenlooper found himself on guard much of the debate as he defended his admmistration s record under attacks from
Beauprez particularly his shift in stance on the death penalty

Fours years ago m his campaignfor governor Hickenloopcr supported capital pimishment But faced with a decision to execute

Nathan Dunlap who m 1993 shotand killed four people at the Aurora Chuck E Cheese where he onceworked, the governor
switched his stance and granted him a temporary rcpneve m May 2013

I grew up thinkingan eye for an eye a tooth for a tooth was appropnate but when you get into it at leastfor me we all deal
with ourGodm a different way ButI dont beheve thegovernment ought to betaking another person s life Hickenlooper satd
Beauprez a former two term congressman and bison rancher made clear he supportsDunlap s execution

Prcssmg the point again at the end of the debate Beauprez asked Hickenlooper how he would approach the case of Aurora
theater shooter James Holmes whose murder tnal begins soon

The two menquarreled bnefly then Hickenlooper returned to EHmlap saying he learned Dunlap was severely bipolar which
did not come out m the tnal

Three of the 12 jurors who supported execution - a deasion that must be unanimous

provided affidavits saying that they

would have voted differently had they known

Hickenlooper accused Beauprez of bemg so eagerto make sure Nathan Dunlap gets executed as quickly as possible that he
may not consider all aspects of the matter
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When It was time for the candidates to ask each other questions Hickenlooper pressed Beauprez about personhood abortion
and birth control He askedwhetherBeauprezwould supportusing public moneyto reduce abortions and teen pregnancies
1 have no problem with people using contraception Beauprez said

I have a big problem publicly fiindmg contraceptives that are actually abortifacient

He said he considered mtrautenne devices a commonformof birthcontrolknownas lUDs the equivalent to a drug that causes
an abortion

Hickenlooper touted a state program that helped lower teen birth rates drop by 40 percent m five years after more than 30 000
lUDs and other implants were providedto low income women at 68 family planningclinicsacross Colorado since 2009 The
cost was covered by a private anonymous donor

Asked whether humans were contributing significantly to climate change Beauprez saidno He laterquibbled withtheword
sigmficantly as he acknowledged humans shoulddo everything they can to reducetheir impact
But are we going to end or alter the path that Earth s evolution is going to take*^ I don t think so he said 1think the Earth s
already figured that out and powers bigger than us have figured that out

As for Hickenlooper who saidhumanswere contnbutingsigmficantly he said to reverseclimate changeandthe effectswould
take a concerted effort, not just on the part of the Umted Stales but worldwide

On the states new law grantmg dnver's licenses to immigrants in the country illegally Hickenlooper defended the law and
labeled it a pubhc safety issue
Beauprez made clear he wanted to repeal it
The contrast between the candidates and the attacks became clear fi^om the start

Beauprez hit Hickenlooper about a minute into the debate on state government spending and Hickenlooper stumbled to find
his footing

Hickenlooper

dressed in his trademark casualstyle with a suit but no tie stutteredon a few answers and leanedawkwardly

at times on his lectern

On a yes or no question about whether he supports mcreasmg the states mmimum wage from $8 an hour to the $10 10 as
advocated at the federal level by PresidentBarackObama,Hickenlooper said Yeah sure yes

Even though he offered his own attacks at Beauprez Hickenlooper felt hke he was under fire pleadmg at one point Wait
wait wait, the attacks are coming fast

Beauprez came across practiced and polished

if sometimes stem in his conservative views

and nothing like the 2006

gubematonal candidate who lost by 17 percentage points

Hickenlooper who is known for opposing negative ads and runmng only positive spots demurred when asked whether he
would ask his allies to halt attack ads against Beauprez avoiding a direct answer
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He pivoted quickly If the congressman wants to shake my hand and both agree for our campaigns we 11 do positive ads 111
shake his hand nght here
The audience clapped as the two shook hands

At other pomts both candidates offered major policy proposals that don t get much attention on the campaign trail
Hickenlooper said he supports a lunit on college debt when students graduate from colleges m Colorado
He recalled recently meeting a teacher who has $125 000 m student loan debt That s outrageous Hickenlooper said and I
think as the state we need to step up and find those resources state resources but also philanthropic resources and business
resources

Beauprez suggested that the state needs to do more to improve its roads and transportation infrastructure

He suggested the state could refinance its current bonds and issue additional debt to put as much as S3 5 billion to $5 billion
into state transportation projects

John Frank 303 954 2409 jfi^nk@denverpost com or twitter com/ByJohnFrank
Staff" wnter Jon Murray contributed to this report
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Daily Digest Hickenlooper Beauprez sharply divided m debate and 9 other stones
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

Yourdajly resource for late breaking news upcoming events the Denver weather forecast Denver trafficinformation and the

stones that will be talkedabout today Wednesday Oct I 2014 Download ouriPhone iPad and Android apps for breakmg
news throughout the day
1 DENVER POST DEBATE HICKENLOOPER, BEAUPREZ SHARPLY DIVIDED

Democratic Gov John Hickenlooper and Republican rival Bob Beauprez at a DenverPost debateon Tuesday offered a clear
contrastin substance and style m a battle markedby hot button issues from the death penaltyto contraception
2 SURGE IN MUSCLE DISORDER A RARITY

A mysterious outbreak among 10Colorado childrenhospitalized for severeviralrespiratory illnessand laterafflictedby polio
bke partial paralysis is extremely unusual
3 THEATER SHOOTING TRIAL CAN BE BROADCAST

The tnal of theater shooter James Holmes can be broadcast through a closed circuit feed a judge ruled on Tuesday but the
news media will not be able to film the proceedings with their own cameras
4 NUGGETS ROCKY IRKS BOSSES WITH GOP EVENT

Denver s favorite mountam lion is m the doghouse
5 MORE THAN HALF OF MISPRINTED COLO NONCITIZEN LICENSES RETURNED

More than half of the 524 mispnnted drivers licenses sent to those livmg m the country illegally have been returned to the
Division of Motor Vehicles

6 BIG CHANGES SET TO ALTER COLO RECREATIONAL POT INDUSTRY
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Colorado embarks on a new era for its legal recreational manjuana industry Wednesday when two major changes will afFect
the mdustry s makeup
7 PENNSYLVANIA POLICE ON MANHUNT FOUND PIPE BOMBS IN WOODS

State police searchmg for a man accused of killing a state trooper said Tuesday they found two pipe bombs m the Pennsylvania
woods dunng their manhunt that were capable of causing significant damage
8 NUGGETS IN A HURRY TO RUN DOWN ALL FOES

The dirty little secret of last seasons Nuggets team is despite all of the talk about better half court play they were quietiy
playmg at one of the f^test paces m the NBA Now they are workmg to play even faster
9 WET CHILLY WEATHER UNDER CLOUDY SKIES IN DENVER ON WEDNESDAY

Wednesday will be wet m the Denver area as scattered storms move through from morning to mght
10 SOUPS ON WARMING BOWLS TO TAKE THE CHILL OFF AUTUMN

Good soup IS a treat on any day of the year but there is somethmg about the onset of autumn with its bnsk early mommg
temperatures hmtmg at the bone cold weather to come that get the belly yeainmg for a bowlful of warming comfort Read
Wilbam Porter s story for recipes and where to go for the best bowls
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denveipost com or twitter com/JesseAPaul
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NO COMPROMISE IN QUEST TO FIND COMMON GROUND

Joey Bunch The Denver Post

Hisstaffwaited to begm a moramg meeting at a giant conference table neaiby as Gov John Hickenlooper pawed through his
cluttered desk Then he found it a $60 DNA test that figured out all the breeds m his dog Sky the black and brown pooch
dealing wet hcks to strangers for head rubs and chm scratches

After themeetmg before anybody left his office Hickenlooper showed off Sky s one tnck staymg putuntil he called which
seemed more the dog s idea than his

It really lowers the tension m here to have her around sometmies Hickenlooper said of the former stray from the streets of
Fort Collms When we were domg the oil and gas deal she was great

In Hickenlooper a different kmd ofpobtical ammal itwasperfectly conventional forthisunconventional leader to bnnga fim
loving dog to the tensebargaimng between opponents and supporters of the oil and gas mdustry
The result a task force made upof opponents supporters government and busmess to look for common ground on regulations
for the thousands of oil and gas ngs piercing and pumpmgColorado for fuel

Compromise is the word that sums up Colorado s 42nd and possibly most likable governor but one that s made him an easy
cancature as indecisive when he s seekmg middle groimd

Hickenlooper hasnt changed despite polls that show him to be m the fight of his pobtical lifeas Democrats nationally face
a tough election year Hickenlooper however is stumbling over the very nonpolitical charactenstics that once endeared him
to voters

That has alwaysworked for him alwaysserved him well until the last couple of years said Paul Teske dean of the School
of Public Affairs at the University of Colorado Denver

Hes governed as a consensus builder whogetsthings done kmdof above the political fray which voters tendto like but that

does leave you open topeople saymg you renot astrong leader you reunable tomake adecision the kinds ofthings he sheanng
But I thinkthatstyleof govemmg is who he is so it would be difficult for himto change
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The penis of consensus

Inhis first term Hickenlooper s poUtical mandate was torecharge the state spost recession economy Atthe same tmie Colorado
weathered a senes ofnatural disasters on top oftragedies ofviolence the Aurora theater shootiDg in2012 followed by the
assassination of his state pnsons chief m March 2013 and the shooting death of student Claire Davis and the suicide ofher
assailant Karl Pierson at Arapahoe High before last Christmas

Also m2012 Colorado had 4 167 fires that caused $538 million mdamage claimmg six Irves Three people died inthe Lower
North Fork fire which started when state forestry workers lost control ofa fire set and meant to bum offexcess fuel and help
prevent fires

In 2013 the Black Forest fire burned more than 14 000 acres northeast ofColorado Sprmgs causing two deaths and consummg
486 homes

Three months later nine people died mone of the worst floods m Colorado history Four days of ram destroyed more than
1 800 homes and other structures left at least 18 000 homeless and closed about 500 miles of roads Altogether the northern
Front Range andnortheast plams sustained an estimated $2 9 billion m damage

Hickenlooper was a common sight mthe days after hunched over crutches after hip replacement surgery
Now uncertainty looms large over his pobtical fiiture just two years after polbng mdicated he was the nation s second most
popular governor and Esquire magazine named Hickenlooper one of its Americans of the Year
He was talkedaboutas a potential pick for vice president m 2016

A second term began a slide toward doubt with the unpopularity of gun control legislation he signed into law mMarch 2013
eight months to the day after the Aurora theater massacre

A Quinnipiac University poll last year mdicated state residents opposed new gun laws overall but were generally in favor of
thetwo mam changes a 15 round limit on gtm magazines and mandatory background checks
But the measures still created a political nightmare costmg three Democratic legislators their jobs mcluding two successful
recalls and another who stepped down ahead of a recall

The day before the governor undercut efforts by Democratic legislators to do away with the state s death penalty and two
months later he granted anunusual temporary repneve to death row inmate Nathan Dunlap in a state where a Denver Post
poll this month mdicated voters support capital punishment more than 2 to 1

Hickenlooper said the next govemor could decide Dunlap s ultimate fate while the public figures out where the state should

stand on capital pxmishment He supported the death penalty rurming for govemor four years ago but opposes itnow leavmg
him m a vague center of a divisive issue

Hickenlooper compounded his political problems in a meeting with the state s sheriffs last June when he appeared to retreat
fiom those gun laws he signed, saymg he would have urged legislators to slow down on the issue had he known the massively
divisive issue would divide the state
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His remarks recorded withouthis knowledge turned out to be ladenwith election year ammunition for his adversanes Even
his usual allies said he should have known better given that 55 of the state s 62 sheriffs are Republicans and most of them were
part of an unsuccessful lawsuit to undo the gim laws

Traditional politicaladvice would be that if people are upset with you especially in a politicalyear steer around them said
the governor a former brewpub operator sitting at the conference table for an mterview this month

I just, well I m fix)m the restaurant busmess and I still look at it as Were all on the same team Were all trymg to make
Colorado safer better more successful SoI go to them and tryto give nuanced answers to things that it would probably take
smaller groups to be able to explam

His collaborations paidoff mother areas mcludmg disaster recovery economic development andthecompromise onfrackmg
Together is the Colorado way he said m his debate withRepublican nommee BobBeauprez in Grand Junction on Aug 30
Hickenlooper s economic plan Colorado Bluepnnt for example divided the state mto 14 regions and asked residents and
leaders m each one to come up with economic pnonties and strategies The plan s subtitle is A Bottom Up Approach to
Economic Development

Thegovernor credits theplan with giving Colorado one of thetopstate economies m thenation outpacmg expectations again
m2014

The business of politics

The nse of Hickenlooper has been a well told story over his 11 years in public office He was a laid offpetroleum company
geologist mhis 30s mthe late 1980s when he scraped up some cash to start the state s first brewpub
His trailblazmg in the barbusiness gavense notonlyto an mdustry thattoday mcludes more than 200brewpubs statewide but
also revitalized downtrodden LoDo as a vibrant destination for libations

Hi^ entrepreneurship was his spnngboard mto the Denver mayors seat in 2003 which then bounced him intothe governors
ofBce m 2010

Hickenlooper sfirstTVadforhisre election wastitled Restaurant anddepicted himwaiting oncustomers mhisfirstbusmess
the Wynkoop Brewing Co which he sold m 2007

Ifyou re a good restaurant operator you re not a dictator Hickenlooper said durmg a reception for members of his frackmg
task force at the Governors Residence You workwith your managers and youve got partners The most successful small
businesses are collaborative

In a small busmess you learn there s no margin m having enemies

Hickenlooper demonstrated that early on by helping his competitors who together helped revitalize LoDo which let everyone
profit

Dave Query the chefwho owns Jax Fish House & Oyster Bar said his was one of the first destmation restaurants to open in
LoDo

eight years after the Wynkoop

Hickenlooper hung up a flier for Jax mhis barand encouraged people to try out his competitor a few blocks away
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He saw early on that havinga lot of good things going on around his business would help his business Querysaid
Governor s alliances

Hickenloopers chief strategist Alan Salazar a veteran Democratic adviser to governors and U S senators describes
Hickenlooper jokingly as the first Republican he s ever worked for because he bucks Democrats and loves business

I like to say he doesnt nde the big donkey said Salazar referrmgto the party s mascot
Among his Cabmetand advisers the governor has several Republicans Those who have worked with him say Hickenlooper
IS all about solving problems with httle regard for party politics

This month he helda news conference at the Capitol to announce a newwebsite BuildColorado com to connect job-seekers
with skilled positions m the construction mdustry

MichaelGifford president of Associated General Contractors of Colorado said afterward that Hickenlooper has been a temfic
ally despite a predommantly Repubbcan membership

Gifford said that when his andother groups put forth solid ideas on economic development hes very good at working with
those pnvate plans and closing the deal bnngmg companies to the state

Frank McNulty theRepubbcan speaker of thestateHouse during Hickenlooper s firsttwoyears asgovernor saidHickenlooper
likes to let others do the pohtical duty work then blessesthe compromise
Dunngfirst halfof Hickenlooper s fu^ term witha Democratic majority in the Senate and GOP led House any billthat made
Itto the governor s desk had to be bipartisan to get thatfar McNulty said Thatspared the governor criticism
When Democrats had control of both chambers the last two years they pushed the agenda to the left civil unions gun
regulations changes to election laws among them and Hickenlooper had to try to restrain his own party while absorbmg
the fallout from the right

In my experience he is wilhng to seek compromise when its easy but hes not willing to expend his political capital when
It s hard

McNulty said

Fnends and votes

In August Hickenlooper held a rally for Latino supporters in Commerce City It occurred as President Barack Obama s stalled

efforts over immigration and bishandling of thecnsis over undocumented children detamed at theTexas border were hurtmg
Democrats standing with Hispanic voters polls showed

Hickenlooper also ran afoul ofsome Latino activists m Colorado this month over thetroubled new dnvers license program for
those mthecountry illegally The activists protested saying thestate isnt putting inenough resources tomake theprogram work
Thats important because Latmo voters who make up 15 percent of the states electorate supported Obama more than 3 to 1
two years ago according to a New York Times analysis
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Guillenno Serna of Commerce City a community activist m Colorado since 1972 said at the rally that Hickenlooper has
advanced causes that benefitLatinos suchas providing m statecollegetuitionfor childrenbroughtto the country illegally who
quahfy Hickenlooper signed such a bill into law in 2013

His participation right now is m looking at what our state legislature is willing to go forth with Sema said If they dont
move It he can t sign it

Another constituency Hickenlooper needs is m rural Colorado

On a campaign swmg through southeast Colorado in August the governor stopped at Knapp s Farm Market m Rocky Ford
Owner Chns Knapp saidthe governor made friends m themelon belt aftera hstena outbreak in 2011 thatsickened 147 people
m 28 stalesand was linked to 37 deaths All the taintedmelons came from one farm but threatened the reputation of all Rocky
Fords growers

The farmers had no money or skill for public relations so Hickenlooper met personally with the grocery executives to figure
out a campaign

It was m their financial interest, too to get the word out that these are still good melons Hickenlooper said
The governor declared a statewide RockyFord Cantaloupe Day m August 2012
He and Mr (John) Salazarat the Department of Agnculturedid a lot for us in Rocky Ford Knapp said
But was It enoughto make Knapp a registered Repubhcan vote for Hickenlooper"^
I wouldn t go that far he said
A governor m cnsis

In the aftermath of themidnight movie theater shooting that left 12 dead and 70 more mjured Hickenlooper s chief of staff
Roxane White had thejob of tellmg him

I said John this has happened, and I dont know where my two sons are and were mobilizing resources but I have to find
my kids Whiterecalled emotionwelling up n he voice Her two sons had gone to a different movie fhaf night and didn t
immediately sec a text message from their mom

Hickenlooper took on her job as well as his

HetoldWhite to have pubhc safety officials dealdu-ectly withhim and ordered her to Go find yourkids Dont call me back
until you ve found your kids

she recalled him saymg

After thechiefof Colorado prisons Tom Clements was gunned down mthefront door of his Monument home Hickenlooper s
first concem was protectmg others who might betargets White said, butalso that someone from state leadership goimmediately
to comfort Clements family

White saidthe one thmg most people don t understand about the governor is the depth of his commitment to his 12 year old
son Teddy and to other families
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Hickenlooper s mamage to wnter Helen Thorpe ended after 10 years in an amicable separation and they remam good
friends While said He was in attendance at her signing for her new book Soldier Girls the Battles of Three Women at Home
and at War m Denver m August

At bis staff meetmg the mormng his dog was holding court Hickenlooper was remindedTeddy had a baseballgame commg
up so his staff would keep his schedule clear for it Hickenlooper told his scheduler to block out a little more tune so he and
Teddy could take some practice swmgs at a batting cage

The political put downs dont bother him Hickenlooper said at the Governors Residence that evening except when his son
hears them

Hickenlooper was 7 whenhis fatherdiedfromintestinal cancer In talkmgaboutwhat he andthestate havebeenthroughthe past
four years he thinksof his mothers strength of character while she comforted his fatherto the end and raisedher family alone
The hardest part is trymg to figure out what will make people feel even just a little bit better he said Oftentimes when
people go through this they feel so isolated and alone so how do you connect that you understand at least a httle what they re
gomg through
And you do get better at it

Joey Bunch 303 954 1174 jbunch@denverpost com or twitter com/joeybunch
Democrat John Hickenlooper
Age 62

Family Son Teddy
Religion Quaker

Pobtical history Mayor ofDenver 2003 to 2010 governor 2010 to present

Key Endorsements Former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg AFL CIO of Colorado New Belgium Brewmg
Company co founder and CEO KimJordan ManaGonzalez President and CEOof Gonzalez Insurance Group OneRepubbc
smger Ryan Tedder

Working in favor A strong state economy and name recognition

Workmgagamst National votingtrend that favors Republicans and personal pohtical missteps
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Aurora S REVIEW OF SHOOTING RESPONSE MAY COME IN 2 WEEKS
Carios lUescas The Denver Post

Thelong awaited review commissioned byAurora overrts emergency response tothe2012theater shootiDg couldbereleased
to the public within two weeks

Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Stephen Collins on Wednesday filed an order saying he had made additional but not
all redactions requested by Aurora on the theater analysis performed by the companyTnData
Collms gave the city until Oct 7 to appeal his rulmg
The Court recognizes Aat the Petition and the Motion raise controversial questions that do not have clear answers Collins
wrote m his order

AuroraCity Attorney Mike Hyman said he will consultwith the City Council but that the report would probably be released
Oct 7 or shortly thereafter

I expect we will be targetmg a date when we can bring everyone m and get this out to the press and everyone who wants to
see It

Hyman said

Aurora sought guidance from the court on whether it could release the S250 000 after action report because there is a gag
order m the case Lastmonth Collins said in courtthat he didnt see anything m the TnData report that could hurt the criminal
case despite prosecutors and defense attorneys arguing m favor of keepmg it scaled

Thetrial against alleged shooter James Holmes is expected to begm in December Holmes faces the death penalty if convicted
of killmg 12 people and injunng dozens of others m the July 20 2012 shootmg
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Debate a clash of style content
Joey Bunch and Jon Murray The Denver Post

Repubbcan U S Rep Mike Coffinan and Democratic challenger Andrew Romanoff on Tuesday night sparred on climate
change immigration campaign finances andcampaign attacks m a Denver Postdebate thathighhghted a clash of personabties
as much as ideas

Romanoffwas fast on his feet and threw repeated jabs while Coffinan seemed hesitant to engage a contrast to the pairs
previous debate m Aurora m August That time when Romanoffwouldget under his skm Coffman jabbed back even raising
his voice m lecture at one point

Romanoff kept his arguments focused on the partisanship and gndlock of Congress and at times Coffman lumself Cof!man
seemed reserved and studious gomg after Romanoffs record as the speakerof the state House only near the end of the hour
long debate

I am runnmg for Congress because I am opUmisdc about the prospects for our country to move forward despite the efforts of
so many m Congress to holdus back and you have some evidence of that on the other side of the stage tomght Romanoff
said m his closing arguments

He added Were notgomg to get the progress we need from this Congress and I m sad to say not from thiscongressman
Tougherm previous debates Coffman was reservedfor muchof his time m Tuesdays event heldm the auditonum at The Post
building Instead he frequently brought up his service in both Iraq wars and his work as a small businessman a former state
treasurer and veteran congressman representing Colorado s 6th Congressional Distnct

Hesaid Romanoff has a miserable (voting) record with small busmesses as rated bytheNational Federation of Independent
Business

What confidence canyou giveto small business owners throughout the distnct that youre gomg to be different as a member
of Congress'' Coffinan charged

Romanoff said herejected thepremise of thequestton and that it was never hisintent inthe legislature to achieve high scores
with a particular card of an mterest group
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Coffman speared to stumble on questions aboirt chmate change
Asked whether humans contributed significantly to climate change he responded that he did not think so
Asked whether chmate change could be reversed, he answered, Don t know
Asked by a Post moderator What'' Sir'' Coffinan said

Um no

Cof&nan quickly sought to clarify his answer backtracking to say humans do contnbute to chmate change but the magnitude
of the mfluence is xmclear

On the climate change issue I just think the science is not quite settled Does it have an impact? Yes Coffman said Do I
know how much ofan impact it has man made climate change'' I don t know But I think we need to do everything responsible
to bnng down carbon emissions Sometimes my worry is we go too far
What happens is we push particularly manufacturing jobs overseas to a coxmtry hke China that has no environmental rules
and those products are made with greater carbon emissions than otherwise would have been made m the Umted States So I
think there has to be a balance to the issue here

Romanoff used a question on green energy subsidies to return to the chmate change issue and cnticize Coflman on his answer
It s especially reveahng tonight because it s plam to me that we are never gomg to take the action we need to address climate
change if we don t recognize the problem Congressman Coffman made it clear tonight he does not recognize this problem
despite the ovenvhelmmg snentific consensus about the ongins of climate change

Throughout the debate Romanoff and Coffinan returned to women s nghts issues Romanoff to press the issue and Coflman
to defend his record Romanoff cited Coffman s past support for personhood ballot measures that would outlaw abortion and
cntics argue could impcnl some forms of contraception Coffman said he backed away from supportmg personhood a couple
years ago because such measures are too broad with effects that made him uncomfortable

But he reiterated more than once that he s pro hfe and defended his record on supporting access to birth control agamst
Romanoffs suggestions that such statements were muddied by Coffman s pa<vt votes
The debate which is over representation of the district that included the 2012 Aurora theater shooting and the 2013 murder
suicide mvolving two students at Arapahoe High School also featured questions about gun control

What law would have stopped those killings'' Romanoff said The tough lesson the conclusion that s painful to draw is in
some cases is none We can t stop every crime We can t prevent every tragedy But that recognition does not relieve us of the
responsibihty to spare as many families as we can the anguish so many in our districts have suffered

Coffinan said it was too early to weigh the effect of the gun laws Colorado enacted last year but he said things could be done
to make the mental health system better able to alert authorities to danger signs such as those presented in the case of accused
Aurora theater shooter James Holmes He said a bill before Congress would do that

Durmga question about vouchers which Romanoffopposes for pnvate schools Coffmanmentioned Romanoffs Ivy League
background
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Speaker Romanoff m debates you ve often pointed out sometimes that you ve had a pnvileged life God bless you went to
pnvate prep school and on from there Cof&nan said
Its actually you Congressman who has spent the bulk of this campaign talking about very little else

education my family

Romanoff said a few moments later chucklmg

my school my

Thank God you haven t picked on my dog yet

Both candidates took excqjtion to the way they were bemg portrayed by the opposition campaigns

Asked what the biggest falsehood told about him Romanoff replied. How much time do you have*^
He said he had reframed from engaging m personal attacks and vowed to fire any of his staffers who did

Coffman rephed

I think it s about being honest and your ad out there is not honest

Romanoff asked

Which part?

Refemng to the ad characterizing his positions on personhood and birth control Coffinan said, I thmk you know which part
It IS I have the floor nght now and I thmk it s a fundamental problem
The Post s debate is the third formal debate m the race which is one of the most competitive m the nation this year

After Tuesdays debate Romanoff supporters talked up his aggressive style Coffrnans campaign manager Tyler Sandberg
said Coffrnanstood back sometimes because he was confident m his position m the race based on mtemal pollmg that Sandberg
wouldnt disclose

At least four more debates are scheduled m the 6th District race before the Nov 4 election

Denver Post staff wnters John Frank and Lynn Bartels contributed to this story
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Judge considering cameras
Noelle Philhps The Denver Post

The judge presiding over the James Hotmes theater shooting tnal will decide within a week whethermedia cameras will be
allowed m the courtroom durmg the tnal
Judge Carlos Samour said he must decide whether cameras mcludmg any live broadcast would have an adverse effect on
Holmes nght to a fair tnal or on the victims and witnesses who will be called to testify

The reality is there is going to be publicity Samour said People s names are going to be pubhshed People s testimony is
gomgto be talkedabout The question is how muchworse does expanded media coverage make it
Holmes tnal is set to begm withjury selection in December The 18thJudicial Distnct Attomey is seekmg the death penalty
while defenseattorneys will arguethat Holmes is not guiltyby reason of uisanity
No death penalty case in Colorado has ever had expanded media coverage

The Denver PostandDenver s television media have filed motions to allow video and stillphotography in the courtroom

Prosecutors and defense attomeys oppose the motion They are argumg that television cameras and still photography create
mtimidation andharassment problems for witnesses andvictims whose images could be exposed to theworld through social
media Defense attomeys also worry that jurors will notbeable to avoid thepubhcity They will notbe sequestered
Diego Hunt the attorney for broadcast media said the widespread attention the case is receivmg warrants the expanded
coverage

It s m the context of the national debate about mass murder gim violence and mental illness Hunt said

Steve Zansberg The Post s attomey said there are no examples m Colorado of expanded media coverage causing problems
dunng a tnal
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YES Measure protects nghts of the unborn
Jennifer Mason

The dnving force behind Amendment 67 Heather Surovik is a grieving mom who is fighting to make sure that her son s voice
IS heard

On July 5 2012 Surovik was the victim of a dnmken dnver Expecting the birth of her baby any day the mother of three was
running last mmute errands to prepare for the baby when tragedy struck m the form of a repeat offense drunken driver who
decimated Heather s car then drove away

Upon waking m the hospital Heather learned that although she was 38 weeks pregnant, her 8 pound 2 ounce son Brady Paul
had not survived

Already devastated by the death of her son Heather was later informed that under Colorado law Brady was not considered
a person Brady was full term and ready to be bom at any moment, yet Colorado law specifically denies nghts or protections
to unborn children

Brady s lack of status as a legal person m Colorado meant that the drunken dnver responsible for his death would face no
charges fo killmg Brady

Recovenng fi-om major surgery and a terrible accident Heather was forced to return home with empty arms packing up a
nursery and dismantlmg a cnb that she had prepared for a baby she would never get to brmg home

It is homfying to consider that Heathers tragedy is not uncommon Nearly every year tragic fetal homicide cases plague
Colorado In July 2012 just two weeks after Heather s son was killed Ashley Moser s unbom child was a victim of the Aurora
movie theater shooting There were no charges filed for the death of her baby
Tragiccases like thesehave frustrated Colorado districtattorneys who have been unableto prosecute as theywouldbe m most
other states because the unborn victims are not considered people The Colorado Court of Appeals stated that this is an area
that cnes out for new legislation
Amendment 67 closes a loophole in Colorado law that allows cnmmals to get away with murder
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Opponents of Amendment 67 have tned many times to cloud the issue with scare tactics and false statements Opponents have
even disparaged and mocked Heathers efforts telling her at a legislative hearing that her son was not a baby that he was
merely a pregnancy
Those of us volunteermg for Amendment 67 stand behind Heather We are fighting to ensure that Colorado s insufficient laws
are changed to protect pregnant women and children Amendment 67 acknowledges that there are two victims m tragic cases
like Heather s

In November your vote could stand in defense of the innocent babies like Brady who are killed m Colorado The ballot will
read Shall there be an amendment to the Colorado constitution protecting pregnant women and unborn children by defimng
person and child m the Colorado criminal code and Colorado wrongful death act to mclude unborn human beings'^
The answer is yes Yes pregnant women and unborn children should be protected in Colorado Yes the Colorado cnmmal
code and Colorado wrongful death act should be changed Many other states m the U S prosecute for the homicide of unborn
children and it is time for Colorado to defend its smallest citizens Yes on Amendment 67

Jenmfer Mason is communica tions director of Personhood USA
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"Were coming after you
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

The parents of Jessica Ghawi who was killed in the 2012 Aurora theater shooting on Tuesday filed a lawsuit m Arapahoe
County Distnct Court against four Internet ammunition and nulitaiy grade supply companies who they allege recklessly
supplied the man behind the attack

We re putting them on notice said Lonnie Phillips Ghawi s father at a news conference in Denver We re coming after you
The lawsuit was filed by the nationally recognized law firm Arnold & Porter LLP s Denver office in conjunction with the
WashmgtonD C based Brady Center to Prevent Gun Violence The companies named m the litigationare located m Tennessee
Pennsylvania Minnesota and Arizona

The suit, which is being undertaken pro bono seeks a civil action for injunctive rehef for negligently and unlawfully
supplymg ammunition tear gas and body armor to James Holmes a patently dangerous homicidal man The Philhpses say
the companies should have seen the foreseeable nsk that their products would be used m such an attack
The defendants did not make reasonable mquines into Holmes purchases nor did the defendants take any extra precautions
when sellmg Hobnes weapons accessories and ammxmition or ask Holmes why he wanted the items the lawsuit says

The defendants m the lawsuit are listed as BulkAmmo com BuUetProofBodyArmorHQ com sportmansguide com and BTP
Arms Court filmgs which outline the alleged killer s psychiatnc background and the details of the attack say the Philhpses
are not seeking to challenge law abiding gun owners rights

BuUetProofBodyArmorHQ declmed to comment when contacted by The Denver Post on Tuesday while the three other sites
hsted m the suit did not immediately return requests for comment

Amongthem the companies sold Holmes thousands of roimds of ammunmon a high capacity ammunition magazine tear gas
and vanous pieces of bulletproof body armor according to the suit
A company should not be able to sell tear gas with the same procedures used to sell a pair of shoes said Kelly Sampson
an attorney for the Brady Center
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The suit seeks for the companies to change and stop their sales until their screening practices are changed
Ghawi a Texas native was 24 years old when she was gunned down m the theater She had been working for a television
station in Denver covering sports at the time of her death

Lonnie Phillips on Tuesday said he thought his wife s yells that awoke him when she found out their daughter was dead were
because someone was breaking into his home

I could hear screams m the background of the theater Sandy Phillips said of the call mformmg her Ghawi was dead
The Phillipses have become outspoken gun restnction proponents havmg knocked on doors m Colorado Springs to speak with
potential recall voters in 2013 and to urge them to keep state Sen John Morse in office Morse who strongly backed several
gun restnction bills m the state legislature was recalled

Twelve people were killed and 70 injured m the July 20 2012 theater rampage
Jesse Paul 303 954 1733 jpaul@denverpost com or twitter com/jesseapaul
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Holmes trial one step closer

John Ingold The Denver Post

The tnal of the Aurora movie theater gumnan has moved one step closer after the judge denied the last of the defense s
objections over expert witness testimony
The denial issued Fnday but not made pubhc until Monday means prosecutors can present all of their technical evidence

such as fingerprint identifications firearms analyses and computer examinations as expert testimony While lay witnesses
are only able to state factual mformation expertwitnesses can opine on the evidence s significance
Inhis ruling Arapahoe CountyDistrictCourtChiefJudgeCarlosSamourconcluded thatfingerprint identifications area reliable
enough science to ment an expert designation

Last year the defense filed 11 motions to block expert testimony on everything from crime scene reconstruction to bullet
trajectory analysis In heanngs held months apart a parade of federal and local law enforcement forensic analysts appeared
m theArapahoe County courthouse to testify about their crafts thedryscientific discussions often obscurmg thetragedy they
weredescribing In the end Samour allowed prosecutors to introduce every pieceof expert testimony they saidtheywantto

Fnday srulmg means thedefense which has filed 204 motions inthe case losmg shghtly more than halfof them has only
one motion stiU pending That motion which asks Samour to limitthe kmds of images shown to jurors will be debated at a

heanng inNovember There is only one other heanng scheduled before the case s tnal date

a heanng next Monday to argue

whether media cameras should be allowed m the courtroom at tnal

Jury selection in defendant James Holmes case is scheduled to start Dec 8
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New facibty for training
Carlos lUescas The Denver Post

AURORA The first thmg that hits you is the smell from decades of mold formmg inside the World War n era barracks that
have served as the Aurora Pobce Department s traimng facihty for 15 years
The buildmgs are so outdated that a hot wire was run from one barracks to another just to have Internet access at the training
center on the former Fitzsimons Army Base now the Anschutz Medical Campus
There is no central air and to keep warm the facility rehes on steam heat a technology that was developed some 200 years ago
We have no state of the art technology

acknowledged police Lt Erme Ortiz who is commander of trammg for APD We

make do with what we have

While the department s ingenuity is admirable the facihty is hardly conducive to an atmosphere of learning or a place where
police recruits would be attracted to work

But that is about to change The Aurora City Council has budgeted $25 million in 2015 for a new public safety trammg center
for the police and fire departments just north of Aurora Reservoir

Aurora City Coxmcilman Bob Broom said designs for the new facility are bemg drawn up and that construction could begm
by the end of the year or early next year

It s a long time coming said mtenm Aurora Pobce Chief Terry Jones who recalled that about 35 years ago the two departments
shared a trammg facihty in what is now a recreation center We ve put Band Aids on the facilities for years
While money for the facility was budgeted this year as well it was never funded But there is more urgency now Aurora Fire
Department firefighters tram with Denver at the Rocky Mountain Fire Academy at East 56th Avenue and Quebec Street and
there was a deadlme to make a long term financial commitment to remain there

The new facility will be buih on land the city of Auroraownsjust northof AuroraReservoir and the Arapahoe Park horse track
on East Quincy Avenue near South Gim Club Road
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The new pubhc safety training center will include classrooms wired with the latest technology workout rooms an asphalt skid
pad for driver traming and a five story bum tower where firefighters can practice dousing fires from above below and the
roof

Aurora Fire Chief Mike Garcia said

The center will be used to tram new police and fire recruits as well as to tram current officers and firefighters There will be
670 police officers when the new year starts and 347 firefighters
The departments will be able to train together on joint emergency responses That is key Garaa said especially after both
agencies responded to the Aurora theater shootug on July 20 2012
After 7/20 the whole nation realizes that pobce and fire needs to work more closely together Garcia said
Another benefit Garcia said is that sometimes firefighters training m Denver were called back to Aurora on an emergency and
It took more time than if they were training m Aurora
The move to a new Aurora police and fire department trainmg center comes after several years of discussions between Denver
and Aurora on ajomt trainmg center Those talks fizzled however

That projectwouldhavebeenself sustaining meaning it would havemade moneyby havingagencies pay to havetheir officers
or firefighters tram there Thats not the plan with the new Aurora public safety trammg center although from time to time
people from outside the two departments are expected to use the facility Jones said

When you have your own trainmg academy you tram people the way you want them tramed Jones said
Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denverpostcom or twitter com/cillescasdp
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Spendmg bmits and free speech

Re

Senate amendment a threat to political speech Sept 10 Vincent Carroll column

I am surpnsed that veteran political observer Vmcent Carroll would oppose the effort by Sens Mark Udall and Michael Bennet
to curb money in politics by overturning Citizens United

The fundraismg that candidates must do to get elected and stay in office today is nothing short of sinful and severely detracts
from what they are supposed to be domg legislatmg In addition allowmg wealthy mdividuals and corporations a louder
megaphone than the rest of us by having almost no limits on campaign donations and outside spending violates at least the
spint of one man one vote

Unlimitedmoney mpobtics IS not free speech It seems more like bribery and corruption Goodness how did we ever get along
as a nation before Citizens Umted opened the door to virtually unlimited spendmg and corporate giving'^
It s traje to put sensible limits on campaign donations and spendmg
Andy Wiessner Snowmass

I thoroughly disagree with the Citizens United money equals speech ruling and Vmcent Carroll s defense of it There is no

doubtto most observers that it is not leadmg to more electoral mtegnty not to mention the corruptmg influence of big money
mto campaign coffers

Thereare twochanges we couldmake in the electionprocessthat wouldgo a longway towarda moredemocratic andbipartisan
process

First eliminate the state by state presidential pnmary process of starting campaigns m Iowa and New Hampshire and switch to
a national pnmary election day After all why do we have to have the extremist wmgs of each party in these respective states
become the kingmakers beforethe rest of the coimtry has its fair input mto the process?
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Second demand redistncting that equalizes the mix of registered Republicans and Democrats so that each candidate has to
appeal to the middle not just to their base m a safe distnct
Tom Sabel Lakewood

The ACA and birth control

Re

GOP s underhanded push for over the counter birth control

Sept 12 Lisa Wuthman column

Is Lisa Wirthman kidding? Ofcourse health care premiums for everyone covered under Affordable Care Act will be lower with
over the counter access to birth control Why'' Every person covered by the ACA (female or male) must pay for birth control
to be provided fiw to women Where do the insurers get the money for it'' Through higher premiums
As a man I don t appreciate paying for somethmg that I don t (and can t) use But ^arently Wirthman thinks I should

I don t oppose birth control it s a good thing But I dont need to pay so others can get a free nde If you want more than
minimum car msurance you pay extra If you want more health coverage you should pay more for the extra coverage Don t
ask me to pay for it
David Hall Denver

No TV cameras for Holmes tnal

Re Let cameras mto Holmes tnal too Sept 11 editonal

Television cameras m the courtroom dunng the James Holmes tnal will do two thmgs make the proceedings a circus as was
the case with the O J Simpson tnal and as many experts have pomtedout over the years urevocablychangethe courtroom
dynamic Lawyers willposture forthecameraandwitnesses especially victimsof thetheater shooting willagambevictmuzed
as their images and testimony are played and replayed endlessly for the benefit of pontificatmg pundits and jaded viewers
Consider the homfic videotape of Ray Rice knockmg his then fiancee Janay Pahner unconscious inside an elevator It has
beenplayedthousands of timeswithoutanyregardfor her feelings as the mediause it to attractandpanderto viewers Although
a tnal and a brutal attackare not necessanly the same the media generally sensationalize any snippet of emotionally charged
or disturbing news whether from perpetrator or victrni
Doug Hawk Denver
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An appeal to help bipolar youths
Darryl Wellington Washington Writers Group
I Am Adam Lanza s Mother Liza Long s bnef account of hving with her 13 year old son who suffered from an undiagnosed
psychological illness that led to violent episodes went viral in 2013 She shared her story m the wake of several mass shootings
by young mentally unstable perpetrators who should have been in treatment The essay s ntle came from its dramatic conceit
I am AdamLanzas mother I am DylanKlebolds and Enc Hams mother I am James Holmes mother I am Jared Loughner s
mother Its easy to talk aboutguns But its time to talk about mental illness Now m The Pnce of Silence Long expands
on that sentiment

Aftera rash of rampages and schoolshootmgs punditsand politicians proposed limrtmg mentallyill peoples accessto guns or
enhancing the powers of school admmistrators to intervene in their lives Instead Long focuses on the paucity of therapeutic
resources How she asks do you raise the self esteem of a child who is bipolar''
Raw emotion propels The Price of Silence Like most parents Longmitially did not want to admit that my son had a mental
illness Acceptmg it meant having to navigate while at the same time resisting the school to pnson pipeline that sees hordes
of mentally ill children become public burdens homeless or incarcerated adults In most states pubbc treatment servicesfor
young people are operated by the juvenile justice system children like Long s son are stigmatized early by being criminalized
Federal lawspromising specialeducation are on the books but the cost of implementation is high Responsible parents become
full time advocates on behalfof their mentally ill children Advocacy breedsresentment both from school district personnel
and from other parents as I learned with my own son Long writes

The Pnce of Silence is an argument for better resources and the wnting lacks color But despite reading like an extended
editorial Long s appeal has enough pathos to make it valuable
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I go into jail with 10 toes and come out with five

Man sues after stay m Arapahoe Countyjail leads to amputation of toes on his nght foot
Kirk Mitchell The Denver Post

James Neisler sobbed while recounting how he lost his dog wife kids job freedom and flesh Before the stockbroker was able
to halt his downward spiral he had a size 14 left foot and a size 7 nght foot

I could write 25 country songs about what happened said Neisler who added that his misdemeanor charges somehow put
him m an Arapahoe County jail cellblock with the likes of theater shooter James Holmes

The 47 year old former financial adviserhas sued the Arapahoe Countyjail and Correctional Healthcare Compames a pnvate
busmess thatprovidedtreatment fortheman currently servmga two yearprobation sentence fortwomisdemeanors Depositions
m the case began this week

Neisler is seeking damages forpainand sufTenng andemotional distress and forpast and future medical expenses No specific
amount of damages has been identified m the federal lawsmt

I go mto jail with 10 toes and come out with five Neisler said while sitting on a bench in Clement Park not far from his
home He took off a black boot he wears on his nght foot and lower leg slid off a white sock and raised his stump foot That s
what I got lefl

Neisler said he was mamedwith two children and was a top performmg fmancial adviser when his life began spiraling Dec
21 2012 the day his dog Zoe an Austrahan shepherd/malamute mix died At the bunal an argument ensued and before it
was over Neislers wife filed domestic violencechargesagainstNeisler He laterwas arrestedfor drunken dnvmg after he was
caught sleepmg m the dnvers seat of his car

Neislerwent to jail for the first time m his bfe and enrolledm a work release programJime 17 this year
The diabetic s feet became swollen Nurse practitioner Ron Waits ordered him not to stand for more than two hours his lawsmt

says But even though they knew his restnctions his supervisors required him to work four hours straight luggmg 50 pound
bags of flour batter and otherkitchensuppliesm ill fitting steel toed shoes the lawsuitsays
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Neisler quickly got blisters which broke He wrote a senes of letters called kites descnbmg his worsening condition and
pleading for medical treatment

My nght big toe is bleeding oozing and twice the size of my left big toe he wrote Aug 12 Two days later he wrote my
toe IS Uterally rottmg now and smells awful
I m begging to be taken to a hospital or wound care clinic for it to be looked
at

please take me

The next day Waits noted that Neisler had necrotic tissue with malodor

Neisler said he began hidmg bloody socks to document his condition He had nine of them hidden under his mattress

I knew It was going south quickly he said My big toe was hke a piece of beef jerky It was past gangrene all the way
to bone infection

On Aug 17 he was asked to please be patient
his foot was bleeding profusely

the MD will have our medical clerk make your appointment On Aug 19

He finally was takento DenverHealthMedicalCenteron Aug 22 for surgery the lawsuitsays FoUowmg each surgeryhe was
taken to an unsanitary jail imit and his toes continued decaying he said First half of his big toe was taken Then the rest of his

big toe Then anothertoe Then all five toes Over the course of the next several weeks nearly half of his nght foot was gone
What he womes most about now is bow much of his future is wrecked because of his disabihty He can no longer play hoops
with a son who is a basketball player or run long distance like he used to do with his daughter who runs cross country
I have to laugh because otherwise I d be crying all the time
Kirk Mitchell 303 954 1206 denverpost com/coldcases or twitter com/kirkmitchell
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No TV cameras m tiieater shooting tnal
Guest Commentary

Denvers localmediawant cameras allowedm the courtroom dunng the tnal of the Aurora theater shooting suspect
I ve been been in journalism for more than two decades and given my fu-sthand expenence as a victmi of crime I can say
imequivocally that cameras should not be allowed

In 2002 my life was threatened my phones illegally wiretapped my computer hacked my career destroyed, my health
compromised The Anthony Pellicano case as it was known captured mtemational media attention and played out m federal
court where mcidentally cameras are not allowed

Did I want cameras m the courtroom had they beenallowed'' No It was bad enoughwith reporters knocking on my wmdows
and doors I absolutely did not want the attention escalated

Prior to becommg a victim of crime and as a member of the media I would have also argued the public s nght to know in
allowing cameras mto the courts But that argument came from my own ignorance of how it impacts the victim Until you stand
m the shoes of the victim you will never understand how hard it is to shoulder mtemational media scrutiny

No one is askmg about what is best for the victims A media circus 10 times the magnitude I suffered through would cause
further damage to those already traumatized

Thecrime itselfand thetnal thatfollows are mentallyand physically exhaustmg Themore publicity thereis the moreunstable
people nse to the surface and reach out to the victims behind the scenes I enduredseveral tembie and potentially dangerous
situations while gomg through my own trauma as a direct result of the media publicity surroundmg my case If there had been
cameras m die courtroom it would have been worse because the media reach would have opened it up to a wider audiencc
Behmd the scenes the families of the deceased and mjured in Aurora have already had to deal with additional trauma from

harassment related to the case Havmg cameras m the courtroom to broadcast these images across the globe and givenotonety
to the monsteraccusedof this crimewill give nse to emotionally overwhelming mcidents and on a much greaterscale
The permanent damage that cameras m the courtroom would brmg to all mvolved far outweighs the self serving temporary
ratingsboost the mediawouldenjoy Whilethe media argue that it s the publics nght to know it s what they arent saymgthat
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speaks the loudest Higher ratings translate into higher ad rates and more media buys for a cnmmal case that is turned mto
entertainment for the masses

Again the only question anyone should be asking is What is best for those who have suffered the most"^
The writer is a former Los Angeles Times reporter and is a cousm of Aurora theater shooting victim Micayla Medek
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Let cameras mto Holmes tnal too

In one of the most higji profile cnmmal tnals in Colorado history the state is seekmg the death penalty agamst suspected
Aurora theater shooter James Holmes

That should be reason enough for cameras to be allowed m the courtroom
the process that could result in the state putting someone to deatii
But there are other strong arguments for cameras m the courtroom

to record every statement and allow scrutmy of

a proposition bemg fought by both prosecutors and defense

attorneys

The First Amendment guarantees press freedom and the Sixth Amendment ensures that tnals should be open to the public
Citizens have a nght to be able to scrutinize their judicial system And if technology allows them to witness proceedmgs from
afar why not accommodate them*^

Moreover televised court proceedmgs tend to inspire public confidence m the justice system not undermine it as well as
educate people about what happens m the courts
The state of Utah had one of the country s most restnctive policies agamst cameras m the courtroom until two years ago

A year long study by the Utah Judicial Council mto practices aroimd the country found Electronic media coverage of
courtroom proceedmgs whether civil or criminal has no detrimental impact on the parties jurors coimsel or courtroom
decorum

Cameras are now allowed in Utah unless a judge decides otherwise In Colorado cameras are baimed unless the media ask
for permission

In the Holmescase attorneys fear TV coverage will inflict intenseand hurtfril attention on victims But that argument can be
marshaled against cameras m many cnmmal tnals Regardless of whether cameras are m the courtroom \ ictims and witnesses
will testify their names will be identified and their stones told

Cameras neednot change thedemeanor or atmosphere However theywillprovidea clearerpictureof oneof themost important
cnmmal tnals of our time
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Gov to announce new poet laureate

Gov John Hickenlooper will announce Colorado s newest poet laureate Tuesday at a ceremony on the steps of the capitol
buildmg

The new appointee will replace currentlaureateDavid Mason a Colorado Collegeprofessor as the states top poet
Mason is also co director of the colleges creative wnting program and the author of several collections of verse including
Ludlow

which focuses on the 1914 Ludlow Massacre m southern Colorado

The professor wrote a widelyreceived poem about the 2012 Aurora theater shootiDg as part of his role as laureate
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Lawyers seek to bar TV coverage
Dan Elliott The Associated Press

Prosecutors m the Aurora theater shootug casejoined defense lawyers in opposingtelevision coverage insidethe courtroom
dunng the tnal saying it would inflictintenseand hurtfulattention on victimswho testify

In a courtfiling Fnday and made public Monday prosecutors also argued that television coverage could change the waytnal
witnesses behave

Attorneys for James Holmes argue that courtroom television would violate his nght to a fair tnal by making witnesses worry
about public reaction if they gave testimony considered favorable to Holmes Theysaidit could alsoexpose jurorsandattorneys
to death threats and cause other problems

Prosecutors alsoasked thejudgeto barstillcameras from thecourtroom Defense lawyers focused theirobjections ontelevision

Six Denver television stations a Denver radio station and the CourtTV cable channel asked the judge to allow a smgle TV
camera and an audio system in the courtroom dunng the tnal

The Denver Postfiled a separate request to have a still photographer in the courtroom who would provide photos to the Post
The Associated Press and others
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show on Dunlap case Stirs death penalty debate
The Denver Post

A CNN documentary onNathan Dunlap s 1993 murder rampage and death sentence aired Sunday night amid growing debate
about capital pumshment in Colorado

andabout twoweeks afterthegovernor saidin an interview forthatshowthathe could

grant Dunlap clemency

The documentary did not include Gov John Hickenlooper s clemency comments which were obtamed by apolitical blogger
through an open records request for the interview recording though it did outline how the case has become apoUtica] talkmg
point mthis year s gubematonal election Hickenlooper told CNN he could grant Dunlqs clemency if he is not re elected m
November

I think Nathan deserves to meet his maker Bobby Stephens the sole survivor ofDunlap s rampage said on the show
The 45 mmute docimientary ispart ofCNN s Death Row Stones The show details how Dimlap shot five people four ofthem

fatally at an Aurora Chuck E Cheese where he once worked CNN said they chose not to include Hickenlooper s clemency
comments because they could be a distraction to voters

Hckenlooper who is barely featured in the documentary granted Dunlap a temporary reprieve mMay 2013 after ajudge
set adate for his execution following years of^peals We knew that when we were making this decision we were making the
hardest decision - we would becnticized from both sides Hickenlooper who is against the death penahy said onthe show
ofthe repneve We try to hear allthe voices and allthe perspectives but you try togettojustice
He added That s part of the governor s role when the governor comes m after this whole arc ofjudicial process and has to
say Did we miss anythmg? Is this really the nght decision'^

The documentary also outlines the2005 killings of Javad Marshall Fields and his fianc[©e Vivian Wolfe for wbch SirMano
Owens and Robert Ray were sentenced to death andarenow appealing

George Brauchler the 18th Judicial District Attorney and outspoken death penalty advocate whose office ispresidmg over
the prosecution ofJames Holmes for the 2012 Aarora theater shooting is prominently featured in the show criticizing
Hickenloopers handling of the Dunlap case
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Theres one person m Colorado that is more interested in the governor being re elected than even the governor and thats
Nathan Dunlap Brauchier told CNN
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ITie enemy of speedy justice
It has been more than two years smce James Holmes allegedly committed mass murder at an Aurora theater And it has been
nearly two years smce Dexter Lewis allegedly stabbed five people to death at Fero s Bar and Gnll m Denver

Neither has beentried let alone convicted of those crimes Prosecutors in eachinstance chose to pursue the death penalty and
so the cases have boggeddown m procedural issues and a flurry of motions on almost everyimagmable issue
Meanwhile a vicious mass murderer you probably never heard of Jaacob Vanwinkle will be sentenced later this month to life
m pnson without a chance of parole for cnmes he committed m Ca[±on City just this March

Only three months later m June Vanwinkle pleadedguilty to 36 felony charges agamst him He will receive one more burst

of publicity when he is sentenced and then will vanish as he should into the utter obscurity of a maximum secunty pnson
to face the crushing tedium and hopelessness that is life m a cell

Bycontrast Holmes and Lewis will be m thenews foryears and become household names

a status already achieved by the

accused in the theater shooting

With the death penalty havmg become an issue m the governor s race it s worth contrastmg these cases and askmg ourselves
as Coloradans which choice makes the most sense

Is Itworth pursumg thedeath penalty m a few select cases knowing it will postpone justice literally for years cost many times
the alternative of bfe without parole and given the appeals wont actually resolve the murderers fate for decades even if a
jury agrees to the ultimate penalty^

Or should weembrace the opportunity for relatively quick pleasthat ensure the killerwillnever walk agam as a free man?

There is also theissue ofequity to consider Vanwinkle s crimes of stabbmg a mother andtwo young children to death were as
brutal as mtirders get The mind shudders to contemplate theterror endured by his victims as he coldly proceeded from one to
another Vanwinkle also raped ateenage daughter whom he presumably would also have killed ifshe hadn t managed toescape
He IS as depraved as a murderer can be It seems glaringly mconsistent to seek the death penalty for Holmes and Lewis but
not for Vanwinkle And yet this is not an isolated inconsistency There have been several savage multiple murders m recent
memory in which death was not sought for the killer
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The death penaltymaybe a wmner pohtically but it s a loser m terms of fair and reasonable public pohcy
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Expert can appear at Holmes tnal
CENTENNIAL Thejudge m the Colorado theater shooting case says a firearms expert can testify at the tnal of James Holmes

The judge rejected a defense motion to preventthe testimony He said that forensic scientistDale Higashi js credible and his
testimony would be rehable Higashi works for the Colorado Bureau of Investigation At a hearmg in July defense attorneys
arguedthat firearms analysis is subjective and lacksstatistics to measureits accuracy Holmes haspleadednot guiltyby reason
of insanity
Associated Press
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Aurora theater shooting report urges better faster communication
Carlos lUescas and Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

AURORA Emergency responders faced a chaotic situation thatjammed communication between cops and firefighters and
slowed ambulances trymg to reach people wounded m theAurora movie theater shooting a report commissioned by the city
has found

A 188 pagereport reviewmg the emergency response praised the city of Aurora for its response to the July2012sbootiDg at
the Century Aarora 16 Theater that left 12 dead and mjured 70 others But the bulk of the after action report outlinedmore
than80 recommendations for improvements to the waypolice officers and fire officials respond to fixture events
Specifically the report urged better

and faster

communication and coordmation

While there are thmgs to improve as is always found m hindsight the City of Aurora shouldbe proud of its response to the

largest civilian shootmg m U S history and the largest mass casualty mcident m Aurora s history thereport read Torepeat
the keypoint the outcome could not have been better m termsof lives saved and a rapid arrest
Aurora police are not commentmg on die report citmg the ongoing gag order m the case
Even though it s favorable to the department we re keepmg the famihes of the victims m mmd, said Interim Police Chief
TerryJones who was not chief wlien the shootmgoccurred We are not talkmg about it

Defense attorneys and prosecutors mtheJames Holmes murder case have tned for months toblock thepolice report The city
of Aurora asked the court for gmdance if it could release the report and several city council members have said for weeks
that the city should do just that

On Wednesday courtofficials released the report two days earlierthan city officialsmtended

Aurora CityCouncilman BobLeGare whois vice chairman of the citys Public Safety Committee saidhehad not yet seen the
report But be hopes its findings willbe a valuable tool for otherentities thatmustdealwith fiiture tragedies
We learned a lot from 9/11 and we learned a lot from 7/20

LeGare said

Our misfortune here will be to the benefit of cities

across the nation and the world
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The report assessed the response by the city and emergency services in the first three days and family assistance and community
assistance m the first week Investigators wrote that the cnme itself which mcluded the shooter s background and motivation
was out of the scope of its work

The names of the gunman victims and mdividual responders are not iKed m the report
The city posted a statement about the report on its Facebook page

The repKJrt concludes all those with survrvable mjunes survived and makes suggestions for improvement the statement read
We re proud of our emergency responders who earned out many remarkable actions that night
TnData which completed the report conducted more than 180 interviews m reviewmg the response
The situation was complex and there were many challenges for first responders
Commimicatjon
the report

the night of the shooting and in the days that followed

the report said

was a key area for improvement according to

During the first hours after the shooting police and fire commanders did not establish a unified command Responders did not
effectively use available radio systems in the initial cntical minutes of response triage and transport
The breakdown m commumcation was clear when 33 mimites after the shootmg as ambulances and paramedics struggled to
reach cntical victims - a fire official advised their chief that So far its running pretty smooth
No procedures were in place to ensure face to face contact or direct commumcations between pohce and fire mcident
commanders

The report says that more quickly establishing a unified command could have helped get ambulances closer to victims
Emergency responders struggled to reach cntically injured victims because they were overwhelmed by the wounded people
streaming out of the theater pohce didn t tell the fire department how to reach some patients and fire crews did not ask police
how their cars were gettmg through to victims

Access routes for ambulances were not adequately identified and kept clear Police officers generally could not move pohce
vehicles not assigned to them because the cars are not keyed alike
Responders did not assess the level of nsk inside the theater Fire commanders did not know that Holmes had been arrested

Tnage nbbons were not attached to victims to show the seventy of conditions

About60 victims mostwith gunshotwoimds weretaken to five area hospitals No hospital turnedthe mflux of patients away
Of thosepatients 20 amved m ambulances 27 weretakento hospitals m policecars otherswentin pnvate carsandonewalked
The lack of commumcationbetween police and fire department dunng the response led to strained relationships in the months
following the shooting
Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan acknowledged that there were tensions between the police and fire department over what was
revealed m the report to be a lack of communication between police and fire
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He said that s natural given the size of the two departments and like any busmess there s always gossip and half truths gomg
back and forth about certain issues

When It s city employees m one area talking to city employees in another area some believe the other side is trying to cover
this or cover that up Hogan said
Key city officials knew for months what was m the report but could not share that information with employees Now that the
report is pubhc Hogan believes those tensions will ease

Those are typical human defense mechanisms Hogan said But that doesn t apply anymore because the report states what
It was

The report praised officers who transported victims m their patrol cars and said the use of squad cars m transporting victims
may become a more accepted practice nationally But the report also found that officers did not tell fire officials or EMS
crews how to get through the parkmg lot maze to reach victims
The police thought fire could figure this out on theu own

the report read

Conversely the fire department did not ask for

instructions

One officer who was interviewed said he asked an ambulance crew to follow him into the theater with a backboard to help
remove a victim who had been eviscerated The officer grabbed the backboard shouted Just come with me' and ran back
into the theater

When he looked back to see if they were following him he saw the crew gettmg back m their ambulance They did not follow
hun inside

the report said

Decisions by officers to both assess and transport victims to hospitals was critically important

One of the first SWAT officers to amve at the theater quickly realized there were enough officers and tnage was urgently
needed and there were several obvious deaths inside the theater The officer who is also a paramedic immediately
switched his roles and began assessing patients
The report emphasizes that no one died because they were not taken to the hospital m an ambulance All of victims who needed
to be taken to the ho p tal were transported with n 52 minutes of the first 911 call from the theater

Within the first 15 minutes five ambulances had amved on scene By that time police officers had already taken at least three
patients to hospitals

After 24 mmutes police officers had taken 12 victims to hospitals and six ambulances had amved at the scene None of the
EMS crews were able to reach victims or transport them to hospitals at this time

Even if the ambulances hadnot beendelayed there werenot enough ambulances at the scene earlyencmgh to carry all of the
victimswho neededto be transported, the report said Still the report could not say definitively whetherofficers shouldhave
waited for some victims to be transported by ambulance

The mitialuse of policevehicles to transport cntical patients was not only acceptable but bkely represented the best care for
cntical patients the report said
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But instead of making multiple trips to hospitals police officers could have helped lead officers mto the scene the report found
The report praised the department s handbng of the evacuations and removal of explosives at the gxmmans Pans Street
apartment where officers awoke residents at about 2am Several of the residents did not speak Enghsh some spoke Spanish

and a few spoke an Asian language that was not immediately identified
Officers were able to make it clear residents did not have the option of staymg
officers use apps for smart phones and iPads that translate language

but the report suggested that in the future

The conclusion of the report s areas for improvement section also states The neighbonng jimsdictions and federal agencies
especially the FBI provided excellent timely assistance in force The City is aware of the lessons learned and has already taken
measures to miplement changes It is hoped that the findmgs and recommendations will be useful to other junsdictions as well

Theaters were not spared m the report Movie theaters should consider mstallmg alarms on emergency or secondary exits use
video surveillance and have an intercom system to warn people m case of emergencies
The report also says movie theaters should have the ability to turn off movies and turn on the lights
Dunng the days followmg the shootmg families did not get adequate information about their loved ones m a timely manner
and access to victims was complicated by a lack ofcommunication between pobce and fire departments First responders could
have been rotated out to avoid exhaustion but were instead also used to serve as secunty for the prayer vigil and presidential
visit that followed the shooting

Former Aurora Pohce Chief Dan Oates who was the top cop at the time of the theater shooting said he could not comment
on specifics of the report because of the ongomg gag order
Oates who is now police chief for the Miami Beach Fla police department will be coming back to testify agamst Holmes
when his tnal gets under way

The report speaks for Itself Oates said

Smce the shooting Aurora police and the Aurora Fire Department have developed a joint active shooter protocol according
to the report The protocol mcludes mcident command guidelmes safety guidelines instructions for rapid assessment and
protocols for removmg victims fk)m a scene and transporting them to hospitals
That plan is being finalized

Law enforcement should consider buying a drone for surveillance of high mtensity cnme scenes the report suggested A low
cost remotely piloted vehicle can improve safety of police pursuits as well as assist officers m settmg up penmeters to contam
suspects

Aurorapolice do not have their own air support but use au-craft that belongs to the Denver Police Department At the time of
the theater shootmg the Denver hehcopter was not immediately available
Some small helicopter drones cost less than $5 000 the report said The report also says officers should carry active shooter
armor kits and tactical medicalkits Which might have saved bves dunng the shooting mcident m Tucson Anz involving
Rep Gabnelle GifTords
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Smce the theater shootmg a medical kit has been designed for Aurora police and the department is now training officers
to use It

The report criticized the Arapahoe County Distnct Attorney s Office for saymg it needed to control victim commumcation to
protect their case and that was standard practice m homicide cases

However if this were true it is perplexmg why this was the first time such a policy had been mandated for homicide victims
families m Aurora m recent memory according to APD staff the report said
Much of the information ah-eady has been out there

whether through court testimony or the 2013 Aurora Fire Department

timeline analysis of events

The TnData report states many of the recommendations have ah^ady been implemented by Aurora
The report is expected to be mvaluable not only to Aurora but to law enforcement and emergency agencies throughout the
country who may have to respond to similar incidents in the future observers say
I think we are going to see some answers said local attorney Dan Recht who is not a party to the case before the report
was released Whether it will have an impact on future emergency work and propel law enforcement to move more quickly
and efficiently I thmk it will do that in spades
Accordmg to an Aurora fire department report last year ambulances trymg to reach the mside of the theater were blocked
by parked cars the 1 400 people fleemg the theater and by police who amved quickly on the scene and were able to make it
inside the chaotic Century Aurora 16 theater
DOCUMENT Read the Aurora tiieater shooting report

The Aurora City Council received a bnef summary when the city received the report earlier this year
However City CoimcilwomanBarb Cleland said there will be areas for improvement outlined in the TnData review
Any time you do a report we may find mistakes things we could have done better and that s what it s all about Cleland said
The TnData report will tell us Did we do anything wrong"^
Personally I don t th nk we did but that s not to say we couldn t have done things differently

The Virgmia based TnData which has conducted so called after action reports m the wake of mass shootmgs at Columbme
High School and Virginia Tech University reviewed thousands of radio and dispatch transmissions and interviewed hundreds
of first responders which include pobce officers firefighters and ambulance dnvers
Prosecutors m Arapahoe CountyDistnct Court and defenseattorneys for Holmes soughtto keep the reportunderwraps as part
of the contmumg gag order m the case againstHolmes who is scheduled to go to on tnal by the end of the year
But Distnct Court Judge Stephen Collins in August ruled the report which cost Aurora more than $250 000 could be made
public after the names were redacted

The city of Auroratook the issue to court seeking guidance on whetherthe report should be available for reviewand did not
take a positioneitherway on the matter It had until Sept 11 to appeal the judge s decision which it did not
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Aurora Fire Chief Mike Garcia said after the department s imtial review was released to The Denver Post after an open records

request that he welcomed a comprehensive outside probe of how his department handled the situation
There s always lessons to be learned and lessons to be shared he said I ra so proud of the response of our firefighters
That analysis along with other incident reports found among other things that notification from fire dispatchers to emergency
medical workers happened 17 mmutes after the shootmg was reported at 12 38 a m on the monung of July 20 2012
Police dispatchers were in the same area as fire dispatchers but they commimicate on separate channels according to a Harvard
Kennedy School report on the response
An ambulance from Rural/Metro which contracts services with Aurora amved five mmutes after the first call but went to a

stagmg area instead
I think we re gomg to find out why the vanous government entities weren t communicatmg with each other more efficiently
Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denverpost com or twitter com/ciUescasdp
Reporters Zahira Torres Jennifer Brown and John Ingold contnbuted to this report
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Hickenlooper s actions words in Dunlap case stir debate m re-election bid
Joey Bunch and Jesse Paul The Denver Post
The cold blooded murders of three teenagers and a manager late one night in a Chuck E Cheese restaurant m Aurora two
decades ago have taken center stage in the political theater of this year s race for governor
Gov John Hickenlooper has weathered political blows from the right since May 2013 when he granted the killer Nathan
Dunlap a repneve on his death sentence

Hickenloopers actions then reignited the hot topic over the weekend after Todd Shepherd of The Complete Colorado presented
audio of Hickenlooper suggestmg to a CNN film crew m an mterview for a segment of a documentary series set to air the
evening of Sept 7 that he could grant Ehinlap clemency if he were to lose his re election bid in November
Besides reintroducing a wedge issue
capital punishment
that has a percepnon of marshaling Repubhcan voters the
mcumbent Democrat gave fresh life to Repubhcans campaign narrative that Hickenloooper doesnt make forceful decisions

Republican nommee Bob Beauprez has repeatedly vowed on the campaign trail to execute EHinlap

an applause line for GOP

voters

I believe we need this option on the table for the most heinous cnmes where a jury believes it is necessary Beauprez told
The Denver Post last week

PoUmg last April mdicated Colorado voters support the death penalty 2 to 1

This is a big issue OwenLoftus spokesman for the Colorado Republican Committee said of the deathpenalty He s makmg
It a bigger issue The question of whether Gov Hickenlooper is gomg to enforce justice or not that gives people pause
Rick Palacio chairman of the state Democratic Party counters I don t think it s an issue thats on the top of anybody s mmd
Peoplein Colorado are concemedabout the economy aboutjobs about theu* well bemg gomg forward

John has done a tremendous job of not only leading the state out of the recession but puttmg Colorado at the top of the list
nationally for job creation That s an issue people will vote on
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Shifting position
Hickenloopers spokesman Eddie Stem also points to Hickenloopers performance on the economy saying the governors
choices on business issues reflect the way he s evolved on the Dunlap issue

Before he makes important decisions he gives them intense due diligence and his process on this issue is no exception
Stem said

When he ran for governor four years ago Hickenlooper was vocal about bemg pro capital punishment His decision makmg
around the issue in 2013 has left some in his own party and nearly everyone who opposes hum questioning his rationale
The governor expkmed m his Dunlap decision that he bebeved Colorado s capital punishment system was imperfect and
inherently inequitable
The arguments began anew last weekend when news surfaced that Hickenlooper raised the possibility of clemency
Colorado governor has ever granted m a death penalty case

which no

The governor reiterated his evolution on the issue this month when he told a television news reporter he opposes the death
penalty
The governor s position is likely to get more emotionally charged m Colorado the closer James Holmes is to bemg tried on
charges he murdered 12 people inside an Aurora movie theater in 2012
Holmes who faces the death penalty was ongmally set to stand tnal m October weeks before the Nov 4 election However
the case is now set for tnal in December

This was made political by John Hickenlooper said George Brauchler the Republican district attorney whose office is trymg
Hohnes and who supports capital punishment
Remember what he did He said to the state of Colorado I m not gomg to act on the order from a jury from a court I m gomg
to let another governor do that

Paul Teske dean ofthe school of pubhc affairs at the University of Colorado Denver questioned whether Hickenlooperwould
lose any voters he might have had otherwise

It could have a small influence but the voters who are likely to be motivated by this issue probably weren t gomg to vote for
Hickenlooper anyway he said
But it could fit mto a larger narrative

I thmk Repubhcans will pair this with the gun issue to say that Hickenlooper is soft on pubhc safety

Denver pollsterFloyd Ciruli said Hickenlooper can only blame himselffor repeatedly reviving an issue that repeatedly hurts
him

The issue was part of Hickenlooper s tipping point in 2013 Ciruh said when he granted Dunlap the reprieve helping dnve
down his approval ratmgs from results above and just below 60 percent to the low 40s
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It was the first issue that clearly put hun on the wrong side of the pubhc Ciruli said He had been a pretty popular governor
up to that point m his first term and it handed a very good issue to the Republicans to hammer him with

But It had kind of gone away But now (since the CNN interview) he s reopened it
By saying he might grant clemency if he loses Hickenlooper didn t portray himself as a thoughtful leader the pollster said
Speaking in a hypothetical about what if he loses what he might do that comes across as pohtically manipulative Cinib said
Slipping support

The Economist magazine a favorite read of conservatives looked at the issue in a piece in Apnl titled The Slow Death
of the Death Penalty noting that the 33 people scheduled to die across the country in 2014 is the fewest since 1994 down
from 98 m 1999

Last year the 80 people sentenced to death row represented the lowest number in four decades the magazme noted statmg
America is falhng out of love with the needle
The Economist said some of the reasons mclude those cited before by Hickenlooper the cost of legal appeals and the lack of
evidence to show the penalty deters crime
However the death penalty issue appear to be the ally of Hickenlooper s opponents

A Quinnipiac Umversity poll in February indicated Coloradans by a 36 percent to 28 percent margin disapproved of
Hickenlooper s handling of the Dunlap case Meanwhile 63 percent favored keepmg the death penalty while 28 percent
supported abolishmg it
There has been strong unwavenng support for the death penalty and a sense that the governor s not on my watch position on
the issue could htirt him on Election Day said Tim Malloy assistant director of the Quinmpiac s pollmg operation

Thirty two states the federaljustice system and the U S military have the death penalty but six states m the last six years have
abohshed capital punishment Maryland, Connecticut New Mexico Illinois New York and New Jersey
All have a lot m common with Colorado said Richard Dieter executive director of the Death Penalty Information Center a
Washington D C based nonprofit that is a clearinghouse of studies polls and expertise on both sides of the issue
Each state had rarely used capital punishment and had a very small number of people on death row Colorado has three

Colorado has executed only one person m the last 47 years kidnapper rapist and murderer Gary Lee Davis who was put to
death in 1997

Red, blue purple as far as politics go people arent wedded to the death penalty as an issue
aren t usually won or lost on a candidate s position on the death penalty rather many other issues
immigration manythmgs

Dieter said Elections
the economy and jobs

Even those who support the death penalty as a group don t agree it s the best option in every case and they ve proved more
willing to abohsh capital punishment when it s rarely used
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Dieter however said governors and attorneys general including Enc Holder have opposed the death penalty but maintained
their roles as a representative of the people s will But governors also have the authonty to substitute their judgment and moral
convictions on puttmg another person to death
An election is when the people can choose Dieter said of a vote on abolishing the death penalty

Joey Bunch 303 954 1174 jbunch@denverpost com or twitter com/joeybunch
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Ruling Cop may have lied
Johnlngold The Denver Post
At least one officer investigating the Aurora movie theater shooting might have bed under oath dunng a hearmg about a
crucial piece of evidence but a special prosecutor is not needed to investigate the matter a judge ruled Thursday
Instead, Arapahoe County Distnct Judge Carlos Samour said defense attorneys will be allowed at tnal to cross examme the
detectives about their earlier testimony to raise questions about credibility

If the record before the Court is complete it reflects that at least one law enforcement agent was untruthful at one of the
hearmgs

Samour wrote m the order

The hearmgs concerneda notebookJames Holmes mailed to his psychiatrist It subsequently became the subject ofa Fox News
story by reporter Jana Wmter contammg details about the notebook cited to unnamed law enforcement sources

Argumg the report was a violation of the cases gag order defense attorneys pursued heanngs at which 14 law enforcement
officers testified about their contact with the notebook None of the officers said they spoke to the media about the notebook or

told anyone else m detailaboutwhatthey mayhave seen mside The defensehas never said whetherthe story which reported
the notebook contained violent drawings and plans

is acciirate

But Samour s order indicates that it is

The Court finds that the most reasonable inference drawn from the record is Wmter obtamed the information m her report
from sources who had direct or mduwt knowledge of the contents of the notebook

Samour wrote

Because defense attorneys cannot prove that any ofthe officers broke the gag order Samour said he cannot sanction prosecutors
for a violation or appomt a special prosecutor to investigate the leak Instead he said the defense will be allowed at tnal to
attempt to impeach the credibihty of every witness whose testimony was presented at one ofthose heanngs
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Aurora theater s responsibility

Re No way to foresee theater shooting Aug 23 editonal
In response your editonal (and many other articles regardmg the Aurora theater shooting) my only question is

Should not those exit doorsbe hooked to an alarm system"^ Had that been the case alleged shooter James Holmes may not have
had tone to prop open the door go to his car to retrieve his equipment and get back to carry out his horrible plan Someone
could have physically checked the door
Your editonal asks Should theater owners have been able to anticipate such a homfic event*^ No However alarmmg those
doors only makes financial sense Whats to stop someone opening the door and lettmg a bunch of his fhends m (kmd of like
hiding them m their car trunk to get mto a dnve m)"^
It just seems like a simple common sense procedure
Barbara Vetter Broomfield

Conflict for DA on jail mcident

Re Deputy seen punchmg inmate won t be charged Aug 23 news story and Questionable call on jail incident Aug 25
editorial

The district attorneys primary mission is to prosecute cnmmal offenses One of the pohce departments prmcipal functions
IS to mvestigate cnmmal offenses and present the distnct attorney with the evidence necessary to obtam a conviction They
operate as a team

Having the distnct attomey prosecute cases of alleged cnmmal behavioron the part of police officers and shenff s deputies is
a conflictof mterest so apparent that anyone could see it from a mile away
All allegations of cnmmal police conductshouldbe automatically referredto an mdependent specialprosecutor with no other
connections of any kmd to law enforcement
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The Denver Post s editorial board took a pusillanimous stand on this one Waffles anyone"^
David Klemme Westminster

Ferguson and Michael Brown

Regardmg the use of excessive force againstdemonstrators in Ferguson Mo it is a sad commentary when law enforcement
feels that it needs military style eqmpment, lest it be out gunned by a few who mighthave dangerous weapons Most of the
protesters appear to be peaceful but I would rather see law enforcement (assummg they are justified fair and even handed
which is not always an easy proposition) have the upper hand

Sen Rand Paul correctly stated that police departments are comf)etmg to acquire military gear that goes far beyond what
most Amcncans thmk of as law enforcement I would respondthat many civiliansare domg the same far beyond what most
Amencans would think of as self protection
R Kiefer Arvada

What exactly areweexpected to learn from theMichael Brown shootmg anyway'' Thatits never a good idea to actbelligerent
when a cop directs you tomove tothesidewalk'^ That Its a waste oftime to allegedly trytogive upafter allegedly punching
that same cop m the face and grabbmg for his gun'? That you shouldnt allegedly steal from a convenience store as it makes
you look like a petty cnmmaP

Or do we learn thatMichael Brown is no longer a realperson but a chalkboard upon which to wnte all yourgrievances'?
Harry Puncec Lakewood
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Stations seek camera at Holmes tnal

John Ingold The Denver Post

Several Denver television stations filed a motion Monday seeking to put a camera in the courtroom dunng the Aurora movie
theater murder tnal of James Holmes

The motion asks for one video camera m a fixed position inside the courtroom dunng the tnal currently scheduled to begm
with jury selection in December The TV stations all of those in the city with a nightly newscast plus the cable channel Court
TV

say the camera will not be a disturbance to the tnal

A television camera which allows a live feed to be sent outside the courtroom actually reduces the number of media
representatives in the courtroom the stations argue m the motion

Arapahoe Coimty Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour said dunng a heanng Monday that he will likely set another hearmg in
September to debate the request

Monday s heanng was mostly devoted to the vettmg of fingerprmt identification experts Three analysts two fixDm the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and one fi-om the Aurora Pobce Department testified about how they match fingerpnnts foimd at
cnme scenes to suspects Samour will rule later whether they can be admitted as expert witnesses at tnal

Meanwhile an order made publicMonday meansdefenseattorneyswill not be able to obtainthe recordsof a mysterywitness
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingold@denverpost com or twitter com/John_Ingold
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Predicting acts of violence
Meredith Cohen Carroll

There has been a spate of accidental shootings m recent weeks including by an off duty police officer m Virginia who mistook
his 16 year old daughter for an intruder firmg a bullet into her torso m the family s garage plus a grandmother m Florida who
discharged a 22 caliberrevolvermto her 7 year old grandson througha door she feareda burglarwas lurking behmd
Couple those incidents with the violence in Ferguson Mo followmg the tragic death of Michael Brown not to mention the
fact that shootings are on the nse by as much as nearly 50 percent in some areas of the country and it seems particularly
disconcertmg that U S Distnct Court Judge R BrookeJackson ruled recently that the parent company of the Aurora movie
theater whereJames Holmesallegedly earned out a deadlyattackin 2012 is considered liable becausethetragedywas legally
foreseeable

Accordmg to Jackson just becausetherehadnt beena previous rampageof thismagnitude in a movietheater the gnm history
of mass shootings and mass killingsthat have occurred m more recent times meanspredictmg movie goerswould be sitUng
ducks for a predator was entirely possible
At a tune when it is pitifully clear that we need fewer guns not more of them Jackson s decision which allows 20 lawsuits

filed bythose directly affected bythe Aurora attack to move forward to trial feels eenly likeEndof Days might just be m sight
Perhaps Cmemark could have alarmed its emergency exitdoors at the Century Aurora 16theater which might have delayed
Holmes andreduced thenumber of victuns by alertmg theater management to a security breach before gunshots everrangout
However it takes no great leap of logic to glean from Jackson s ruling that if an event that left 12 dead and 70 wounded could

have beendivined then all places of busmess notjust movie theaters should employ tngger happy armed guards trained to
combat Armageddon

and the ensuing lawsmts

at any moment

Deeming Cmemark evenpartly accountable for the Auroratragedyseemsto say that the onus on mentalhealthprofessionals
law enforcement officials and other government agencies to prophesize acts of violence and terrorism is less cntical If movie
theaters now need to be in the business of scnitmizing every ticket holder the common sense conclusion is that there needs

to be guns on site because whats a teenager who slmgs popcorn and Cokes afterschool for minimum wage supposed to do
with a guy clad in tactical gear and armed with an arsenaP

Shouldn t supermarkets also have armed guards'' What about churches post offices hair salons gyms restaurants and bars?
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Yes an alarmed emergency exit door might have meant that Holmes couldn t have propped it open so easily to retneve amor
and ammunition from his car In my mmd an even more sensible forecast of his alleged rampage was that the psychiatnst
treating him contacted a University of Colorado police officer with concerns about Holmes behavior weeks before the attack
even transpired

Ticket takers shouldn t be in the business of prognosticatmg acts of violence and terronsm Instead of placmg the responsibility
on pnvate entitiesto calculatethe remote possibilityofa mass murderer how about worrying insteadabout the entirely knowable
fact that too many guns will result m more deaths and mjunes than hves saved''
Meredith Cohen Carroll (meredithccaiToll@ hotmail com) wntes regularly for The Denver Post
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No way to foresee theater shooting
The horror that unfolded more than two years ago m an Aurora movie theater complex when a masked man opened fire on
the crowd was hard to comprehend

It strikes us as a stretch to believe that the owners of the Century Aurora 16 theater
have anticipated such an attack

or any other movie venue

should

While we understand the nature and parameters of the recent federal court ruling that allows lawsmts filed by victims and their
families to move forward the ultimate decision in the case must be supported by a strong set of facts

If for instance lawyers uncoverevidence that the theater owned by Cmemark received advancewarning of an attack thats
a different story altogether

The ruling allows the potential for plaintiffs in the case to prove forseeability It does not assign culpability
The ruling m the case issued by U S District Judge R Brooke Jackson clearly makes this important distinction
I reiterate that this court is m no way holdmg as a matter of law that Cmemark should have known of the danger of someone
entering one of its theaters through the back door and randomly shooting nnocent patrons Jackson wrote
The order affects 20 similar federal court cases which have been consolidated

The actions were filed by those who suffered injury or loss as a result of the shootmgs which prosecutors say were earned out
by James Holmes Twelve people lost their lives that night and many others were injured

Authorities said Hohnes boughta ticket for a midnight premiere showingof The Dark Knight Rises and took a seat After
the movie started, Holmes left the auditonum through a rear exit that he propped open and returned ftiUy armed
Should theater owners have been able to anticipate such a homfic event*^ Jackson s ruling says discovery in the case has not
uncovered an mstance of a mass shootmg m a movie theater before this case

Ourhearts go outto thosewhohavelost lovedonesin thistragedyor sufferedinjurythemselves Butabsentsignificant evidence
the theater had sohd reasons to anticipate such a calamity we don t think the plaintiffs claims should succeed
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If they do we should anticipate movie theaters turning into fortresses the cost of which would be borne by patrons Is that
really a necessary and appropnate response to the actions of one obviously disturbed mdividuaP We don t think so
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Legacy of Jessica Ghawi a gift of giving happiness
Benjamin Hochman The Denver Post
This IS the story of a pastor a redhead and an elf

So we often wonder what actually happens when we donate to chanty'' For instance Saturday from 7am until noon is the
Jessica Ghawi giveSPORTS Equipment Dnve where people can donate new and gently used sports equipment at the Pepsi
Center (Camry Lot North) It was the dream of Jessi a friend a spunky redhead and an aspirmg sports journalist to bring
sports into the lives of the xmderpnvileged
She then lost her life m the Aurora theater shootings
Only after did her dream come true

And so at last summer s equipment dnve you might have dropped off say a basketball Here s what happened next
Last Chnstmas a 5 year-old boy named Demarco came spnnting toward Latoshia Jackson and exclamfied Mom there s an
elf outside'

That night like so many others Jackson was deeply depressed In Apnl of 2013 she had moved her seven children from
Memphis Tenn to Denver Really they escaped
The gangs were trying to rmtiatemy daughter and son Jackson said They didn t jom and (the gangs) went m full force I
was asleep and I was m a complicated pregnancy and I woke up to my daughter being dragged out of the house so a bunch of
these girls could jump her And we had a dnve by shootmg nght next to us I couldn t take it anymore

If It wasnt for my children honestly I thinkI wouldve givenup a longtime ago My childrenare my hfe Gomgthroughsome
of the thmgs I ve been through and knowmg they re counting on me it gives me more of a reason to stnve
Within the first month in Denver the fanuty didnt have any legitimate housingoptions They were homeless bouncmgfrom
shelters to basements to projects a smgle mother and seven children
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On Christmas pastor Bryan Sederwall of the Denver Dream Center had gathered a group to deliver presents in the projects
There was a Santa Elves too Little Demarco found his mother and the serendipitous Santa came into the Jacksons lives
Com tortilla shells with sour cream was basically their Chnstmas meal

Sederwall said

PastorB as they call Sederwall gave the Jacksons his phone number Said he could help Neither knew what would happen next
They ve really become my family Jackson said of Pastor B and his groiq) from Denver Dream Center

Now this isn t some cheery everythings fine now story Not yet anyway Jackson remains unemployed and the family was
homeless until last week when they were finally approved for Section 8 housmg
The kids had slept on floors The kids weren t able to really be kids Pastor B provided some support mentoring and coimselmg
along the way Also of course faith

And Denver Dream Center is partnered with A Precious Child, which puts on the giveSPORTS Equipment Dnve So that
basketball"^ Pastor B gave it to Demarco

Basketball is what they love to do Jackson said of her sons It s kind of therapeutic to them We ve been through a lot since
we ve been here We ve lost a lot For them to have something that I know for a fact couldn t afford, it was just a huge blessing
for the donations it might be something small for some people but it s something huge

One basketball It gave these kids this rare emotion called happmess It gave them an outlet It gave them normalcy
They go to different rec ccnters to play Pastor B said and they just sort of come alive

You see these kids smile

I m sure Jessi is lookmg down and smiling too
Benjamin Hochman bhochman@denverpost com or twitter com/hochman
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judge report on shooting response can be made pubbc
Carios lUescas The Denver Post

An Arapahoe County Distnct Court judge ruled Thursday that the city of Aurora s outside review of its emergency response
to the July 2012 Aurora theater shooting can be made public
Distnct Court Judge Stephen Collms foimd that the report by TnData would not have a substantial likelihood of matenally
prejudicing the criminal case and thus would not result m a substantial mjuiy to the public mterest
The city has until Sept 11 to appeal the judge s decision The report cannot be released for 21 days to give the city a chance
to appeal the judge wrote

At a heanng last week on the matter prosecutors and attorneys for James Holmes who faces the death penalty if convicted
of killing 12 people and mjunng dozens of others in the shootmgs argued m favor of keepmg the report sealed Attorneys for
Aurora were just seeking guidance on whether it can be released

Some information mcludmg testimony dunng Holmes preliminary heanng already has been made public but otherwise there
is a gag order m the case

Among other thmgs thereport which cost $250 000 exammedwhy it took emergency medicalworkers nearly 24 mmutes to
get mside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater
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Lessons m theater response?

There is an abiding public mterest m knowing why the emergency medical response to the 2012 Aurora theater shootmgs
unfolded as slowly as it did

That s why we were glad to see an Arapahoe County Distnct Courtjudge rule Thursday that a report commissionedto examme
the performance of those first responders can be released to the public
Prosecutorsand defense lawyers m the James Holmes case had argued the report should remain under wraps Holmes is accused
of openmg fire m a multiplex theater lallmg 12 people and injunng many others
One of the questions to be answered m the report which cost $250 000 was why it took emergency medical workers 24 minutes
to get mside the theater

The answer has the potential to inform policy in situations where seconds could mean the difference between life and death

And It s not just Aurorathat could benefit from the lessons extracted from this catastrophe Other emergency departments across
the state and the nation almostassuredly will look at this report to see how they can improve
The sooner they get that nformation the better
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Holmes defense asks for information on CU

Defense attorneys m the Aurora theater shooting case have subpoenaed mformaton that a witness has suggested University
of Colorado officials may be trying to hide

In a heavily redacted motion made public Monday defense attorneys asked the judge overseemg the case to review the records
in pnvate to determine if they are favorable to the defense s case

The redactions to the motion are so dense that it is not possible to determine what kmd of recordsare beingsoughtfrom CU
In the motion the defense says an important prosecution witness

was repeatedly interviewed by law enforcement agents

m the weeks following the July 2012 attack on the Century Aurora 16 theater

According to the defense motion the witness Tjelieved that the university had secreted his (redacted) records because of his
connection to the case

Defendant James Holmes was a neuroscience student at the University of Colorados Anschutz Medical Campus before
withdrawing from school about a month pnor to the shootmg
CHEYENNE

Wyoming lottery to get started Sunday

A 67 year old grandmother ftx)m Shendan who doesnt normally enter gamesof chancewill be the first personto buy a lottery
ticket m Wyoming next weekend when the state joins the nationwide jackpot frenzy

1am not a lottery player at all Maiy Ogg said m a telephone interview Monday This will be the first lottery ticket that
I will ever buy

She s already a winner beating out more than 27000people for thechance to buythefirst ticket mthenew Wyommg Lottery
Ogg also won $1 000 and a new car in the promotional event

Thestatebegms selling tickets for Powerball and Mega Milbons bothnationvnde games at noon Simday

WestlavvNext O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to original U S Government Works
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I won t have to worry about buying anymore for a while said Ogg who also receives a year s supply ofMega Millions tickets

She will buy her ticket at a convenience store m Shendan where she normally buys gas After Ogg makes her purchase the rest
of the approved outlets around the state will begin selling tickets

Gov Matt Mead and Secretary of State Max Maxfield on Monday announced Ogg as the winner of the contest

She said she hesitatedbeforeentenng becausesuch contests can be a pam with all the unsohcited e mails that might follow
and because she s not one who seeks notonety

The lotteryis expected to net about $6 million a year for Wyoming after expenses and pnres
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Judge Owner can be hable
John Ingold The Denver Post
The owner of the Aurora movie theater that was the site of a deadly 2012 attack could have reasonably enough foreseen the
danger of such an attack to be held hable for it, a federal judge ruled Fnday
Noting the gnm history of mass shootings and mass killings that have occurred m more recent tunes U S District Court
Judge R Brooke Jackson ruled that Cmemark owner of the Century Aurora 16 theater could have predicted that movie
patrons might be targeted for an attack Jackson s rulmg allows 20 lawsuits filed by survivors of the attack or relatives of those
killed to proceed toward tnal

Although theaters had theretofore been spared a mass shootug incident the patrons of a movie theater are peiiiaps even
more than students m a school or shoppers in a mall sitting ducks

Jackson wrote

Jackson s rulmg does not decide the lawsuits ultimate question Did Cmemark do enough to try to prevent the shootmg'' The
lawsuits argue Cmemark should have had extrasecurity measures m place to discourage the attack andto stopit morequickly
once it began

Instead Jackson s rulmgdenieswhat is knownas a motionfor summary judgment filed by Cmemark Similarto a previously
deniedmotion thetheaterchamhadarguedthatthe lawsuits shouldbe dismissed becausetheattackwas legally unforeseeable
The tnal is set for February

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@dcnverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Seeking guidance
Hieater shootmg emergency response report at heart of hearing
Carlos niescas The Denver Post

CENTENNIAL Whether an outsidereviewof Aurora s emergency response to the theater shooting two years ago shouldbe
released to the public was at the heart of a heanng Thursday m Arapahoe County District Court

Attorneys for the city defendant James Holmes and the prosecution made their cases before Distnct Court Judge Stephen
Collins

Prosecutor Rich Orman said the report by TnData should remain sealed until after the tnal One of Holmes public defenders
Kathenne Spengler said the report commissioned by the city should stay under wraps as well

AttorneyCame Johnson an outsidelawyer hu^ed by the city of Aurora wantedguidance eitherway
Collms said he would review open records and cnmmal justice laws and issue a written decision

Somemformation mcluding testimony durmgHohnes preliminary heanng alreadyhas beenmadepublic Butotherwise there
IS a gag order m the case

I m just not seeing anything thats not already out there Collins told Orman as the prosecutor made his case to keep the
report sealed

The report which cost $250 000 among other things examined why it took emergency medical workers 24 minutes to get
inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater m the early hours of July 20 2012 when Holmes is accused of shootmg and
killing 12 people and mjunng dozens of others

Pohce amved at the scene withm three mmutes of the first reports of gunfire andbegan assisting the injured andtransporting
them to area hospitals

Holmes whose tnal could start as early as December faces the death penalty if convicted
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Certainly this is a cnminal justice record said Orman who was not an official party to the hearmg Our position is don t
release a cnminal justice record

until the tnal is over

Spcngler said the defense also objected to the release of the report because it would violate Holmes nght to a fair tnal
Johnson noted that the city of Aurora was unable to determme whether the records should be withheld or released, saymg
Aurora s concerns centered on the public s nght to obtain it but without compromising the cnminal justice system For that
reason the city sought guidance fix)m the court
Aurora city officials have had the report in their possession smce Apnl but cited the gag order as a reason to not release it
to the public

Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 ciIIescas@denverpostcom or twitter com/cillescasdp
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Holmes wants probe into leak
Johnlngold The Denver Post
The defense in the Aurora movie theater shootug case still angered over an apparent law enforcement leak of information
about a crucial notebook has asked thejudge to appoint a specialprosecutor to mvestigate
In a motion filed last week but not made pubhc until Monday the defense says Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos
Sainour could also prevent several police officers from testifying at trial or throw out the death penalty as an option m the case
because of the leak The new motion comes after the defense s efforts failed to put Fox News reporter Jana Wmtcr who broke
the story about the notebook

under oath to testify about her sources

In Its motion the defense says gunmanJames Holmes will be the one to bear the consequences of the governments violations
of the pre tnal publicity order and the law if no further action is taken

The fight over who told Winter about the notebook is one of the longest runningbattles of the court case Five days after the
July 2012 shootrag that killed 12and wounded many more Wrater reported that a notebook Holmes mailedto his psychiatrist
just pnor to the attack contamed violent images and plans for an attack She cited two unnamed law enforcement officials

Defense attorneys said the leak was a violation of the gag order in the case and filed a motion for sanctions that resulted m

multiple officers who sawthe notebook being quizzed underoath When none of the officers admitted to bemg the source of
the leak or even of seemg mside the notebook well enough to read the words on the page Holmes attorneys tried to put
Winter on the stand

The effort ended m May when the U S Supreme Court declmed to review a New York court rulmg that found Wmter was
protected by that state s reporter shield law Samour then demed the long pending motion for sanctions
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
The courts and gay mamage

Re Same sex mamage Court weighs four states bans Aug 7 news story

When reading about the6th U S Circuit Court of Appeals and itsrecent hearing of arguments m a gaymamage related case I
remembered whatI learned m school Thelegislative process iswhatgives citizens a democratic voice insetting public policies
and that is the arena m which the majonty rules whereas thejudicial systemprotectsthe civil hberties of everyone and serves
to protect mdividuals from the tyranny of the majority How can the 6th Circuitjudge Jef&ey S Sutton think it s OK for the
court to walk away from that judicial responsibility and tell same sex couples that it is on them to look for justice elsewhere
and to be patient until the majority finally (if ever) gets around to legislatmg m their favor? Would he have the courts turn down
all claimsof civil nghts violations with the lobbying of legislatures as the only recourse for those claimants'^
Deborah van den Honert Boulder

Not all need access to guns

MysonAJ Boik wasmurdered in the Aarora theater shootug on July20 2012 Smce thenI have been active withthe Brady
Campaign as well as Everytown for Gun Safety fighting so more mothers don t have to expenence the horrorI have It is not
about taking guns It is about allowing only responsible citizens to purchase guns Emotionally charged people with mental
issues domestic abusers and felons do not need to be armed

Please jom us m makmg your community safer Help us end the gun violence by expanding background checks to all gun
sales m the nation

Theresa Hoover Aurora

Comets aren t shootmg stars

Re Histonc rendezvous with comet Aug 7 news story

The article on the histonc Rosetta probe rendezvous with a comet mcorrectly refers to comets as shootmg stars The term
comet IS denved fiT)m the term aster comete meanmg hterally hauy star Shootmg stars and falling stars refer to
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meteors and it should be noted that these are m no way actually stars They are generally specks of dust from space that
bimi up as they fall through the atmosphere This weeks Perseid meteor shower will peak on Tuesday night and afford an
excellentchance to observe meteors Iromcally the dust that triggers annual meteor showers is typically the leftover trail of
a comet orbiting the sun

JimBeaber Evergreen
Reclaim Amencan democracy

TheDenver Posthasbeen replete witharticles about howColorado s 2014 election campaigns arefunded and influenced by big
money from corporations and pseudo organizations It is distressing to see that the size of the wallet detennmes the outreach

of the voiC€ Our natira needs to pass a constitutional amendment to reclaim our democracy from wealthy special interests
A November 2013 poll found that more than seven m 10 voters believe our elections are biased m favor of the candidate

with the most money available to her or him and nme of 10 want our elected leaders to help lessen money s influence on
elections We are waiting
William Uebelher Denver
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Pubhc has a right to see tiieater shooting report
The pubhc deserves to knowexactly why emergency medical crewshad such a slow response to the shooting massacre at the
Aurora theater two years ago so it doesn t happen again

The city of Aurora smartly sought a comprehensive outside analysis of how its emergency crews responded to the July 20
2012 shootmg that left 12 people dead and at least 58 people injured

The $250 000 report by TnData was delivered to the city in Apnl but has sat under wraps from the public because of an
all encompassing gag orderover almost anything tangentially connected to the criminal proceedmgs against accused shooter
James Holmes

It IS one thing not to imduly mfluence the case agamst Holmes but it is another thmg to deny a public ainng of what went
wrong dunng the response This is not for prunent mterest

This type of information could help other agencies craft responses for these types of tragedies and figure out better ways to
provideemergency aid Andthe simplefact is that Auroraresidents deserveto know how theiremergency agencies responded
to their biggest challenge m memory

Fromhsteningto dispatch tapesand readingfire department reportsreleased under open records requests it is clear emergency
medical crews were painfully slow to respond Most of the cntically mjured had to be transported to the hospital m pohce
crmsers

Why did police and fu-e officials fail to tell each other when and where rescuers were needed as was revealed in a Denver
Post investigation"^

Whydid It take emergency medical crews 24 minutes to arrive on the scene of one of the worst shootmgs m modem history
while pohce cars amved m three mmutes*?

Aurora to tts credit filed a petition with the court to allow for the reports release A hearmg is set for Aug 14 m front of
DistncJt Court Judge Carlos Samour
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Surely arguments will be made that releasing this type of information could damage the Holmes case But such argtiments
amount to legal posturing and should not be taken senously This study is about a response to a massacre and not about the
accused And the public should see it
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Prosecutors send clarification e-mail

John Ingold The Denver Post

Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater shooting case have sent the shooting s survivors an e mail clanfymg that victims
are free to speak with defense attorneys

The e mail was required by a court order m which the judge found that a previous prosecution e mail could have been
mismterpreted as suggestmg victims shouldn t talk to the defense

It is your choice to decide whether or not you would like to speak with the defense attorney Lisa Teesch Maguire the
prosecution s victim outreach specialist wrote m bold and underlmed text in the e mail

Themessage bringsto a close at leastfor now a publicspat m whichbothsidesare vyingforthe supportfromsurvivors of the
shooting andfrom the loved ones of the 12 slamvicUms In addition to theprosecuUon s outreach to victims defense attorneys
have sent multiple messages part of a largertrend m high profile cases in which attorneys seek to swayvicUms to their side
The trial m the case

at which James Holmes could be sentencedto death if convicted of multiple counts of murder

is

scheduled to start m December
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Don t tear down Boettcher hall

Re

Denver mulls teanng down Boettcher hall July 25 news story

As a Denver resident who voted in 2007 for the $60 million remodel of Boettcher Concert Hall I was profoundly disappointed
m the news that D«iver is considering teanng the building down Considenng last weekend s grand opening ofUnion Station
It is ironic that Boettcher s status is even being considered And the suggestion that young Latinos would rather have a open
amphitheater sounds a bit condescending
Preserve Boettcher' Where s Dana Crawford when you need her''
Tom Jensen Denver

Apathy m Aurora'' No surpnse
Re Aurora victims await memonal July 18 news story

Unfortunately the weed filledvacantlotand abandoned shoppmgcart at the site of moummgfor the Aurora theater shooting
victims could be a metaphor for the city of Aurora itself

I have lived m Aurorafor more than 15 years most of that time in a forgotten neighborhood that needs peopleto care As m
needs grass mowed apathy needs weeds pulled apathy needs abandoned shopping carts removed, apathy needs ordmances
enforced on fireworks speedmg runnmg stop signs and insanely over the top engme noise that nobody m their right mind
could senously make a case for unless we re talkmg about the Aurora pohce whose explanation to me was that everybody
does It apathy

Theproblem m Aurora is clear too much apathy and good luckto the shootmg victims and family members whoaretrymg to
get somethmg done thatwotild easetheirpam Even for somethmg as high profile as the theater shootiags it wont be easy
Beverly Bennett Aurora
Are kids drawn to e cigarettes''
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Re

Bans on e cigs are premature July 28 editonal

I generallyagree with most positions taken by your editonal board but I think this editonal is completely wrong If one believes
as I do that bans on smoking m public places as well as m advertismg are not only to protect others fix)m secondhand smoke
but also to eliminate the influence on children with the goal of their never startmg to smoke then e cigs and all smokeless
devices should be banned Otherwise it looks too cool when an adult uses a smokeless device and isnt even criticized by
others because the smoke isn t bothersome

Enck D Stowe Englewood

WearegladthatThe Denver Postappears to have an open rmnd about electronic cigarettes However youreditonaldoesjump
to conclusions with its contention that e cigarette flavors are targeted to children

We strongly encourage The Posts editonal board to visit one of the several dedicated vapor shops

retailers that solely sell

e cigarette products —m the Denver area

Manyadult smokers do not want to be reminded of the taste of tobacco when they quit Indeed lastyeara respiratory health
journal published a surveylooking at the flavor choices of more than 4 500 adult e cigarette users The surveyfound that the
most popular flavors were not tobacco and menthol but fruit and sweet

The Post IS wrong to say e-cigarette compames are marketmg to children but we are pleased to see e agarettes recognized
as a harm reduction tool

Gregory Conley Medford N J The wnter is president of the Amencan Vapmg Association
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Misfire on gun law s calculation'
Ivan Moreno The Assoaated Press

A law expanding background check requirements on Colorado gun sales has been in effect for about a year and an Associated
Press analysis of state data compiled during that span shows the projected impact was vastly overstated m a key budget report
The discovery has prompted a promment Democratic lawmaker to question whether the flawed estimate led to an inaccurate

projection of the laws cost Republicans seized on the opportunity to resume cnticism over a measurethat helped lead to the
ouster of three Democrats in the state Senate last year

Democrats pushed the proposal into law last year as part of a package of gun restrictions meant to improve safety after high
profile mass shootmgs As part of related legislation users would be required to pay a fee when they submit their backgroxmd
check application and those funds would be used to support the program

Lawmakers draftmg the background check requirement auned at keepmg firearms away from those with a criminal histoiy
relied on information from a nonpartisan research arm of the legislature that predicted about 420 000 new reviews over the first
two years Accordingly the research analysts estimated that the agency that conducts the checks needed an extra $3 rmlhon
from the user fees to handle the anticipated surge

But after a year of operating under the new system Colorado Bureau of Investigations officials have performed only about
13600 reviews considered a result of the new law about 7 percentof the estimated first year total
I m not discouraged by the lower number said Democratic Rep Rhonda Fields who sponsored the legislation m response
to the Aurora movie theater rampage that killed 12 and wounded dozens of others m her distnct and the elementary school
massacre in Newtown Conn that left 28 people dead, includmg 20 first graders

I thmk that it s a good number because it shows me that people are complymg with the law she said

StiU Fieldsacknowledged, I m goingto be askingsome questions becauseI want to be a good stewardof our tax dollars
The mass shootmgs prompted a swell of firearm sales as people became nervous that new gun restrictions would become
law contnbutmgto a backlogof requiredbackground checks Recognizing the trend and anticipatmg a huge spike in required
reviews lawmakers decided to shift the cost of the checks to gun buyers
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Nothing good
For Republicans the new law provides evidence that it was an unnecessary attack on gun owners nghts and bolsters the efforts
that recalled two Democratic state senators and prompted a third to resign
Nothing good came of the passage of the law except we foimd out just how anti gun Democrats m Colorado are
state Sen Greg Brophy

said GOP

The fimdjng mcrease CBI officials say has gone to hirmg and operating expenses Spokeswoman Susan Medina told the AP
that about a dozen full time employee positions have been filled smce the mcrease but that the full authorized staff was not
implemented
Medma says the agency was authonzed to add about 14 more full time employee positions that have gone unfilled
The 420 000 estimate was provided by a standard Colorado Legislative Council review The council regularly assesses costs
or other impacts of legislation Of?iaals with the panel aren t allowed to speak pubbcly but provided AP with an explanation
of how they reached the figure
Gun control advocates have long asserted that 40 percent of gun sales nationwide are made by pnvate sellers and thus not
subject to background checks President Barack Obama cited the number last year unsuccessfiilly urging Congress to pass a
law mandating universal background checks
But that figure which Colorado legislative analysts and CBI officials say was the best available for the basis of their estimates
comes from a 1997 National Institute of Justice report that gun nght s activists cnticize as inaccurate

In total there were about 311 000 background checks done dunng the first year of the expansion m Colorado meaning the
13 600 checks between pnvate sellers made up about 4 percent of the state total
Further the pnvate review figure includes the number of checks done at gun shows which have been requu-ed for years m
Colorado The law also requires checks for online sales which is new for transactions withm Colorado But such vettmg was
already required on mterstate sales Still mterstate activity is tallied m the pnvate background check total
Taken together this indicates that the number of newly mandated background checks that have been performed is even lower
than 13 600
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Aurora seeks to release report
Carlos lUescas The Denver Post

The city of Aurora has filed a petition with the court to allow it to release a comprehensive review of how the city responded
to the Aurora theater shooting
The report was turned over to the city in Apnl but officials felt it could not be released to the pubhc because of an ongoing
gag order in the case said Mike Hyman Aurora s mtenm city attorney
Our concern is with the cnmmal case Hymansaid We want to make sure that this doesn t go against the gag order that there s
nothmg the release will do to impair the abibty of the Arapahoe County District Attomey s Office to prosecute James Holmes
Aurora commissioned the $250 000 outside review from the company TnData

The report among other thmgs was to examine why it took emergency medical workers 24 minutes to amve on the scene of
the Century Aurora 16 movie theater while police got there within three minutes of the first reports of gunfire and transported
the wounded to area hospitals
A hearmg on the petition is scheduled for Aug 14 before an Arapahoe County Distnct Court judge

Meanwhile The Associated Press reports that Judge Carlos Samour ruled Thursday that a psychiatrist will be allowed to video
record Holmes second sanity evaluation despite his lawyer's objections

It wasn t clear whether the video of Hobnes could be shown to jurors dunng his tnal on murder and attempted murder charges
Samour said the law does not prohibit video and gives courts latitude on setting conditions of the exammation
Holmes is charged with killing 12 people and wounding dozens of others in the July 20 2012 attack His tnal is scheduled to
start Dec 8 If convicted, he could be sentenced to the death penalty
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Ballistics probed
Hearing esqjloresbullets in detail but experts role at tnal may be minor
Johnlngold The Denver Post

CENTENNIAL A bullet leaves the barrel of a Smith & Wesson M&P 15traveling at 3 000feetper second, covering the space
of a large room seven tunes faster than a human can react

Five spiralmg grooves inside the nfle s barrel spin the bullet clockwise to improve accuracy And when the bullet strikes
a person it causes what Colorado Bureau of Investigation agent Dale Higashi on Wednesday called a snowstorm effect
breaking mto hundreds of little flakes

The damage it causesto the target the damageit causes to the bullet itself is dramatic Higashi said

On Tuesday and Wednesday testimony m Arapahoe County Distnct Court toldthe microscopic story of the Aurora movie
theater shooting

Three evidence analysts described m tedious detail their scientific analysis of bullet fragments pieces of metal andgunshot
residue swabs On Wednesday Higashi testified that, out of the 150bidlets shell casings and fragments he looked at all of
the Items he could trace linked back to one of three guns including the Smith & Wesson nfle investigators say James
Holmes used inside the theater m July 2012

The object of theheanng for prosecutors was toshow theanalysts aresufficiently knowledgable andtheir methods sufficiently
rehable to allow the analysts to testify as specially designated expert witnesses at tnal

Such a designation allows a witness not onlyto make observations butalsoto offeran opmion on theirsigmficance

andalso

perhaps gives the witness a little added weight with the jury

But expert testimony on physical evidence is not expected to play a major role m the tnal which will probably focus more
on why Hohnes committed the shootmg than whether he did Holmes has pleaded not guilty byreason of msamty meamng
psychiatnc exams likethe second court ordered one scheduled to begin soon- will play a much bigger part

Snll the defense vigorously questioned the prosecution s proposed experts this week seekmg todiscredit their testimony
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Denver attorney and legal analyst Dan Recht said the defense is continuing with its leave no stone unturned approach
You never know what s going to develop
of the evidence bemg presented

Recht said You never know how a motion s hearmg is going to change the nature

Judge Carlos Samoiu' will rule on the experts qualifications at a later date

The next hearing m the case is set for Aug 25 when both sides will debate the ments of fingerprint identification The report
fi-om the second sanity exam is due m October and attorneys will have a final pre tnal hearmg m November before tnal is
scheduled to start m December

Nodding toward the cases approaching endgame Samoursent the attorneys off fit)m Wednesday s heanng with these words
Use the time wisely

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/johnmgold
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Plenty of time for Holmes team

So now the date for the start of the James Holmes tnal is Dec 8 roughly 2 1/2 years after the shootings at an Aurora movie
theater

Once upon a time the tnal had been scheduled for August of last year but that fell by the wayside as did subsequent dates
And yet still the defense mamtams that the schedule is unreasonably tight

I can guarantee the courtwe will not be prepared m that short time frame attorneyTamaraBrady said
Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samours response however was on the money
Yes there s a lot of work to be done he said But you have a lot of people and you ve had a lot of time

So as important as it is forthe tnal to be fair andthorough at some pointit really does have to you know getunderway
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Holmes to get December tnal
John Ingold The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL The long awaited tnal in the Aurora movie theater murder case was rescheduled Tuesday to begin Dec 8
despite the objection of a defense attorney
At a heanng Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour stuck to his previously suggested plan and set jury selection
to begin the secondweekof December Actualopenmgstatements m the tnal probablywont take place until well into 2015
While prosecutors said they were fine with the new date an attorney for James Holmes adamantly opposed it

I can guaranteethe courtwe willnot be preparedm that short of time frame TamaraBradytold Samour lateraddmg There
is no way we will have all of this done

Samour clearly frustrated by the many delays m the case dismissed the objection
Yes there s a lot of work to be done he said But you have a lot of people and you ve had a lot of time
The new tnal date

a delay of about two months from the previous date m October

is the fourth time the tnal has been

scheduled in the case Thefirst tnal datewas set for August2013 The latestdelaycamewhen the psychiatnstwhowill conduct
the secondcourt orderedpsychiatnc exam of Holmes said he needed more time to complete his report
Exactly how that psychialnst

who has not been identified publicly

will conduct the exam remains unclear

The doctor wants to videotape the exam argumg dunng Tuesday s heanng that domg so will allow for a better flow of the
interview

mstead of quickly scnbblmg notes

It simply makes my life easier said the psychiatnst who testified by phone It sure makes it easier to do a good job for
the court

The defense arguesthat videotapmg the exam of Hobnes will create an unnecessary distraction that skews the results
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Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity a move that prompted the court ordered evaluation Samour ordered a
second exam after ruling that the first one conducted last year was deficient
Samour will issue a rulmg on the videotaping debate later

One issue reached a quick conclusion Tuesday morrung when Samour quashed the subpoenas for two Aurora pobce officers
mtemal disciplinary records It is unlikely the officers will be called as witnesses at tnal meaning the records aren t relevant
Samour ruled

Another heanng m the case dealing with expert testimony is scheduled for Wednesday
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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Ooocersfight subpoenas
John Ingold The Denver Post

The Aurora Police Department and two of its officers are fighting subpoenas for internal disciplinary files being sought by
the defense in the movie theater shooting case

That IS just one of the battles expected Tuesday in the first court heanng in the case m nearly two months Attorneys on both
sides are also expected to fight over whether the second psychiatric evaluation ofJames Holmes which has delayed the tnal
can be videotaped The judge in the case is also expected to set a new trial date likely m December
Defense attorneys have requested the files on Officers Brian Elwood and Joshua Schol both of whom could be called as

witnesses at tnal In 2008 internal affairs mvestigators concluded both officers had been untruthful in xmspecified matters
accordmg to court motions

Prosecutors told defense attorneys about the finding which prompted the defense to subpoena all of Elwood s and Schols
internal records

Motions from both lawyers forthe city of Aurora and lawyers forthe officers argue that is too broad of a request and that the
defense hasnt shownthat any of the recordsare relevantto the case Neitherofficer has emerged m courtrecords or testimony
so far as pivotal to the theater shooting mvestigation

Meanwhile attomeys are also prepared to again fight over the terms of a court ordered psychiatric evaluation of Hohnes The
psychiatrist who will conduct the examination orderedafterthe first examwas deemeddeficient has askedto videotape it

Defense attomeys have objected saying that Holmes wasn t told the exam mightbe recorded when be pleaded not gmlty by
reason of insanity

Videotapmg is likelyto interfere with the mtegnty of the exaimnation the defenseargued m a motion

But ma letter to thejudge thepsychiatnst whowillconduct thesecond exam saidthatHolmes should beusedto being recorded
In thiscase the defendant hasbeenvideot^ed 24 hours a day 7 days a week smce thetimehewasdetamed thepsychiatrist
wrote
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Holmes is charged with 166counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses in connection with the attack on the Century
Aurora 16 movie theater m July 2012 Twelve people were killed m the attack and another 70 wounded
Hohnes could be sentenced to die if convicted

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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Comedy and tragedy share family s stage
Love takes lead role m life of wounded aspuing comic and his wife son
Kevm Smipson The Denver Post
As the cop guided his vehicle away from the chaos making his third emergency nm of the night to University of Colorado
Hospital he could hear the labored breathing of the injured young man in his back seat
the most god awfiil sound as he
would later descnbe it

That 23 year old victim, Caleb Medley was bleedmg from the head after a shotgun blast from a gunman whose July 2012
rampage through an Aurora movie theater would leave a dozen dead and dozens more wounded

In the back seat Caleb s blood mmgled with that of victims from the previous two tnps until by the end of the mght the cop
could hear a homd sloshmg emanate from the vehicle s floorboards
But m the moment he worried about that first god awftil noise growing famt
Don t you (expletive) die on me' he screamed
And then to his relief the sound of Caleb s tenuous breathing returned

A little more than 24 hoursearlier Caleb Medleymilled about the green room with almosta dozen other com ics waiting
to delivera five minute set m the NewFaces competition at the ComedyWorks Southin Greenwood Village
Although he had been workmg bars clubs and open nuke shows smce his late teens Caleb still sought a firmer foothold on the
regional comedyscene And so he paced the room and a nearby hallway piecmg together his set list and nervouslyawaitmg
his moment m the spothght

Normally boisterous he grew quiet and fidgeted That attracted the attention of Tern Barton Gregg a local promoter who
dabbles m stand up and thinks of herself as surrogate Jewish mother to young comics
I told him Dont make a big deal out of it Gregg recalls knowmg full well that five mmutes m this venue was huge to
comedians such as Caleb 1 told him to go out and do your best you re gonna be great
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Fueled by laughs earned as class clown growmg up in tiny Florence Caleb realized by the tune he hit his teens that he wanted
more than his fnends spontaneous approval He nervously broached the unconventional career path with his dad Otis Medley
a Baptist pastor

Actually it was something he was kmd of afrad to tell me Otis says I told him to do the best be could When he went out
(to open mike sessions) his jumor or semor year I knew he knew nght and wrong and he could deal with that So I let him go

In fact Otis Medley always thought his son was pretty dam funny a smart kid who could go far Katie the high school
sweetheart who becameCalebs wife was skeptical at the beginning figunng comedywas something he wouldoutgrow
Once she saw him perform she reconsidered

Caleb abt;adyhad emceed the school talent show and done a turn as the Gnnch at the high schoolChnstmas program where
hisofftiie cuffbanterwith the faulty host provedahit His comedic chemistry with a classmate earnedthem botha paymggig
at a comedy show m the Florence High Schoolgym headlined by renowned Denver comicand vetennanan KevmFitzgerald
By the time he was 18 Caleb had taken to hopping m the car with Katie and trekkmg up to Denveron Tuesdaynights to get
two or three mmutes on stage at the Squire Lounge an East Colfax dive bar reputed to be the meanest mike m Amenca
Greg Baumhauer the former host at the Squire event recalls that Caleb would come early stay imtil the end and take his lumps
likea champ froma roughcrowdthat was a toxiccombmation of fellow comedians comedynerds hipsters andColfaxwmos
One indication that Caleb had at least rudimentary comedy chops Baumhauer remembered his name

I thought Caleb had promise he says It takes a while to see But he had an ease about him on stage Even if the material
wasn t quite as mature he was confident up there It seemed like his jokes were coming along
After marrying in 2010 Caleb and Katie saved money for a year and then found a small apartment m Aurora so he could be
closer to the action He also laimched a senes of short videos dubbed Caleb Saves the Internet

Caleb took a job at a Wahnart m Evergreen but the mght hours coupled with a crosstown commute made it difficult to carve
out time for comedy Eventually he landedajob at a Targetstore m Aurora where the logistics provedmore workable

Just before the New Faces competition at Comedy Works he hadaccepted a second job at a nearby Walmart so the couple
could make ends meet

Katie was days away from giving birth to their first child a boy they would name Hugo Issues withthe pregnancy had put
her on bed rest which kept her from attending her husband s last several shows

But under the spothght that July mght Caleb went with tned and true material a combmation of self deprecating and
observational comedy Fat jokes Riffs on toilet paper

He did thebit about mstallmg one of those doorway chm up barsm his bedroom, onlyto have it collapse under hisweight and
prompt his landlord, upset at the damage to evict him

And then the kicker So I movedout of my moms house recently

I remember his cadence wasgood thathe didn t rush through his set says Gregg He hada bigsmile anda big presence
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In the end Caleb wasn t chosen to advance to the next round But that hardly seemed to matter When he returned to the
apartment where Katie lay on the couch waitmg up for hira he was ecstatic
He had done the Comedy Works before but he knew he had been m over his head This time though he felt like he had held
his own like he had taken a big step forward
He and Katie exchanged high fives

The couple had planned a final date night the next evening before parenthood turned their lives upside down an excursion
to watch the midmght premiere of Batman The Dark Knight Returns at Aurora s Century 16 theater
Deacon Gray the new talent coordinator for Comedy Works had met Caleb for the first time the mght of the New Faces contest
Their bnef conversation turned to their shared excitement about the Batman premiere which Gray also planned to attend
While Caleb and his wife saw their hves changed forever m Aurora Gray and a friend watched the midnight showmg at a
Denver theater oblivious to the horror unfolding a few miles away

We didn t know anything about it until after the movie was out Gray recalls and we drove to a gas station and a guy there
says Did you hear all the su-ens?
We listened in stunned silence on the way home
BBB

After the frantic touch and go nde from the theater to University of Colorado Hospital Caleb Medley presented emergency
room personnel with a formidable challenge A shotgun blast had sent pellets into his skull and right eye socket causing the
kmd of extensive bleeding and swellmg that usually proves fatal
But m the wake of the gunfire providence seemed to follow him

In the chaos of the moment, when police woimd up transporting some ofthe injured to area hospitals a herculean cop appeared
on the scene someone capable of hftmg Caleb s Mibstantial 260 pound frame into a police vehicle
There his hfe was m the hands of Justm Gnzzle the Aurora officer makmg his third frantic ER tnp of the night while exhortmg
Caleb as his breathmg ebbed not to die on him

Everyonealong the chainof care

from the nurses to the doctors to the neurosurgeon to the rehab team

seemed to be precisely

the people he needed

You could call It coincidence if you want to but I don t says Otis Medley Calebs father I can t call it a comcidence I call
It the hand of God is what I call it

Caleb spent weeks in a coma and it was three months before he became significantly responsive to his environment He lost his
righteye andmuchof thepenpheralvisionm his left Thedamage to the nght side of his bramparalyzed the leftsideof his body

He couldn t speak or swallow His balance was impaired as were some basic bram functions such as the ability to mitiate
thought pay attention remember and learn
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But elsewhere m University Hospital a blessmg amved Four days after the shooting Caleb and Katie s son Hugo named
for a character in the TV series Lost
came along happy and healthy though not in the way the couple had envisioned
As Katie s labor was induced doctors determmed that the last of Caleb s three brain surgenes needed to h^pen quickly

Caleb was supposed to be there and of course we wanted friends and femily there Katie says of the birth But they were
there in a different way than we expected It was just not how it should have been It was excruciatmg
Caleb remained at Umversity Hospital seven weeks followed by a stay at the Kindred Hospital transitional care facility before
he was well enough to begm three months of rehabilitation at Craig Hospital
After SIX months of hospitals the couple moved mto a modest ranch style house in Ca[±on City purchased with their share of
victim assistance funds The change of scenery and proximity to family was therapeutic though challengmg
Early on Caleb s care included tendmg to a feedmg tube admimstenng medication four times a day keepmg him cleaned and
showered all at a tune when his mobility was severely unpaired and it took two people just to move him Meanwhile Katie
was tendmg to a newborn

Communication consisted of Caleb performing two signals thumbs up thumbs down

It s been a leammg curve Katie says Caleb s had the hardest time with it though because no one hears what he wants to say

Caleb looks little like the young man who took the stage at the ComedyWorks nearly two years earlier Then he drew on his
heavy statxu-e for some of his material Now 100 poimds hghter he still has the same long hair framing a noticeably narrower
face

A wispy goatee has expanded to a full beard And his smooth upper hp suddenly and unprobably sprouted a mustache Katie
notes almost from the moment he hit the ICU

He has made significantprogress Though largely confined to a wheelchair he has regained some fimction on his left side He
can partially enunciate words and, as a backup point to letters on a lammated page he keeps nearby

Eventually when he gainsgreatercontrol of his hands a computerkeyboard or other technology could streamline the process
And while at first he struggled to initiate even simple thoughts and tasks that has begun to change Now for instance Caleb
announces when be s hungry and has regamed an appetite for solid food
And It was his idea to get a recumbent stationary bicycle

Since January his father has handled the home portion of Caleb s physical therapy In a converted bedroom where a near life
sizecutoutof Batmandominates one red wall Calebexercises on the bike doesstretchesand spends tmie m a standingchauwhich hoists bun from a sitting position to an upright one

Stand up Otis tells his son once the chair has raised him upnght One two three
Though braced for balance Caleb stands on his own to a count of 10 until his father instructs hun to relax

There s a little bit of shaking Otis tells him That means your muscles are working
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Otis has been directmg the rehab three or four times a week at the house with plans to increase the frequency at Caleb s request
He has picked up pointers from bi weekly three day visits to Craig Hospital for therapy Recently Caleb worked on walking
with the support of a shoppmg cart, concentratmg on coaxmg forward movement from his left leg
With halting steps he covered about 30 feet across a garden on the hospital grounds
Two years ago Caleb s life and his comedy career in particular
shooting recalibrated everythmg

seemed poised on the bnnk of possibibty The theater

When we were in the ICU Katie says that s what we used to ask all the tune over and over again What s gomg to happen''
What does it look like''

And they were told again and agam that every bram injury is different Timetables for recovery are different Outcomes are
different

Although Caleb has made progress

and his family believes he will make a lot more

there s still no telling how this will

play out

You go one day at a tmie Otis says You dont look too far ahead The progress you celebrate and you adjust to what he
can t make progress m and move forward
BBB

When news of the Aurora shooang spread through mamstream media social media and word of mouth
m from all comers especially from withm the comedy community near and far

support streamed

When the Comedy Works Deacon Gray made the connection that one of the victims had been a contestant m the New Faces
competition the night before the carnage he e mailed club owner Wende Curtis to advise her that Caleb Medley was one
of ours

Curtisstartedreceiving calls fromotherswantingto help includmg nationalheadlmerGabnel Iglesias whodid a benefitshow
So did Saturday Night Live alumnus and movie star Rob Schneider

Katie Medley took calls from clubs and comics across the country New York Chicago Los Angeles wantmg to lend a
hand Somecontnbutedticketproceeds otherspasseda hat The same thmg happened repeatedly on the localcomedy scene
Other comics rallied around Caleb Gray notes that Denver s relative isolation from traditional performance hotbeds is both a
weakness and a strength

Basically we re all m this little lifeboat here in the moxmtams he says We ve developed an attitude that s more hke an artists
community We recognize people trying to develop their craft

Comics m need find an empathetic ear and a generous spuit

We all know the struggle says local comic Garrett Waller It s tough to make any kind of money domg this But its not
tough to raise money for a good cause when you do this But it wasnt just about money All the commmuty came together
to be there for everybody
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Charles Pang was one of many who participated in benefits large and small for the Medleys and other victims of the Aurora
shootings He knew of Caleb from the local circuit although they had never met
We all have that camaradene we re all gomg for the same dream
could go far And then everythmg came tumbhng down

Pang says

Everyone could see he had some talent and

Last summer Katie contacted Pang and others to ask whether they would take part m another benefit but not for her family
The Medleys had been so overwhelmed by the generosity sent theu-way that they organized a comedy centered Pay It Forward
event in Florence to benefit local victim advocacy as well as those who lost homes m the Black Forest wildfire

That was where Pang met Caleb And although it was hard for Pang to look at the damage inflicted by the shooting he also felt
mspired simply by Caleb s presence Katie told Pang it marked the first time she had seen Caleb laugh smce the attack
Over the years comics have repeated the axiom Comedy is tragedy plus time Katie sees Caleb usmg humor as a means to
process what has happened to him because that s what Caleb does 1thmk that was a copmg skill for him And still will be

Dr AlanWemtraub medicaldirector ofthe brain injury program at Craig Hospital notes the importanceoftapping into familiar
expenences to fuel recovery Rehab is defined m the contcxt of the mdividual

His comedy routine at this point in time Wemtraub says is for the new Caleb

in his life and with his family

Whether that humor will ever find its way into a more public forum depends on the extent of his recovery
If he comes back to the stage Id love to see him fold that tragedy into somethmg beautifully funny fellow comic Waller
says You have to take those tragic moments confirm your demons and make them something you re not afraid of anymore
Fmd that demon m your past and put clown makeup on it
Gray whose loss of a brother to gun violence gave particular resonance to the Aurora shootings wanted to keep Caleb involved
in comedy and so he invited him to serve as a judge m last year s New Faces contest He sensed that Caleb s comedic sense is
still workmg it s just diat the communication skills haven t caught up yet
I still see fire a twinkle m his eye Gray says I hope that s what I see When he s ready he s got a spot on our stage
BBB

A butterfly tattoo dominates the mside of Katie s nght forearm, a piece of body art she had done about a year ago after the
first anmversaiy of the theater shooting
Within the butterfly is the Batman logo and the date of the tragedy July 2012

When she approached the artist her idea was just to have him create a small butterfly and leave it at that But he seemed to
grasp what she was looking to say made a few suggestions and then did the whole thing fiwhand

Now shes thmkmg of gettmganothertattoo perhaps a rephca of OfficerGrizzles badge m recogmtion for his part m saving
her husband s life

But for now the butterfly servesas a sunple statement

a symbolfor all that transpired mcludmg detailson which the family

remains silent pending the outcome of the cnminal case
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For me Katie says it means new life newness out of the Batman symbol of what happened to us The butterfly is supposed
to be new startmg over
Caleb now 25 and Katie 23 have begim to think about gomg back to work The career as a vetennary technician she had
begim to pursue at a Denver school receded with her pregnancy and then the aftermath of the shootmg

But she could find other work m the Ca[±on City area And perhaps as Caleb contmxiesto progress he could find somethmg
withm his current skill set Hugo approaching his second birthday could make new friends m day care
The details add up to at least an ^roximation of what they had before

normalcy and possibility

Meanwhile Caleb focuses both on his long term recovery and the immediate imdertakmg of being a father to Hugo For much
of the last two years Caleb s disabilities have made it difficult to mteract with his son
Now Katie tries to design activities such as pamtmg that they can share But at times Hugo seems to regard his dad as
competition for attention
It s a hard relationship for Hugo at his age to understand Katie says

Caleb seems to grasp both the concept of hib unusual fatherhood and its comedic potential Katie suspects that one day his
notebook of hfe observations will again be put to use
Caleb nods hard at the suggestion that for all the tragedy visited iqx)n him, comedy still has a place m his hfe He pomts to
the alphabet on his laminated page letter by letter
THERE
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Should federal government cover employees abortions?
Re It s my body it s my employer it s my abortion July 13 Loren Clark Moe column

LorenClark Moeclaimsshe was beingpunished financially and otherwise becauseher employer the federal government, was
not allowed to pay for her abortion She is OK with being sexually active gettingpregnant and then making her responsible
decision to abort

It seems obvious that she and her partner

not the rest ofus

should pay for the results of their behavior That is known as self

insurance I hopeeachofus self exammes our behaviorm our societythatbreedsthiskmdof illogical andiTresponsible thinking
John Girolmo Copper Mountain

Thankyou thankyou and thank you agam for the columnby Loren Clark Moe which epitomizes a womans nght to choice
Although I wont have an abortion that is my decision and not the decision of the government or my employer If we dont
interfere with men s Viagra then don t nterfere with my birth control'
Vivian Taylor Aurora

Loren Clark Moehas leftthe federal government becausethe missionof preservmg her healthand well bemgrests solelywith
her and her physician and requires no mterference from her government or its politicians Good Presumably one element of
ending thatmterference is thatshe willno longer insist that taxpayers pay for her decisions butthat shehasassumed personal
responsibility for fimdmg her abortion decisions Thatway there is no reason to convince someone else of anything
R Bairy Crook Aspen
We can prepare for wildfires and other natural disasters
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Re Treating wildfires like other natural disasters July 13 editonal

Yes we should treat wildfires like other natural disasters But almost all natural disasters are as bad as they are due to poor
planning Large parts of our cities and suburbs are built m flood prone areas within forests that bum regularly or on our
beautiful barrier islands that routinely take the hardest hits fix)m humcanes Tornadoes wander around less predictably but we
can build for this and any other conditions if we would just try

As for our localdisasters fires we can chooseto not placeour families in harms way by visitmg the forestratherthan living
there Our fhends whosehomesare strungup and downFrontRangecanyons waterways subjectto damagefrommurderous
flash floods are rebuildmg again m the same spots This is not only xmwise but also costly At least after your forest bums it
will take a number of years before the trees and brush grow and are once again a beautiful threat
Mike Kephart Denver

The least presidential president m modem memory
Re Horse head gag has jumped the shark July 13 Jeremy Meyer cohimn

1 agree with Jeremy Meyer that the horse head gag is not the way that most of us would or should greet the president of the
United States Butone fact has to be acknowledged and that is that this president is probably the leastpresidential m modem
memory His actions in general foster and mvite this kind of behavior from many people

There may never have beena president who has spentso much taxpayer money to accompbsh so very httle of substance for
the country Howmuch was spenton the recent tnp to Denver'' And for what purpose'' A photo op to play pool and give a
self serving speech to a small group of hand picked supporters Think of what couldhave been done with that money What
a terrible shameful waste

John Evens Arvada

Research suggests CWD not a factor m deer s decbne

Re Deer declming across Colorado and West July 14 news story

While ItIS unfortunate toread that wild deer populations arectirrently declining m Colorado it is maccurate to pomt to chromc
wastmg disease (CWD) as a significant &ctor m the drop

In 2010 researchers at Colorado StateUniversity estimated CWDeffectson the mule deer population between 2006and 2008
They concluded thatCWD s effects seem to be sufficiently small thattheycanbe omitted m estimatmg theinfluences ofCWD
on population growth rate

Further testimony offered by the Colorado Division of theWddlife Research Center stated that at a population level it s been
difficult to demonstrate any effect

CWD is often used as a political and PR we^on against pnvate deer farms but it s important to understand that the disease
IS rare accordmg to U S Department of Agriculture data and that there are many other factors behind the decbne m deer
populations such as weather and predation

James C Kroll Nacogdoches TexasThe wnter is a professor at Stephen F Austin State University s College of Forestry and
Agriculture
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Histoncal renewal m Denver s Lower Downtown

Re

A nse in station

July 13 news story

I was interested to read m last Sunday s papertheprogress of histoncal renewal in downtown Denver culminating in the new
Union Station

However I notice that your timeline showsDana Crawford s development of Lanmer Squareas beginnmg m 1985 Crawford
actually began the restoration of the histonc Lanmer Square in 1963 with the formation of Lanmer Square Associates saving
theareafrom demolition byDenver Urban Renewal Authonty In thefollowing years Crawford implemented the development
of a successftil commercial area m this blockof histoncal importance Lanmer Squarebecameits own histonc distnct m 1971
On my first visit to Denver m the late 1960s Lanmer Square was the one pomt of mterest m what was otherwise an old
cow town This was the begmmng of what has become Denvers amazing transformation mto a world class city one m which
people actually wantto spend time withroom fortheWestern tradition along withgroundbreaking developments m sustainable
ecology and the arts
Frances Rossi Littleton

A bittersweet anniversary

July20 2012 was a homble dayfor Colorado andthe entirecountrywhenthatlunaticopenedfire in theAurora movietheater
So It IS humbhng that the same day at nearby Porter Adventist Hospital my husband hada successful kidney transplant and

1waslucky to be able to behis donor Two years later as we remember the victims and survivors of thetragedy perhaps we
can copewithourpain bydoing somethmg to helpothers suchas donatmg blood or registenng to be an organ donor It would
be so empowenng to tum a day shrouded by hate mto an impetus for love
Jen Reeder Durango
Humor in brewer s logo

Re Ofbeer mugs and double standards July 16 Vincent Carroll column
It s beaitening to ee th t even the tongu m cheek irrevere e of a craft brewery s d splay of the hamm and sickle can st 11

stnke an element of fear m those espousing the ascendency of capital m todays economic structures Despite bemg tarnished
by Stalm s despotism and the failmgs of the Soviet Union the hammer and sickle still remain a symbol for those who work
physically for a bvmg as opposed to those who let capital and its servants woric for them There is more humor fhnn threat m

the Comrade Brewery s labebng although it is too often ignored m Bntish and Amencan history that Stalm and the Russian
people were key players in the defeat of Hitler and the German war machine
Robert Porath Boulder

Suthers is a man of the law

Re StateAG upholding law amid cnticism July 13 news story

Colorado Attorney GeneralJohn Suthers IS a tnan ofpnnciple Hisjob istodefend state law asitexists atthe tmie Even though
stateSen Pat Steadman feels Colorado s same sexmamagebanshould no longer be argued the fact remams thattheroleof an
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attorney general is to uphold the law I am certain that when the law changes m Colorado to allow gay mamage Suthers will
rigorously defend that law as well This is called mtegnty It is too bad that many state attorneys general and our own president
do not understand this concept You don t just defend laws that you like

The county clerks who are giddily giving out same sex mamage licenses are hurtmg the very people they are trying to help
These couplesare subject to a circus atmosphere iackmgthe dignitythey desire Suthersis merelytrying to keep a patchwork
legal mess from occumng

Let the law change either by vote legislative action or court decision then proceed m an orderly fashion
Greg Biondi Colorado Springs
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Sides reach out to victims

Aurora case casts hght on contentious practice
John Ingold and Jordan Steffen The Denver Post
The letter amved m the mailbox of an Aurora movie theater shooting survivor half a year after the attack
In Its SIX paragraphs ofcarefully sympathetically written prose a woman offered to help the survivor communicate with defense
attorneys representmg the gunman questions concerns disappointments

I would like to learn from your experiences of this case the woman Tammy Krause wrote in the letter and share how I
might best be able to assist you

Aftermeeting with Krause and anti death penaltyadvocates the survivorhad a differentimpression
I really felt like the

defenseteam was trying to use me to orchestrate a dialogue with the victims and survivors m this case

to sway them towards changing their mmds on the death penalty he wrote in an affidavit filed m court last month

In modemhigh profilecnminal cases few resources are more covetedby attorneys on either side than the victimsof the crime
and their loved ones

Defense attorneys —especially m death penalty cases are increasmgly seeking victims input and backmg through special
defense mitiated victimoutreach efforts <juch as the letterssent to theater shootutg survivors and victmis lovedones
When you have a leave no stone unturned kmd of defense approach one thmg is to say Let s see if we can reach out to the

victims and see if we can get something helpful for our case

said Paul Cassell a University of Utah law professor who

studies victims rights issues

Prosecutors who often have legal obUgations to keep victims mformed about cases have also increased outreach efforts

addmg victims advocates to their staff In the Aurora theater shooting case one prosecutmg attorney is assigned fiill time
to communicate with the victims

The result though is that crime victmis in high profile cases are confronted with an array of people who offer their help but
who also have underlymg mterests It has left some victimsfeelingmore alone
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We are re victimized by the same system that should be protectmg us said a relative of one of the slam theater shootiDg
victims who asked to remain anonymous so as not to attract more attention

Because so few mass shootmgs result m coim trials the case against James Holmes for whom prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty is among the most high profile in the coxmtry Twelve people were killed and dozens more wounded in the
attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie theater two years ago Simday

The controversy over victimoutreach spilledmto the open m the theater shooting case last month Defense attorneys accused
the prosecution of mterfermg with their investigation by sending victims an e-mail suggesting the defense s efforts were
dishonest Countmg letters from Krause and the attorneys themselves some victims m the case have received four or more
messages from the defense

Thejudge in the case ultimately ruled the prosecution should send a clanfyrag e mail to victuns and acknowledged that the
battle for victims loyalty has become common if sometimes overly combative practice
The parties are not competing businesses atten^tmg to sway consumers to choose a product or service Arapahoe County
District Court Judge Carlos Samour wrote

Advocates fordefense outreach efforts saysuchefforts areimportant because prosecutors while fightmg agamst those accused
of committmg crimes

don t always represent victims vkishes

Defense lawyers are trymg to find a way to let victims voices be heard said Denver attorney Ins Eytan who represented
the parents of slam corrections officer Enc Autobee when they disagreed with the way prosecutors were handling the case
against theu" son s killer

In Autobee s case Eytan said prosecutors did not share developments m the case with the family after they asked Distnct
Attorney George Brauchler who is also prosecutmg the theater shooting case not to seek the death penalty Dunng a
pretnalhearmg prosecutors argued thatthe Autobees ended communications with the distnctattorney s office

We re the people most affected yet were tossed aside like a piece of trash and our nghts don t mean anything said Bob
Autobee Enc s father

Brauchler ulumately offered a plea deal m thecase that sentenced Enc Autobee s killer to lifempnson
BobAutobee whohassmce beenhonored by anti death penalty groups wrote a letterthata private attorney asked at least one
theater shootiBg survivor to pass along to other survivors and victims families Autobee called his letter an invitation to meet
and discuss his expenences recovery and forgiveness for his son s killer

Tmnot trymg to make up other peoples minds Autobee said But they all need to know bothsides of this

The theater shootiDg survivor whose name was redacted m court papers said he was approached by anti-death penalty
advocates after a speakmg engagement and mvited to a dinner The survrvor wrote m his affidavit that Krause the defense s
outreach specialist was also at the dinnerand asked him for help m talkmgwith other survivors and victims relatives

Prosecutors m the case say Krause s outreach has created confusion among victims and that prosecutors listen smcerely to
victims voices
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She works for the Defendant prosecutor Lisa Teesch Maguire wrote of Krause m the contested e mail sent to victims
her goal is to try to find Victims who will help the Defendant

and

In an affidavit filed in the theater shooting case Krause said having communication with defense attorneys can improve
victims experiences with the cnminaJ justice system Krause has also conducted outreach for defense teams m the eases
against Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh terronsm conspirator Zacanas Moussaoui and Atlanta Olympics bomber
Enc Rudolph
Such interactions cannot be done with an ultenor motive

she wrote

But at least some of those contacted by Krause m the theater shootug case have not felt that way After havmg two
conversations with Krause another theater shootiDg survivor cut off contact That survivor whose name was also redacted in
court documents wrote in an affidavit I felt like they were trymg to manipulate me

Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
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Aurora victims await memorial

John Ingold The Denver Post

At the spotwherethe pubhcgneved for the victims of the Aurora movie theater attack todaytherestandsa row of dead trees

The suiToimdmg vacant lot which m the weeks after the attack filled with flowers and candles and stuffed toys

is again

empty and weed covered Across the street abandoned shoppmg carts he m a drainage ditch

On the second anniversary of the attack that killed 12 and wounded dozens more which falls on Sunday this year there is
no place devotedsolelyto the memoryof those lost in one of the worst mass shootings in the countrys history
And that has become an open wound for some of the victims family members

To not be able to move forward on a memonal garden or somethmg for our families is not OK, said Sandy Phillips whose
daughter Jessica Ghawi was killed m the attack

AurorawU mark the annivereary of the attack this year m more subdued fashion Last year the makeshift memorial m the
vacant lot on Sable Boulevard across from the Century Aurora theater re emerged for a moonlit vigil that ended with a
procession of police cars dnvmg by Officials gave speeches Churches held their own remembrances and several of those
affected by the attack rallied against gun violence

This year theAurora Strong Resihence Center a facility openedjustpnorto theattacks first anmversary will hold a Day
of Remembrance Events mclude taichim themorning yogaclasses drum cm^les papercrane making and otherartactivities
I ask eveiy cmzen of Aurora to stop forjust a moment sometime on Sunday and offera wordof prayer for the victims and
thoughts of hope for a better tomorrow for all Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan wrote in a Facebook message thisweek

Phillips saidsheappreciates thecitys gestures butfinds them madequate tnbutes tothehves lost andthelives irrevocably altered
twoyears ago In theabsence ofa permanent memonal shewomesthe victims of the attack willslipfrom thepublic s memory
Already the movie theater where the attack tookplace has been remodeled without a plaque to the victims she noted In the
cnmmal case against the gunman it has been at leastnine months since a victims name was spoken in court
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After great tragedies memonals can often take years to build The NationalSeptember 11 Memonal and Museimi opened a
decade after the terror attack Thememonal to thevictims of the Columbine High School tragedy tookeight years to complete
Alan Cram a former Columbine High School teacher who is now president of the Columbme Memonal Foundation said
creatmg consensus on a memonal design was a difficult but important process

The community really felt there shouldbe a place for healmg he said not so muchmemonalizing the event
In an interview Hogansaid Aurorawill move forward with a permanent memonal

when the time is nght

We contmue to talk with and work with the famibes of the victims and will do so as long as we need to Hogan said This
IS somethmg thatwe really wantto be sensitive to theirneeds and theirconcerns Were just notgomg to move any fasterthan
we need to

Kim Stuart the citys director of communications saidin a statement thata grouphasmet several timesto beginthe discussions
about a permanent memonal

Caren Teves whose son Alex waskilled mthetheater attack saidsheparticipated insome initial discussions abouta permanent
memonal but would like plannmg to move faster

I m hoping 1m truly hoping m the futurethat this will cometo fruition she said And I m hopmgit s something that comes
to fruition sooner rather than later

In themeantime femiliesoflhe theater shootingvictims are organizmg then* ownmemonals InAugust Phillips will holdan
annualsports equipment dnve m her daughter s honor to benefit the needy

And onSunday theTeves family isjoinmg ma beer festival to benefit theAlex Teves Foundation The event called A Night
to Remember

will feature 20 brewenes food trucks and hve music

It IS dedicated to the memory of all of the theater victims Jonathan Blunk AJ Boik Jesse Childress Gordon Cowden Jessica
Ghawi John Lanmer Matt McQuinn Micayla Medek Veronica Moser Sullivan Alex Sullivan Alex Teves and Rebecca
Wmgo

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingoId@denverpost comor twitter com/johmngold
Staff wnter Carlos lUescas contnbuted to this report
Aurora theater shooting anniversary events

Aurora Rise will host a ftmdraiser for victims fi-om 11am to 3 p m Monday at Empire Beauty School located at 16800E
Mississippi Ave in Aurora Event mcludes $5 haircuts raffles food

The Potters House ofDenver is plantmg trees representmg those slam mthe shootmg Hope Park will officially open at 9
a m Sunday at The Potter s House 9495 E Flonda Ave Denver
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Blame DA for dragging out tnal
Re

Justice delayed m Holmes tnal July 14 letter to the editor

Letter wnter Mark Livens who complamed about justice being delayed m the Aurora theater shootiiig puts the blame for
the prolonged James Holmes tnal with Judge Carlos Samour He is completely incorrect

The person solelyresponsible is Arapahoe CountyDistnct AttorneyGeorgeBrauchler who rqected a plea deal from Holmes
that would have provided swift justice Brauchler insisted on pursuing the death penalty probably m order to make a name
for hmiself and the result is a tnal that is going to last for years and will waste millions of dollars of the taxpayers money
And even if Brauchler is ultimately successful and Holmes receives a death sentence there is probably very little chance that
he will actually be executed anyway

Every article on the tnal should include an update on the costto remind everyone howmuchmoney Brauchler is wastmg
Dennis Bronstem Denver

Colo health exchange s finances

Re Short on mformation Time spent on operators vanous callsis unknown makmg budgetmg difficult July 14newsstory
Thank you Denver Post and Ellen Daehmck board member of the Colorado Health Exchange for askmg the staff of the
exchange hard questions and requinng accountability Far too many public and pnvate board members do not understand their
fiduciary responsibility to thegeneralpublicand shareholders It js refreshmg to knowthat at leastone member of the Colorado
Health Exchange board is willing to ask for more transparency and disclosure aroimd the financial issues associated with the
operation of the exchange I suspectthat Daehmck s requests are not makmg her the most popular member of the board but
clearly she understands her civic duty I hope other members of the board will be as conscientious and direct with the staff
Robert Grey Denver
LeBron James sports not news
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Re

Homecoming King

July 12 news story

Why IS a basketball player leavmg Miami and going to Cleveland front page headline news in a Denver papcr^ Is The Denver
Post now just a sports rag'' Was there actually no local state national or world news to put on the front page'' This belongs m
the sports section Please stick to real news on the front page
Juh Fahy Evergreen
Smaller lunches hungrier kids

Re

Fu^t lady fights GOP over school lunch law July 6 news story

I am a middle school lunch lady and 1have seen the quality of our lunch menu improve due to the Healthy Hunger Free Kids
Act of 2010 s requirement that school lunches serve more fruit, veggies and whole grams m school meals
The problem is that the portion sizes of the food we are allowed to serve have decreased so much that Nutntion Services is

losingmoneydue to the mcreased numberof kids who are choosing to pack theirown lunchor go out to eat rather than buymg
a school hinch that still leaves them hungry

The vast majonty of the kidsat the school where 1workare of normal weight Some of the kids are underweight but nobody
seems to worry about them

How ironic that the Healthy Hunger Free Kids Act that Michelle Obama lobbied for actually reduces the amount of food
Nutntion Services is allowed to serve your kids for lunch and leaves kids more hungry not less
Barbara Biebighauser Highlands Ranch
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Start date may be Dec 8
John Ingold The Denver Post
The tnal of the Aurora movie theater gunman could be pushed back two months after the judge overseemgthe case suggested
on Wednesday a Dec 8 start date

Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour postponed the previous tnal date
conducting a second exam on James Holmes said he needed more tune

m October

after the psychiatrist

Attorneys in the case will meet Tuesday to finalize a new tnal date

But m a court filing on Wednesday Samour said he is inclined to startjury selection Dec 8
That process could take months meaning opening statements in the case may not begm until well mto 2015

Also Wednesday Samour demed a defense bid to throw out the death penalty as punishment for an e mail a prosemtor sent
to victims

Defense attorneys saidthe e mail which cameafter defenseattorneys and a victim advocate workingfor them sent lettersto
victims m the case improperlymabgned them and mterfered with their investigation
In his order Wednesday Samoursaid the prosecutors e mail did not amountto misconduct But he ordered the prosecution to
send a clanfymg e mail to victims that makes clear they are fiw to speak to defense attorneys if they choose
Hoknes is charged with 144 coimts of murder attempted murder and other offenses in the July 20 2012 attack

He haspleadednot guiltyby reasonof insanity meanmg his tnal will focusheavilyon his mental stateat thetime of the attack
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/johmngold
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Beer event to honor Aurora theater victim

Family and friends will raise their beer mugs Sunday to remember Alex Teves
The third annual A Night to Remember beer festival will kick off at 4 p m Sunday at the Four Mile Historic Park in Denver
Twenty breweries food trucks and a bve band will be on hand to help raise money for the ACT Foundation which will donate
the fimds to the Humanex Academy where Teves mentored students
Teves 24 was one of 12 people killed dunng the Aurora theater shooting July 20 2012 Tickets for the event are $25 and
are on sale now Details are available on the event s Facebook page
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Mayor m sex assault scandal steps down
The mayor of Woodland Park who faces allegations of sexually assaultmg a teenager has resigned from his position
David J Turley who was arrested m May resigned as mayor Monday saymg allegauons against him are false and it s become
impossible to serve the community
Therefore so that the city may pursue its business free of these distractions 1 respectfully tender my resignation

Turley

stated m the letter

Turley 65 a longtime resident of Woodland Park was elected to his first two year term as mayor in Apnl 2012 and was re
elected m Apnl 2014
He is accused of mappropnately touching a 17 year old boy in a hot tub at hjs home
In the resignation letter Turley mamtained his innocence saymg he looks forward to having his name cleared

m a court

of law

DENVER

Video of sanity test not allowed, for now

Thejudge in the Colorado theater shootings case has told a doctor not to video-record the second samty evaluation ofdefendant
James Holmes at least until a heanng on the matter

The judge issued the order Friday after defense attorneys objected to the planned video recordmg The judge plans a heanng
this week but hasn t set a date

The state mental hospitalhas said the doctor routmely video records his exammationsbut didn t say why He offered to withhold
the video from both sides

Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people in the July 2012 attack Prosecutors are seekmg
the death penalty The tnal date is up in the air
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The judge ordered a second sanity evaluation after concluding that the first was flawed
BOULDER

Teen gets probation m bomb plants

The 17 year old accused of planting a bomb like device at Lafayette s Centaurus High School last year was sentenced to three
years ofjuvenile probation Monday after reaching a plea deal m which prosecutors agreed to drop a charge ofattempted murder
Andrew de Bartolome pleaded guilty in juvenile court to one count of possession of an explosive or mcendiary device and
one count of menacmg
In exchange for that plea prosecutors dropped charges of attempted murder use of an explosive device and one other count
of menacing
Under de Bartolome s probation he cannot have any contact with the school distnct
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The Open Fonim Letters to the Editor
Justice delayed m Holmes tnal
Re

Holmes tnal delayed 3rd time

July 10 news story

It has been two years smce Junes Holmes murdered 12 people and injured 70 others Here we are two years later argumg
about his sanity His sanity is as obvious as it is irrelevant The guy is as crazy as a bed bug That being said his IQ is far above
70 which is the commonly accepted cutoff for admmistenng the death i>enalty
In 1901 anarchist Leon Czolgosz shot President Wilham McKjnley who died a few days later on Sep 14 1901 Themurderer
was captured at the scene The crime was premeditated Per the Sixth and Eighth Amendments both of which were adopted m
1789 guaranteeing a speedy tnal and prohibitmg cruel and unusual punishment Czolgosz was put on tnal on Sept 23 1901
After a half hour ofjiuy deliberations Czolgosz was found guilty and sentenced to die m the electric chair He was executed
on Oct 29 1901 The entire process took two months

We need to put some jiistice back in our cnmmal justice system and Judge Carlos Samour needs to start doing his job How
much time and taxpayer money are we going to waste on this joke this force this miscarriage of justice'^ It s way past tune
for the 82 victims m Aurora to receive their due

Mark Livens Highlands Ranch
Slowmg unmtended pregnancies
Re

Contraceptive imtiative tied to big drop in teen birth rates

July 4 news story

The staric juxtaposition of the U S Supreme Court Hobby Lobby decision alongside the Colorado Departmentof Pubhc Health
and Education (CDPHE) report on the phimmetmg rate of abortion related to unmtended teen pregnancy could not be more
mstructive

The Hobby Lobby stance ostensibly based on the scientifically and philosophically thin concept that some forms of
contraception are like abortion ignores the reahty we face If you want to reduce the number of abortions the CDPHE data
clearly show that the most effective strategy is the widespread and easy availabibty of free or cheap contraception Fiscally
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the return on investment m saved medical costs related to the umntended pregnancies is demonstrable to say nothing of the
averted social catastrophe that teen pregnancy can become
If the social nght really wants to limit abortion they will need to leave the fantasy world of miaginary abstinence they mhabit
and join the real world where decisions and actions have consequences Limiting contraception causes abortion
Kent Heybome M D Denver
Why oil gas mitiatives matter

Re Oil gas fight may play out on ballot July 9 news story

These citizra based initiativesare crucial not only for the points they represent but for their larger meanmg We as citizens
deserve the nght to decide what is best for our own commimities Our environment is under constant attack by corporate greed
and without the checks of society we run the nsk of allowmg that greed to overcome mdividual liberty And that puts this
government of the people by the people for the people (Abraham Lincoln) at jeopardy And as Thomas Jefferson so aptly
Initiatives 75 88 and 89 must
stated The constitutions of most of our States assert that all power IS inherent in the people
be allowedto pursuetheir own success Our environment our very libertydepends on it
Craig Williams n Longmont
Freedom of rebgion and speech

Re Siqjreme Court s Hobby Lobby rulmg July 6 letters to the editor
Letter wnter Paul C Robbins wants to equate the religion card played by Hobby Lobby with The Denver Post s stand on
freedom of the press This is a f^e analogy of the most permciotis sort Hobby Lobby is not m the religion game btrt the
retail sales game its objective is to make as much money as it can squeeze from its customers m exchange for the products it
sells The Denver Post on the other hand is very much concerned with freedom of the press Without that basic freedom the
newspaper would either be out of busmess or merely a tool for an oppressive government or some religious or pobtical censor
who would have to approve its reporting editonals op-ed pieces and even its advertising In other words a regime like the
Soviet Umon China or North Korea

Robert Cooperman Denver

The rhetonc bemoaning the Hobby Lobby decision ignores one key fact the employees are just that They are not indentured
servants if they don t like the rules m their workplace they are free to quit and get a different job
Henry C Blum Jr Centennial
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Colorado death penalty case rehashed m CNN documentary
Joanne Ostrow Denver Post Television Cntic

A case that mesmenzed Colorado and sparked a heated debate of capital punishment now gets a national rehashing on CNN
The series Death Row Stones recounts the 1993 Chuck E Cheese murders and subsequent legal wranglmg and moral/ethical
dehberatmg m an hour ainng July 27
Titled Eye for an Eye the program is emotionally charged for anyone who lived through the ordeal even remotely Its a
grueling reminder of the so-called Summer of Violence capped by that unimaginable bloodbath m a chain restaurant
Overall the series executive produced by Robert Redford and Alex Gibney and narrated by Susan Sarandon an outspoken
cntic of capital pimishment is dedicated to revealmg the shortcommgs of the nation s justice system The producers find
plenty to work with here

Vanous local players in the Nathan Dunlap case are debnefed on camera from lawyers and politiciansto a survivor and victims
family members The hourrecounts the homfic eventsand allowsall partiesto weigh m on the personal andjudicial aftermath
Accounts from The Denver Post and the Rocky Mountam News along with footage from KUSA and KCNC detad the events

InDecember 1993 19 year oldDunlap hidmthebathroom oftheChuck E Cheese s restaurant mAurora The former employee
waited until after closing then emerged to commit the worst mass murder in Colorado history to that point (this was before
Columbme and before the Aurora theater shootmg) Four employees were fatally shot one was severely woimded
Dunlap was sentenced to deathtwo yearslater He was remorseless and manyagreedthe only fitUng pimishment for his crimes
was death

The execution date was set for August 2013

After20 years a diagnosis of severe bipolar disorder and claims that Dunlap s tnal attomeys failed to properly represent him
the decision was in the hands of Gov John Hickenlooper
Would the governor move to execute or grant a reprieve*^
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Hickenlooper did neither and instead issued a temporary reprieve Tom Tancredo vowed to rescmd that order

Hickenlooper former Gov Bill Rjtter Jr (Denver District Attorney at the time) Arapahoe County District Attomey George
Brauchler and former gubematonal candidate Tancredo are interviewed on camera Local journalist David Sirota offers an
even handed timelme commentary

Is executmg someone 20 years later really the kind of retnbution that is making us a better society'' Ritter asks
Certam thmgs are not up for a popular vote We don t have mob justice attomey David Lane says The Amencan pubhc has
entangled justice and vengeance he said
I m a strong believer in an eye for an eye says sole survivor Bobby Stephens

The camera returns again and again to the empty gumey where a lethal injection would be earned out
Understandmg and sharmg the public s visceral reaction to the details of cold blooded murder Hickenlooper notes thats
not when you should make a decision

The tone of the hour while observmg that 18 states have baimed the death penahy leaves the decision to viewers Sarandon s
narration notes that capital punishment has been demonstrated not to be a deterrent

Jodie McNally Damore the mother of victim Colleen O Connor who has expressed her conflicted feebngs about the death
penalty in previous interviews gets the film s last word

McNally Damore says she could not have coimseled the governor to execute the accused She beheves Dunlap deserves to
stay exactly m the hole that he s m

let him rot

Joanne Ostrow 303 954 1830 jostrow@denverpost com or twitter com/ostrowdp
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Holmes tnal delayed 3rd time
Dan Elliott The Associated Press

The tnal m the Aurora theater shootuiga was delayed again Wednesday because the second sanity evaluation of defendant
James Holmes will take more time than expected
The tnal had been scheduled to start with jury selection Oct 14 Arapahoe County District Judge Carlos A SamourJr hasnt
set a new date

A report on the evaluation had been due Aug 15 but the state mental hospital said it would need until Oct 15 one day after
jury selection was to begm
Samour said he had little choice but to grant the extension

He said he would set a new tnal date at hearing July 22 which will be two years and two days after the shootmgs

Holmes pleadednot guiltyby reason of insanityto chargesof kiUmg 12 people and mjurmg 70 m the July 20 2012 attack m
the Denversuburb of Aurora Morethan400 peoplewerewatchmg a midnight showmg of TheDarkKmght Rises at the time
Prosecutors are seekmg the death penalty

It s the third time Holmes tnal has beendelayed The first date m August2013 was canceled afterprosecutors said theywould
seek the death penalty raising numerous issues that had to be resolved before tnal The second m February this year was
scratched after prosecutors asked for the second evaluation

A sanity evaluation by the Colorado Mental Health Institute at Pueblo is mandatory under state law for anyone who pleads
insanity

The first evaluation was done last year The key finding

whether Holmes was insane at the time of the shootmgs

hasnt

been made public but prosecutors objected to the report saymg the doctor who conducted it was biased

After a hearmgthat was closedto the publicand the newsmedia Samourruledthe first evaluation was inadequate and ordered
the new one
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Holmes prosecutors Defense wrote victims
John Ingold The Denver Post

Defenseattorneys for theAurora movietheater gunman and a womanworkingfor them repeatedly havecontacted victimsof
the attack and coordinated with death penalty opponents according to prosecutors m the case
James Holmes lavk^ers have sent survivors and famihes of the slain victims at least two letters including one inviting the
victims to attend a meeting with the attorneys A woman working on behalf of the defense as a victim outreach specialist also
has contacted victimsand worked m conjunction with death penaltyopponents according to prosecutors
One victimwho was contacted believedthat the woman TammyKrause was trying to recruitvictimsto speak out againstthe
decision to seekthe death penalty against Holmes according to an affidavit from that victim included m a prosecution fihng
last month that was made public Tuesday

The filmgis prosecutors explanation for whythey sent an e mail to victmisaskmgthem mstead to contactthe distnct attorneys
officeif they disagree withthe deathpenaltydecision The e mail m whichprosecutors also suggestthat the defenses victim
outreach efforts havecaused confusion is the centerpiece of a defensemotionfor sanctions againstprosecutors
Defense attorneys say prosecutors have discouraged victims from talkmg to the defense and have interfered with the defense
investigation

F*rosecutors say they have repeatedly told victims they are frw to talk to whomever they choose They also say they have
declined victims repeated requests to complain to the judge about defense outreach efforts
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THE PECULIAR POSITION OF JOHN HICKENLOOPER

Lynn Bartels and Joey Bunch The Denver Post
Four years ago Democrat John Hickenlooper was the affable and engaging mayor of Denver someone so widely popular that
the chairman of the Colorado Republican Party was deeply womed

DickWadhams warnedfellow Republicans at a breakfast that then- only chanceto beat Hickenlooper in the governors racewas
to stick to the issues a blogger reported If it came down to personality Hickenlooper would win
If we allow him to run as the quirky mayor of Denver he is dangerous Wadhams predicted
But as the GOP pnmaiy imploded that year Hickenlooper was able to capitalize on that image He showered m his clothes m
a campaign ad saying negative ads made him feel dirty
Coloradans recalled the buzz the brewpub pioneer created when he ran for mayor m 2003 They howled over the ad where
he put corns ui parkingmeters to thwarta parking attendant a spot that tapped mto the publics frustration about headmg mto
downtown Denver

But as Hickenlooper runs for a second term as governor with a four year record mariced by controversies his asset could be
his greatest liability some Repubhcans beheve

He s not gomg to be able to smile and joke his way through this one Wadhams said He s got a real record he has to talk
about or the voters are going to see nght through him
Hickenlooper s honeymoon with the publicappeared to continue into his third year as governor Repubhcans mitially lamented
it would be futile to even try to unseat him but a senes of eruptions m 2013 with the governor at the epicenter altered
Colorado s pohtical landscape

Republicansdeveloped a narrative and a strategy repackage likable and amenable mto weak and indecisive
A criticized record
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Roxane White Hickenlooper s chief of staff" said the picture of a weak and indecisive politician who can t make a decision is
not the man she s worked alongside of smce his days as mayor
I meet with John every single day she said to get hjs direction and his guidance on what he wants to do on things
Rick Palacio chairman of the Colorado Democratic Party said there s no doubt Hickenlooper s quirky but that isn t why he
keeps getting elected
You have to have a vision and John Hickenlooper does he said

One of Hickenlooper s biggestfans is Kathleen George an EstesPark businesswoman who laudedHickenlooper s leadership
last year dunng devastatmg floods

He broughtus through a natural disaster faster than we ever dreamedpossible she says m a video postedon the governors
campaign Web page As a registered Repubhcan I want to make my support for our governor loudly heard

But Hickenlooper has plenty of critics some from his own party who accused the former geologist of siding with oil and gas
mterests

Hickenlooper also has ticked off" advocates of legal manjuana for his cnticism

Republicans claim the governor s inconsistencies and his aw shucks let s just talk about it over a beer manner are the signs
of a man who can t lead

Theyve attackedthe governor for supporting tougher gun lawsm the aftermath of the Aurora theater shootuig after imtially
saying more controls wouldn t have stopped the tragedy

He indefimtely delayed the execution of death row inmafff Nathan Dunlap who killed four people and wounded a fifth at an
Aurora pizzeria in 1993 Dunlap has been on death row smce 1996

And GOP strategists cheered last November when voters crushed a $950 million a year tax increase for education which
Hickenlooper supported

Earlier this month just days before Repubhcans were to choose between four candidates for their gubernatorial nominee
Hickenloopergave them an election year gift He offered contrad ctory and untrue comments on the controversialgun measures
when speakmg to county sheriffs m a settmg where he said he didn t know he was being recorded
He shouldhaveknown Theconservative tracking orgarazation RevealingPobticshas filmed hundreds of hours of Hickenlooper
appearances but none as explosive as the sheriffs meetmg m Aspen on Jime 13

Were not aboutdequirkmg JohnHickenlooper as muchas we are aboutlettmgJohnHickenlooper dequirk hunself said Kelly
Maher director of Revealmg Politics Voters learned in that 11 rmnutes of video aboutwho Hickenloopcr really is
Democrats are bracing for a series of 30 second attack ads firom the incident

Denver pollster Floyd Ciruli said Democrats would prefer Hickenlooper stop apologizing and bnngmg attention to his
campaign weaknesses
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Hickenlooper is just giving Republican candidates for governor a chance to remind their voters what they disliked about the
2013 session and Hickenloopers role m it Ciruli stated on his blog
Democrat political consultant Steve Welchert was even more bhint on the damage done

The test for Hickenlooper is to rediscover discipline Because today he is wicked vuhierable Welchertsaid Figure it out
or start peddling beer
Beauprez Let s compare

Former U S Rep Bob Beauprez won the GOP pnmary on Tuesday Eight years earher he was defeated by former Denver
Distnct Attorney Bill Ritter for governor m a race where he couldn t shake the nickname Both Ways Bob for mconsistent
statements

Conservatives seeking to blunt that attack on Thursday laimched a Twitter hashtag BothWaysBartender
If you re lookmg for an entertainer I might not be as entertaimng Beaxiprez said on pnmary day But I think you want an
adult in the govemor s office That personality contest? Yeah I look forward to that

Hickenlooper s campaign said he wouldn t change his upbeat style this time around

John IS a business guy and an entrepreneur who knows that negative campaigning is bad for Colorado said his campaign
spokesman Eddie Stem

Stem said Hickenloopers remarks to the sheriffs came from a desire to find common ground with opponents

John IS an mcomgibleoptimist andhis style of leadership is basedon his behef that he leams as muchfrompeoplewho dont
agree with him as people who do Stem said

But Alan Franklin political director for the hberal group ProgressNow Colorado said the governor made a tactical error by
even showmg up before the heavily Republican sheriffs group

Ifanythmg Gov Hickenlooper shouldhave learneda lesson fromthis he said Youshouldnevertry to accommodate people
who are out to get you

The liberal website ColoradoPcls even told Hickenlooper to shut the hell up for a while
A soaring personality

Just as he had as mayor Hickenlooper dazzledthe media when he became govemor and was the subject of glowing articles
His name repeatedly surfaced as a possible vice presidential contender in 2016

In his State of the State speech m 2013 Hickenlooper uttered a flustered Oh Jesus' when he flubbed the endmg The gaffe
tickled both Repubhcans and Democrats

He shows his himianity said Rep Carole Murray R Castle Rock who was among those laughmg at the time You might
not like all of his positions but he is very likable
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Thenextmonth Jon Caldara, presidentof the conservative Independence Institute was glumaboutthe prospects of even findmg
a candidate to take on Hickenlooper this year
We have no bench

he said that February We have a folding chair

But only a few days later the mtroduction of Democrat backed gun measures outraged a chimk of Coloradans and Repubbcan
lawmakers and set in motion what would be one of the ugliest legislative sessions in years
Hickenlooper also backed a rural electric renewable energy mandate that cntics said amoimted to a war on rural Colorado
because it would raise rates

Andthen the governor s decision on the death penalty reopened old woundsfor the femilies impacted by Dunlap s killingspree
He s hurt people said Secretary of State Scott Gessler who finished third in the GOP primaryrace for governor Ask rtiral
electnc payersifthey re betteroff AskJohn Morse Angela Gu-onorEvie Hudakif theyre betteroff becausehe forcedthrough
these gun laws

The three Democratic senators lost their jobs over the gun measures
The 2014 session was far more harmonious but Republicans still called Hickenlooper out over statements made like those he
expressed durmg an appearance on The Mike Rosen Show on radio station KOA A caller asked the governor why he signed
a bill bannmg greyhoxmd racmg m Colorado which hadn t existed smce 2008

Why do the law*^ is exactly what I asked

Hickenlooper replied

The caller suggested the govemor could have vetoed the bill

I dont thinktherewas a big reasonforthe bill but whenyouvetoa bill legislators andtheirstaffstaVe it very veryseriously
Why get mto a battle over somethmg'^

Then there was Hickenlooper s speech to the South Metro Denver Chamber at the state Capitol He said he didn t regret his
deasions on guncontrol or Dxmlap but could have done a betterjob of communication TheVillager reported
I did a crummy job last year of really opcmngthe doorsand hstemng and getting all the facts Hickenlooper said
Repubhcans had a field day

I actially couldn t have said it better myself Colorado Republican Party chairman Ryan Call said m a news release Gov
Hickenlooper has done a crummyjob of listening to Coloradans and he has done a crummy job of advocatmg on oin* behalf
Hickenloopers many supporters say that like all politicians he s had his ups and downs in partisan battles but he remains a
proven quantity who deserves four more years

That quirkmess is notanact saidHouse Speaker Mark Ferrandmo D Denver What you seeis what you get whether it s m
a pnvatemeeting or a pubbc setting Hes verysincere and hes verythoughtful evenwhen he disagrees with you
Joey Bunch 303 954 1174 jbunch@denverpost com or twittercom/joeybunch
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GenOpp rolls out ads against Udall
Jesse Paul The Denver Post

An Arlington Va basednonprofit with ties to the Kochbrothers whichbrands itself as a millennial advocacy group rolled
out television and Internet ads Wednesday attacking Sen Mark Udall s voung record
Aimedat young voters the ads

$710 000 in television and $190 000 online cnticize the senators fiscal record as leaving

millenials with the bill particularly denouncing Udall s support of Obamacare

Colorado is one of the states I m most excited about saidEvan Feinberg president of the group Generation Opportunity
Udall who IS rutmmg againstU S Rep Cory Gardner a Republican is one of roughlysix incumbent Democratic senators
facing serious opposition m the coming November elections Generation Opportunity alsoknown as GenOpp has run abnost
identical ads m at least one of those other races mcludmg one attacking U S Sen Mary Landneu D La whose seat is m
similar penl

If you look at whose views are more m hne with millenmals it s absolutely SenatorUdall said Chns Hams a spokesman
for Udall s campaign

Hams saidUdall knows there wereproblems withthepassage of theAffordable CareAct which he isworkmg to solve through
legislation addingthat the senatorhas had a long record of fightmg for fiscal responsibility
GenOpp has indu^ctly received significant funding fix)m the Koch brothers accordmg to news reports The group declined
to reveal their donors

In April another Koch backed group Amencans for Prosperity drewnegative attention aftermnnmg an ad attacking Udall s
support of the Affordable Care Act that contained a photo of Udall and President Barack Obama from the Aurora theater
shooting AFP apologized and took out the photo after famihes of the victims cned foul

Fembergs group also has created a campaign denoimcmg the Affordable Care Act with an ominous mascot called Creepy
Uncle Sam GenOpp s Udall new ads are much more hght hearted
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Generation Opportunity is a growing operation that m addition to Colorado and Louisiana has also run ads in North Carohna
In Colorado the group also recently hired a state director to oversee events raise support and give GenOpp a presence On

Tuesday they held a watch party for the Colorado Republican pnmanes at a lower downtown bar and the group has plans
to hire more full time staff

Hopefully that goes to illustrate the importance of the state for us David Pasch a spokesman for the group said
Generation Opportunity argues that young voters are unhappy with politics in Washington citmg a Harvard study that found
that over half of 18 24 year olds would vote to remove President Barack Obama if they could

It just so happens that Sen Udall m Colorado has a temble record for spending and policies where the bill is going to land
with my generation

said Feinberg who is 30
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Hothne ready to go statewide
Yesema Robles The Denver Post

Injust a matter of weeks the approximately 100callsreceived every day at a local cnsis center
feel suicidal to those who are gneving or stressed areexpected tojump to about 500daily

everything from people who

MetroCrisis Services a nonprofit localhotline won a $3 millionstate contract to expand its call center intothe first statewide
mental health cnsis hotlme

Its partof a larger $20 milhon planto change the waypeople going through a mental health cnsis can access help The plan
was proposed by Gov John Hickenlooper afterthe Aurora theater shooting and the Newtown Conn school shooting
Buttheplanwasdelayed formonths as thefirstbiddmg process wasdeemed a failure andone company with a revoked contract
took the state to court

Thecontract forthe hotlme wasuntangled from the courtdelay of othercontracts earlierthisyear anda deal withMetro Cnsis
Services was signed m May

Thestatewide 24 hourhotlme expected to be fimctional m August w 11 be the firstpartof the revamped plan to expand access
to help

Those who take the calls are framed to help stabilize a person m cnsis and provide referrals to services preferably avoiding
police or busy emergency rooms

This IS a huge benefit for all of Colorado as it will provide one place that people can call to then be routed to cnsis services
across the state said Patnck Fox deputy director of clmical services for the state s Office of Behavioral Health

Metro Cnsis Services has been m Denver smce 2010 operatmg a local hotlme for mental health cnsis as well as answenng
callsfor the national Suicide Prevention Lifelme and the Disaster Distress Helplme

Already Metro Cnsis Services has hired and tramed six additional clinicians tofield the expected mcrease mcall volume They
also hired four regional coordmators an administrative assistant and an operations director
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With the expansion Metro Cnsis Services also will introduce peer specialists people who have been through a mental health
crisis themselves and are in recovery Six peers and a supervisor have been hired and tramed
Callers will have a choice to speak with a peer specialist but the licensed clinicians will be the defeult for anyone who is unsure
Both clmicians and peer speciabsts will be responsible for calhng back people after their cnsis to check that they did connect
with the recommended services

For now twice as many call takersare workmg m about 2 400 squarefeet of space imtil they move mto a new 5 600 square
foot office m Ae coming weeks
Partof the $3 millionmthe contractis fimdmg the creation of a customdatabase that will allowclmicians andpeer specialists to
access resource directory mformation or evaluation checklists faster and to help track the use and effectiveness of the hotline
It s not just a hotline This is a service said Metro Cnsis Services CEO Bev Marquez We want people to know they are
thoughtfully bemg cared for

YesemaRobles 303 954 1372 yrobles@denverpost com or twitter com/yeseniarobles
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Hickenlooper s chief of sta plans to exit for new job
LynnBartels The Denver Post

Gov John Hickenlooper announced Thursdaythat Roxanc White his chief of staff known throughout state government for
her tough personaand influence is leaving after the election in Novemberto overseea national nursing program servingfirst
time moms living m poverty

White served as Hickenlooper s chief of staff when he was mayor of Denver and assumed the same job when he became
governor m2011

In that time she s accompanied her boss to fimerals for the pnsons chief who was assassinated m his home flood and fire
casualties and victims of the Aurora movie theater shooting

Whitetook heatwhen Hickenlooper mdefimtely delayedthe execution of deathrow mmate NathanDunlap White an ordained
minister admitted she made it clear to the governor she opposed the death penalty but said she repeatedly told him it was
his decision to make

She shrugged off criticism directed at her
Chiefs of staff tend to take a lot of heat for a lot of stuff she said

White will becomethe chief executive officerof a Denver based Nurse FamilyPartnership National Service Office
I am excited to be leavmg one amazmgjob for an equally mspinng role she said
A search for her replacement is underway

Roxane is in a league of her own practically superhuman when it comesto her energy her compassion and her commitment
for servingothers Hickenlooper said m a lengthy statement praisingWhite

Roxane did farmore than just honor a four yearcommitment shemade to meto serve as mychiefof staff Through fires and
floods both literal andof othersorts shegaveeverything shehad to thepeople of the stateof Colorado
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Repubhcans who have been dmgmg the Democratic governor for months couldnt resist

IfRoxaneWhiteIS out whois actuallygoingto be makingdecisions'^ saidKellyMaher executive directorof the conservative
groups Compass Colorado and Revealmg Politics

In her new job White will oversee a program mtended to allow nurses to dehver the support first time moms need to have

a healthy pregnancy become knowledgeable and responsible parents and provide their babies with the best possible start m
hfe accordmg to the news release

Before woriang mpublic service White spent 16years developmg programs to servethehomeless m Denver Colorado Spnngs
and San Francisco

Lynn Bartels 303 954-5327 lbartels@denverpost com or twittercom/lynn_bartels
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Ruling upholds gun control laws
Mitchell and John Aguilar The Denver Post

A federal judgeon Thursday upheld Colorado s new gun control laws that mandated background checks for all gun sales and
limited the capacity of ammunition magazines to no more than 15 rounds
U S Distnct Chief Judge Marcia Kneger issued her 50 page rulmg on the 2013 laws after a two week civil tnal in late March
and early Apnl in Denver

The lawsuit was ongmally filed by plamtifis mcludmg shenfis gun shops outfitters and shootmg ranges Kneger ruled last
yearthatthe shenffs could notsue the statem thejrofficial capacities buttheycould jom the lawsuit as pnvatecitizens
Kneger determmed that the plamtiffs lacked standing m their lawsuit

Colorado Attorney General John Suthers office represented defendant Gov John Hickenlooper who signed bills into lawlast
year that expanded background checks and createdammumtion magazme limits

Like Judge Kneger theColorado Attorney General s Office has never asserted that thelaws mquestion aregood wise orsound
pohcy As it does in allcases the AGs Office hasfulfilled its responsibility to defend the constitutionality of theColorado law
m question

Suthers said m a news release

The Attorney Generals Office fiilly expectsthe case to be appealed and looksforward to final resolution of the issues as soon
as possible

Sen Mary Hodge D Thornton who wastheSenate sponsor of the magazme limit bill praised thejudges decision
This IS public safety Havmg people have to pause to reload saves hves Hodge said These school shooters for the most
part, didnotknow howto reload their weapons so this limit on large capacity magazines is good

Plamtiffs claimed the new laws impmged on their nght to keep and bear arms They promised a new legal challenge m the
10th U S Circmt Court of Appeals
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While we respect the jxidge s rulmg today we believe that it is plainly wrong on the law and on the facts Weld County Shenff
John Cooke said at a Denver news conference Thursday John Hickenlooper knows that the (former New York City Mayor
Michael) Bloomberg aoti gun laws are a failure
Cooke who made headlines last year when he said he wouldn t enforce the new gun control measures said the laws are
convoluted and impractical
They are still unenforceable he said

And that is bome out in that there has not been one arrest on these two laws to date

Chad Vorthmann executive vice president of the Colorado Farm Bureau said the measures put an undue burden on formers
and ranchers in the state

It s not practical or fair he said to ask a ranch hand to dnve hours to the nearest federally licensed firearms dealer to do the
necessary background checks before being able to use his employer s gun

The use of firearms on Colorado farms and ranches is integral to the successof their operations and a part of normal everyday
activities he said A sweeping ban on magazmes and the unworkable system of background checks for temporary transfers
and pnvate sales of firearms places an unconstitutional burden on our members

Kneger s rulingsays the Supreme Court doesnot equatethe SecondAmendment right to keepand bear arms to guarantee an
mdividual the nght to use any firearm one chooses for self defense

TheSupreme Courthadpreviously ruled thatthe Second Amendment did notauthorize a right to keep andcarry anyweapons
whatsoever It allows legislatures to prohibit civilian use of certain weapons commonly usedm mihtary service suchas M 16
nfles

The Second Amendment guarantees the use of weapons commonly used at the time for self defense

Knegernoted thatno evidence wasproduced at thetwo weektrialthat mdicated a person s ability to defend himselfis seriously
dimmished if magazmes are Imuted to 15 rounds

Ofthemany lawenforcement officials called totestify nonewereableto identify a smgleinstance mwhich theywereinvolved
where a single civihan fired more than 15 shots m self defense she noted

Defendants argued that legislators passed laws to increase public safety following mass shootings including the Columbme
High School massacre m 1999and the Aarora movie theater shootings in 2012
Advocates for the legislature s tougher gim laws mcluding Dave Hoover the uncle of AJ Boik who was killed m the Aurora
theater shooting lauded Kneger s decision

As I have said repeatedly no one is losmg their nghts by havmg to reload their gun but with this simple measure we can
reduce the number of victims killed in mass shootmgs Hooversaid in a statement
Eileen McCarron president of Colorado Ceasefire Capitol Fund said the lawsuit was a waste of time and resources This
was a politically motivated lawsuit that has been graspmg at straws from day one McCarron said m a statement These

laws are reasonable protections agamst gun violence that many states have adopted and have repeatedly passed the test of
constitutionabty

Kirk Mitchell 303 954-1206 denverpost com/coldcases or twitter com/kmitchelldp
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Staff wnter Kurtjs Lee contnbuted to this report
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Holmes defense asks for officer s disapline records
The Associated Press

Defense attorneys m the Colorado theater shooting case have subpoenaed disciplinary records of a police officer who was
working on the day of the attack but the reason wasn t immediately clear
The subpoena made public Monday seeks documents fi-om a 2008 internal affairs investigation of Joshua Schol an officer in
Aurora the subtirb where the shooting took place
The subpoena says the investigation concluded Schol was untruthful in a pobce report
That report would be unrelated to the theater shootings because it was written four years before the attack
The subpoena does not say why the defense wants the records but it could be to discredit Schol if he is a prosecution witnesses
m the upcommg tnal

The subpoena directs city officials to bring the records to a July 22 hearing where the attorneys are scheduledto discuss evidence
about chemical and metal analyses firearms ballistics and tool marks It wasn t known ifthat tuning was comcidentalor whether
Schol has expertise in any of those areas

Aurora police spokesman FrankFania said Scholwas working on the day of the theater shooting And like all the officers
on duty he would have had some role in the response

Fania said he did not knowany specifics and could not comment furtherbecauseof a judge s gag order
Fania also said he could not discuss any details of the 2008 mtemal mvestigation of Schol

Prosecutors and the defense routinely decline to comment citing the gag order

James Holmes is charged with murder and attempted murder m theJuly 20 2012 theater shooting which killed 12 people
and injured 70 He pleaded not guiltyby reasonof insanity Prosecutors are seekmgthe death penalty
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Background checks for gun buyers save lives
Dave Hoover Guest Commentary
By now most people are familiar with the remarks that Gov John Hickenlooper made m front of a group of shenlTs about the
new gun safety laws But many may not realize tiiat the group he spoke to is pushing a lawsuit to repeal the common sense
requirement that all gun purchasers have to pass a cnmmal background check

They ve also said they will not enforce the ban on high capacity ammunition magazines like the one that killed my 18 year
old nephew AJ Boik at an Aurora theater on July 20 2012
As a police officer a hunter and a Repubbcan and someone who knows the pam and anguish of having a family member
murdered with a gun - I think we all need to cut through the rtietonc (and profanity) and look at what really happened in
Colorado 1 testified on these bills along with hundreds of others on both sides of the issue There was no lack of mformation
about what these laws would mean for the safety of our communities

The legislaturepassed and the governor signed a law to make sure that anyone who gets a gun from a non femily member
goes through a simple background check This is one of the most effective ways to keep guns out of the hands of convicted
domestic violence offenders severely mentally ill mdividuals and other dangerous people
Requinng all gun purchasersto undergo a backgroundcheck is supported by an overwhelmingmajonty ofColoradans mcludmg
gun owners and the Colorado Association of Chiefs of Police Since taking effect more than 80 prohibited purchasers were
stopped from buymg a gun because of this law alone
And for those who questionthe law to limit high capacity magazmes to 15rounds do we really want to put 100 round magazines
back on the streets of Colorado*^

High capacity magazmes arent for himting or self defense they are mihtary style equipment designedfor the sole purpose of
killmg a lot of people m a short amount of time

The Aurora shooter used a high capacity magazine with 100 rounds to kill and mjure more than 70 people m 90 seconds When
his gun jammed people m that theater were able to esc^e and lives were spared
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It IS common sense Limitmg magazine sizes forces shooters to pause and reload giving people a chance to get away or restrain
the shooter We have seen this over and over m mass shootings

When the shooterwho attempted to kill Gabby Giffbrds near Tucson Anz m 2011 paused to reload his gun he was tackled
by two bystanders and prevented from causmg more carnage
I have been m law enforcement here in Colorado for more than 30 years Since 2010 there have been more than 200 police
officers across the Umted States that have been murdered by individuals armed with firearms A number of studies have shown
that when high capacity magazines are mvolved it is more dangerous and leadsto more fatalpolice shootings
Men and women who put on a uniform every day to protect and serve are the bamer between peace and chaos m our towns
In states where background checks on all gun salesare in place there are 39 percentfewerofficerskilledby mdividuals armed
with handguns compared to those states that allow some gun sales to go unchecked
We must stnve to do better

and we have

So instead of focusmg on pohtical gaffes and politicians bcndmg over backward to appease one another lets continue to put
our energy toward decreasing the gun violence that is destroying lives and families

Here m Colorado we have taken the sensiblesteps to prevent gun violence that our leaders m Washington have not For that
we should be proud of our legislature and proud of our state

Sgt Dave Hoover is a 30-year veteran of Colorado law enforcement He is an avid outdoorsman and grew up huntmg with
his family
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Iraq Whose fault'And now what'
Re Who s to blame for Iraq'' That s the wrong question June 14 Stephen L Carter coliunn
Bloombergcolumnist StephenL Carter s plea to not pomt fmgers over the Iraq fiasco sounds like a forlornbeauty contestant s
vapid plea Let s all work for world peace The call to avoid assigning blame is tantamount to not holding President Obama
or anyone else responsible for the utter detenoration of the democratic gams the U S sacrificed to achieve

The fact is Russia China the Taliban al Qaeda and every other enemy of the Amencan way of life is hckmg its bps m
anticipation of our next demonstration of international impotence Without assignmg blame for failure we secure a repetition
of the poor judgment which has endangered us all
Blameequalsresponsibility equals accountability and provides an avenue to deter future bad behaviorby our leaders Work
together"? Sure But know there are consequences to bad decisions Blame has its vutues
Anthony T Accetta Denver

Before President Obam s cntics get completely earned away heap ng f lure on recent Iraq shortcom gs perhaps they should

refi^h their own short term memones of how and why we got where we are now Call it what you may weapons of mass
destruction od paternal revenge orjust plaindead wrongleadership Thankthe formerpresidentandhis vicepresidential mate
for this kmd of msight
Bruce Huey Fort Morgan

The Obama administration has gone beyond mcompetent to flat out stupid Iraq is fallmg to a group intent on destroymg
America Andwhat doesPresident Obamado"? Leave our bordersopen so terrorists can sbp through
Dolly Craig Denver
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In Iraq the corrupt and rotten house of cards we built at such tremendous cost is on the verge of total collapse Baghdad is the
new Saigon and is the latest example of what can happen when the U S goes to war under false pretenses Like Vietnam so
many of our servicemen and women have suffered debilitating health issues that the Department of Veterans Affairs is unable
to properly respond

JeffReebie Greeley

We must not even consider the extreme measures the conservative hawksare begmnmg to push for Iraq No Amencan troops
should be put on the ground m Iraq penod We did far more already than we should have considermg that the Iraq issues
m 2001 02 were not in our mterests to quell We lost too many of our kids and too much of our tax money m a cause that
had no sound reason other than that of a few neocons led by Dick Cheney with their imtrue allegations of weaponsof mass
destruction The onlythmg we accomplished m that war was to kill SaddamHussem Whilehe was a verybad character he
had good control of Iraq and what is happenmg now would likelynot have occurredhad he still been in power
Countnes must leam to take care of themselves especially those in the Middle East Amenca needs to begmto spend more of
Its tax money on the real needs here and not on other countnes that seem not to have their own mterests at heart
John Ruckman Lakewood

Theconflict m Iraq is a rehgious war thatcannot be won negotiated or reconaled It involves twodivergent religious cultures
rootedm centuries of mbred conflictover ideology ferventbeliefsand hatred Iromc yes But real to the coreof their religious
nature The Sunnis hate the Shiites and the Shntes hate the Sunms It has been that way since the death of Mohammed that
fostered the claim Who is the nghtful leader and speaker for Islam*^

This sectarian war is not about politics geography natural resources or economic theory but based on an age old dispute of
who is the nghtful heu of a rehgion and its customs practices and standards It is purely rehgion based, and it is arrogant to
believe that the United States has the nght solution Or that anyone does
Bill Senter Denver

Doubts about the value of raising the minimum wage

Re As low wage workers contmue to struggle economists remain divided on minimum wage hikes June 15 Perspective
article

I have to admit I have no sympathy for those in this article who have complamts about the minimum wage The minimum
wage was never meant to support a family on It is where you start your career and build your future

I worked for minimum wage when I was 16 Then I worked retail went to college worked an entry level call centerjob
because I couldn t find work with my degree worked my way up with that company to get thework expenence necessary to
get a job m rayfield, bought a house to avoid rentratherthanmovmg back m withmy parents got mamed usedbirthcontrol
provided by public health since my husband and I cannot afford to have children yet, and have just started a job m mychosen
career field thanks to the hard woric I putin Never once didI think about keepmg myminimum wage jobandsettlmg for less
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If people would just take responsibility for their own choices m hfe minimum wage would never even be an issue
Jessica DeHerrera, Denver

Economics professor Sanjai Bhagat bebeves that raismg the mmimura wage will reduce employment I wonder then how he
explains the fact that there is practically zero correlation between the minimum wage and the average annual unemployment
rate from 1950 2012 (adjusted for inflation to 2012 dollars) It would be even more mterestmg to hear him explam why over
that same penod the correlation between mflation adjusted minimum wage and the average annual job growth rate is strongly
positive (higher job growth with higher minimum wage)
It s not like the data are hard to find they are all on the website of the Bureau of Labor Statistics
Gary Waldman Aurora

From the Aurora theater shooting to the World Cup
Re

Team USA s chef witnessed Aurora theater shootings

June 13 sports story

A young man attended my son Alex s viewmg and funeral following his murder at the Century 16 Theater m Aurora on July
20 2012 weanng a hastily sewn together T shirt that had half a Batman symbol on one side and half a Superman symbol on
the other He was a Red Robm employee and he went with the group to the movie that night that included Alex
That young man was Bryson Billapando It made my day to see the story m The Denver Post that he is m Brazil with the USA
soccer team and is one of their chefs Somewhere mside of me I hope he brought that T shirt with him to Brazil so m some
way Alex could have made the trip with Bryson I know Alex would be so proud of him

When I wake every day one of my first thoughts is about the loss of Alex and when I go to sleep each mght, I pray that all those
brave survivors of that mght make it through another night without any harm coming to them The story about Bryson helps me
know that he is making it through every mght and I hope as I prepare to celebrate Alex s secondbirthday since he was murdered
that I can read about more of the survivors and hear the positive spins they have put on their bves smce that deadly night m July
Tom Sullivan Centennial

Flawed education reform

Re

Cabf tenure ruling may be felt m Colorado Jime 15 Dick Hilker colimin

The flawed logic that is educational reform has reared its ugly head again This time it s teacher tenure and that s the reason
poor students can t learn Never mmd that poorer schools have larger class sizes larger cogmtive deficits m students because

of the stressof poverty as well as higher concentrations of every societal problemthis coimtry has to offer So in the logic of
educational reform elimmatiDg teachertenureand removing all those bad teacherswill spawn a surge of the best teachers
to leave their jobs m suburban schools and go work m the poorest schools Bnlbant'

I know It s easy to scapegoat teachers for the ills of poverty but hopefully this latest scheme will start a conversation on what
actually constitutes education reform Here s a hmt it has less to do with standardized testmg Common Core and teacher

bashmg and more to dowith lower class sizes alternatives for students whowont or cant function m a typical school setting
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and some accountabibty from our political leaders for allowmg the selling out of one of our pillars of democracy to educational
profiteers
Gerry Camilli Englewood

Hijackmg dnllmg m Colo
Re The gamble on oil and gas June 15 Vmcent Carroll column

Vmcent Carroll s column provided an mterestmg expos[© of the politics behmd the heated debate over dnllmg on the Front
Range It is disheartening that the environmental commumty is letting its largely unfounded opposition to hydraulic firacturmg
get m the way of a proposal by Gov John Hickenlooper s to create compromise legislation because oil and gas development
IS vital to the Colorado economy The environmental left is really opposed to all fossil fuels They should stop hidmg behmd
opposition to frackmg
Last Sunday s New York Times mapped out how coimties have recovered from the recession Most counties m Colorado with
oil and gas development have seen marked job growth m the post recession economy I urge all parties to come together on
Hickenlooper s effort to maintain the vitality of the Colorado economy
Kevin Kelly Castle Rock
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Hickenlooper silent on his gun law comments
KurtisLee The Denver Post

After several days of fallout over his comments on gun control laws to a recent gathermg of county shenffs Gov John
Hickenlooper has managed to baffle bothvictmis rights advocates andSecond Amendment supporters
The governors confhctmg comments on his support for a controversial 2013 law limiting ammunition magazines has added
traction to the argument from cntics that he s unwilling to take definitive stances m his role as leader of the state

By now we are all usedto the way the governorthinks out loud said Tom Sullivan whose27 year old son Alex was tailed
m the2012 Aurora theater shootmg ButwhatI do know is thatas Coloradans we are all toofamiliar with gunviolence and
these laws were wntten m response to repeated tragedies we have faced m our state

Sullivan added Unlike me there are fathers across the state who were able to spend last Sunday withthen- son because of
the laws we passed to make Colorado safer

Hickenlooper m wide rangmg remarks lastweek m Aspen at the biannual gathermg of the County Shenffs of Colorado said
that of the small handful of gun laws passed m 2013 he felt conflicted about supportmg the measure that bars the sale of
ammunition magazmes that hold more than 15 rounds but one of his staff made a commitment to signing it

Moreover he said that he was unaware the shenffs wanted to meet with him m 2013 to discuss the proposed gun laws until
It was too late that hadhe known the lawwoulddivide the state he would have reconsidered his support and that he wished
he and his staff had more facts before he signed the bill

Hickenlooper on Thursday dechned to commem despite multiple requests fix)m The Denver Post which sought to have the
governor explain his comments and their apparent contradiction with published accoxmts ofthe debate and the gun laws passage
Supporters and opponents of the magazine limits expressed dismay at Hickenlooper s comments

Officials with the National Rifle Association called Hickenlooper's comments a desperate tap dance to try and have it both
ways on gun control said Catherme Mortensen a spokeswoman for the NRA
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Hickenlooper told the sheriffs he never spoke to then New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg a key financial backer ofthe gun
control measures But phone records unveiled by a conservative blog revealed he did speak with Bloomberg when the debates
were at their peak

Hickenlooper also talkedwith then NRApresidentDavid Keenewhen Keenecame to visit him dunng the debates Also Ene
based Magpul an ammunition magazine manufacturer made elaborate public appeals against the ban
Yet Hickenlooper lastweekrecounted to tbe shenfft that he was told his staffwent back and got factsthey shouldve had from
the beginning which revealed roughly300 000 magazmes that earned more than 15 rounds were already in Colorado
Hickenlooper s office has been unable to explain how he learned of that statistic

Four Republicans vymg to advance from Tuesday s prmiaryto challenge Hickenlooper a Democrat have assailedhis support
for g\m control measures

On socialmediaThursday Republicans attacked Hickenlooper s comments Even the liberalblog Colorado Pols questioned the
governor s comments

Denverpolitical analystEnc Sondermann said Hickenlooper s actions fall mto a pattern where the governor tries to have it
both ways
In this case you can t have it both ways The governor signed these bills mto law He has to own it Sondermann said

Hickenlooper hasbeencriticized andlabeled asan indecisive leader by both Democrats andRepubhcans His temporary repneve
of death row inmateNathan Dunlap upset both proponents and opponents of the death penalty
Also unanswered from Hickenlooper s visitwithshenffs is which staffermade the commitment Hickenlooper mentioned
The bills primary sponsor state Rep Rhonda Fields D Aurora said no commitment was made to herHouse Speaker Mark
Ferrandino said several conversations overthe guncontrol measures tookplace but he does notrecall any commitments the
bill would be signed

Then state Sen Evie Hudak resigned herseat inthe midst of a recall effort waged because she supported thegun laws
I don t egret my support fo those bills one bit Hudak said Thursday

Sheadded It s reasonable reforms andI think the governor trulydoessupport putting limits on these magazmes
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TTieater shooting defense attorneys daim interference
John Ingold The Denver Post
A prosecutor in the Aurora movie theater shooting case told victims in an e mail that defenseattorneys are trying to recruit
them to help spare the gunman s life according to a newmotion by defense attorneys askmg thatprosecutors be pxmished

Ina copy of thee mail attached to thedefense motion prosecutor Lisa Teesch Maguire wrote that people workmg on behalf of
the defense team are contacting victims and askmg to speak withthem Teesch Maguire urged victuns to instead contact her
especially if theydisagree withthe decision to pursue the death penalty against James Holmes or otherprosecution decisions
If you want to help the Defendant - that is yourchoice and you are free to do so butplease know thatyou can voice those
opmions through this office just as strongly if not more srtrongiy than you can through these other individuals and
Defense Attorneys Teesch Maguire wrote m the e mail accordmg to the defensemotion

The e mail which was sent last month has caused attorneys forHolmes torenew theu- complaint that prosecutors areinterfenng
with their mvestigation

Holmes attorneys say the e mail incorrectly characterizes the defense s mvestigation and implies that the defense is acting
dishonestly

The prosecution has sabotaged thedefense s credibihty with thevictim witnesses mthiscase and wrongly inflamed thevictims
and their families defense attorneys wnte m their motion
A previous defense motion allegmg prosecution interference was denied last fall

The new motion filed Tuesday says prosecutors should bepunished for ethics violations The defense argues that removmg
the death penaltyas an optionm the case would be an appropnate sanction
Tnal m the case m which Hohnes faces dozens of counts of murder and attempted murder is scheduled to start m October
with jury selection
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Hick s comments on gun laws

Re Apology goes viral Faccbook post shows governors attempt to chann shenffs overgun laws backfires June 17 news
story

On March 20 2013 Gov John Hickenlooper signed three gun bills mto law His statement at the time was This is a fairly
significant set of billsthat we signed today If as stated in the front page article m Tuesday s Denver Post, he regretted not
having all the facts whydid he sign the bills without a clearunderstandmg of what he was signrng*^ I would expect that our
governor would be fully aware of thecontent and rnipact of anybill he signs mtolaw particularly the fairly significant ones
Lawrence E Bames Littleton

Foryears Ive argued unsuccessfiiUy with liberal fhends that the media tilts liberally sometunes overtly othertimes subtly
Yourheadlme story Tuesday about thebrouhaha between Gov John Hickenlooper and Colorado s shenffs is a good example
of the latter Yourarticle states Complete Colorado a nght leanmg outlet posted a story
Please search yourfiles toprovide readers witha corresponding description ofMoveon org(orevenMayor Michael Bloomberg
a player in this tale) as left leaning 111 wait
Alan E Deegan Highlands Ranch
Scott Renfroe for 4th CD

Leaders whose track records back 15) their talk arerare commodities these days Fortunately mthe4thCongressional District
we have a leader whose track record and talk are consistent Scott Renfroe As state senator Renfroe has consistently led
the fight for freedom m the legislature mcludmg most recently with his billto ban red hghtcameras Renfroe has proven he
is a conservative leader by his actions
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All four Republican candidates ra the race claim to be conservatives but Renfroe is the only one with the record to prove it At a
time when Congress is racking up debt by the trillions and the president is acting lawlessly we should not gamble on candidates
who have never proven themselves We must choose a candidate who we know will fight to preserve freedom and opportunity
Isaiah Hess Colorado Sprmgs
Anti smoker zealotry m Golden

Re A placeto set yourbuttsdown Goldenmaydesignate stretchofhistonc downtown a smoke freezone June ISnewsstoiy

Thousands and thousands of trucks buses and cars rumble through the streets every day spcwmg who knows what into our
air but the GoldenCityCouncil is now the latestentitythat wantsto protectus fromthe straywhiff of bumingtobacco I don t
knowwhetherits hypocnsyor ignorance but the anti smokerzealotry is certamlygetting out of hand
John Goldstem Denver

Judge s decision on Holmes jury

Re Aurora theater shootiiis tnal jury selection to remam opento pubbc June 11 news story
Hownaive of Judge Carlos Samour to rulethatthere is noreason tobelieve themedia or thepublic would intimidate prospective
jurors [m the James Holmes tnal] if jury selection is open He pomts out that the media will not be allowed mside but will
insteadwatch the process on closed circuit television Really"? He thinks that will protectpotential jurors'^ Weve all seen how

enterpnsmg the media can be when chasmg theirstory Afready I can imagine someone s face being recognized as they leave
the courtroom and walk to their car Their car has a bcenseplate that can be traced (albeitillegally)
Betterhave a big big listof backup jurors because I smell trouble and possibly a mistnal as the potential for tampermg and
other mischief nses Big mistake Judge Samour Big mistake
Knsta Igoe Littleton
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Apologygoes viral

Lynn Bartels The Denver Post

Gov John Hickenlooper igniteda politicalfirestorm with his comments Fridayto Colorado s shenffs sayinghe was unaware
they wanted to meet with him in 2013 to discuss their concerns over proposed gun laws until it was too late and he had no
idea the measures would be so controversial

Hickenlooper also told the County Shenffs of Colorado at their biannual meetmg held m Aspen that he regretted not havmg
all the facts when he signed the bills mto law

Press accounts show Hickenlooper tned to charm the shenffs who sued him over the gun bills But within hours the effort
backfired

Montezuma County Shenff Dennis Spruell kicked off the brouhaha when he wrote about Hickenlooper s apology on the
department s Facebook page as the governor was speaking By noon Monday almost 95 000 people had read the post
It just went viral

Spruell said Holy moley

Also on Sunday Complete Colorado a nght leamng outlet posted a story and video saying phone records and mterviews
contradict Hickenlooper s statement to the shenfftthatheneverspoke withformer NewYorkMayor Michael Bloomberg about
the gun bills

Thegovernor s spokesman Enc Brown saidMonday thatSpruell s Facebook postcontamed someerrors butthatHickenlooper
erred when he said he hadn t spoken to Bloom berg

It IS well eslabhshed that Gov Hickenlooper spoke with Mayor Bloomberg as well as NRA president (David) Keene and
manyother stakeholders m the gun safetydebate The governorwas attemptmg to conveyhe never had a conversation with
Bloomberg that influenced the decision he made Brown said

In no way did the governor mtcndto misleadthe shenffs or anyone else

Brown saidthe Montezuma County shenff misquoted Hickenlooper when he wrote that the governor admitted his office did
notresearch the gun legislation until after it waspassed Brown also saidthe governor while admitting he was surpnsed by
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the controversy did not say as the shenffmaintains that had he known he would not have endorsed the new gun laws without
more research

Spruell said he stands by what he wrote

Former Congressman Bob Beauprez one of four Repubhcans vymg for the GOP nommation for governor pounced on SprueU s
Facebook post This is what failed leadership looks like a campaign e mail read

Anothergubematonalcandidate Secretary of StateScottGessler accusedthe governorof trymgto backtrack his way to bemg
viewed as a moderate agam Gessler also noted that Hickenlooper said to one shenff How many apologies do you want?
What the (expletive)''
Spruell said the governor used the profamty m a joking manner of speakmg

Isn t this so John Hickenlooper to try to Aw shucks and slap his knee and good ol boy his way out of an awfiil situation''
Beauprez said Monday
The Democratic backed gim legislation turned the 2013 session into one of the nastiest m recent history and cost three state
senators their political jobs mcludmg Democratic Senate President John Morse who was recalled The shenffs were among
the hundreds who stormed the Capitol to protest the bills and Hickenlooper told them I think we screwed that up by not
meetmg with them accordmg to the Aspen Daily News

I don t thmk he screwed it up m any way shape or form but that doesn t mean he doesn t think so Morse said Monday addmg
that he has no regrets even though it led to his ouster

This IS the greatest thmg I ve ever done m my entire life Morse said

Hickenlooper signed the first gxm bills into law m March2013 eight monthsto the day after a gunman killed 12 and injured
58 at an Aurora theater One bill expanded background checks to private sales Another banned weapons magazmes with
more than 15 rounds a move that caused the leadmg magazme producer Ene based Magpul to begm plans to move most of
Its operations out of state

If we d knownthat it was gomgto dividethe state so mtensely we probablywould have thought aboutit twice Hickenlooper
said to the shenffs accordmg to the Daily Sentmel m Grand Jimction

Two months after the bills were signed into law 55 of Colorado s 62 elected shenffs filed smt saying the regulations violated
the Second Amendment A federal judge ruled the shenffs didnt have standmgto sue m their official capacity but allowed
term limited shenfft to sue as individuals Ten shenffs are now part ofthe suit said attorney Dave Kopel
SprueU said that while he found the governor very personable very likable he also didn t believe him

Everybody m the state of Colorado knew we wanted to talk to him about the gun bills

Spruell said How could he not

know thaf
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Lawyers argue over model m theater case

Lawyers m the Aurora theater shooting case are arguing over an FBI built model of the cnme scene that prosecutors want
to show jurors

In a motion released Fnday prosecutors say the model should be allowed without a beanng The defense has questioned the
model s rehabihty

The model depicts the theater where 12 people werekilled an adjacent theater and part of the extenor Prosecutors say it will
help jurors visualize the scene of the 2012 attack

Defense lawyers say the model was damaged in shipment and some repairsarent to scale
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Judge has It right Jurors won t wilt
Talk about music to our ears Arapahoe CountyDistnct Court JudgeCarlos Samourthis week issueda strongdefenseof press
freedom and public scrutiny of the judicial process m an opinion as blunt and clear headed as any m recent memory
The occasion was a request by the defense m the tnal of James Holmes m the Aurora theater shootisg which was partly
supported by the prosecution to close jury selection to the pubhc and the media
Prospective jurors might be intimidated and less than candid ifjoumahsts were in attendance they argued and more likely to
know what questions were going to be asked
Fiddlesticks the judge responded

although m much more precise and measured prose

Why would prospective jurors feel intimidated by reporters who won t have access to their names or contact information will
never see juror questionnaires once they ve been filled out and who will be watching the proceedings not from the courtroom
but via closed circuit TV?

And why would they be less likely to be honestregardmg their biases toward the defendant in front of journalists m a remote
location than defense attorneys standmg m front of them''

If the parties doomsday prediction that openness will overwhelm and intimidate prospective jurors so as to inhibit their
candor were sufficient Samourdeclared tnal courtswould be required to closejury selection in every high profile ease
That IS not the law

Indeed ItIS not Quite thecontrary asthejudgecogently explamed Andthistradition ofopenness andpress scrutiny m criminal
trials exists for very good reasons

Samour quoted the U S Supreme Court when it notedthat people m an open society do not demand infallibility from their
mstitutions but it is difficult for them to acceptwhat they are prohibited from observmg
In other words concealmg jury selection

let aloneotherparts of the tnal

fosters an image of arbitrary secrecy thatbreeds

distrust of vital mstitutions
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Rather than hmder the effectiveness of jiny selection Samour opined openness and the watchful eye of the media will
increase scrutiny and enhance the rehability and fairness of the pnxess In the court s view sunshine not darkness is the
appropnate disinfectant here

The judge is no babe m the woods regarding the media and trials He knows that some prospective jurors may have
miconcepOons because of press coverage that they will be expected to set aside according to the evidence
And he emphasi2ed that the Sixth Amendment nght of a defendant to receive a fair tnal is a nght no less fundamental than
those protected by the First Amendment

But when the press acts responsibly

and Samour rebutted a defense claim that it had not in the Hohnes case

it acts as

the eyes and ears of a pubhc very much mterested the functionmg of the courts Especially when they are trying to mete out
justice in a crime of universal interest
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Team USAs chef witnessed Aurora theater shootings
S[#0 PAULO These days Biyson BiUapando heais about threats of violence m Brazil and beyond and flashes back to a
gruesome night two years ago m Colorado

He has done his best to move on smce the deadly theater ghootmgs he witnessed at a midnight Batman movie in Aurora and
IS now cooking up fresh and healthy meals for the U S World Cup soccer team m a gig he couldnt have imagmed even just a
year ago or while attendmg Denver s Johnson & Wales culinary school
I just happened to be on the left side of the theater BiUapando recalled Wednesday

Then all craziness broke loose

BiUapando s then wife Tom was pregnant at the time She was sitting to his left and got struck by fragments

Smcethe attack, he hasjumped mto his work sayingthe timmgof the World Cup couldnt have been any better
BiUapando uiKienvent counselmg to dealwith depression andpost traumatic stressdisorder A rash of shootings m recentweeks
brought back bad memones

Anytype of domestic typeattack it alwayshits close to home like the BostonMarathon bombmg school shootings the mall
shootmg everythmg

—

he said The Associated Press
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State to revamp plans to address mental health
Yesema Robles The Denver Post

Colorado s plans to revamp the response to the mentalhealth crisis can move forward after months of delay dunng which the
state awarded revoked and fought in courts over the multimillion dollar contracts

Ajudge on Tuesdaysigned an order hftmg a preliminary injunction that stopped the state from proceedmgwith a second biddmg
process to award new contracts for mental health services

As a result the Colorado Department of Human Services on Wednesday announced that it mtends to give the contracts to four
existing commxmity mental health centers with each servmg a quadrant of the state
The idea to revamp the states mental health care system came m 2012 from Gov John Hickenlooper m the wake of the Aurora
theater Bhootmg and the school shootuag in Newtown Conn
Lawmakers passed and expanded the plan approving $20 million for new services includmg mobile services roimd the clock
stabilization centers and respite care

Cnsis Access a conglomerate of three out of state companies that specialize in providing cnsis mental health care won the
bid to provide the services but local community mental health centers questioned the award

Withm weeks the statecalled the biddmg process a failxire Cnsis Access claimed the statewas givmg m to political pressure
and ignormg the formal protestproces It filed a lawsuit which resultedm the preliminary mjtmction
Cnsis Accessof Colorado and the Colorado Department of Himian Servicestold thejudge theyhave nowreached a settlement
Details were not released

Our commitment is to work with providers in the four regions to get these services up and nmnmg m local commumties as
soon as possible said ReggieBicha executive directorof the department m a preparedstatement We are pleased that we
found a way to move forward, and we are eager to get these services established
According to a note postedon the Cnsis Accesswebsite the company is explonng options m other states
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We regret that we will not have the opportunity to miplement our innovative recovery oriented solutions m Colorado and we
look forward to continuing the exploration of similar opportumties in other states to partner on establishing the next generation
of mtegrated cnsis care the note stated
Yesema Robles 303 954 1372 yrobles@denverpost com or twitter com/yeseniarobles
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Remembenng Denver s histonc summit
Heniy Dubroff and John J Huggins
Cause I m sittin I m sittin on top of the world

Cream

Seventeen years ago the world s leaders beat a path to Denver s door The occasion was the Denver Sumimt of the Eight, a
gathering of media and the global elite that amounted to a major wmdfall for the Mile High City
But looking back at those heady days of the late 1990s much of what seemed certam then now lies m tatters Much of what is
important today was barely foreseen or not expected A look back at the world as it looked from Denver in Jxme 1997 shows
how much the global landscape has changed and not necessanly for the better

That year President Bill Clmton chose the Mile High City to host the 23rd annual G7 an mformal summermeeting of leaders of
the major mdustnal nations Canada Japan Britain France Germany and Italy would jom the U S and a non votmg European
Union delegate to weigh global issues with a focus on the economy

But the Denver meeting came with a twist The Russian federation was makmg great stndes toward embracing capitahsm and
geared to be movmg toward a more open society under then President Sons Yehsm As a nod to an emergingRussia China
at the time was an economic afterthought Yehsm was invited and the G7 became the Denver Summit of the Eight later the G8

Andwhat a heady timeit was for Colorado and the region Denverpresented terrificvenues mcludmg a state of the art airport
to welcome visitors a new convention center for the 15 000 members of the media who would attend and the Michael Graves

designed Denver Public Library for the mam sessions

Colorado was symbolic of a resurgent Amencan economy increasingly a dominant force in technology and innovation Mayor
Wellington Webb enjoyed broad support and LoDo was in the early stage of its takeoff The city had sent Webb s predecessor
Fedenco Fe[±a to Washington as transportation secretary and Gov Roy Romerwas a majorfigure m Democratic Partycircles
John Hickeniooper was talkedabout m newsrooms and busmess circlesas an amiableand ambitious barkeep

The DenverSummitof the Eightcameoff withouta hitch A particularstar was Secretary of StateMadeleine Albnght Shewas
coming home to Denver where her late father Josef Korbel had been dean of the Graduate School of International Studies at

the University of Denver Albnght also had received her Ph D at DU
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Yeltsm hnmelf proved highly popular At one point he even waded into a crowd for a bit of democratic pohtickmg Deputy
Treasury Secretary Larry Summers pnckly as ever deftly fielded media questions at a Convention Center briefing then cut
them off when the growing currency cnsis m south Asia came up
The summit was a media feedmg frenzy that lasted just 48 hours from June 20 22 Then it was over

and very different

realities soon would set m

Bill Clinton would continue to nde high in politics for another six months but by January 1998 the Momca Lewinsky scandal
began to break and for the next year Washmgton would be absorbed m the scandal and subsequent impeachment proceeding
This set m place the bitter partisan tone of national pohtics with vitnol only mcreasmg durmg the next decade and a half
Denver would nde high for nearly another year but m Apnl 1998 the shootmgs at Columbme woxild bring the national media
back to Denver m a way that was dramatically different fhDm the events of the previous summer
Denver s exposure from the summit would set the stage for the Democratic National Convention in 2008 a key moment m

BarackObamas run forthe presidency Thisepoch making eventwouldalso be eenly followed by the terrible theater shooting
m Aurora four years later

Yeltsm the star of the summit wouldlast in officeonly anothertwo years By 1999 exhausted and perhaps ailing he resigned
He was convinced that a young lieutenant a former secunty official named Vladimir Putm would contmue to march Russia
on tfie path to reform
Instead Putin has been leadmg Russia toward an extreme nationalism and disregard for mtemational boundaries and norms
His actions echo the onset of fascism under Mussolini and Hider

For the global economy the Asian cnsis would flare from a minor brushfire to a substantial regional financial cnsis forcmg
Summers and aide Timothy Geithner to tap many expenmental tools of monetary policy to keep the contagion from spreadmg
That expenence framed their response to the much larger fmancial contagion that threatened to engulfthe world economy m
the Great Recession

This year the 08 is headed for history s scrap heap Russia s bid to host the summit was roundly rejected after Putm seized
Crimea by force and nregulars aligned with Russia overran several cities in eastem Ukrame The meetmg held this week m
Brussels has reverted to the 07 as the estabhshed order ponders a post Cold War response to Russian aggression
The Denver Summit of the Eight is largely forgotten but not completely In an online State Department archive there s a
copy of the final documents signedby the world leaders 17 years ago With great prescience they agreedto work togetheron
environmental issues presagmg today s nsmg concern about climate change And they agreed on more umfied efforts to head
off financial crises That said issues such as terrorism or Chma s aggressive expansion were not high on the agenda

In our technological mter connected world,changecan comerapidly deeplyandunexpectedly Whatseems certam permanent
and important today mayquickly falter subside and even disappear Sittmg on top of the world is not a permanent perch
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Damaged model unfit for tnal defense says
The FBI created a large scale model of the Aurora movie theater shooting scene but defense attorneys say the model should
not be allowed to be used at tnal because it was damaged during shippmg
Accordmg to a defense motion filed Fnday the model reconstructs the shooting scene inside Century Aurora 16 and took the
FBI two months to build

But during shipping earlier this year the model was damaged and later repaired with parts bought at Home Depot accordmg
to the motion Defense attorneys argue that makes the model too imreliable to allow the prosecution to use it at tnal
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Media move to keep juiy selection open
Multiple news organizations on Tuesday moved to keep jury selection m the Aurora movie theater shooting trial open to
the public as the judge m the case ruled that prospective jurors can be questioned individually about their views on mental
health and the msanity defense
Prosecutors and defense attorneys have said members of the public survivors of the attack and members of the media should
not be allowed to watch jury selection They say the attention couJd cause potential jurors to hide then- views or change thenanswers dunng a process that is crucial m pickmg an unbiased jury
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Tension simmers between judge defense amid rush of fihngs in tiieater shooting case
Johnlngold The Denver Post

Last month when the judge overseeing the Aurora movie theater shooting case issued a strmg of orders rebuffing defense
cntiCTsm of his work the rulings landed m prosecutors mboxes and the public case file and on the court s website
One place they didn t end up with the defense

When defense attorneys complained in a new modon that they only learnedabout the orders through the media Judge Carlos
Samour responded by correctmg their contention that he didn t send the orders to them

The Court does not know why the defense s e mail system did not accept the Court s e mails Samour wrote

The exchange neatly summarized the tension between thejudge and attorneys for James Holmes that has developed m court
fihngs for what may be the most high profilestate murdertnal m Colorado history
With theirchentfacmg the death penalty if convicted of murdermg 12people and trying to kill many more mside the Century
Aurora 16movie theater mJuly2012 defense attorneys havefiled nearly 200motions to argue issues around evidence coital
pumshment and Holmes insanity plea

Determmed to keep thecase moving forward Samour has increasingly demed themotions without holdmg hearmgs
Stakes are highLegal expertssay the tension isn t a sign of anyone doing anythmg wrong Instead it s the natural outcome of a
casewhere the stakes are high and everyone is aware thatthe tnal nowalmost twoyears m themaking isjust a firststep
When there is a death penalty case the sole goal of the defense attorneys is to save their client s life said Karen Stemhauser

a defense attorney who tried a death penalty case while workmg as a Denver prosecutor That is gomg to mean domg thmgs
and saymg thmgs that are not comfortable

Defense attorneys have now filed 191 motions m thecase

nearly five times as many as prosecutors

according to a Denver

Postanalysis of the casefile Abouthalf of those motions have been rejected m their entirety and the numberof demeddefense
motions 94 is nearly 25 times the scant four motions thatprosecutors have seenrejected Twenty eightmoreof the defense
motions have been granted m part but also denied m part
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David Kaplan who served six years as the head of the state pubhc defenders office said it is typical in most cases for defense
attorneys to file more motions than prosecutors But that is especially true for deathpenaltycases when attorneys are ethically
obligated to try almost anything

A study last year pubhshed m the University of Denver Criminal Law Review found that death penalty cases m Colorado
usuallyinvolve more than 85 days of in courtdebate on pretnal matters including motions Non deathpenaltycaseswherethe
defendantstill faces lifewithoutparolespendon average only 14days according to the study

Theresponsibility on a defense team is immense in death litigation Kaplan said When the government is trying to killyour
client, I can t thmk of a motion that you wouldn t want to present

But Its m that deluge of defense motions that Samour who was a Denver prosecutor beforebecoming a judge in Arapahoe
County

seems most peeved

Canceled hearmgsHe has numerous times called defense motions mentless in rejectmg them rulmg that higher courts have
already demed nearly identical motions m previous cases He canceled planned hearings on dozens of death penalty related
motions saymg he could rule on them without hearing oral argument So far Samour has denied every single one of the defense s
death penalty motions

He s even gone so far as to call several defense motions frivolous

something that caused the defense to file a new motion

askmg the judge to use different words

The Court misapprehends the role of defense coimsel the attorneys argued It also incorrectly defines the term frivolous
Samour rejected that motion as well

While the orders the defendant challenges were blunt, they were accurate and fatr Samour wrote

Kaplan said the defense is filing all these motions even on issues that higher courts have already niJed on with an eye
toward possible future state andfederal appeals Many times appeals courts wont let defense attorneys argue issues they didnt
first brmg up with the trial court

That s a tnal lawyer s worst nightmare to have waived an issuebecause you never asked the court to ruleon it Kaplan said
But Stemhauser said Samour must equally keep an eye on possible appeals which is why he has been so stem m rejecting
some of the defenses motions If an issue is appealed Stemhauser said Samourwill want there to be no confusion as to why
he rejected a motion

None of these judge and attorney spats are particularly unusual m senous criminal cases Stemhauser said

What IS less common about this case she said is that these types of issues and the tug between judges and attorneys are
being played out so pubhcly

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twittercom/john_mgold
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Physiaan for the victim
Michael Dobersen put the needs of famihes first in his 20 years as coroner
John Agmlar The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL Dr Michael Dobersen has worked some of the biggest and most heart wrenchmg cases m his 20 year
tenure as Arapahoe County coroner mcluding the 1993 Chuck E Cheese s quadruple homicide and the 2012 Aurora theater
massacre

But the 65 year old forensic pathologist whose last day as coroner is Monday said its not always the high profile murders
that stick with him the longest
The case ofRebecca Ann Bartee an Arapahoe County prosecutor who was found dead in her bathtub m June 1999 contmues to
haunt him While he ruled her death a homicide 15 years ago Dobersen s feelings on the case have shifted as new information
has come to light

What appeared to be strangulationmarks on her neck might actually have been caused by the way blood settled due to her head
position he said Therewas no evidence of forced entry into her apartment and no other signs of trauma to her body
I think It s possible it could be a natural death said Dobersen as he sat m his partially packed up office m the county shenff
and coroner buildmg m Centennial on a recent mommg

A decade and a half after Bartee s death Dobersen '^till meets with members ofher family to go over the latest twists and turns
in the case

Were constantly humbled he said We think we know the answers but unless we keep an open mmH and beheve in our
fallibility we could be domg a great disservice to people
Adviser for the famihes

Makmg theneeds of thevictims family paramount hasbeenthe way Dobersen has alwaysoperated ascoroner former Arapahoe
County Shenff Grayson Robinson said

Robinson worked with Dobersen for the nearly 21 years hiscolleague wascoroner a termthatbegan m September 1993
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Mike always referred to himself as the physician for the victim Robmson said He was a counselor and adviser for the
families

The former shenff said he appreciated Dobersen s consistency and sterting ethics when examining cases
Dobersen s credentials include a Ph D in microbiology and biochemistry an M D from the University of Colorado Health
Sciences Center forensic pathology training at the King County medical exammer s office in Seattle and a stmt as president
of the Colorado Coroners Association

He IS one of only a handful of coroners in the state who are also forensic pathologists

Amy Martm who recently retired as Denvers chief medicalexaminer said Dobersen was notable for not just working cases
locally but for sharing his expertise across Colorado and at tragedies throughout the country includmg 9/11 m New York
and Humcane Katnna m New Orleans

Theres a smallcommunity of forensic pathologists here and an even smallerpercentage who havedonewhatMike has done
she said

Arapahoe County Distnct Attorney George Brauchler said Dobersen serves as the role model for medical exammers
everywhere

When it came to the science offorensics there was little attorneys could do to cast doubt on Dobersen s findmgs Brauchler said

He IS a guy who bnngs suchcredibility to the occasion he said He s the entire package
Will still need to testify
Dobersen s sunset as coroner won t fade out nght away

Whilehe plansto moveto Fraserwith his wife and expandon his role as a memberof the Devils ThumbRanch ski patrolteam
and a gmdeat WinterParkResort, he will be called to give testimony on numerous cases m the comingmonths and years

Should it go to tnal theAurora movie theater shooting casewill loom large in his future Dober senwasrousted fit>m sleep
m the middle of the night nearly two years ago after a gunman shot and killed 12 people

He performed autopsies on half of the victmis despitehavmgwitnessed the carnageinsidethe theaterjust hours earber
You click mto the doctor mode and youre worried about missmgsomethmg you get really focused hesaid Itsaquestion
of havmg everythmg well documented and recovenng bullet fragments as evidence

JohnAguilar 303 954 1695 jaguilar@denverpost com or twitter com/abuvthefold
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No need to choose jurors m secret

A demandthatpotential jurors in the Aurora movietheater murder trial be questioned beyondpubhc viewshowsa dismaymg
lack of confidence in jurors honesty and mtegnty

The request by James Holmes

jomedm part by prosecutors

suggests a basic distrust of thejury selection process and is

an effort to wrap yet another part of the judicial process in secrecy

Arapahoe County district judge Carlos Samour Jr should reject this request
The tnal of Holmes accused of killing 12 people and mjunng dozens of others is going to be a high profile affair People are
interested m seemgjustice delivered and perhaps commgto some understandmg of why sucha tragedy took place
But that s not so different from the dynamic at woric at tnals of other hemous crimes mcludmg those m small towns that are
coveredmmutely by the localpress In such circumstances public access is the norm and yetjustice manages to prevail

Whilethe lawyers trying this case maynot be accustomed to such a big stage that doesnt mean their insecurities or distrustof
the process ought to outweigh the very real right of the public to watch justice m action
The prosecution objects to the mdividual voir dire process being conducted publicly

Holmes claims prospectivejurors are likely to be extremely reticent about their views on the death penalty an insamty plea
and what they know and believe about the case m the face of intense media coverage
The chances of any juror being able to honestly self diagnose and expose their own biases is nil
These are stunnmg statements that bespeak a lack of faith in jurors honesty and ability to abide by their duty to put aside their
biases and follow a judge s mstructions

Holmes could face the death penalty His bfe may be on the hne We trust m jurors to realize the stakes and honor the process
and we hope the court does as well
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Holmes judge rejects more defense moves

The judge m the Colorado theater shootmgs case has rejected three more defense attempts to rule out the death penalty if
defendant James Holmes is convicted

Thejudge on Fnday deniedmotionsarguingthat execution would violatethe state and federal constitutions becausethere was
no grand jury mdictment

Colorado law allows prosecxitors to file charges themselves or through a grand jury No grand jury wasconvened for Holmes
Hobnes is charged with killing 12 people and injunng 70 in the 2012 assault at an Aurora movie theater He pleaded not
guilty by reason of insanity
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Pobce Chief Oates hailed on last day

After nearly rune years Aurora Pohce Chief Dan Oates is headed to sunnier pastures

Oates lastdayonthejob wasThursday as he is leaving to become the topcopfor theMiami Beach Police Department in south
Flonda Co workers gave him a fond sendoff Thursday afternoon at the Aurora Municipal Center

Amongother accolades Oates 57 was hailed for hts department s quick response to the Aorora theater shooting two years
ago He choked back tears as he spoke about the theater shooting

It s been a pnvilegc and an honor to run this department Oates said at his farewell party
Oates jomed the Aurora department m November 2005 after bemg the chief in Ann Arbor Mich
Aurora officials are conducting a national search and hope to have a permanent pohce chief m place by the end of the year
or in early 2015

Deputy Police Chief Terry Jones is tabng over as mtenm chief until a permanent chief is named Aurora spokeswoman Kim
Stuart said the city will soon sign a contract with a recruitmg firm
AURORA

Cats seized after workers smell urme

The smell of cat unne was so strong when Aurora Animal Care officers arrived at an apartment Thursday afternoon that they
called the Aurora Fire Department

Fire crews were dispatched to the home at 910 S Walden St to help remove a large number of cats at about 3 45 p m said
Aurora fire Capt Diane Lord
I have no idea how many cats are m the residence

she said

Aurora code enforcement officers who went to the scene to check on a water leak first noticed the smell said city spokeswoman
Kathy Cable
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The animaJ care officers noticed a strong smell of ammonia commg from the apartment and didn t want to enter pobce said
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Jury selection questions loom

Noelle Phillips The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL Lawyers involved in the James Holmes murder case hashed out details Thursday on how jury selection will
be handled

But two major questions remain

Judge Carlos Samour has not decided whether he will allow attorneys to introduce questions about an insanity defense dunng
jury selection

Defense attorneys want to mtroduce the issue but prosecutors have objected

Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to the 2012 Aurora theater shooting attack that killed 12 people and
wounded dozens more

The other question that s still unanswered How much of the jury selection process will be open to the public'^
Defense attomeys have asked to close the entire jury selection and prosecutor Karen Pearson said Thursday she wants the
individual voire dire sessions closed

Both sides are concerned about potential jurors seemg questionnaires and leammg what they will be asked before they appear
m court for the selection process

We don t want the jurcffsanswenng these questions on the world stage said Darnel King one of Hobnes pubbc defenders
Samour did decide over prosecutors objections that Holmes could be present dunng introductory coimnents to prospective
jurors

Prosecutors feared Holmes presence would influence potential jurors as they tned to answer questions
Holmes appeared m court Thursday but did not speak
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Six thousand potential jurors are expected to be summoned for the tnal currently scheduled to begm m October It is expected
to take months for lawyers to seat 12 jurors and 12 alternates

Muchof Thursday s hearing focused on how the courtwill handlesuch a largejury pool Thejudge addressed everything from
the mformational packets mailed to prospective jurors to where they will sit
Other issues addressed included evidence storage length of opemng arguments and preparation for protesters outside the
courthouse

I do feel jurors should be able to come and go without feeling the pressureof a mob mentahty that may develop outsidethis
courtroom said Distnct Attorney George Brauchler

Noelle Phillips 303 954 1661 nphillips@denverpost com or twitter com/Noelle_Philhps
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Holmes defense asks that jury selection be closed to pubhc
John Ingold The Denver Post
Defense attorneys in the Aurora theater shooting case want to close jury selection to the public and to spend extra tnne
quizzing potential jurors about their views on the insanity defense
In a preview of jury selection issues to be discussed Thursday at a scheduled hearing the defense says m a court filing that
allowing members of the public and survivors of the attack to watch jury selection would cause potential jurors to change their
answers to questions

With the added pressure of facing the witnesses victims and worldwide media the likelihood of any juror bemg able to
honestly self diagnose and expose their own biases is nil the defense s filmg states
The defense also wants to question potential jurors individually early m the selection process about their views on the msanity
defense Because James Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of msanity to the attack that killed 12 people and wounded
dozens more the defense argues that a juror s views on the msanity defense are as important as a juror s views on the death
penalty

Prosecutors meanwhile are asking that prospectivejurors receive a detailed explanation ofthe death penalty sentencing process
durmgjury selection

Debate over what should be mcluded on the questionnaire that each of the 6 000 potential jin^rs expected to be summoned for
the case will fill out has been postponed The issue had been scheduled for a closed door heanng
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Reporter protected by shield
John Ingold The Denver Post
The Fox News reporter who wrote about the Aurora movie theater gunman s notebook won t have to testify about how she
learned about the crucial docimient because the U S Supreme Court on Tuesday rejected an appeal on the matter
Lawyers for James Holmes had appealed a New York court order shielding Jana Winter from testifymg about her sources On
Tuesday the StipremeCourt announced that it had demed the appeal known as a petition for certioran
Wmter reported that the notebook which Holmes mailed to his psychiatrist just before the deadly attack on the Century Aurora
16 movie theater m July 2012 contamed violent drawmgs and plans She cited unnamed law enforcement sources in her report
Because Winter is based m New York courts in two states had to approve her subpoena After the tnal court m Colorado did
so the highest court in New York ultimately blocked the subpoena there because it said Wmter was protected under the state s
shield law forjoumalists

In a statement issued after Tuesday s rulmg Fox News said the decision was an important victory for joumahsts nghts

We re pleased that the Supreme Court has ruled m favor of free speech today the statement reads The Court made it clear
that Jana Wmter can never be compelled to testify m Colorado and that all New York based journalists and media companies
can rely on New Yoric s strong shield law when they are covermg news across the country
Tuesday s ruling clears up one more outstanding issue that could have further delayed the tnal which is currently scheduled
to start m October with jury selection
Holmes faces 166 counts of murder attempted murder and other offenses and could be sentenced to death if convicted He has
pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity
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Source of notebook not crucial

Theattempt to compel a Fox News television reporter to publicly reveal herconfidential sources fora story aboutaccused mass
murderer James Holmes never made a lot of sense

Sowe weregladto seetheU S Supreme Cotirt on Tuesday turnbackan effort to force JanaWmtcr to answer questions about
who told her of a notebook that contained violent drawings and plans

It was hard to discern what the defense would gam from such a revelation and easy to see how press freedoms would be
mfrmged upon

Holmes accused of kiUmg 12 people and woimdmg dozens of others m a shooting rampage has pleaded not guiltyby reason
of insanity In domg so he has made his mental state at the tune of the shootmgs an important issue
The notebook whichprosecutors could use m trying to prove Hohneswas sane and plannedthe shootmgs is crucialevidence

Buta public outmg of law enforcement sources whotoldWinter of its contents would not seem to advance thedefense s cause
Andyet two lower New York statecourts wereprepared to enforce a subpoena before that state s highcourt sided withWinter
Now with the U S Supreme Courts decision this pomtless and potentially damaging mquiry has been put to rest
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Civilnghts pubhc safety at core of commit debate
Electa Draper The Denver Post

A contentious policy debate rages m Colorado over when is the right time to hold someone agamst his will when no crime
has been committed

Colorado isone ofjtist a handfiil ofstates where people must pose an unmment danger ofharm tothemselves orothers before
they can be committed mvoluntanly for evaluation

Supporters say the language is an important bamer to civil liberties abuses Cntics call imminent danger too restrictive and
difficult for health professionals to use effectively

Efforts to legislate a new balance between personal liberty and public safety m civil commitment procedures failed m the
Colorado General Assembly session that justended Proposed language would have allowed a person tobeheldagamst hiswill
if there were recent threats or evidence of substantial nsk of physical harm to himself or to others

Smce the Aurora movie theater shootingin July2012 took 12lives caused a miscarriage and mjured 70 others the governor
and lawmakers have pushed to prevent theworstconsequences of untreated severe mental ilhesses

Mental health pobcy analysts regard immment danger as more restrictive

harder to use- than the standards of 43 states

States have learned through tragedy of the consequences of keeping an immment reference in theirstatutes It requires health
care providers to predict thefuture said Dr Patnck Fox forensic psychiatrist anddeputy director of chrncal services for the
state Office of Behavioral Health

Yet even under Colorado s current standards 31 317 mental health emergency holds or certifications of commitments took

place in the state in fiscal year 2013 Thats more than enough some argue

You know Its not a bad thmgto be among the mmonty of states that have higher standards when ctvjI liberties are at stake
said Mark Ivandick an attorney and advocate for mental health consumers
Commitment process
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Emergency commitment procedures can bemitiated by police officers doctors psychiatric nurses licensed social workers and
therapists They often are decided m hospital emergency rooms

The law allows a person to be held for up to 72 hours although many are released more qmckly often after 12 hours with
bttle or no treatment

The law requires that a psychiatrist or psychologist evaluate and treat the person to determine whether extended treatment is
needed Court certification isreqiured for short term holds ofthree months and long term holds of six months or longer There
are no limits on how many times a person can be recertified

History professor and gun nghts supporter Clayton Cramer argues that Colorado s mental health laws felled its citizens mthe
Aurorashooting He has been researching the topic for the conservatrve Independence Institute

The theater gunman James Holmes had given clear signs ofpotentially violent mental illness to his psychiatrist enough for
herto alert pohce Cramer said Yet under state standards of imminent danger for involuntary commitment he said police
would have to catch him loadmg his magazines at the theater before mtervemng

We have an American tragedy undertinsfalse banner of scrupulous concerns for mdividual nghts Cramer said
Most mdividuals with senous mental illnesses are not dangerous Fox and other mental health experts say Most violence is

committed bymdividuals who are not mentally ill Yet a small number ofindividuals with senous and persistent mental illnesses
commit 5 percent to 10percent of all homicides

These crimes oftenarecommitted bypeople whoarehaving theirfirst psychotic breakor arenotbeing treated for otherreasons
Many also are abusing alcohol and drugs Fox said

State Sen Ken Lundberg R Berthoud saidcivil commitment wasone of themost important issues before lawmakers this year
and removmg immment danger from the statute would lower the threshold and dimmish civil nghts

This IS a system that isabused Lxmdberg said in a heanng of the Senate Judiciary Committee mthe last days of the session
Its a wide net of people who can initiate (mvohmtary holds) and I see no controls Removmg the word imminent is not
improving the current law it s making it worse

The hearmg ended with the bill s co sponsor Sen Mike Johnston D Denver withdrawing the legislation because he said he
didn t think he d have the votes on the Senate floor But he defended the bill

Real hesitation

Johnston spent several years running amental health center for adolescents andyoung adults with themost senous mental health
needs from active psychosis to extreme depression he said and there was real hesitation on the partof medical providers to
put someone on mvoluntary holdunless there wasdramatic evidence of senousnsk

I haven t seen any sort of overreach Johnston said I ve seen real judicious deference to every other option before we had
a 72 hour hold

No agreement could bereached about whether the bill sponsors stated mtention of clanfymg the process for mental health
professionals would result m more or fewer involuntary holds of people who have notcommitted cnmes
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In my opmion it will be easier to effect an emergency hold by lowenng the threshold from imminent danger where the
danger must mamfest itself mthe mimediate future toa substantial nskofharm manifested by recent dangerous behavior said
Ivandick managing attorney for the Denver office ofThe Legal Center for People with Disabihties and Older People He had
planned hiscomments for a Senate hearing before it washurriedly rescheduled and ended with withdrawal of the legislation
Moe Keller vice president of public policy and strategic health initiatives for Mental Health American of Colorado said it
isnt clearbowdropping imminent would affect numbers of commitments

the mtent wasto make them moreappropriate

not more numerous

And whatdoes it matter whatthe definition is whena person is held a shorttime and released without support systems and
no place to go for longer terni treatment Keller said

Mental health consumers pushed back hard against legislators and mental health providers who favored changmg the standard
in civil commitment

The immment standard is so critical saidAubrey Ellen Shomo a 29 year old computer programmer who descnbes herself

as a psychiatric survivor The imminent standard is as close to reasonable as wc can get This (attempted legislation) is the
tyranny of good mtentions People with mental illness find themselves onthe lowest social rungs and people onthe lowest
social rungs aremore hkely to be arrested We re theimtouchables There s no political benefit to heipmg us
Shomo saidshewas medicated agamst herwill asa child through adolescence They hoped it would lead topeace mthehome
ButI question the efficacy of the drugs They dull your nund Ittook thejoy outof mychildhood
Keller said mental health patients are not of one mmd on the subject

Some people will tell you (commitment) is the best thing thats ever happened to them They didnt know how much they
needed help she said Others will tell you its the most traumatic thmg that ever happened tothem Itexacerbated then- lUness
and they did not seek treatment for years because of it

Most states had shifted away from the immment danger standard by 2005 accordmg to a Marquette Law Review analysis
as legislators came tounderstand that some mdividuals with severe mental illnesses arechronically ill and their behavior will
penodically deteriorate resulting in a revolvmg door of commitments incarcerations and homelessness
Task force on issue

The law is turning away from a requirement of imminent dangerousness to a more socially responsible statute that provides
for commitment and more assertive treatment models before a person completely deteriorates to a pomt where he or she is an
imminent danger to self or others the Marquette analysis said
A Civil Commitment Stamte Review Task Force which mcludes Fox has been studymg the issue for legislators and it is set
to contmue through November

Researchers at the School of Social Welfare at the University of California at Berkeleyreported in 2011 that there is a strong
association with lower homicide rates in states with broader commitment cntena and mcreased access to mpatient psychiatnc

care After controlling for gun control laws poverty levels and other demographic factors researcher Steven P Segal concluded
thatbetter performmg mental health systems contributed to lower homicide rates
Earlier and more consistent treatment with antipsychotic medicauons gives schizophrenics a better chance of leading stable
lives

said Cramer who wrote a book about his older brother Ron who has schizophrema
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Facts about mvoluntary holds

• In fiscal2013 31 317maital healthemergency holds or certifications of commitments took placem the state up from 25 862
m 2012 according to the Colorado Department of Human Services

In 2011 only3 5 percent of holds wereinitiated because a person wasconsidered a danger to others mental health providers
reported to Human Services In 58 percent of cases detamed mdividuals were considered a danger to themselves Just more
than 16 percent were of those gravely disabled and unable to care for themselves
Of those placed on holds m 2011 3 942 voluntarily committed themselves dunng a cnsis sometimes with encouragement
from family or imder threat of mvoluntary commitment

Ages of those mvoluntanly held ranged from 5 years up Two thirds were identified as Caucasian And 50 5 percent were
women 49 5 percent male
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Judge puts off decision on moving Holmes trial
John Ingold "Hie Denver Post

Thejudge overseeing the Aurora theater shooting case will wait until after trying to pick a jury to decide whether the trial
needs to be moved

Inan orderissued Fnday Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour saidit is toounclear whatimpact the extensive
publicity siuToundmg the case has had on prospective jurors to take the extraordinary step of movmg the tnal before jury
selection begins Instead Samour wrote that the process of pickmg a jury will be a far supenorbarometer of prejudice for
potential jurors m Arapahoe County than the academic study the defense submitted along with its motion to movethe tnal
Attorneys for James Holmes say media reports are likely to have biased jurors against Holmes who could face the death
penalty if convicted of the July 2012 attack that left 12 people deadHowever m his orderFnday Samour notes that details
about the key question m the case whetherHolmes who has pleaded not guilty by reason of msanity was sane at the time
of the attack have been closely guarded Samour also noted in a footnote that the reach of electronic media might render
traditional ideas about movmg tnals obsolete
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Noted coroner retiring June 2
JohnAgmlar The Denver Post
Nationally recognized Arapahoe County Coroner Dr Michael Dobersen will retire next month after serving more than 20 years
on the job

The county commissioners announced Wednesday that Dr Kelly Lear Kaul will take over for Dobersen whose last day is
June 2

Dobersen said Wednesday that he choseto retire becausehe turned65 last week He said he informed the commissioners of his
planned retirement m late Apnl but it wasn t made public

I guess It shpped below the radar said Dobersen who has already sold his house in Littleton with plans to move full tune
to a home in Fraser with his wife

He said he is leavmg before the end of his term to put Lear Kaul a forensic pathologist with whom he has worked for 10 years
m a good position for the November election

Dobersen the coroner in Arapahoe County smce September 1993 has performed autopsies in many high profilecases mcluding
the 2012 Aurora theater shootiDg His first big case m Arapahoe Coimty was the quadruple murder at a Chuck E Cheese
m Aurora

Dobersen said he still will be called upon to testify at tnals and court proceedmgs for cases m which he has played a role He
also plans to consult

He frequently has donework for other Colorado jurisdictions consultmg m cases such as the JonBenet Ramsey murder and
the Columbme High School shootmgs

He also was called upon for his expertise after the World Trade Center terronst attack and Hurricane Katnna
I ve been very fortunate m my career to be able to offer my services m terronst attacks and national disasters Dobersen said
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Pueblo County Coroner James Kramer who at 37years moffice is thestate s longest servmg coroner said hehas woriced with
Dobersen many tmies

I ve used Him as a consultant m some of the more complex cases that have come out of Pueblo Kramersaid He s thorough
and comprehensive and having an unbiased third partyopinion was always extremely valuable

Kramer andDobersen worked alongside eachothermNewYork Cityas partof a federal response teamsentto the World Trade
Center to deal with the thousands of deaths caused by the 9/11 attacks

His two big strengths are his objectivity and his calm demeanor Kramersaid

Arapahoe County Commissioner Nancy Jackson called Dobersen a dedicated public servant with such mtegnty
Hedeals with the end of life buthe deals very gracefully with those who have lost someone she said Hes such a modest
gentlemanly person

In 2013 the Arapahoe County coroners office investigated 2 664 deaths and performed 450 autopsies It also earned
accreditation through the National Association of Medical Examiners

JohnAguilar 303 954 1695 jagiular@denverpost com or twittercom/abuvthefold
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Insanity pleas favor defendants
The defense m the James Holmes theater shooting case has filed yet another motion claiming he cannot get a fmr trial m
Arapahoe CountyThisis not true but we wont go into thereasonsagamheretoday No whatcaughtoureye was the contention
that the media have treated Hohnes insanity plea as merely a ploy to avoid responsibility

Maybe some have butwe haven t What we have saidis thatthe msanity defense m Colorado is tiltedm favor of the defendant
and that the judge was correctto order a secondpsychiatric evahiation of Holmes
The defense objected to that second evaluation too by the way

Justbecausethe process fordetermmmg insanity m Colorado unfairly favors the defensehardlymeansa defendant who chooses
thatavenueis trymgto avoidresponsibility He mayor maynot be Giventhe possibility of a deathpenalty it was m fact, almost
inevitable that Hohnes would claim to be msane

The pomt is he should have to prove tt on a level playing field
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Holmes attorneys point to DA

Johnlngold The Denver Post
Defenseattorneys m the Aurora movie theater sbootug case m a new filing argumgthat the tnal shouldbe moved accuse
the Arapahoe County distnct attorney of making inappropnate statements about the case

Thedefense saysDistrict Attorney George Brauchler cameextremely close to violatmg thegag order and arguably crossed
the hne and violatedthe gag order dunng a May 1 interview with radio and publictelevision host Steffan Tubbs The defense
says Brauchler s comments m which he said he wants the case tned in Arapahoe County talked about his fairness and
sense of justice and spoke about his personal experiences on the night of the shootmg before he was elected DA could
bias jurors against James Holmes

The prosecutor s actions have seriously jeopardized Mr Holmes constitutional rights the defense argues
The new fihng made public Tuesday is the defenses latest word on its current bid to move the tnal to another county The
defense says the amount of media coverage of the case and the imique impact the case had on Arapahoe County mean that
Holmes cannot receive a fair tnal there

In the new filing defenseattorneys say the media have treated Holmes msanity plea as merely a ploy to avoid responsibility

The msanity defense is a valid legaldefense not a ruse or a ploy to avoid responsibility as the mediahas implied the defense
argues The media s coverage of this issue has been anything but advantageous to Mr Holmes
Prosccutorshavesaid Arapahoe County s large jury pool means attorneys will be able to find 12unbiasedjurors and 12 alternates
m the county to hear the tnal, which is scheduled to start with jury selection m October

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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More death penalty maneuvering

And so It begins the seemingly endless round of legal maneuvenng over another potential death penalty case although this
time the spectacle is occurring m Denver rather than Arapahoe County

Those who follow local news are well acquamted with the blizzard of motions filed over the past year m the runup to the tnal
of alleged Aurora theater shooter James Holmes

Now a similar process is apparently underway in the tnal of Dexter Lewis who could face the death penalty if convicted of
stabbmg five people to death m a Denver bar

On Monday Lewis attorneys asked the judge to declare the death penalty unconstitutional because of how it is apphed And
thats only one of manyobjections to capitalpunishment we re almostcertam to see before this processis over
Proponentsofthe death penalty rarely acknowledge how costly and trnie consummg its sporadic enforcementhas become And
yet a bfe sentence without possibility of parole remains the just and logical alternative
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Six Holmes defense motions are demed

Six more defense motions about the death penalty were denied in the Aurora movie theater murder case on Thursday though
the judge said he would allow attorneys to refile two of them
All of the motions asked Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour to exclude the death penalty as an option in
the case Samour as he has done previously with defense death penalty arguments outnght denied four motions to declare

the death penalty unconstitutional The remainmg two motions sought to throw out the death penalty based on the findings of
James Holmes first psychiatnc evaluation
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Colorado Legislative Session Winners and Losers
This years legislative sessionwas always going to be relatively low key after the fireworks of 2013 ignited by gun control
civil unions for same sex couples and other divisive issues and especially so after Democrats saw two senators recalled over
the summer Plus it s an election year and no one likes to provide gnst for their opponents But even if lawmakers hunkered
down a bit they still managed to pass a variety of sigmficant bills on everything Irom education and child care to high speed
Internet and manjuana edibles Here are some (but by no means all) of the winners and losers from the 2014 session The
Denver Post editonal boardWinners

SEN MORGAN CARROLL If the Senate president s goal was to avoid a repeat of last year s bitterly partisan session she
succeeded although her partyhad muchless running roomafterthe recallsleft it with a one vote majonty But Carrollhandled
her new duties by most accoimts with even handed fairness and good cheer
SEN STEVE KING Never mmd the cost the Grand Junction Republican was hell bent on creatmg a state firefightmg fleet
and thanks to an assist fix)m the Senate president managed to outmaneuver Gov John Hickenlooper s office on the issue One
Capitol observertold us that when the next wildfire strikes he expects to see Kings head sticking out the window of one of
the new air tankers his feathered hair blowmg in the wind like an Appaloosa stallion s mane
REP CAROLE IvfURRAY The perennially effective Republican from Castle Rock once agam scored several successes
notably on telecom reform and school finance

REP BRIAN DELGROSSO A solid maugural year as mmonty leader m which he demonstrated a capacity for bipartisanship
and kept abreast of complex issues And against the odds the Loveland Republican led a successful effort to reform the urban
renewal process
REP ANGELA WILLIAMS The Denver Democrat showed a knack for handling such comphcated measures as telecom reform
and taxation of online sales

SEN PAT STEADMAN He may not have been as highly visible as in 2013 but this Denver Democrat was still wieldmg lots
of behmd the scenes clout

SEN JESSIE ULIBARRI His strong liberal instincts were tempered by a willingness to hsten and compromise and this
Westmmster Democrat wasn t afraid to take chances either His bill to avert litigation m condo construction was detested by
leadership (and trial lawyers) and killed m short order but it set him apart as someone wiUmg to cut against the partisan gram
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HIGHER EDUCATION After a long drought Colorado s colleges and universitiesgot an infusion of $100million m additional
ftindmg

AT RISK KIDS ANDPARENTS Despite an unprecedentedcampaign by the education establishment for the state to hand over
additional school fundmg with no stnngs attached at nsk studentswere guaranteed an extra $50 million for crucial programs
while parents will be able to check how fundmg is divvied up down to the mdividual school

DOGS AND CATS If you were wondermg whetherqualifiedEMTs couldassist a housepet at an accident scene wonder no
more Thanks to legislation sponsored by Centennial Republican and dog lover without peer David Balmer the answer will
soon be yes

BUSINESS By the end of last years session business groups feh like theyd spent a round trading blows with Floyd
Mayweather But this year they were able to block or domesticate most threats such as a proposed family and medical leave
insurance program and a bill on workers compensation The business personal property tax break was boosted, too if only
to $15 000

UBER AND LYFT DRIVERS Its hard really hard to beat the taxi mdustry It s harder still when the insurance mdustry
and the Public Utilities Commission side with the cab compames But transportation network companies did just that and
are now m Colorado to stay

VACCINATION OPPONENTS Yes they exist Worse they succeeded m killmg a valiant effort led by Rep Beth McCann
D Denver to try to educate parents on the importance of vaccinations And did we mention that whooping cough is making
a comeback?

CHARTER SCHOOLS Another step toward panty m funding

LOWER NORTH FORK FIRE VICTIMS Two years after the state itself ignited a fire that destroyed more than 4 000 acres
and took three lives it finally got around to compensating victims

MOTORISTS They will enjoy at least one more year m which they can gab while dnving after another bid to ban their cell
phone use died

GEORGETOWN The former mmmg town is the sole Colorado commumty still operating under a temtonal charter which
only the legislature can amend So lawmakers were asked this year to streamline the charter a well as remove a numbe of
outdated provisions such as a requirement that town officials inspect whiskey barrels Mission accompbshed
Losers

REP CRISANTA DURAN The Denver Democrat seemed to lose control of a bill extending bar closing time and withdrew

It Far more damaging she got m a public squabble with Rep Chen Gerou even threatening to file an ethics complamt against
the Evergreen Repubhcan The chair of the Joint Budget Committee and House Appropnations should be able to nse above
personal animosities

SEN BERNTE HERPIN In a clumsy verbal sortie the Colorado Springs Repubhcan opened himself up to claims he was tone
deaf to the suffermg ofvictims of the Aurora theater shooting It was maybe a good thing he [suspect Junes Holmes] had a
100-roundmagazme because Itjammed Herpinsaid explammg that ifhe had instead had four five six 15 round magazines
no tellmg how much damage he could have done until a good guy showed up Well ifyousayso senator Meanwhile Herpms
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worthy attempt to strengthen Colorado s shield law to make it tougher to put reporters on the stand m Colorado suffered a
premature death

SEN ANDY KERR He sponsored a wholly political bill on abortion allegedly to safeguard the procedure that would have
had no practicaleffectexcept to score points But the Lakewood Democrat had to beat a hastyretreatunder pressure fix)m his
own caucus after a pubhc outcry led by Catholic Archbishop Samuel Aquila

REP JARED WRIGHT The great thmg about being trained as a cop is you really know how to take care of a gun Of course it
helps if you first keep it m your possession Wnght a Fruita Republican and former police officer there left a loaded handgun
m a black canvas bag m a committee hearmg room m February where it was discovered by a startled colleague But he did
promise the governor he d forgo toting the weapon m the C^itol in the future
REP MARK WALLER This Colorado Spnngs Republican a sharp and senous lawmaker failed yet again to convince his
colleagues of the sensible proposition that dnvmg drunk multiple times should be a felony in this state The anti mcarceration
lobby proved as it has m the past to be the drunken dnver s enabler until death do us part
PEACHES AND CANTALOUPES When Rep Angela Williams and a group of students sought to have the Palisades peach
named as the official state fruit melon supporters raced to the barricades The predictable resuh Neither got the honor
Draw

GOV JOHN HICKENLOOPER The fact that the session didn t end in fmger pointmg and vitnol is a positive for a governor

gomg mto a re election campaign For thatmatter he showed leadership on the budgetand schoolfinance andhis officehelped
coordmate telecom reform and flood recovery among other things But he was overly passive on several other issues and the
failure of the governor and lawmakers to reach a deal on oil and gas regulation to deflate a free for all over now likely ballot
issues was a senous setback

HOUSE SPEAKER MARK FERRANDINO The Denver Etemocrat s wonkish knowledge of the budget held hun agam m good
stead while he also managed to get a bill passed revismg how colleges and universities are funded On the other hand after a
promismg start and apparent wide support, his bill to ban photo radar cameras died in his own chamber with barely a whimper
ROCKY MOUNTAIN GUN OWNERS These Second Amendment absolutists once again flexed their muscles helping to kill
a bill defimng who is so dangerously mentally ill that he can be held temporarily against his will However the group s latest
success only consolidates its reputation as a crackpot outfit straining to see threats to gun nghts where none exist
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State high court denies requests on two issues
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

Rulings that require James Holmes to undergo a second psychiatric evaluation and allow survivors of the Aurora theater
shootiDg to watch thetnal willstandafterthe Colorado Supreme Court saidit willnot heararguments on those two issues

On Monday defense attomeys filed a petition arguing that a ruling allowmg survivors who could be called as witnesses to
watch thetrial would likely impact testimony theymaylatergiveduring tnal They alsoclamied thepresence of victims could
bias jurors against Holmes

Prosecutors have said they couldcall as many as 3 800 witnesses at tnal but prosecutors good faith witness list contams 482
names according to the defense s petition

Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of msamty to charges that he murdered 12 people and injured 70 others dunng an
attack inside the Century Aurora 16 theater complex on July 20 2012

Defense attomeys filed a second petition challenging an orderto have Holmes undergo a second psychiatnc evaluation The
Supreme Court denied that petition as well

The high court did grantdefense attomeys requestto keep their petition sealed
Holmes is scheduled to go on tnal m October

Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
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Legislative scorecard
Legislative
scorecard

KEY WINS FOR DEMOCRATS

Senate Bill 158 This measure changes a provision m state statute that allows for a personto petition onto a recall election
ballot 15days before the election date The measure passed the House and Senate withno Republican support and cameafter
Democrats lost recall elections m 2013

HouseBill 1072 ThisDemocratic proposalcreatesa new state mcometax creditfor child care costs thatappliesto Colorado
families that make less than $25 000 a year

House Bill 1151 A GOP effort to repeal a law that limits ammumtion magazines to 15 rounds was killed by Democrats m
a House committee Democrats stood strong m their support of tougher gun laws in the wake of mass shootings such as the
2012 Aurora theater massacre

KEY WINS FOR REPUBLICANS

* Senate Bill 154 This creates a savmgs account for wildfire preparedness and transfers $570 000 over the next few years to
pay for things such as upgradmg/purchasmg wildland firefightmg equipment and trammgfirefighters to use the eqmpment
Senate Bill 175 Rehgious groups and Republicans opposed this Democratic effort to ban any state or local policy that
denies or mterferes with an mdividual s reproductive health care decisions Many felt the measure was too broad and Senate
Democrats ended up killmg their own measure before it was debated on the floor

•House Bill 1191 ThisRepublican sponsored effortcreatedthe MedinaAlert wbch allowsauthontiesto betterbroadcasthit
and run mformation quickly on electromc highway signs and via the media
KEY BIPARTISAN WINS
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Senate Bill 2 Maintains Colorado s Safe2Tell program of anonymous reportmg concerning unsafe potentially harmful
dangerous violent or cnmmal activities in schools

SenateBill 164 Thismeasure with strongbipartisan support dolesout $19 million for the state to contract aircraftthis year
to fight wildfires It comes afterColorado m recent years has endured some of the mostdestructive wildfires in history

* Senate Bill 223 Thisgives about $18 million to victims of the Lower North Forkfire It comes m the wake of a March 2012
fire set by the state that got out of control

House Bills 1327 1328 1329 1330andl331 These five measures mcreaseaccess to high speed Internet across Colorado and

strengthen theexisting telecommunications infrastrucmre 911 emergency services andtraditional land line telephone services
KEY BIPARTISAN FAILURES

Senate Bill 181 This proposal looked to ban the use of red light cameras m Colorado Staunch opposition from local
jurisdictions helped quash this effort

House Bill 1036 This measure would have mandated that anyone who gets a third DUI m a five year span or a fourth one
m 15 years be charged with a class 4 felony
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Group hug has a few jabs in gut

Anthony Cotton and Kurtis Lee The Denver Post
With more money available than in past years the state legislature concluded the 2014 session havingrestored funds m K 12
education and mjected more than $100 milhon mto Colorados colleges and universities
Trymg to help combat last year s devastating floods and wildfires lawmakers made gams m financial restoration for citizens
and directed about $19 million for an air fleet to be used to combat future fires

On the groxmd, the legislature authorized transportation network compames such as UberX and Lyf^ to allow people to hail
a nde with their smartphones

After shockmg headlines mvolvmg deaths that could at least be partially attributed to the consumption of manjuana mfiised
products a bill was passedto make rules ensurmg that ediblepot is clearly identifiable above and beyondits packagmg while
another establishes equivalencies between manjuana concentrates and flower plants
Some concerns of rural areas of the state were met Legislators passed a comprehensive package to modernize
telecommumcation regulation and expand rural broadband Internet service The result possibly could be used for another bill
that was passed a measure allowing citizens to testify remotely on potential legislation

We ve done thmgs to improve the economy to make tuitionmore affordable and to make child care more affordable These
are items that impact the daily lives of middle class Coloradans

said Senate President Morgan Carroll D Aurora

More than 90 percent of the bills passed mto law this session did so with approval from Democrats and Repubhcans
Whether its the Student Success Act (which restores $110 million of previous budget cuts to K 12 education) or Enghsh

language learning programs or higher ed flmding

theywereall Republican pnonties saidRep FrankMcNulty R Highlands

Ranch

There were also a number of measures that failed to make the cut Among them were efforts to curtail the use of red hght
cameras to make rqjeat DUT convictions a felony and to allow bars to stay open later than 2am The scuttledbills also mclude
a measure to allow casino style gaming in Kiowa County that was meant to jump start tourism in the Eastern Flams
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Yet to be answered is the question of local controlof oil and gas operations While a last minute attempt to get something on
the legislative calendar failed talks are ongoing with the specter of a special session a possibility
After seemingly relentless contention last year
recalls

over renewable energy or gun control bills and their subsequent lawmaker

this session played out more cahnly

Republicans m the House argued that Democrats who controlled both chambers and thus the pace of things tried to play it
down the middle But that didnt stop the minonty party from picking fights whenever they could m areas ranging from the
concept of personhood to the minimum wage

I ve heard theyre upset thereweren t a lot ofcontroversial issues which is fanny because lastyeartheysaidwe did too many
said departmg House Speaker Mark Ferrandino D Denver Can we not ever satisfy them*^
But some Republicans argue that while the disagreements may not nse to the level of negative advertisements theres still
opportunity

Citizens m Colorado are tired of Obamacare and the Bloomberg gun agenda and the war on rural Colorado where everyone

outside of Denver is getting lostm the shuffle McNulty said People just wantsome space to breathe andlivetheirhves The
Democrats have done what we needed them to do Our challenge is to find quality candidates who can put forward a positive
message for our state

House Democrats worry that they could lose their nine seat advantage this term

as many as mne races are expected to be

closely contested this fall

As late as Tuesday lawmakers on both sides were cautionmg one another about making public statements or arguments that
might reflect badly in upcommg campaigns

In the Senate Democrats hold just a smgle seat majonty ahead of the elections makmg them more rtpe for the picking The
partywill lookto regain seatsm Colorado Sprmgs and Pueblo wherethey lostin 2013 recallelections But m JeffersonCounty
swmg distncts 16 19 and 22 will have Democrats playmg defense to retam seats
Ferrandino touted child care m the bst of Democratic accomplishments Colorado has some of the highest child care rates m
the nation and Democrats this session created a child care tax credit for famihes that make less than $25 000 a year
There are bread and butter ssues that people care about around the table he said When our candidates go out and talk about
how they ve tned to address the rocketing cost of child care to a mom who answers the door with two kids there and she has to
go to work and she s wondering how she can afford it it s going to resonate because she s living that every day

Anthony Cotton 303 954 1292 acotton@denveipost com or twitter com/anthonycottondp
Key wins for Democrats

Senate Bill 158 This measure changes a provision m state statute that allows for a person to petition onto a recall election
ballot 15days beforethe electiondate The measure passedboth the Houseand Senatewith no Republican supportand comes
after a Democrats lost recall elections m 2013

House Bill 1072 This Democratic proposal creates a new state mcome tax credit for child care costs that applies to Colorado
families that make less than $25 000 a year
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House Bill 1151 A GOP effort to repeal a law that limits ammunition magazines to 15 rounds was killed by Democrats in
a House committee Democrats stood strong m their support of tougher gun laws m the wake of mass shootiDgs such as the
2012 Aurora theater shooting

Key wins for Republicans

Senate Bill 154 Createsa savings accountfor wildfire preparedness and transfers $570 000 over the next few years to pay
for thmgs like upgrading/purchasing wildlandfirefightmg equipment and tramingfire fighters to use the equipment

Senate Bill 175 Religious groups andRepublicans opposed thisDemocratic effort to bananystateor local policy that denies
or interferes with an individual s reproductive healthcaredecisions Manyfeltthemeasurewas toobroadandSenateDemocrats
endedup killmgtheir own measure before it was debatedon the floor
* House Bill 1191 This Repubhcan sponsored effort created the Medina Alert which allows authorities to betterbroadcast hit
and run mformation quickly on electronic highway signs and via the media
Key bipartisan wms

Senate Bill 2 Maintains Colorado s Safe2Tell program of anonymous reporting concerning imsafe potentially harmfiil
dangerous violent or criminal activities m schools
SenateBill 164 This measure with strongbipartisan supportdolesout $19 millionfor the state to contract aircraftthis year to
fight wildfires It comesafter Colorado m recentyears has endured some of the most destructive wildfires in history
* Senate Bill 223 Gives about $18 miUion to victims of the Lower North Fork fire This comes m the wake of a March 2012

fire set by the state that got out of control
House Billl327 1328 1329 1330andl331 These five measures mcrease access to high speed Internet across Colorado and

strengthen theexisting telecommunications infrastructure 911 emergency services andtraditional landIme telephone services
Key bipartisan failures

SenateBill 181 The proposal looked to ban the use of red light cameras Staunch opposition from localjurisdictionshelped
quash the effort
* House Bill 1036 A measure that would mandate anyone who gets a third DUl m a seven year span or is charged with a
fourth DUI would be charged with a class 4 felony
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Importance of a fair Hohnes tnal
It s understandable that victmis of the Aurora theater shootings might want to observe the tnal of the man accused of openmg
fire on them

There are so many questions to be answered about why and how the mass shootmg took place

However if any of these victims are to testify in the tnal of James Holmes they should not be allowed to sit m on the tnal
until after they ve been dismissed as witnesses

Hohnes accusedofkilbng 12andmjunng 70 miKtgeta fairtnal andthenskthatthese witnesses mightmodifytheirtestimony
even madvertently is too great

The Colorado Supreme Court which has been asked to overturn a distnct court s nilmg allowmg these victim/witDesses to see
the whole tnal should do so

We have all the sympathy m the world for those who endured this act of mayhem They should have accessto tnal exhibits
and transcnpts but only after they ve given testimony
There are competing nghts at issue but a fair tnal for a defendant facmg the death penalty must take precedence It would be
even harder on victims if the case had to be retned because an appeals court found the onginal proceedmgs m error
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Holmes lawyers file petition
Johnlngold The Denver Post

Defense attorneys m the Aurora movie theater shooting case have asked the Colorado Supreme Court to overturn a rulmg
that allows survivors of the shooting to watch the tnal

In a petition to the states highestcourt filed Monday lawyers for James Holmes argue that allowmg survivors who could be
called as witnesses to watch the tnal would likely impact the testunony those survivors give later m the tnal

Survivors could be re traumatized by bstemng to testunony creatmg more vivid memones
testnnony from other witnesses to fill holes m their memones the defense argues

or could inadvertently use

Cumulatively these changes in victims testimony are likely to have a devastating impact on Mr Holmes nght to a fair tnal
the petition states

The defense also argues that the presence of victims m the courtroom

and the emotions they show dunng the tnal

could

bias jurors agamst Holmes

Hobnes has pleaded not guilty by reason of msamty to charges that he murdered 12 people and tned to murder 70 others mside
the Century Aurora 16 theater complex in July 2012 Investigators have estimated there were more than 700 people inside the
two theaters where people were struck by gunfire Prosecutors have said they could call as many as 3 800 witnesses at tnal but
the defense s petition Monday says prosecutors good faith witness list contams 482 names

The petition to the Colorado Supreme Court was one of two defense attorneys filed Monday A second challenging an order
that Holmes undergo a second psychiatnc evaluation was filed under seal

Last year the judge overseemg the tnal ruled that it wasn t necessary to exclude survivors from watchmg the tnal to protect
the tnal s integnty

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jingold@denverpost com or twitter comyjohn_ingold
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Theater shootmgjudge denies motions

Thejudge in the Aurora movietheater murdertrialdeniedseveral moredeathpenalty relatedmotions fromthe defenseFnday
In sw orders Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour upheld the constitutionality of Colorado s death penalty
scheme and labeled more of the defense s motions as mentless Defense attorneys had argued the death penalty should be

tossedout as an optionin the case becausethe cntena for facmg the deathpenalty m Colorado are too vague
In another order Samour allowed expert testmiony on forensic computer analysis to be heard at tnal
Jury selection for the tnal is scheduled to start m October
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Firearms advocates view bill as another gun grab
Electa Draper The Denver Post

Mass murders led Colorado s governor to seek improvements in how the state handles potentially dangerous cases of mental
illness but Second Amendment advocates labeled the proposed legislation another gun grab and shrank its scope

A bill neanng a Senatevotewould accomphsh one aim of the attempted reform It would redefine who is dangerous enoughto
be held for treatment against their will which supporters say is meant to clanfy the process for mentalhealthprofessionals
Efforts to make the process easier for those professionals were jettisoned after gun nghts groups objected
Yet even the scaled down version remains under attack

After the Aurora movie theater and Newtown Conn elementary school shootings in 2012 Gov John Hickenlooper argued

that strengthening Colorado s civil commitment laws and emergency psychiatric services was desperately needed
But the National Rifle Associationand Rocky Mountam Gun Owners said the mitial bill on civil commitment dimmished due
process and would deprive more Americans of their firearms One activist called it the liberals attempt to play the mental
health card m attacking gun nghts

We would do anythmg possible if we knew it would stop mass murder said Joe Neville a spokesman for RMGO But this
was a backdoor attempt at gun control

The NRA s Institute for Legislative Action called the bill a volatile piece of mental health legislation that could result m
additional gim owners losing their constitutional nghts
Any bill that deals with guns will have difficulties said the bill s sponsor Rep Beth McCann D Denver And any bill that
doesnt deal with guns but people think it does will have difficulties
Fiu^or over last year s gun legislation which expanded background checks on pnvate sales of firearms and limited ammunition
magazmes tnggered the recall of two Democratic lawmakers and compelled another to resign to avoid a likely recall election
It made legislators somewhat gun shy McCann said
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Yet unlikethe divide overgun control there hadbeen bipartisan supportfor reforming the mentalhealthsystem McCannsaid
When gun control was debated, she said gun rights activists said the focus should be on mental health not weaponry Now
the focus is on mental health

It s iromc

McCann said

House Bill 1386 a diluted versionofher bill to clarify the civil commitmentprocess is what survivesthe firestorm of objections

It passed the House on Monday withbipartisan support If ^jprovedby the Senate m these lastfew days of the session it will
changedefimtions regardmg who is enoughof a dangerto themselves or othersto be comrmtted for treatment
Legislative alert

The new bill sponsored by Rep Tracy Kraft Tharp D Jefferson County triggered another legislative alert Monday by
RMGO naming and shaming House Republicans who voted for it

The gun grabbersare back at it again reintroducing an anti gun bill under the guise of mental health the alert states You
would think the gun grabbers would get the message after gettmg their first anti gun mentalhealth schemekilled earlierthis
session

Wmdsor based RMGO established m 1996 is considered an extreme gun rights group by the NRA
Neville said the NRA is sometimes willing to compromise when it comes to mental health issues but RMGO is not

HB 1386removes the requirement for involuntary holds that a personpose an imminent danger to self or others and simply
reads danger to self or others

Among its revisions effective Jan 1 the definition of danger to selfor others would be that the mdividual posesa substantial
nsk of physical harm to himself or to others by evidence of recent threats attempts at suicide or

recent homicidal or

other violent behavior

Neville said removmg imminent made the defimtion vague enough to mclude anyone makmg even the slightest potential
threat

A possible result of the modifications according to the Colorado Legislative Council could be an increase m holds and
acceleration of the process

RMGO says the bill radically rewntes the definition of who may be deemedas mentally imfitto possess a firearm to defend
themselves and their families

Kraft Tharp said the new definitions are not intended to expand the potential pool of those who can be committed

This IS a really tough decision for the people who have to make it It s a traumatic situation for those goingthrough a mental
health cnsis she said It absolutely needs to be the measure of last resort We have a responsibibty to make it as clear as
possible
Three existmg laws
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McCanns bill HB 1253 would have rewritten the states three existing laws on mental health commitments into one
comprehensive set of rules clanfymg procedures and rights for emergency holds and extended treatment Right now there are
different statutes for those with mental health issues those who abuse alcohol and those who abuse other substances

The bill also sought to remove the option for a jury tnal and rely only on a judge s decision to certify an mvoluntary hold
which gun nghts advocates said could leave people s freedom in the hands of a single anti gxm judge That change too has
been dropped

Removal of the optionto chooseajtuy tnal m civilcommitment and substance abuseadjudications
to infhnge on your Second Amendment nghts the NRA stated online

is athmlyveiledattempt

The NRA initially argued McCann s bill would expandthe instances when individuals namesmust be submitted to a national
background checksystem Federal lawprohibits ownership of a gun by anyone who has beenadjudicated as a mentaldefective
or committed to a mental mstitution

McCann said this was simple confusion A mental health professional s decision to temporanly place someone on an emergency
hold IS not an adjudicauon whichrequires a courtdecision The cntena for prohibitmg someone fromownmg a gun are federal
and were unchanged by the bill she said

McCann said it s her understandmg the NRA is no longeractivelyopposingthe legislation The NRA did not return calls from
The Denver Post

Thegovernors officedeclined to comment on gun nghts issuesbut issueda statement sayingthe legislation clanfies necessary
definitions in the law

The task force will go back to work over the summer to find ways to resolve the few outstandmg issues the statement reads
Electa Draper 303 954 1276 edraper@denverpost com or twitter com/electadraper
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Aurora s Oates ooocially named top cop m Miami Beach Fla
Carlos lUescas The Denver Post

Calling his move to south Flonda bittersweet Aurora Pohce ChiefDan Oates officially was hired Wednesday to lead the
Miami Beach Police Department

Obviously I m extremely anxious It s a huge challenge for me and a lot of upheaval for me and my family Oates told The
Denver Post while on his way back to Colorado

It s bittersweet because I love Aurora

The Miami Beach City Commission voted unanimously to hire Oates 59 who has been the police chief in Aurora since 2005
On paper Chief Oates was the top dog Commissioner Michael Gneco said durmg the meetmg
Oates was given a standing ovation after the hire then bnefly addressed the commission and those m attendance
Fm absolutely honored and humbled to have this opportunity m this great city Oates told the crowd I m counting on your
help and guidance and assistance
I can t wait to get here
Oates has been a finalist for a couple of police chiefs positions in the past but Oates said Miami Beach reached out to him
several months ago Both sides were m talks smce

I was convinced it was a great opportunity he said dunng a phone mterview I would be energized by this new challenge
He will run a department of about 370 officers roughly half the size of the Aurora Police Department Oates who will make
$207 500 a year m Miami Beach was earning $148 000 m Aurora He did not know when he would officially take over m
Flonda

AuroraCity ManagerSkipNoe who is m chargeof hinng the new chief said the city immediately will begina national search
and will consider in house candidates as well An mtenm jwhce chief has not been selected he said

Noe said he expects Oates to remam m Aurora for the transition to an mtenm pohce chief for about a month Noe doesn t expect
to have a new hire for at least six months likely longer
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Oates holds an English degree from Bucknell University and was the editor of the school s newspaper and yearbook After
graduation he worked as a reporter and an editorand later was a beat cop for the New York City Pohce Department Oates
eventually became the executive deputy chief m Brooklyn

He later becamepohce chief in Ann Arbor Mich before being namedpolice chief m Auroramore than eightyears ago

The performance of Oates department was lauded by many after the response to the Aurora theater §hootiBg nearly two
years ago

Many of the wounded were transported by pohce to area hospitals

He said he would return to Aurora if he s called to testify in the Aurora theater shooting tnal and holds that and the death
of two police officers as impactful memones

It s a fantastic pohce department he said of Aurora and I will miss everybody
Carlos niescas 303 954 1175 cillescas@denverpost com or twitter com/cillescasdp
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Hieater shooting case could see 3 800 witnesses
John Ingold The Denver Post
Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater murder case could call as many as 3 800 wimesses at tnal according to a new court
filing made pubbc Tuesday

In the filing prosecutors laidout the massive reachof ttie case 12slam 70 injuredduringthe movie theater attack lOOfemily
members of homicide victuns 1 000 people present m the theater complex at the time of the shooting and 3 800 people who
have been endorsed as prosecution witnesses m the case

But they argue that neither the number of people affected nor the extensive publicity aroxmd the case are sufficient grounds
to move the tnal from Arapahoe County

The county has a population of more than 600 000 people making the potential jury pool one of the largestin the state
Even if exposedto extensive pretnal pubbcity it is likelythat a substantial portionofthe potential jury poolwill haveforgotten
most if not all of what they have heard the prosecution s filing argues

This month defense attorneys filed a lengthy motion asking that the tnal of James Holmes be moved They argued that
media coverage of the case has been so mtense and the impact of the case on the commimity so pervasive that Holmes
cannot receive a fair tnal m Arapahoe County As part of their motion defense attorneys mcluded a massive study they had
commissioned of the media coverage that concluded that news reports were hkely to bias jurors m favor of conviction
In their response though prosecutors say their own experts reviewed the defense s study and found it mistaken on how pretnal
publicity mfluences jurors

Holmes is scheduledto go on tnal in October However his attorneys are pursuing separate appeals to the state and U S supreme
courts which could delay the case further
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Prosecutors Aurora theater shooting investigation ongoing
Johnlngold The Denver Post
Prosecutors in the 2012 Aurora movie theater murder case say new leads and mvestigative avenues continue to pop up m
the case against James Holmes

In a new motion filed late Friday but made public Monday prosecutors say their investigation is ongoing and may require new
search warrants or court orders for production of records The motion does not give examples of the new leads and there is no
indication the new information changes the prosecution s overall theory of the case

This is an ongoing cnimnal prosecution the prosecution s motion states As is the case m many cnminal prosecutions the
investigation m this case is ongomg and new leads and mvestigative avenues continue to anse from time to time
The motion asks for a special procedure for prosecutors to get approval of search warrant and records production order
applicaaons While prosecutors nonnally would take such requests to the judge overseemg the case prosecutors say they are
concerned that domg so m the theater shooting case would give the appearance of impropriety Such requests would mvolve
prosecutors talking with the judge without the presence of defense attorneys conversations known legally as ex parte
communication

[G]omg forward this court should consider instituting a procedure designed to avoid the possibiUty of an allegation of an
improper ex parte commumcaoon between the prosecution and the court the motion states

Prosecutors are requestmg that they be allowed to take search requests to any other judge besides Arapahoe County District
Court Judge Carlos Saraour who is overseemg the theater shooting case

The motion shows the complexity of the theater shooting case in which Holmes has been charged with dozens of counts of
murder and attempted murder m connection with one of the worst mass shootings m Amencan history It also comes at a time
though when defense attorneys increasmgly have expressed dissatisfection with Samour at one pomt all but accusing him
of attempting to boost the prosecution s case
Tnal m the case is scheduled for October but that could be delayed further
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Getting the Holmes tnal nght
Lawyers defending accused mass murderer James Holmes seem to be throwmg out every objection miaginable one of the
latest being an appeal of a second psychiatnc evaluation of their client

Arapahoe CountyDistrict JudgeCarlos Samour havmgfound deficiencies m the first examination of Holmes wisely ordered
another

In pleadmgs made public this week Holmes lawyers said they will appeal that rulmg to the Colorado Supreme Court
Given that Hoknes has pleaded not gmlty by reason of insanity a pivotal issue is whether Holmes was legally competent at the
time of the crimes The judge is nght to make sure this key assessment is beyond reproach
The July 2012 shootiiigs m an Aurora movie theater left 12 dead and dozens more injiu^d

No matter which way the Holmes tnal goes there almost certainly will be legal appeals It would be a shame if the proceedings
were found to be flawed tnggenng another tnal
It s important to get it nght the first time
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Holmes to appeal exam order
Johnlngold The Denver Post
Lawyers for the Aurora movie theater gunmansay they will appeal an order requiring a secondpsychiatnc evaluation to the
Colorado Supreme Court as the judge in the case rejected further defense efforts to toss out the death penalty as a possible
punishment

In a Tuesday court filing that was made pubbc Wednesday defense attorneys say they will appeal the exam rubng witiiin
30 days As a result Arapahoe Coimty Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour further delayed the start of the second exam and
canceled court hearings scheduled for early May Samour had ordered the exam be completed by July 11
Also m three orders made public Wednesday Samour rejected defense arguments that the death penalty process is
xmconstitutional Samour said all three motions lacked ment and had been rejected previously in other cases One motion argued
that the process for selecting jurors m a death penalty case results in a jury inherently biased against the defendant Another
motion argued that jurors likely wouldn t follow the court s mstructions when deciding punishment
The Court IS

confident that thejury will be able to understand and follow all of its mstructions Samour wrote

Samour also rejected a defense request that jury selection be video recorded

The attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie theater m July 2012 killed 12 people and injured dozens m one of the worst
mass shootings in U S history Gunman James Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of msamty making the court-ordered
psychiatric evaluations pivotal to the case Samourthis year orderedHolmes to undergo a second evaluation after finding the
first exam was deficient in some ways

The results of the first exam have not been released publicly but prosecutors disagreed with at least one of its conclusions
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AFP s attack ad sparics outrage
Conservative group pulls cropped photo taken after Aurora massacre
Lynn Bartels The Denver Post
The conservative group Amencans for Prospenty was hammered Wednesday for using m an attack ad a photograph of U S
Sen Mark Udall and President Barack Obama taken after the two consoled Aurora theater shooting victims

The heavily edited image which was used in a TV ad was taken by a professional joumabst July 22 2012 two days after
the shooting

Udall and Obamalook gnm m the picture which is under<ftandable considenngthey and other officialshad visitedthe mjured
and families of the dead and were then holding a news conference at the University of Colorado Hospital

In the AFP television ad plastered across the photo was the statement Mark Udall voted for Obamacare
Hickenlooper present m the ongmal picture was cropped out

Gov John

Twelve people were killed and 58 woxmded m the theater shooting
Amencans for Prospenty later released a new commercial without the image but several family members who lost loved ones
m the massacre released a statement decrymg its use m the first place
The use of an image taken from the President s visit to Colorado to meet with us after our children were killed in the Aurora
theater shooting is an utter disgrace the statement said And to msmuate the somber expressions were for anythmg other
than their compassionateresponse to our heartbreak is beyond unconscionable

The statementwas signed by Theresa Hoover mother of AJ Boik 18 Sandy and Loimie Phillips parents of Jessica Ghawi 24
Terryand Tom Sullivan parentsof Alex SuUivan 27 and Caren and Tom Teves parentsof Alex Teves 24
Sandy Phillips told The Denver Post she and her husband are appalled by the use of the picture
They took a picture showmg great compassion for the parents and people of that shooting and made it twisted she said
The photo was pulled btrt the ad was not
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Fortunately we can and will change the image said Dustin Zvonek state director for AFP Colorado Sen Udall can t change
his record that led to over 335 000 Coloradans receiving letters indicating that their health care policy had been canceled
AFP Colorado sounded more contrite later on Twitter AFP regrets erroneously usmg the image it s been removed from the
ad we sincerely apologize to Aurora families

AFP imveiled the ad Wednesday mommg at a news conference on the west steps of Colorado s Capitol

The spot hits Udall a Democrat facing Republican Cory Gardner in November m the U S Senate race for the nearly 335 000
healthinsurance policy cancellations doled out to Coloradans smce the implementation of the Affordable Care Act Udall and
ACA supporters argue many of those who received cancellations were offered renewals
Your health plan canceled All because Mark Udall said Tes to Obamacare

says the narrator

Repubhcan Democrat or unaffiliated all Coloradans can agree that usmg imagery from a visit to comfort the victuns of the
tragedy m Aurora is out of bounds for political attacks said Chns Hams Udall s campaign spokesman
Udall s campaign has asked Gardner to condemn the ad

As someone who attended an Aurora memonal alongside Sen Udall Gardner surely has the decency to publicly condemn the
Koch brothers for this cynical ad said Udall s campaign manager Adam Dunstone
Gardner responded by noting that as Udall knows

our campaigns have nothing to do with the creation of outside

advertisements

That being said the use of this picture was insensitive and wrong and I am glad to hear that it has been taken down Gardner
said

Other conservative outlets have used photographs from that news conference
The Daily Caller used a different picture of Obama and Udall at the hospital to illustrate a Jan 27 story about a tussle between
the senator and the state msurance office over Obama care And ColoradoPeakPolitics apologized last year for using a news
conference photograph to illustrate a blog p>ost
Staff wnters Kurtis Lee and Ryan Paricer contnbuted to this report
LynnBartels 303 954 5327 Ibartels@denverpost com or twitter com/lynn_bartels
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Aurora will begin search to replace pobce chief
Carlos lUescas The Denver Post

Aurora Police Chief Dan Oales came to the city in 2005 m a time of unrest

The pohce department hadbotchedan arrestof a man whowent on to rape and assaultseveral people Members of the minonty
commumty were at odds with the department for amongother things the death of a black man who was shot m the back by
cops m an attempted prostitution and drug sting

Today tensions with the minority community have subsided and the department is lauded pubbcly for its response to the
Aurora theater shootmg

Gates eight plus years with the department is coming to an end soon as he is expected to be hired by the Miami Beach Fla
pohce department to be its next police chief
But whoever Aurora hires to replace Gates will have a new set of issues to deal with Among them are the ongoing battle
with Adams Coimty over the county jail cappmg the number of inmates from Aurora and the start of recreational manjuana
sales Get 1

From the standpoint of the top guy moving on it presents a challenge Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan said Wednesday of the
pendingpot sales Butpractically speakmg we still haveeveryone else m the department whohavebeen assistmg us all along
1m confident we 11 get it done

Hogan said discussions on hinng a new police chief could happen as early as Monday when the City Council has a regularly
scheduled meetmg The man tasked with finding a new chief is Aurora City Manager Skip Noe with confirmation coming
from the City Council

Aurora will conduct a national search for Gates replacement Deputy Chief Terry Jones who served as mtenm chief before
Gateswas hired, is onepotential candidate to take the hehn temporanly until a permanent chief is named
That IS my guess Hogan said Terry was the mtenm the last time
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City officials said they arent surprised that Oates 59 is leavmg He has been a finalist for several pohce chiefjobs in the past
and Oates has seen numerous achievements m his days as police chief
Oates through a spokesman declined to comment

Police spokesman Sgt Chns Amsler said Oates feels it is inappropriate to comment imtil his appointment as Miami Beach
pohce chief is official That could come as soon as Wednesday Amsler said

AuroraCity Councilwoman RemePetersonsaid the biggestissue facmg the new pohce chief is improvmg morale among the
rank and file officers which she described as low

I think this will be an excitmg time for us to bring m a new breath of fresh air Peterson said This gives us the opportunity
to bnng someone m that is gomg to bnng up the morale of the department

Noe said a new police chief likelywould not be hired in time for the Octoberrollout of recreational manjuana shops It could
take six to eight months before a new chief is hired, he said
There will be about a three to four week transition from Oates to the mtenm chief Noe said

This IS a significant addition to our community and we want to make sure we take the time to hire the nght person he said

City Councilman Bob LeGare praised the chief saying he handled difficult situations with professionahsm mcludmg the
response and investigation mto the Aurora theater shooting m July 2012
For a chief to be here close to nine years I think he s done a phenomenal job LeGare said That s the mark of a good chief
What I ve seen is that he s a top cop just like the headlines say he is
Carlos lllescas 303 954-1175 cillescas@denverpost com or twitter com/cillescasdp
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Oates bound for Miami Beach

Ryan Parker The Denver Post
Aurora Pohce Chief Dan Oates is m Imc to become the new top cop for the Miami Beach Police Department

Oates who has been Aurora s police chief since 2005 was thrust mto the spothght when a gunman opened fire in a packed
movie theater July 20 2012 killing 12 people and injuring dozens more

Oates was hailed for his response to the fast moving situation and bow he handled the commumty s gnef m the days and weeks
after the tragedy

Arapahoe County Distnct Attorney George Brauchler told The Denver Post late Tuesday that he wished Oates could see the
movie theater shooting prosecution to its conclusion

Oates is the face of that case he said I am happy for him as a person and he s been a great pohce chief for Aurora
Junmy Morales the Miami Beach city manager confirmed Tuesday to The Miami Herald that he planned to appomt Oates
as chief

Oates appomtmentas chiefwould be pending approval from the mayor and commission after an interview The Herald reported
Miami Beach Mayor Philip Levine told 9News that the council would vote next week
Fm really happy for Dan said Aurora Councilwoman Barbara Cleland

I am not surprised by this at all

Cleland said she planned to discuss the next steps for replacmg Oates with other city officials Wednesday

Oates holds an English degree from Bucknell University and was the editor of the schools newspaper and yearbook After
graduation he worked as a reporter and an editor and later took a job as a beat cop m the New YoricCity Pohce Department
He climbed his way up the departmental ladder to become the executive deputy chief m Brooklyn N Y supervismg thousands
of patrol officers
Oates retired from that job to head the police department m Ann Arbor Mich
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Wanting the challenges of his own big city police department Oates came to the Aurora Police Department m November 2005
His work ethic is unbelievable said Charlie Richardson a recently reored Aurora aty attorney who was with Oates from the
start of his tenure

It seemed like he worked 25 hours a day

Dunng the hectic hours days and weeks after the theater massacre Oates was a constant presence

He first addressed five reporters around 2 a m on the morning of the shootmg By the time the sun had risen he was givmg a
media conference to stations from around the country and the world
Months later on Jan 28 2013 Oates met with President Barack Obama and more than a dozen law enforcement leaders from

around the country m a meetmg at the White House to discuss what the federal government could do to help stymie gun violence
m communities nationwide

In Miaim Beach Oates would replace Raymond Martmez who announced his retirement earlier this year after two years as
chief and more than 12 years on the force
The Aurora Police Department currently employs nearly 650 officers and 120 civilians The Miami Beach department is
considerably smaller
Calls to Oates for comment were not immediately returned Tuesday mght

Ryan Parker 303 954 2409 rparker@denverpost com or twitter com/ryanparkerdp
Denver Post Staff Writer Carlos Illescas contnbuted to this report
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Exam surge snarls system
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

Everyyearjudges orderhundreds of Colorado defendants to undergoexamsto determme whethertheyare mentally competent
to stand tnal

The use of such evahiations is soarmg stallmg even routme cases for months strainmg judicial budgets and highlightmg the
continued use ofjails and prisons as substitutes for mental health treatment

The numberof mental competency evaluations of cnmmal defendants has more than doubled m the past decade even though
criminal charges bemg filed have dropped by 19 percent

Dnfting in the middleof the pnce tags and debates criminal defendants many of whomface chargesfor nonviolent offenses
must navigate their way through the widening nexus of mental health and cnmmal justice
The mentally ill are constantly fallmg through the cracks of the mental health system and continually coming into contact
with the cnmmal justice system said Or Neil Gowensmith who teaches at the University of Denver's Graduate School of
Professional Psychology These are not always the dangerous violently mentally ill folks These are often people who are
having a hard time navigating life

Some defense attorneys worry that the increasingly high demand for the reports is causmg fly by evaluations Independent
experts however saythe qualityof competency evaluations m Colorado is abovegrade andthe mcrease mirrorsnationaltrends
and represents the lack of preventive treatment for the mentally ill

A judge defense attorney or prosecutor may requesta competency evaluation if the defendant exhibitssignsof mental illness
If a judge orders an exam all proceedings stop and a doctor will try to determme if the defendant is mentally competent to
imderstand court proceedmgs and the charges agamst them
If a defendant is foimd mcompetent they may require hospitalization medication or treatment imtil they can imderstand the
charges and process ensunng a fair tnal Then if the defendant is restoredto a stable mental state the case will resume

Mental snapshot More complicated are cases in which doctors must decide if defendants were mentally capable of
understandmg the crime they committed That s the center issue with James Holmes who killed 12 people inside an Aurora
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movie theater If doctors find Holmes insane

and a jury agrees

he could face years of treatment at a state hospital but

not pnson

But unlike a sanity evaluation which works retrospectively to determine if someone was sane at the tmie of the cnrae
competency evaluations are designed to capture a snapshot of someone s current mental state The fluid nature of someone s
mental health can be difficult to capture m a report often resulting in multiple reports and doctors reaching different conclusions
Gowensmith said

Multiple evaluationsWilliam Lee Lomes was three days away from his 25th birthday when he was charged with first degree
murder for robbing and killmg a 73 year old Denver man throwing his body in a trash bin and then kidnappmg a woman at the
Cherry Creek Shopping Center m 2011 Now the 27 year old has undergone competency evaluations with four doctors
Two found him competent to face the charges agamst hun and two said he was too mentally tmstable to understand

Competency to proceed is a dynamic construct meanmg it changes Gowensmith said It can change from day to day or
week to week

Lomes case file is filled with lengthy handwntten motions he filed independently of his attomeys At a glance they appear to
be rambling endless sentences but buned m the tmy tidy handwnting are researched and precise statements mcludmg a list
of the charges agamst him matched with arguments to disprove them
Dunng a heanng earlier this year Lomes attorney descnbed his delusions about a lawsuit he claims could win him up to $5
million and his belief he will be a nch music producer But prosecutors called Lomes actions a well thought out ploy and
argued his behavior was an effort to remam at the state hospital
The case is set to go to tnal m June
From 2004 to 2013 the number of competency evaluations mcreased by an average of 76 evaluations each year according to
mformation obtained from the Colorado Department of Human Services Those numbers do not mclude second evaluations
which are recpiestedand paid for by defense attomeys or prosecutors

In 2013 1 069 competency evaluations were completed Of those evaluations 355 were completed at the Colorado Mental
Health Institute at Pueblo where one exam can cost as much as $35 000 It costs roughly S700 a day to house someone dunng
an evaluation and the average stay at the hospital that year was 41 days
Quality concems There is a greater awareness of how someone s mental health can affect their ability to receive a fair tnal
and how failmg to consider their competency can become grounds for appeals said Dr Patnck Fox deputy director of clinical
services with the Office of Behavioral Health m the human services department
The human services department has 20 doctors who complete competency evaluations and each exam is different
Its easier to deal with a case where someone shot and killed somebody than a case where you cant figure out what is gomg
on m someone s bram said Denver attorney Ins Eytan

Eytan who led a successfiil lawsuit agamst the state to ensure that the evaluations are done in a timely manner said she s
concemed about the quahty of the reports
In 2009 developmentally disabled Tyler Sanchez was accused of breaking into the second story bedroom ofan 8 year old girl
and molesting her Two evaluations foxmd him con^etent but a third exam found that not only was he mcompetent but his
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hearing impairment anxiety disorderand borderbnemtellectual functionmg hkely causedhim to give pohce a false confession
the prosecution s key evidence m the case A Douglas County judge dismissed the charges in 2012
Eytan whorepresented Sanchez said the first evaluator failedto performtests or considerthe then 18 year old s mentalhealth
history

Gowensmith said the increase m the number of evaluations has nothing to do with legal strategy but mstead represents the
nationaltrend of people shppingthrough cracksm the mentalhealth systemand falling mto criminal charges
The legal system has become an entry point into the mental health system Gowensmith said
Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jstefFen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffen(^
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15years later Columbine shooting remembered.
Alison Noon The Denver Post

Sundaymarks the 15th year smcethe shooting at Colxmbme High Schoolm which 12 students and a teacher were killed
Indigo colurabme flowers were in bloom around the bases of 13 stone markers at the pennanent Columbine Memorial in
Littleton s Clement Park on Saturday when about 50 people honored the victims with a remembrance program

Colorado Ceasefire Capitol Fund organized the program at the park amphitheater ahead of the anniversary that falls this year
on Easter Sunday The program included speeches from family members of two Columbine shooting victims and two victims
of the Aurora theater shooting

At her wedding two weeks ago Cindy Smith

a daughter of Dave Sanders the teacher killed in the shooting

wore a button

of her father

I m not gomg to say it gets easier each year Cindy Smith said after the remembrance program Saturday I still remember
Apnl 20 1999 like it was yesterday
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Lessons from Columbine and other public shootmgs
Jeff Kass

With the 15th anniversary of the Columbine High School shootmg upon us Colorado s image is a strange brew
The state is hip from our tech side to music scene We are also stoned given our legalization of marijuana And we are
murderous

Working for Newsday and the BostonGlobe I was one of the first reporters on scene at Columbine on Apnl 20 1999 which
arguably remains the worlds most iconic mass shooting I continued to covcr the aftermath of Columbme for a number of
papers mcludmg as a staff wnter for the now defunct Rocky Mountain News

Many such incidents have struck Colorado smce Colxmibme In 2006 student Emily Keyes was killed al Platte Canyon High
School m Bailey The following year four were killed in a rampage that stretched from a youth missionary center in Arvada
to New Life Church in Colorado Spnngs

In 2010 two were wounded at Deer Creek Middle SchooJ in Littleton Working for Bloomberg news I was one of the first
reporters on the scene m 2012 when 12 were killed m the Aarora theater shootiiig Last year the world agam mourned as 17
year old Claire Davis died after being shot at Arapahoe High School

A mass shootmg is generally defined as four or more killed not mcludmg the shooter This however fails to grasp the extent
of the phenomenon this country faces as the intent of the shooters is often the same whether the carnage aids up being one
wounded or 12 dead I would term these mcidents pubbc shootmgs

But Colorado does not only have to be known as an incubator of public shootings It can also showcase what I believe is the
best way to stop them recognizing the wammg signs
In a 2002 study of school attacks the U S Secret Service foimd that 93 percent of perpetrators engaged m some behavior pnor
to the attack that caused others school officials parents teachers pobce fellow students to be concerned The Secret
Service found that m 81 percent of the incidents at least one person had information that the attacker was thmkmg about or
planning the school attack In another study of 30 adult mass murderers defined as those who killed at least three people m
one mcident

approximately two thirds telegraphed their mtenbons what is known as leakage
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Words oractions thatmay beconsidered leakage include explosive outbursts ofanger orragewithout provocation empathy with
those committing violence and an increase m unsohcited comments about guns otherweapons andviolent cnmes accordmg
to the Department of Homeland Secunty

In March when findings were released on the Sept 16 2013 Washmgton Navy Yard shootmg Secretary of Defense Chuck
Hagel said There were a lot of red flags which he acknowledged were missed The same has been said of the Columbme
killers

from their violent wntmgs to the pohce reports filed agamst them

Warning signs are not always simple to catch But I do beheve they are our best hope And even when the red flags do not
specifically spell out a pubhc shooting they can still warn that something is xmderfoot

Justlookat fourgirls Samantha Henry KnstinMaher Katie Prutzman andKatyTynan whose story I tellm a newafterword
to my book Columbme A True Cnme Story In 2001 the gu-!s all 14at the time except for 15 year oldTynan attended
Preston Junior High m Fort Collins They were friends with three boys who also attended Preston

In January 2001 one of the girls said she got a threatening phone call from one of the boys Another one of the boys had
previously helda knife to one of the girls andpomted a gunat another s head Thegirlsput it all together and called police

Among the evidence police later cited agamst theboys were guns ammimition anda drawmg m black and red ink with three
bodies hanging as if froma roof over a pile of corpses An attack on Preston was allegedlyplanned for Apnl 24 or 25 2001
—just days after the two-year anniversary of Columbme The boys ended up pleadmgguiltyto vanous charges

Thegirlswouldneversaythatcalling authondes or theaftermath waseasy Butyears later someof themore msightftil words
came from the boys themselves who acknowledged they were m a bad place at the time and that the ordeal helped set them
straight

Now that I have a new outlook on life I was just ungratefiil for what I had one of them said for a story in the Rocky Mountain
News Loving friends A loving family Nice house Nice thmgs m my house
I had It made It took me everything to realize 1 had anything
Jeff Kass is the founder of Kass Research Group LLC a pnvate investigations firm in Denver
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For 9 s Patti Dennis news just got bigger
Joanne Ostrow Denver Post Television Cntic
Patti Dennis has no time to waste

The powerhouse TV news director has spent 30 years bvmg by daily and hourly deadlines watching the clock counting stones
by minutes and seconds at 9News

She IS a fierce competitor overseeing 55 hours of newscasts per week on KUSA KTVD Additionally she is m charge of news
for Gannett owned stations regionally content on the 9Ncws website and on the local Telemundo station (a corporate cousin)
and now m charge of recruiting nationally for the parent company

Dennis is best known as a hard-chargmg veteran ratings winner with more local Emmys and Station of the Year awards than
she has room to display But that s not all there is to her In her spare time (a joke m itself) the most feared respected, honored
and tenured of TV news directors loves thnft shopping The head of Denver s largest TV news operation is an alto with her
church choir and never misses Wednesday night practice She also sews her own clothes and refinishes furniture
When the Colimibme shootings were in progress Dennis was m the 9News control booth directing coverage When the Aurora
theater massacre unfolded she rose just after 1 a m got to the station and was listmg assignments on a whiteboard before
reporters arrived
The average tenure of a TV news director is three years Dennis has been news boss at 9News for 18 (The next longest servmg
local news director is Tim Wieland at CBS4 for 10 years)
Dennis started at Gannett s KUSA as a weekend producer in 1981 and worked her way up through more than half ofthe station s
60 year history
A gradual transition

Now at 56 she s m charge of recruitmg and hirmg for all of Gannett Broadcastmg remammg m Denver Her new as yet
barren office isjust yards off the newsroom
Dunng the transition

perhaps until the end of the year

she will spend three days a week as news director two days recruiting
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Dennis

and everyone m the building

is certain that whenever the next big news event breaks she 11 be in the mix

I don t know that I could stay away

Control IS her Linus blanket she allowed Will she come unglued when she s not m charge durmg a future big story''
We 11 all find that out together Assistant News Director Tim Ryan said
No successor has been named leading to much speculation

She 11 be a tough act to follow having bndged analog and digital eras so winnmgly Succeeding Patti will be like succeeding
John Ehvay

said one contender

Dominant for 40 years in late news the station has 45 percent more viewers at 10 p m than the nearest competitor (KCNC) m
the penod from Apnl 2013 to the present accordmg to Nielsen ratings
KUSA President and General Manager Mark Cometta said a successor eventually could be brought m from elsewhere m the
company if no one is promoted from withm That means news managers Ryan Linda Kotsafbs and Nicole Vap and others
will vie for a bigger role

She s givmg them a chance to step up just as her first bois Dave Lougee now president of Gannett Broadcastmg did for her
Lougee credited Dennis with having unusual leadership qualities but adds that there s something more

it s a calling for her

Dennis wrote her own job descnption and transition timeline for the Gannett recruiting gig - she can imagme another 10 years
before her retirement ( Thank God Lougee said)
She now reports to Rob Mennie Gannett s senior VP of news in Virgima She is tireless m the role Mennie said Too
many people recruit only when they have an opening Patti never stops recnutmg He cites her passion for joumahsm 9News
and the mdustry She comes in early stays late works weekends watches dunng vacations and not because she has to but
because she wants to

Talent recruiter

The recnutmg job grew out of Gannett s takeover of Belo Broadcastmg at the end of 2013 which nearly doubled the number
of TV stations m the company s portfolio to 40
Talent spottmg IS one ofDennis gifts Her first hire Kyle Dyer remams a popular Denver morning TV fixture Several Dennis
hires have gone on to greater TV glory mcludmg Tom Costello (now at NBC News) Will Ripley (now at CNN) Kevin Corke
(who left for ESPN) Bazi Kanani (ABC News) Phil Keating (Fox News) and Tranh Truong (NBC)
What she looks for is a signature she says Somethmg unique memorable about them Electricity
Specifically Kanani s global quality Tranh Truong s velvet voice Corke s always on energy Ripley s networkmg skill
Mmonties have not gamed enough ground m the business esf>ecially m middle sized markets Dennis said She aims to change
that and is building a database of people we want to watch and follow
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How would Dennis assess her own signature*^

Appearance wise 1m an accessory queen she said fmgenng the large floral rhmestone pm on her blouse
Professionally she says I like holding court in our newsroom I have a cheerleader type personality
She also mtimidates

even people who praise her declmed to be quoted

She has learned through management retreats that her extreme demands of herself can make others feel inadequate that her
intensity can be misinterpreted as anger

Detractors descnbe her as brittle Her public persona with people from other TV shops is abrupt said one competitor
A former employee said she radiates confidence but I don t know that she always has She tries hard not to show emotion
She appears to save that for one on one talks witii former boss and friend Lougee

She IS a great coach who wants to see her team wm Lougee said She knows that doing great woric many dmes helps change
comfort and calm a community

He recalled talkmg to Denms for long hours after she had to deal with Columbme and Aurora The impact of extended
coverage of the shootings as well as the outtakes images she deemed too awful to put on the air take a toll She passionately
recognizes the role of a TV station he said espeaally m a crisis
Her faithOne ovemding aspect of Dennis personality Deep faith it s the part of me that doesn t fit the profile of TV news
duwtors she said She and her husband are regulars at a small Episcopal church in Littleton
It s safe to say most cynical journalists do not share Dennis firm belief m an afterlife

If I was wrong then I spent my whole life bebevmg there is a higher power who cares intimately about me That s the worst
case Iflmnght it s got to be pretty good there s no downside It s about having faith which is a hard thing for journalists
Typically we re about I ve got to prove it

TV news can be tough to handle crisis after crisis she said Her faith is a good solace place for me
Eye catchmgA fitness devotee who ran five miles daily until a disc injury forced a change to daily race walks Dennis speaks
quickly and with authority Staffersjoke that she barely eats and never rmsses a workout either at home or in the company gym
Weather permitting she ndes her bike 20 miles to work from the west side a couple ofdays a week Coming m it s downhill
Moving bnskly through the office clutching iPad phone and paperwork she scans the newsroom the monitors the many
devices that keep her up to the moment She downsized from super high heels to protect her back she says and the teased hair
of past years is gone She s still eye catching zero body fat an asymmetncal haircut and her version of a power suit a black
blouse with distmctive loopy collar skirt and boots Her style leans toward sassy
Her roots are Oklahoma She was raised there and went to the University of Oklahoma in Norman Dennis and her husband
Trni who she met at KUSA wh«i he was a news photographer have two grown daughters 23 and 26 She guards the family s

privacy and declmed to be mterviewed at their home Tim is in the vitamjn busmess she said so she recuses herself from any
vitamm related TV stones
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He wants her to stop producing our weekends she said As she rattles off ideas for dinners and dates he s like can we
just get through Tuesday?

HerparentshailedfromTexas I have my mothers women s work ethic my dads personality shesaid I tend to fill the room

Once she starts talkmg she fires off stones most circling back to the need to work hard love what you do keep up with
technology and serve the community For Dennis TV news is partly a ratings race pwrtly a mission
She has led by example at times totmg a camera editing stones wnting onlme posts and adapting to digital technology along
with her staff of whom she demands stnct loyalty

Perhaps unsurpnsmgly for a woman whose life has been dictated by time Dennis collects clocks

Antique clocks modem clocks whimsical clocks a clock embedded in a cowboy boot theyre all over her home and office
Her late father gave her the first one

I doD t know why Fm hung up on time she said innocently The last gift my dad gave me before he passed away 31 years
ago was a mantle clock that has a chime m it Maybe that s where it started
Shes learning to pull away from her minute to minute news obsession Its not easy for an admitted control freak to let go
Editors reporters and photographers know it won t be easy for her to step back But she s ready for her next chapter one eye
on the clock

Joanne Ostrow 303 954 1830 jostrow@denverpost com or twitter com/ostrowdp
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Police on lookout for cop impersonator
Loveland p>olice are warning the commxmity about a man pretending to be a cop who has pulled over at least one dnver

On Wednesday a man was dnvmg in the 500 block West 1st Street when he was pulled over by what appeared to be an
unmarked policecar with converted red and blue flashing lights accordmg to the news release from police
The mipersonator wore a uniform similar to what an actual officer would wear
The fake officer did not tell the man why he pulled him over nor did he offer any additional information about himself
The dnver was then told by the unpersonator that he could go
Police have no record of the man being stopped by an actual officer according to the release
The only descnpnon of the impersonator is a white male 6 feet tall accordmg to the release
Police recommend stopping m a well lit area ifpulled over and askmg for the officer s credentials if something seems suspicious
Anyone with information on this incident or the impersonator is asked to call detective Gary Patzer at 970 962 2032
DENVER

No access to part of Holmes hearmg

For the second time the media and other members of the public will be barred from a pretnal hearmg m the Colorado theater
shooting case

The judge said Thursday that part of a May 5 6 heanng will be closed while attorneys discuss a questionnan^ that prospective
jurors will fill out
Another part of the hearing will be open when the two sides discuss other jury selection procedures The judge says those
matters will be handled first and then the courtroom will be closed
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A January heanng on whether defendant James Holmes should undergo a second psychiatnc evaluation was also closed
Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges of killing 12 people and mjunng 70 in July 2012 Prosecutors are
seeking the death penalty
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Be alert for motorcyclists

As the weather gets warmerand summer approaches there will be moremotorcycles on the roads Motorcyclesare more difficult
to see than cars so please look twice when pulhng out onto roadways They are also more difficult to see when approachmg
from the opposite direction even with their headlights on dunng the day so please look twice when makmg left turns They
are also more easily hidden m your blind spots so use caution when changing lanes
Motorcyclists if you had your bike stored for the wmter it is a good time to do a safety check on your bike before you take it
out on the road for the first time It is also a good tune to register for a safety course to brush up on your nding skills
For the safety of all Colorado motonsts please don t dnve distracted stay focused on the road at all tmies and look twice for
motorcyclists You just might save a hfe
Dennis Habersturapf Pme
The nsks of vaccmadon

The Denver Post s Apnl 11 opmion poll about vaccme education ( Should Colorado require an online course on the nsks
and benefits of immunization for parents who wish to opt out of havmg their children vaccinated? ) appears to be a plant for
supportmg House Bill 1288 which mandates government education for parents who wish to opt out of havmg their children
vaccmated

The real question should be

Should everyone who considers vaccmation for children take an online course to understand the

nsks and benefits of vaccinations''

If everyone received the same unbiased presentation vaccmation rates would go down Why? The true story will say there is
a chance their child will be mjured from vaccmes According to data from the U S Centers for Disease Control 608 people m
Colorado were senously injured with many hospitalized permanently disabled or dead from vaccmations smcel990 Former
FDA commissioner David Kessler asserted that only about 1 percent of senous events (adverse drug reactions) are reported
This translates to thousands more here It s no wonder there is fear and skepticism among mformed parents who do not want
to nsk a child s mjury
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Fran Sincere Lakewood

Don t move James Holmes tnal

Your Apnl 15 opinion poll asks In bght of extensive media coverage of the Aurora theater shooting do you thick James
Holmes tnal should be moved to ensure fairness'^

It depends on what country you want to move the tnaJ to Where m this country would he receive a fau^er tnal than here''
This IS all about legal maneuvering not a fair tnal
Wilham R Stoneham Centennial

No eminent domam for oil firms

I want to express deep appreciation to our legislators who voted to kill Senate Bill 93 It would have granted eminent domam
rights to oil pipeline comjjanies The danger from pnvately owned petroleum pipelines exercising eminent domam powers to
secure rights of way is an extremely important issue
The Colorado Supreme Court ruled m 2012 that non regulated condemnation of pnvate land for hazardous liquid pipelines was
not allowed Before this such condemnations were considered normal Many affected land owners speak with expenence of
threats refusal to negotiate disregard for safety considerations and abuse by pipelme companies Property owners were at a
major disadvantage up agamst the eminent domam powers that pipelme companies thought they had
An idea advanced by pipeline companies for a second year that the court ruled solely on the basis of punctuation and not intent
IS outrageous and insults the court and General Assembly
Let us work for progress
Bill Wycoff Bnghton
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Tensions m theater case grow

Johnlngold The Denver Post
Thejudge overseemg the Aurora movie theater murdertnal on Mondayreaffirmedhis orderfor a new psychiatric evaluation
of the gunman m a senes of rulmgs that revealsescalatmg tensions betweenthe judge and the defense
In three orders issued Monday afternoon Arapahoe Coxmty Distnct Judge Carlos Samourrejecteda defense bid to cancel the
second exam for James Holmes Samour ordered the second exam after conchidmg the first performed by psychiatrist Jeffrey
Metzner was incomplete

The results of the first exam have not been released publicly although it is widely beheved by legal analyststhat the evaluation
found Holmes insane at the time of the shooting

That IS further supported by defense criticism of Samour that Samour revealed for the first time m his orders
In motions to convmce Samour to cancel the second exam defense attorneys argued that Samour was reading the law to

give the prosecution the guaranteed abihty to rebut the insanitydefenseif the results of the exammation favor the defendant
according to one order

Defense attorneys also accused Samour of endeavonng to assist the prosecutions experts and affirmatively help the
prosecution win its case the order stated
Samour defended ordenng the second exam and called the defense criticism entirely devoid of factual basis
The deficiencies m Dr Metzner s exammation depnve the prosecution of a fair opportumty to rebut the insanity defense
andjeopardize the truth finding process Samour wrote

Defense attorneys are expected to appeal Samour s ruhng to the Colorado Supreme Court
Last week Samour rebuffed the defense attorneys cnticism after he labeled several of their motions frivolous
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Judge denies request from defense
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

Thejudge overseeing theAurora movietheater murdercase on Fnday denieddefenseattorneys request to reconsider calling
some of their motions frivolous

In March Arapahoe County District Coun Judge Carlos Samourcanceledtwo weeks of heanngs on arguments related to the
death penalty Defense attorneys have filed several motions challengmg the constitutionality of the deathpenaltyin Colorado
After reading five defense motions concerning the death penalty Samour said he didn t find it necessary to hold the heanngs
Soon after the judge demed those motions and called four of them frivolous He noted that the Colorado Supreme Court had
already rejected sinular arguments m previous cases
In a motion filed Thursday but made public on Fnday attorneys for James Holmes who faces the death penalty for killmg
12 and mjunng dozens more m a 2012 attack at the Century Aurora 16 movie theater asked Samour to reconsider his
characterization and cnticized the judge for doing so in a pubhc filmg
When the Court wrongly demgrates defense counsel m its orders for filing frivolous motions it unproperly undermines the
important role of defense coimsel m our adversanal system and incorrectly portrays defense counsel as wastmg the Court s
time the filmg read

But Samour shot back on Fnday and said none of the motions he demed m March sought to change existmg death penalty
laws and they failed to present legitimate argimients
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No reason to relocate theater shooting trial
The responsibilities ofjurors in a death penalty case are extraordinary and abundantly clear

They know they hold a defendants bfe m their hands And they very well might see bereft victims families in the courtroom
every day

In combinationwith rigorouspre tnal screenmg for potential biases there is every reason to believejurors will take their mission
very senously and decide a case fairly even for accused mass killer James Holmes and even m Arapahoe County
Our strong belief in the mtegnty ofjurors and the effectiveness of the voir dire process undergirds our opposition to Holmes
demand last week that his murder tnal be moved to another venue

Distnct Judge Carlos A Samour Jr should deny that request
In a motion filed with the court the defense claims the media coverage on the case has been unrelentmg The 39 page pleadmg
IS filled with one reference after another to the many news articles and television pieces that have been done on the case

Well when 12 people are shot dead m a movie theater and dozens more mjured by a gunman with hair dyed red to imitate a
movie character yes there s going to be news coverage of that event A lot of t
It was a tragedy m the community that reverberates to this day
The depth of the anguish caused by the July 2012 shootings is another reason Hobnes argues the tnal should not be held locally
The impacts of this case on the commumty are sufficiently complex and deep seated that they cannot be cured even by
mdividual voir dire

the defense contends

History doesn t bear out such a claim
There are many examples of high mterest cases that have been successfully tned m the communities where the crime occurred
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No one can crediblyargue forexample that George Zimmerman s rightswere mfrmged on when he was tried in Sanford, Fla
for the shootmg death of Trayvon Martin Zimmerman was found not guilty m the case despite highly unflattering intense
coverage

As with the Zimmerman case there s no place to which the Holmes case could even be transferred where it hasn t been highly
publicized
The answer is not one that involves relocation Rather its one that centers on the integnty of the process and behef m the
people who solemnly swear to uphold it
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Gun law case against Colorado taken under advisement by a federal judge
Ku-k Mitchell The Denver Post

Following closing arguments in a lawsuitchallenging Colorado s new gimlaws a federal judge is deliberating on whetherthe
laws violate the constitutional nghts of residents to bear arms

FederalChief JudgeMarciaKneger took the case under advisement Thursday after a two-week civil trial in Denver
Peter J Krumholz one of several attorneys rcpresentmg plamuffs mcludmg shenffs from across Colorado said Friday that
Kneger did not tip her hand about which side of the argumentshe favors
The judge is very hard to read Krumholz said

The lawsuit was ongmally filed by plaintiffs including gun shops outfitters and shooting ranges Kneger ruled last year that
the shenffs could not sue the state m their official capacities but they could join the lawsuit as pnvate citizens

Colorado Attorney General John Suthers office represented defendant Gov John Hickenlooper who signedbills mto law last
year that expanded background checks and ammunition magazme limits

Defendants argued fliat legislators passed laws to mcrease pubhc safety followmg mass sbootmgs mcludmg the Columbine
High School massacre m 1999 and the Aurora movie theater shootings m 2012
The new legislation limited the size of ammunition magazmes to 15 roimds
But plaintiffs argued that the governor signed the bill wthout presenting substantial evidence that the laws would improve
safety and claimed that the laws would harm businesses

In response to the gun restnctions voters recalled two Democratic legislators who favored the gun restnctions
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The case of the tell tale literacy"^
Re

Cops hunt for Good Grammar Bandit,

Apnl 8 news story

Us guyses who hasn t never yet robbed no banke should try to immolate the Good Grammar Bandit
Run on sentences subject verb disagreements and mistakes like confusmg led with lead confuse bank tellers and add
unnecessarily (and dangerously) to the time spent robbmg a bank On the other hand, notes written m an active voice with a
clear theme and strong call to action are instantly understood and make up for a teller s terror with a quahty readmg expenence
But ultimately the robber may be foisted on his own postcard Anyone who can wnte and spell stands out hke a sore thumb
and will be quickly apprehended
Dan Danbom Denver

Excessive victory celebration
Can anyone explain to me why young folks today seem to th nk that an pp opnate w y to el b t

gn f cant v ctory 1 ke

the NCAA basketball championship or the Super Bowl is to rage and pillage'^ It happened agam Monday mght Legions of
University ofConnecticut students took to the streets m Storrs Conn starting fires uprooting street lamps and throwing things
through campus and bosmess wmdows So what happens if you lose''
And the good folks of Denver aren t any different Riot police were in force m LoDo m case the Broncos won the Super Bowl
this year

Back m the day at my Big 10 college such a victory celebration would mclude loud mtisic lots of drinking dancing in the
streets lots of huggmg and kissmg etc An all night party with no public destruction
Gordon Miller Denver

If climate alarmists arenght
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Re UN panel s wammg on climate April 4 letters to the editor

Letter writer Tony Murphy bsts several predictions he claims were made 20 years ago ( the seas would nse by 20 feet ) that
have not yet occurred and then poses the question Why believe the global alarmists when they are always so wrong'' The
answer is simple

if they are nght, the consequences will be cataclysmic

Craig C Eley Denver
Unnecessary cost in Holmes tnal

Re Attorneys want to move theater sfaootuig case Apnl 8 news story
Unsurpnsmgly the James Holmes defense team is now wasting more time and taxpayer money seekmg a change of venue
Regrettably but understandably the defense is domg whatever it can to defend a client it admits killed 12 people and injured
58 Why'' One must agam turn the spotbght on the prosecution team which detoured this trial of a killer into an msane tunnel
vision death penalty case rather than agree to a guilty plea with no execution
The mcredible needless costs to taxpayers continue to mount with no end in sight This is Colorado not Texas A death penalty
m Colorado is a multmiillion dollar joke not worth pursuing
Craig Farr Commerce City
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Attorneys want to move tbeater shooting case
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

Defense attorneys in the Aurora movie theater sbooting case say the staggenng amount of media coverage and unprecedented
impact on the community will prevent the shooter from receiving a fair tnal
They re asking the judge for permission to file a motion to move the death penalty case agamst James Holmes out of Arapahoe
County
The motion to file the request and the 39 page motion for a change of venue were filed on Fnday but not made pubbc until
Monday In the filings defense attorneys argue that the volume and mtensity of the media s coverage of the case have made the
public and the community where a jury pool may be selected highly aware ofevents m the case and details of the investigation
some of which the judge has ruled will not be admitted at tnal
The pretna! news coverage has been at its best consistent and comprehensive At worst the media has been incessant and
unrelenting the motion reads Between local television newspaper and Internet coverage there is not a single aspect of this
case that has been open to the public that the media has not reported on
A defense expert conducted a review of the media coverage
shooting the victims and the murder case agamst Holmes

inchidmg local newspapers and television stations

of the

Since the day of the shooting July 20 2012 and November 2013 The Denver Post posted 896 articles according to the
motion The Aurora Sentmel posted 600 stones smce July 2013 and March 31
Holmes is set to go to tnal in October He faces the death penalty and multiple murder charges for killing 12 people and mjunng
dozens more inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater

Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity
maccurately and with one sided discussions

an issue his attorneys say has been covered extensively and at times

The motion included graphic comments wntten by readers on stones posted on The Post and Sentinel s websites
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Neither the media nor the pubhc has received a fair and balanced presentation of the facts surrounding this case or of James
Holmes and his mental health based on the information concerning the facts that has been made public thus far

Defenseattorneysacknowledgedtheu* motion maybe premature as there are numerous pending motions and the media coverage
will continue before the tnaJ

But they said the volume of media coverage the mformation published by the media and the unparalleled impact of the
shooting on the Arapahoe County commumty will prevent Holmes from receivmg a fair tnal
An unprecedented number of witnesses 2 600 endorsed by the prosecution and the percolating effects of trauma and
recovery m the community will make it nearly impossible to select a jury the attorneys said in the filing
Unfortunately the palpable effects ofthis case have festered within a community surroimdedby unremitting prejudicial news
coverage Holmes attorneys wrote As a result prejudgment abounds mcludmg the vilification of James Holmes as evil
rather than a severely mentally lUyoung man
In February Judge Carlos Samour ordered Holmes to undergo a second court ordered psychiatric evaluation after he ruled the
first exam was incomplete and madeqxiate
Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
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Most of resources in court Umbo

Electa Draper Hie Denver Post
Most of a $22 million infusion into Colorado s stressed mental health system a response by the governor to the Aurora movie
theater massacre is stranded in the courts as the state and disappointed bidders wrestle for the money

The impasse is frustrating those seeking and providing mental health services m the state as money approved for expenditure
sits idle

We desperately need these resources in mental health said Rep Beth McCann D Denver What I hear constantly from
people IS that there aren t enough places to go for nnmediate help They often end up calling the pohce
After the Aurora shootmg in July 2012 that left 12 dead and 70 mjured Gov John Hickenlooper pomted to systemic failures m
the Colorado mental health system and began developing strategies with the Department of Human Services to prevent future
violence and to improve care

Pieces of his plan have moved forward but the roughly $18 million centerpiece
mobile response teams across the state is stymied by litigation

a network of walk in cnsis centers and

In October the state awarded grants to Cnsis Access LLC to create up to 13 cnsis centers open around the clock and around
the state But a few weeks later the state canceled the awards saymg that a review of the biddmg process found it was fatally
flawed

Cnsis Access protested the cancellation to the state and eventually appealed to the courts It alleges that the state ignored its
own procedures and caved m to inappropnate political pressure from disappointed bidders and their supporters inchidmg
the Colorado Behavioral Healthcare Coimcil

In late February Denver Distnct Court Judge Herbert L Stem III stopped the state from awardmg new contracts Stem called
the circumstances surroundmg the cancellation highly suspect
The pubhc is served by a having a state procurement process and government that behaves openly honestly transparently and
with integrity Stem wrote There is clear evidence the state has behaved otherwise m canceUng the sobcitation
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Colorado Attorney General John Suthers filed an appeal with the state Supreme Court on March 21 asking the high court to
clear the way for the state human services department to proceed with a second round of bids
The Denver Distnct Court has no authority to enjoin the new RFP (request for proposals) nor does it have the authonty to
direct the state to contract with any particular vendor attorneys for the state argued in asking the court to free up the money
On Thursday the Supreme Court demed the state s petition

Crisis Access president and CEO David Covington said the partners can t comment on the pending litigation
Cnsis Access is a Colorado-mcorporated partnership that formed m response to events in Aurora and Newtown Conn site
of a December 2012 mass murder at an elementary school The partners are Behavioral Health Link ProtoCall Services and
Recovery Innovations national mental health service providers that arc based in other states
A member of the committee that evahiated the bids said Cnsis Access proposals were the most innovative most progressive
and most focused on recovery accordmg to court documents

Sen Irene Agmlar D Denver who sponsored legislationfunding the governor s mental health plan said she asked state human
services director Reggie Bicha to review the bidding process after Cnsis Access won
As one of the Senate sponsors of the ongmaJ bill to create this grant RFP I was dismayed to see that an out of state company
had been chosen Agmlar said m an e mail to The Denver Post late last week The parameters we took great care to put m the
bill seemed to have been ignored and so I made outreach to Director Bicha to express my concern We were reaUy lookmg for
a partnership building on the mfrastructure we have already in the vanous areas of our state
The holdup is frustrating those who provide mental health services m the state
It s a mess right now said Tom Olbnch director of emergency services for the Jefferson Center for Mental Health which
serves Jefferson Clear Creek and Gilpm counties
He said it was imfortunate that considerable resources already approved for mental health emergencies were tied up m
litigation
At a commxmity meeting Wednesday m Wheat Ridge sponsored by the National Alliance on Mental Illness m Colorado parents
of mentally ill adult children were mterested in information about mterventions and the role of 24 hour cnsts centers

Maggie Torley the mother of an aduh son with past mental health issues asked whether there was any way families could
encourage state leaders to free up the funds
It s just mcredible to me this happened
where to go or what to do

Torley told The Post

When my son had his mental breakdown we had no idea

People urgently need these services she said
Some of the money tied up m court is dedicated to a public awareness campaign so chents know which services are available
and how to access them

Dr Carl Clark president and CEO of the Mental Health Center of Denver said there have always been capacity issues m the
state mental health system
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This was one of the biggest miusions of money mto the system ever Clark said I tlunk everyone is feelmg a bit frustrated
this IS tied up m the courts

Enc Brown spokesman for the governor s office acknowledged there is frustration over delayed components of Colorado s
mental health overhaul but there is also recognition that progress had been made on several fronts
Hickenlooper s vision has yielded some significant gams said Dr Patrick Fox deputy director of Chnical Services with the
Office of Behavioral Health m the human services department

A 24 hour statewide cnsis hotlme will be fully operational within the next 30 days Fox said And a 22 bedjaii based facility
where mentally incompetent pnsoners from around the Denver metro area can regain competency for tnal opened at the
Arapahoe County Shenffs Office on time Nov 4 and on budget $2 million
At state mental hospitals m Pueblo and Fort Logan more than 1 300 staff members have been tramed m trauma mformed
care and rooms have been renovated to provide cakmng or de escalating environments to help clients cope with the stress
ofhospitalization

Fox said a proposal to provide transitional or short term residential facihties for people leaving psychiatnc hospitals is still
bemg developed in collaboration with commimity partners

Rep McCann had sponsored a bill in the House this session to clarify and consohdate the processes of civil commitment for
people exhibiting potentially dangerous behavior resultmg from drug or alcohol abuse or other mental health issues The bill
was returned to the drawing board Wednesday McCann said
One of the bill s provisions rewrites the burden of proof requirement to hold a patient for mental health concerns as someone
presentmg a substantial probability of being a threat rather than the harder to-prove imminent danger
Electa Draper 303 954 1276 edr^r@denverpost com or twitter com/electadraper
Staff wnter Yesenia Robles contnbirted to this report
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denver homiades show Sharp dechne m the first quarter
Kieran Nicholson The Denver Post

The number of Denver homicides in the first three months of this year fell sharply compared with the same penod last year
city officials said Fnday

Eight homicides have been reportedso far during the first quarter according to the Denver OfBce of the Medical Exammer
That compares with 14 in the first quaner of 2013 representing a 43 percent drop
Last year was the highest first quarter total datmg to 2009

The lowest number of first quarter homicides m the past five years was six which was m 2009
The number of homicides typically rises m summer months and dunng the winter hobdays

Homicides are difficult to predict said Steve Wameke a Denver Police Department spokesman It s difficult to say from
year to year what will precipitate a nse or fall
Sometimes a local anomaly

such as the Aurora theater shooCiDgs

could spike numbers but no such event has happened

m Denver in recent years

Recent numbers are a far cry from the 1990s which mcluded Denvers so called Summer of Violence m 1993 when 74
homicides were recorded m Ae city
Kieran Nicholson 303 954 1822 knicholson@denverpost com or twitter com/kierannicholson
Denver homicides

The number of homicides m Denver over the past five years are
2009 49 total six m first quarter
2010 41 total eight m first quarter
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2011 49 total nme in first quarter
2012 42 total 10 in first quarter

2013 48 total 14 in first quarter
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Aurora won t release report on shooting
Carlos Illescas The Denver Post

The city of Aurora this week could get a comprehensive outside analysis ofhow it responded to the Aurora theater shooting
but officials say they wont make it public for now because that could violate a gag order in the case
Instead Aurora City Manager Skip Noe said the city plans to consuh with Arapahoe County District AttorneyGeorge Brauchler
who initially was opposed to the probe to decide how best to proceed Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos
Samour who is presiding over the James Holmes court case could ultimately decide whether the report by TnData can be
open for public review

In order to get it released, m our view we have to get permission firom the court Noe said Our intent all along is to try
to release this document

After numerous delays the Hohnes tnal is scheduled to start m October but likely will push into 2015 So if the judge keeps
the TnData report sealed until after the tnal the city wont be able to unplement any changes to how it responds to tragedies
until well after that

The City Council may not even be able to see the TnData report once it is delivered to the city which troubles Councilwoman
Barb Cleland She doesnt see how the city s response to the July 20 2012 shootmg m which 12 people were killed and 58
were injured would hamper Holmes prosecution
I believe council should at least have an opportunity to get an update on it
see if there are policy changes that need to be made

Cleland said We asked for it We may need to

The city s decision to seek permission from the court to release the report is in contrast with what it did last year In May
Aurora made public inadent reports and an mtemal review by the Aurora Fire Department obtamed through an open records
request by The Denver Post

The review painted a chaotic and confusmg scene It found slow responses from emergency medical responders while noting
that many of the most critically injured were transported to hospitals by police
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Pohce Chief Dan Oates said it would be mappropnate for the city to release the TnData report without authorisation from
the court

Dan Recht a Denver attorney who is not involved m the Holmes case but is following it said the reach of gag orders always

falls m gray areas However he doesnt see how the citys responseto the shooting would affectthe prosecution of Holmes
The odds that anything is relevant are slight Recht said But the judge has been stnct about this gag order It doesn t surprise
me Aurora is being careful

Brauchler said he understands why the city would want to make the report public and would look tt over if asked to see if
anything in it would hurt his prosecution Even so he said he would likely err on the side of caution
I would say there s more nsk than benefit to us if they release the report to the public Brauchler said
Carlos Illescas 303 954 1175 ciUescas@denverpost com or twitter com/cillescasdp
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Gun

put on trial

Denver Post staff and wire reports

State attorneys defended Colorado s new gun restrictions Monday againsta lawsuitto overturn them sayingthe laws balance
Second Amendment rights with pubhc safety concerns

But attorney Richard Westfall who is representmg gim nghts advocates says the laws are based on emotion rather than data
that prove their effectiveness He argues that the laws violate the Second Amendment right to bear arms
The comments came Monday m Denver federal court dunng opening argximents of a two week trial The laws m question
which took effect July 1 bmit the size of ammumtion magazmes to 15 rounds and expand background checks to firearm sales
online and through pnvate sellers

Deputy Attorney General Matthew Grove noted the laws were a response to mass shootings at the Century Aurora 16 theater
and Connecticut s Sandy Hook Elementary School

The first witoess was Robert Hewson executive director of nonprofit Colorado Youth Outdoors which conducts outdoor
programs that mclude trap shootmg and gun safety for parents mentors and teens

The organization occasionallytransfers guns to users ofits programs so that they can participate m guided huntingtrips Hewson
said or for other reasons outside its property

Hewson said the law which requires background checks on those involved m gun loans Aat last longer than 72 hours put the
organization s program m jeopardy
Exemptions allow a person to give a gun to any family member without undergomg a background check to loan a gun to a
fiiend for up to 72 hours or to let someone use their gun while at a shootmg range or while hunting

But CYO depends on the Mavenck Shoot a yearly shootmg fundraisingcompetition that bnngsm more thanhalf of its $400 000
budget, Hewson said
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The organization doesn t have enough guns for all participants and must borrow some Typically the nonprofit gets the weapons
from other organizations a week or so before the May event so that those conducting it have time to make sure the guns are
clean and safe

They take another week or so after the three day event to ensure the guns are returned m good condition Hewson said
The 72 hour limit on transfemng the guns without a background check puts the organization m a bad spot he said It is a very
threatening and challengmg position we are m
TomMcGhee 303 954 1671 tmcghee@denverpost com or twitter com/dpmcghee
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Mental health bill set for signature
A mental health proposal inspired by the Aurora movie theater massacre awaits the governors signature

A bill to give mental health providers expanded authonty to report threats to places such as movie theaters and schools was
approved 32 0 in the state Senate on Wednesday
The proposal already passed the House

Currently mental health professionals have a duty to report threats du^ected at specific persons But it s unclear whether the
same duty applies when a threat is directed at a location
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Aide m court for overdose deaths

A Centennial mother accused of selling prescnption drugs to four young adults who later fatally overdosed is expected to appear
m court on Tuesday for a prelmiinary hearing
Almeda Ally Sullivanfaces one count of first degree murder with extreme indifference in the 2011 accidental overdose death
of 21 year old Carter Higdon

The 51 year old has also been connected to three additional overdose deaths m 2008
According to an affidavit SuUivan a former teachers aide m the Cherry Creek School District sold more than 20 000
prescription pills from her home
ADAMS COUNTY

Airport advisory panel named
The first members of an advisory panel to help Adams County run Front Range Airport were approved Monday
Adams County commissioners voted to appoint seven people to the Airport Advisory Board The panel eventually will have
10 members

The seven members will mclude Aurora Mayor Steve Hogan Coimty Manager Todd Leopold and Barry Gore president and
CEO of Adams County Economic Development
DENVER

More documents filed m James Holmes case

Attorneys m the Aurora theater shootuig case have filed another round of arguments over whether defendant James Holmes
shotild undergo a sccond samty evaluation but Uke the precedmg arguments they haven t been made pubbc
The judge ruled Monday that the new motions filed by prosecutors Fnday will be kept secret
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Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of msanity to charges of killing 12 people and mjurmg 70 m a suburban Denver movie
theater m 2012 Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty

Holmes underwent a sanity evaluation last summer but the judge ruled it was madequate and ordered a second The defense
objected
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Fuss over tweets frivolous

Jeremy P Meyer The Denver Post

In the prosecution of suspected Aurora theater shooterJames Holmes we all want to see a fair tnal andjustice served But
we re growing weary of the nonsense of the court proceedings
Sheoatugans based on the cases gag order have been over the top from Day One ranging from keeping information pnvate
that has alreadybeen aired m court to the latest bizarredefensefilmgs over the court spokesman s Twitterfeed
On Wednesday the defensesubmitteda complaintabout Rob McCallum the pubhc mformationofficer for the Coloradojudicial
branch The motion asked the court to crack down on McCallum for allegedly violating the judges gag order and included
a broad look at McCalhims Twitter feed including who he follows his jovial tweets with a prosecutor exchanges with
reporters annoimcements about press conferences and responses to questions from non news sources
The 18 page filing provides clear evidence of one thing McCallum is doing a great job He is performmg his duties exactly
how they are wntten helping the press do itsjob and respondmg to questions At times he is evai funny
The Holmes case is one of the most intnguing in the coimtry and is bemg watched internationally McCallum has handled the
crush of media interest with aplomb and has not endangered the case with his Twitter feed
Last year McCallum was even awarded the Sue O Bnen Award for Pubhc Service by the Colorado Freedom of Information
Coalition Yet the defense bebeves his tweets are inappropnate and could be grounds for immediate recusal and imposition
ofjudicial discipbne

All this for among other things telling reporters when documents will be released and where to pick them up retweetmg
a reporters message about an important court date and msertmg the hashtag #JusticeForJessica after the 10 year olds killer
pleaded guilty to all charges
The motion says McCallum has underminded Mr Holmes nght to a fair tnal by an impartial jiuy

Hohnes nghts for a fairtnal havenot been trampled If anythmg the pubhc s nght to knowbasicinformation aboutthe homfic
shootmg has been undennmed by the overreaching gag order
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Because of the demand for silence on the case Aurora police officials have not been allowed to discuss the heroism that
occurred July 20 2012 when patrol officers loaded wounded victims mto their cars because ambulances couldn t get close to
the theater Officers testified by the end of the shift, their cars were sloshmg with victims blood But they can t talk about
It outside of court

Other cities seekmg to learn how Aurora managed its resources in response to the massacre have been denied information
because of the gag order The public could be served by allowing communities to discuss what went nght and what went wrong
Even victims themselves have been rebuffed m the name of preserving the sanctity of a fair tnal for Hobnes Victims sumg
the owners of the theater where the assault occurred have been denied access to transcripts and exhibits that were presented
m open court dunng Hohnes prelnnmary hearing
And now this kvetch about McCallum s Twitter feed This frivolous motion was a waste of taxpayer resources that pay for

Holmes publicdefenders court personnel who process the complamt and thejudge who must read it and issuean order
Fortunately Judge Carlos Samour didn t find any violations to mute McCallum and merely issued an order remmding everyone
a gag order on the case remams active
But he didn t need to say that We already were gagging

Jeremy P Meyer 303 954 1367 jpraeyer@denverpost com or twitter com/jpmeyerdpost
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Arapahoe DA endorses Brophy m GOP field
LynnBartels The Denver Post
State Sen Greg Brophy the Eastern Plains lawmaker who is ninnmg for governor has snagged the influential endorsement of
Arapahoe County District Attorney George Brauchler

Brophy is one of seven Republicansvymg to unseat Democrat John Hickenlooper m the June 24 pnmary The other candidates
too are toutmg their supporters from former governors to U S senators to everyday folks
Adams County busmessman Steve House however has taken the unusual tack of not seekmg any
I am seekmg endorsements from ordmaiy Coloradans not career politicians House said I beheve that busmess owners
entrepreneurs health care professionals and workmg famihes will revitalize Colorado These are the people supporting me and
I am proud to have their endorsement

Brauchler on Thursday called Brophy a gutsy leader pnncipled legislator farmer and family man from outside the Denver
metro area

Colorado s cure for a three year hangover of weak, Denver centric mdecisiveness on issues as basic as the death penalty for a
mass murder no billion dollar tax hikes on the middle class and upholdmg constitutional nghts is Greg Brophy Brauchler said

It s time we had a governor for all of Colorado mchidmg the parts John Hickenlooper flies over on his way to meet (former
New York City Mayor) Michael Bloomberg

Nice enough guy but it s last call for the state bartender Brauchler said of Hickenlooper a former brewpub owner
Brauchler was flooded with requests to run for governor last year after his brutal criticism of Hickenlooper for indefinitely
delaymg the execution of death row inmate Nathan Dunlap Brauchler decided against the race as he had just been sworn m as
district attorney m January and inherited the Aurora theater shooting case

Brauchler is often mentioned as a 2018 gubematonal candidate if Hickenlooper wins re election m November and the seat is
open m four years A new poll fix)m Public Pohcy PoUmg shows Hickenlooper ahead of his Republican challengers
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The Denver Post asked the gubematonal candidates to provide the names of five endorsements they beheve are key

Rancher Rom Bell Sylvester was late to the race and doesn t have the high profile backers of some of her GOP rivals
When I looked over the endorsements of the other candidates my first thought was Good gnefMost of these endorsements

are fi-om electedofficials who couldhavestoppedColorado fromgomgoff the tracks They didnt

she said And nowtheyre

endorsing yet another person who doesn t have the foggiest idea what to do

FormerCongressman Tom Tancredo known as an immigration firebrand, providedthe names of ordinary Hispamcs
Although I am proud of all supporters especially those legislators who have had the guts to buck the party and support me
there are some supporters who nsk more than their political careers Tancredo said They risk the wrath of extremists and
even their livebhood for publicly supporting me

Lynn Bartels 303 954 5327 lbartels@denverpost com or twitter com/lynn_bartels
GOP endorsements

The Rqjublican candidates for governor were asked to list five endorsements
Former Congressman Bob Beauprez

Attorney General John Suthers former Gov Bill Owens and first lady Frances Owens Gale Norton former Colorado attorney
general and secretary of the U S Department of the Intenor former U S Sen WayneAllard countyleadership teams which
provide grassroots support and advice
State Sen Greg Brophy

Arapahoe Coxmty Distnct Attorney George Brauchler Elbert Coxmty Shenff Shayne He^ Sen Ellen Roberts of Durango
former House Mmonty Leader Mike May of Parker Rocky Mountain Gim Owners
Secretary of State Scott Gessler

Former Congressman Bob Schaffer state Sen George Rivera and Rep Clance Navarro both of Pueblo state Rep Lois
Landgraf of Fountain former Speaker of the House Lola Spradley of Beulah

Former Senate Mmonty Leader Mike Kopp

Former U S Sen Bill Armstrong now president of Colorado Chnstian Umversity former U S Sen and CU president Hank
Brown former Lt Gov Jane Norton Pueblo businesswoman Vera Ortegon and former Mesa County Commissioner Janet
Rowland

Rancher Rom Bell Sylvester
Col Mark Trostel retired chief of the Colorado State Patrol Barbara Fallon fixture m Denver Coxmty Republican pobtics

college student Meaghan Croghan Scott H Shuman 2014 Colorado state champion auctioneer JeffireyHare a key player m
the 51 St State Imtiative

Former Congressman Tom Tancredo
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AUyn Atadero constituent he supponed after the loss of his son Daniel Garcia who said of Tancredo Legal hispanics love
him Ernest Mascarenas leader m the effort to recall Sen Angela Giron Gregono Banuelos owner of Gregano s Restaurant
Phil Covarrubias Bnghlon planning commissioner and U S Marine Corps veteran
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Immigration tales music combme for novel mght
John Wenzel The Denver Post

Antonio Mercado may have found the perfect project

The 39 year old Greeley native is an actor and University of Colorado Denver theater professor who has expenmented with
hve music and drama on the same stage

As a former high school teacher he has also seen firsthand the effects of U S immigration policies on his students

I wanted to approach a project through stones that focused on undocumented youth given that thats a lot of the population
I ve worked with at NorthHighSchool Mercado said Theyre all greatstudentsandclass leaders but theydont havea Social
Secunty number The reality set m for me that most of them wouldn't even get into college
Dreammg Sm Fronteras ( Dreaming Without Borders ) is Mercado s attempt to present those stones m a way that cuts through
the fog envelopmg the immigration debate as well as the ennui some feel when facedwith the idea of live theater

Dreammg melds real life stones of fear tnumph and determination with ongmal music from a cast of acclaimed local
and national artists Students from North High will tell their stones on stage followed by hve musical mterhides wntten to
complement their harrowing hopeful tales

I didn t want the audience to sit down for two hours at a play Mercado said of the show which debuts at North High s 800
seat auditonum March 2122 I wanted them to be able to breathe and move and I thought this format would make it palatable
given the mtensity and urgency of the subject matter

Mercado who came up as an actor m Los Angeles before returning to Colorado m 2003 recruited friends and networked with
colleagues to assemblethe musicians for Dreammg Shawn King multi instrumentalistwith I>enversDeVotchKa and LA s
Raul Pacheco leader of the Grammy winning band Ozomath are leadmg the musical charge
For this weekend s shows Kmg and Pacheco assembled a live band that mcludes appearances from Flobots emcee and activist
Brer Rabbit (Stephen Brackett) and Grammy nominated singer Ceci Bastida of Mexican ska punk band Tijuana No'
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They also plan to release an original album of songs from Dreaming this fall that will include tracks recorded m L A and
Denver featunng Money Mark (Beastie Boys) Ben Wysocki (the Fray) John Norwood Fisher (Fishbone) Luz Elena Mendoza
and many more

(Antonio) always wanted to do something on a larger scale and this is definitely it, said King who previously worked with
Mercado on projects likethe 2010revival of the acclaimed ZootSuit play I m still reachingout to so many other artists and
rappers and activists I feel hke we haven t even really hit the halfway point yet

Still Mercado views this weekoids relatively modest opening as an important chance to tell stones like that of Alejandra
Cardona a victim of the Aurora theater shooting who was too afraid to accept medical treatment due to her undocumented
immigrant status

She was trying to convmce the paramedics not to take her to the hospital despite the fact that she had been shot Mercado
said There s a shock factor m that and a realization that she s just like every other high school teenager She bleeds just like
the rest of us

JohnWenzel 303 954-1642 jwenzel@denverpost com or twitter com/johnwenzel
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Judge denies defense claim
John Ingold The Denver Post
Defense attorneys m the Aurora movie theater shooting case suggest m a new court fihng that the case s judge has shown
favontism to the prosecution through the information he has released to the pubhc
In a motion filed Friday but not made public until Tuesday defense attorneys asked for more mput on the information that
Judge Carlos Samour redacts from court orders or that he leaves unredacted They suggest that Samour s redactions have caused
mformation favorable to the prosecution to be released to the public while mformation favorable to the defense has been
redacted

The Court s current practices regardmg redactions are not effective or fair the defense motion argues
Samour demed the motion Tuesday argumg that he has been more than feir to the defense
The Court has done its utmost to be as thoughtful as possible m stnkmg the appropnate balance between on the one hand,
the defendant s nght to a fair trial and the mtegnty of the proceedings and on the other the pubhc s nght of access Samour
wrote Tuesday

While the court file m the murder case against James Holmes has been unsealed Samour and attorneys from both sides
frequently redact mformation to prevent potential jurors from iearmng about cntical information pnor to tnal But the defense s
motion also shows how attorneys m the case are cognizant of the ways selective release or redaction of information prior to
tnal can help or hurt their sides
The defense s Fnday motion takes issue with Samour s redactions on two court filmgs an order requiring Holmes to imdergo
a second mental health exam and a defense motion askmg for permission to talk to Denver Health Medical Center employees
about tune Hohnes spent at the hospital for psychiatnc evaluation Hohnes mental health is at the center of the case because
he has pleaded not guihy by reason of insanity

Defense attorneys filed three other motions Fnday all under seal askmg Samour to reconsider his order regardmg the
second evaluation for Holmes On Tuesday Samour officially put the second evahiaOon on hold while he sorts through the
new motions In that order Samour revealed that officials at the Colorado Mental Health Institute have selected an out of state

doctor to perform the second exam
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Holmes is currently set to go on tnal m October on charges he murdered 12 people and mjured dozens more mside the Century
Aurora 16 movie theater m July 2012

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Judge cancels Holmes heanngs
Johnlngold The Denver Post
The judge in the Aurora movie theater murder case od Fnday essentially canceled two weeks of long awaited hearings on
argiiments related to the death penalty
Signaling a desire to move the case along Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour said he doesnt think its
necessary to hold the heanngs after readmg through the motions scheduled for debate The heanngs had been planned for the
end of April and the beginning ofMay Samour indicated he would instead issue rubngs based purely on the text ofthe motions
In keeping with the nilmg Samour promptly issued a stnng of orders denying five defense motions related to the death penalty
Samour called four of those motions fiivolous noting that the Colorado Supreme Court has already rejected nearly identical
arguments m previous cases

To the extent the defendant wishes to change the current state of the law m Colorado his arguments should be directed to the
legislature or the Colorado Supreme Court Samour wrote in one order

Attorneys for James Holmes
who is facmg the death penalty if convicted of the multiple miu-der counts he is charged
with m connection with attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie theater
have filed numerous motions challenging the
constitutionality of the death penalty and how Colorado administers it The motions had onginally been scheduled for hearmgs
m December but Samour pushed that schedule back after prosecutors filed a motion for Holmes to undergo a second psychiatric
evaluation

Samour ultimately granted the prosecution s request and March 21 is the deadline for defense attorneys to raise objections to
Samour s decision

Samour issued a rulmg Fnday allowing defense attorneys to have the last word at a possible death penalty sentencmg heanng
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Holmes jury won t visit death row
John Ingold The Denver Post
Jurors deciding the fate of the Aurora movie theater gunman will not take a tnp to Colorados death row hear about pnson
conditions or examine punishments meted out m other murder cases according to a strmg of orders released late Monday
Arapahoe County Judge Carlos Samour also allowed jurors to hear expert testimony about bombs and DNA analysis but he
blocked defense attorneys from presentmg arguments during a possible death penalty sentencmg hearing about how jurors
should handle residual doubt over James Holmes guih

The orders are the latest to tie up loose argimients m advance of the case s long awaited tnal which is now scheduled for
October Holmes who has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity is charged with dozens of counts of murder and attempted
murder for the July 2012 attack on the Century Aorora 16 theater Prosecutors are seekmg the death penalty

Defense attorneys have asked Samour to be able to take jurors to visit the state s death row m Sterlmg as well as the state s
execution chamber m Ca[±on City Prosecutors sunultaneously asked Samour to block the defense from presentmg evidence
about pnson conditions and from arguing about punishments m other murder cases m an attempt to show that a death sentence
m the theater shooting case would be disproportionate
Samour s denial of the defense motion and approval of the prosecutions is m keeping with previous rulings where he has Imuted
the evidence jurors can hear durmg a death penalty hearmg to the facts of the case and statements about Hohnes character
Meanwhile offiaals fit)mthe Colorado Mental Health Institute m Pueblo mformed Samour on Tuesday that they have appomted
a new doctor to perform a second psychiatnc exam on Holmes Samour earber found deficiencies in the onginal evaluation
and agreed with prosecutors that a second should be ordered But while the doctor who will perform that evaluation whose
name was redacted m court papers has now been appomted the evaluation itself is on bold while Samour considers defense
objections to his order about the new evaluation

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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fox battle heads to supreme court
Johnlngold The Denver Post
Lawyers for the Aurora movie theater gunman are taking their fight to subpoena a Fox News reporter to the U S Supreme
Court

A petition asking the nations highest court to overturn a New York ruling blocking the subpoena was filed last week said
Darnel Arshack the attorney who filed the petition on behalf of James Holmes Arshack said the New York court erred by
finding that state law there protects reporters such as Fox News Jana Wmter from havmg to reveal their sources
Arshack said an interstate compact means the New York court shouldn t have apphed a state law when decidmg whether to
order Winter to testify m Colorado where Holmes attorneys want to question her about a story she wrote on a notebook that
Holmes mailed to his psychiatnst

If the Supreme Court takes up the petition it could further delay the tnal m the theater shooting case which is currently set
for October
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State pays millions before abrupt end
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

The plea agreementthat spared inmate Edward Montourfrom execution began Wednesday night hours afteropenmg arguments
m the death penalty case that spanned more than a decade and cost the state millions of dollars
After more than 11 years of litigating himdreds of motions two different pleas Montours requests to die and then live and
three elected distnct attorneys the case came to an abrupt end in less than six hours But prosecutors and defense attorneys say
the sudden conclusion was the result of events and decisions that go back years
Eighteenth Judicial Distnct Attorney George Brauchler withdrew the death penalty on Thursday and in exchange Montour
pleaded guilty to first degree murder for killmg corrections officer Enc Autobee in 2002 Montour who ongmally pleaded not
guilty by reason of msanity was immediately sentenced to hfe in pnson without the possibility of parole

Montour was servmg a life sentence for killing his infant daughter when he beat Autobee to death at Limon Correctional Facihty
Dunng jury selection defense attorneys introduced evidence they say prove Montour was wrongfully convicted and sent to
pnson m 1998
Brauchler said Douglas County Distnct Judge Richard Caschette s decision not to delay the tnal and allow him to gather experts
who would prove the mfant died ofabuse hamstrung prosecutors As a result he womedjurors would not only fail to sentence
Montour to death but might also find him guilty of a lesser charge or conclude he was insane

The plea agreement stirred a imx of emotions in court Thursday Defense attorneys smiled and cned as Montour was sentenced
but prosecutors called the sentence partial justice
The total cost of the case

including defense and court expenses

was not available Fnday but the distnct attorney s office

estunates prosecution cost was around $1 2 million The Department of Corrections has a contract with distnct attorneys to
prosecute cnmes m pnson and the fimds used to prosecute Montour were reimbursed by the IX)C to the four counttes that
house Brauchler s office

Brauchler is also seekmg the death penalty against Aorora movie theater shooter Jaroes Holmes who has pleaded not guilty
by reason of msamty
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The total average cost of a first degree murder tnal without the death penalty is about $150000 according to research from
Coloradans for Alternatives to the Death Penalty Foundation

Defense attorney David Lane said Montour was wilhng to plead guilty for years m exchange for dropping the death penalty
and prosecutors relentless pursuit of tiie death penalty cost the state millions
But BrauchJer said his office didn t hire additional attorneys to work on Montour s case Attorneys on the case handled 472
defense motions 295 of which required extensive btigation filed smce 2007

Montour ongmally pleaded guilty and a judge sentenced him to death m 2003 The Colorado Supreme Court reversed that
decision m 2007 and the case eventually fell back to square one m Apnl 2013

John Blume du^ector of the Cornell Law School s Death Penalty Project said Montour s case was not rare There is no precise
data, but Blume said m cases m which a death saitence is reversed about 75 percent ofthem end in some type ofplea agreement
Sometimes the prospect of domg somethmg agam is not very appealing to anyone Blume said
Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
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Bill would widen mental health providers power
Ivan Moreno The Associated Press

Colorado mental health providers wouldget expanded authority to reportthreats to placeslikemovietheaters and schoolsimder
a bill given initial approval m the state House on Wednesday

The proposal is a response to the Aurora movie theater shooting Democratic Rep Jovan Melton said
Currently mentalhealth professionals have a duty to reportthreatsdirectedat specificpersons But it s unclearif the sameduty
appbes when a threat is directed at a location

So therefore if I m a therapist and I have a patientthat says I m going to harmmy neighborBob I havea duty to notifyBob
and also law enforcement Melton who represents Aurora told lawmakers But if that same patient comes and says I m going
to hurt a movie theater or I m gomg to shot at a school there s little that I can do It s unclear based on our current statute

The House advanced the bill Wednesday on a voice vote without anyone speakmg against it A final vote will refer the bill
to the Senate

Melton said that after the 2012 theater shootug in which 12 people were killed and dozens mjured legislators found that the
therapist treating James Holmes the suspect may not have been able to say anythmg about a threat to the theater if Holmes
had expressed his mtent Melton noted that it s still unclear what Holmes actually said to his therapist

Melton said expanding the reportmg authority of mental health professionals is a matter of pubhc safety
So therefore if a threat is made toward one of our schools or a theater or some other public place the therapist will then be
able to have the tools to work with law enforcement and really protect our public interests and public safety he said
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Trial starting for killer of prison guard
Jordan Steffen The Denver Post

Edward Montour spent four years on death row for attacking corrections officer Enc Autobee Irom behind and beating him to
death with a soup ladle m a prison kitchen
Now

nearly 11 years after he onginally pleaded guilty

a Douglas County EhstnctCourt jury must decide whether Montour

was sane when he killed Autobee m 2002

Much like the death penalty case against James Holmes the gunman who killed 12 people and mjured dozens more at an
Aurora movie theater m July 2012 the focus of the tnal against Montour will not center on guilt Montour like Holmes has
pleaded not guilty by reason of msamty and his attorneys have repeatedly stated m coinl that Montour's attack on Autobee
was unprovoked and undeserved
Instead Montour's tnal will probably revolve around events and cuxnimstances that took place more than a dozen years ago
Opemng arguments are scheduled to begm Wednesday mommg A jury and six alternatives were selected Monday
Montour was servmg a life sentence for killmg his 11 week old daughter Taylor when he killed Autobee at the Limon

Correctional Facility m 2002
Montour pleaded gmlty to killmg Autobee m 2003 and was sentenced to death by a judge That sentence was overturned by the
Colorado Supreme Court m 2007 and the case tumbled through vanous courts for years
Smce Montour entered a new plea m August arguments m the case mcludmg everythmg from evidence requests for penalties
and jury selection have been heated and punctuated by attorneys with raised voices and emotional testmiony from victims
Prosecutors have pamted Montour as a violent man who planned his attack and waited for Autobee They ve argued death is
the only appropriate pumshment because another bfe sentence could return Montour to pnson where they said he would be
a danger to other mmates and officers
They ve also routmely pomted to Montour s 1998 conviction for kilhng his daughter as an aggravating factor m their decision
to seek the death penalty
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But Montour s attorneys argue he was wrongfully convicted of Taylors death and his mental illness flourished behindbars
The results of Montour s court ordered mental health evaluation will be revealed dunng tnal

Montour is one of three ongoing death penalty cases m Colorado

Denver prosecutors are seeking the death penalty agamst Dexter Lewis who is accxised of stabbing five people to death at a
Denver bar in October 2012 Eighteenth Judicial Distnct Attorney George Braucdiler is seeking the death penalty against both
Montour and Holmes

Autobee s father Bob forgave Montour and has smce pleaded to keep his sons killeralive In January Autobee stoodoutside
the courthouse in Castle Rock m front of 600 potential jurors and prote<>ted Brauchler's deasion to seek the death penalty

At a heanng Thursday Autobee sat behmdMontourand dechned to speak to Brauchler
The tnal is expected to run about two months

The lastperson sentenced todeath bya Colorado jurywasRobert Ray m2009 Ray was convicted ofmasterminding thekilling of
a witness Javad Marshall Fields and Marshal! Fields fianc[©e Vivian Wolfe Marshall Fields was supposed to testify against
Ray m a different murder tnal
Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
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TTie Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Death penalty and Holmes tnal
Re

Justice is slowed by death penalty March 1 editonal

The Post asserts that the death penalty has slowed justice and has created obstacles

in the prompt pursuit ofjustice m

the James Holmes case

The overly long delay of the Holmes tnal however has not been caused by the death penalty It has been caused by a
judge insufficiently committed to a speedy tnal A delay of the tnal for three years after the crime was committed should not
happen Yes the judge should proceed with care but even if the lawyers are indecisive hyperactively filmg motion after motion
or always beggmg for more time three years is too long way too long to get to tnal One can be careftil a lot faster than that
Tnal judges control their dockets and establish deadlines m each case The Holmes case should have gone to tnal last year
if not before

Osbome Dykes Denver

It IS clear from your editonal that there is frustration with the lengthy process of the justice system While I do agree that three
years is quite a ndiculous length of time for justice to be served it is only apt that there are proper revisions and decisions made
when dealmg with a human bemg s life It is not acceptable for our justice system to be kiUmg people on a whim just so justice can
be served more rapidly In due time justice will be served However we have to allow time for the correct decision to be made
Rylan Haag Colorado Spnngs
How about Udall s record"^

Re Gardner s entry mto Senate race Feb 28 letters to the editor
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Regarding Rep Cory Gardner missmg a congressional vote I beheve the letter wnter is correct that we should examine the
voting records of our elected officials We can start with Sen Mark Udalls vote for Obamacare I guess 1 would rather have
someone miss a vote than vote for a bill they didn t read don t understand or misrepresented
Nathan Hatcher Arvada

In defense of paper bags

Re Ban the bag

or charge 5 cents for it Feb 28 Joshua Keating column

I understand the need to ban or charge a fee for plasticbags what I dont understand is paper bags bemg lumped m with the
ban and fee proposals 1 for one dont want to put my groceries m dnty reusable bags that live m the trunk of my car nor do
I want to wash them every week m order to have clean bags
Valone Hipsher Parker
Why BRT beats building rail
Re

FasTracks rail line to the north still worth doing

March 1 guest commentary

The mam problem with RTD director Judy Lubow s guest commentary that urges a north FasTracks line is that bus rapid transit
(BRT) IS half the capital cost half the operatmg cost fester less head time takes more cars off the road and cames more
passengers than rail That covers about all measurable cost effectiveness items Also bus routes are completely flexible
Tom Graham Arvada
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Judge rules Holmes family friends can t oer views on death penalty

Johnlngold The Denver Post
Family members and friends of the Aurora movie theater gimman will not be allowed to ask jurors to spare bis life the judge
overseeing his murder case ruled Fnday
Prosecutors had asked Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour to prevent supporters of James Holmes from
testifymg at tnal about their opmions on the death penalty which prosecutors are seekmg agamst Holmes While family and
friends will be allowed to give testimony about Holmes character Samour agreed with prosecutors that opmions about the
death penalty will not be allowed
Survivors of the shootmg and victims families will also not be allowed to tell jurors whether they think Holmes should be
executed Samour noted m his order

Smce victim impact witnesses may not opme about the proper sentence
likewise should not be heard on what sentence the juiy should impose

Samour wrote m the order

defense witnesses

The order was one of diree Samour issued on Fnday dealmg with the kinds of thmgs jurors can hear at the tnal
now set to begin in October and could last months

which is

The two other orders deal with information gleaned durmg the mdependent psychiatric exams ofHolmes who has pleaded not
guilty by reason of insanity In one order Samour ruled that jurors should not hear any evidence that was used to determine
Holmes is currently mentally competent to stand tnal
In a second order Samour ruled that statements Holmes made dunng the exams can be admitted at tnal so long as jurors are
mstnicted only to consider the statements when decidmg whether Hohnes was sane at the tune of the cnme Defense attomeys

had argued that jurors would likely be tempted to thmk about the statements when decidmg whether to sentence Holmes to death
Twelve people were shot to death and dozens more woimded by gunfne dunng the attack on the Century Aurora 16 theater
m July 2012
Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgoId(@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Justice IS slowed by death penalty
Those who ponder the wisdom of the death penalty need look no further than the Aurora theater shooting trial for a textbook
example of the obstacles it creates m the prompt pursuit ofjustice
This week we learned the tnal of James Holmes would be delayed until October and possibly beyond as the court waits for a
new psychiatnc evaluation of the defendant and mulls potential appeals of the new evaluation

This IS all about whether Holmes was legally insane dunng the cnmes he is accused of committmg and it is the Imchpm of
the death penalty case against him
If doctors deem him legally insane and jurors agree that opens the door to a findmg of not guilty by reason of msanity and
the death penalty is ofTthe table
That s why there is trench warfare over the competency issue
Cntics ofthe drawn-out process might try to blame Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour but it s imdcrstandable
he is proceeding with care He could be second guessed m appellate court And the feet that a man s life hangs m the balance
IS no small consideration

When all pre tnal machinations are done a jury s selected from a pool of 6 000 and a tnal is finished three years may have
elapsed since the cnme And that s not even taking years of appeals into account
That IS a long time to wart for resolution of the 2012 shooting deaths of 12 people mside an Aurora movie theater at the hands
of a heavily armed gunman

especially when the evidence against the defendant is overwhelmmg

All of the facts support the argument that the death penalty should be abobshed m Colorado and state lawmakers and the

governor who has obvious quabns about it should be taking the lead on the issue
Yes polls still show support for the death penalty But if people understood that the costly seemingly interminable process
they are witnessmg in the Holmes case is inevitable these days they might just have a change of heart
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October start set for Holmes tnal

John Ingold The Denver Post

A judge on Thursday scheduled the start of the Aurora movie theater murder tnal for October but defense attorneys said
dunng a heanng they plan an appeal that could delay the long postponed tnal even further
At Thursday s heanng Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour set the start of the tnal for Oct 14 That is when
the first batch of the 6 000 prospective jurors set to be summoned for the case one of the largest jury calls in U S history
will amve for the first phase of jury selection Picking a jury could take three months meaning opening statements m the tnal
may not actuallybegmuntil 2015 A verdict and possible sentence for James Holmes are likely still morethan a year away
But defense attorneys said a tnal already nearly two years in the making could have to be delayed further Attorney Tamara
Brady said the defense plans to ask Samourto reconsider his recent order that Holmes undergoa secondpsychiatnc exam If
Samour upholds his decision Brady said the defense would likely appeal to the state Supreme Court
That would certamly delay things

she said

Later Thursday Samour placed the secwid evaluation which he has ordered completed by July 11 on hold for a few weeks
while the issue is resolved But he remamed resolute on the new tnal date

I am comfortable with the decision I made he said dunng the heanng

Holmes is charged with dozens of counts of murder and attempted murder m connection with the July 20 2012 attack on the
Century Aurora 16 movie theater m Aurora He has pleaded not guilty by reason ofinsanity a plea that prompted the court
ordered psychiatnc exams Prosecutors are seekmg the death penalty
After months of delay brought on by a prosecution request for the second psychiatnc exam Samour was eager Thursday to put
the case s schedule back in order In addition to the tnal date he set two weeks of heanngs on death penalty related arguments
for the end of Apnl and the start of May And he set a Sept 5 heanng date that he said would be the drop dead deadlme for
any effort to postpone the tnal agam
Prosecutor Rich Orman said victims of the shootmg are frustrated with the slow pace of the case
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I think to a person they would have preferred the tnal to start a long time ago Oman said
Samour said he too wants to move the case along But, he said, he must make sure the process is above question
I have to make sure things are done nght he said I m not gomg to allow thmgs to be rushed
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Insanity and Aurora theater tnal

Re Holmes insanity case shapes up as battle of mental health experts Feb 24 news story
The fundamental insamty m the tnal of the alleged Aurora theater shooter is that it s takmg place at all In order to seek the
death penalty the distnct attorney rejected a guilty plea m exchange for a sentence of hfe imprisonment without parole

Insteadof being sent directly to prison the defendant will be in the news for years This futile attempt to seek closure will
ensure notoriety keep wounds oijen and encourage copycats We are all losers in this tnal
Michael Carney Centennial

All acts of premeditated violence against innocents are by defimtion insane An independently functionmg perpetrator mentally
capable of premeditation is in all cases responsible for their acts with no exception
Our feelings about mflictmg the death penalty should not be a factor m decid ng the sentencing Only the perpetrator s feehngs
and wiUmgness on mflictmg the death penalty on others should rule its appbcation to him
Edward C Krug Lakewood
What about the puppy mills'^
Re

Would no kill law benefit Colorado s shelter animals''

Feb 16 letter to the editor

Letter wnter Gabnelle Allen is on the nght track in recommendmg a statewide spay/neuter law The fact is we already have
one And the problem is it only apphes to shelters and rescues It doesn t affect commercial breeders or the pet stores that front
for them
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Across our country an estimated 10 000 individuals with large scale substandard breedmg operations (puppy mills) are
dumping a million un neutered and unhealthy pups a year into the marketplace Overpopulation"^ Not their problem once the
money is m hand
Think what progress could be made m reducmg pet euthanasia ifthe out of state group behmd the cinrent initiative put its focus
where it is most needed It s not Colorado shelters that are the problem it s the nation s unscrupulous breeders
Jan Shellhammer Denver

Local connection to honoree

Re Medal to go to veterans overlooked due to racism Feb 22 news story
Congratulations to all 24 Medal of Honor veterans Remarkably the Denver community has a connection to at least one of the
recipients Master Sgt Juan E Negron

Sgt Negron fought with the Puerto Rican 65th Infantry Regiment of the 3rd Infantry in Korea The commander of the 65th
(nicknamed the Bonnqueneers) Gen W W Hams and the second in command Col G W Childs (my father) are both buned
m Fort Logan National Cemetery Additionally a stone monument was erected m Fort Logan several years ago honormg the
men of the 65th

Sgt Negron s family will receive the Medal of Honor on March 18 from President Obama remforcmg Gen Douglas
MacArthur s statement on Feb 12 1951 The Puerto Ricans formmg the ranks of the gaUant 65th Infantiy on the battlefields
of Korea are wntmg a bnihant record of achievement m battle and I am proud mdeed to have them m this command I wish
that we might have many more like them
Polly Childs Rogers Highlands Ranch
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Holmes insanity case shapes up as battle of mental health experts
Johnlngold Hie Denver Post
In the week before major heanngs on James Holmes psychiatnc evahiation the doctor who performed the exam met with
defense attomeys three times but refused to meet with prosecutors because he said he didn t trust them
That was just one of the reasons why the judge overseemg the Aarora movie theater murder case decided to order a new doctor
to perform an entirely new evaluation on Hohnes accordmg to the order issued last week And it hmts at the kmd of sharply
divided fights over Hohnes sanity that will dominate the tnal when no fewer than five mental health experts now appear likely
to take the stand and offer an opinion
These types of battles are exactly what Colorado s system of independent evaluations for msanity defendants was intended to
prevent But legal experts said the high profile and, consequently the high stakes of the theater shooting case always
made it much more likely that jurors would have to choose between conflictmg expert opinions
The battle of the experts happens very rarely maybe only 10 percent of cases said Michael Perlm a professor at New York
Law School who has studied the msanity defense But in high profile cases it s more common
Hohnes is charged with dozens of coxmts of murder and attempted murder in connection with the Aurora theater attack But
because he has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity the mam question m the case is not whether he did it but why
A psychologist hired by the defense Robert Hanlon has questioned Holmes about his mental state at the time of the shootmg
accordmg to court fihngs But to give prosecutors a level field m the debate on Holmes samty Arapahoe County Distnct Court
Judge Carlos Samour ordered an independent exam
The Colorado Mental Health Institute assigned Dr Jeffrey Metzner a psychiatrist who has taught at the University ofColorado

and consulted with the mstitute since the 1970s to perform the exam Metzner said the institute couldnt appomt one of its m
house doctors because of a conflict of interest accordmg to Samour s order
Thmgs became acnmonious however after prosecutors read Metzner s report and disagreed with one ofits fmdmgs Accordmg
to Samour s order prosecutors questioned Metzner about his evaluation durmg a meeting that Metzner left feeling blmdsided
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When prosecutors subsequently requested a new exam and accused Metzner of bias m his evaluation Metzner refused
to meet with them further testifying dunng closed door hearmgs last month on the prosecution s request that he didn t trust
them, accordmg to Samour s order Metzner contmued to meet with defense attorneys
While Samour concluded that Metzner wasn t biased m conductmg the exam he found that Metzner is now
At this time

Samour wrote

Dr Metzner appears to view prosecutmg attorneys as adversanes

That and inadequacies that Samour found m Metzner s report prompted Samour to order the mental health mstitute to
conduct a nationwide search for another doctor to perform another mdependent evaluation ofHolmes

Prosecutors had proposed that their own experts who are bemg paid at $300 and $400 an hour respectively conduct the
evaluation But Samour ruled that they were also too biased to do the job One of the experts has ah-eady been paid more than
$45 000 by the prosecution Samour noted
What the court is saymg is We want to start all over
is trying to avoid any ^pearance of bias

said Denver attorney and legal analyst Karen Stemhauser The court

Court ordered evaluations are supposed to provide mdependent clanty amid partisan argument And Perhn the law professor
said It usually works
In more than 90 percent of msanity cases junes side with the mdependent evaluation s findings Perhn s research has found
Even when there are multiple experts m msanity cases Perlm says studies show they rarely disagree on average only about
12 percent of the time
But just because the theater shooting case is one of those rare times when the mental health experts do conflict doesn t mean
jurors will be helpless to pick between the divergent opmions of Hohnes samty Steven Pitt a nationally known forensic
psychiatnst said the multiple opimons two from mdependent doctors two from prosecution experts and one from a defense
expert might provide jurors with a better picture of Holmes mental state
In the search for truth I think it has the potential to play out the way it should Pitt said
to be evahjated by another expert
I think that benefits everybody

The defendant has the opportumty

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgoId@denverpost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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New exam for Holmes

Judge agrees with prosecutors that doctor s conclusions need more explanation
John Ingold The Denver Post
James Holmes will undergo a second court ordered psychiatnc evaluation after the judge overseeing the Aurora movie
theater murder case rded that the first exam was incomplete and madequate
In an order issued Wednesday Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour agreed with prosecutors that the
psychiatnst who perforaied the first exam Dr Jeffrey Metzner didn t sufficiently explain how he reached his conclusions about
Holmes sanity on the mght of the shooting

[A]lthough Dr Metzner collected and documented a lot of factual mforaiation as part of hs exammadon he offered little
rationale for some of his opinions and findings Samour wrote
The bases for Dr Metmer s opmion regarding the issue of
samty are just as important to the truth finding process as the opmion itself
However Samour rejected the prosecution s request that die new evaluation be conducted by doctors hired by the prosecution
Instead Samour ordered officials at the Colorado Mental Health Institute who appointed Metzner to conduct the first evaluation
to pick a new independent doctor for the second evaluation
The ruling will significantly delay the case s trial which was already on hold while Samour considered the prosecution s request
Samour set a deadline for the report of the second evaluation to be completed by July 11 nearly two years after the attack
In a separate order issued Wednesday Samour wrote that he hopes to set a new tnal date during a hearing next week
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges that he murdered 12 people and tned to kill many more inside
the Century Aurora 16 movie theater on July 20 2012 As a consequence of the plea Samour ordered Holmes to undergo
a psychiatnc exam by an mdependent doctor an effort to create a level playing field for prosecutors and defense attorneys
to debate Holmes samty Such examinations are crucial m msanity defense cases since junes almost always side with the
findmgs of the report
The results ofMetzner s exam have not been revealed other than that Metzner found Holmes mentally well enough currently to
stand tnal But Samour revealed in his order Wednesday that prosecutors challenged Metzner s conclusions only about Holmes
sanity at the time of the crime
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While that makes it appear that Metzner's report was favorable to the defense Denver attorney Karen Steinhauser said it may
not ultimately be useful to the defense at tnal smce prosecutors were able to raise doubts about it
So It raises the question of how valuable Dr Metzner s report will end up being she said
John Ingold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Dad upset by lawmaker s gun remaric
Kurtis Lee The Denver Post

Tom Sulhvan whose 27 year old son Alex was killed in the Aurora theater shooting on Wednesday voiced outrage at
comments from a state senator who said It was perhaps a good thing the gunman had a 100 round magazme
State Sen Bemie Herpm R Colorado Spnngs said it was maybe a good thing he (suspect James Holmes) had a 100 round
magazme because it jammed dunng the July 2012 massacre that left 12 dead and dozens mjured
If he had mstead had four five six 15 round magazines no tellmg how much damage he could have done until a good guy
showed up he said, ofFermg testimony before a Senate Judiciary committee on a bill to repeal a law that limits ammumtion
magazmes to 15 rounds
The bill sponsored by Herpm was rejected later Wednesday on a straight line party vote
In recent days several supporters of repealmg gun control laws passed m 2013 have stressed that larger ammunition magazmes
jam easier than lower roimd ones

There s just a real lack of empathy for the victims for everyone unpacted by the shooting said Sulhvan who tesUfied m
opposition to Herpm s repeal measure Since his sons death Sullivan has dedicated much of his time to voicing support for
tougher gun control laws across the country
Herpm is a first term legislator who assumed office last fall after the recall of Senate President John Morse a Democrat who
was ousted pnmanly for his support of new gun control laws
This IS the guy we brought m to replace John Morse*? And be s really gomg to talk like that said Sulhvan 'No compassion

After lawmakers rejected Herpm s bill he said his intent was to make a point that the high capacity magazme (the suspect)
was usmg was unrehable andjammed and that saved lives
Asked whether he thought it was OK for Holmes to have a 100 round magazme Herpm was more direct
No I don t think it was good for him to be m the theater to begin with he said
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iPhone e mails OK d for trial

Johnlngold The Denver Post

The judge overseeing the Aurora movie theater shooting murder case has denied the last of the defense s motions to keep
evidence from tnal

Ineightseparateordersissued Monday Arapahoe CountyDistrictCourtJudgeCarlosSamourrejected motions fromthe defense
to keep jurors from hearmg about evidence found m James Holmes iPhone iPod, computers e mails and bank records
It appears that evidence from the iPhonc in particular will play an important role at tnal becausemvestigators say they found
pictures on the phone of Hohnes posing with guns and also what appear to be photos tak«i of movie theaterdoors as part of
possible planning for the attack that killed 12 people and wounded dozens more

Defenseattorneys hadchallenged the piecesof evidence by arguingthat the searchwarrantsusedto obtainthemwerent specific
enough For instance the defense attorneys said detectives didn t attempt to set a date range for the e mails sought makmg their
search unconstitutionally overbroad, accordmg to their motion

But Samourrejected that argument writing that the massive scale of the attack required police to think big in their mvestigation
No date range could have been justified Samour wrote in several of the orders issued Monday Officers realized that these
were no mipromptu cranes extensive planmng and preparation had obviously gone mto the shootmg and the booby trappmg
of the apartment But they had no way of knowmg whether it had taken months a year two years or longer to complete such
plannrag and preparation

In another ofthe orders issued Monday Samour said prosecutors can also use records from Holmes credit union despite pohce
havmg mitiaUy obtamed those records illegaUy Prosecutors said the illegal seizure resulted from an honest mistake by pohce
which they set straight when they learned about it nearly a year later Defense attorneys argued that prosecutors shouldn t get
a do over

On Monday Samour ruled that they should

There is no allegation of prosecutonal misconduct and no basis to sanction the prosecution Samour wrote Police officers
alone were responsible for the 2012 illegal search and seizure
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Samours orderson Monday maik the lastof the majorfights overwhatevidence shouldbe admitted at trial Previously Samour
has denied most other defense motions to block jurors from heanng about statements Holmes made to pobce or items found
m his apartment

Meanwhile Samour has yet to rule on whether Holmes who has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity should undergo a
second court ordered psychiatric evaluation The tnal is on hold until Samoiu" makes his decision

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@dcnverpost com or twittercom/john_mgold
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I want you to know we are coming back for you God has heard your prayers and we are coming back
EncGorski The Denver Post

Deimis Leonard built Hentage Chnstian Center into a flounshmg multiracial church by connecting with hurting people

From the pulpit the preacher mined his past life one of frcquentmg mghtclubs and recovermg from divorce Members
volunteered at a church food bank and fed the homeless The choir was top notch

Leonard also preacheda gospel of prospenty

suggestmg a bountiful return for those who gave generously to the church

that has been cnticized for preymg on the vulnerable

Then he walked away retmng m 2010 and raovmg to Califomia
Leonard 64 is about to embark on a second act m Colorado announcing plans to open a Hentage Chnstian Center m Aurora
with a 1 500 seat sanctuary m a former sporting goods store the church bought

I want you to know we are commg back for you Leonard said dunng a Fnday night guest appearance at Calvaiy Temple m
Denver attended by many of his former members God has heard your prayers and we are coming back
After his retirement announcement Leonard began another Hentage Chnstian Center in National City Calif near San Diego
He said he will split time between that congregaton and the Aurora campus which is set to open this summer
Leonard declined to comment further citing his disapproval of a 2006 Denver Post senes on Hentage Chnsnan Center an
mdependent Pentecostal congreganon Leonard founded m his basement m 1985
The stones exammed prospenty theology Leonard s use of a church owned jet and financial arrangements that benefited his
relanves including commissionseamed from a housmg nonprofit group afRhated with the church At the time the church said
all donations were spent responsibly and that it followed the rules

At Fnday s announcement which Leonard promoted on Facebook the pastor shed more light on his departure from Denver
He said health issues bad sapped him of his strength and ability to mmister He said he reqmred a pacemaker for his heart and
14 months ago imderwent open heart surgery to replace a valve
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The Heritage Chnstian Center campus was sold m 2010 to The Potters House of Denver which has a close relationship with
but operates independently from Dallas megachurch The Potter s House founded by Bishop T D Jakes
Leonard on Fnday described that transition as a passing of the torch to a younger man
who Leonard said IS domg a tremendous job

the Rev Chns Hill a Jakes prot[©g[©

Hill emphasized this week that Potter s House of Denver is a new entity with a different governing body than Hentage The
Denver Potters House is also independent from the Dallas church
Hill said that since taking over the 3 500 seat auditonum where Leonard once preached attendance has grown from 2 500 to
about 7 000 and membership is younger and more diverse
The vast preponderance of our people now have no connection or even knowledge of Hentage Chnstian Center he said

Hill said he has not spoken with Leonard about his return
There are more than enough Chnstians for us to exist together and we welcome any church that would come to serve the
community to preach hope and to bnng light he said
Arapahoe County Assessor s records show Hentage Chnstian Center Inc bought a 4 6 acre parcel at 14401 E Exposition Ave
in Aurora for about $2 4 million in October The 55 000 square foot building which formerly housed a Sports Authonty store
IS near the site of the 2012 Aurora theater shooting
In San Diego Leonard s plans to split time between two congregations is not pleasing everyone said Quentin Redman a former
elder there who left m part because he opposed the plan

People here are basically ticked because they felt like they have been used as a steppingstone to finance his organization to
go back to Denver where his heart was m the first place Redman said
At Fnday night s service Leonard wore a navy suit and orange tie and danced and clapped along with the choir

He said he had regained his strength He spoke of overcommg stoims blowing into your life and of financial and relationship
problems
Leonard mostly avoided social issues and politics dunng his last tenure m Denver but on Fnday he singled out Colorado s
legalization of manjuana as evidence of a liberal state mentality He called it a gateway drug that opens up your mmd to
the demonic realm

Jesus

he said

did not turn the water into manjuana

Leonard was the first white bishop ordained m a loose network of black churches called the Full Gospel Baptist Church
Fellowship He said there was no need to call him bishop anymore though
He urged his former flock to return to the title used back when Hentage Chnstian Center started
EncGorski 303 954 1971 egorski@denverpost com or twitter com/egorski
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Cash poor school districts cut back on counselors and psychologists
Zahira Torres The Denver Post

Mental health services provided by school counselors psychologists and social workers are a key bne ofdefense against school
violence experts say

But some of the biggest school distncts in the Denver metro area don t meet the national recommendations for employing
enough of those specialists

In districts such as Denver Public Schools and Douglas County the ratio of students to counselors exceeds 900 to 1 more
than three times the national recommendation of 250 to 1 And counselors workmg m schools are stretched thin with multiple
responsibilities that divert attention away from mental health
As a coimselor and all of us m education you join the field because you have a passion for kids But when coimselors have so
many expectations and they are working 70-hour weeks makmg sure they complete everything asked of them and all student
needs are met inevitably something may be missed said Samantha Haviland president of the Colorado School Counselor
Association

She said a cotmselor s duties mcJude scheduling classes to keep students on track for graduation providing career and college
plans for students engaging parents and offering attendance behavioral and cnsis intervention

Last month Haviland testified before a state legislative committee in response to safety concerns after a December shooting
at Arapahoe High School The shootmg was one of two startlmg episodes of student violence over the past two months A
Standley Lake High School student last week set himself afire m a suicide attempt
Haviland who was a student at Columbme High School durmg a shootmg that left 13 people and the two gunmen dead, said
discussions around school safety often miss a key component in preventing violence mental health support

When you are talking impact and where do we prioritize in order to prevent school violence we have the drills m place we
she said School violence has a correlation
to mental health Its not a logical response for a kid when they are suicidal or angry to go on this mass kilhng Thats not
a logical thing
have the locked doors m place but we do not have the mental services m place
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Staffing gmdelinesCounselors are the first stop for students who need help with academics and basic social and behavioral
problems Social workers and psychologists work with students who have more intense needs special education drug and
alcohol counseling pregnancy and truancy

Recommended staffing guidebnes are 250 students to one counselor 1 000 students for every psychologist and 400 students
per social worker accordmg to the health policy database for the National Association of State Boards of Education
At Arapahoe High in Centennial the ratio of students to school counselors is 568 to 1 an mcrease from the 450 to 1 dunng
the 2009 10 school year The campus part of Littleton Public Schools has one psychologist who serves its nearly 2 300
students and no social worker accordmg to data obtained by The Denver Post through an open records request
Standley Lake High School m Westminster where a 16-year old set himself on fire last week has 337 students for every
counselor The number is below the national average of 471 students for every counselor but is higher than the recommended
ratio The campus part of Jefferson County Pubhc Schools has one social worker and no psychologist
Finding the money to reduce the high nimiber of students served by mental health personnel is an issue
Administrators ofcash strapped Colorado school districts say years of budget cuts have left them struggling to pay for necessary
mental health staff and services that could help curb violence Smce the 2009 10 school year districts across the state have
lost more than $1 billion in state funding

Cmdy Stevenson Jefferson County Public Schools superintendent said funding has decreased as the number of students with
mental health needs has grown at the district
State budget cuts have left the distnct with fewer dollars than it had four years ago The distnct gets $6 485 per student a
decrease from the $6 906 per student that it received in 2009 10
I don t know that we ve ever been staffed adequately but I would say the reduction in resources has made a big difference
Stevenson said It becomes a matter of where you put your resoxnx;es We ve chosen academics but we also certainly believe
that mental health is important

Jefferson County Public Schools has about 597 students for every coimselor more than 1 300 per psychologistand nearly I 100
for each social worker

The school distnct has a $ 164 000 contract with Jefferson Coimty Mental Health to provide a school based counselmg program

and prevention specialists at 11 campuses But Stevenson said the distnct would like to do more
Littleton Public Schools where Arapahoe High student Karl Pierson killed himself and senior Claire Davis has 687 students
per counselor 831 for every psychologist and about 1 380 for each social woricer No one at Littleton Public Schools was
willmg to comment for this story

Stevenson said appropnately addressing mental health needs requires a two tiered approach maintammg an adequate number
of qualified staff such as counselors psychologists and social workers and trammg all employees in identifymg and helpmg
students with mental health needs

Trammg servicesDistncts across Colorado have programs on bullying and suicide prevention and some offer training for
teachers and staff on identifymg mental health needs Others woric with commumty partners that offer counselmg services for
students
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The state does not specifically provide distncts money for mental health services but instead funds them based on student
enrollment School distncts then diwy up the money to pay for programs and staff

State lawmakers passed a nearly S20 million mental health package m May in response to the Aurora theater shootug that
killed 12 people m July 2012 The package focused on community programs and did not directly provide money to school
distncts

Nationally President Barack Obama presented his proposed budget to reduce school violence after the Sandy Hook shooting
that caused the deaths of 20 children and six adults The budget proposal mcludes $130 million to train teachers and staff at
schools to recognize early signs of mental ilhess and get students help

But politically charged debates overthe presidents call for gun control as part of his planto improve school safetyhave often
overshadowed discussions about mental health

David Esquith directorof the U S Department of Education s Office of Safe and Healthy Schools said more mental health
services are needed withm schools as well as training for additional personnel

Its a resource issue m terms of fundmg to support the delivery of services Esquith said about the challenges of offermg
mental health services 1 think we re finding that traditional outpatient settings are not as effective as school based mental
health services

Experts say that providmg mental health support should be a routme measure not just one that is looked at as a possible fix to
school violetice Adequate mental health support improves a child s abihty to learn educators said
Nationwide almost one m four children ages 9 to 17 has a diagnosable mental or addictive disorder according to the National
Alliance on Mental Illness

Psychologist and school violence expert John Nicoletti warns that while some school shooters have mental illnesses the vast
majonty of people with mental illnesses are not violent
Nmety nme percent of the individuals who have some type of mental health issue aren t gomg to become violent, Nicoletti
said

We can t start stereotyping and discnmmatmg against mentally ill people

Zahira Torres 303 954-1244 ztorres@denverpost com or twitter com/zahu^torresdp
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Defense pushes for reporter to testify
John Ingold The Denver Post
CENTENNIALDefense attorneys m the Aurora movie theater murder case plan to take their effort to subpoena a Fox News
reporter all the way to the U S Supreme Court

Last year New York s highest court ruled that a state law there protects journalists from having to reveal their sources and
quashed a subpoena for reporter Jana Wmter who is based in New York Defense attorneys want to find out who leaked
information to Wmter about a notebook that gunman James Holmes mailed to his psychiatnst

At the end of a hearmg m the murder case Fnday Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour asked the defense
whether it would petition the U S Supreme Court to review the issue
It s my understandmg they are gomg to seek a petition

defense attorney Tamara Brady said

A gag order prevented her from answenng quesuons after the hearmg about what she meant
University of Denver law professor Justin Marceau said the Supreme Court can take a case only if there s an issue related to
the U S Constitution or other federal laws

It s not immediately clear what the federal hook is he said
The announcement punctuated a day in which the dryly scientific testimony of two FBI lab specialists belied the violence they
described

The two helped create a three dimensional scan of the theater part of a massive undertakmg to track the flight of every bullet
fhed durmg one of the worst mass shootings m American history The purpose of Fnday s hearmg was to determme whether
their analyses were credible enough to be admitted at tnal as expert testimony Samour will rule on the issue later
FBI forensic exammer Brett Mills testified that he foimd 238 bullet holes or impact marits mside the theater
The majonty of the shots we saw gomg into the seats were mdicative of high velocity rounds
smgle bullets created multiple holes
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Mills testified that a trajectory analysis of the bullet holes pointed to most of the shots coming from the front of the theater
near the exit door that detectives say Holmes entered through Defense attorneys who want to exclude the evidence from tnal
attempted to chip away at that analysis noting the trajectory of two bullet holes pomted to the ceiling But Mills said many
bullets likely changed course after stnkmg mtervenmg objects
When you re talkmg about mtervenmg objects

prosecutor Karen Pearson later asked Mills those are people nght*^

That s correct. Mills repbed

Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Media to ask for open files
Carlos lUescas The Denver Post

The Colorado Supreme Court on Thursday hfted a stay m the Sir Mano Owens death penalty case which could clear the way
to unseal files including courtroom transcnpts that have been under wraps for more than six years
Attorney Steve Zansberg who represents a consortium of media organizations including The Denver Post will file a motion
m Arapahoe County District Court on Fnday asking that the case be unsealed
In that motion Zansberg will point to the Aurora theater shooting case m which Judge Carlos Samour denied defendant
James Holmes request that courtroom transcripts be kept secret rulmg that to do so would defy logic and common sense
There is no support for it in the law Zansberg said Thursday
Owens was sentenced to death m 2008 for the killing of Vivian Wolfe and Javad Marshall Fields Marshall Fields was set
to testify against Owens finend Robert Ray m another murder case when Marshall Fields and Wolfe were gunned down m
Aurora m June 2005 on the eve of that tnal

Ray is also on death row for the same murders Ray and Owens are appealing their cases

Jeffrey Roberts

executive director of the Colorado Freedom of Information Coahtion also a party to the motion to unseal

said even Colorado court databases make htde or no mention of the Owens case

Most if not all of this mformation has already been out there in the public domain Roberts said
for keeping it under wraps and making it seem that this case almost doesn t exist''

What is the reason now

Arapahoe County District Court Judge Gerald Rafferty who oversaw the tnals ofOwens and Ray will decide whether to unseal
the case It s not clear how long that will take
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Lawmakers renew debate on guns amid call for avihty
Lynn Bartels The Denver Post

Tuesday marks the one yearanniversary of a game changmg newsconference at the stateCapitol when Democrats unveiled
their package of gun control measures

Republicans denounced the legislation and even some Democrats were opposed
I think that s when the tone of the session changed said Sen Lucia Guzman D Denver

Battle lines were drawn not only on guns but a vancty of measures and veterans proclaimed it one of the nosiest and nastiest
sessions m decades

The battlethenmovedfrom the Capitol to state Senatedistricts wheretwo senatorswere recalled by votersanda third resigned
rather than go through an election

This year Repubhcans have mtroduced at least eight gun bills A House committee on Thursday heard the first House Bill
1041 byReps JaredWnghtofFruitaandChnsHolbertofParicer Itwould allow qualified citizens to carry conccaled handguns
without needing a pennit

About a dozen people signed up to testify

But crowdsare expected when Repubhcans presenttheirbills to repealor tinkerwith last years gimmeasures said Joe Neville
lobbyist for Rocky Mountam Gun Owners That list includes laws that expand the expansion of background checks and a ban
on ammunition magazines that hold more than 15 rounds
Also on Thursday religious leaders fromthe metro area urged civilitydunng the gim debate

Theclergy alsochampioned thetougher gunbiUs thatwerepassed lastyearbyDemocrats butsaidtheissue isnotabout politics
This is not Democrat and Repubhcan This is not partisan whatsoever said Rabbi Joseph Black of Temple Emanuel As a
person of faith I thmk the more violence we can reduce the more God s presence can be feh m our state
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Amen to that said the Rev Del Phillips of the House Worship Center

Our hope is beyond the politics all of the legislative body here would find themselves reachmg a higher scale to be able to
define what is right for our community he said

Black and Phillipsjoined with 10other clergy members at the Capitol but SenateMmonty LeaderBill Cadman who led the
fight against last year s gun bills said those clergy are not representative of all faith leaders m the state
I know a lot of clergy who carry the Colorado Sprmgs Repubhcan said
Among those at the news conference Tom Sullivan whose son Alex was killed during the massacre at an Aurora movie
theater in 2012 He nodded to the religious leaders

These gtiys have been with the fimiilies fit>m the fu^ day he said, and they contmue to stand with us throughout this
Lynn Bartels 303 954 5327 lbartels@denverpost com or twitter com/lynn_bartels
Guns

GOP gun bills m the House

HB 1041 allows canying concealed handguns without permits Reps Jared Wnght and Chns Holbert
HB1151 repeals ammunition magazine prohibition Reps Holbert and Lon Same
HB 1097 sales and use tax holiday for firearms ammo and accessones Rep Clance Navarro Ratzlaff
GOP gun bills m the Senate

SB 094 repeals requirement for background checks for private transfers and repeal fees for checks Sen George Rivera
SB 038 prohibits governments from restnctmg firearms in an emergency Sen Scott Renfix)e
SB 090 expands exemption on background checks to include step Sen Randy Baumgardner
SB 100 repeals magazine ban by Sens Baumgardner Rivera

SB 135 allows firearms piu-chases from non contiguous states if legal m both states Sen Greg Brophy
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It won t be a quiet retirement I don t think my personahty would allowit But I need to take a breather
Electa Draper The Denver Post
Araphoe County Sheriff Grayson Robmson says he has one last good adventure left m him
I m excited about the fact I don t know what it is

he said

The 63 year old dean of Colorado law enforcement looks distmguished as usual but then boyishly happy as he contemplates
retirement Fnday 11 months before this third term expires
The timing is part of his master plan He intends Undershenff David Watcher who was named his mtenm replacement by the
county commissioners Tuesday to enjoy a seamless transition to bemg the next elected shenff
I could be very apprehensive and anxious about leavmg if I didn t feel confident about the people I have m place Robmson
said

As for his own future he said he will take two months to consider what Act IT might look like
I plan to think things through

Robmson said

It wont be a qujet retirement I dont think my personality would allow it

But I need to take a breather

Fair to all

His law enforcement career of 42 years 22 of them in Arapahoe County encompassed harrowmg high profile crimes such
as the Aurora movie theater massacre m July 2012 and Decembers fatal shooting at Arapahoe High School Yet he talks
more about workmg to reform the cnrmnal justice system

Robmson a Pittsburgh native who grew up with a work ethic honed both in the inner city where he lived and on family farms
where he helped out came to Colorado at age 10

He studied busmess at Regis Umversity and served m the Army but once he entered the pohce academy he didn t look back
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Robinson toiled to upgrade evidence based investigative practices and ofRcer training He championed both victims nghts and
humane treatment of inmates and worked to restructure drug sentencing advocate for the mentally ill improve interagency
coordination and reduce threats to communities across the state as a leader with the North Central All Hazards Emergency
Management Region

Dolores County SheriffJerry Martm said Robmson s advocacy was even handed

fair for both large metro and small rural

counties

Here s the deal Aurora Pobce Chief Dan Oates said Grayson is the guy He s special There s no one I know who is held
in quite the regard he is by all his peers

It s a real real loss for Colorado law enforcement and everybody knows it
everybody m leadership Oates said That s how good he is

every governor every judge every prosecutor

Robinson was the top lawman m a county of roughly 600 000 people but he didnt see his job as law enforcement

I think the people I work with see their jobs as problem solvers Robinson said After 4 30 pm holidays and weekends
we are the government

He bnstles when asked how many people work for hun 1work for the people of the county I have 764 people working with
me Nobody works for me

He calls the staff exceptionally well equipped and well tramed He also boasts that the office has been tight with tax dollars
and never in deficit

His decision to leave office almost a year early has created some buzz about him as a potential candidate for some other office
Robinson rejects that
To serve as sheriff I had to stand for election for three times
despise it

he said

I know what that takes I hate partisan politics I

He IS a registered Republican but has been told he s not a very good one
I m awfully proud of that

he said

Fve been chastised for endorsmg Democrats and I d do it again tomorrow

Besides he said he s already held the best elected office anyone could have He began every speech he s given
Robmson I m honored and blessed to serve as your sheriff

I m Grayson

Some days were harder than others The fatal shooting of 17 year old Claire Davis at Arapahoe High School Dec 13 remams
a source of sorrow

The sadness is not a burden 1 embrace it Its motivating to me Robmson said I contmue to contemplate it I think about
them the family of Claire Davis They allowed me m to see people of grace and purpose

Irony of Clements death
There are a few other ghosts
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Robinson also remains in contactwith the family of Andrew Graham 23 whosedeath m Centennial in 2009 remainsunsolved
I will always advocate for a solution to that case I can t set it aside

One of the most profound losses for Robinson was the March 2013 murder of prisons chief Tom Clements who was shot to
death m the doorway of his home by a former pnsoner

I missTomgreatly Robinson said If therewasa manwhowas gomg to make a difference (for inmates) it washim What
a tembie irony that he was killed by the kmd of personwho stood most to gam from his reforms
Robinson s neighbors havecome to associate the shenff s bad days with the whme of electnc saws and other equipment m the
woodworking shop where Robmson goes to clear his rmnd
Or I retreat to my basement at home close the door to my office turn up the stereo and play (my bass) with Peter Paul and
Mary he said 1ve backed up Alison Krauss more times than you can imagine

Robmson called the arrest m 2011 of his predecessor former Arapahoe County Shenff Patnck J Sullivan Jr on charges of
trafficking methamphetamme a deep shock and sad day for the community

Sullivan who pleadedguilty m the meth for sex case was held in a jail that had been named for him by Robinson who had
been his imdershenff

Yet the scandal didnt come to define the office Robinson s mtegnty defines the office saidArapahoeshenffsLt Chns George
a S W A T commander

Very early on whenyou come mto this culturethere is no mistaking that it is a cultureof the utmostprofessionalism mtegnty
and ethics George said We walk the walk Robmson has a clear vision and it makes it easy for us
Former Arapahoe County Judge Ethan Feldman has known Robinson for 40 years but can t unearth a single skeleton
Feldman has known the shenff since Robmson was a Littleton police officer and he was a rookie deputy distnct attorney

He s just the kind of person you want m public service Feldman said He has the highest mtegnty He understands the job
He s always forward looking
Undershenff Dave Walcher jokmgly deotifies himself as a piece of the shenffs strategic thinking Robinson recruited him

from Jefferson County about four years ago to replace him Everythmg about him is long term deliberative
With more than a week to go before his departure all but one drawer of his desk was empty
When he re emerges m the pubbc square Robinson said it will be as a reformer

Tm passionate about mental health he said The jails have become our mental health institutions

Arapahoe County Commissioner Rod Bockenfeld said Robinson will be tough to replace
The average citizen would never xmderstand the full value of what Grayson brought to the office he said because his whole
philosophy was to prevent nsk rather than react to it
Meanwhile Robmson s wife lube a crime analyst who retired m July is excited he 11 be around
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My wife and my brother would say I ve not been very good at the work life balance Robmson said but it worked for me
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Hearings focus on key issues
John Ingold The Denver Post

A week of significant hearings m the Aurora theater shooting case beginsbehind closed doors Monday as prosecutors and
defense attorneys argue over issues of mental health and the death penalty

The purpose of the first four days of heanngs is to determine whether James Holmes will be told to undergo another court
ordered psychiatric evaluation Prosecutore are challengmg the first evaluation by alleging that the doctor who performed it
was biased

They want Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour to order Holmes to undergo an evaluation by two prosecution
experts which defense attorneys argue would violate constitutional protections against self mcnmination
The evaluations are critical because Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insamty Junes often agree with the findmgs
of the court ordered evaluation when deciding a verdict
The mformation that will be discussed at the hearmg goes to the heart of the case
this week s heanngs

Samour wrote m an earlier order about

The results of the first evaluation have not been revealed and to keep them secret until tnal Samour closed the heanngs on
the evaluation to the public and to victims of the theater attack Defense attorneys have previously filed a motion clamimg the
evaluation shows Holmes is too mentally ill to be sentenced to death

A heanng on Fnday though will be open to the pubbc Then defense attorneys are expected to argue that mformation gleaned
fix)m complex crime scene reconstruction techniques should not be admitted at tnal In a motion tiie defense argued that
opmions denved from blood spatter evidence bullet trajectory calculations and 3 D imaging are unreliable
Most of the prosecution s motion response has been sealed
Hohnes could face the death penalty if convicted of murder m the shooting deaths of 12 people at the Century Aurora 16
theater
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Holmes judge limits evidence on death penalty
Johnlngold The Denver Post

The defense m the Aurora movie theater murder case wont be able to present evidence at trial about the history of the death
penalty or about how the gunman s possible execution would unpact his family
In two orders Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour said neither type of evidence would be relevant to jurors
decidmg whether to sentence gunman James Holmes to death Samour ruled that jurors should be given a succinct and clear
instruction about laws regardmg sentences to death or life m prison without parole Samour concluded that while defendants
are allowed to present mitigating evidence dunng a death penalty tnal only mformation about the accuseds character and
history and about the circumstances of the cnme are valid for the jury to consider
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Pills high bills ER dnve health debate
Michael Booth The E>enver Post

Colorado politicians and health care leaders will avoid major system overhauls this year as they watch the new federal health
care law kick m but they promise sharp debate over pills high bills and ER overuse
Legislators say they will tackle big headhne items from the past year that mclude rampant overbuildmg of high cost emergency
rooms how to mvolxmtanly commit mental health patients to secure treatment and how to tally the state s cost of the Medicaid
expansion

Recumng patient complamts about mexplicably high hospital bills also call for tweakmg of 2012 legislation meant to protect
the umnsured from bankruptcy said state Sen Irene Aguilar D Denver who sponsored the original law Consumer groups
surveyed whether hospitals are complymg and found gaps Aguilar said

She wants to strengthen the law to say the umnsured and low mcome could only be charged what the hospital gets from Medicare
a low pnce previously negotiated by the federal government plus 20 percent
The ongmal bill also left an enforcement gap Aguilar said and now she wants the state health department to check compliance
with the biUmg regulations when it bcenses and renews hospitals

While many health leaders m Colorado watch to see how Medicaid expansion and private msurance exchanges associated with
Obamacare work m the first year some Repubhcans still have questions Rep Janak Joshi R Colorado Sprmgs womes that
the state s eventual share of the rapid Medicaid expansion will break the budget
Health costs are aheady a deep drain on state spendmg The federal government will pick up 100 percent ofthe cost ofexpandmg
Medicaid m the first few years but that rate falls to 90 percent later (The usual Medicaid match is 50/50 with states)
They said they d give 100 percent but that can change Joshi said

Congress has kicked the can on the budget

Joshi also womes that exchange policies sold with very high deductibles threaten more of the same xmpayable medical bills
that put momentum behind health reform m the first place
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Many state leaders soU want changes clanfymg bow mental health and substance abuse patients can be held for observation
and treatment even against their will Gov John Hickenlooper set reform goals m 2012 after Aurora theater shooter James
Holmes mental health issues became known

Efforts in 2013 fell short as mental health advocates and state officials worked on details Rep Beth Mc Cann D Denver will
help renew the mental health hold reforms this year

Defmmg danger to themselves and others is difficult McCann said

McCann said police also would like to receive notifications when a potentially dangerous person is released from treatment so
that officers could either notify f^ly members or develop a criminal case to keep them from harming others
The legislature may also tackle pain pill and other prescnption abuse by requmng doctors and pharmacists to register with a
state monitoring database when they are hcensed m Colorado Only about 30 percent of providers are usmg the database which
can show when patients are doctor or pharmacy shopping to get extra pills

Other states fmd that when doctors and pharmacists must sign up with the registry they are more likely to use it to check for
problems McCann said Lawmakers have so far resisted making the database check mandatory before all prescnptions but if
mtenm steps fail they might reconsider McCann said
Aguilar also wants to tackle the recent spate of new ER beds m Colorado deemed unnecessary duplication by many medical
leaders For profit companies are even building stand alone ERs to take advantage of higher reimbursement rates allowed for
ER services

Aguilar s idea for a bill would require an ER to be part of a full hospital unless there were no hospitals for 25 miles Licensmg
the stand alone ERs as a community urgent care center would allow them to offer many services in demand without the
confusion and the higher costs for patients Aguilar said
Michael Booth 303 954 1686 mbooth@denverpost com or twitter com/mboothdp
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Judge scos at leniency
Kirk Mitchell The Denver Post

A federal judge expressed disbelief when prosecutors recommended probation for a South Carolina woman who admitted
threatemng to kill 85 people a day after the Aurora theater shooting

Are you kidding me"^ U S EhstnctJudgeR BrookeJacksonaskedwhenhe heardthe prosecution s hght sentencmgproposal
Mebssa Jordan 35 appeared m a teleconference hearmg ongmatmg m U S Distnct Court m Denver on Thursday mommg and
pleaded guilty to one count of making a threat Jordan was sittmg beside her attorney m a courtroom m Charleston S C
Sentencmg was scheduled for a later date after Jackson made sure Jordan understood that he didn t have to follow a sentencmg
recommendation by her public defender and a prosecutor
Jackson said the maximum sentence was three years in pnson
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Expand the reach of shield law
A bill to strengthen Colorado s shield law is a long time commg but so is an update to the antiquated law that offers no protection
to bloggers
Sen Bemie Herpm R Colorado Spnngs is sponsormg a bill to make it tougher to put reporters on the stand m Colorado
Heipin conjured the bill after realizing Fox News reporter Jana Winter may not have been afforded protection under Colorado s
law She could have been forced to decide between jail or reveahng who told her about contents of a notebook from Aurora
theater shooting suspect James Holmes

Thankfully a New York appellate court m December ruled Wmter could be protected by that state s shield laws which are
stronger than Colorado s
Herpm wants to make Colorado s law more hke New York s where someone seeking to subpoena a reporter must prove the
information is cntical or necessary to a case which is not true m Colorado
Reporters still could be called to testify but Herpm s bill raises the standard for gettmg a subpoena
The issue s important because reporters must be able to get people to talk confidentially without fear of ending up m court
for no compelhng reason

Yet Herpm s bill does contam one major deficiency It fails to offer protection for bloggers or other electronic journalists
As written the statute now protects only members of the mass media
news syndicates and cable TV

newspapers and periodicals ra6o TV wu^ services

Offering protection to bloggers has been controversial and stalled a biU in the U S Senate last year
Today news gathering is done on a broad spectrum of formats and protection should be afforded regardless of the medium
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Students face charges m chemical incident
Two male students of a Douglas County charter school will face charges of possession of an incendiarydevice after an incident
that mjured 10 people authonties say
The unidentified SkyView Academy students were arrested Wednesday after a chemical device was intentionally tnggered in
a classroom Tuesday according to a news release fi"om the Douglas County Shenffs Office
The boys are minors so their names have not been released
Four students and a substitute teacher were treated at a hospital and released Another student was taken to a hospital by family
members and was released

It IS unclear what chemicals were used

LAFAYETTE

Stabbed teen remains m fair condition

An 18 year old Lafayette man who suffe ed collapsed lungs after he was stabbed at a Sunday mom ng party m Longmont

remamed hospitalized Wednesday

LongmontUnited HospitalspokeswomanKaren Logan said Trevor Dolifka 18 was listed in fair condition Two other teenagers
who were stabbed at the party Brian Fanner 19 and Jerrad Wallace 18 died
Secundmo Dino Martmez of Fredenck 20 was arrested m connection with the attacks

DENVER

Holmes lawyers don t have to tip their hand

Thejudgein the Colorado theater shootings sayslawyers fordefendant James Holmesdont haveto tell prosecutors m advance
what some of theu^ arguments would be dunng the sentencmg phase of his tnal if he s convicted

WestiawNexl O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to original U S Government Works
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Thejudge on Wednesday denied prosecutors request to require defense lawyers to disclose what mitigating fectors they will
offer

Separately thejudge saidhe 11 wait beforedecidmg the detailsof howhe wouldadviseHolmeson his right to makea statement
durmg the sentencmg phase

Holmes pleadednot guiltyby reasonof insanityto charges of killmg 12peopleand mjunng 70 at a Denver areatheaterin 2012
Prosecutors are seekmg the death penalty Holmes tnal date is up in the air while attorneys argue motions
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Brophyjabs nval on firearms issues
Lynn Bartds The Denver Post
State Sen Greg Brophy has issued the ultimate insult to guberaatonal nval Tom Tancredo saying the former congressman s
record on gun control is weaker than Gov John Hickenloopers the Democrat they want to unseat m November

Brophypomtedto Tancredo s supportfor a bill addinggun restrictions m the aftermath of the Columbine HighSchoolshootmg
m 1999

ButwhetherBrophyslatestjabagamst Tancredo

he has alsocalledhim unprepared anda loser

is hurtmgthe presumed

GOP frontrunner is up for debate
Maybe said political consultant Steve Welchert a Democrat
Not at all said Tancredo

Absolutely said Ken Claric of the conservative show Grassroots Radio 560 KLZ
Welchert said Brophy is trying to pick a fight with the lead dog m the race to elevate his status
a problem for Tancredo m the primary

and gun control couJd be

But I don t think you beat John Hickenlooper on guns Welchert said You better come up with somethmg else
Tancredo said Brophy is on the attack because he s down in the polls and struggling to raise money
He s dead man walkmg Tancredo said

But Clark thinks Tancredo has problems on several fronts including voting for the gun bill m 1988 and TARP the Troubled
Asset Relief Program in 2008 after a banking cnsis

Brophy also noted that after he sent out his news release on Tancredo this week he received a text message from Dudley
Brown executive director of Rocky Mountain Gun Owners the most stndent gim nghts group in the state and a major player
m Republican pnmanes
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Buh BAM' Brown texted

Ouch

gonna leave a mark

Hickenlooper s populanty may have faded over the past year starting with his support for tougher gun laws m the 2013 session
but Coloradans tend to like their governors and re elect them to office
Six GOP hopefiils mchiding Brophy and Tancredo are trying to stop that trend
Gun control will be a seminal issue of this election Brophy said IfTancredo were the nominee it would give the Democrats
a chance to say neener neener neener your guy is the same as ours on this issue

Brophy also said Tancredo s mterview with the New York Times after Columbine echoes some of the same sentmients
Hickenlooper made m pushing for tougher gun controls m the aftermath of massacres at an Aurora theater and a Connecticut
elementary school in 2012

Tancredo said his position has evolved since Columbine which was in his congressional district and impacted close neighbors
and ftiends

I think we ve all learned a lot about this issue he said this week
a good person with a firearm That s it

The only thmg that stops a bad person with a firearm is

Tancredo was the only member of Colorado s six member House delegation who voted for the 1999 bill which among other
things provided a one day background check for weapons sales at gun shows and increasedpenalties for people who committed
a cnme usmg large c^acity ammunition magazmes
Gim control advocates assailed him for supportmg a bill they said watered down current laws Gun nghls groups cnticized
him believmg the bill was too restrictive and even protested with huge placards outside one of his ftmdraismg dinners m
metro Denver

On the campaign trail this time around Tancredo has repeatedly hammered Hickenlooper for signing gun control measures
into law last session including a bill that limits magazmes to 15 roimds
Tancredo also worked to recall two Democratic state senators who were ousted m September because of their support for
tougher gun laws

Tancredo said he expects more attacks fit)m Brophy which he believes hurts both of them and likely helps another candidate
m the race although he s not sure which one
Also runnmg for the GOP nommation for governor are Secretary of State Scott Gessler former Senate Minority Leader Mike
Kopp businessman Steve House from Bnghton and Jim Rundberg from Meeker
The candidates had unnl midnight Wednesday to file their campaign finance records from the last quarter

LynnBartels 303 954-5327 lbaTtels@denverpost com or twitter com/Iynn_bartels
Tancredo then and now on guns

Sadly the once great Colorado now has some of the stnctest and ridiculous gun laws m the country
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After Democrats passed riew gun laws in 2013

Twelve dead children one dead adult 24 injured kids and a commimity that has had its heart broken

that made the

difference

Tancredo in 1999 referring to Columbine High School for why he supported a gun bill
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Examining the origins of evil
Banking manjuana profits
Re

State can deposit cash but it s hazy

Jan 5 news story

I had not considered what Colorado or other states were doing with tax revenue from legitimate manjuana transactions but
I am not surpnsed to learn it is OK for the state to bank those ftinds but the industry cannot However I am outraged at the
hypocrisy arrogance and evident apathy of the bankers and the various state agencies that The Post cites when questioned
about the discrepancy

Is this not the very definition of a double standard''
I admire the focus and determination of the scores of pioneers who choose to pursue this new business

Obviously there need to be changes on the federal level Smce financial mstitutions are focused pnmanly on revenue and profit
I would imagine the banking lobby is workmg hard to change this absurdity
Tom Gore Golden

This mormng I heard an ad on the radio for credit counselmg It advised one to cut expenses and to start paymg off debt
Eliminate all unnecessary expenditures Too bad our government was not listening to this good advice'
Bill Harrison Aurora

May the magic that has been with the Denver Broncos throughout the regular season contmuc through the post season games
and carry the team to a final victory m the Super Bowl Go Broncos'
Lindsay Smith Littleton
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Lets see same sex mamage legahzed pot and now we learn that when it comes to swmgers clubs we have the biggest
venue of its kmd m the nation Maybe it s time to tighten our immigration laws to reduce the influx of Cahfomians
JimMalec Roxborough

On Magpul leaving Colorado Please don t let the shrapnel hit you on the way out the door
Craig Marshall Smith Highlands Ranch

According to the latest rants by the liberal and Democrat talking heads New Jersey Gov Chns Chnstie is lying and should
have known about the bndge scandal However the president only misspeaks and only knows what he reads m the newspapers
or sees on TV The spin is making me dizzy'
L W Hunley Grand Junction

Regardmg Chns Chnstie and the George Washington Bndge What difference

at this point what difference does it raake'^

Craig Farr Highlands Ranch
Change the role of FHA
Re

Changes to the U S gas tax have stalled too long

Dec 29 editonal

Here s a different view of your editonal
The chief role of the Federal Highway Administration is collecting the money raised by the federal gas tax distnbutmg the
fimds raised back to the states from which the tax is collected and spending several billions of dollars m that process
Abol h th f d ral g s tax and 1 v

t up to the var ous states to ra se the r state gas tax to make up the difference The role of

the federal agency should be rcduccd to research advice and coordination between state highway departments oftransportation
Bilbons could be saved by turning these responsibilities back to the states
Dick Prosence Meeker

A good year for Rcpubbcans m Colorado? I doubt it

Re Ringing in the new year in Colorado politics Jan 5 Perspective column
Thomas Cronm and Robert Loevy predict 2014 should be a good year for Republicans m Colorado and in the nation I doubt it
No matter how much Republicans put forth good candidates and fashion campaigns around the shaky premise that Obamacare
is our country s leadmg demise mtolerable pohcies and positions on race gender sexual onentation class and jobs will hurt
GOP chances at the polls
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Republicans who oppose raisingthe minimum wage for workmg families or extendmg unemployment benefits for millions of
Americans wiUprove important considerations for Colorado voters

It really is not about left or nght politics but the fact that Colorado is very diverse Every citizen of our state red, yellow
black white brown male female transgendcr straight gay bisexual nch poor or unemployed

counts'

Jeffeiy Moser Aurora
Investigate actions of Jeffco School Board
Re In defense of hirmg by Jeffco school board, Jan 5 My Turn

Thankyou for publishing formerJeffco School BoardmemberPaula Noonans column Withoutit, howwouldwe have known
that Supermtendent Cmdy Stevenson s actions m awardmg contracts taken in pnvate with no board knowledge or input
werelegal andtransparent while those of thenewboard actmg ma public session according toproperprocedure werepossibly
illegal and opaque (or so said Post columnist Ahcia CaldweU)*^
Now that the lid of Pandora s Educational Box has been slightly pned open can you please assign a reporter to investigate

other Jeffco R 1 uregulanties and skeletons such as lucrative contracts clandestinely awarded to companies associated with
sitting board members past and present*^
Russell W Haas Golden

Re

Evil isn t so simple Jan 5 Perspective story

Thank you for the excellent article on evil by Kevin Simpson and Electa Draper It dovetailed nicely with the compelling piece
by JessicaK Peck The deathpenaltys lost voices Humanbemgsare muchtoo complex to reduceto crudedetermmism and
much too predictable to explam through unqualifiedfree will One moves us toward A ClockworkOrange and the other toward
rejecting the banality of Adolf Eichmann We shouldact very carefully m the face of these mystenes and most important be
hesitant to take a life m the name of either deterrence or justice
Thad Tecza Denver

The article on rniderstandmg evil m relation to the current phenomenon of mass shooters is well researched but it leaves out

one major component the society these killersare livmg m Smce the James Holmes case began m July 2012 we have been
mterviewmg people m their 20s the very age group that is producmg most of these shooters They do not talk about brain
disorders or evil

but focus on the violence of the society they ve grown up m

This violence includes bullying m schools and beyond m social media throughout the entertainment industry and in the
mihtaiy actions of then- government over the past 12 years Most do not see evil as existmg in the vacuum of one individual
but as the result of many social forces that they ve come of age within Isn t it time to ask the generation that produces these
killers what forces are shapmg them"^

Stephen Smgular and Joyce Jacques Smgular DenverThe authors are wntmg a book on the James Holmes case
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I read neuroscientist Sam Hams comment

Free will is an illusion None of us choose our brains And we are not the authors

of our thoughts or actions

And1think —or is it my auto bram speaking

why read any further? This is obviously percolatmg subconscious at work

and who would trust this pnmal source"^ So I used my free will

and stopped reading

Patncia (Pat) Hershwitzky Arvada

This article provokes a lot of thought about the nature of evil and free will But the authors fail to mention the possibility of
a spint or soul m addition to our physical bodies If we are nothing more than our biological makeup then as Sam Hams
said Free will is an illusion We are then glorified computers or androids hard wired and programmed to respond to vanous
sQmuli in a particular way and essentially runnmg on auto pilot
Even Hams claim that we can choose to act or not act on what we want but that we don t choose what we want is illusional

as our choice to act is also the result of a pre programming response to stimuli and environment
If we have a spmt or soul then we have the possibility of free will much as a computer user can modify or choose how to
use the computer that is our brain and body
Richard Postma, Littleton

Congratulations on the attempt to explore the ongins of behavior that many people call evil Attempts to get at the root causes
for abhorrent human behavior are very timely considenng advances m medical tools It is also the modem replacement for old
fashioned attnbution to some metaphysical concept as the source of homfic acts
Although It mtroduced more useftil and scientifically based ideas early on the article returned too much to the notion of evil
Among many recent ideas that bear reminding is the effect of early childhood abuse and poor nutntion on bram development
and later behavior Also conspicuously absent was reference to the role of physical brain damage on the behavior of PTSD
affected soldiers

At a time of shrinking newspapers The Denver Post still brings important rqjortmg on major pubhc issues and is essential
John C Flemming Littleton

What was unfortunately absent from this article was a recognition of any collective social cultural responsibility for such

behaviors Isn t our government condoning killings of hundreds of innocent civiUans by way of unmanned drones'' What about
the simple availability of semi automatic weapons to anyone anytime'' Why are these awfiil shootings not happenmg m most
other nations'' Are these neurologic complexities that may lead to violent behavior unique to North Amencans?
Isn t It also cntical to examine our social model of morality that is too often rooted m fear and cloaked under the giuse of
eliminating an enemy?
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Martha L Crawley Denver
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Ejq)losive admissions now admissible
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Prosecutors can use at tnal most ofwhat the Aurora movie theater gunman told two mvestigators about bombs m his apartment,
even though the gunman was questioned after requesting a lawyer accordmg to a judge s order

In a 126 page order issued Thursday Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour ruled that pohce were justified
m asking James Holmes about the explosives because the urgency of the situation required them to elicit mformation from
Holmes m order to deftise the bombs safely

Given the precarious situation that confronted the officers the need for answers to their questions outweighed the need to
honor the defendant s mvocation of the nght to counsel Samour wrote m his order
Holmes is charged with murdenng 12 people and trymg to kill dozens more mside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater on
July 20 2012 as well as with ngging his ^artment with explosives He first asked for a lawyer only imnutes mto questiomng
after his arrest

Despite the request pohce kept a public defender from meetmg with Hohnes on July 20 They also returned to mterview Holmes
on the afternoon of July 20 about the bombs even though a lawyer the Holmes family hired told a police detective that law
enforcement was not permitted to speak with him An attorney should have been present when Hohnes was questioned his
defense argued
But Samour ruled Thursday that allowing an attorney to be present could have endangered lives
Officers could lU afford to attempt to broker a compromise with an attorney acting on the defendant s behalf Samour wrote
Without information from Hohnes pohce concluded that the best option was to set off the bombs mside his apartment and
allow them to bum the entire buildmg down

Hohnes statements about the bombs to an Atirora detective and an FBI agent were made voluntanly and without coercion
Samour ruled
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Institute files for access to Holmes hearings
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Lawyers for the Colorado Mental Health Institute say they should be able to sit m on closed heanngs later this month m the
Aurora theater sbooting case

In a motton filed Thursday lawyers for the institute say prosecutors will argue dunng the heanngs that the psychiatnc evaluation
of the theater gunman was inadequate and unfair Doctors at the Colorado Mental Health Institute m Pueblo or CMHIP
performed the evaluation to determine whether James Holmes was sane when he killed 12 people inside the Century Aurora
16 movie theater

CMHIP and its clmicians have a direct mterest m the outcome of these heanngs the mstitute s lawyers wrote m their motion

Accordmg to the motion prosecutors and defense attorneys do not object to the request
The evaluation was prompted by Hohnes insanity plea and it is crucial to the case because junes ahnost always side with the
evaluanon s findings ra insanity cases The results of the evaluation have not been released other than that it concluded Holmes
is mentally fit to stand tnal In addition to exammmg Holmes sanity at the time of the crime the evaluation also assessed
whether he is mentally well enough to be eligible for the death penalty

Prosecutors contend the doctor who led the exam psychiatnst Jeffrey Metzner has an unfair bias that influenced his findmgs
At heanngs scheduled to take place m the last week of this month prosecutors will argue that experts hired by them should
be allowed to evaluate Holmes

Arapahoe Coimty Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour closed the heanngs to the public saying that informationrevealed dunng
the heanngs could hurt Holmes nght to a fair tnal In the motion filed Thursday CMHIP lawyers say they are bound by the
case s gag order and would not disclose any mformation from the heanngs
John Ingold 303 954-1068 jingold@denverpostcom or twmer com/john_ingoId
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Evil isn t so simple

Amid tragecfy a contmumg quest to imderstand
Kevm Simpson and Electa Draper
The Denver Post

The answers come slowly ifthey come at all But mitially they come wrapped m a dark and famibar refram
His mtent was evil the Arapahoe County sheriff said of a suicidal student the day after he fired a volley of shotgun blasts
at Arapahoe High School

He s not crazy he s evil one father said of the heavily armed gunman who killed his son and 11 others in the Aurora theater
shootings

Evil said a Jefferson County Distnct Court judge while sentencmg a man for the abduction murder and dismemberment of
is apparently real

a 10 year old girl

Yet questions always remam Why? What workmgs of nature nurture and spmt move people to commit the most disturbmg
cnmmal acts for wbch we reserve the most damning descnption"^

Does the c^acity for evil deeds reside m us all waiting for the perfect combmation of circumstances to pull its tngger^ Can
that trigger be detected m advance''

From religion where evil s conceptual roots nm deep to the modem discipbnes of neurobiology psychology and the law we
turn everywhere for answers

Efforts persist on several fix)nts occasionally mspired by mdividuals directly impacted by high profile cnmmal acts and they
explore the hard and soft sciences for reasons behmd behaviors that defy reason One even seeks to calibrate evil for purposes
of cnimnal sentencmg by crowd sourcing a societal standard for depravity
Defimtive conclusions and solutions are in short supply But fragments of explanations and tantalizing clues
traction with scienufic advances appear to be mchmg us closer to understandmg
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Neuroscientist Sam Hams says the worst violent offenders
depressed are mostly the victims of colossal bad hick

psychopaths schizophrenics or the suicidally and murderously

They are some unfortunate combination of bad genes bad brain chemistry bad parenting bad environment and bad influences
Free will is an illusion Hams says None of us choose our brains And we are not the authors of our thoughts or actions
Our mtentions don t anse m our conscious selves he says They percolate up from the subconscious

In the early 1980s electroencephalogram expenments performed by physiologists showed the bram makes choices and
decisions which show up as electncal activity well before that person becomes consciously aware of them
People can sometimes choose to act or not act on what they want Hams contends but they dont choose what they want
Therefore we deserve neither the credit nor the blame for our intentions however good or evil

Without free will smners and cnnunals would be nothmg more than poorly calibrated clockwork Hams sums up in his book
Free Will

Evil isn t the answer to why the worst violent offenders commit the most heinous crimes scientists say Its the beginning of
the question

You can step back and say Let s chalk it up to the fact that he s pure plain evil but if we say that we re back to where we
were m the 12thcentury says University of Pennsylvania cnmmology professor Adrian Rame author of The Anatomy of
Violence The Biological Roots of Crime
It s homble so it s evil We re domg nothmg to explam it

Rame the first to conduct brain imaging studies on violent offenders said there is no one answer to why most senal killers
and mass murderers do what they do

It s never one thing Ramesays Its hke ajigsaw puzzle with a lot of different pieces We ve just turned over a few pieces
A key concept he says is empathy the ability to step outside oneself and feel what another feels Recent research has been
increasingly able to document a number of different areas in the brain that shape capacity for moral reasoning and empathy
When parts of the bram are misshapen he said, so sometimes are the thoughts and behaviors
Ultimately we are biological machmes products of our genetic and environmental makeup and our experience and chance
Rame says We are not all equal There are predispositions beyond our control Some people never have a chance

Jeremy Richman and Jennifer Hensel with their respective backgrounds m neuropsycho pharmacology and mfectious disease
have launched an effort aimed at research geared toward *bndgmg behavioral and biochemical sciences

They launched The Avielle Foundation named after their 6 year old daughter who was among the 26 victims of the Sandy
Hook shootings that unfolded one year ago Finding the term mental health toomtangible they focus on what they call brain
health a nod to physical factors that can be measured understood and eventually diagnosed and treated
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Once a deeper understandmg has been established they say on the foundations website we can apply these insights
to educate health care providers and communities about idenofymg and responsibly advocating for those at nsk of violent
behaviors

Rame also says biology is not destmy that its never too early or too late to improve and ennch brain function
society should treat violent offenders with everything from better nutrition to meditation

and that

That often nngs hollow for jurors

At a certain level of treachery and evil behavior we shut off our mmds to the science Rame says The more weird strange
and bizarre the act the more a jury cant empathize with or show mercy to the criminal

Denver defense attorney David Lane sat in the dentist s chair on the receiving end of a root canal when the dentist expressed
a mother's worry about how her young kids would turn out
How do I know they won t end up on death row"^ she asked knowing that Lane does death penalty defense

When you sexually assault your children do you do it more than twice a week or less than twice a week*^ Lane replied
Laughing she said she generally tned not to assault them at all to which Lane added That s a good step m the nght direction
His pomt shaped through 34 years of work defending clients who have done some of the most homfic things that the human
mind can t even conceive was that mvanably heinous acts emanate from illness or experience
The biblical concept of evil is that there are simply some who are evil because they simply are says Lane I reject that
People are made mto evildoers either through severe mental ilhess or hideous abuse as children They grow up to do evil
deeds Evil is made not bom

When It comes to dnilmg down to the root of homfic cnmes evil may serve as an apt descnptor but has bttle practical use m
the justice system says Aya Gruber a law professor at the University of Colorado at Boulder
Cnminal law doesn t deal m evil but m mental states she says The concept that separates murder from all other forms of
kilhng IS malice The motivations of a killer come m when you talk about defenses and msanity
Wisconsm based forensic psychologist Anna Salter who reviewed records on the Austm Sigg murder dismemberment case
for the prosecution suspects that eventually saence will trace the ongins of behavior like sexual sadism acts outside the
normal range as much as certain sounds are which only dogs and not other species can hear But she also wonders what
difference it will make

Say they locate a center or neuron or genetic mutation in the bram she says What exactly are we going to do with that"^ What
a lot ofpeople will do with it is say It s not his fault But you know what"^ He s just as dangerous and just as likely to do it again

In a maimer of speakmg New York based forensic psychiatnst Michael Wekier has taken the examination of evil to a new
frontier

Workmg largely with a series of online surveys available to the general pubhc he has attempted to define gradations of evil
more specifically the evil deeds manifested m crime through what he calls the Depravity Scale (online at depravityscale org/
depscale)
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Stressing that it s an inventory to gather and identify relevant evidence not a psychiatnc instrument Welner explains that the
end product will standardize distinctions between the elements of cnminal acts that can serve as a sentencmg tool immune to
courtroom biases particularly those that accompany gnsly high profile cases By the end of this year he anticipates havmg
enough data to present to state legislatures interested in adoptmg it
Welner notes he has seen far more consensus on the elements that distinguish depravity than he ever expected

Every once m a while he says even an expenenced, hardened forensic scientist will say T dont know what evil is in a
spmtual sense But I see its fingerprints here

Evil IS defined differently across religious traditions and humamst perspectives yet most agree an evil act causes suffenng and
deprives others of life dignity and ft-eedom
Children are not meant to be abused and murdered but loved and protected, says University of Virgmia rehgious studies
professor Charles Mathewes who researches and lectures on evil and sin Students aren t meant to be massacred m their
classrooms They re there to learn Moviegoers aren t meant to be shot down They re there to eat high calone popcorn and
watch whatever movie they want

Modem culture he adds has no trouble believing in evil
of the world as a fit place for humans to live

God is often refuted, but the devil isn t Evil shakes our experience

A divide emerges over the tantalizing question of the sourcc of evil

is it sin or a supernatural agent Satan or some other

cosmic force Disease Entropy Chaos Decay

Is evil something within all of us"^ Do we choose evil or does it choose us''
If we start identifying people as evil we better not do that m a way that leaves any of us out of it Mathewes says Evil is
not an ahen force that comes from Mars It s alarmingly intunate to us Most evil is mundane even banal It s selfishness lymg
and lettmg evil happen all around us None of us recognizes our own savagery
The capacity to do or choose between good and evil freewill is the foundation ofgreat religious traditions Yet Catholicism
to cite one example also teaches that fi-ee will and intentional behavior can be impaired by mental illness

Elements of the theological narrative have translated to psychology which acknowledges forces that can impinge on the
mdividual while still leaving room for a moral decision on whether to give in to them
The range of psychological diagnoses remains a feeble human attempt to understand the mystery of evil
Diamond, a forensic psychologist who wntes a blog called Evil Deeds for Psychology Today

says Stephen

In psychology there s always been a resistance to usmg that term for the obvious reasons ofthe theological and moral baggage
that comes with it, he says But some of us in the field believe that we need to be able to use the term evil in talking about
human behavior that goes beyond the pale of simply being referred to as psychopathology
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While not a chnical diagnosis he adds evil evokes an extreme level of cruelty malice and depravity du-ected toward others
The theological notion of human miperfection also finds a parallel in the psychological concept that the potential for evil resides
in everyone an idea that runs head on mto a tendency toward denial
But even in a clmical setting studies like the Stanford Prison Experiment and Stanley Milgram s electnc shock expenment
repeatedly have illustrated how normal people can be moved to perform evil acts not as individual behavioral outliers but
within an institutional framework

But what about the crimes that make the headhnes the acts ofpredatory killers whose modus operandi extends beyond murder
to behaviors that often reveal a shocking absence of empathy'^ The acts that most severely test our understandmg of the human
condition*^

With these cases says Carl Clark a psychiatnst who also heads the Mental Health Center of Denver there often comes a
standard reaction The perpetrator must be sick And that creates confusion between depravity as a function of an mdividual s
pursuit of self gratification and illnesses like schizophrema bipolar disorder depression or psychoses
It all gets lumped together as if those are the same things he says And really they re not the same thing
The science ofcourse contmues to advance Genetics biochemistry neuroscience all have been gaming traction m the quest
to understand how human bemgs function and what may he behmd their motivation to perform evil acts
With Freud and the advent of psychoanalysis everythmg became reduced to psychology for awhile Diamond says And
so this pendulum swing is a corrective if you will a counteraction to that a recognition of the biological reality of behavior
and mental illness

But the truth of the matter is somewhere m between
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Mental exam contested

Prosecutors accuse psychiatrist of an unfair bias m evaluation of Holmes
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Prosecutors have accused the psychiatrist who performed a crucial mental health exam on the Aurora movie theater gumnan
of having an unfair bias that mfhienced his findmgs accordmg to a judges order issued this month
Dr Jeffrey Metzner a Umversity of Colorado psychiatrist with an expertise m the mental health of pnson inmates was the man
picked to perform the most closely watched psychiatnc exam m state histoiy Metzner s job was to detemune whether James
Holmes was sane when he killed 12 people and wounded dozens more m the Century Aurora 16 theater
The results ofMetzner s exam which was court ordered have not been released other than that Metzner foimd Holmes mentally

competent enough currently to stand tnal Prosecutors are challenging Metzner s two other conclusions one related to Holmes
sanity at the time of the shootmg and one related to whether Holmes is mentally fit enough to be ehgible for the death penalty
Little has been released about the prosecutors challenge and the hearings that will decide whether prosecution experts will
be allowed to conduct their own exam on Holmes have been closed to the pubhc
But m an order issued last week Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour revealed that prosecutors contend
that at least one aspect of the examination is unfair because Dr Metzner had an imfeir bias Prosecutors also argue that
Metzner s evaluaton contained nxmierous deficiencies accordmg to Samour s order
Samour s order does not reveal what the alleged bias is or m what ways prosecutors contend the evahiation was deficient
Defense attomeys have argued that Metzner s conclusions are solid, accordmg to Samour s order
Reached Monday Metzner said he is bound by the gag order m the case and cannot comment

As Samours order makes clear the closed heanngs set for the last week of January
psychiatrists who have evaluated Holmes or closely studied the case

will feature a litany of testimony from

Metzner who is the associate director of the Forensic Fellowship Program at CU s School of Medicine has previously wntten
about how psychiatnsts can best use the Intemet when conductmg cnmmal mental health evaluations and how mformation
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on the Internet can be used to impeach the evahjator But much of Metzner s work has focused on the mental health of prison
inmates and especially on the effects of solitary confinement
Dunng January s hearings defense attorneys plan to call Metzner and their own expert Chicago based psychologist Robert
Hanlon according to Samour s order Hanlon has previously wntten a book about his experiences treatmg a convicted murderer
who had once been sentenced to die

Prosecutors plan to call two experts dunng January s heanngs Kns Mohandie a California based psychologist who has
consulted with the FBI vanous pohce departments and the television show Paradise Hotel, and Dr Philhp Resmck an Ohio
based psychiatnst who has consulted on such high profile cases as those against Unabomber Theodore Kaczynski Oklahoma
City bomber Timothy McVeigh and killer Jeffrey Dahmer

Samour has three options at the heanngs He can deny the prosecution s request for a new evaluation he can allow Mohandie
and Resmck to examine Holmes in person or he can order a new exam to be performed by another independent doctor Dr
Steven Pitt, a nationally known forensic psychiatnst based m Anzona said the third option is most likely and would be m
keeping with what judges m previous cases have done
It would not surpnse me at all if the judge followed suit and appointed his own mdependent expert Pitt said
Johnlngold 303 954-1068 jmgold@denveipost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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School shooting plot is thwarted
The Assoaated Press

TRINIDAD Pohce m southern Colorado say they thwarted a school shooting plot by two teenagers one ofwhom idohzed mass
shooters just a week after a student opened fire m the halls of a suburban Denver high school

Police Chief Charles Glonoso said Fnday that the departments school resource officer got a tip Thursday that two boys ages
15 and 16 planned to carry out the attack at Tnnidad High School after wmter break Because of the wammg extra secunty
was m place at three Trmidad schools Thursday the last day of classes before the break
Glonoso said mvestigators learned the 15 year old had been bullied and had said he idolized the Columbine High School and
Aurora theater shooters

The teens were arrested Friday on suspicion of making a credible threat against a school and mcitmg destruction of bfe or
property

Glonoso who said the boys planned the attack for about a month and a half and would not release the details of their plot or
how they would carry it out He did say a search of the teens homes did not turn up any weapons but they had talked about
what they could do to get them

It s unclear if the teens have hired attorneys

Glonoso commcnded the resource officer for actmg quickly on the tip
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Judge closes Holmes hearmgs to public
Jordan Steffen
The Denver Post

Upcoming hearmgs aboutwhetherthe gunman m the Aurora theater shooting will undergo additional psychiatric evaluation
will be closed to the public victims and media the judge overseemg the case ruled Fnday

Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour granted defense attorneys request to close the hearings which have been
scheduled for Jan 27 30

Dunng those heanngs attorneys are expected to argue over whether James Holmes should undergo another psychiatnc
evaluation

The heanngs are significantbecause they are expected to reveal what doctors at the Colorado Mental Health Institute m Pueblo
concluded about Holmes mental state when he killed 12 people and wounded many others m the Century Aurora 16 movie
theater m July 2012

Hohnes pleaded not guilty by reason of msanity m June and was ordered to undergo a mental health evaluation at the hospital
The results of tbe evaluation have been kept secret so far
The court fmds that there is a substantial probability that the defendants nght to a fair trial will be prejudiced by publicity of
the hearmg and that diere are no reasonable altemaUves to complete closure Samour wrote m the order
The hearmgs were onginally sparked by the prosecution s request that Holmes undergo a second couit-ordered psychiatric
evaluation with prosecution experts

The order filed Friday revealed the prosecution is askmg for additional evaluations of Hohnes mental state on the day of the
shooting that may affect application of the state s death penalty statute
The prosecution does not contest a fmdmg m the fn^t evaluation that Holmes is competent to be tried
In November Arapahoe County Distnct Attorney George Brauchler said prosecutors disagreed with part of the evaluation s
findmgs
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New dates set m Holmes ease
Jordan Steffen
The Denver Post

Attomeys m the Aurora theater shooting case appeared Wednesday for a bnef hearing at which the judge set court dates to
argue whether the gunman will undergo another psychiatnc evaluation

Last week Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour issued an order delaying heanngs on the issue
On Wednesday he vacated the previously set heanngs from Jan 6 and Jan 7 and set new dates of Jan 27 30 Attomeys are
expected to call four witnesses dunng the heanngs
Arguments dunng the hearings are expected to reveal what doctors at the Colorado Mental Health Institute in Pueblo concluded
about James Holmes mental state when he shot and killed 12 people and injured 70 in the Century Aurora 16 movie theater

m July 2012
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and was ordered to undergo a mental health evaluation

In November Arapahoe County Distnct Attorney George Brauchler argued that prosecutors disagree with part of the
evaluation s findings Brauchler is asking the judge to order Holmes to imdergo another evaluation by prosecution experts
Defen&e attomeys have objected to the request

Holmes appeared m court Wednesday Behmd hnn 24 new scats filled the newly remodeled jury box
Samour has previously outimed the jury selection process He mied that 6 000 summonses will be sent out to prospective jurors
Attorneys will select 12jurors and 12 alternates All 24 people will be present

Also Wednesday Samour vacated a Jan 3 hearmg date related to the defense demand that Fox News reporter Jana Wmter
reveal her sources on a story she broke about a notebook Holmes sent to his therapist They claim the details of the stoo' broke
ajudges gag order m the case ButonDec 10 New York s highest court overturned the lower courts mlmgs that Winter would
have to reveal her sources Hohnes defense team has not decided whether to appeal to the U S Supreme Court
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Man shot m neck sues Cmemark
Kirk Mitchell
The Denver Post

A man who became a quadriplegicwhen a bullet severed his cervical spine m the Aurora theater shooting has sued Cinemark
for what he said were lax secunty measures that put him and many others at nsk

Stefan Moton 20 filed the federal lawsuit last week against Cmemark the Piano Texas company that owns what was then
called the Century Aurora 16 at 14300 E Alameda Ave

The case was quickly consohdated with 15 other civil cases related to the shootmg that were already filed against Cmemark
Moton was permanently paralyzed after a bullet severed his cervical spine He has suffered extreme physical mental and
emotional pam and suffermg the lawsuit says No specific clami amount was mentioned other than it was above $75 000
James Holmes is charged with kilhng 12 people and injurmg 70 He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity
Cmemark officials could not be reached for comment

Moton s lawsuit says Cmemark officials knew or should have known before the Aurora shootings on July 20 2012 about
prior disturbances at the theater mcludmg a gang shootmg
Among the secunty gaps at the theater was the fact that there was pubhc parkmg all around the theater rachiding in the back
the lawsuit says

Dunng the midmght premiere of The Dark Knight Rises theater officials opened more than one theater for the occasion
because they anticipated a large crowd yet no secunty officers were employed that night the lawsuit says
The theater did not have alarm systems m which secunty officers would be notified if someone entered the theater from extenor
doors There also was no monitonng system to survey parkmg areas behmd the theater the suit says
At no time dunng the entirety of this incident was there any action taken by theater personnel to assist or evacuate those who
were injured by the gunman

the lawsuit says
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Taking on hospital charges
Re

Taking a closer look at that hospital bill

Dec 12 editorial

Your editonal opinion is well taken Patients active management of their health care and active scrutmy of the costs can only
help

As a former hospital admmistrator Ive been wondermg for decades when the Amencan public would start to exercise the
consumer's economic power to slow health care inflation Perhaps it takes high deductible insurance plans to bring that about
It hurts when the cost comes out of your own pocket
Let s give a little credit too to the Affordable Care Act s simphfication of the health insurance market this brought clarity to
a very confusing busmess Now it s possible to talk about bronze silver gold and platinum plans and be understood
Ralph Taylor Englewood

I recendy had a not major surgery at a local hospital I was m the bmldmg for less than six hours The first two hours were
mvolved with paperwork undressing and having a needle placed m one arm I left the building at 5 p m My bill from the
hospital was about $92 000 The doctors fees (billed separately) were mostly reasonable The billmg for the recovery room
alone where they mserted and removed the needle from my arm was about $ 16 000

If such outrageous billing practices cannot be corrected perhaps hospitals business bcenses should be canceled
Bill McCandliss Denver

You cant switch seats on a plane
Re Let airlmes decide on phone use Dec 13 editonal

WesU2\/Nexl O 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to original U S Government Works
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Whoever wrote your editonal fails to understand the dynamics On a bus or a tram if the person next to you is annoymg you
normally can get up and take a different seat You normally can t do that on a plane

Now if we could just get the government to outlaw screammg babies on planes air travel would be so much more pleasurable
Phil Carney Morrison
Reasonable regulation of guns

With my daughter still hidmg m a classroom at Arapahoe High School last Friday we saw the above advertisement across the
street from the school near the mtersection of University Boulevard and Dry Creek Road If you still don t think gun sales
require reasonable regulation then perhaps you are the problem
James Tugman Centenmal
Enough with the legal wranghng

Re Hohnes heanngs are postponed Judge orders delay on whether gunman must undergo another psychiatnc exam Dec
17 news story

I have a request for The Denver Post Please stop pubhshmg stones about the legal machmations going on regardmg Aurora
theater shooting suspect James Holmes Seemg these stones like the one m Tuesday s paper on a regular basis about how to
determme if Hohnes was sane or msane is almost enough to dnve a sane reader of the newspaper msane themselves

Every time I see one of these stones I have to calm myself down My guess is that many other readers feel the same way by now
Just let us know what the final verdict is

Gene Uryga Arvada

—
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Holmes heanngs are postponed
Judge orders delay on whether gunman must undergo another psychiatnc exam
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Two sigmficant hearmgs m the Aurora theater shooting case have been postponed, as prosecutors and defense attomeys
continue to wrangle o\ er whether the gunman should have to undergo another psychiatnc evaluation

In an order issued Fnday Arapahoe County District Court Judge Carlos Samour delayed hearmgs on that issue scheduled for
Tuesday and Wednesday The hearmgs are significant because they are expected to reveal what doctors at the Colorado Mental
Health Institute m Pueblo concluded about James Holmes mental state when he shot 12 people and wounded many more m the
Century Aurora 16 movie theater Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity making the evaluation the results
of which have been kept secret so far perhaps the most important piece of evidence m the case
In his order Samour wrote that the evaluaUon drew conclusions on three questions Was Holmes sane at the time ofthe shooting
IS Holmes currently mentally competent to go to tnal and does Holmes suffer from a mental illness that provides a valid defense
agamst the death penalty''

In court last month Arapahoe County District Attorney George Brauchler said prosecutors disagree with the evaluation s finding
on one of those questions Brauchler is asking Samour to order Holmes to undergo another evaluation this time by prosecution
experts Accordmg to a sealed prosecution motion quoted m Samour s order those experts would examme the defendant in
order to generate their own reports that would cure the deficiencies descnbed
Defense attomeys who have previously filed a motion arguing that the evaluation shows Hohnes is too mentally lU to face
the death penalty have objected to the request

Samour decided to postpone this week s heanngs because ofconfusion about the request s scope Samour wrote that prosecutors
m a subsequent court filing appeared to expand the purpose of the proposed new evaluation a move he blasted as miproperty
late

Nevertheless given the significance of the issue the Court beheves it would be imprudent to
limited request it never mtended to make or which it has now abandoned Samour wrote
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New dates for the heanngs have not yet been scheduled, though Samour previously set aside two days m early January to also
debate the issue

When the heanngs do occur it remains uncertain whether the public will be able to attend Defense attorneys have asked to
close the heanngs Samour has not yet ruled on the motion
Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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A day of hugs and hope
Jordan Steffen
The Denver Post

Students at Arapahoe High School should have been studying for finals Monday powering through their last week of classes
before Chnstmas break

Instead authonties continue to walk the school s hallways piecmg together the 80 seconds that temfied a community and left
Claire Davis m a coma fighting for her life
Davis remamed in critical condition Sunday evening accordmg to a statement from her femily who praised first responders
and asked the community to contmue thinking of and praymg for the 17 year old
The semor was shot pomt blank m the head Fnday after she foimd herself in the path of Karl Pierson who had fired several
random roxmds in the hallway before he shot Davis Pierson an 18 year old semor stormed mto the school at about 12 30pm
carrying a pxmip action shotgun a bandolier of ammumtion a machete and three Molotov cocktails
Seconds later Pierson turned the gim on himself Officers found his body m a comer of the bbrary

Pierson bought the shotgim days before part of a plot to avenge a grudge he had against the school s hbranan and debate
coach Tracy Murphy Arapahoe County Sheriff Grayson Robmson told The Post on Sunday that mvestigators have spoken
with Murphy extensively and are working to understand the relationship between the two
We re beginnmg to better define that but at this point m time it s not something we re gomg to talk about

Robmson said

Robmson and Gov John Hickenlooper have credited the swift response by a deputy shenff working as the school s resource
officer durmg the shooting
This could have been much much worse Hickenlooper told CBS s Face the Nation

Hickenlooper also visited Davis and her family Sunday
We all have to keep Claire in our thoughts and prayers he said
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More than 1 000 of Davis classmates and other community members gathered at the high school s track Sunday to pray for and
support Davis The crowd, huddled together m black and gold came to offer prayers give hugs and try to understand why
It helps to see everyones faces to give them hugs 14 year old freshman Nick Atencio said It still has all of us reeling It s
important that we all come together

Students stood m groups and when words failed hugs were used instead Parents also came together holding back tears as
they descnbed the short temfymg text messages theu-children sent them from mside dark, quiet classrooms
For many parents the messages that were sent to reassure them

ImOK

We re hiding and waitmg

Hove you

turned

mto rattlmg uncertamty

It s going to be hard when we have to go back m there Atencio said stanng at the entrance Pierson used Fnday I don t know
what to expect But it s a step we re all going to have to take together
School officials are working to set up times when students may come and collect their belongmgs

But the trauma of Fnday s shootmg will reverberate long past when students return to school and beyond the school s walls said
Dr David Schonfeld, director of the National Center for School Crisis and Bereavement m Pbladelphia Schonfeld traveled to
Colorado to work with smdents after the 2006 shooting at Platte Canyon High School durmg which 16-year old Emily Keyes
was killed and the shootings at the Aurora movie theater where a gunman killed 12 people and mjured 70 others in July 2012
Less than an hour s d^^ e to the movie theater andjust miles from Columbine High School where two students killed 12 students
and one teacher m 1999 the shooting at Arapahoe High School is likely to spark memones of trauma for those affected by past
events The emotional toll also may cause overwhelmmg feelmgs of gnef for members of the commumty Schonfeld said
Students and staff members who were at the school Fnday will expenence a range of emotions Schonfeld said Many may
begin to place blame on themselves either for failmg to stop the shootmg or predict it
Whenever anything bad happens people feel badly But they also wonder what they did that was bad, Schonfeld said A
lot of this comes from the sense that people would rather accept blame for what happened than to realize it s completely out
of their control

The Littleton Public School Distnct has made counseling available for students

On Sunday students worked to comfort each other mchidmg Davis
Students hung a Chnstmas stockmg for Davis and left notes at the tnbute formmg along the school s south fence Their message
and hope could be seen a block away
Pray for Claire

Jordan Steffen 303 954 1794 jsteffen@denverpost com or twitter com/jsteffendp
The Associated Press contnbuted to this report
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200 at Cheesman rmg bells to honor victmis
Austm Bnggs
The Denver Post

Twenty six times die sharp nnging of a bell cut through the cnsp cold air Saturday mommg at the Cheesman Park Pavilion in
honor of those killed one year ago in a shooting rampage at Sandy Hook Elementary School
The group forgomg the usual moment of silence used to honor victims of violence opted to nng bells sing and pray
We re not gomg to be silent we 11 never be silent on this issue agam said /enmfer Hope Colorado chapter leader for Moms
Demand Acnon for Gun Sense in Amenca the group that organized the vigil
After 26 people somberly rang the large bell at the front of the crowd the other 200 m attendance rang tiny bells and sang
Amazing Grace

The memorial came one day after a shooting at Arapahoe High School in Centennial leaving many in the crowd emotionally
raw Tears flowed freely throughout the memonal
Megan Sulhvan who lost her brother Alex m the Aurora theater shootug of July 2012 spoke not only of how families of
shooting victims proccss gnef and trauma but also offered a message of hope for those touched by Fnday s violence
The sense of security at (Arapahoe High) is lost for now but they will regain that Sullrvan said It s only a matter of time I
just want to remind people to be sure to be kmd to themselves to be kind to their famibes friends and those around them
Calah Marquez 11 said she wanted to honor those killed at Sandy Hook by reading a poem and rmgmg the bell at Saturday s
vigil

When I heard about Sandy Hook I was very touched and it s really affected me Calah said Bemg here and hononng people
killed by guns and havmg God bless every one of us is important because you never know if this is going to be your last day
Austm Bnggs 303 954 1729 abnggs@denverpost com
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Again
Sadie Gurman

Ryan Parker Jordan Steffen and John Ingold The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL The girl burst into Ms Bradley s classroom m hyperventilatingpanic Blood soaked her shirt Two sharp bangs
preceded her entrance Help me'Help me' the girl cned There s a shooter
Another gunman visited terror upon another Colorado school Friday when an 18 year old senior at Arapahoe High School
opened fire with a shotgun mside his school and woimded a fellow student The 15 year old girl collapsed into the arms of a
fiiend who then ran into Bradley s classroom for help The 15 year old was m cntical condition Fnday night after undergoing
surgery

Two other students were treated and released at the hospital for non gimshot related mjunes
Within mmutes after the first shot the school s resource officer had chased a trail of smoke and noise to a room where he found

the body of the shooter Authorities identified the gunman as Karl Pierson a member of the school s debate team who recently
had some type of confrontation with a teacher Pierson apparently killed himself
Authorities believe Pierson whom fellow students described as bnght and whose family attended Bible study meetings acted
alone Local and federal investigators were at Pierson s home in Highlands Ranch on Fnday night along with a bomb squad
Detectives were also searchmg Pierson s car and at his father s Denver home
Arapahoe County Shenff Grayson Robmson said mvestigators are considenng whether revenge against the teacher motivated
Pierson who Robmson said specifically asked where to find the teacher as he walked mto the school brazenly carrymg the
shotgun But Robinson just as quickly said that no matter what the motive was it could not brmg sense to an event that again
made students cower m their classrooms and parents desperate just to see their children
Gov John Hickenlooper said Friday was another all too familiar sequence of gimshots at a Colorado school Off to the side
after a news conference he put it more directly This has got to stop
The school which has roughly 2 100 students isatthecomerofSouthUniversity Boulevard and Dry Creek Road m Centennial

It IS about 8 miles east of Columbme High School where two students killed 12 students and one teacher m 1999 The school
IS about 15 miles southwest of the Aurora movie theater where a gunman shot 70 people killing 12 m July 2012
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The first report of Fnday s shooting came at 12 33 p m
Robmson said the shooter made no attempt to hide the shotgun as he approached Arapahoe High s west doors Robinson said
Pierson once inside asked where he could find a specific teacher whom students descnbcd as a librarian at the school who
also coached the speech and debate team Robinson would not identify the teacher
Alerted to the situation the teacher quickly left the school somethmg Robinson praised as the most important tactical decision
that could be made

He took himself away from the school m an effort to try to encourage the student to move with him Robmson said
Pierson though remained m the school where he shot the 15 year old gtrl when she came across his path
Dozens of shenffs deputies and SWAT teams converged on the school but the school s resource officer was already m pursuit
of the shooter According to police scanner recordings the deputy ran to the hbrary where he saw smoke and then mto the
athletic hall There he found the wounded girl
1 have a student in the athletic hall

he said into his police radio

She is bleedmg pretty bad

An ambulance arrived within minutes to take the girl to Littleton Adventist Hospital where she underwent surgery Fnday
afternoon

Inside Andrea Bradley s yoga class Arapahoe High senior Courtney Leypoldt said she heard two bangs before the 15 year old
girl s fnend burst mto the room Bradley reacted quickly Leypoldt said and ushered students mto a deep closet One by one
Bradley counted the heads of her students as they walked inside Leypoldt said
Then she closed the door and the sound of students sobbing m terror filled the space
We heard footsteps runnmg across the floor on top of us

Leypoldt said Then another "bang bang and we just held on to

each other and cned

Aroimd the school similar scenes played out the result of emergency trainmg that both students and teachers were all too
familiar with All of the students at Arapahoe High on Fnday had started kindergarten after the Columbme High School
hoot ngs A law enforcement off"cial said Arapahoe had just recently pract ced an act ve shooter dnll

Seniors Carl Schmidt and Brendon Mendelson were in yoga class when the shooting began Their teacher humed them promptly
away from the door and mto a closet
You always had the sense that nothmg bad would happen to you

Schmidt said

Student Justm Morrall said students had been tramed to move to the comers of classrooms where they would not be visible
Morrall said he heard screams when the shots were fired but his classroom fell silent

Then we went mto the dnll positions

Morrall said

Likewise Robmson and Hickenlooper praised the quick actions of law enforcement officers who entered the school
mimediately m hopes of confrontmg the shooter
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I believe their quick response and action saved hves Robinson said I believe the shooter took his hfe because he knew
he had been found

The orderliness though behed the terror in the classrooms

We were all just sitting there staying qmet and praying said 15 year old Jessica Girard who was m math class when she
heard three loud bangs

Outside the locked classroom door Jessica heard someone walk by saymg It hurts It hurts Make it stop

I was thinkmg I was gomgto die and 1was never going to see my family again and 1was praymg that they knew how much
f loved them

Jessica said

As students left the school after the shooting many held their hands m the au- or on their heads and police officers patted
them down They were taken by bus to Shepherd of the Hills Lutheran Church or Euclid Middle School Parents dashed to
the school to find their kids

Earher m the day Chns Fosters daughter Devan sent him a text message saying I love you There is a shooting Foster
made his way to the school where he found Devan walkmg m a crowd He waded m and hugged her

Juhe Kellogg was dnvingby Arapahoe HighSchool whenshe sawpolicerushto the campus Kellogg saidshe frantically began
callmg and textmg her children at the school but did not hear back

I wouldhaveneverexpected my reaction to be what Itwas Kelloggsaid I immediately went intopanic brokedown Ididnt
know what to think and I didn t even know what happened but it I knew it was bad

Several hxmdred parents gatheredat Shepherd of the Hills Church stretchmg tall leanmg this way and that crymg praymg
trying to find their children

And at the corner of University and Dry Creek Chnstina Long stood in tears stanng at the school
This doesn t happen at this high school she said My baby is m there

Long said she didn t want to text her 16 year old son Dylan a junior at Arapahoe
He II call me when he s safe she reasoned

Tm gomg to let him hide

But a few mmutes later she received a phone call and broke down m tears She leaned over and she simply said. Oh Baby
OK OK HesOK

Then she sprinted across the street

Staff wnters Kurtis Lee Lynn Bartels Kevm Simpson Zahira Torres Jeremy P Meyer and Carlos Illescas contnbuted to this
report
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Be reassuring but realistic in explaining school violence
Claire Martin and Suzanne Brown
The Denver Post

Ayearago afterthemidnight theater shootingsin Aurora themessage to parents wasto tellchildren Its tragic itshomble
but Its isolated

This time hard on the anniversaryof the school shootmgs at Sandy Hook ElementarySchool in Connecticut the words changed

Theworldis not always a safeplace says MaryThornton directorof specialty programs at Jefferson CenterforMental Health
shortly after the Friday afternoon shooting at Arapahoe High School ra Centennial
The hardest thing for parents is to know they cannotkeep their kids safe all the time especially when the kids are not withm
their eyesight Schools arc supposed to be a safe plac« But we all know that no longer applies
The students at Arapahoe like the students at public high schools throughout Colorado have gone through school shootmg
dnlls smce they were m kindergarten

The Arapahoe seniors today were about 4 years old when the Columbme High School shootmgs happened m 1999 Carolyn
Lunsford Mears son was among the students who survived that day

When I saw my son that day I told him Trankly you have just lived through the worst day you will ever see You will never
have to go through this agam

Mears recalled

But at this point I can t say that I believe that any more There have been students from assaulted schools that s what they re
called assaulted schools where there have been shootugs and those students went to universities or movie theaters or
churches and experienced it agam
Mears a professional international speaker on rampage shootmg and trauma recovery is the author of Reclaiming School m
the Aftermath of Trauma

Dunng her presentationsto audiences she invokes the safety talk that precedes airplane flights f^rt on your own oxygen mask
before trying to help someone else
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If you as the parent become distraught and anxious then your children end up taking care of you and that s not the child s
job she said

You need to take care of your own strength At the same imie it s important to be human Don t pretend everythmg is OK
The message has got to be This is awful Youve experienced a homble thing and yes it hurts and yes Im confused too
and we can get through this together
Support systems
Children look to adults for reassurance Mears and Thornton say

If kids are askmg direct questions they want direct answers Thornton said
That s the best thing you can do for them Let your child know that sometimes the world is not a safe place but let them
know that you are there to be theu- support system And that s going to be different for adolescents than for middle school or
elementary students
Adolescents like to be with their friends that s their support system and let that happen because that s part of letting them
become an adult

Younger children will want the immediate family support Plan a family night tonight or a family weekend activity

Children will react in different ways Younger children might be more susceptible to crymg temper tantrums or bed wetting
Older children might be more needy ormorepnckly than usual
After the Aurora theater shooting in 2012 Kathie Snell of Aurora Mental Health Center advised parents to keep a close eye
on their child s behaviors Like adults kids have unique personalities and styles of communication Some are likely to want
to "Jtart talking others might be withdrawn said Snell deputy director for family services
If they don t bnng up the topic and you want to find out what they re thinking ask what they ve heard and seen on TV and
what they might be afraid of she said
It s also important not to dwell on bad news

Limit their exposure to TV and pay attention to what they re watching and what

games they re playing

Also observe their sleepmg habits and appetite changes she said
behaviors

They may become withdrawn or show more risk taking

Snell said

Thornton recommends resisting the temptation to keep school aged children home next week

You want their world to go back to normal and returning to school is part of that process she said
Gomg to school is part of the normal structure m a child s life The schools m Arapahoe County will have extra support next
week and they re gomg to let the kids know what they ve done to make the schools extra safe There will be a heightened
awareness at all schools next week and agam in January
Equally important said Mears is remmdmg children that the number of people who do bad things are vastly outnumbered
by the people willing to nsk their own lives to help others
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Something hke Columbme or Fmlandor SandyHook mvolves one or two or three people doing homfic destructive things
Mears said

But then look at the nnmber of people who respond who try to help people kmt their lives back together who work to save
lives who work to restore belief and reclaim their communities They far outweigh the bad

For more information Thornton suggests visiting local health center websites

Arapahoe/Douglas Mental Health Network is staffing its emergency call line 303 730 3303 and has posted information on
the Resources section of its website admhn org

Claire Martin 303 954 1477 cmartin@denveTpost com or twitter com/byclairemartin
Suzanne S Brown 303 954 1697 sbrown@denverpost com or twitter com/stizannebro
How to talk to your family about the shooting
Becalm be direct and be honest Let your children know that bad thmgs happen but that good people outnumber the evil ones
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
One year since Sandy Hook

Todayis the first anniversary of the SandyHook slaughter in ConnecOcut where 20 children and six adults were gunneddown
Five months earher here m Colorado we had the Aurora theater massacre

We remember shed tears for the families and vow to do what we can to prevent these hideous scenes Our Colorado legislators

didjust that They enacted incremental regulations to close some loopholes m response to these and otherhorrors Not one law
abidmg citizen will lose his or her firearms due to these laws
A February 2013Wall StreetJournalpoll foundmostAmencanssupportstrongergimregulations Yet unmoved by the pollsor
the massshootmgs the NRA and gun nghts activists launched two unfoimded and mean spinted recall elections m Colorado
ousting two of our dedicated public servants m September Two weeks ago usmg these same bully tactics they forced the
resignation of Sen Evie Hudak

I m a pubhc school teacher Bullymg behavior is not tolerated m our schools 1wonder why we allow it m the political arena
How many more famihes have to suffer before we actually do somethmg about allowing these bullies to prevaiP
Shar Malloy Longmont

A health insurance warning

Re High deductible health insurance plans and exorbitant hospital bills Dec 12 letters to the editor
I have been under a high deductible plan for 10 years My family has also been charged huge sums of money for emergency
room visits that required very litde interaction

I would like to warn all those young skiers and boarders that a spill on the slopes can be disastrous If you head for the hills
this wmter you had better have health insurance

In the event of an accident you may be paying the cost of an emergency room visit but at least your insurance will reduce
what you owe
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Nancy P Lumet Golden
6 year old s suspension for kiss

Re 6 year old suspended for kissing classmate

Dec 11 news brief

I see Caon City school officials suspended 6 year old Hunter Yelton for kissing a female classmate I wonder if the punishment
goes far enough for Fm a victim of a similar attack
I still remember the day I was m kindergarten attempting to break the world s record for building block skyscrapers when
without warning Connie a cute 5 year old kissed my cheek My eyes got big My head began to spin A strange sensation shot
through my body 1 stumbled back knockmg over my skyscraper shattenng my ambition of becoming a world class architect
That moment changed my life

Life s unfair Conme married an architect They raised a successful family She s probably forgotten the attack But WHAT
ABOLJT ME''

That memory is forever seared into my mind I remember it as if it happened yesterday I m reduced to submitting letters to
the editor

Of all my life s regrets my biggest is I never retahated
Jerry Todd Boise Idaho
Mental illness and the prisons
Re

Transfers follow Supermax lawsuit Dec 10 news story

Thanks to attomey Edwin Aro for working on behalf of mentally ill pnson mmates at the Supermax pnson m Florence Nelson
Mandela said that no one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails If Florence exemplifies our nation then
Amenca is a homfic place No mentally ill person (even one convicted of murder) should be allowed to eat his feces or hit his
head agamst a wall No pnsoner should be in solitary confinement for more than a few hours
The pnson guards responsible for the horrors at Florence must be fired Huge changes must be made not just at Florence
Supermax but m prisons all over Amenca Pnson offcials should be equ red to read Pete Earley s book about his son s treatment
mjail Crazy A Father s Search Through Amenca s Mental Health Madness
Dixie J Elder Longmont
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Reporter is reheved at ruhng
John Ingold
The Denver Post

The Fox News Channelreporter who had been facingjail time if she refused to divulge her sources for a story about the Aurora
theater shootmg said she hopes she can go back to domg her job now that the ordeal appears to be behind her
Jana Wmter who is based m New York said longtime sources stopped talking to her immediately after she was subpoenaed
to testify and mvestigative stones she was workmg on dried up She didnt have much time to report anyway she said because
the legal fight against the subpoena took up so much of each day

But Winters entanglement in the theater shooting case appeared to end Tuesday when New Yorks highest court overturned
lower courts rulings and said Winter should not have to reveal her sources
I hope that all the sources who stoppedtalkmg to me will come back now that this subpoena issue is gone she said I hope
that I can go back to being a regular reporter who no one recognizes

Attorneys for James Holmes wanted to put Wmter on the stand to tell who provided her with mformation about a notebook
that Holmes mailed to his psychiatnst
Wmter filed a motion m Colorado to quash the subpoena on which the judge here had not yet ruled Had he ordered Wmter to
testify she could have faced mdefinitejail time if she refused which she was adamant she would
Every time Wmter traveled to Colorado to attend a court hearing on her subpoena she said she prepared as if she wasn t going
to be returning home soon She talked to her family She arranged her financial af!airs She made sure she washed the dishes
mthe sink

It was Here s a list of everything I need to do before I go to jail this time Winter said Wednesday It was really really
homble m every possible way I don t ever want to have a Thanksgivmg agam where everyone at the table is super thankful
that I m not mjail yet
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When a witness lives out of state though courtsin both states have to approve a subpoenacompelling that witness to testify
This week s ruling undid New Yorks approval of the subpoena effectively quashing it although Winter said she wont be
travehng to Colorado while the theater shooting case is still pending

Arapahoe CountyDistnctCourt JudgeCarlosSamour who is overseemg the theater shootug case indicated durmgan earlier
order that if New York courts overruled Winter s subpoena the fight would be over

It is possible that the New York Court of Appeals will rule m Wmters favor and will m turn render the motion to quash
moot

Samour wrote m September

Winter praised Fox News and itspresident Roger Ailes for theirsupport Andshe saidthisweeks rubng which setsa legal
precedentprotectmgthe confidentiality of sources forjournalists m New York made the fight worthwhile
People nsk theu-jobs to give information the pubhc wouldnt otherwise be able to know she said of her sources
Johnlngold 303 954 1068 jmgold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_mgold
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Appeals court Shield law protects reporter
A Fox News reporter is protected by New York law from being forced to reveal her sources for a story about the suspect in the
Aurora movie theater shooting last year tfie state s top court ruled Tuesday
New York s shield law supports refusing to recognize a Colorado court s petition for a subpoena the New York Court ofAppeals
stated m Its 4 3 rulmg

Lawyers for gunman James Holmes wanted reporter Jana Wmter brought to Colorado to name two law officers who told her
Holmes had mailed a notebook depictmg violence to a psychiatnst They said the sources violated a judge s gag order
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DA wants Holmes hearing to be open

John Ingold
The Denver Post

Prosecutors in the Aurora movie theater shootiDg case are fighting a motion by defense attorneys to close upcoming hearmgs
concemmg the gunman s psychiatric evaluation

In a response filed Tuesday prosecutors np defense attorneys for makmg repeated references in open court to the Defendant s
purported senous and chronic mental illness but then askmg to close the hearmgs at which James Holmes mental health will
probably be discussed in the most depth to date They also argue that excluding the public from the hearmgs would not only
block the news media but also victims

Closing the courtroom would deny them their nghts prosecutor Karen Pearson wrote

Defense attomeys have asked that the heanngs be closed out of a fear that allowing information about Hohnes psychiatnc
evaluation to be made public now will hurt his nght to a fair tnal They argue that some of the information discussed at the
heanng may not be allowed at tnal

The heanngs stem from the prosecution s request that Hohnes imdergo a second coiul ordered psychiatnc evaluation this tune
by prosecution experts The results of Holmes first court ordered evaluation conducted by an independent examiner at the
Colorado Mental Health Institute m Pueblo

—

have not been released
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A reason to kill death penalty

Twoweeksago former Texasprosecutor KenAnderson began servmga jail sentence for havmghidden evidence
of innocence m a Texas death penalty case resultmg m the wrongful conviction of an innocent man That same
week, the Colorado Court of Appeals afGrmed the tnal court m Lmcoln County w^ch threw out the first degree
murder conviction of David Bueno because deputy district attorneys Rich Orman and Dan May failed to turn
over compelhng evidence of Bueno s innocence to the public defenders representing him Even worse the whole
time they were sitting on evidence of Bueno s innocence they were domg everything m their power to kill him
havmg sought the death penalty against him and his co defendant Alejandro Perez whom I represented The
opmion from the court sets forth the facts m detail In a nutshell the prosecutors had compelling evidence that
others besides Bueno and Perez may have killed a fellow prison inmate and they failed to turn this over to the
defense At the time they were violating their solemn oaths as prosecutors to seek justice and at the same
time violatmg the law by not disclosing evidence of innocence they were workmg for Carol Chambere the only
prosecutor m Colorado who was wildlym love with the death penalty May is now the elected DAm El Paso
County and Orman is busy trymg to see James Holmes executed In the meantime the new district attorney
George Brauchler has done nothing about this findmg of gross misconduct He has yet to make a pubhc statement
condemnmg the actions of his employees and former employees Indeed it was his officethat defended the
case m the Court of Appeals and attempted to justify this miscamage of justice The pubhc should be outraged
that m Colorado conduct that is shocking even m Texas has been met with essentially no response fix)m our
elected officials The Supreme Court of Colorado must begm an mvestigation and an mvestigation should be
imdertaken by law enforcement, with a request for the FBI to get mvolved If after a full pubbc amng of the
evidence these prosecutors are foimd to have acted recklessly knowingly or mtentionally m hidmg exculpatory
evidence they should be disbarred There is no doubt that these prosecutors violated the law as even they
admitted that the evidence m question was both m their possession and never disclosed to the defense If law
enforcement beheves there is probable cause to beheve they broke the law knowmgly they should be prosecuted
and, if convicted ultimately jailed for their attempt to kill Bueno all the v^e knowmg that there was compeflmg
evidence of his innocence they never gave to the defense Bueno got convicted of murder yet a Colorado jury
regectedthe DAs request for the death penalty and sentenced Bueno to life without possibihty of parole In the
meantime because of the built m costs for a death penalty case hkely over $1 milhon was wasted m a failed
effort to kill Bueno "Hie death penalty m Colorado is a fatally flawed government program The alternative is
life with no possibihty of parole Jurors for many years have expressed a preference for that severe sanction
v^ch IS actually less costlythan the death penalty Given the fact that the death penalty has been used once
m Colorado smce 1968 given that we have spent tens of milhons on it and given that we are now confronting
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gross prosecutonal misconduct m its application isn t it time to put this barbanc rehc of a bygone era to rest"^
This year the state legislature needs to abolish the death penally David A. Lane is a defense attorney m Denver
Two weeks ago former Texas prosecutor Ken Anderson began serving a jail sentence for having hidden evidence of tnnocence
m a Texas death penalty case resulting m the wrongful conviction of an innocent man

That same week the Colorado Court of Appeals affirmed the tnal court in Lincoln County which threw out the first degree
murderconviction of DavidBueno becausedeputydistrictattorneys Rich Orman and Dan May failed to turn over compelling
evidence of Bueno s innocence to the public defenders representing him Even worse the whole time they were sittmg on
evidence of Bueno s itmocence they were doing everythmg m then- power to kill him havmg sought the death penalty agamst
him and his co defendant Alejandro Perez whom I represented

The opinion from the court sets forth the facts m detail In a nutshell the prosecutors had compellmg evidence that others
besides Bueno and Perez may have killed a fellow pnson inmate and they failed to turn this over to the defense
At the time they were violatmg their solemn oaths as prosecutors to seek justice and at the same time violatmg the law by
not disclosing evidence of innocence theywereworkingfor CarolChambers the only prosecutor in Colorado who was wildly
m love with the death penalty May is now the elected DA in El Paso Coxmty and Orman is busy trymg to see James Holmes
executed

In the meantime the new distnct attorney George Brauchler has done nothmg about this findmg of gross misconduct He has
yet to make a public statement condemnmg the actions of his employees and former employees Indeed, it was his office that
defended the case in the Court of Appeals and attempted to justify this miscarriage ofjustice
The public should be outragedthat in Colorado conduct that is shocking even in Texas has been met with essentiallyno response
from our elected officials

The Supreme Court of Colorado must begm an mvestigation and an investigation should be undertaken by law enforcement
with a request for the FBI to get mvolved If after a fiill pubhc airmg of the evidence these prosecutors are found to have
acted recklessly knowingly or intentionally m hidmg exculpatory evidence they should be disbarred There is no doubt that
these prosecutors violated the law as even they adimtted that the evidence in question was both m their possession and never
disclosed to the defense If law enforcement bebeves there is probable cause to believe they broke the law knowmgly they
should be prosecuted and if convicted ultunately jailed for their attempt to kill Bueno all the while knowmg that there was
compelling evidence of his innocence they never gave to the defense
Bueno got convicted of murder yet a Colorado jury rejected the DA s request for the death penalty and sentenced Bueno to
Ufe without possibibty of parole In the meantime because ofthe built in costs for a death penalty case hkely over $1 million
was wasted in a failed effort to kill Bueno

The death penalty in Colorado is a fatally flawed government program The alternative is life with no possibility of parole
Jurors for many years have expressed a preference for that severe sanction which is actually less costly than the death penalty
Given the fact that the death penalty has been used once m Colorado since 1968 given that we have spent tens of millions on
It and given that we are now confronting gross prosecutonal misconduct in its application isn t it time to put this barbanc rehc
of a bygone era to rest'' This year the state legislature needs to abolish the death penalty
David A Lane is a defense attorney in Denver
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Lawyers seek to close hearing
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Lawyers for the Aurora theater shootiDg gimman want to exclude the public from upcoimng court hearings concerning his
psychiatric evaluation
Arguing that the hearings are about the very core of the evidence of this case James Holmes attorneys say that allowing the
pubbc including the news media to hear that evidence now would hurt Holmes nghts
(I)t IS highly likely that broad public exposure to the details of this evidence would have a senously prejudicial in^ct on Mr
Holmes constitutional nghts to a fair tnal by an impartial jury defense attorneys wrote m theu- motion filed Fnday
Two days ofhearmgs are scheduled for later this month to debate a prosecution request that Holmes imdergo another psychiatric
evaluation this time by prosecution experts
Defense attorneys say testmiony at the hearmgs will reveal whether an mdependent psychiatnst concluded Holmes was sane or
insane at the time he shot 70 people inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater kiUmg 12 The evaluation was ordered after
Holmes pleaded not gmlty by reason of msamty The results of the evaluation have not been disclosed publicly and attomeys
have spoken m court only cryptically about the report
Defense attomeys say m their motion they will argue that some statements and conchisions m the report should be excluded
from tnal

[T]he only role the public or the media is likely to play if allowed access to this heanng is to seek out attention grabbmg
headbnes based on evidence that may ultimately not be admissible or adimtted at tnal the motion states
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Theater survivors denied records

John Ingold
"Hie Denver Post

Several survivors of the Aurora movie theater shooting who are suing the theater s owner will not be allowed access to
restncted court records ajudge ruled Wednesday
Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour who is overseeing the cnminal case against the theater gimman wrote
m an order Wednesday that exhibits from an earber hearing in the criminal case should not be released to the survivors
Samour ruled that releasing the exhibits would unnecessarily nsk compromismg the mtegnty of the proceedmgs and the
defendant s nght to a fair tnal
Fourteen survivors and family members of victuns slam m the attack sought access to exhibits from January s extensive
prehmmary hearmg m the case hoping they will shed hght on what happened before and after the shootiiig and help m their
lawsmts against theater chain Cmemark

The exhibits mclude thmgs such as photographs pohce reports and audio recordmgs of 911 calls Because of a gag ordCT m
the case those records have never been released
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Public has nghts m Holmes tnal
James Holmes attorneys are understandably aggressive m seeking to protect his nghts and minimize the accused killers
chances of endmg up on death row but they ve gone overboard on occasion too

And when they recently asked Arapahoe Distnct Court Judge Carios A Samour Jr to suppress transcripts of proceedings held
m open court and remove the case fihngs and index fix)m a court website they reached the point of absurdity
Thankfully Samour refused Fnday to further restnct information about the case against Hohnes accused of opening fire m an
Aurora movie theater and killing 12 people It was a welcome development respectmg public access
The request if granted would have severely limited the ability of news outlets and the public to view case information Media
organizations including The Denver Post strongly objected
There is still plenty of mfonnation under seal m this case
As Samour notes
the court has granted every request to file a pleading suppressed and both the parties and the court have
redacted pleadmgs and orders when appropriate before they were uploaded to the court s web site
Tak Dg the Holmes case off the court s webs te would h ve be n

bu d n not only to tho e nt

t d n th

but to the

court system as well

The request seemed to be more about making it difficxilt to get information about the Holmes case and less about findmg
unbiased jurors
And as Samour pointed out the voir dire process m which prospective jurors are questioned is sufficient to protect Holmes
nght to a fair tnal

That s why the decision to maintam electronic access and allow transcripts of pubhc proceedmgs to be released was so clearly
the nght call
This IS a difficult case and while the defendant has a nght to a fair tnal the public also has nghts mcludmg the abihty to follow

the case and see for themselves that justice is served
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I support your rights and Hudak
Allen Best

Yard signs urging a recall are popping up in my neighborhood The gun lobby has taken aim at state Sen Evie Hudak The
Democrat voted for a tno of new laws govemmg guns m Colorado after several mass shootings the year before one of them
at a Colorado movie theater

Two other senators both Democrats from Front Range cities have already been recalled in Colorado Replaang Hudak would
Ult the Colorado statchouse with Repubhcans toeing the gtm lobby s line The final tnumph would be a Republican governor
willing to reverse the new gun laws Rural Colorado has sprouted several Republicans who promise to do just that if elected
next year to replace Gov John Hickenlooper

Gun nghts resonate in rural areaseven more stronglythan m the ciUes One Republican guberaatonal aspirant has even argued
that guns are essential to rural living

I grew up in a town of 7 300 people I mowed lawns not alfalfa My dad kept two guns a smgle action shotgun and a 22
cahber nfle They rarely left the closet even for target shootmg
The real action came on Sunday nights After dinner at my grandparents house on the farm

us men folk would enter the bam

There we protected home and hearthfrom European mvaders pickmgoff English sparrows lurking m the rafters with our BB
guns before they could further pilfer Grandpa s gram How we accomplished this without benefit of 30 roimd magazmes I m
sull not sure Rattlesnakes were dispatched with shovels

Clearly the U S ConsUtution proclaims that the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be mfringed More
problematic is the first half of the sentence A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a fiw state
You hear nght to bear arms all the time Well regulated not so much Our final arbiter in these matters the U S Supreme
Court has been deeply divided about just what the founders were thinking when they inserted this problematic clause
We have hmits on where we can bear arms In most places you can t take a machme gun mto your local city council meetmg
You can t brandish a bazooka when attending a fooftjall game just in case a fan of the other team might open fire

WestlavvNext © 2014 Thomson Reuters No claim to original U S Government Works
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The new laws m Colorado would seem to be small Inmts One hmits ammumtion magazines to 15 bullets That would seem
plenty sufficient for self defense unless you re m a Hollywood movie

Another requires that anybody buymg a gun even from a friend undergo a background check Gun defenders dismiss this as
ineffective They say cnmmals won t get background checks Well it turns out that some do In 2012 when only people buymg
from busmesses were required to undergo background checks some 2 000 were barred from gettmg guns because they had
criminal backgrounds restraining orders against them or for some other similar reason

Will any of this preclude the possibility of a crazed mdividual from spewmg shots mto a crowded theater'' No Will I someday
fmd myself in a situation where I want a gun m my pocket for self defenseMaybe But I m not persuaded that the answer to
somebody with a gun opening fire in a crowded theater is for everybody else to have a gun too Or a bazooka
My yard sign will say this
I support the Second Amendment

1 support a well regulated mihtia
I support Evie Hudak
Allen Best publishes an online newsmagazine at mountamtown news net
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Judge delays Holmes trial
More time needed to weigh request for second mental health evaluation
John Ingold and Sadie Gurman
The Etenver Post

CENTENNIAL The murder tnal of the Aurora movie theater gunman has been delayed for at least a few weeks as attorneys
on both sides tussle over whether the gunman should undergo a second mental health evaluation

Arapahoe County Distnct Court Judge Carlos Samour on Thursday vacated the February tnal date after concedmg that the
issue of the evaluation couldn t be resolved m time He did not set a new date mstead saymg he would wait until after hearmgs

regarding the evaluation now scheduled for Dec 17 18 Samour said he hoped the tnal wouldn t be delayed more than a couple
of months but said be also wouldn t move hastily

I m not going to rush through any issue he said He jokingly told attorneys in the case not to start fillmg up their calendars
with other items My life is on hold I figured yours was too
The delay was prompted by a request from prosecutors that James Holmes who has already undergone one psychiatnc
evaluation at the Colorado Mental Health Institute m Pueblo have a second evaluanon The goal of the first evaluation was to
determine whether Holmes was sane when he killed 12 people and wounded many more inside the Century Aurora 16 movie
theater m July 2012 Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity
Samour said Thursday the evaluation reached three main conclusions though he did not say what they were Arapahoe County
Distnct Attorney George Brauchler said prosecutors are challengmg one of the report s conclusions and want Hohnes to undergo
a limited evaluation by two prosecution experts Brauchler said the survivors of the theater attack whom his office was able to
contact were supportive of the prosecution s request
On the other two conclusions of the evaluation

We re not disputmg the state hospital finding in that regard, Brauchler said

Defense attorneys are opposed to the prosecution s request arguing that it has no basis in law
We are certainly objecting to this

defense attorney Tamara Brady said in court Thursday

bemg requested
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Defense attorneys are scheduled to respond in writing to the prosecutors request on Dec 6 though that response like the
prosecution s onginal motion may be sealed

It israrefor prosecutors to requesta secondevaluation andjudges recentlym twootherhigh profilecasesrejected suchrequests
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
The cases of Sigg and Holmes
Re

Sentenced to life

Nov 20 news story

Note the relatively quick tune frame fit>m start to fimsh m the Austm Sigg case Jefferson Coimty District Attorney Pete Weir
did not seek the death penalty and Sigg will die m pnson There was no grandstanding no long drawn pretnal motions and
exams at taxpayer expense etc

Now look where the James Holmes case sits More than a year later and still the cost m taxpayer dollars continues to nse all
due to the refusal of the Arapahoe DA to not seek the death penalty Much like a grandiose banty rooster DA George Brauchler
wants to preen and grandstand m a full blown drawn out tnal agam at the taxpayer expense Holmes and his team had agreed
to plead guilty thus avoiding a tnal for life m pnson with no parole
The DA m the Sigg tnal did this nght sparmg the family and the pubhc a needlessly long and expensive process
At times common sense and fiduciary responsibihty need to take precedence above an ovennflated ego
Sean S Middleswart Aurora

The cases of Austm Sigg and Jame§ Holmes show our devotion to Old Testament eye for an eye ideas ofjustice At a tune
when the science of behavior is showing a stunnmg explosion of progress there is slight evidence that our pohcymakers and
leaders ofjunsprudence have even noticed
While psychiatnsts contmue to use chats to try to prove or disprove sanity there is no effort to collect valuable and measurable
data of great value to scxiiety
Like Siggs and Holmes many killers know that there is somethmg wrong with their heads In fact autopsies have confirmed
this m some documented cases Siggs and Holmes should be viewed as livmg laboratones We need their genomes evaluated
and their brains imaged We need their blood tested m great detail Today these tests are cheap compared to what is being spent
on less valuable efforts We need to have detailed life histones
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Let s try to leam why those cnmes were committed Bemg mterested only in the punishment is so Old Testament
John C Flemmmg Littleton
The day JFK was kiUed

It was sunny The sky was blue the few clouds were puffy The temperature was 68 degrees at 3 p m Even 22 days mto
November it was a glonous day m Washington D C

It was just the coxmterman and me m the coffee shop next to my offlcc The quiet seemed mcredibly loud Any recent news
on the radio*^ Yes Kennedy was shot
The office was on 16th Street half a block from the White House As I walked toward it the sky was still blue the clouds still

puffy Aloneon the street I watchedas the gates to the WhiteHousemajestically swungclosed the flag lowered to half staff
The 68 degree sunshme felt cold It was no longer a glonous day

The next day was foggy and drizzly when it wasn t raining It seemed as if the weather too was mourning
Elayne Shochet Tatar Aurora
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Thursday heanng set in James Holmes case
An Arapahoe County judge has scheduled a Thursday morning heanng to discuss a prosecution request that the Aurora movie
theater gunman undergo another psychiatnc evaluation
Prosecutors m a motion filed last week have asked that James Holmes undergo a second court ordered mental health exam
Holmes has already undergone one exam as part ofthis plea ofnot guilty by reason ofinsanity to charges that he killed 12 people
and wounded dozens more at the Century Aurora 16 movie theater Defense attomeys object to the request for a second exam
Judge Carlos Samour has set a heanng for 10 a m Thursday
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Health insurance rate hikes

Re

Canceled m Colorado*^ Tums out most aren t, Nov 16 news story

Cancellation of private pohcies has been the focus of the health care cnsis in recent weeks as people are findmg out that if
you like your coverage you can keep it is a myth In 2014 as businesses attempt to renew their plans 1believe we will find
a much larger group of people with no coverage or with plans that are radically changed
Your newspaper quoted KaiserPermanente as calling their actions discontinuation not cancellation I wouldargue that the
two words are synonymous

As a small employer with group coverage with Kaiser I received a letter saying that to meet the goal of complymg with certam
requu^ments in the Affordable Care Act yoxff group will no longer be able to renew your current plan when your renewal
comes up m 2014 However if I wish to circumvent the Obamacare requirements until December 2014 I may do so for a
mere 36 percent increase m premium
Beverly Maxwell Littleton

With the Affordable Care Act my msurance costs will mcrease about 75 percent and that s for the bronze plan
I m hoping the government considers other plan levels/metals such as alummum pewter and lead

Especially m light ofthe failed website rollout and the realities of the costs mvolved some adjustments can certainly be made
I m feeling good about affordmg the tm plan
Dave Thayer Denver
Thanks to Denver Water
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I would hke to thank the Denver Water Department for the qmck and efficient manner in which they repaired a broken water
TTiain in the 2900 block of South Utica Street this past week I was very impressed vnth their professionalism courtesy and
efficiency The workers keptus informed during the repairsof what to expect 1was particularly impressed with the temporary
hookup system to the individual houses
Richard Carey Denver

Benefits of developmg oil shale

A recentstudyby Colorado basedforecasting firmIHSGlobal Insightshowedthatoil shaledevelopment willcreate3 3 million
jobs by 2020and addnearly $470bilbon to the nation s GDP annually Colorado which sitsatopthe fourth largest volume of
natural gas reserves m the country stands to benefit long termfrom shale energy production Thats good news for Colorado
businesses and families The administration should encourage domestic job creating revenue producmg oil and natural gas
development rather than looking for ways to penalize it
Barb Cleland Aurora

Holmes mentally lU'' Of course
Re

Hohnes mental state at issue

Nov 16 news story

I continue to be appalled at the time expense and effort bemg spent on James Holmes mental state and whether to admit
certain pieces of evidence at tnal Now his attorneys say he is too mentally ill to be executed Of course hes mentally ill
he killed 12 people and woimded dozens more at an Aurora movie theater m July 2012 He has admitted it his attorneys
admitted he fired the shots and there were hundreds of witnesses What difference does it make how mentally ill he is"^ What
IS wrong with our judicial system''
Shirley Bartlett Highlands Ranch
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Colorado told stand strong
Kurtis Lee

The Denver Post

Amid recalls lawsuits and what will soon be repeal efforts of the state s new gun control laws a broad coalition of activists
and family members of gun violence victimscongregated Monday to urge state lawmakere to stand strong

Not one law abiding citizen will lose his or her firearms to these laws Eileen McCarron president of Colorado Ceasefire
said from the sun soaked West Steps of the state Capitol

McCarrons group along with national gun control groups such as Mayors Against Illegal Guns lobbied m support of state
laws passed by Democrats that among others limit ammunition magazmes to 15 roxmds and require umversal background
checks on all gun sales and transfers

But m a state renowned for outdoor activities that mclude huntmg and sport shootmg votes m support of those laws have led
to the ouster of two southern Colorado state senators A third recall effort is brewing in Arvada where recall proponents have
imtil Dec 3 to submit nearly 18 900 signatures to force a special election of Democratic state Sen Evie Hudak Moreover
a lawsuit brought forward by county shenffe that look to have the laws declared unconstitutional remains pendmg m federal
distnct court, and Repubbcan lawmakers plan to push for repeals to the laws when the legislative session convenes m January
McCarron on Monday called the gun lobbies like the National Rifle Association

extremists

What s extreme is the erratical voting records and attacks on the Second Amendment nghts of Coloradans said Joe Neville
political director of Rocky Moimtam Gun Owners which is helping lead the recall of Hudak There s nothmg extreme about
defendmg Second Amendment nghts and that s what we re domg
Tom Sullivan whose son Alex was killed m last year s Aurora theater shooting is working to help stave off the recall of
Hudak

I as a Coloradan am proud of the new gun laws said Sullivan noting it has been 69 Fridays since his son was killed in the
mass shootmg m July 2012 When I talk with people about my experience they understand how important it is that we have
laws that help to protect us from senseless gim violence I will continue in my pursuit to see that other Colorado fathers don t
have to endure the pain that I have
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Prosecutors want a 2nd examination

Motions request another psychiatnc evaluation of Holmes
John Ingold
The Denver Post

Prosecutors m the Aurora movie theater shooting case have filed two motions asking for another psychiatric evaluation of
the gunman

Themotions were filed Fnday and thejudge m the caseon Mondayorderedthat theybe sealed The only information available
about the motions are their tides which ask that James Holmes be ordered to undergo further exammation The motions also
cite the statute niimber for the Colorado law that requires defendants who plead insanity to undergo an independentpsychiatnc
exam

Prosecutors rarely ask for second opmions m insanity cases said Denver defense attomey and legal analyst Dan Recht

At a very mmimum this is a fascinating development, Recht said It is a clear mdication that the prosecution is unhappy
with the state hospital s evaluation of Holmes

StevenPitt a nationally known forensic psychiatnst said it is difficultto say why the prosecution requested anotherevaluation
without knowing more Therequest could alsobe a sign thatprosecutors beheve the evaluation though favorable to theircase
is incomplete Or prosecutors could want a second evaluation to counter exams done by defense experts
It s like readmg tea leaves

Pitt said

Recht though said it is extremely rare for jjrosecutors m Colorado to ask for another state evaluation when the first one went
m their favor

I am not awareof anypnor caseinwhichtheprosecution requested a furtherexammation whentheopinion of thestate hospital
was that the defendant was sane

Recht said

Holmeshaspleadednotguiltyby reasonof msanity to chargesthathe murdered 12peopleandtned to killdozens moremsidethe
Century Aurora 16movie theater m July 2012 As part of his plea he has alreadyundergone one coiut ordered mdependent
psychiatnc evaluation at the Colorado Mental Health Institute in Pueblo
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The results ofthat evaluationhave not been disclosed publicly Earlier this month defense attorneys filed motions
arguing that the report from the evaluation shows that Holmes is too mentally ill to face the death penalty

also sealed

Thejudge does not have to grant the requestfor anotherevaluation Rechtsaid Instead prosecutors must show that they have
good cause to have another exam performed
That has proved to be a difficult bar to reach for prosecutors m recent years

Boulder prosecutors lost a bid in 2011 to have a second court ordered evaluation of Stephanie Rochester a Superior woman
who killed her 6 month old son and who the Colorado Mental Health Institute exam determined was msane at the time of the

killing That sameyear Jefferson Countyprosecutors tned to get a judge to orderthat BrucoEastwood the Deer Creek Middle
School shooter undergo an examby a psychiatrist hiredby the prosecution Thejudge deniedthe request and ajury later found
Eastwood not guilty by reason of msanity

In an opinion article last year in The Denver Post Boulder Distnct Attorney Stan Gamett argued that prosecutors should be
allowed to conduct their own evaluation on a defendant as a matter of fairness especially smce Colorado law makes it the
prosecution s burden to prove a defendant s sanity

The public cannot have confidence m the courts abihty to resolve claimsof insanity unlessthe prosecution has equal access
to the same information as the defendant

Gamett wrote

John Ingold 303 954 1068 jingold@denverpost com or twitter com/john_ingold
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Holmes mental state at issue

John Ingold
The Denver Post

Lawyers for the Aurora movie theater gunman say the results of a psychiatnc evaluation show he is too mentally ill to face
the death penalty

In a motion filed last week the lawyers ask that the death penalty be thrown out as an option m the murder case against James
Holmes The motion was one of five the defense filed last week under seal related to Holmes evaluation at the Colorado

Mental Health Institute m Pueblo Details about the motions emerged Fnday on the case s register of actions

a kmd of table

of contents for the case

The results of the psychiatnc evaluation which will likely be the most important piece of information m determmmg the
outcome of the case have not been revealed and the secrecy surrounding the arguments about it shows its significance
One of last week s defense fihngs is titled. Motion to strike the death penalty because the state and federal constitutionsprohibit
the execution of mdividuals such as Mr Holmes who suffer from a chronic and senous mental illness

Another motion asks the judge to limit testimony about the shootings impact on victims and their families until after jurors
have decided the sentence The motion s title states that the evaluation s conclusions render such evidence irrelevant

Another motion asks the judge to block prosecutors from presenting at tnal statements Holmes made during the evaluation and
another motion requests the judge to exclude evidence and findings concermng competency to stand trial
Holmes is scheduled to go on tnal in February on charges that he killed 12 people and woimded dozens more mside the Century
Aurora 16 movie theater m July 2012 His attorneys have admitted he fired the shots but Hohnes has pleaded not guilty by
reason of insanity to the charges a plea that prompted the evaluation at the mental health mstitute

Next month attorneys m the case are set to argue about the constitutionality of the death penalty m weeks of heanngs
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Elephants and ivory

Re Does destroying Denver ivory really save elephants'^ Nov 6 guest commentary

Crushing stockpiled ivory is symbolic It demonstrates Americans are agamst poaching People are alarmed by the homfic
slaughter ofelephant family groups We also know that sellmg raw ivory fmances terrorism A direct connection has been made
between the poaching of ivory and groups like Somalia s A1 Shabab Kenya s Westgate Massacre m September is a reminder
that bad people with ready cash are lethal Economic theory aside smashing a few tons of illicit ivoiy m a Denver parkmg
lot is the least we can do to honor the dead We symbolically jom hands gnevmg for the murder of both animals and humans
The two are linked in life and m death

David Gies Nairobi KenyaThe wnter is a Denver native workmg with the Africa Network for Animal Welfare
A gun m every citizen s hand''

Re TSA ageots need to be armed, Nov 9 letter to the editor
Letter wnter Luke Marshall has it spot on Transportation Secunty Administration agent are charged with our protection and
their own naturally this can only occur if they are properly eqmpped with firearms to qmckly silence any urunment threat

But why stop there'' Teachers are charged with the protection of their students surely we could prevent another Columbme or
Newtownifteachersjust had guns' Doctors too should have quick access to weaponry lest someone try and harm a defenseless
patient Ushers at movie theaters could be given a Taser at the least should another James Holmes appear
A country m which every citizen is not armed at all times is one open to attack at any time and I for one would feel much
safer with an Uzi in the hands of every Amencan
Tom Roberts Denver

Sellmg Obamacare to youths
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Re Controversial social media campaign by backers of Colorado s health insurance exchange is the target of some cntical
shots

Nov 13 news story

I think these ads are a pretty good attempt at tiymg to brmg health insurance into the streamof consciousness and thought of
young and healthy people the very people who need to get msurance in order for Obamacare to have a chance at workmg
Tnvial or not this is what it takes to relate to Amencan youth who see themselves as mvincible and without any need for
health care

Dave Sprecace Denver

Preparation for world s disasters
Re Desperate survivors seek to flee typhoon zone Nov 12 news story

This time it is the citizens of the Philippmes whoare discovermg that it takestime to organize an effectiveresponse to suffenng
It will take time to decide who is going to do what and then it will take time to deliver water food clothing medicine and
temporary sheher Lirung up the funding to pay for it all will also cause delays

It might be a good tmie to call for a global cooperative effort to design build, supply and ftmd strategically placed disaster
responsecenters Preparingand planning ahead for human disasters would certamly be an improvementover our current always
ad hoc approach
Robert P McCormick Denver
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Absurd secrecy m Holmes tnal

The preliminary hearing last January for accused mass shooter James Holmes was quite the production
Over the course of 2 1/2 days prosecutors presented more than a dozen wimesses and scores of items of evidence
All m open court

Now there is a request m the case to deny the release of transcripts of proceedmgs that took place m open court
The efforts to rnipose secrecy m this case have reached an absurd level

The latest fracas comes as some victims m the case who are suing the owners of the theater where Holmes allegedly opened
fire and killed 12 people seek transcripts fix)m the preliminary hearing so they may pursue a civil case
They also want access to exhibits presented m the preliminary heanng the purpose of which was to show there was enough
evidence to proceed with the case Those exhibits were ordered sealed
In October the Arapahoe Distnct Attomey s office filed a motion notmg that transcripts would document what is said m open
court The prosecution doesn t believe the motion continued that there shoxJd be a general rule that would prohibit the media
and public from ordermg transcripts of proceedings that they can already attend
How then does one square that with a Nov 8 filing from the prosecution that argues for bamng certam victims
fh)m obtaming prebminary heanng materials until the Holmes tnal is complete?

those suing

the theater company

The DA s office appears to be backtrackmg
For the record Holmes also is attemptmg to keep this matenal as well as other information out of the pubhc eye His attomeys

argue it would jeopardize his ability to get a fair tnal

The preliminary heanng was held m open court and numerous news stones depicted the evidence presented Information
presented m a public forum should be available for public review This case regardless ofits high profile should be no exception
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As trial nears, debate grows over naming the Aurora theater shooter
John Ingold; The Denver Post
Tom Teves will not say the name of his son's killer in this article.
He won't even use a specific pronoun.
"That's what it wants," Teves said. "It wants to see its name and its face in the mainstream media."
Since the shooting at the Century Aurora 16 movie theater that killed his son, Alex, and 11 others, Teves and his wife, Caren,
and several other families of those slain have urged the media not to use the gunman's name. But now -- as the case's longawaited trial approaches and the families' concerns grow about the kind of publicity the live-broadcast trial might receive -Teves' push has coalesced into a campaign to change how the media covers all mass shootings.
The new effort -- Teves describes it as a "quest for accountability" -- is called No Notoriety, and the goal is to encourage and
even shame the news media into withholding the names and pictures of mass killers. Teves and the other families hope their
effort will break what they see as a feedback loop of media attention that inspires future killers.
"In the news, you report who, what and why," Teves said. "But when the who and the what become the reason for the why,
that's a problem. And that's what it's come down to."
Experts on criminal psychology are still learning about what motivates mass killers, and among those researchers there is not
a consensus as to whether naming killers in the media inspires others.
Some support Teves' effort, saying that too often mass killers become folk heroes to a small number of isolated individuals who
are also contemplating violence. Others say withholding the name or other details about a killer would likely have little impact
on the frequency of mass killings and that the overall tenor of the coverage is more important.
To media advocates, the push to withhold names conflicts with some of the core tenets of journalism: providing transparency
in the criminal justice system and calling someone out when they've done wrong. The advocates worry that, by withholding the
names, the media may unintentionally give more power to the killers in the minds of their followers.
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"There's a lot wrapped up in the psychology of whether you say someone's name out loud," said Kelly McBride, a vice president
at The Poynter Institute and an expert in media ethics.
Monitoring publicityComplicating all of this is an acknowledgment that media inspiration for mass killers is largely a blank
spot in the research. No studies look directly at whether large-scale coverage of mass killers creates a "contagion" effect.
"It's a more anecdotal or observational basis for my opinion than I'd like it to be," said Dr. Park Dietz, a well-known forensic
psychiatrist based in California who supports the effort to limit use of killers' names and photos.
Still, Dietz and others see reasons to be concerned.
For instance, the man who murdered 26 students and staff members at Sandy Hook Elementary kept detailed notes about prior
killings. And investigators studying new killings -- such as the 2013 shooting at Arapahoe High School -- continue to find
perpetrators who are fascinated with the Columbine High School murderers. So worried were authorities about the potential
for inspiration that the Jefferson County sheriff's office decided in 2011 to destroy videos made by the Columbine killers, after
a Federal Bureau of Investigation report described the videos as "like a recruitment tape."
Severalstudies have concluded that some mass killers are motivated by infamy.
"The desire for notoriety is, 'We want people to know why we're angry,' " said Dr. Pete Blair of Texas State University's
Advanced Law Enforcement Rapid Response Training Center.
Blair said he is working on a study that examines whether well-publicized mass shootings increase the likelihood of new attacks.
In the meantime, he has spearheaded a campaign called "Don't Name Them" that has received support from FBI officials. Blair
presents the campaign's message at law enforcement training sessions -- for instance, encouraging police officials to delay
releasing a gunman's name until after the first wave of publicity about the shooting.
"More than its share"Other experts on criminal psychology, though, are skeptical about whether a name alone is enough to
motivate mass murderers. Dr. James Alan Fox, a professor at Northeastern University in Boston and the author of the book
"Extreme Killing," said it is important for media coverage not to show fascination with killers or their beliefs. That would mean,
for instance, not publishing manifestos by killers clearly seeking attention.
But, in the proper context, a name is just another factual detail of the case, he said.
"It's OK to shed light on them and what they've done without giving them a spotlight," Fox said.
In covering the Aurora movie theater shooting, The Denver Post has used James Holmes' name but has deliberately kept it out
of many stories focusing on victims of the tragedy. Prosecutors have so far not presented evidence that he was motivated by
fame; his defense attorneys say he was insane at the time of the attack.
"Unfortunately, Colorado has had more than its share of pain from mass shootings," Denver Post Editor Greg Moore said. "We
understand the grief a community experiences and our role in helping it heal. We also understand our job is to cover the news
factually, thoughtfully and with sensitivity. We have done that without bowing to outside pressures of any sort. Our readers can
expect that same accurate, measured and sensitive coverage during this trial."
McBride, the media advocate, said reporters must be thorough in their coverage of mass killings to fulfill their democratic
responsibility, "to hold the light of scrutiny up to the justice system."
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Changing behaviorsSupporters of Teves' campaign, though, say it is not unprecedented for the media to withhold names in
certain circumstances.
Dietz encouraged reporters to think of mass killings not as murders but as something else: suicides. After several studies
documented a connection between news reports and clusters of suicides, media outlets changed how they report on suicide.
Dietz said many experts consider public mass killings to be a kind of suicidal behavior -- and noted that more than half of
perpetrators either kill themselves or are killed by police.
"All it takes to do this is feeling hopeless about one's own future and blaming someone else for it," Dietz said.
Though a few reporters have endorsed the No Notoriety message, Teves said he is baffled at the resistance of others. The
name of the gunman who killed his son has been repeated so many times that it's no longer newsworthy, Teves said. Even if
withholding names doesn't have an effect, he asked, what's the harm in trying?
"Ninety-five percent of America agrees with us," he said. "Four percent who don't are journalists. And 1 percent are people
who want to shoot people."
"There's no journalistic reason at this point to name this thing or show its picture."
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Deputies arrest man in dragging of officer
A man accused of dragging a Jefferson County sheriff's deputy along the street while evading a traffic stop was captured
Thursday.
Andrey Pavolvich Mishenin, 23, was arrested without incident in the parking lot of the Crossland Hotel, 4850 Leetsdale Drive,
in Glendale.
Mishenin had been the focus of a manhunt since taking off in his car while being contacted by a deputy Jan. 29.
The sheriff's office said the deputy contacted the driver about 10:30 p.m. in the 5600 block of Yank Street. The deputy thought
the vehicle's driver appeared suspicious, according to Jacki Kelley, a sheriff's spokeswoman.
As the deputy was speaking with the driver, the man sped off.
The deputy reached into the car just before the driver drove off and was dragged for "a very short period of time," falling to
the ground, Kelley said.
Mishenin was booked into the Jefferson County jail Thursday on charges of second-degree assault, criminal impersonation,
and numerous traffic violations. He is being held on $75,000 bail.
DENVER
Death investigated as a homicide, police say
Police in Denver say they are investigating the death of a person found inside a home in the northwest part of the city on
Wednesday morning as a homicide.
The body was found by officers responding to a request for a welfare check at about 10:30 a.m. on the 2600 block of Java Court.
Police did not release further information and said they would provide updates as they become available.
CENTENNIAL
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Prospective juror: My son was in theater
A man summoned as a potential juror in the Colorado theater shooting case told a judge that his son was in the multiplex on
the night of the attack.
It was not immediately clear Thursday if the son was in the theater where the gunman opened fire.
The judge did not immediately decide whether to dismiss the father.
Jury selection began Jan. 20 with prospective panelists filling out questionnaires.
Lawyers are expected to begin oral questioning of candidates next week.
Defendant James Holmes sat quietly during the Thursday proceedings. He is accused of killing 12 people and injuring 70
others in the 2012 attack in the Denver area.
He has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity.
Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
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Juror prospect tells judge mom murdered
A prospective juror was released Wednesday from the Aurora theater shooting case after she tearfully told a judge her mother
had been murdered and she was wounded five years ago in an unrelated attack.
The woman told Arapahoe County District Judge Carlos A. Samour Jr. she had been shot nine times in December 2009.
The judge didn't ask for any specifics. Samour wished her well and told her she was dismissed.
Jury selection in the case began Jan. 20. James Holmes pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity. Prosecutors are seeking the
death penalty.
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Faster pace for jury selection
John Ingold and John Aguilar; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL Two have shown up for jury duty apparently drunk. One was suspected of being high. Another may have been
faking a broken arm.
None were immediately dismissed from the jury pool for the Aurora movie theater shooting trial.
At the end of the second week of jury selection, the judge and attorneys in the case have shown a determination not to easily
release people from service without first having them fill out a questionnaire. That resolve is one reason why Judge Carlos
Samour said Friday the questionnaire phase of jury selection could end a week early.
By the end of the day Friday, about 2,200 people had reported for service in the case, and around 1,300 of them are in line to
be called back for individual questioning.
"It's been a great turnout, and the citizens of Arapahoe County deserve kudos for that," Samour said Friday. "They've stepped
up to the plate."
People who speak no English, don't live in Arapahoe County, aren't United States citizens or come with a detailed note from
their doctors are most frequently released without having to fill out a questionnaire. Most others presenting excuses -- including
those who were suspected of being drunk -- have been rescheduled or asked to fill out a questionnaire anyway. About 870
people so far have been dismissed from the pool, most after filling out questionnaires.
Samour said there may be enough jurors remaining to start the second phase of jury selection on the week of Feb. 9, instead of
the following week, as previously planned. That phase involves detailed questioning of individuals jurors. Opening statements
in the murder trial of James Holmes still aren't likely to begin until late May or early June.
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CU to stay mum during trial
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL University of Colorado officials say they will be mostly mum during the Aurora movie theater shooting trial,
which is expected to reveal new details about the gunman's time on campus.
James Holmes was a neuroscience student on the University of Colorado's Anschutz Medical Campus. His final days on
campus -- in which he failed key exams and allegedly made threats to a psychiatrist -- are expected to provide key details for
both sides during the trial.
Some CU officials and students will likely testify at trial. But in a letter sent this month to CU staff, campus chancellor Donald
Elliman said campus officials would avoid commenting outside the courthouse on information revealed at trial.
"We recognize that limiting our commentary and the information we disseminate during the trial may be frustrating for the
public, the media and for us," Elliman wrote in the letter. "But there is a higher purpose. We hope the public, media and
university community will understand that we must not interfere with the judicial process."
During a meeting Monday with The Denver Post editorial board, Elliman clarified that CU officials might respond if some
information presented during the trial is inaccurate or lacks context. But Elliman said he doesn't want to undermine the trial.
"Our No. 1 priority is to protect the integrity of the trial," he said.
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity to charges that he murdered 12 people and tried to kill 70 others inside the
Century Aurora 16 movie theater in July 2012. How CU dealt with Holmes and his mental health will be closely watched at trial.
The widow of Jonathan Blunk, who was killed in the theater, has sued CU and Holmes' psychiatrist for not placing Holmes on
a psychiatric hold prior to the attack. That lawsuit is currently paused, awaiting the conclusion of the criminal trial.
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700 to return for jury picking
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL The first week of jury selection for the Aurora movie theater shooting trial ended Friday with hundreds in line
to be called back for individual questioning.
By the end of the day Friday, the judge and attorneys in the case had agreed to release 213 jurors from service after reading
questionnaires those jurors filled out or hearing other excuses. But roughly 900 jurors showed up for jury duty during the week,
meaning approximately 700 jurors will return for the second phase of jury selection. That phase will start in mid-February and
will involve in-depth one-on-one questioning by the judge and attorneys on the case.
As he did earlier in the week, Judge Carlos Samour urged attorneys in the case to be proactive in agreeing to release jurors
who, based on the answers they gave on questionnaires, won't be able to be impartial. He also told the lawyers Friday that he
would be willing to cut short the initial questionnaire phase of jury selection if they think they've reached a sufficient number
of jurors to move forward.
Jury selection resumes Monday, with waves of potential jurors arriving at the courthouse in the morning and afternoon of each
weekday.
Samour and the lawyers on the case are looking for 12 jurors and 12 alternates to weigh fairly 166 charges of murder, attempted
murder and other offenses filed against James Holmes for the July 2012 attack at the Century Aurora 16 movie theater.
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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100 more jurors excused
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL The third day of jury selection for the Aurora movie theater shooting trial ended Thursday with 100 jurors
being dismissed, as attorneys on both sides began poring over hundreds of juror questionnaires.
The reasons for releasing most of the jurors were not disclosed. As in previous days, a handful were dismissed because of
medical issues, for not speaking English or for having a personal connection to the case.
Most of those dismissed came from the groups of jurors who filled out questionnaires Tuesday afternoon and Wednesday
morning, when 266 jurors showed up for duty.
That means dozens of jurors from those two groups will be called back for the second phase of individual questioning, which
will begin in mid-February and will plod along at the pace of 18 jurors per day.
Sensing the slog, Judge Carlos Samour encouraged both sides to work together to release clearly unfit jurors from duty.
"Otherwise," Samour told the lawyers Thursday, "we're going to end up having individual questioning sessions with folks we
all know from the get-go are not going to end up on this jury."
Although he said Thursday he thinks more jurors probably should be dismissed based on their questionnaires, Samour has
previously said he will dismiss jurors at this initial stage only if both sides agree.
Hundreds more potential jurors filled out questionnaires at the courthouse Thursday, bringing the total who have reported for
duty to around 665.
In this first phase of jury selection, waves of potential jurors are expected to continue reporting for several weeks.
James Holmes faces 166 counts of murder, attempted murder and other offenses for the July 2012 attack on the Century Aurora
16 movie theater. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty. Defense attorneys say Holmes was suffering a psychotic episode
at the time of the attack.
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13 more potential jurors dismissed from serving
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL Thirteen more prospective jurors were released Wednesday from the pool of people summoned for the James
Holmes trial as the close scrutiny they will receive during the selection process came into clear focus.
Ten people were dismissed because they don't live in Arapahoe County, aren't U.S. citizens or don't speak English. Three were
dismissed for medical reasons.
All told, 272 people showed up at the courthouse Wednesday for jury service, adding to the 135 who arrived the day before,
the first day of jury selection, Judge Carlos Samour said.
On Thursday, Samour and attorneys on both sides of the Aurora theater massacre case will start going over the 407
questionnaires those jurors filled out, but Samour on Wednesday said in court that it will take agreement from both sides to
dismiss jurors from service based on their answers in the questionnaires. Many will be called back for individual questioning.
That cautious scrutiny matches Samour's decision Wednesday to question under oath two of the jurors who said they don't live
in Arapahoe County.
"Do you have any other residences?" Samour asked one juror who said she now lives in Denver, making her ineligible for
service in the case. The woman said she didn't.
"Do you have any intention of going back to a residence in Arapahoe County?" Samour persisted.
Both ultimately were released from service. But another -- a woman who Samour said arrived at the courthouse Wednesday
morning vomiting and so "violently ill" that she requested an ambulance -- was not released from service. Instead, after
consulting with the lawyers, Samour decided she should be asked to come back at a later date.
Although 9,000 summonses went out to jurors in the case -- of which 7,000 were delivered -- attorneys said they were wary
about letting too many people go at the start.
"In a case of this magnitude," defense attorney Dan King said to Samour, "you have to consider the fact that people may not
want to sit on this jury."
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Holmes faces the death penalty if convicted of killing 12 people and trying to kill 70 more inside the Century Aurora 16 theater
in July 2012. His trial is expected to last four or five months.
Despite some hiccups -- one juror was caught Wednesday apparently taking a cellphone picture of his juror questionnaire, a
no-no -- Samour said he was pleased with the turnout rate.
"I think we're getting good numbers," Samour said as snow fell Wednesday, "especially considering the conditions outside."
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Selection of jurors begins with 7 dismissed
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL They shuffled into the courtroom in a nervous procession: an older man in plaid flannel, a middle-aged woman
with curls, a young man with hair pressed into a fauxhawk.
One by one Tuesday, the first prospective jurors for the Aurora movie theater murder trial walked to their seats with their eyes
cast down, none appearing to sneak a glimpse to their left of the bearded and bespectacled man on trial for the attack -- the man
whose life they may soon be asked to condemn or to spare.
"No one should assume that Mr. Holmes committed a crime just because he has been charged in this case," Judge Carlos Samour
read to the jurors from the script that he will use to address similar groups of jurors over the next four weeks. "Mr. Holmes
is presumed innocent."
Thus officially began the trial for one of the worst mass shootings in American history.
Two and a half years to the day after James Holmes killed 12 people and wounded 70 others inside the Century Aurora 16
movie theater, prosecutors, defense attorneys and Samour began the process of picking the people who will decide his fate. It
was a date that had been set and reset five times during the course of the case, and Samour's voice carried a note of purpose
when he opened a quick hearing Tuesday morning with these words: "The case is set today for trial."
Just shy of 190 jurors were expected at the courthouse Tuesday afternoon in the first wave to be called. They listened to remarks
from Samour -- in which he told them not to talk to anyone about the case or research its details.
They filled out 18-page questionnaires covering their backgrounds, as well as their views on the death penalty, mental illness
and the criminal justice system. Then they went home to wait to learn whether they will be called back.
Attorneys will start reviewing the first completed questionnaires on Wednesday, and Samour urged both sides "to be sensible
and reasonable when stipulating to the excusal of jurors."
"We are going to be spending a lot of time with each other," Samour said at a morning hearing to go over the jury-selection
plan. "My expectation is that everybody will make a good-faith effort to work together."
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By the end of the day, Samour had released seven jurors from service, a crawling progress that seemed only to underscore
the difficult process ahead. Four of the excused jurors had provided proof that they live outside Arapahoe County; two had
offered doctor's notes; and one arrived at the wrong time and was accidentally dismissed with a group of jurors who had been
called for other cases.
Samour had summoned an unprecedented 9,000 jurors for the case, but he announced Tuesday that the pool already has dwindled
to 7,000. He said 2,000 summonses had been returned as undeliverable.
A heavy police presence massed outside the Arapahoe County courthouse ahead of Tuesday's hearings. Arapahoe County
sheriff's patrol cars and unmarked vans blocked areas of the busy parking lot. Two sheriff's deputies were posted on the
courthouse's roof.
Television satellite trucks and other media vehicles filled two back rows of the parking lot. Reporters and photographers lined
the bright yellow barriers placed along the sidewalks.
The prospective jurors began arriving around noon, clutching their jury summonses in their hands, and by 2 p.m. they filled
almost every seat in the courtroom where Holmes' trial will play out.
For the first time since his arrest, Holmes appeared in court wearing dress clothes, not the red jail jumpsuits of prior hearings.
He wore tan slacks and an untucked blue-and-white-striped button shirt. He had a dark sport coat, clean-cut hair, a beard and
glasses. A cable winding down his pant leg from his waist discretely tethered him to the floor.
Holmes sat impassively as Samour told jurors of the charges: "Mr. Holmes has been charged with the murders of 12 people
and the attempted murders of 70 people at the Century 16 Theatres located at 14300 E. Alameda Ave., Aurora, Colo., on July
20, 2012."
Holmes appeared expressionless when Samour explained that the suspect has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity and that
prosecutors are seeking the death penalty. And, when the jurors left the courtroom for a break, Holmes remained seated, staring
forward.
"I want to express my gratitude again for your willingness to do your civic duty today," Samour said, concluding his remarks
to the jurors. "Without the rule of law, our democracy could not thrive."
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For long trials, raise juror pay
It is too much to ask most people to devote nearly half of the year to sit on a jury to decide the fate of suspected theater shooter
James Holmes and see their income plunge to near the federal poverty level.
That is what 24 selected jurors and alternates could face, according to The Denver Post's John Ingold.
This week, jury selection began with thousands of people summoned. Jurors could be empaneled as long as five straight months
for what could be an exhaustive and emotionally taxing experience.
Cliff Stricklin, a prominent Denver defense attorney, said "the last few responsibilities we have as a citizen is to pay your taxes
and serve on a jury."
He's right, but it shouldn't be financially crippling when the trial lasts weeks and months.
Colorado law requires employers to pay employees at least $50 for up to three days of jury service. After that, the state pays
jurors $50 a day, an amount set in 1990.
At that rate, jurors would earn an equivalent annual salary of $11,700, just $30 above the federal poverty line for a 0ne-person
household.
Yet, even Colorado's low rate is among the highest in the country. Illinois, for example, pays as little as $4 a day to jurors.
About 42 percent of employers in the Denver area say they pay employees their full wage no matter how long the service,
according to the Mountain States Employers Council. But a third say they don't pay anything beyond the three days required
by law.
Colorado lawmakers should consider creating a "lengthy trial fund," similar to programs in Arizona and Oklahoma, to help
jurors recover lost wages.
Oklahoma and Arizona supplement their lengthy trial funds with various court fees. Oklahoma pays jurors up to $200 a day
after the 10th day. And Arizona's fund pays up to $300 a day after day three.
Higher pay for jurors on long trials would create a broader and more diverse jury pool, and would also be fairer to all.
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Guest Commentary: Reviled clients and our Constitution
Tim Young and Sarah E. Tuberville; Guest Commentary
"The right of one charged with a crime to counsel may not be deemed fundamental and essential to fair trials in some countries,
but it is in ours." This memorable language was coined by the U.S. Supreme Court in 1963, when it issued its decision in Gideon
vs. Wainwright, declaring that the Constitution guarantees the right to effective assistance of counsel to any person who stands
to lose his life or liberty at the hands of the government.
But the fair pursuit of justice can be overshadowed -- or even put asunder -- by a community's desire to see the guilty punished.
As the trial of James Holmes begins, Coloradans squarely face this very human dilemma. We hope that adherence to our
country's constitutional precepts wins the day.
There is no doubt about, and perhaps even no words for, the unfathomable harm wrought by Holmes in a movie theatre in
July 2012. Once the killing in Aurora was over, the wheels of justice began to turn -- this time with the state seeking to kill
one of its citizens. In a case in which the prosecution is pursuing the death penalty, the only way to circumscribe the awesome
power of the government -- in this case, a government seeking to legally execute one of its citizens -- is to ensure that the
lawyers assigned to represent the client are able to investigate and present to the jury an accurate picture of the underlying
circumstances of the crime.
Given the indicators of severe mental illness in Holmes' crime, the defense lawyers and the jury have a difficult task ahead in
order to understand what occurred and to set vengeance aside in order to make a decision about what should happen to Holmes.
A reliable verdict and an appropriate punishment cannot be determined until the jury hears all the evidence -- from both sides.
Holmes' attorneys are not the first to represent a reviled client. The current chief justice of the Supreme Court represented a
death row inmate in Florida when he was a lawyer at a private law firm. John Adams, one of our country's Founders, provided a
principled, controversial, and ultimately successful legal defense to British soldiers accused in the Boston Massacre, because he
believed in the right to counsel and the presumption of innocence. These lauded members of the legal profession (and American
history) recognized that good lawyering in controversial cases and on behalf of unpopular clients is one of our most powerful
defenses against the kind of tyranny that so alarmed the Founders of our nation.
No matter how unfavorably the public may view a defense lawyer's client -- and no matter how heinous the crimes of which that
client is accused -- it is the lawyer's constitutional and ethical duty is to provide competent representation. Attacks on lawyers
because of who they represent clearly undermine this sacred principle.
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Zealous, effective counsel is vital to ensuring that both the innocent and the guilty receive trials that adhere to constitutional
safeguards, that courts and juries are presented with all relevant facts, that errors in the proceedings that could unfairly prejudice
the outcome are discovered and corrected, and that lawyers remain scrupulous in the presentation of their cases.
The standard we hold ourselves to is the one found in the Constitution, not the actions of the perpetrator of the massacre in
Aurora. And this often means that our deliberative justice system -- a system in which the resources of the public defenders
are in balance with those available to the prosecution -- can be a slow process. But delays are certainly preferable to the tragic
mistakes that can result if there is a rush to judgment in a death penalty case. It is our hope that everyone can hear the full
story not only of the offense, but also of the offender. It is only then that a reasoned, fair and moral decision concerning the
appropriate verdict and sentence for Holmes can be made. That's the American way.
Tim Young is chair of the National Association for Public Defense Steering Committee. Sarah E. Turberville is senior counsel
of The Constitution Project.
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Holmes jury selection begins
John Ingold; The Denver Post
CENTENNIAL A journey of nearly 1,000 days ends Tuesday, when a judge and two teams of lawyers begin choosing the jurors
who will decide justice in the Aurora movie theater attack, one of the worst mass shootings in American history.
While juror candidates don't arrive until the afternoon, people started entering the Arapahoe County courthouse well before the
9 a.m. check-in for attorneys in the case. Media and satellite trucks filled rows of the parking lot Tuesday morning, and security
officers outside the courthouse shouted "No cameras of any kind!" to those lining up to go into the building.
The first wave from a pool of 9,000 potential jurors will arrive at the courthouse about 1 p.m. They will listen to some
instructions, fill out a lengthy questionnaire and then go home. The whole process might take only a couple of hours.
For a month, jury selection will inch along like this, with waves of jurors arriving in the morning and afternoon to complete
questionnaires. More detailed questioning of potential jurors will begin in mid-February.
"We deeply appreciate your participation in this important aspect of our democratic society," Judge Carlos Samour will tell
the jurors Tuesday, according to his prepared remarks. "Without you, we could not have jury trials of the system of justice
our nation enjoys."
Tuesday's start of jury selection comes 914 days after the July 2012 attack on the Century Aurora 16 movie theater, in which
12 people were killed and 70 others wounded. Prosecutors are seeking the death penalty against James Holmes, while his
attorneys contend that he was insane and should be committed to a mental health institution.
It will likely be late May or early June before a jury is seated. So, while Tuesday marks the end of one journey, those impacted
by the attack know the day also marks the beginning of another.
"We've all been to therapists and have talked to our families and have our support groups, so we're prepared," said Marcus
Weaver, who was shot in the arm and whose friend, Rebecca Wingo, died in the attack. "It's gonna be quite the journey."
The Associated Press contributed to this report.
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Value of Holmes trial goes beyond legal questions
Alicia Caldwell; The Denver Post
When you get down to it, the only major legal issue left to decide in the trial of James Holmes is what kind of insane he was
when he sprayed bullets into an Aurora movie theater.
Was it the sort of illness that gets him into a mental health institution for what likely would be the rest of his life? Or was
it the type that allowed him to plot a massacre yet understand what he was doing was wrong, therefore making him eligible
for the death penalty?
Surely, no completely sane person could do what he did.
So, there will be eight or 10 months of trial, perhaps hundreds of witnesses, and a serious commitment of time from jurors,
who will see their lives and peace of mind disrupted.
All of this to determine sanity.
Some have questioned whether it should really take so long. One might think it would be a simpler matter.
I would argue that such minute examination brings value that goes beyond the legal questions at issue.
Disclosure of circumstances leading up to the 2012 shootings will open a window on the making of the monster.
It might help us understand how a young man smart enough to get into a doctoral program in neuroscience at the University of
Colorado could have gotten to the point where he amassed a serious stash of weapons and ammunition, dyed his hair orange
and went on a rampage.
Now, Holmes' parents specifically and publicly have said their son is not a monster. Of course, their fear is that he will be
sentenced to death. And that is a horror for them to contemplate.
I don't think, however, there's any arguing that what he did -- and he has admitted to the shooting in pursuing a plea of not
guilty by reason of insanity -- was monstrous.
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He planned and carried out a sophisticated attack on a theater full of people watching a new Batman movie, killing 12 and
wounding dozens more.
Understanding how he got to that place is a crucial matter. The people who specialize in such things undoubtedly will scrutinize
the testimony, searching for warning signs and facts common to other mass shooters.
They'll examine what people around Holmes noticed about his behavior and the interventions that were attempted.
Much of the focus after similarly horrific mass shootings -- like Columbine and Newtown -- came to rest on gun control. And
there have been epic battles about the wisdom and efficacy of such policies.
But the political reality is that the majority of the American public will not get behind the sort of broad, strict gun control that
could make a difference, and that's assuming it would be constitutional.
Any effort to corral the millions of guns floating around in society, for instance, would ignite a mighty backlash.
Yet, there is potential in really dialing in on the experiences and circumstances that create a James Holmes. Or an Eric Harris
and Dylan Klebold. Or a Karl Pierson.
The secrecy that is reflexively wrapped around these tragedies is detrimental to decoding them.
Consider that one of the seminal works in understanding school shootings is a 2002 Secret Service study in which those who
knew the shooters were interviewed in some depth.
The conclusion? In almost every circumstance, other kids knew it was going to happen but didn't tell adults.
That was an eye-opening revelation that has inspired programs encouraging students to say something when they see something
suspicious.
So know this: There is value, painful and horrifying as it will be, in navigating the homicidal landscape that James Holmes
created in an effort to understand what seems insane and unfathomable.
E-mail Alicia Caldwell at acaldwell@denverpost.com or follow her on Twitter: @AliciaMCaldwell.
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Trial could strain system
John Ingold; The Denver Post
After 50 days of testimony and deliberations, the jurors who decided the fate of Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh
emerged haunted.
"Have you ever seen 12 people cry?" one juror told reporters about deliberations for the 1997 verdict, handed down in a federal
courtroom in Denver.
"I'm 24," another said, "But I don't feel 24 anymore."
Pummeled with horrific accounts of the attack, freighted with finding justice amid tragedy, the jurors had been pushed to near
shattering.
"I personally felt subject to the same sort of trauma that some of the victims and survivors went through," another said.
Now, imagine if that trial had lasted twice -- even three times -- as long.
The trial of Aurora movie theater gunman James Holmes, which starts Tuesday with jury selection, is expected to be so lengthy
and arduous that it could strain the very process of justice it seeks to uphold.
Nine thousand potential jurors -- one of the largest pools in American history -- have been summoned for the case. If picked,
jurors will be ordered to serve for as long as five straight months, longer than any state criminal trial in memory in Colorado.
They will weigh whether Holmes was sane in July 2012, when he killed 12 people inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater
and tried to kill 70 others, and, if they find he was, they will decide whether he should be executed.
For their service, they will be guaranteed a wage of only $50 a day, a rate that could plunge their income to near the federal
poverty level.
Even harder, during what will likely be the most stressful time of their lives, they will be forbidden from talking to anyone
about the experience -- not their family or fellow jurors or counselors. Until deliberations begin sometime late this year, the
jurors will bear that stress in silence, despite a growing body of research that shows jury service on traumatic cases can lead
to mental and physical illness and impact jurors' decision-making.
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Previous cases offer little guidance on how best to manage jurors' burdens during the theater shooting trial.
Since the 1930s, perpetrators of public mass shootings nationwide are more likely to die at the scene than to be captured,
according to research by Minnesota Department of Corrections official Grant Duwe. Of the 45 percent who were arrested, only
a fraction ever faced a jury. And even fewer of those were charged with killing in an attack as devastating to the community
as Holmes is for the Aurora theater shooting.
William Bowers, a researcher for the Capital Jury Project at the State University of New York in Albany, likens the theater
shooting trial to that currently taking place for one of the suspected Boston Marathon bombers.
"There's nothing really comparable to these cases in modern experience, in terms of duration of the trial and effect on the jury,"
Bowers said.
STRAINS OF SERVICE
Colorado's law on jury service couldn't be more clear.
"Jury service is a duty that every qualified person has an obligation to perform when selected," the statute reads.
But, at its most extreme limits, jury service can become less of a duty and more of an ordeal, legal experts say. Studies have
shown that jurors in traumatic trials can suffer from insomnia, anxiety, anger and depression. One study documented cases of
jurors who broke out in hives, developed ulcers or increased their alcohol consumption while serving at trials. And after the
trial is over, some jurors have said they experienced flashbacks.
"Some people describe this in the same ballpark as post-traumatic stress disorder," said James Acker, a colleague of Bowers'
at the Capital Jury Project, which tracks research on jurors serving in death penalty cases.
The stress can impact how jurors view the cases they are deciding, Bowers said. Jurors may find themselves identifying with
either the defendant or the victims, and Bowers said about half of jurors in death penalty cases make up their mind about the
punishment they will impose before they have even heard all the evidence.
"People decide about these things usually in light of the way they are emotionally affected by the crime," he said.
In recognition of the strains of jury service, courts across the country increasingly offer counseling to jurors. Jon Sarche, a
spokesman for the Colorado Judicial Branch, said counseling will be made available to jurors in the theater shooting case once
the trial is over. But -- because judges routinely order jurors not to talk about the case with anyone, to protect the trial's integrity
-- counseling is almost never available to help jurors manage stress during the case.
Instead, often the best that jurors can do is to bond with one another, Acker said. Though they can't talk about the case until
deliberations, Acker said jurors frequently chat about sports, hobbies or their families during down time.
"When it works right," he said, "they do have one another to draw on."
STRESS OF MONEY
Money can add an additional stress during trial.
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Colorado law requires employers to continue paying employees at least somewhat for the first three days of jury service. After
that, employers may voluntarily pay employees on jury duty. In a survey by the Mountain States Employers Council, 42 percent
of employers in the Denver area said they pay employees their full wages throughout the duration of their jury service, no
matter how long it lasts.
But, about a third of Denver-area employers in the survey said they don't pay anything beyond three days. Those jurors must
depend on a $50-a-day payment from the courts -- an amount that hasn't been increased since it was put into law in 1990, when
$50 had roughly twice the buying power that it does now. Because the theater shooting trial will take every other Friday off,
jurors on the case receiving the $50-a-day wage will earn the equivalent of an $11,700 annual salary -- before taxes.
Jurors can petition the judge to be paid more, but it's up to the judge whether to approve the requests. Sarche said there are no
plans to pay jurors in the theater shooting case more than $50 a day.
During jury selection, potential jurors can also ask to be excused because of the financial hardship they will suffer while serving.
Such pleas are rarely granted.
"It is one of the last few responsibilities we have as a citizen," said Cliff Stricklin, a prominent Denver defense attorney who
has previously worked as both a prosecutor and a judge. "It's to pay your taxes and serve on a jury."
But, then, most criminal trials last fewer than five days.
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Jury selection will play key role in shooting trial
John Ingold; The Denver Post
The outcome of the Aurora movie theater shooting trial may very well be decided in the next few months, before any evidence
is offered or any witness testifies.
Such is the significance that attorneys place on jury selection, which begins Tuesday in the theater shooting case when the first
wave of 9,000 summoned jurors shows up at the Arapahoe County courthouse. Denver attorney Cliff Stricklin, who has tried
cases as a prosecutor, a defense attorney and a judge, said the closing stage of jury selection -- when lawyers whittle away the
last potential jurors to get to the final panel -- "is the most important part of the entire trial."
"Having the wrong person on the jury can actually turn the entire jury against your case," he said.
The task is especially daunting in the theater shooting trial, though, because the judge and lawyers on both sides must find
jurors capable of holding two seemingly conflicting views about the case. When the actual trial begins -- sometime in late May
or early June -- the jurors picked to hear the case must be able both to find James Holmes not guilty by reason of insanity or
to sentence him to death, all depending only on the evidence they hear during the trial.
Add to those challenges the publicity surrounding the case, which could cause some potential jurors to lie during jury selection
to avoid serving and others to lie in the hopes of being picked.
"When the cases are this high profile, it really changes the dynamics quite a bit," said Karen Fleming-Ginn, a California-based
trial consultant who specializes in advising lawyers how to select juries.
That explains the large pool of potential jurors -- among the biggest ever summoned for a case in the United States. Out of those
9,000 names, the judge and attorneys hope to come up with a group of about 100 or 150 people who could fairly serve on the
jury. From there, they will ask more questions and whittle the list down to 24 people: 12 jurors and 12 alternates.
Potential jurors arriving at the courthouse Tuesday and in the following days will fill out a 75-question survey, which FlemingGinn said "is going to weed out a lot of jurors" right away. Jurors who are called back for more detailed questions will face
deep scrutiny of their views on capital punishment, the criminal justice system and mental illness.
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It isn't necessary to pick a jury made up of people who are ignorant about the case, Stricklin said. Rather, the challenge is to
find people who can honestly set aside what they've heard about it and decide a verdict based only on what's presented in court.
Jessica Brylo, a trial consultant in Denver, said attorneys on both sides may have organized focus groups to help them identify
ways to ferret out hidden bias. It is likely that the attorneys will research potential jurors' backgrounds and read through their
social media postings.
When questioning a juror, the lawyers may ask broad demographical questions about what kind of television shows the juror
watches or what kind of car the juror owns. But the experts said it is best to focus on the individual, zeroing in with specific
questions about what the juror has read about the theater shooting case and how the juror reacted when first hearing about
the attack.
"What the attorneys will aim for finding are jurors who can handle the attention and who will take pride in being a part of a
case that can visibly impact the community," Brylo said.
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Daily Digest: Aurora theater shooting trial could strain limits of jury service, and 9 other stories
Jesse Paul; The Denver Post
Your daily resource for late-breaking news, upcoming events, the Denver weather forecast, Denver traffic information, and the
stories that will be talked about on Monday, Jan. 19, 2014. Download our iPhone, iPad and Android apps for breaking news
throughout the day.1. AURORA THEATER SHOOTING TRIAL COULD STRAIN LIMITS OF JURY SERVICE
The trial of Aurora movie theater gunman James Holmes, which starts Tuesday with jury selection, is expected to be so lengthy
and arduous that it could strain the very process of justice it seeks to uphold. Read John Ingold's story about the historic trial
set to begin this week.
2. COLORADO HAS LOW INSPECTION RATE FOR LICENSED CHILD CARE PROVIDERS
Colorado inspects licensed child-care providers far less frequently than most states, and when state inspectors do find hazardous
conditions, they often allow the facilities to stay open, an investigation by The Denver Post found.
3. BRONCOS FINALIZING FOUR-YEAR DEAL WITH GARY KUBIAK
Yank down the tattered shroud. One of the worst-kept secrets in Broncos history is no longer. The Broncos are finalizing details
of a four-year contract with Gary Kubiak that will make him their 15th head coach in franchise history, according to an NFL
source. Read the take on the deal of Denver Post reporters Mike Klis and Benjamin Hochman.
4. WITH COMMUNITY ACTIVISM RISING, SUPPORTERS SAY MARADE MORE RELEVANT
There have been times in recent years, Anthony Grimes admits, that it was hard to argue against those who have called the life
and work of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. "an echo" that didn't resonate today. But not anymore.
5. SILVERTON TOWN HALL GOES INTO LOCKDOWN OVER POLITICAL FEUD
The message on the front door of Silverton's locked town hall is a sign of the times -- unprecedented nasty, name-calling,
political-feuding times.
6. GRAND JUNCTION POLICE FIND MAN UNHARMED WITH BULLET HOLE IN PANTS
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Police in Grand Junction began investigating a shooting on Sunday night after a man was found with a bullet hole in his pants,
the round having missed his body.
7. DOG WILL SURVIVE AFTER BEING STABBED DURING FIGHT IN LAKEWOOD
A dogfight at a Lakewood dog park on Friday afternoon ended when someone stabbed one of the animals.
8. LINDSEY VONN BREAKS ALL-TIME RECORD FOR WOMEN'S WORLD CUP WITH SUPER-G VICTORY
Lindsey Vonn provisionally won a super-G on Monday to break Annemarie Moser-Proell's 35-year-old record of 62 World
Cup victories.
9. PATRIOTS BEAT COLTS, WILL PLAY SEATTLE IN SUPER BOWL
Bill Belichick and Tom Brady are headed to a special place where no coach or player has gone more -- the Super Bowl.
10. LOVE IT OR HATE IT, I-70 IS COLORADO'S GATEWAY TO PLAY
Love it, hate it, respect it: Interstate 70 is Colorado's main east-west artery and can be among the most treacherous stretches of
highway in the country when the condition are (or maybe aren't) right.
Jesse Paul: 303-954-1733, jpaul@denverpost.com or twitter.com/JesseAPaul
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Judge says trial will proceed
John Ingold; The Denver Post
Jury selection for the Aurora movie theater murder trial will begin Tuesday, after the judge overseeing the case denied the latest
motion to postpone the start date.
Judge Carlos Samour ruled Wednesday that defense attorneys have had sufficient time to prepare for trial.
"This case is ready to proceed to trial," Samour wrote bluntly in the order. "The Court will not allow it to be unnecessarily and
improperly delayed simply because it is a death penalty case."
In a separate order, Samour ruled that defense attorneys for James Holmes cannot show jurors videos from groups that Holmes
volunteered for as a teen or videotaped statements made by people whom they don't plan to call at trial. He also ruled defense
attorneys cannot show jurors passages from a book by an author writing about struggling with mental illness. Samour said the
evidence is irrelevant or hearsay, because prosecutors won't be able to cross-examine it. Samour said the defense should call
witnesses who can testify in person about the evidence.
The first of 9,000 summoned jurors are scheduled to start arriving at the Arapahoe County courthouse Tuesday afternoon, the
first step in what is expected to be a four-month jury selection process.
Defense attorneys said they need more time to prepare for trial because prosecutors continue to turn over new documents that
they must review. In a filing this week, prosecutors revealed they are still piecing their case together, noting that one witness
they now expect to call at trial, "was a person mentioned to the prosecution by another trial witness for the first time this week."
But Samour said he's confident the defense can deal with the new information.
"Part of being an experienced trial lawyer includes the ability to adjust to change, including during trial," Samour wrote.
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Holmes prosecutors oppose delay request
Prosecutors in the Aurora theater shooting case are asking the judge to reject the latest defense request to delay the trial that's
scheduled to start Jan. 20.
Prosecutors said in a filing Friday that the defense hasn't cited an adequate reason for a delay.
Jury selection is set to start in less than two weeks for James Holmes' trial on multiple charges of murder and attempted murder.
He pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity, and prosecutors are seeking the death penalty.
Holmes is accused of killing 12 people and injuring 70 in the July 20, 2012, attack.
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Defense wants jurors to see videos
John Ingold; The Denver Post
If a judge approves, jurors in the Aurora movie theater shooting case will watch videos from organizations that James Holmes
volunteered with as a teen and read passages from an author's memoir about mental illness.
Those are among the pieces of evidence Holmes' defense attorneys hope to submit during a possible sentencing phase of his
upcoming trial, during which jurors would weigh whether the man whose lawyers admit killed 12 people inside the Century
Aurora 16 movie theater should be executed.
The defense also hopes to introduce unspecified video footage during testimony by Holmes' parents. The footage is part of
what the defense says is an effort to show, "the values his parents instilled in him as a child, the values they continue to hold
today as a family despite this tragedy, and the values they still endeavor to impart to their son," according to a court filing late
Wednesday that was made public Thursday.
Prosecutors have filed a motion seeking to block the defense from introducing the evidence, saying the videos and book passages
are inadmissible hearsay or irrelevant.
"The defendant could use this practice to deprive the prosecution of any opportunity of cross-examination, and none of the
witnesses would be legally obligated to provide accurate information," prosecutors wrote in their motion, which was filed last
week.
In their response this week, the defense contends that sentencing hearings have relaxed court rules and that the details are
necessary for jurors to get a full picture of Holmes. The defense argues that the book passages, for instance, "would further
serve to rebut the common myth that many people have that individuals who are highly intelligent cannot also be mentally ill."
Neither the prosecution's motion nor the defense's response publicly identifies the book or its author. Names of the volunteer
organizations and details about the video footage also are redacted.
Jury selection for the trial is scheduled to start Jan. 20. Opening statements likely won't take place until late May or early June.
Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity, meaning jurors first must decide whether Holmes was sane during the
theater attack and guilty of murdering 12 people and trying to kill 70 others.
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If they do, the same jurors would then consider whether Holmes should face the death penalty.
The entire trial could last until October.
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Where music, laughter can strike an uneasy chord
Gregg Doyle; The Indianapolis Star
He's in there, and I'm wondering if he can hear the music.
It's not a silly question. I'm standing outside the Arapahoe County jail, and I can hear the music. It's coming from the Broncos'
practice facility next door, and that's a literal description. The practice field is next to the jail, so close that I can read the Broncos'
jersey numbers -- there's Peyton -- as I'm touching the chain-link fence that surrounds the jail. There's razor wire at the top of
the fence. I'm not touching that.
But I'm listening to whistles blowing and players yelling and then all of that stops and the loudspeakers start blaring rap. Can
he hear it? You know, him?
He's in there somewhere, inside the Arapahoe County Sheriff's Office Detention Facility. His hair is no longer dyed orange, but
in every picture taken of him his eyes are wide-open spheres of insanity -- and his alleged number of victims is 12. Those are
the fatalities. He also allegedly wounded 70 people on the night of July 12, 2012, when police say he walked into the Century
Aurora 16 movie theater and set off smoke canisters before opening fire on moviegoers with two rifles and a handgun.
That was 2 1/2 years ago. After a series of postponements, he is set to go to trial this month. Jury selection is scheduled to
begin Jan. 20 at the Arapahoe County courthouse.
The courthouse is next to the jail. Which is next to the Broncos training facility.
The music is blaring, and I wonder if it brings him any sense of pleasure. I wonder if James Holmes is listening.
Four years ago the Broncos had to evacuate their practice facility. Someone had left a car outside the jail for too long, and
sheriff's deputies called the bomb squad, and the surrounding areas were cleared out. It was October 2010. Football season.
And the Broncos had to evacuate their building.
That's one of the unintended, unforeseeable consequences of building a state-of-the-art practice facility in 1990 -- and the
Broncos' practice digs are beautiful and enormous, with multiple outdoor fields and an indoor facility and a team gift shop -next to a county jail. The 300,000-square-foot Arapahoe jail had opened three years earlier, in 1987, capable of handling 17,000
arrestees every year and at any one time accommodating as many as 1,490 inmates.
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The theater is 10 miles from the jail where Holmes is held. The jail is a couple of football fields from the Broncos' practice
facility. And the two -- the jail, the Broncos -- have been linked over the years.
Hey, it happens.
This is not a value judgment of the Broncos. NFL players are people just like you and me, and people like you and me get
arrested from time to time. So it is with a handful of Broncos over the years, getting arrested in Arapahoe County and being
admitted as an inmate at the jail right next to their football facility.
Imagine being Broncos executive Matt Russell, sentenced in May 2014 to six months of work release at the Arapahoe County
jail, waking up every morning behind bars then walking a quarter-mile to the Broncos facility, then walking back to spend
another night in jail.
Or imagine being Broncos star linebacker Von Miller and being arrested in August 2013 for missing a court appearance at that
courthouse next to the practice facility. And being Miller and almost missing another court appearance in October 2013, before
showing up two hours late. Less than two minutes from the locker room.
Or imagine being three different Broncos players -- practice-squad safety John Boyett in 2014, tight end Richard Quinn in 2009
and tight end Byron Chamberlain in 1997 -- and being jailed next to the practice fields. Former Broncos offensive lineman
Gerald Perry was jailed twice at the nearby facility, in 1990 and 1991, and was transported by luxury sedan to the airport after his
release in 1991 because he had been picked up by the Los Angeles Rams. Former Broncos tight end Clarence Kay, who caught
193 passes for 2,136 yards and 13 touchdowns from 1984-92, spent time in the jail in 2004 on charges of burglary and assault.
Just one of those things. The jail, right next to the football facility.
James Holmes in the jail now.
Music playing. A man laughing.
Don't ask me who's laughing. Or why. At this moment, I can't imagine finding anything funny at all.
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Holmes defense seeking delay
John Ingold; The Denver Post
With 9,000 potential jurors scheduled to start arriving at the Arapahoe County courthouse in less than two weeks, the defense
in the Aurora movie theater shooting case has asked again to postpone the trial.
Citing more than 1,600 pages of new documents and six new audio and video discs turned over by the prosecution in the past
month, defense attorneys argue in a motion filed Wednesday that they do not have enough time to prepare.
Jury selection is scheduled to start Jan. 20. Opening statements aren't expected in the trial until late May or early June, but the
defense argues that it will be too busy picking a jury during the intervening months to assess the new information.
"The defense was already behind on preparing to confront the information it had, let alone preparing to confront the additional
information and witnesses it recently received notice of," defense attorneys wrote in the motion.
During the 2 1/2 years the case has been pending, lawyers for James Holmes have asked multipletimes to delay the trial. If
Judge Carlos Samour grants the delay, it would be the sixth time a trial date has been scheduled in the case -- although not
every postponement has occurred because of a defense request.
But Samour has appeared increasingly impatient to get the trial underway.
In denying a postponement last month, Samour wrote that the state public defender's office, which is representing Holmes, "has
devoted seemingly unlimited resources and manpower to this case."
Defense attorneys responded in Wednesday's motion that Holmes' attorneys also are working on other cases or have other duties.
John Ingold: 303-954-1068, jingold@denverpost.com or twitter.com/johningold
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Aurora theater shooting judge denies bids for extra evidence sharing
John Ingold; The Denver Post
The judge in the Aurora movie theater shooting case ruled Tuesday that prosecutors and defense attorneys won't have to share
more details of what key witnesses will testify about at trial
But Judge Carlos Samour also warned both sides that their "jockeying for a strategic advantage" could have serious
consequences at trial.
With jury selection -- now scheduled to start in less than two weeks -- looming, prosecutors and defense attorneys had both
filedmotions complaining that their opponents hadn't turned over information about what their most critical witnesses will say
at trial. The disputed testimony involves expert opinions on James Holmes' mental health. Because Holmes has pleaded not
guilty by reason of insanity to the shooting, the trial will most closely focus on what he was thinking when he killed 12 people
and tried to kill 70 more inside the Century Aurora 16 movie theater.
Samour mostlydenied both sides' motions Tuesday, saying the two sides are not legally bound to share more information than
they already have. But, he cautioned that, if either side tries to introduce expert testimony that has not been previously disclosed,
he might prevent them from doing so.
Samour wrote in one order that he won't allow either side to turn the trial into, "a proceeding by ambush."
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Jury duty: Backbone of justice or pain in neck?
Teresa Keegan
The Founding Fathers so revered the right to trial by jury that they enshrined it in the Constitution.
Said John Adams: "Representative government and trial by jury are the heart and lungs of liberty. Without them we have no other
fortification against being ridden like horses, fleeced like sheep, worked like cattle and fed and clothed like swine and hounds."
Patrick Henry agreed: "Trial by jury is the best appendage of freedom by which our ancestors have secured their lives and
property. I hope we shall never be induced to part with that excellent mode of trial."
Sadly, many modern-day Americans do not share the same reverence for this ancient system which predates the Magna Carta
and would be more than happy "to part with that excellent mode of trial" if it meant they would never again have to report for
jury service. Those who doubt this statement should Google the phrase "how to get out of jury duty."
This is no surprise to those who have spent years working in the courts and have seen and heard it all. People are willing to
camp out for days in front of an Apple store to secure the latest iPhone, but when it comes to jury service, they are simply too
busy, their lives too important, to devote any time and effort whatsoever to a cornerstone of democracy.
Then there are people who will go to absurd lengths to avoid serving, like the woman who came to jury duty several years ago
in Denver District Court with heavy makeup smeared on her face, oddly dressed, hair in curlers. She was selected for a pool
and sent to a criminal courtroom, where she began babbling crazily. The judge presiding in that courtroom quickly dismissed
her. Months later, the woman bragged on a local radio show that she had pretended to be crazy to get out of jury service.
Unfortunately for her, the very judge who had dismissed her happened to be listening to that same radio show and was decidedly
not amused. This inartful dodger wound up facing criminal charges for her antics.
And, of course, there are always complaints: Downtown parking is too expensive. The security lines are too long. Juror pay is
too low. Trials are boring. And, the most common criticism of all, the entire judicial process just "takes so long." Of course,
the same could be said of having babies. Yet no one is suggesting people stop participating in that vitally important activity
and just scrap the whole business because it "takes so long."
The problem is, the more people have an "anyone but me" attitude towards jury service, the harder it is to get a jury pool which
represents a fair cross-section of the community, which is especially critical in death penalty cases. This year, two such cases are
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set to go to trial in the metro area: James Holmes (Aurora theater shootings) and Dexter Lewis (Fero's Bar and Grill murder and
arson). Between these two cases, thousands of citizens either already have been or will be called for jury duty. It's to be hoped
that people will realize the importance and seriousness of their civic obligation, honor the summons and fully participate in the
jury selection process, as arduous and tedious as it may be, and if selected, devote their best efforts to reaching a fair verdict.
Short of military service, there is no greater civic contribution a citizen can make than to serve on a jury. Fair and impartial jurors
are the backbone of the marvel that is the American justice system, where criminal defendants are afforded the presumption of
innocence rather than the assumption of guilt. The jury system is undoubtedly an imperfect work in progress, as is any human
endeavor, but still far superior to the Inquisition or the Court of Star Chamber.
Contact Teresa Keegan at tkeegan@ecentral.com.
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Holmes experts' reports sought
John Ingold; The Denver Post
With less than three weeks to go before the official start of trial, debate over expert witnesses is dominating the Aurora movie
theater shooting case.
In a motion filed Tuesday and made public Wednesday, prosecutors say that defense attorneys should be required to share with
them various reports from the defense's expert witnesses. Most of the reports concern what the defense's experts will say during
a possible death-penalty phase in the trial.
Such a phase will be necessary only if the jury first convicts James Holmes of murder in the 2012 attack that killed 12 people
and wounded 70 more. Holmes has pleaded not guilty by reason of insanity, meaning expert testimony about Holmes' mental
health will play a crucial role in the trial.
Court rules broadly require opposing sides to share information prior to trial, to create a level playing field. In their motion,
prosecutors say defense attorneys have resisted sharing the reports.
"This would turn the sentencing phase of the trial, at least as far as defense expert witnesses are concerned, into trial by ambush,"
prosecutors write in the motion.
Prosecutors also filed a motion this week asking that the defense not be allowed to present certain undisclosed evidence during
the sentencing phase.
The long-awaited trial in the case is scheduled to begin Jan. 20 with jury selection.
Defense attorneys have likewise accused the prosecution of failing to share reports from its expert witnesses. In a court filing
Tuesday, defense attorneys say prosecutors haven't disclosed whether one of the prosecution's mental health experts has reached
a conclusion about Holmes' sanity that helps the defense.
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The Open Forum Letters to the Editor
Appreciation for cops' good deed
Re: "Two police officers make a needy boy's Christmas special," Dec. 26 news story.
Your article gave the details of a happening in Colorado Springs on Christmas morning. A telephone call to the police told
not of a crime but of a need: A 11-year-old boy would not have a Christmas because of his struggling family's situation. Two
officers responded by finding an appropriate gift, and with the help of sheriff's deputies, delivered it to the boy.
While stories of shootings and killings are front-page material, this kind of action is also taking place in our communities and
we need to make a greater effort to improve public awareness of the positive side of law enforcement. I am sure there will not
be any demonstrations or protests over this event, but maybe there should be.
Officers Barry Rizk and Bob Eberhardt and the sheriff's deputies are to be commended for their part in making Christmas a
memorable one for this young man. Thank you.
Bill Campbell, Lakewood
Tell Congress to boost USPS
Re: "Postal Service needs major fix," Dec. 25 editorial.
Your fine editorial did not go far enough. In spite of micromanaging and underfunding by Congress, the U.S. Postal Service
has served us well under the circumstances. But now we need to raise our expectations. We need to lobby Congress to provide
the finest postal service in the world.
Peter Graebner, Conifer
Leniency for Holmes? Hardly
I have read enough comments from people pleading for leniency for Aurora theater shooting suspect James Holmes' life. What
are these people trying to do -- sway a prospective jury? I wonder if all the victims and their families agree. Personally, I feel
he should receive the same punishment he inflicted on his victims.
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Betty Evans, Colorado Springs
Of butterflies and U.S. ag policy
Re: "Officials hope rescue strategy for butterfly species takes root," Dec. 27 news story.
It is laudable that people are concerned about the loss of monarch butterflies and their milkweed habitat. Barely mentioned in
the article as one of the principal causes of this is the intensification of industrial agriculture due to reliance on corn ethanol
and biodiesel.
Seventy percent of Iowa corn is now burned in our gas tanks. This has led to a huge loss of conservation acres, waterway
and streamside habitat. All kinds of pollinators, ground nesting birds and the supporting biomass have been destroyed. It is a
catastrophe in the Midwestern grain belt, a rich biologic area supporting a diversity of wildlife.
Roadside ditches and power-line right-of-way milkweed plantings are putting a Band-Aid on the problem. We need a rewrite
of the federal farm bill so the public interest is recognized and not the ag industrial complex -- which, by the way, is not serving
the individual farmer particularly well these days.
Jeff MacDonald, Boulder
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I.

INTRODUCTION
1.

This affidavit provides a response to the opinions and conclusions put forth by Dr.
Jon Bruschke and Dr. William Loges, experts hired by the People in the matter of
People v. James Eagan Holmes. This document should be read in conjunction with
the prior submissions including the People’s experts’ and my own initial affidavit.
The latter outlines the content analysis of the media coverage in this case and my
opinions regarding the potential impact of the pretrial publicity on the defendant’s
constitutional rights to a fair and impartial trial.

2.

This affidavit is structured to first respond to the comments and conclusions offered
by Dr. Bruschke. The second section of this document addresses the opinions
proffered in Dr. Loges’ affidavit.

II.

QUALIFICATIONS
3.

Dr. Bruschke questions my qualifications to render an opinion on pretrial publicity
effects on page 15 of his affidavit: “Further, qualification as a social psychologist is
not the same thing as specialized training in how media-generated or persuasive
messages are processed. Dr. Edelman’s background does not suggest expertise in
media effects research, nor does the affidavit cite any such research.”

4.

I find it interesting to have my qualifications on this subject questioned by someone
who has never seen the inside of a courtroom; interviewed a single juror;
participated in or observed a jury selection; worked on a change of venue study;
conducted a change of venue survey; spent the time to review the pretrial publicity in
a high profile case [including this one]; or analyzed the jury selection transcripts from
a high profile trial to better assess the utility of voir dire as a remedial measure in
these unique class of cases.

5.

I do not plan on restating my 15 plus years studying and working in the field of
psychology and law. A detailed review of my qualifications and expertise can be
found in my original affidavit and curriculum vitae. However, I will address some of
criticisms Dr. Bruschke raises.

6.

Over the years, I have been involved in more than 25 cases where pretrial publicity
and venue have been an issue. I have worked on a number of high profile cases,
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including the 2011 mass shooting in Tucson where Congresswoman Gabrielle
Giffords was shot. I have been retained as an expert on venue and jury selection by
both the defense and the prosecution. In this role, I have testified as an expert in
person and by declaration over 10 times. A change of venue has been granted
following my testimony in both federal and state court. I have also testified on a
motion to keep grand jury transcripts sealed in a high profile case to avoid potential
prejudicial pretrial publicity, which could necessitate the need for a change of venue.
That motion was also granted.
7.

I am the coauthor of the chapter on venue in the California Criminal Law Procedure
and Practice, which is annually updated and published by the California Continuing
Education of the Bar. In addition, I have conducted and presented research on the
effectiveness of voir dire as a remedial measure in high profile cases at the
American Society of Trial Consultants’ (ASTC) national conference.

8.

As a trial consultant, I have participated in hundreds of jury selections, conducted
hundreds of post-trial interviews, and countless jury research projects. I have also
taught CLE courses on jury selection at Stanford Law School, various law firms,
public defender offices, and to prosecutors.

9.

As for specialized training in “how media is generated or persuasive messages are
processed,” I have a doctoral degree in social psychology, with a specific focus on
the application of psychology to juror and jury decision-making. The study of
attitudes dates back to the early 20th century and has been described as the
“keystone in the edifice of American social psychology.”1 How people process
persuasive messages fits squarely within the field of social psychology. In fact, it is
the source of much of the research and theory cited by Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges
in their affidavits.

10.

As a graduate student, I had the unique opportunity to study under and be mentored
by Dr. Ronald Dillehay and Dr. Edward Bronson, two of the leading pioneers in the
field of venue and pretrial publicity effects. Dr. Bronson is one of, if not the most,
experienced experts on the subject. His research on venue dates back more than
40 years. He has worked on hundreds of change of venue motions, including United

1 Allport, G. (1935). Attitudes. In C. Murchison (Eds.), A Handbook of Social Psychology, (pp. 798‐844). Worchester, MA:
Clark University Press.
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States v. McVeigh, United States v. Nichols, People v. Richard Allen Davis (Polly
Klaas case), United States v. Kaczynski (the Unabomber case), United States v.
Skilling, et al., the John Walker Lindh case (the American Taliban), and countless
others. I have been working and consulting with Dr. Bronson on venue issues for
the last six years. Much of my methodology and process are based on the approach
he has developed over the last four decades.

III.

THE ROLE OF AN EXPERT
11.

An expert is not an advocate. When I am retained as an expert, I make a conscious
effort to remain objective and undergo a thorough review of the evidence including a
careful analysis of the media coverage. Only then do I reach any conclusions about
the need for potential remedial measure, ranging from a continuance to a change of
venue. I have never taken the position that a change of venue is always or never
necessary. My approach has been and always will be to address the question on a
case-by-case basis. While I have been mostly hired as an expert by the defense,
my analysis has led me to recommend against a change of venue on far more
occasions than in support of such a drastic measure.

12.

After reviewing Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges’ affidavits, it appears that they take a
different approach to the role as an expert. They forgo the rather tedious task of
examining the evidence before reaching an opinion. In fact, neither Dr. Bruschke
nor Dr. Loges actually took the time to review any of the media coverage
surrounding this case. However, they both offer opinions as to whether or not the
extent—which they admit is “massive”—and nature of the media coverage have
negatively impacted Mr. Holmes’ constitutional rights to a fair and impartial jury in
Arapahoe County.

13.

To be clear, neither of the two People’s experts have any idea as to what types of
material have been reported by the media in this case. Apparently, it did not seem
to be an important factor to consider before reaching a conclusion about its potential
prejudicial impact on the jury pool. Rather then taking the time to review the
evidence, they simply argue that there is never a need for a change of venue, under
any circumstances. According to their affidavits and publications, inflammatory
pretrial publicity has no impact on jurors. Judicial remedial measures are always
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effective. They go even further, opining that negative pretrial publicity can actually
be beneficial to a defendant. The more the better:
Pretrial publicity might in a strange way help resource poor defendants
equalize imbalances. One could believe that a Public Defender might
spend more time on a more highly scrutinized case…There is an
argument to be made that the worst thing that can happen to a criminal
defendant in a conviction prone system is to be ignored. Anything that
draws attention to criminal defendants and disrupts the typical flow of
typical case processing might work in their favor.2
14.

Apparently to the People’s experts, a defendant is in an enviable position when
sitting in a courtroom filled with prospective jurors who have already determined his
guilt—before hearing any of the evidence—based on exposure to inflammatory and
prejudicial media coverage. Most defendants sitting in that courtroom would see
things differently.

15.

Interestingly, Dr. Bruschke’s position on the need for a change of venue in mass
shooting cases with extensive and prejudicial media coverage does appear to
change in cases where he has not been hired as an expert. For example, in a
February 2, 2011 interview for Minnesota Public Radio about the shooting of
Gabrielle Giffords he was asked:
It looks like federal prosecutors are trying to bring the hearings
back to Tucson. But is it to be expected that there will be a motion
to move the trial, if there is one, and whenever it is, out of Tucson?

16.

Dr. Bruschke offered a surprising answer given the views he has put forth in the
Holmes case:
I would be surprised if they didn’t move it. If you believe that there
is ever a time that it’s appropriate to move the venue, it’s surely a
case of this stature. [Emphasis added]3

17.

Why does Dr. Bruschke believe that a change of venue was appropriate in the mass
shooting in Tucson, but not in the one that occurred in Aurora? In the former, Jared

2 Bruschke, J. & Loges, W.E. (2004) Fair Press vs. Fair Trials. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 11‐12.
3 Minnesota Public Radio (2011). Interview of Jon Bruschke prompted by Loughner charges in Tucson case. Retrieved
December 12, 2014, from http://calstate.fullerton.edu/inside/2011sp/mpr‐bruschke‐interview.asp
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Loughner was charged with 19 counts of murder and attempted murder. Six people
were killed and another 13 injured. In contrast, James Holmes faces over 142
charges including 24 counts of murder, and 140 accounts of attempted murder
stemming from the mass shooting that injured 70 and killed 12.
18.

Pima County was the venue where the Tucson shooting occurred. According to the
US Census, its 2010 population was 980,000.4 In contrast, the 2010 population of
Arapahoe County where the Aurora tragedy took place was just 572,000,5
approximately 42% smaller.

19.

Furthermore, there were 691 published articles in the Arizona Daily Star at the time
of our pretrial publicity analysis of the Loughner case. There were 896 published
articles surrounding the Aurora shooting in the Denver Post through November 11,
2013.

20.

To summarize, these two cases include a number of similar characteristics. Both
involved mass shootings that shocked their communities, sparked political debate
over the need for gun control, and questions about the defendant’s sanity. There
was also extensive pretrial publicity in the venue. However, the shooting in Aurora
occurred in a smaller venue, and impacted a greater number of people in the
community.

21.

When asked about the mass shooting in Tucson, there was no question in Dr.
Bruschke’s mind about what should be done: “If you believe that there is ever a time
that it’s appropriate to move the venue, it’s surely a case of this stature.”

22.

However, when hired as an expert and confronted with nearly the same set of facts,
but in a smaller county with a greater number of victims, he concludes that a change
of venue is not necessary. One could assume that his opinion is less dependent on
the evidence and more so on whether or not he has been hired as an expert in the
case.

IV.

THE RELEVANT LEGAL STANDARD
23.

One of the many fundamental flaws in Dr. Bruschke’s analysis pertains to the

4 2010 Census. Retrieved on January 4, 2015 from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/04/04019.html
5 2010 Census. Retrieved on January 4, 2015 from http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/08/08005.html
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standard he appears to rely on when assessing the prejudicial impact of pretrial
publicity on a defendant’s constitutional rights to a fair and impartial jury. While the
Court does not need an expert to tell it how to apply the law, I would like to briefly
point out the onerous burden Dr. Bruschke has put on the defendant.
24.

Dr. Bruschke’s opinions and review of the social science literature show a lack of
understanding of basic due process and fair trial rights, “the most fundamental of all
freedoms."6 The “Bruschke standard” goes well beyond “whether there is a
reasonable likelihood that prejudicial publicity prior to trial will prevent a fair trial”
[emphasis added].7

25.

Under his standard, a defendant must demonstrate that “such [jurors’] opinions are
impervious to subsequent information, or that they will frustrate all judicial efforts to
find impartial jurors” [emphasis added].8 This is not the standard set forth by the
Supreme Court. For example, in Rideau v. Louisiana (1963), it reversed the lower
court conviction on the basis of presumed prejudice without even considering
whether the voir dire examination remedied the prejudice.9

26.

Not only does Dr. Bruschke apply an elevated burden to his review of the social
science literature, but he also appears to dismiss the importance of due process. In
fact, he and Dr. Loges acknowledge that pretrial publicity can have a prejudicial
effect on prospective jurors:
They do offer some compelling information about the ways that
pretrial publicity can influence potential jurors before a trial starts,
and the news is not good for criminal defendants.10

27.

However, for them this does not matter because the only question of importance
pertains to the final outcome, verdict. How the jury reaches that verdict is of no
consequence. For example, assume that almost everyone in the jury pool had
watched a televised recording of a defendant confessing to robbing a bank and
murdering the tellers, the very events that transpired in Rideau. Most of the seated
jurors at trial watched the televised confession and have prejudged the defendant as

6 Estes v. Texas, 381 U.S. 532 (1965)
7 Sheppard v. Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333 (1966)
8 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
9 Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723 (1963)
10 Supra note 2, at p. 32
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guilty. Their subsequent evaluations of the testimony and evidence are influenced
by their exposure to the taped confession. At the conclusion of the trial, the jury
convicts the defendant of first-degree murder and sentences him to death. In
contrast, a jury in a neighboring county hears the exact same evidence and comes
to a similar verdict. However, in this venue jurors were never exposed to pretrial
publicity or watched the recorded confession.
28.

While the final outcome is the same, the path the two juries took could not have
been more different. Under one scenario, the presumption of innocence was
undermined, whereas in the other it was not. From Dr. Bruschke’s perspective—as
seen in both his own research and his review of the social science literature—this
distinction does not matter. The only variable of interest to him is the final verdict.
Due process is irrelevant. This position conflicts with the relevant case law.

29.

The “Bruschke standard” is laid out in more detail on page 16, where it continues to
unravel the legal protections afforded to criminal defendants: “it is far more fruitful to
focus on whether the impaneled jury is impartial rather than to guess about when it
might be presumed that all possible jurors are tainted.”

30.

Again, Dr. Bruschke appears to miss the importance of due process. The question
at this stage of the trial pertains to bias in the jury pool, not in the impaneled jury.
The latter would imply that a change of venue should never be granted until after jury
selection. Furthermore, the reasonable likelihood standard does not require the
defendant to show that all possible jurors are tainted, nor should. It. That is an
insurmountable standard that would effectively undermine the right to a fair and
impartial jury. As emphasized in In re Murchison, “Our system of law has always
endeavored to prevent even the probability of unfairness” [emphasis added].11

31.

The appropriate question in this case is: has the pretrial publicity created a
reasonable likelihood that Mr. Holmes cannot receive a fair trial? This is a question
that Dr. Bruschke never asks or attempts to answer.

V.

Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges’ “Field Research”
32.

Many of Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges’ conclusions regarding pretrial publicity effects
are based on their “original research data,” put forth in Fair Press vs. Fair Trials. Dr.

11 In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133 (1955)
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Bruschke claims, among other things, that he is the coauthor of the “leading
academic book on pretrial publicity, which was peer-reviewed, and includes original
research data.”12 I have no idea what makes his book the “leading academic book
on pretrial publicity,” but I am certain that a number of experts who have spent
decades working on high profile cases and studying pretrial publicity effects would
have serious issues with this unfounded boast.
33.

While Dr. Bruschke extols himself as the preeminent expert in the field, until
Holmes—which was ten-years after his “leading” academic book was published—he
had never worked on a high profile case or change of venue motion. He seems to
lack even a basic understanding of the relevant legal standard for assessing the
need for a change of venue, ignores due process issues, and limits his focus to final
verdict. This misconception carries over into his research, and is one of its many
flaws.

34.

On page 76 of their book Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges misrepresent the significance
of their work implying that they authored the only field research on pretrial publicity
effects:
There are two features of the extant field research that will make
even a causal reader suspicious. There aren’t very many of such
studies, and they’ve all been written by us.

35.

When making this claim, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges must have forgotten the many
field studies that have been conducted including Constantini and King (1980), Moran
and Cutler (1991), Vidmar (2003), and others. Furthermore, they both appear to be
confused about what constitutes field research. Unlike the studies referenced
above, they did not observe the natural occurrence of media exposure, or assess the
impact of pretrial publicity on members of the jury pool. Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges
extracted data from archival records, making it an archival study.

36.

In his affidavit, Dr. Bruschke also claims that Fair Press vs. Fair Trials was peer
reviewed, and later emphasizes the importance of the peer review process:
It is universally recognized that the highest quality work is peerreviewed research containing original data. Journal editors make an
initial quality judgment and send deserving manuscripts to a review

12 Bruschke affidavit, p. 1
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panel. Review is double blind; reviewers do not know the authors and
authors do not know the reviewers. Roughly 70-90% of manuscripts
fail peer review, depending on the journal.13
37.

Dr. Bruschke creates the impression that his book and the “original research” therein
went through the double-blind peer review process described above. However, this
is simply not the case. The study included in his book, was never published in a
journal. There is no indication that it was ever peer reviewed. The editorial process
involved with publishing a book is unquestionably different from the process
undergone when submitting a research manuscript to a journal. A book is not sent
to a review panel of experts in the field to determine whether or not it should be
published.

38.

When describing their 2004 study, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges write that their
dataset was used to compare cases with “large amounts of pretrial publicity against
those that were not covered widely.”14 A look at the dataset shows that this is a
gross misstatement. In fact, their study offers little insight into pretrial publicity
effects.

39.

Less than 2% of the cases they looked at had more than four published articles. In
addition, all of the cases in the sample came from large metropolitan areas (i.e., Los
Angeles, Detroit, and Atlanta). Thus, the sample was made up of cases from some
of the largest counties in the United States with little or no media coverage.

40.

On its surface, the dataset is quite large, some 849 cases. However, 81.4% of the
case, or 691, did not receive any media coverage. Of the remaining 158 cases, 92
had only one published article and only five had seven or more. Overall, 98.9% of
the cases in the sample had four articles or less.15 To put these figures into context,
there were 939 articles published in the Daily Oklahoman in the nine months after
the Oklahoma City bombing.16 There were 896 articles in the Denver Post in the first
17 months in Holmes. In contrast, Bruschke and Loges entire sample of 849 cases
had a total of just 386 published articles.

13 Bruschke affidavit, p. 3
14 Supra note 2, at p. 78
15 Supra note 2, at p. 81
16 Studebaker, C. A., & Penrod, S. D. (1997). Pretrial publicity: The media, the law, and common sense. Psychology,
Public Policy, and Law, 3, 428–460.
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41.

Herein lies one of the fundamental flaws with their research. Most criminal cases
receive little if any media coverage. Their sample did not include any of the types of
cases where pretrial publicity effects are most likely o occur. These were not the
sensational cases that capture the public’s attention, and make Holmes, Loughner,
and McVeigh so unique.

42.

Furthermore, 675 of the 849 cases in the sample ended in a plea deal, and 37 were
disposed of “in some other fashion.”17 Yet, for some reason, these cases are
included in the analysis. Clearly, these cases offer no insight into whether or not
pretrial publicity affects juror decision-making. At best their inclusion might allow for
a test of the any possible relationship between plea bargains and media coverage.
However, even that analysis is impossible given that so few of the cases in the
sample actually received any media attention.

43.

Only 128 cases, 15% of the sample, actually went to trial. Bruschke and Loges do
not report how many, if any, articles were published in these 128 cases. However,
relying on the statistics described above, it would be just 24. Given that only five
cases in the entire sample had more than seven articles, it is clear that none of those
that made it to trial received much media attention. Furthermore, with such an
insignificant level of media coverage in the few cases that did receive some pretrial
publicity, it is likely that few if any of the members on the venire or petit jury actually
read about the case, assuming there was anything to read in the first place.

44.

These realities raise obvious issues about the value of this research. How do you
study the impact of pretrial publicity on jurors when most of the cases in the sample
do not even involve jury trials? How do you study the impact of pretrial publicity on
jurors when most of the cases in the sample did not receive any media attention?
Despite these severe limitations, Bruschke and Loges report that levels of publicity
do not appear to be related to determinations of guilt or innocence.

45.

Another major methodological black hole concerns the nature of the media in these
cases. No one has ever suggested that pretrial publicity will always lead to bias
against the defendant. Certain types of content are more prejudicial than others
(e.g., inadmissible evidence, emotional coverage, prior conviction evidence,
reporting of a confession, defendant character evidence). Sensational, emotional,

17 Supra note 2, at p. 81
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and inflammatory front-page news is far more likely to have an impact on jurors than
a two sentence neutral description of a crime buried on page 10. However,
Bruschke and Loges acknowledge that they did not make any effort to review or
evaluate the content of the articles in their sample.
46.

Thus, not only do we know that none of the cases in their sample received much
media attention, but we have no idea if there was any prejudicial information ever
reported.

47.

Throughout his affidavit and book Dr. Bruschke criticizes various studies for failing to
look at the impact of pretrial publicity on “final verdict.” Yet, in his own research,
recognizing the serious limitations described above, he dismisses questions of guilt
or innocence as “fairly abstract,” and claims that sentence is a more objective
measure. 18 Given that the sentence decision was entirely up to the judge, it is
unclear how such an approach offers any insight into juror or jury decision-making.
Furthermore, the Federal Sentencing Guidelines puts limits on the judge’s discretion.
For example, a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2113(a)—bank robbery—requires between
41 to 51 months of jail time. These are not the types of limited decisions where
pretrial publicity effects are likely to surface.

48.

For such an analysis to be of any value the researchers would have to control for the
different variables which can lead to longer or shorter sentences. Crime type (e.g.,
murder vs. bank robbery) and the presence of additional counts (e.g., firearm
brandished or possessed, a threat of death was made) are just two of many
variables that impact sentencing. Not surprisingly, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges
failed to even attempt to control for any of these variables.

49.

Their analysis of sentencing decisions first categorized cases into two categories:
received a sentence (convicted or plead guilty) or not receiving a sentence (mistrial,
dismissed, acquitted by court, acquitted by jury, nolle prosequi, diversion, not guilty
by reason of insanity, and guilty but insane). I have no idea why such cases would
be included in an analysis of sentencing decisions given that there was no decision
to make. Bruschke and Loges then categorized cases into two basic categories: 1)
received no media coverage, and 2) received any amount of media coverage. Not
surprisingly, this simplistic approach did not identify any significant relationships

18 Supra note 2, at p. 82
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between media coverage and sentencing.
50.

Recognizing that their sample did not include cases that actually received much, if
any media attention, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges decided to classify cases by word
count into three categories: 1) no media coverage; 2) 300 or fewer words of
coverage, and 3) receiving 301 or more words of coverage. It is unclear why this
classification system offers any value or insight. It is absurd to argue that a case
that received 301 words of press constitutes a high profile case. Once again, there
was no statistical relationship between sentence and their new classification system.
Finally, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges reported a significant relationship between word
count and length of sentence.

51.

Despite the glaring holes in their methodology and sample, Dr. Bruschke and Dr.
Loges continue to make unwarranted claims based on the research described
above. Almost all of the decision-making outcomes in their dataset were made
outside the purview of the jury (i.e., defendant: guilty plea, judge: sentence).
However, they make definitive statements from the data about jury decision-making,
an area where their study fails to address. For example, they report that the,
“present results indicate that pretrial newspaper coverage does not influence
determination of guilt or innocence.”19

52.

In sum, this “new” research, which Bruschke and Loges emphasize in their affidavits,
is of little value. Contrary to their claims, it is not peer reviewed. It was published as
a chapter in a book. At best, it went through the editorial process. The dataset does
not include any cases where pretrial publicity would be considered a concern. For
some reason, they chose to include cases where there was no potential for pretrial
publicity effects (e.g., mistrials, dismissed without prejudice, pretrial diversion, and
charges dropped). Just 128 cases in the sample actually went to trial. In addition,
there was no attempt to examine the nature of the coverage to see if the pretrial
publicity included any prejudicial information. Given these facts, it is highly unlikely
that any of the jurors in their sample were actually exposed to prejudicial pretrial
publicity. This is the research that Bruschke and Loges extoll as “one of the very few

19 Supra note 2, at p. 85
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naturalistic studies to date.”20
53.

Bruschke and Loges (1999) suffers from similar methodological limitations. In that
study, 134 federal first-degree murder defendants were included in the sample.
Seven of those cases were bench trials, and offer no insight into jury decisionmaking. It also included defendants who were tried together, which violates
statistical assumptions of independence. Another issue involves the method used
for finding news articles. The researchers used Lexis/Nexis, which does not include
all of the relevant papers. For example, no Utah paper was included. Thus, some
cases coded as “no media coverage” may have actually been reported on. This can
lead to obvious misclassification problems including Type II errors (failing to find a
significant relationship when one exists).

54.

The authors categorized cases into four conditions: no publicity, low publicity (5 or
fewer articles), moderate publicity (6 to 10 articles), and high publicity (more than 11
articles). Once again, a large number of cases (46%) did not receive any media
coverage. In addition, 11 articles do not constitute “high publicity” particularly in the
large metropolitan areas where these cases were drawn. Only one case in the
sample reached the median number of articles (80) seen in the 130 plus cases
where Dr. Bronson has testified in favor of a change of venue.

55.

Furthermore, the researchers failed to account for the nature of the coverage, and
have no idea if jurors were actually ever exposed to pretrial publicity. Not
surprisingly, under these conditions, no relationship between pretrial publicity and
conviction rates was found.

56.

These are the archival studies that Dr. Bruschke misclassifies as field research, and
extols as the definitive answer, refuting three plus decades of research showing
prejudicial pretrial publicity effects.

VI.

Dr. Bruschke’s Analysis of the Social Science Literature
57.

Dr. Bruschke criticizes my “cursory review” of the research literature on page 18 of
his affidavit. It is important to note that I had approximately four weeks to collect all
of the media coverage surrounding this case—almost a thousand articles in the
Denver Post alone—conduct a content analysis, and draft an affidavit outlining my

20 Supra note 2, at p. 87
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findings. In short, given the severe time constraints I was working under, my
affidavit was not designed to offer a full review of the 30 plus years of research on
pretrial publicity. Its primary focus was on the media coverage surrounding this
case. It was my expectation that the social science literature and effectiveness of
judicial remedies would be addressed in the change of venue hearing. Given the
circumstances, I will offer a more detailed account of the research herein. However,
rather than offer a review of every study in the field, I will describe some of the more
pertinent ones and set the record straight regarding the state of our knowledge on
pretrial publicity effects.
58.

In support of his opinion that there is never a need for a change of venue, Dr.
Bruschke offers misleading conclusions about the social science research as a
whole, at times ignores or minimizes a cited study’s findings of pretrial publicity
effects while highlighting its isolated or secondary findings, offers portions of quotes
or takes them out of context, and misapplies social science theories (e.g., ELM) to
the courtroom.

59.

Dr. Bruschke applies his new “Bruschke standard”—requiring the defendant to show
that pretrial publicity “insurmountably” biases a potential jury pool—to the social
science literature, dismissing reported pretrial publicity effects because, for example,
the research fails to show that “all jurors will be tainted.”21

60.

Dr. Bruschke provides a narrative literature review of the social science research
that is mostly cut and pasted from his 2004 book Fair Trials vs. Fair Press.
Following a purported review of “all” the studies on pretrial publicity effects, which it
is not (e.g., Vidmar, 2003 is missing), he essentially concludes that remedial
measures always negate any negative effect prejudicial coverage may have on
jurors.

61.

In contrast to his narrative review, the meta-analysis review of the pretrial publicity
research has found a prejudicial pretrial publicity effect. Steblay, Besirevic, Fulero,
and Jiminez-Lorente (1999) used the method to evaluate 44 empirical tests
representing 5755 subjects. The researchers’ conclusions are in direct conflict with
the position advocated by Dr. Bruschke. Steblay, et al. found that subjects exposed
to negative pretrial publicity were significantly more likely to judge the defendant

21 Bruschke affidavit, p. 9
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guilty compared to those subjects exposed to less or no negative pretrial publicity.22
Larger effects were obtained in studies with higher external validity such as when
potential juror pool participants were used rather than undergraduates, when real
pretrial publicity was used as opposed to simulated publicity, and with greater length
of time between pretrial publicity exposure and judgment. This would imply that
pretrial publicity effects are greater in the natural environment than those found in
experimental studies. In addition, greater effect sizes were obtained when
participants were asked to indicate verdict preferences prior to trial exposure, when
there were multiple items of negative information in the publicity, and in crimes of
murder, sexual abuse, and drugs.
62.

In an effort dismiss these findings, Dr. Bruschke implies that meta-analysis is not the
accepted practice for conducting a literature review: “Several methodologists
question the value of any meta-analysis.”23 This is simply a misstatement of the
truth. While there may be debate over how to improve the meta-analysis technique,
there is no doubt that it is a vastly superior and reliable method to the narrative
review method relied on by Dr. Bruschke.

63.

Meta-analysis is a quantitative approach that averages results across studies. Most
of today’s textbook authors rely on meta-analysis findings to draw their conclusions:
“We cannot overemphasize the importance of this development in advancing
cumulative knowledge in psychology.”24 Meta-analysis produces findings far
superior to those derived from the subjective narrative method.25

64.

Meta-analysis is the accepted standard across fields. By 1995, the medical literature
included between 962 and 1411 meta-analyses.26 A search of the PsycINFO
database with the term “meta-analysis” in the title or abstract between 1998 and
2000 returned 835 articles.27 Former Government Accounting Office (GAO) Director
Eleanor Chelimsky stated in 1994:

22 Steblay, N. M., Besirevic, J., Fulero, S. M., & Jimenez‐Lorente, B. (1999). The effects of pretrial publicity on juror
verdicts: A meta‐analytic review. Law and Human Behavior, 23(2), 219‐235.
23 Bruschke affidavit, p. 18
24 Hunter, J.E. & Schmidt, F.L. (Eds.) (2004) Methods of Meta‐Analysis: Correcting Error and Bias in Research Findings.
(2nd Edition). Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 27.
25 Ibid, pp. 26‐27
26 Ibid, p. 28
27 Ibid, p. 24
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[Meta-analysis] has proven to be an excellent way to provide
Congress with the wisest variety of research results that can
hold up under close scrutiny under the time pressures
imposed by congress…The GAO has found that metaanalysis reveals both what is known and what is not known in
a given topic area and distinguishes between fact and opinion
‘without being confrontational.’”28
65.

The importance of meta-analysis is also apparent when looking at the premier
review journal in psychology, Psychological Bulletin, where there has been an
increase in the number of published meta-analyses and a decrease in the number of
published narrative, subjective reviews.29 It has become common for narrative
review manuscripts to be rejected with requests that meta-analysis be applied to the
reviewed studies.30 Hunter and Schmidt emphasize the impact that this objective
methodology has had on psychology: “We cannot overemphasize the importance of
this development in advancing cumulative knowledge in psychology.”31

66.

Copper and Rosenthal (1980)32 conducted a study designed to compare the
reliability of meta-analysis to the subjective, narrative method.

67.

The authors had 41 faculty and graduate students from a psychology department
read the same seven articles addressing the question of sex differences in task
persistence. The articles suggested that women have greater task persistence than
men. Participants were randomly assigned to a “meta-analysis” condition where
they were given detailed instructions about how to combine the study’s significance
levels and to obtain an overall estimate of effect size for the seven studies. Those
randomly assigned to the “narrative review” condition were told to use whatever
procedure they typically would use to assess the literature. Participants were then
asked whether the articles they read supported the conclusion that women exhibited
greater task persistence than men.

28 Ibid, p. 30
29 Ibid, p. 26
30 Ibid, p. 26
31 Ibid, p. 27
32 Cooper, H. M., & Rosenthal, R. (1980). Statistical versus traditional procedures for summarizing research findings.
Psychological Bulletin, 87, 442‐449.
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68.

There was a significance difference across the two conditions. Participants in the
subjective, “narrative review” condition made over twice as many inferential errors as
their counterparts in the quantitative “meta-analysis” condition. Seventy-three
percent of those who used the subjective approach found that there was definitely or
probably no support for the hypothesis. In contrast, only 32% of participants who
used the meta-analysis technique came to a similar erroneous conclusion.

69.

In short, the accept practice for literature review is meta-analysis. The narrative
approach is highly subjective and creates opportunities to misrepresent the state of
the literature. As described below, this is exactly what Dr. Bruschke does in his
affidavit.

70.

Dr. Bruschke’s ultimate conclusion is that pretrial publicity is “mostly irrelevant.” He
writes that it is not a “single ominous force whose nefarious influence cannot be
counteracted by any other factor.”33 His use of hyperbole misstates the legal
standard and the general consensus about pretrial publicity effects. Again, our
system is designed to prevent “even the probability of unfairness.”34 The defendant
does not have the insurmountable burden of proving that it is impossible, under any
circumstances, to eliminate nefarious pretrial publicity effects.

71.

Furthermore, Dr. Bruschke consents to the fact that the field and laboratory research
shows that jurors who have “specific case knowledge” generated from pretrial
publicity are more likely to convict. However, he appears to dismiss this fact
because pretrial publicity effects are weaker for those who have a “passing
awareness” of the facts.

72.

This finding is exactly why a change of venue is rarely necessary, even in the
modern digital age. It is only in rare instances, such as we see in the current case,
where the jury pool becomes saturated with massive amounts of media coverage.
Under these conditions, a large portion of prospective jurors is more likely to develop
specific case knowledge, which Dr. Bruschke agrees can lead to bias. He ignores
these realities when addressing the facts surrounding this case. Perhaps if he had
taken the time to review the pretrial publicity, he may have come to a different
conclusion.

33 Bruschke affidavit, p. 10
34 Supra note 11
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73.

Dr. Bruschke’s review divides the literature into field and experimental studies. He
writes that most field studies have either failed to find a publicity effect or that the
effects disappear in the “face of trial evidence.”35 There is only one field study that
incorporated real time trial evidence into the methodology, which was conducted by
Daftary-Kapur, Penrod, O’Connor, and Wallace. Contrary to Dr. Bruschke’s claim,
they did find a persistent pretrial publicity effect that continued over the course of the
actual trial. Trial evidence did not eliminate this effect.36

74.

The study—which allowed the researchers to explore pretrial publicity effects as a
trial unfolded—examined the impact of the extent of exposure to pretrial publicity,
slant of the coverage (pro-prosecution vs. pro-defense), and the persistence of
pretrial publicity effects on verdicts. It also tested to see whether the effects
demonstrated in laboratories would also occur in more naturalistic settings.

75.

Participants in the “natural exposure” condition included jury-eligible community
members who were naturally exposed to pretrial publicity in the trial venue (New
York). Participants in the “experimental exposure” condition were selected in an
alternate venue (Boston) with little pretrial publicity.

76.

The case involved several New York Police Department undercover officers charged
with manslaughter in the death of Sean Bell on the night before his wedding. In
contrast to the sample used by Bruschke and Loges (2004)—where there was
minimal if any media coverage surrounding the cases—the Bell case received
extensive media attention. There were over 1200 published articles during the 14month period leading up to the trial. The pretrial publicity was unique in that it was
pro-defense and pro-prosecution. In addition, the case was emotionally charged and
included a racial component, the victims were African American and Hispanic. In
short, it was the type of unique case where pretrial publicity effects are most likely to
occur.

77.

The case recognition rate for participants in the New York “natural exposure”
condition was 85%. In contrast, it was just 5% for those in the Boston “experimental
exposure” condition.

35 Bruschke affidavit, p. 8
36 Daftary‐Kapur, T., Penrod, S.D., O’Connor, M. & Wallace, B. (2014). Examining pretrial publicity in a shadow jury
paradigm: Issues of slant, quantity, persistence and generalizability. Law and Human Behavior, 38(5), 462‐477.
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78.

Participants in the New York condition potentially watched or read media coverage
about the case for the 14-month period leading up to the trial. The amount and slant
of the coverage participants were exposed to were assessed through self-reporting
indices (e.g., newspapers they read, how much they had read or watched about the
case).

79.

A sample of articles—pro-defense and pro-prosecution—was selected for those in
the “controlled exposure” condition. Pro-prosecution articles supported the victim
and included negative information about the defendants. Pro-defense articles
painted the victims in a negative light and the defendants as upstanding law
enforcement officers. Participants were either exposed to only the pro-prosecution
or to only the pro-defense articles. The high exposure group read ten articles
whereas the low exposure group read five.

80.

The lead author attended trial every day and took detailed notes of witness
testimony. The transcripts were condensed and presented online to participants
during six sessions over the course of ten weeks. Trial summaries included opening
statements, presentation of evidence by the key witnesses (e.g., surviving victims,
eyewitnesses, responding detectives, crime scene investigator, ballistics expert, one
of the undercover detectives on the scene but not charged, an expert crime scene
analyst, and a character witness for one of the defendants), closing arguments, and
jury instructions. Guilt ratings were assessed at the end of each of the six sessions.

81.

In direct conflict to Dr. Bruschke’s claim about the mitigating impact of trial evidence,
the researchers reported a pretrial publicity effect that persisted throughout the trial.
Despite the admonitions to set-aside prejudicial pretrial publicity, participants were
biased by the content of the pretrial publicity. Specifically, those exposed to proprosecution oriented articles were more punitive in their guilty ratings across all six
sessions compared to those exposed to pro-defense pretrial publicity. These finding
was the same for both the New York “natural exposure” and Boston “experimental
exposure” conditions.

82.

The amount of the pretrial publicity participants were exposed to also had a
significant effect. In addition, the biasing effect of pretrial publicity did not disappear
over time. Thus, neither delay nor trial evidence eliminated the pretrial publicity
effect on judgments of guilt.
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83.

At times, Dr. Bruschke’s review of the field research suggests that he is not entirely
clear about the role these studies play in contributing to our knowledge about pretrial
publicity effects. Almost all of the field studies surveyed the jury population in actual
high profile cases during the lead-up to trial. These surveys are designed to explore
bias in the jury pool that could undermine the presumption of innocence. They are
high in external validity and show us that under natural exposure conditions, those
who regularly read and watch the news are more likely to know more about a case
than those who do not. In turn, those who know more about the case are more likely
to prejudge the defendant as guilty. However, the field studies do not afford the type
of control provided by the experimental methodology. The experimental research on
pretrial publicity effects helps to validate the findings from the field studies and
explore the types of media coverage that are most prejudicial, under what conditions
pretrial publicity effects operate, and how these effects impact decision-making.

84.

While Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges claim in Fair Press vs. Fair Trials that they have
conducted all of the field research,37 there are a number of such studies, several of
which are described in their affidavits (e.g., Constantini & King, 1980; Moran &
Cutler, 1991). A look at Dr. Bruschke’s evaluations of this literature exemplifies why
leading journals shy away from publishing subjective narrative reviews. At times he
provides inaccurate description of a study’s methodology or findings. He also
applies different standards of review, which appear to be triggered by whether or not
the findings support or contradict his position. These inconsistencies are found in
both his affidavit and book Fair Press vs. Fair Trials.

85.

For example, Dr. Bruschke acknowledges that the field research suggests that
pretrial publicity effects occur when exposure leads to greater case knowledge, but
dismisses the significance of this finding. He highlights Studebaker, et al. (2002)
concluding that: “at no point was knowledge of the case correlated with direct
measures of guilt.” He goes on to write that respondents were never presented with
trial evidence. Contrary to Dr. Bruschke’s description respondents were presented
with trial evidence in the form of six case summaries. In addition, the researchers
found that exposure to pretrial publicity about Timothy McVeigh was correlated with
knowledge about the bombing, belief that McVeigh participated in activities related to

37 Supra note 2, at p. 32
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the bombing, and the belief that evidence in the case favored the prosecution.
Pretrial publicity also had an indirect impact on opinions of the defendant’s guilt after
the first trial summary through increased case knowledge. The primary purpose of
this study was to test a new internet-based method for conducting field research.
Due to a number of challenges that arose during the data collection process, there
was not a large enough sample to test pretrial publicity effects after the first case
summary.
86.

In another example, Dr. Bruschke ignores methodological issues associated with a
study that supports his position. When describing Freedman and Burke (1996) he
writes:
Freedman and Burke (1996) asked 155 adults about their
knowledge of the Paul Bernardo rape-murder case, on the most
sensational in Canadian history, one quite similar to the Holmes
case in that almost all potential jurors would have a passing
knowledge of it. Differences in guilt judgments between those with
a vast versus a limited knowledge of the case disappeared after the
introduction of trial evidence.38

87.

In Table B.3 he describes the sample as “155 adult Canadians.” Dr. Bruschke
neglects to mention that while “all potential jurors” in Canada may have been familiar
with the Bernardo case, over 40% of the participants in the Freedman and Burke
(1996) study were foreigners on vacation. The sample was not comprised of “155
Canadians.” This has an obvious impact on the external validity of the study. It did
not represent the jury pool, nor did it test the impact of naturally occurring exposure
to pretrial publicity given that so many of the participants lived outside of Canada.
As for Dr. Bruschke’s claim that almost all potential jurors would have a passing
knowledge of the Paul Bernardo case, 35% of the sample had never heard of it. In
fact, only 10% of participants had a “great deal” of knowledge.

88.

In Fair Press vs. Fair Trials, Bruschke and Loges praise the Freedman and Burke
study for drawing a sample from the general population, providing a natural delay
between exposure to publicity and “trial,” and for allowing natural exposure to

38 Bruschke affidavit, p. 8
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publicity.39 The study had a number of additional methodological limitations in that
the authors chose to ignore. For example, participants were recruited through a selfselection process that entailed posting a “You be the Juror” sign in a museum, which
directed interested visitors to the study. The researchers also told subjects prior to
the study that it dealt with pretrial publicity.40 Doing so can create demand
characteristics, which are cues in the experimental situation that may influence how
subjects respond.
89.

On page 8 of his affidavit, Dr. Bruschke writes that differences in guilt judgments
between those with a “vast versus a limited knowledge” of the case disappeared
after the introduction of trial evidence. He offers a similar summary in Table B.3:
The participants then read a 400-word summary of the trial and were
again asked to render a verdict on the murder charge. After reading
about the trial evidence all pretrial publicity effects disappeared.

90.

Again, Dr. Bruschke remains silent on concerning methodological issues.
Participants were provided with a brief description of the case that was heavily
skewed toward the defense. In fact, 78% of the summary—310 of the 400 words—
was dedicated to the defense. The prosecution’s case was just 90 words long. This
imbalance helps to explain why pretrial publicity effects “disappeared” after reviewing
“trial evidence.”

91.

Finally, Dr. Bruschke simply misrepresents the study’s findings. Freedman and
Burke reported that those who said they had heard a “great deal” were more likely to
vote guilty than any other group, while those who heard “nothing” were the least
likely to vote guilty, 54% vs. 23% respectively. This was a statistically significant
finding and is consistent with the larger body of literature, which shows case
knowledge is related to perceptions of guilt (e.g., Constantini and King, 1980; Moran
and Cutler, 1991). Furthermore, given the nature of the sample (i.e., foreign
visitors), there were not a sufficient number of participants who knew a lot about the
case. As such, Freedman and Burke had to combine those who knew a “fair” and
“great deal” amount into a single category. Contrary to Dr. Bruschke’s claim, this

39Supra note 2, at p. 69
40 They were told that the study dealt with pretrial publicity, that they would be asked some questions about their
knowledge of a particular case, that they would be given some information about the case, and would be asked their
opinions.
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group did not have a “vast amount of knowledge.”
92.

Dr. Bruschke also misapplies isolated findings in a manner that highlights his biased
review of the research. For example, on Page 6 he concludes that the Otto, Penrod,
and Dexter (1994) study is “especially pertinent to State v. Holmes.” He explains
that: “statements concerning the facial expressions of the defendant [Holmes]
following the shooting are both weak and inadmissible. The presence of such
statements may actually predispose potential jurors to acquittal.”

93.

This claim sheds light on Dr. Bruschke’s modus operandi. He ignores the study’s
broad findings and conclusions, which not only found a biasing pretrial publicity
effect, but also helps explain how pretrial publicity impacts juror decision-making.
Dr. Bruschke ignores these findings, which are consistent with the literature, and
latches onto a secondary finding that supports his position. In the current instance,
Otto, et al. found that comments about the character of a defendant and both weak
and strong inadmissible statements had a direct effect on pretrial judgments of guilt.
These judgments in turn had an effect on perceptions of the defendant, beliefs in the
strength of the case presented by the prosecution, and final verdicts.

94.

Dr. Bruschke’s attempts to apply research findings to the media coverage that he
never bothered to review are also of note. He ignores the extensive emotional and
factual coverage in this case. Instead, he chooses to highlight a single reference in
the content analysis to Holmes’s reaction in a trial proceeding, as if that is the
publicity that is of primary concern in this case.

95.

In his literature review, Dr. Bruschke goes on to claim that publicity effects “seem to
emerge only when the pretrial information is extremely probative.”41 He lists
examples various studies have used to generate pretrial publicity effects including
physical evidence (e.g., a gun linked to defendant), a retracted confession, or a
criminal history. He fails to recognize that some of the examples he mentions as
“extremely probative” are often inadmissible at trial (e.g., retracted confession,
criminal history). He also neglects to mention that emotional pretrial publicity and
pretrial publicity found to affect perceptions of defendant credibility (e.g., character

41 Bruschke affidavit, p. 7
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evidence)—the most common type of pretrial publicity42—has also been found to
have a significant effect on perceptions of guilt. In fact, Ruva and McEvoy (2007)
reported that defendant credibility accounted for 40% of the variance in verdicts.43
Bruschke concludes with a misrepresentation of both the literature in general and the
specific facts surrounding this case:
In short, publicity effects appear to emerge when evidence is specific,
factual, and directly links the defendant to the crime. The publicity of
concern in State v. Holmes, as raised in the defendant motion, is not
of this sort. Comments about the facial expression of the defendant
following the shooting and unqualified public assertions of sanity are
not nearly as dispositive as evidence linking the defendant to a
murder weapon.44
96.

Amazingly, Dr. Bruschke continues to offer opinions about the nature of the media
coverage he never actually read. In the present example, he again points to
coverage about Holmes’ facial expression while failing to address the extensive
“specific and factual” publicity directly linking Holmes to the crime, including the
murder weapon.

97.

Even if one accepts Dr. Bruschke’s incorrect statement about the limited types
pretrial publicity that lead to prejudice, one would conclude that the coverage in the
current case is cause of concern. Had he spared a moment to conduct even a
cursory review of the coverage, he would have noticed the mountain of pretrial
publicity that falls into the category “extremely” probative:
 Holmes posted on an online dating site “Will you visit me in prison?”
 Holmes said he rigged his apartment to explode and catch fire.
 Told police his apartment was loaded with explosives.
 There were two explosive systems inside Holmes apartment.
 Holmes purchased ballistic gear and body armor.
 Holmes purchased 6295 rounds of ammunition.

42 Imrich D.J. Mullin, C., & Linz, D. (1995). Measuring the extent of prejudicial pretrial publicity in major American
newspapers: A content analysis. Journal of Communication, 45(3), 94‐118.
43 C., McEvoy, C. & Bryant B. (2007). Effects of pre‐trial publicity and jury deliberation on juror bias and source
memory errors. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 21, 61.
44 Bruschke affidavit, p. 7
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 Holmes purchased a gas mask, tear gas grenade, 100-round magazines,
laser sights, practice targets, handcuffs, AR-15, shotgun, Glock pistols, .40
caliber, four guns.
 Holmes sent a notebook to Dr. Fenton detailing his plan to kill people.
 The notebook contained drawings, stick figures being shot, and violent
drawings.
 Holmes’s therapist warned the threat assessment team about him.
 Holmes threatened his psychologist.
 Holmes told a student he wanted to kill people.
 Holmes told Dr. Fenton that he fantasized about killing a lot of people.
 References to items found in Holmes’s apartment (e.g., Batman mask,
explosives, receipt for online movie ticket).
 References to items found in Holmes’s car and outside the theater (e.g.,
gas mask, combat helmet, ammunition, vest, shotgun, assault rife, Glock
handguns).
 Holmes was banned from campus for making threats.
 Caught him gunpowder-handed.
 Arrested wearing body armor.
 Photos downloaded from Holmes phone [i.e., smiling with a Glock, hoard of
weaponry and gear on his bed, arsenal, theater interior, back door, hinges,
bomb components].
98.

Dr. Bruschke also attempts to obfuscate the findings in the literature by implying that
positive media coverage counteracts negative media coverage. He ignores the fact
that such coverage is not only rare—most often found in cases where the defendant
is a celebrity or well-known figure (e.g., Michael Jackson, OJ Simpson)—but has a
much more limited effect.

99.

In one example, Dr. Bruschke references Greene and Wade (1988) reporting that,
“positive publicity benefitted defendants.”45 Once again, he misrepresents the
significance of the results. Greene and Wade were exploring the effects of general,
not case-specific pretrial publicity. The “positive” pretrial publicity was actually an
article about a defendant in an unrelated case mistakenly identified and

45 Bruschke affidavit, p. 7
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subsequently convicted of a crime he did not commit. This was not “positive
publicity” as in favorable media coverage about the defendant, nor was it the type of
publicity commonly seen in a high profile murder case.
100.

Dr. Bruschke then relies on Kovera (2002) to make the nonsensical argument that
negative pretrial publicity is beneficial to the defendant:
Of special note is the work of Kovera (2002), who found that
regardless of its slant media exposure can offset pre-existing biases.
Kovera’s data includes a pattern of results [that] is so startling that it
bears repeating…Taken at its face, the results of this study suggest
that pretrial publicity, far from being a daunting force to be removed, is
an effective remedy against pre-existing bias…Thus, there is credible
empirical evidence that even negative publicity can benefit defendants
as well as damage their chances at trial, and that this research may
enjoy methodological advantages over research that has found a
biasing effect.46

101.

Given the emphasis that Dr. Bruschke places on this study’s methodology and
findings, it merits a closer look. Like Greene and Wade (1988), Kovera (2002) was
looking at the effects of general, not case-specific pretrial publicity. Participants
were exposed to ten news stories nine of which addressed police brutality, drugs,
energy conservation, pollution, political misconduct, war, education, racial tension,
and AIDS. The tenth news item in the series pertained to an incident at Brown
University where women wrote the names of alleged sexual offenders on the
bathroom walls. The story included interviews with students and school
administrators who either supported the rights of rape victims [pro-prosecution] or
the rights of alleged rapists [pro-defense]. After watching the series of news stories,
participants completed a questionnaire to probe their beliefs about issue importance.
In the second phase they completed a questionnaire that measured their attitudes
toward rape, watched a videotape simulation of an unrelated acquaintance rape trial,
and rendered a verdict.

102.

Dr. Bruschke reports that this study has “methodological advantages” over those
which have found a biasing effect. In truth, Kovera (2002) included many of the

46 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16, quoting Supra note 2, pp. 63‐64
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elements he criticizes in studies that do not support his conclusions (e.g., students
not jury eligible participants, no deliberations). In Fair Press vs. Fair Trials, he
attempts to distinguish this study from others:
An extremely poignant facet of this study is that it actually measured
mock juror bias before the introduction of media information. This
design decision made it possible to compare not just an overall
biasing effect for media but one that measured changes from
preexisting bias.47
103.

Dr. Bruschke’s description is in fact incorrect. The researchers measured
participants’ general attitudes toward rape, after they viewed the ten media stories.48
More importantly, Kovera (2002) did not expose participants to case specific pretrial
publicity (i.e., a news story about the case they were about to observe). The study
was designed to explore how attitudes toward rape moderated general pretrial
publicity effects for participants with polarized attitudes toward rape (i.e., pro-victim,
pro-defendant).

104.

Dr. Bruschke also misrepresents the study’s findings when writing that pretrial
publicity eliminated bias, and “is an effective remedy against preexisting bias.”
Again, the study did not look at the impact of case-specific pretrial publicity. Nor did
it look at attitudes toward the defendant. It measured participants’ attitudes toward
rape. Furthermore, Kovera combined participants exposed to the “pro-victim” and
“pro-defendant” slant general rape story into a single category, therefore not making
any comparisons for differences across the two conditions. Were participants who
viewed a pro-victim story more likely to render a guilty verdict than those who saw a
pro-defendant story? The analysis of the data did not address this question.

105.

Dr. Bruschke reports that pretrial publicity “eliminated bias against the defendant.”
This is another misrepresentation. In fact, exposure to general rape media was not
reported to have any impact on the perceived credibility of the defendant, a variable
that has been shown in the literature to be a significant predictor of verdict (e.g.,
Ruva & McEvoy, 2007; Otto, Penrod, and Dexter, 1994). Furthermore, there was no

47 Supra note 2, at p. 63
48 Kovera, M.B. (2002). The effects of general pretrial publicity on juror decisions: An examination of the moderators
and mediating mechanisms. Law and Human Behavior, 26, 59.
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reported significant relationship between exposure to general rape media and
verdict.
106.

In his review of Kovera (2002), Dr. Bruschke neglects to mention that exposure to
general positive or negative rape media had no statistically significant effect on
verdicts. What did Kovera actually find? Participants who held pro-defendant rape
attitudes rated the victim as more credible when exposed to rape media, and those
who held pro-victim rape attitudes viewed the victim as less credible when exposed
to rape media. This is a far cry from a “startling” pattern of results.

107.

Finally, in Free Press vs. Fair Trials, Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges make additional
misrepresentations of the Kovera study, which also appear in Table B.3 of Dr.
Bruschke’s affidavit. They write that, “mock jurors with pro-victim attitudes [exposed
to rape media] viewed the defendant with less credibility than control participants.”
Kovera did not report any media effect on defendant credibility. They also report that
exposure to publicity actually reversed bias for verdicts. Again, there was no
statistically significant relationship between media exposure and verdicts.

108.

Dr. Bruschke’s evolving standard for reviewing the literature is also evident when
looking at Simon (1966), a study referenced several times in his affidavit. In Table
B.3 and in Free Press vs. Fair Trials, the study is described as “sophisticated for its
time.” Dr. Bruschke reports that Simon found that publicity effects disappeared after
the introduction of trial evidence. Rather than ignoring the methodological limitations
he regularly cites for studies, which have found pretrial publicity effects, in Table B.3
he actually praises Simon 1966 for including deliberations. There is just one
problem. Participants were not given the opportunity to deliberate. Serious
methodological flaws that Dr. Bruschke fails to mention included the introduction
letter, which was sent out to 825 people and resulted in just 97 subjects willing to
participate. This letter alerted participants to the purpose of the study by: “describing
the problem of trial publicity and asking for their cooperation.”49 Telling subjects that
the study was designed to study the “problem of trial publicity” is a potential demand
characteristic in the experimental design. In addition, participants in both
conditions—sensational and conservative news story—were exposed to the judicial
admonition. This methodological design flaw (all conditions were given the

49 Simon, R.J. (1966) Murder, juries, and the pres. Trans‐Action, 3(4), 41.
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admonition) makes it impossible to assess the impact of the admonition. Finally, the
trial evidence presented in the study was exceptionally weak. Less than 25% of the
total sample voted to convict.
109.

In contrast to the method of review described above, Dr. Bruschke applies a different
standard when discussing studies that have found pretrial publicity effects.
Consistent with the larger body of research, Wilson and Borstein (1998) found a
significant effect for pretrial publicity on perceptions of guilt. Participants exposed to
pretrial publicity (emotional or factual) were significantly more likely to convict the
defendant of murder than participants in a control group who were not exposed to
this media coverage (73% vs. 39% respectively).

110.

Dr. Bruschke offers a very brief reference to this study, implying that the researchers
had to take extraordinary measures to find pretrial publicity that would produce an
effect.50 He writes that Wilson and Borstein had to go to “extreme lengths” to create
pretrial publicity that was “extremely probative.”51 According to Fair Press vs. Fair
Trials, “only items rated as most likely to produce guilt were included in the main
study.”52 Again, the study is criticized for selecting only those media items that to a
statistically significant degree were “more likely to produce judgments of guilt in
comparison to other inadmissible items.”53

111.

Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges seem to ignore the study’s objectives and criticize the
methodology for carefully eliminating potential threats to internal validity. The
researchers were attempting to test, in a controlled experiment, the difference
between medium (i.e., video vs. print media) and publicity type (i.e., emotional vs.
factual). In order to meet these objectives and avoid potential confounds, they had
to create factual and emotional pretrial publicity that were functionally equivalent in
terms of bias but different in emotional arousal. To do so, Wilson and Borstein pilot
tested 50 potential media items. Each item was scored from 1 (more likely guilty of
manslaughter) to 9 (more likely guilty of murder). There is no indication in the
study’s methodology section indicating that only the most prejudicial items (e.g.,

50 Bruschke affidavit, p. 7
51 Ibid
52 Supra note 2, at p. 43
53 Supra note 2, at p. 44
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highest scored items) were selected. The authors selected items that were
significantly greater than 5 (“no effect”) and could be reasonably worked into the
news story. More importantly, criticizing a study specifically designed to test the
impact of different types of prejudicial media content for only including prejudicial
items is just nonsensical.
112.

As for the “extreme probative nature” of the selected items mentioned by Dr.
Bruschke, one example of a factual item included: “Kelly threated to kill her mother.”
An emotional item used in the study was: “Detectives reported finding journals of
Kelly’s that included detailed descriptions on how to dismember a victim’s body.”
These are not exactly what I would call extremely probative or unique comments.
Furthermore, both items are similar to what was reported in Holmes (e.g., he
threatened his psychologist, Dr. Fenton; he mailed her a notebook detailing his plan
to kill people).

113.

Dr. Bruschke and Dr. Loges also describe the amount and type of exposure in the
study as extreme:
It is not at all common for criminal defendants to face even two
different types of damaging publicity…Eight different pieces of
damaging information would be a truly astounding situation for any
criminal defendant.54

114.

Once again, this conclusion shows their fundamental misunderstanding of the
phenomenon of interest: high profile cases. It is true that it is not common for a case
to achieve significant media attention. That is why prejudicial pretrial publicity is an
issue in only a finite number of cases. However, when a case such as Holmes does
capture the public’s and media’s attention, it typically results in extensive prejudicial
material. There are far more than “two different types of damaging publicity” in the
present case.

115.

Finally, Dr. Bruschke misrepresents the Wilson and Borstein’s findings. While he is
correct in that the researchers did not find a significant difference between factual
and emotional pretrial publicity, he neglects to mention that both types were found to
lead to significant bias against the defendant.

116.
54 Ibid

Dr. Bruschke categorizes Sue, Smith, and Gilbert (1974) under studies that “do not
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demonstrate a publicity effect.” Not surprisingly, he glosses over their research,
which was designed to explore the prejudicial effects of damaging relevant media
coverage compared to irrelevant pretrial publicity. Participants were exposed to one
of two media articles. Those in the gun “relevant inadmissible condition” read that a
search of the suspect’s apartment turned up a gun:
Which ballistics tests later identified as the one used in the robbery.
Due to illegal search procedures, however, an injunction has been
issued preventing the use of the gun as evidence in the upcoming
trial.
117.

In the “irrelevant condition” participants read that a search of the suspect’s
apartment turned up a gun that, “ballistics tests later determined, had no connection
with the robbery.”

118.

Exposure to the “relevant” inadmissible pretrial publicity had a statistically significant
effect on verdicts. Participants who read this information were almost twice as likely
to find the defendant guilty compared to those in the gun “irrelevant” condition.

119.

Sue, et al. also tested the effectiveness of judicial admonitions to disregard pretrial
publicity. Unlike Simon (1966), the study’s methodology properly manipulated this
variable (i.e., only half the sample’s judicial statement included a reference to media
coverage). The judicial admonition did not attenuate the prejudicial impact of pretrial
publicity. Not surprisingly, Dr. Bruschke fails to mention this result.

120.

Dr. Bruschke dismisses these findings because the study did not include
deliberations—a criticism that appears more often when the study found a pretrial
publicity effect—and because the majority of participants in the prejudicial condition
still voted to acquit.55 He fails to realize that exposure to inadmissible pretrial
publicity created more than the “probability of unfairness” our judicial system
endeavors to prevent. It nearly doubled conviction rates. Dr. Bruschke’s position
appears to be that this is okay, so long as conviction rates do not surpass some
arbitrary percentage he has established as a standard. It does not matter if the
majority of participants voted to acquit or convict. What matters is that non-legal
factors—i.e., pretrial publicity—had an impact on their decision-making process.

121.

At other times, Dr. Bruschke highlights a finding that supports his position and

55 Bruschke affidavit, p. 21
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ignores the same study’s broader findings, which undermine his opinion. As
mentioned above, he reports that Otto, Penrod, and Dexter (1994) found that “weak
inadmissible statements actually increased the chances for acquittal.”56 He then
tries to minimize the significance of the study by writing that:
Only three types of information influenced pre-deliberation verdicts.
Statements about character and strong inadmissible statements hurt
the defendant while weak inadmissible statements helped the
defendant. There were no direct pretrial publicity effects on postdeliberation verdicts although there were some unremarkable
indirect effects.57
122.

Dr. Bruschke then cites Freedman, et al. (1998):
Otto et al. (1994) used five different kinds of pretrial publicity and
found that none of them had a significant direct effect on final
verdicts. A path analysis showed that although there were no direct
effects, one of the five types (negative information about the
defendant’s character) did have an indirect effect on verdicts. The
authors concluded that they had demonstrated a negative effect of
pretrial publicity, but the results could plausibly be interpreted to
have demonstrated the opposite.

123.

These comments reflect a poor understanding of the significance of Otto, et al.,
which help explain how pretrial publicity influences verdicts. Pretrial publicity
impacts pretrial opinions of the defendant and his guilt. These opinions in turn serve
as a prism through which jurors evaluate the defendant, the evidence, and
witnesses, which ultimately have a direct impact on final verdicts.

124.

That is exactly what Otto, et al. found. Comments about the character of a
defendant and weak and strong inadmissible statements had a direct effect on
pretrial judgments of guilt. Pretrial judgments had an effect on perceptions of the
defendant, beliefs in the strength of the prosecution’s case, and a direct effect on
final verdicts. Furthermore, prior record information, another commonly reported
category by the media, influenced final verdicts by leading participants to believe the

56 Bruschke affidavit, p. 6
57 Bruschke affidavit, p. 20
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defendant was a “typical criminal.”
125.

These findings not only shed light on how pretrial publicity operates, but show that
trial evidence does not eliminate the prejudicial impact of pretrial publicity. Such
findings are far from “unremarkable” as Dr. Bruschke characterizes them.

VII.

Relevant Social Science Theory: Pretrial Publicity and Juror Decision-making

126.

Dr. Bruschke’s attempt to apply theories from the social psychology literature to juror
decision-making is fraught with error and misstatements. In his affidavit, he starts by
criticizing me for citing Eagly and Chaiken’s “classic 1983 work” as my only source.58
According to him, the authors’ “work was simply to review some of the widely
accepted theories on attitudes.”59

127.

It is unclear what 1983 “classic” work Dr. Bruschke is referring to. I can only assume
this comments pertains to Eagly and Chaiken’s book The Psychology of Attitudes,
which was published a decade later, in 1993. Furthermore, this textbook does far
more than offer a “simple” review of the state of knowledge about attitudes. It is a
valuable resource that is used to teach graduate level coursework throughout the
United States. It has been cited over 9000 times and more than 300 times in 2014
alone. In one book review published in Psychology & Marketing it is described as
follows:
This is the only truly comprehensive advanced level textbook in the
past 20 years designed for courses in the psychology of attitudes
and related studies in attitude measurement, social cognition.
Written by two of the most distinguished scholars in the field, its
comprehensive coverage of classic and modern research and theory
is unsurpassed.60

128.

More importantly, my reference to this textbook was to provide source material for
some of the general theories on how attitudes develop and impact subsequent
information processing. As described by its authors, it was envisioned to “provide
review and analysis of virtually all domains of attitude theory and research that have

58 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
59 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
60 Leone, C. (1995). Review of the book The social psychology of attitudes. Psychology & Marketing 12 (5) 459‐466.
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been approached from a psychological perspective.”61 This 794-page book is
broken down into 14 chapters and covers all of the major areas and theories
including attitude structure, measurement, and change. It also details the
Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), which Dr. Bruschke incorrectly applies to
explain pretrial publicity effects.
129.

He then goes on to reintroduce the “Bruschke Standard” that he applies to both the
social science literature and media coverage in this case:
The work [The Psychology of Attitudes] does not demonstrate that
such opinions are impervious to subsequent information, or that they
will frustrate all judicial efforts to find impartial jurors.62

130.

Once again, this criterion has no basis in law. A defendant is not required to show
that jurors’ attitudes are “impervious to subsequent information,” or that they will
“frustrate all judicial efforts to find impartial jurors.” Nor was that my intent when
citing Eagly and Chaiken as a source. What the book offers is an explanation for
how attitudes developed from exposure to pretrial publicity influence future
impressions of the defendant’s credibility, witnesses, and evidence.

131.

Dr. Bruschke continues his attempt to misstate the significance and relevance of
theories and research put forth in The Psychology of Attitudes:
Tellingly, media messages are discussed in only 3 places in the 693
page text; once is to note that advertisers give special emphasis to
gaining attention (p. 278) and the other two discuss how media
messages (such as those included in pretrial publicity) have a very
limited ability to change attitudes (p. 559 and the attending footnote).
If Eagly and Chaiken’s work proves anything, it proves that attitudes
are probably not changed by passive attention to media stories
[emphasis added].63

132.

This paragraph is an excellent example of how Dr. Bruschke approaches his role as
an expert. Rather than giving an objective review of the relevant theory or literature,
he attempts to mislead the reader by taking a passage out of context, or including

61 Eagly, A.H., & Chaiken, S.O. (1993). The Social Psychology of Attitudes. Orlando, FL: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
College Publishers, V.
62 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
63 Ibid
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only a portion of a quote.
133.

The quote from page 559 was from Chapter 12, “Resistance and Persistence
Processes in Attitude Change.” The full quote reads as follows:
We have devoted the prior six chapters of this book to the
examination of attitude change. Although our focus on change might
be thought to imply that attitudes are fairly easily altered, any such
conclusion would be wrong. On the contrary, the study of attitude
change fascinates and challenges psychologists in part because of
the apparent difficulty of creating substantial change in natural
settings.

In fact, the observation that change is not easily

accomplished is frequent in social scientists’ discussion of attitudes—
for example, in discussions of the impact of the mass media.64
134.

As for the attending footnote Dr. Bruschke mentions in passing, but neglects to
provide, the authors write:
Yet, in recent years communication scholars have evolved more
detailed theories emphasizing that media may have sizable impact
under limited conditions.65

135.

There are two issues that must be addressed. First, from his comments, it seems
that Dr. Bruschke does not believe that the media has an impact on how we see the
world. Second, he fails to have a clear understanding of the phenomenon of
interest. When jurors are exposed to pretrial publicity, it is not a question of attitude
change. Prior to exposure, prospective jurors do not have any case-specific
attitudes. It is a question of attitude formation. Attitude change does not become
relevant until jurors are faced with trial testimony presented by the defense that
conflicts with the attitudes developed from exposure to pretrial publicity.

136.

In regards to the first issue, there are countless studies and examples of how the
media impacts our attitudes, perceptions of how we see the world, values, and
voting behavior. The news we choose to watch, for example, influences our
attitudes on a host of topics. A 2010 survey conducted by Jon Krosnick and Bo
NacInnis found that more exposure to Fox News was associated with more rejection

64 Supra note 60, at p. 559
65 Supra note 63, Footnote 1
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of global warming theories, less trust in scientists, and with the belief that
ameliorating global warming would hurt the U.S. economy. There was also a 25
percentage point differential between the most frequent Fox News watchers (60%)
and those who watched no Fox News (85%) on several beliefs including whether
global warming was caused mostly by people or equally between people and natural
causes.66 In another example from a 2008 national survey on the environment,
Feldman, Maibach, Roser-Renouf, and Leiserowitz (2011) reported that Fox News
viewers were less likely to agree that most scientists think global warming is
happening.
137.

Healthcare is another topic that is heavily impacted by the media and our source of
news. In a 2009 NBC survey on “Obamacare,” 72% of Fox viewers believed that the
healthcare plan would give coverage to illegal immigrants, 79% reported that it would
lead to a government takeover, and 75% believed that it will allow the government to
make decisions regarding when to stop providing care to the elderly. 67 In contrast,
CNN and MSNBC viewers had developed different opinions about the issue. Just
41% believed illegal immigrants would be covered, 39% described it as a
government takeover, and only 30% believed the government would make decisions
about when to stop providing care to the elderly.68

138.

Political ads serve as another poignant example of media influence and how it
affects voting behavior. In 2008, Proposition 8, which prohibited gay marriage, was
on the ballot in California. The race leading up to Election Day was close. On
October 2, polling data indicated that 47% of voters supported the measure, 43%
opposed it, and 10% were undecided. However, by October 21, support for
Proposition 8 had jumped 52%, with just 38% now opposing it.69 Almost 700,000
voters changed their views on same-sex marriage in the final weeks of the

66 Krosnick, J.A., & MacInnis, B. (2010). Frequent viewers of Fox news are less likely to accept scientists’ views of global
warming. Retrieved on February 1, 2014 from https://woods.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/files/Global‐Warming‐
Fox‐News.pdf
67 Mooney, C. (20012). Fox’s misinformation effect. Salon. Retrieved on February 1, 2014 from
http://www.salon.com/2012/04/10/foxs_misinformation_effect/
68 Feldman, L. Maibach, E.W., Roser‐Renouf, C. & Leiserowitz, A. (2011) Climate on cable: The nature and impact of
global warming coverage on Fox News, CNN, and MSNBC. International Journal of Press/Politics, XX(X) 1‐29.
69 Fleischer, D. (2010). The prop 8 report: What defeat in California can teach us about winning future ballot measures
on same‐sex marriage Retrieved on February 1, 2014 from http://prop8report.lgbtmentoring.org/read‐the‐
report/findings‐overview/findings‐1‐7‐prejudice/finding‐2‐newsom‐princes
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campaign.70 This shift in opinion was credited to a successful political ad released in
the month of October by supporters of the ballet measure called “Princess.”71 The
ad’s greatest impact was on parents with kids under 18 living at home the most.
139.

In sum, there is overwhelming evidence that the media, including the news, has a
significant impact on our attitudes and behavior.

140.

In regards to the second issue, Dr. Bruschke demonstrates a poor understanding of
the phenomenon of interest and misapplies theories found in the literature. For
example, he continues to describe prospective jurors as “passively attending to
media.” He also misidentifies the consumption of pretrial publicity as “attitude
change” rather than attitude formation. He goes on to apply theories of persuasion,
specifically the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM), to the consumption of pretrial
publicity. He appears to think that jurors weigh the persuasiveness of arguments in
the media to testimony heard in the courtroom.

141.

When prospective jurors choose to follow a sensational case, read about it in the
news, watch it on the television, and discuss it with their friends, family, or
coworkers, they are not “passively consuming media.” In addition, when consuming
pretrial publicity they are engaging in a process of attitude formation, not a process
of persuasion or attitude change.

142.

Under normal circumstances, at the outset of trial jurors do not have any attitudes
about the defendant, the victim, or the crime derived from case-specific media
coverage. As such, they do not start to develop their trial story until the trial begins.

143.

When prospective jurors have been exposed to extensive pretrial publicity, a
different process ensues. In most cases the media coverage overwhelmingly favors
the prosecution. As such, they enter the courtroom with established impressions of
the defendant, the victim, the crime, how events unfolded, guilt, and in some
instances the appropriate sentence. Depending on the nature of the publicity, these
impressions may be based on coverage of the evidence likely to be reintroduced at
trial. When jurors have closely followed a case, their attitudes become stronger,
more resistant to change, and serve as a prism through which jurors process
evidence and testimony. Trial evidence that is consistent with preexisting attitudes

70 Ibid
71 Ibid
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are more likely to be closely attended to, seen as persuasive, and stored into longterm memory. Evidence that is ambiguous or is inconsistent with these attitudes is
less likely to be closely attended to or seen as persuasive.
144.

This is not a controversial or novel theory. These processes impact our everyday
lives. Is it controversial to assume that Republicans and Democrats have strong
conflicting opinions of the president, “Obamacare,” and his social policies? Do these
attitudes influence how we evaluate the statements and actions of the president?
And does the media we choose to consume contribute to the development of these
attitudes? Our preference for attitude confirming information and resistance to
change is summarizing by Eagly and Chaiken (1993):
Not surprisingly, psychologists have generally postulated tendencies
for selectivity to favor individual’s prior attitudes.

Research on

selectivity and polarization has yielded important insights into the
psychological processes by which people resist changing their
attitudes.72
145.

These cognitive processes have also been shown to impact how jurors exposed to
pretrial publicity evaluate trial evidence. Hope, Memon, and McGeorge (2004) found
what has been called “pre-decisional distortion” effects. There was a proprosecution bias for jurors exposed to negative pretrial publicity in how they
evaluated the probative value of trial evidence. Participants exposed to negative
pretrial publicity were significantly more likely to interpret witness testimony to
support the prosecution compared to those who were not exposed to this media
coverage. Ruva, Guenther, and Yarbrough (2011) reported similar findings.

146.

Dr. Bruschke goes on to add the acerbic statement: “If Edelman’s assertions are
taken here at face value, nobody would ever change their mind about anything.”73
Unlike Dr. Bruschke, I do not maintain an absolute position about the effects of
pretrial publicity. In fact, I agree that in most instances, pretrial publicity is not a
problem. Very few cases shock the public and lead to the deluge of pretrial publicity
seen in Holmes. However, it is when these forces come together, and the jury pool
is saturated with waves of prejudicial media coverage, that pretrial publicity can

72 Supra note 60, at p. 560
73 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
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affect a defendant’s constitutional fair trial rights, including one of the core principles
of our democracy, the presumption of innocence. A defendant should not have to
prove his innocence to jurors who have closely followed the case and believe he is
guilty at the outset of trial.
147.

Dr. Bruschke misidentifies the pretrial publicity phenomenon as a matter of
persuasion, as if jurors are consciously processing news stories and trial evidence
simultaneously. This is simply not how the real world works in case with extensive
media coverage. Prospective jurors who attend to and process pretrial publicity
develop impressions about the case long before they ever hear trial testimony.
Furthermore, contrary to Dr. Bruschke’s claims, there is no evidence to support the
notion that over the weeks of trial, such jurors undergo an online cognitive process
by which they consciously compare the evidence against their preexisting beliefs
and knowledge about the case to assess which source is more credible. Given that
much of the prosecution’s evidence is likely to be consistent with what they already
know, this is even less likely.

148.

Dr. Bruschke points to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) as the appropriate
theory for evaluating pretrial publicity effects. The ELM is a process theory that was
explicitly developed as a model of persuasion, not attitude change. Process theories
such as the ELM are limited to persuasion settings. Common examples of its
application include how someone (e.g., a student) would weigh conflicting arguments
on a position (e.g., a tuition hike). Process theories are silent on the issue of how
people integrate newly accepted information with their preexisting attitudes and
beliefs.74 In contrast, combinatorial models focus on how information is integrated
into and affect our beliefs and attitudes. This makes these models applicable to
almost any situation where people gain new information about an attitude object
(e.g., the defendant) or to evaluate information they already possess. Again, it is
precisely how jurors’ attitudes and beliefs developed from pretrial publicity affect
their evaluation of trial evidence that we are most interested in.

149.

The ELM is a theory that specifies the conditions under which persuasion is
mediated by message related processing or by peripheral mechanisms (e.g., source
attractiveness). The ELM lays out two routes of persuasion, the central route and

74 Supra note 60, at p. 258
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the peripheral route. When motivation and cognitive ability for argument elaboration
are high, the central route of persuasion will occur. When motivation and ability are
low, the message recipient will follow the peripheral route. Central route relies on
argument-based thinking and scrutiny. The peripheral route of persuasion occurs in
the absence of argument scrutiny. Examples of peripheral cues include source
attractiveness, source expertise, communicator likeability, message length, number
of arguments, and reactions of the audience.
150.

So, for example, a college student is more likely to carefully scrutinize the arguments
in favor and against a tuition hike. However, a disinterested party who cares little
about the subject is more likely to look at peripheral cues such as the source of the
arguments (e.g., one speaker is an independent expert, the other is a college
student) when evaluating the two conflicting arguments.

151.

Dr. Bruschke effort to explain pretrial publicity effects stretches the ELM well beyond
its domain. He writes that, “passive consumption of media stories concerning this
case are peripheral cues, and the central cues are rational evidence-based, and
require conscious mental effort to understand and evaluate. In the present
circumstance, trial evidence is a central cue.”75

152.

These conclusions rely on several incorrect assumptions about information
processing and the ELM. First, as mentioned above, the decision to open a
newspaper, direct one’s attention to a specific article, read it, follow the story over
time, and discuss it with friends and family does not constitute “passive” processing.
Furthermore, he misapplies the ELM’s conception of peripheral cues. Peripheral
cues are variables such as argument length, argument source (e.g., an expert), and
presenter’s attractiveness. A news story is not a peripheral cue. He goes on to
imply that trial evidence is a central cue. First, there is no such thing as a “central
cue” in ELM. The model suggests that the recipient of a persuasive message will
use central processing—i.e., scrutinize the argument—when motivation and ability
are high. At times in trial, a juror may use central processing to evaluate an
argument. At other times, when their attention begins to wane they may rely on
peripheral cues to assess the credibility of witness testimony.

153.

Again, it is important to note that jurors do not compare the persuasiveness of a

75 Bruschke affidavit, p. 17
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witness to that of an article they read prior to trial. Jurors evaluate the credibility of
witnesses and evidence through the prism of their preexisting knowledge and
beliefs. In most instances this is not a problem, as jurors do not have any strong,
preexisting attitudes about a specific defendant.
154.

Finally, Dr. Bruschke reports that Eagly and Chaiken’s “work does not demonstrate
that peripheral cues will trump central, rational cues when the two come into
conflict.”76 Again, a news story is not a peripheral cue. In addition, pretrial publicity
rarely comes into conflict with the prosecution’s evidence. In most instances, as we
see in Holmes, the media coverage is consistent with the prosecution’s case. It may
also be information they already read about (e.g., guns found in the apartment, DNA
tests).

155.

Dr. Bruschke cites Shrum (2001) as a “typical” experiment to support his claim that,
“a host of research demonstrates that central cues are far more powerful than
peripheral ones.”77 Not only has he morphed the ELM into some new untested
theory but he then goes on to misrepresent another study. Shrum was not
conducting an ELM experiment. He was testing the cultivation effect, the “notion that
the viewing of television program content is related to people’s perceptions of social
reality,” which Shrum describes as “undisputed.” According to the theory, television
affects social judgments, for example, the frequency of certain events such as crime
or divorce.

156.

Shrum was attempting to address the cognitive processes that may produce the
cultivation effect when estimating the frequency of events commonly reported by the
media. Specifically, he was looking at systematic and heuristic processing.
Systematic processing occurs when a person makes an exhaustive search of
memory for information pertaining to a particular judgment, whereas heuristic
processing tends to focus on information that allows the person to use simple
decision rules (e.g., estimating frequency of an event based on how easy it was to
think of an example). Heuristic processing requires little cognitive effort and occurs
when the ability to process information is limited (e.g., time pressure) or motivation to
process information is low (e.g., low involvement). These are not the conditions that

76 Bruschke affidavit, p. 16
77 Bruschke affidavit, p. 17
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occur when a person decides to read a newspaper article, watch a story on the
news, or discuss a tragic event with a friend, family member, or coworker.
157.

Shrum tested the cultivation effect by asking participants to provide estimates of the
prevalence of crime, occupations, affluence, and marital discord. Those in the
heuristic condition were told to read the question and “give the first answer that
occurs to you off the top of your head.” In the systematic condition, participants
were instructed, “to be as accurate as possible with their answer, that the
experimenter would grade their answers, and that the experimenter would discuss
their answers with them and expect them to justify their answers.”

158.

Participants then read 40 items and estimated the frequency of their occurrence.
Crime questions included the percentage of women who are raped, percentage of
people who will be victims of a gunshot, etc. Other topics included the percentage of
the work force that are lawyers or doctors, the percentage of Americans who have a
private tennis court, swimming pool, and belong to a country club.

159.

Participants were not exposed in the study to a prejudicial news story about a
particular crime, defendant, event, or any other type of pretrial publicity. Nor was
any attempt made to assess whether or not participants weighed information from
two different sources (e.g., newspaper, trial evidence).

160.

Scrum reported that the amount of television viewing in a given week affected
estimates about the frequency of certain events (e.g., divorce) when told to give the
first answer that comes to mind, but not when participants were induced to take their
time and give accurate estimates. The cognitive processes that relate to estimating
the frequency of events (e.g., accessibility heuristic) have nothing to do with pretrial
publicity effects or how pretrial publicity about a specific crime may influence
impressions of a defendant, development of a trial story, the evaluation of trial
testimony, or assessments of guilt.

161.

Dr. Bruschke reports in his affidavit that respondents in the “peripheral group” gave
“TV answers” whereas those in the “central processing group” gave “more accurate
answers.”78 This is a poor and erroneous description of the Shrum’s findings. First,
the study never references “TV answers” or “more accurate answers.” The study
looked at the impact of TV viewing on estimates of social reality and whether or not

78 Ibid
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this relationship was mediated by cognitive processing style. Those in the
systematic processing group did not provide more accurate answers. In fact, there
is no reference in the article to which group was more accurate. The only indication
is that those in the systematic processing group gave lower estimates. I have no
idea what the “peripheral group” is. There is no reference to such a group because
Shrum was not testing the peripheral route of persuasion described in the ELM.
Again, there is no “TV answer” mentioned in the study. Shrum reported that those
who were asked to give the first answer that came to mind gave higher estimates.
The explanation the authors offer is that they relied on heuristic processing,
specifically the accessibility heuristic to estimate the frequency of different events
when operating under the time constraints described above.
162.

This research is not relevant to the phenomenon of interest here: How does pretrial
publicity impact jurors’ evaluations of testimony and their decision-making. Under
Bruschke’s theory, pretrial publicity effects would disappear in the mock jury studies
after participants are presented with a trial simulation, so long as they are not placed
under artificially short time constraints. More than 35 years of research shows that
this is not the case.

163.

Dr. Bruschke mentions “primacy and recency effects” as the other “most relevant
theory” for explaining pretrial publicity effects. In contrast to this claim, these effects
are rarely discussed or relied upon in the literature when explaining the potential
prejudicial impact of pretrial publicity. He goes on to write that, “Dr. Edelman is
suggesting – without citation – that a primacy effect will trump all subsequent
information, a proposition rejected by a host of scientific evidence.”79

164.

First, I never mentioned primacy or recency effects in my affidavit, so I am not sure
where I indicated “without citation” that primacy will “trump” all subsequent
information. More importantly, he once again applies the “Bruschke standard” to
interpret the research findings: “There is little reason to suspect that primacy effects
render all subsequent evaluation impossible.”80 Again, the defendant must only
prove that there is a reasonable likelihood that he cannot receive a fair and impartial
trial. He does not have the impossible burden of proving that pretrial publicity

79 Ibid
80 Ibid
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renders “all” subsequent evaluations of information “impossible.”
165.

Dr. Bruschke essentially claims that any bias created by pretrial publicity is
eliminated by trial evidence, which would be consistent with a recency effect. The
one study he cites which looked at primacy and recency effects was Ruva, Mayes,
Dickman and McEvoy (2012). However, the researchers were not exploring whether
or not the primacy effect hypothesized by Bruschke (i.e., media coverage) was
eliminated by a recency effect (trial evidence). They were using balanced conditions
where there were four positive and four negative stories about the defendant to
examine order effects related to the presentation of media coverage (block of 4
positive and then 4 negative stories, or alternative positive, negative, etc.).

166.

Even so, the findings do not support Dr. Bruschke’s assertion about primacy and
recency effects. The latter were not nearly as robust as primacy effects. Recency
effects did not have any impact on the post-evidence verdict question. In addition,
recency effects disappeared when there was a delay between the presentation of
pretrial publicity and the verdict decision.

167.

Dr. Bruschke goes on to introduce another novel hypothesis, that pretrial publicity is
helpful to defendants in high profile cases, and that a defendant can easily mitigate
any prejudicial impact by simply adding positive media coverage to the mix. He
takes a comment from Ruva, et al. (2012) out of context to support his dubious
position that pretrial publicity is actually helpful to the defendant:
Combating negative pretrial publicity with positive pretrial publicity in a
timely fashion may not only reduce or eliminate the negative pretrial
publicity bias, but could result in a pro-defense/acquittal bias. The
effectiveness of combating one type of pretrial publicity bias (negative
PTP) with the administration of another type of pretrial publicity
(positive PTP) is likely due to its ability to reduce pre-decisional
distortion and allow for the creation of an equally cohesive story
regarding the case.81

168.

In reality, the vast majority of media coverage surrounding almost all criminal cases
is overwhelmingly one-sided and favors the prosecution (Dexter, Cutler, & Moran,
1992; Freedman & Burke, 1996; Imrich, Mullin, & Linz, 1995; Lieberman & Arndt,

81 Ibid
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2000; Lieberman & Sales, 2006; Moran & Cutler, 1991). Positive or pro-defense
pretrial publicity primarily occurs in the few cases where the defendant holds
celebrity status (e.g., Martha Stewart, Kobe Bryant, Michael Jackson). Dr. Bruschke
does not offer any positive media coverage in this case that would counter the
prejudicial impact of negative of coverage. That is because there is no positive
coverage about Holmes’s character or anything that would lead to empathy or
favorable impressions of the defendant. Perhaps if he had conducted even a
cursory review of the media coverage he would have recognized this fact.
169.

The Ruva et al. (2012) study tested a unique scenario where there is an equal
balance of positive and negative statements about the defendant. In addition, the
positive statements used in the study were case-relevant, character statements:
1. A doctor stated that Dan did not act like a man who shot his wife.
2. After five years of marriage the couple still acted like newlyweds.
3. Lisa’s college stated that he has never done anything to hurt anybody.
4. Dan and Lisa were planning to have a baby.

170.

This is not the situation we see in Holmes where there are few if any positive
comments in the media to mitigate the hundreds if not thousands of negative
character statements.

171.

Dr. Bruschke cites the Ruva study again on page 22 of his affidavit in an effort to
dismiss the notion that the overwhelmingly inflammatory, prejudicial, and one-sided
media coverage would lead to prejudgment as nothing more than “conjecture.” In
doing so, he ignores the three decades of research that shows this notion is far more
than “conjecture.” Misrepresenting Ruva, et al. he writes: “The study specifically
addresses the ability of positive publicity to counteract negative publicity and has
found that it can. Dr. Edelman cites no research on the point.”

172.

Not surprisingly, this is a misrepresentation of the study and its findings. Even when
the media coverage included an even balance of positive and negative coverage, a
scenario rarely if ever seen in the real world, the negative pretrial publicity had a far
more reaching impact than positive pretrial publicity. For example, the blocked
negative pretrial publicity condition resulted in a primacy effect favoring the
prosecution. However the blocked positive pretrial publicity did not result in a prodefense effect for verdicts. The “pro acquittal bias seen in the research” mentioned
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by Dr. Bruschke did not in fact favor the defendant or acquittal. Positive pretrial
publicity just made conviction rates similar to the control condition that did not
receive any pretrial publicity.
173.

In addition, negative pretrial publicity primacy effects led to pre-decisional distortion
in favor of the prosecution. However, positive pretrial publicity primacy effects did
not create the same pre-decisional distortion favoring the defense. Positive pretrial
publicity only influenced evaluations of defense witnesses. It had no impact on
perceptions of prosecution witnesses. In contrast, negative pretrial publicity resulted
in a pro-prosecution bias across all seven witnesses (i.e., defense and prosecution).

174.

Finally, it is telling that Dr. Bruschke only provided a portion of the quote mentioned
above from the Ruva, et al (2012). The full quote is:
The timing of conflicting pretrial publicity matters. For the defendant,
it is important not to leave negative pretrial publicity unchallenged.
Doing so could result in bias against the defendant becoming so
strong that it is difficult, if not impossible, to overcome. In contrast,
combating negative PTP with positive PTP in a timely fashion may not
only reduce or eliminate the negative PTP bias, but could result in a
pro-defense/acquittal bias [emphasis added].

175.

In the present case, the negative pretrial publicity has gone unchallenged for years.
Dr. Bruschke fails to offer any positive media coverage that suggests otherwise.

176.

While the ELM and primacy and recency effects are not the most relevant theories
for describing pretrial publicity effects, there are several theories that do help to
explain how the phenomenon operates. Theories commonly employed and
supported in the literature include impression formation (e.g., defendant credibility),
source misattribution, pre-decisional distortion, and the story model.

177.

Prior research has shown that defendant credibility mediates the effects of pretrial
publicity on guilt ratings (e.g., Otto et al., 1993). For example, Ruva and McEvoy
(2007) found that 40% of the variance in juror verdicts was explained by perceptions
of the defendant’s credibility, a variable impacted by pretrial publicity.

178.

Source misattribution errors occur when jurors incorrectly attribute the source of
information they learned. Ruva and McEvoy (2007) also found that most of these
errors were due to information that was learned in pretrial publicity being erroneously
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attributed to both the trial and pretrial publicity. Even under Dr. Bruschke’s
unrealistic expectations, it becomes difficult for jurors to discount pretrial publicity
when they inaccurately assume that they heard it during the trial.
179.

Hope, et al. (2004) examined potential pre-decisional distortion effects. They
reported that there was a pro-prosecution bias for jurors exposed to negative pretrial
publicity in how they evaluated the probative value of trial evidence. Participants
exposed to negative pretrial publicity were significantly more likely to interpret
witness testimony to support the prosecution compared to those who were not
exposed to this media coverage. A number of studies have also found support for
this effect (e.g., Daftary-Kapur, Penrod, O’Connor, & Wallace, 2014; Ruva,
Guenther, & Yarbrough, 2011).

VIII.

Dr. Bruschke’s Analysis of the Media Coverage

180.

Crimes that become a part of a community’s consciousness are rare. In most
instances, a crime does not capture the community’s attention or generate much
media attention. In other instances, pretrial publicity can have a minor impact that
can be mitigated through prophylactic measures. However, in rare cases such as
Holmes, the community becomes part of the narrative. It is in these cases where
prejudicial media coverage can rise to a level that undermines the defendant’s fair
trial rights.

181.

In his affidavit, Dr. Bruschke offers opinions about the extent and prejudicial nature
of the media coverage in this case, ultimately concluding that it does not warrant a
change of venue. However, he acknowledges that he did not actually review any of
the coverage. Given the claims put forth in Fair Press vs. Fair Trials, and his
indifference to the coverage in the present case, one can only assume that Dr.
Bruschke never thinks a change of venue is necessary, except of course in the mass
shooting in Tucson. To make such a blanket statement regarding pretrial publicity
effects is just not credible.

182.

Dr. Bruschke’s ignorance regarding the nature of the coverage in this case leads to a
number of misleading and ill-conceived responses. For example, he writes:
On page 16 Dr. Edelman writes that information about the purchase
of a movie ticket 12 days in advance is “particularly prejudicial.” It is
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unclear why Dr. Edelman considers the purchase of a movie ticket
more incriminating than the coverage that other research has
demonstrated can be neutralized by trial evidence, voir dire,
deliberations, or instructions (such as retracted confessions,
editorials calling for conviction, or fingerprint evidence linking a
defendant to a murder weapon). Again, no research is cited.82
183.

First, this is misstates what I wrote on page 16. The actual quote was:
The Denver Post also described and connected the evidence the
prosecution will likely use to undermine Holmes’s insanity defense.
This coverage is particularly prejudicial given that it is the key
question jurors will have to decide during the guilt phase—Was
Holmes in the throes of a psychotic episode at the time of the
offense? In regards to planning, the media reported that Holmes
purchased a ticket for the midnight showing of “The Dark Knight
Rises” on July 8, 12 days before the shooting occurred.

184.

It is important to note that Dr. Bruschke’s tactic ignores both common sense and the
appropriate legal standard. The legal standard does not require the defendant to
prove or cite research showing that each individual element in the coverage (e.g.,
stockpiling weapons) affects pre-deliberation judgments, final verdicts, and is
impervious to judicial remedy. Furthermore, the purchase of the movie ticket is not
viewed in a vacuum. It is the accumulation of all of the evidence, the totality of the
circumstances, put forth in the media coverage that goes to Holmes’s intent, mental
state and undermines the presumption of innocence.

185.

Dr. Bruschke continues down this path, minimizing the potential for bias that media
coverage referenced in my affidavit can create. On page 22 he writes:
I do not know of research evidence suggesting that information such
as “detailed accounts of the notebook, efforts to stockpile weapons
and ammunition, photos found on his phone including images of the
theater, and Holmes’s online comments about going to prison”
would preclude jurors from fairly assessing professional psychiatric
evaluations.

82 Bruschke affidavit, p. 22
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186.

It is simply ludicrous to argue that a defendant must cite a study before it can be
presumed that media reporting about a notebook outlining his plan to commit mass
murder is prejudicial and sensational. The fact that Dr. Bruschke continues to rely
on this tactic and opine on the nature of the publicity he never read is simply
shocking.

187.

All of this reporting, which he dismisses as failing to meet the “Bruschke standard,”
goes directly to intent and forethought, vital elements to proving the prosecution’s
case. This notebook was referenced 99 times. The Denver Post reported that it
detailed Holmes’s “murderous plan,” how he was going to kill people, contained
drawings of stick figures being shot, and included pieces of burnt $20 bills and a
sticky note with an infinity symbol. As a whole, the detailed accounts of the
notebook, Holmes’s efforts to stockpile weapons and ammunition, photos found on
his phone including images of the theater, and his online comments about going to
prison, all serve to undermine the burden of proof in regards to his insanity defense.

188.

In another example, Dr. Bruschke writes that he is “aware of no research to
demonstrate that victim impact coverage generates a special type of bias.”83 Again,
I am at a loss. I do not know why there is a need to demonstrate a “special type of
bias.” Of course victim impact coverage can be prejudicial. Such coverage can be
emotional in nature,84 cultivate empathy for the victims, animosity toward the
defendant, create community outrage, and public investment in the trial outcome.
Victim impact coverage often includes inflammatory language, and may also
incorporate inadmissible opinions about the proper sentence. The prejudicial nature
of victim impact statements has been the subject of three U.S. Supreme Court
decisions (Booth v. Maryland (1987), Payne v. Tennessee (1991), and South
Carolina v. Gathers (1989)). In addition, there are several studies on the topic
indicating that victim impact evidence can divert jurors’ attention to non-legal factors.
For example, the severity of the victim’s suffering influences perceptions of blame
(e.g., Austin, Walster, & Utne, 1976; Feigenson, Park, & Salovey, 1997). Information
about the suffering of a victim’s relatives has also been found to impact jurors.85

83 Bruschke affidavit, p. 21
84 There are a number of studies showing that such pretrial publicity can be prejudicial (e.g., Kramer, et al., 1991).
85 Myers, B., Greene, E. (2004). The prejudicial nature of victim impact statements: Implications for capital sentencing
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189.

Myers and Arbuthnot (1999) varied the presentation of the victim impact statement in
a videotaped trial. The victim’s mother testified that the death of her daughter had
placed emotional, physical, and financial burdens on her and her surviving son.
Sixty-seven percent of those participants who received victim impact evidence voted
for the death penalty, compared to just 30% in the condition without the victim impact
evidence. In Holmes there are countless references to the victims, their harrowing
tales, and the impact of these events on them and their families’ lives.

190.

Dr. Bruschke concludes that the pretrial publicity he never bothered to read is not the
type that leads to bias:
In short, publicity effects appear to emerge when evidence is specific,
factual, and directly links the defendant to the crime. The publicity of
concern in State v. Holmes, as raised in the defendant motion, is not of
this sort. Comments about the facial expression of the defendant
following the shooting and unqualified public assertions of sanity are not
nearly as dispositive as evidence linking the defendant to a murder
weapon.86

191.

I can only assume that Dr. Bruschke simply missed the examples from my affidavit
highlighting the massive amount of media coverage addressing the evidence directly
linking Holmes to the crime and murder weapons. A few instances of the type of
coverage he claims is lacking includes:


Caught him gunpowder-handed [87]



Caught with his weapons [87]



Holmes told officers he was alone; “it was just me” [6, 104, 883, 893, 894]



Arrested wearing body armor [87, 90, 180, 195] 87



Found gas mask outside the theater [1, 6]



Combat helmet [1(2)88]



Ammunition [1(2)]



Vest [1(2)]

policy. Psychology, Public Policy, and Law, 10(4), 492–515.
86 Bruschke affidavit, p. 7
87 References the article numbers provided in Edelman’s original affidavit.
88 References the number of comments (i.e., 2) in Article 1.
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192.



Arrested with four weapons [90, 180]



Shotgun; 12-gauge [1, 85]



Assault rifle; AR-15 [1, 85]



Glock handguns; 40 caliber [1(2), 4, 55, 85]



Unused magazines [555]



Explosives [51, 737, 540, 704, 875]



Batman mask [704, 736, 737]



Receipt for online movie ticket [704]



Ignition systems [704]



Motor oil [704]



Index cards with chemical formulas [704]



Supply list [704]

Incriminating photos found on Holmes’s phone, some of which were taken hours
before the shooting, were also reported in the media and mentioned in my affidavit:

193.



Holmes smiling with a Glock [547, 549]



Hoard of weaponry and gear on his bed [547]



The move theater interior [547]



The back doors to the theater [547]



The backdoor hinges [547]



Bomb components [547]



Clad in tactical ballistic gear with AR-15 [547]



Photos of himself and weapons [656, 736]

Additional coverage described the many online purchases and deliveries to
Holmes’s apartment:


Bought a movie ticket on July 8 for Theater No. 8 [1, 33, 45, 53, 126, 246,
533, 555]



16 purchases; over 60 days; six purchases; purchased guns in May;
multiple deliveries over past four months [19, 51, 76, 495, 540, 760]



Gas mask [330]



Tear-gas grenade; two canisters [330, 540]



Body armor; ballistic helmet; combat vest [19, 328, 330(2), 540, 760]
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Stockpiling weapons; amassing a cache of guns and ammunition [7, 19,
10, 67(3), 68(2), 76, 87, 201, 213, 275, 299, 330, 347, 414, 474, 704, 724,
760, 813]



Four guns [19, 540]



AR-15; Assault-style rifle Semiautomatic rifle; M&P-15 [4, 67, 76, 329(2),
330, 332, 540]



Shotgun; Remington [67, 76, 328, 332, 540]



Two pistols; two Glock pistols; .40 caliber [67, 76, 328, 332, 333]



6,295; 6,000 rounds of ammunition [1, 4, 19, 67, 76, 159, 271, 540, 547,
749, 760] magazines; drum magazine; 100-round magazine [4, 76, 85,
101, 159, 328, 540, 704, 705, 813, 816]



Bought explosives; stockpiling explosives; bomb making materials [7,51,
329]

194.



Explosive chemicals; hazardous materials [85, 540, 760]



Weapon slings [540]



Two laser sights [540]



Hundreds of practice targets [540]



Fireworks supplies [540]



Handcuffs [540]



Military first-aid dressing [540]

Additional coverage of evidence directly linking Holmes to the crime focused on his
booby trapped apartment:


Holmes told police that his apartment was loaded with explosives; when
arrested [84, 85, 114, 144, 252, 297, 540, 704, 724, 752, 883, 884, 893]



Booby-trapped with explosives; rigged [1, 7, 8, 19, 33, 34, 46(3), 51(2),
53, 66, 76, 84, 85, 87, 90, 105, 114, 144, 205, 252, 259, 278, 297(2), 298,
299, 310, 315, 329, 339, 478, 488, 704, 724, 752, 896]



Serious stuff; sophisticated explosive; complex web; magnificently planned
never seen device like it [34(2), 46(2), 51, 84(2), 299, 885]



Intent was to kill police; anyone who entered; draw attention away from the
theater [46, 51(2), 252, 540]
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Trip wires [19, 34, 46, 51, 53, 114, 478, 540, 760, 890]



Jars full of liquid [19, 3 (2), 46, 51, 540]



Gasoline; filled jars; 10 gallons [114(4); 25 (2), 297(3)]



Glycerin; potassium permanganate; polystyrene; thermite; black powder;
napalm mixed with bullets [540(6), 889(6)]



Gunpowder [114(2), 252, 297]



Arsenal loaded with grenades; grenades [114(2), 252, 297]



Stuffed 30 plastic shells with gunpowder; improvised explosives [46,
51(2), 53, 85, 114, 252, 297]


195.

Petroleum-soaked carpet [540]

Dr. Bruschke is silent on the prejudicial impact of all of this coverage, which meets
the criteria he described above. Instead, he focuses his response to my analysis of
the media coverage to a passing reference about Holmes’s reaction during a pretrial
hearing.

196.

When discussing the extent of the media coverage, Dr. Bruschke writes that the
average number of articles identified by Dr. Bronson in the more than 130 cases
where he has testified cannot be evaluated because it is unpublished. Dr. Bronson
is probably the most respected expert in the field of venue. He has worked on
hundreds of venue cases spanning back decades. The average number of articles
in the cases he has been involved with has appeared in papers, conference
presentations, been testified to under oath during direct and cross-examination, and
included in his countless affidavits. Unlike the research put forth in Fair Press vs.
Fair Trials, it more than passes muster.

197.

In this vein, Bruschke goes on to write that there is no scientific evidence exploring
the link between the amount of coverage and ability of a juror to “remain neutral.”
First, the extent of the coverage is an important factor the court relies on when
assessing the need for a change of venue. Dr. Bruschke appears to be ignorant of
this fact. Furthermore, there is field research showing that there is a link between
increased media exposure and prejudgment (e.g., Moran & Cutler, 1991; Constantini
& King, 1980). The experimental research supports these findings. For example,
DeLuca (1979) reported that mock jurors exposed to three negative pieces of
information about the defendant were more likely to convict than those exposed to
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one or two.89 Shaffer (1986) reported that the number of articles in a newspaper and
respondents’ estimates of their amount of exposure to pretrial publicity were
predictors of judgments of guilt.90
198.

Dr. Bruschke returns to his modus operandi and misrepresents social psychology
theory related to attitudes: “as noted above, Eagly and Chaiken assert that media
messages have a very limited ability to create attitudes.” Again, Eagly and Chaiken
did not write that media messages have a very limited ability to “create attitudes.”
The quote from Chapter 12 in fact has nothing to do with “creating attitudes.” It is
discussing the resistance of existing attitudes to change, for example, the attitudes
jurors who have been inundated with prejudicial media coverage bring with them into
the courtroom:
Although our focus on change might be thought to imply that attitudes
are fairly easily altered, any such conclusion would be wrong. On the
contrary, the study of attitude change fascinates and challenges
psychologists in part because of the apparent difficulty of creating
substantial change in natural settings. In fact, the observation that
change is not easily accomplished is frequent in social scientists’
discussion of attitudes—for example, in discussions of the impact of
the mass media.91

199.

On page 22 of his affidavit Dr. Bruschke dismisses the potential for bias that
extensive, inflammatory, and guilt-oriented pretrial publicity can generate:
Media coverage was undoubtedly extensive, but whether or not that
coverage undermined the burden of proof is speculative and Dr.
Edelman cites no research evidence. It is unclear to me what
rationale Dr. Edelman is using to support this statement.

200.

Perhaps if he had chosen to review the evidence before reaching an opinion he
would have come to a different conclusion. A few examples from the “undoubtedly
extensive” media coverage that undermine the presumption of innocence include:

89 DeLuca, A.J. (1979). Tipping the scales of justice: The effects of pretrial publicity. Unpublished master’s thesis, Iowa
State, Ames.
90 Shaffer, R.A. (1986). Pretrial publicity: Media coverage and guilt attribution. Communication Quarterly, 34(2), 154‐
169.
91 Supra note 63
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It doesn't seem fitting to drag the Aurora theater shooting victims' families
through torturous trials and evidence to determine whether Holmes is guilty or
not. Isn't it obvious?92



We're resigned to whatever it takes. This is the guy who did it. There's no
getting off. He'll never see freedom again.93



I was happy to see the defense had nothing to argue. It's obvious they have
nothing, and there's no point in having a trial.94

201.

Is it really speculative to conclude that there is a reasonable likelihood that
comments made in the media indicating that there is no need for a trial because the
defendant is obviously guilty are prejudicial? These are the types of statements that
ABA Rule 3.6(4) Trial Publicity, prohibits law enforcement and officers of the court
from making to the public: “any opinion as to the guilt or innocence of a defendant or
suspect in a criminal case or proceeding that could result in incarceration.”

202.

Dr. Bruschke continues to ignore the obvious when he writes:
Dr. Edelman asserts, “The initial plea offer by the defense team is
highly prejudicial, and would not be admissible at trial.” No research
evidence is cited to support the claim that retracted plea offers are
more prejudicial than, say, retracted confessions…”95

203.

The research literature shows that inadmissible evidence such as this leads to bias
(E.g., DeLuca, 1979; Tans & Chaffee, 1966; Wilcox & McCombs, 1967). In addition,
ABA Rule 3.6(2) also limits law enforcement and officers of the court from making
these types of statements:
In a criminal case or proceeding that could result in incarceration,
the possibility of a plea of guilty to the offense or the existence or
contents of any confession, admission, or statement given by a
defendant or suspect or that person's refusal or failure to make a
statement.

204.

While Dr. Bruschke gives short shrift to this type of coverage, the United States and

92 Article 562
93 Article 676
94 Article 547
95 Bruschke affidavit, p. 22
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Colorado Supreme Court have not (e.g., Rideau v. Louisiana). In McCrary, the
Court discussed the significance of the type of media coverage seen in Holmes in
weighing the need for a change of venue:
…That no editorial comments had been made imputing the guilt or
innocence of the defendant…that little coverage of the pretrial
hearings existed…and the lack of comments on defendant's guilt or
innocence convinces us that the trial court did not abuse its discretion
in denying a change of venue. [Emphasis added]96
205.

In Holmes, the pretrial publicity is replete with editorial comments about his guilt,
mental state related to his insanity defense, and coverage surrounding pretrial
hearings. In short, the very type of publicity that the Court focused on in McCrary.

206.

On page 23 of his affidavit, Dr. Bruschke continues to paint his misleading picture of
the research literature and publicity in this case:
“To reiterate, available evidence suggests no type of coverage is
more or less prejudicial or more or less immune to remedy. There is
no published research exploring the question of whether particular
pretrial information undermines an insanity defense.”

207.

Defense character evidence, emotional pretrial publicity, confessions, and
inadmissible evidence have all been found to be particularly prejudicial. In addition,
the literature shows that pretrial publicity effects persist after extensive voir dire, trial
evidence, judicial instructions, and deliberations (e.g., Kramer, Kerr, & Carroll,1991;
Kerr, Kramer, Carroll, & Alfini, 1991; Dexter, Cutler, & Moran, 1992).

208.

Holmes is not required to show how pretrial publicity affects the insanity defense.
However, the research, including studies referenced by Dr. Bruschke (e.g., Ruva et
al., 2012; Hope, Memom, McGeorge, 2004) have shown that negative pretrial
publicity impacts how jurors evaluate trial evidence and witness testimony, skewing it
in a manner that favors the prosecution. In fact, Ruva, McEvoy, and Bryant (2007),
which he continues to cite reaches the following conclusion about the prejudicial
impact of pretrial publicity:
In a case where there is a lot of negative pretrial publicity about the
defendant, it may be impossible for that defendant to get a fair trial.

96 People v. McCrary (1976) 549 P.2d 1320.
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Even if jurors are instructed not to use information contained in the
pretrial publicity to make decisions about guilt, they may be unable to
do so because of source memory errors or negative impressions they
have formed about the defendant. If jurors are mistakenly using
information provided in pretrial publicity to make verdict decisions, then
the defendant cannot receive a fair trial.97
209.

There is also relevant research focusing on jurors’ attitudes toward the insanity
defense. These studies indicate that jurors start out with conflicting and negative
attitudes about the defense. In one large survey, Hans (1986) reported that almost
half of respondents believed the defense should be abolished. Furthermore, there is
a consistent finding these attitudes exert considerable influence on mock jurors’
verdicts in insanity cases.98 Roberts and Golding (1991) found that attitudes toward
the insanity defense, particularly toward the relevance of a defendant’s mental state
to his blameworthiness, were more strongly related to their verdicts than
manipulations of the case facts (e.g., the defendant’s delusionality and
planfulness).99 They concluded that verdicts in these cases could heavily depend on
attitudes toward the insanity defense.

210.

In the current case, there is considerable pretrial publicity surrounding the insanity
defense and criticisms of Colorado’s law. Much of this publicity plays into the
concerns and attitudes that the public has about the use of the defense, and serve to
cultivate negative attitudes about the insanity plea. Examples of this type of
coverage include:


It will be very difficult to persuade a jury that he is insane, because a jury will
understand that's a way of him escaping full responsibility.100

97 Ruva, C., McEvoy, C. & Bryant B. (2007). Effects of pre‐trial publicity and jury deliberation on juror bias and source
memory errors. Applied Cognitive Psychology, 21, 61.
98 Skeem, J.L., Louden, J.E., & Evans, J. (2004). Venire persons’ attitudes toward the insanity defense: Developing,
refining, and validating a scale. Law and Human Behavior, 28(6), 623‐648.
99 Ibid
100 Article 87
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James Holmes is trying to do something no accused mass shooter in America
has done in more than 20 years, win a mental-health case; almost certain
losers.101



I think James Holmes is faking it.102



And I believe Holmes' lawyers are just fine with the phony, rehearsed and
look-how-crazy-I-am stare.103



Holmes, who planned—oh, I'm sorry, allegedly planned –the midnight
massacre with amazing attention to detail for months, can now barely hold his
head up and stares at nothing.104



Court filings provide an image of a legally cognizant Holmes in the hours after
the shooting.105



Defense challenges insanity plea laws; requirement to cooperate with
psychiatric evaluation; self-incrimination.106



If a jury finds Holmes not guilty by reason of insanity, there will be no
punishment.107



Committed to the state hospital until sanity is restored, at which time the
defendant can be released.108



No, the only way Holmes is ever able to lawfully spend even one more day as
a free man is A) if he is found not guilty by reason of insanity.109



Risk a verdict of not guilty by reason of insanity that could leave Holmes
institutionalized with a hope of someday walking free.110



Juries are very skeptical of insanity pleas. They have preconceived notions
that the person is going to walk.111

101 Articles 774 & 881
102 Article 682
103 Ibid
104 Ibid
105 Article 771
106 Articles 636, 650, 655, 658, 660, 749, 756, 760, 762, 766, & 893
107 Article 334
108 Articles 299, 318, 549, & 771
109 Article 278
110 Article 299
111 Ibid
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Criticisms of the insanity law; burden of proof on prosecution; need judicial
permission to appoint own psychiatrist to evaluate defendant; failed legislation
to change the law.112

211.

Given the prevalence of negative attitudes toward the insanity defense and their
strength in predicting case judgments, this type of publicity is of considerable
concern.

212.

After reviewing Dr. Bruschke’s affidavit, it remains unclear to me what method he
relied on to assess whether or not there is a reasonable likelihood that the pretrial
publicity in this case could affect Mr. Holmes’s fair trial rights. What is clear is that it
did not entail actually reading or analyzing any of the media. In contrast, the
opinions I put forth in my affidavit were based on a careful assessment of the extent
and nature of the pretrial publicity. All of the articles published in the Denver Post
within a given timeframe were collected.

213.

A social science methodology known as content analysis was used to examine the
nature of publicity. Content analysis is a research tool used to analyze large
amounts of material in a manner that is objective, neutral, and systematic.113 It is
commonly used in the social sciences to interpret and analyze qualitative data
ranging from open-ended comments in a public opinion survey to literary prose.

214.

The content analysis identified specific language in the publicity that is prejudicial—
or exculpatory—and the source of that material. This approach attempts to minimize
the subjective nature of the analysis. Rather, the method organizes content into
categories relevant for assessing the prejudicial nature of the overall pretrial
publicity.

215.

The content analysis focused on the factors put forth in McCrary including the
specificity of the accounts of certain facts, the volume and intensity of the coverage,
the extent of comment by the news reports on the facts of the case, the manner of
presentation and the publication of highly incriminating facts not admissible at trial.114

216.

Only after completing the tedious task described above did I reach any opinions
about the potential prejudice in this case.

112 Articles 662, 774, 775, & 778
113 Weber, R. (Ed.) (1985). Basic Content Analysis Issue 49. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.
114 Supra note 95
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IX.

Reliance on Judicial Remedies
217.

Dr. Bruschke dismisses all prejudicial effects of pretrial publicity as easily eliminated
through judicial remedies (i.e., voir dire, jury instructions) trial evidence, and
deliberations. While these practices and procedures are effective in the vast
majority of cases where media coverage is not an issue, they do not eliminate
pretrial publicity effects in the rare occasions when the jury pool is inundated with
media attention, as seen in Holmes.

218.

At times, Dr. Bruschke points out that pretrial publicity effects, while not eliminated,
were mitigated by voir dire, trial evidence or deliberations. He appears to be
satisfied if a defendant’s fair trial rights—the bedrock of our democracy—are
negatively impacted by exposure to media coverage, as long as the effect does not
reach some level of magnitude that he arbitrary draws in the sand. How much bias
is too much? I have no idea, nor does he offer an answer to that question.

219.

Dr. Bruschke seems particularly confident in the ability to identify and eliminate all
bias during voir dire. He concludes that it can “effectively eliminate any publicity
effect…”115 I am not sure where this confidence comes from given that he has never
actually participated in a voir dire, reviewed trial transcripts of jury selection in a high
profile case, or conducted any research on the topic. There are a host of challenges
that pretrial publicity creates in high profile cases that are difficult to remedy via voir
dire.

220.

Unlike most jury trials, in a case like Holmes prospective jurors enter the courtroom
with different motivations. Some may be “stealth jurors” who want to make it onto a
high profile jury for various reasons (e.g., potential television deals, interviews, public
attention). Others may feel a sense of obligation to the victims and community as a
whole to make sure a certain verdict is reached. As seen in a number of trials that
resulted in mistrial, these types of jurors are extremely difficult to identify during voir
dire (e.g., US v. Colombo (1989)116 Ovando v. Toister, et al).

221.

Other prospective jurors enter the courtroom with case-specific knowledge gleaned
from the media and discussions with friends, family members, and coworkers.
Uncovering the full extent of jurors’ case specific knowledge and opinions in high

115 Bruschke affidavit, p. 12
116 US v. Colombo, 869, F.2d 149 (2d Cir. 1989)
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profile cases create unique challenges that most attorneys rarely have experience
with, and may be ill-equipped to deal with.
222.

Research on voir dire has shown that jurors are often reluctant to disclose relevant
experiences, relationships, or opinions that may lead to bias. Fahringer (1980), for
example, found that while 71% of jurors had a fixed opinion regarding guilt, only 15%
admitted so during the voir dire.117 Marshall (1983) obtained questionnaires from
277 ex-jurors in two counties. She found that 18% of jurors admitted to withholding
information during the voir dire.118 Seltzer (1991) reported that approximately 39% of
jurors who were interviewed after trial should have come forward in response to
questions regarding crime victimization or knowledge of police officers during voir
dire, but failed to do so.119

223.

A quick search of the appellate record shows that these are not idle concerns. For
example, in US v. Colombo (1989) a juror failed to disclose when asked during voir
dire that her brother-in-law was a lawyer for the government. She did not mention
this fact during voir dire because she wanted to sit on the case. In Dyer v. Calderon
(1998)120 Jessica Freeland answered “no” when the panel was asked if anyone had
ever been the victim of a crime. After the guilt phase, the defense learned that her
brother had been shot and killed six years earlier. When questioned, she told the
judge that she answered “no” because she, “thought the shooting was an accident,
not a crime.” Her brother had been pistol-whipped four times and shot in the back of
the head. In Apple v. Samsung (2012) the jury foreman, Velvin Hogan, failed to
disclose in voir dire that he was involved in 1993 litigation with a former employer
that led him and his wife to declare personal bankruptcy.

224.

Problems such as these have also been reported in high profile cases. For example,
in the 2012 murder trial of Matthew Stebbins, who had been charged in a shooting
death at a homeless shelter, a mistrial was declared after a Juror No. 1 announced
during deliberations that she had a previous issue with violent crime. One of her
children had been shot in the head. She failed to raise her hand during jury

117 Fahringer, H.P. (1980). In the valley of the blind: A primer on jury selection in a criminal case. Law and
Contemporary Problems, 43, 116‐136.
118 Marshall, L.L. (1983). Juror, judge, and counsel perceptions of voir dire. Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University.
119 Seltzer, R. (1991). Juror honesty during the voir dire. Journal of Criminal justice, 19, 451‐462.
120 Dyer v. Calderon (1998). 151 F.3d 970, United States Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit.
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selection when asked if anyone had been a violent crime. According to her, “she did
not think it was going to be an issue.”121
225.

A $6.5M judgment was overturned in the high profile police corruption lawsuit
against the Public Defender surrounding the Rampart Division in Los Angeles
County. It was uncovered after the verdict that one of the jurors—Jennifer Salinas—
had concealed knowledge of the scandal during voir dire. She did not raise her hand
when asked if anyone had some knowledge of events surrounding the Rampart
Division. Later it was discovered that Salinas had played a prominent role in a
movie titled “Gang Warz” that was based on the Rampart Division. Other jurors
corroborated that she was very familiar with the scandal, and discussed aspects that
were not in evidence.122

226.

Finally, a juror was recently removed during the ongoing high profile murder trial of
Aaron Hernandez, former player for the New England Patriots. That case has
received substantial pretrial publicity. During the trial, it was uncovered that the juror
had expressed an interest in serving on the jury, discussed several items of
evidence that had been ruled inadmissible, and her opinion that it would be hard to
convict Hernandez without a murder weapon. It was also uncovered that she had
attended more Patriots games than she had disclosed on the juror questionnaire.123

227.

Another unique challenge that high profile cases pose during jury selection is what
Bronson (1989) coined as the Minimization Effect. Prospective jurors attempt to
minimize their exposure and knowledge of information gleaned from the media
before the onset of the trial (Bronson, 1989; Vidmar, 2002). During voir dire
prospective jurors try to downplay their knowledge of the case using qualifiers such
as, “just,” “nothing other than,” “only,” “a little bit,” and “that’s all.” Often times, if
follow-up questioning is sought, prospective jurors who use such qualifiers reveal

121 Villarreal, M. (2012, March 12). Judge declares mistrial in Corpus Christi murder case. Corpus Christi Caller Times.
Retrieved February 10, 2015, from http://www.caller.com/news/local‐news/crime/judge‐declares‐mistrial‐in‐corpus‐
christi‐murder
122 Ellis, S.M. (2008, January 22). Appeals court orders new trial in suit against public defender. Metropolitan News‐
Enterprise. Retrieved February 12, 2015, from http://www.metnews.com/articles/2008/ovan012208.htm
123 Associated Press (2015, February 3). Judge removes one juror from Aaron Hernandez murder trial. Boston Herald.
Retrieved February 4, 2015, form
http://www.bostonherald.com/news_opinion/local_coverage/2015/02/judge_removes_juror_from_aaron_hernandez_
murder_trial
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that they know much more than they previously led on to. (Bronson, 1989). In an
archival study that analyzed the jury selection transcripts from five high profile cases,
69% of prospective jurors used minimization language when questioned by the judge
or attorneys.124 In addition, as reported by Vidmar (2003), professions of impartiality
did not appear reliable. Both jurors with little if any case specific knowledge, and the
majority (70%) of jurors who reported extensive detail about the case and/or
prejudged the defendant as guilty, indicated that they could set-aside their bias.
228.

Dr. Bruschke concludes that jury selection can eliminate “any publicity effect.” A
number of experimental studies address this question. For a judicial remedy to be
proven effective, following the remedy, the test condition—i.e., the group exposed to
pretrial publicity—should be no different from the control condition where participants
were not exposed to pretrial publicity. Dr. Bruschke seems ignorant of this simple
fact. The findings he continues to cite show that negative pretrial publicity effects did
not disappear after voir dire, trial evidence, or judicial admonition. Participants
exposed to pretrial publicity were still significantly more likely to convict than
participants who were not exposed to pretrial publicity.

229.

Dr. Bruschke writes in his affidavit that there are only two studies, which address the
ability of voir dire to attenuate pretrial publicity bias. He seems to ignore the body of
research on the effectiveness of voir dire in general (e.g., Jones, 1987125; Seltzer,
1991126; Mize, 1999127; Marshall, 1983128; Fahringer, 1980129). He also neglects to
mention Kerr, Kramer, Carroll and Alfini (1991), a study that examined judges’ and
attorneys’ ability to effectively evaluate voir dire responses, identify bias, and
exercise challenges in a high profile case. He also dismisses Dexter, et al.’s 1992
results, which showed pretrial publicity effects were not eliminated through extensive
voir dire.

124 Edelman, B., Dahir, V.B., & Dillehay, R. (2011). Paper presented at the meeting of the American Society of Trial
Consultants.
125 Jones, S. (1987). Judge versus attorney conducted voir dire: An empirical investigation of juror candor. Law and
Human Behavior, 11(2), 131‐146.
126 Seltzer, R. (1991). Juror honesty during the voir dire. Journal of Criminal justice, 19, 451.462.
127 Mize, G.E. (1999). On better jury selection: Spotting UFO jurors before they enter the jury room, Connecticut Review
Spring, 33.
128 Marshall, L.L. (1983). Juror, judge, and counsel perceptions of voir dire. Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University.
129 Fahringer, H.P. (1980). In the valley of the blind: A primer on jury selection in a criminal case. Law and
Contemporary Problems, 43, 116‐136.
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230.

Dr. Bruschke puts special emphasis on Padawer-Singer, et al.’s 1974 study, which
he describes as “more realistic” than Dexter, et al.’s research. He writes that, “The
authors concluded that voir dire was very effective.”130 Once again, Dr. Bruschke
applies a different standard of review for studies that he believes support his
conclusions. He also misrepresents the study’s findings. For example, voir dire did
not reduce the conviction rate for juries exposed to prejudicial publicity to the same
level of those that were not exposed. In fact the opposite occurred. The voir dire
procedure raised the conviction rate of those never exposed to publicity to the level
of those who had read the media coverage.

231.

Dr. Bruschke also references a “recently completed doctoral dissertation” by
Capuozzo (2012).131 This is surprising given that this work did not undergo the peer
review process. In his affidavit Dr. Bruschke criticizes me on several occasions for
referencing “non-peer reviewed” work. I can only assume that a dissertation that
supports his position is exempted from such ridicule.

232.

The Dexter, et al. (1992) study that Dr. Bruschke dismisses tested the effectiveness
of extended voir dire.132 The attorney in the extended voir dire condition explained
how pretrial publicity may inappropriately impact decision-making, asked jurors to
hold each other accountable for not discussing pretrial publicity, obtained public
commitments to base their verdict solely on the evidence presented in court, and to
ensure that fellow jurors did the same. Extended voir dire did not eliminate pretrial
publicity effects.

233.

Dr. Bruschke fails to mention the Kerr, Kramer, Carroll, and Alfini (1991) study on the
effectiveness of voir dire.133 This study explored the ability of attorneys and judges
to identify juror bias in high profile cases, an important premise of Dr. Bruschke’s
position. During Phase I, participant were exposed to pretrial publicity (test
conditions), complete a juror questionnaire, observed a video of a trial, and
deliberated as groups of six before reaching a verdict. The sample was drawn from

130 Bruschke affidavit, p. 13
131 Bruschke affidavit, p. 13
132 Dexter, H. R., Cutler, B. L., & Moran, G. (1992). A test of voir dire as a remedy for the prejudicial effects of pretrial
publicity. Journal o f Applied Social Psychology, 22, 819‐ 832.
133 Kerr, N. L., Kramer, G. PI, Carroll, J. S., & Alfini, J. J. (1991). On the effectiveness of voir dire in criminal cases with
pretrial publicity: An empirical study. American University Law Review, 40, 665‐701.
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the jury rolls. A number of randomly selected participants were asked four publicity
related questions in a nearby room (e.g. Has any of the publicity you've seen or any
other information caused you to form an opinion or judgment as to the guilt or
innocence of the defendant?).
234.

In Phase II, a random sample of defense attorneys, prosecutors, and judges were
selected from Divisions 1, 8, and 22 of the American Bar Association. Ultimately, 87
members participated in the study. Each participant watched a video of the voir dire
interviews of eight prospective jurors. They were asked to imagine that they were
the trial judge, defense attorney, or prosecuting attorney in the armed robbery trial of
Ernest Bryant. Participants were told that jurors may have seen some or all of the
news reports and that the general level of familiarity with the news was high.
Attorneys were told they could peremptorily challenge up to four jurors. Participants
also had copies of the questionnaire that the jurors had filled out that they reviewed
before watching the video recording of each juror’s responses to the four pretrial
publicity related questions. They then made three ratings: 1) how likely they were to
seek a cause challenge, 2) how likely they were to use a peremptory challenge on
that juror, and 3) to estimate which way that juror would lean at trial.

235.

The researchers reported that there was no relationship between defense attorney
experience and effective use of peremptory challenges. Defense attorneys’
judgments of which way jurors were leaning were also unrelated to juror behavior. In
addition, their preemptory challenges were not associated with juror verdicts.
Defense attorneys would have done “no worse in exercising their peremptory
challenges had they flipped coins rather than analyzing the responses jurors made
to questions about their exposure to pretrial publicity.”134

236.

The study also looked at the effectiveness of voir dire in eliminating jurors biased by
exposure to pretrial publicity. If voir dire is an effective remedy, those exposed to
media coverage that survive all challenges should reach verdicts similar to those
who were never viewed pretrial publicity. The data do not support this conclusion.
Participants exposed to pretrial publicity and excused by one of the parties (e.g.,
defense attorney) were no different in their inclination to convict than those who were
not excused. In addition, participants who had been exposed to media coverage

134 Supra note 131, at p. 685
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and survived the voir dire process (i.e., not excused) were more likely to convict than
the group of jurors who had never been exposed to pretrial publicity. Challenged
jurors exposed to pretrial publicity were just as likely to convict as those who had not
been challenged. In addition, both groups were more likely to convict than the group
of jurors who had not been exposed to pretrial publicity.
237.

In short, the study’s findings highlight the challenge pretrial publicity presents. The
judges and defense attorneys’ evaluations of jurors often relied on juror self-reports
on their ability to disregard pretrial publicity. However, these self-reports were not
related to juror verdicts. Those who admitted forming an opinion from media
exposure that could not be set-aside were no more or less likely to convict than
those who did not report such opinions. In sum, Kerr, et al. found that defense
attorneys’ challenges were not effective, and that the pretrial publicity effects
survived the jury selection process.

238.

Part of the challenge excessive media coverage presents surrounds jurors’ efforts to
guess how exposure to pretrial publicity may effect their evaluations of the evidence.
Given the difficulties that such a guess poses, it is not surprising that claims of
impartiality in high profile cases have been found to be unreliable (e.g., Vidmar,
2003; Moran and Cutler, 1991). For example, Sue, Smith, and Pedroza (1975)
examined the influence of pretrial publicity, and jurors’ ability or willingness to
disqualify themselves for bias. Participants who had been exposed to damaging
media coverage, but reported that they had not been biased by the coverage were
more likely to convict than jurors who had not viewed this coverage, 53% vs. 23%
respectively.

239.

Dr. Bruschke also claims that the deliberations process will eliminate any pretrial
publicity effects that survive jury selection, judicial admonition, and trial evidence.
Phase I of the Kramer, et al. (1991) study described above tested this hypothesis.
The findings do not support Dr. Bruschke’s position.135 Of course, he dismisses the
study’s findings and reanalyzes the data to better suit his interests.

240.

This study was designed to examine the impact of emotional and factual pretrial
publicity on pre-deliberation and final jury verdicts. The study also tested the

135 Kramer, G. P., Kerr, N. L., & Carroll, J. S. (1990). Pretrial publicity, judicial remedies, and jury bias. Law and Human
Behavior, 14, 409‐438.
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mitigating impact of judicial admonition and delay on pretrial publicity effects. The
researchers spent considerable resources to enhance structural verisimilitude of the
study. The sample included 617 participants recruited from jury rolls of a local circuit
court. The remaining 14 participants were students. Students only participated if
cancellations or no-shows of non-students required a backup to ensure that there
were six jurors available for deliberations. The trial stimulus was a video filmed in a
courtroom. Legal professionals played the roles of judge, prosecutor, and defense
attorney. The video included the judge’s pretrial instructions, opening statements,
direct and cross-examination of witnesses, closing arguments, and judge’s final
instructions. Pretrial publicity used real television and newspaper reports.
Participants in the delay condition either watched a video of the media coverage at
home or at the university. In the experimental sessions, subjects listened to opening
comments from the judge, participated in a simulated voir dire procedure, heard
pretrial jury instructions, and then watched the videotaped trial. After hearing the
judge’s instructions participants were randomly assigned to a six-person jury and
given one hour to reach a verdict.
241.

The authors reported that juries exposed to emotionally biasing publicity were
significantly more conviction prone than juries that had not exposed to such publicity.
The conviction rate was 20 percentage points higher (31%) for juries in the high
emotion condition compared to those in the low emotion condition (11%), 18
compared to just 4 guilty verdicts respectively. Given that juries were afforded just
one hour to reach a unanimous verdict, there were a large number of hung juries. In
fact, 49% of the juries fell into this category. When looking at just those groups that
reached a verdict, the effect of emotional pretrial publicity on conviction rates
increased to 41%, or 62% (high emotion) versus 21% (low emotion).136

242.

The researchers also conducted a content analysis of the comments made during
deliberations. They reported that there were more pro-conviction than pro-acquittal
statements in juries that saw biasing emotional or non-delayed factual publicity.
Exposure to high emotional pretrial publicity produced a significantly higher rate of
comments regarding pretrial publicity, comments based on specific features of the
emotional publicity, and comments based on information common in both the

136 Supra note 131, at p. 424
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publicity and trial.137 This last finding is particularly concerning and is consistent with
results from Ruva and McEvoy (2007). They reported that participants misattributed
information learned in pretrial publicity to both the trial and pretrial publicity. Jurors
cannot set-aside prejudicial media coverage if they incorrectly assume that they
learned that information during the presentation of trial evidence.
243.

Dr. Bruschke’s analysis of the data relies on a number of dubious assumptions. On
page 19 he writes:
The authors’ case against deliberation may be overstated. Recall that
prior to deliberation, all publicity conditions produced conviction rates
of around 50%. After deliberation, when hung juries are considered,
conviction rates drop to 31% for emotionally biasing conditions and
11% for no-emotional bias conditions.

244.

Here Dr. Bruschke dismisses these statistically significant findings. Subjects
exposed to emotionally biasing information were significantly more conviction prone
than those not exposed to such publicity. The conviction rate was almost three
times higher. He then goes on to write:
Deliberation, in all cases, moved in the direction of leniency, a
common finding (see Davis, 1986; London & Nunez, 2000). It is thus
more accurate to say that deliberation did not cause as large a prodefendant shift in the emotional publicity as in the no-emotional
publicity conditions, but it is hard to conclude that deliberations
produce an effect contrary to defendant interests.

245.

Again, this statement misrepresents the state of the literature, implying that
deliberations have commonly been found to move in the direction of leniency. This is
not the case. A number of studies have found the opposite results (e.g., Ruva,
McEvoy, & Bryant, 2007). In the current study, deliberations did not move in the
“direction of leniency,” i.e., not guilty verdicts. In fact, the acquittal rate for juries
exposed to emotional publicity was just 19% compared to 31% favoring conviction.
In addition, 50% of the juries in this condition ended deliberations hung. Of this
group, just 28% were leaning toward acquittal, 45% toward guilty, and 28% evenly
divided.

137 Supra note 131, at pp. 429‐430
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246.

The effects reported by Kramer, et al. were statistically significant with and without
including the large group of hung juries. The effect size was simply larger when
focusing only on those juries that had reached a verdict. Dr. Bruschke then goes on
to reclassify hung juries in a manner designed to minimize the significant impact of
emotional pretrial publicity on verdicts. His approach is to split the 29 hung juries in
the “high emotion pretrial publicity” condition right down the middle:
Even if it can be assumed that half of the 29 hung juries eventually
would have resulted in conviction, the resulting number of convictions
(33) would raise conviction rates to 56%, only modestly higher than
the pre-deliberation Conviction rate of roughly 50%. This reasoning is
borne out with a comparison of individual juror verdicts. For the high
emotional bias condition, the pre-deliberation conviction rate was
51.8%, and after deliberation it only shifted to 55%.

247.

First, it is not appropriate to compare jury verdicts to individual pre-deliberation
verdicts. Pre-deliberation verdict was a dichotomous outcome variable (i.e., guilty or
not guilty) whereas jury verdict is an ordinal outcome variable (i.e., 6-0 guilty to 6-0
not guilty). In addition, they represent different units of analysis. The verdict is a
group level variable. The pre-deliberation leaning is an individual level variable.
Comparing variables that represent different units of analysis, and relying upon
different outcome variables is synonymous with comparing apples and oranges, and
violates a myriad of statistical assumptions. The appropriate analysis is to compare
juries exposed to emotional pretrial publicity to those groups that were not.

248.

However, even relying on Dr. Bruschke’s approach, conviction rates increased,
which does not support his “leniency” theory. More importantly, it is not appropriate
to split hung juries evenly given that just 28% of the groups in the “high emotional”
pretrial publicity condition were leaning toward acquittal at the outset of
deliberations.

249.

There are a number of studies dating back to Kalven and Zeisel’s 1966 seminal work
The American Jury, which show that pre-deliberation positions and initial votes often
predict final verdict. Kalven and Zeisel likened the deliberations process “to what the
developer does for an exposed film: it brings out the picture, but the outcome is pre-
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determined.”138
250.

The leanings of these groups both before and after deliberations support Kalven and
Zeisel’s hypothesis. Not one of the 149 juries shifted their positions after
deliberations. In short, every jury that started deliberations favoring conviction either
returned a guilty verdict or remained hung. Likewise, every jury that started
deliberations leaning toward acquittal returned a not guilty verdict or remained hung.

251.

In the “high emotion” condition that Dr. Bruschke focuses on, eight of the 29 hung
juries started deliberations evenly split 3-to-3. For the remaining 21 hung juries,
45% favored conviction, with just 28% leaning toward acquittal. It is highly unlikely
that ten or eleven of these groups would have ended in acquittal as Dr. Bruschke
suggests. An evidence and theory driven strategy for allocating these juries would
rely upon the percentages favoring conviction or acquittal at the outset of
deliberations. Such a method would result in additional 13 guilty and 8 not guilty
verdicts. The remaining eight hung juries, which entered deliberations evenly split,
could be divided equally.139 This approach would result in a 60% conviction rate and
40% acquittal rate for those jurors exposed to high emotional pretrial publicity.
Employing the same allocation strategy to hung juries in the “low emotion” pretrial
publicity condition results in the following breakdown: 40% guilty and 60% not guilty
verdicts. Thus, there would be a 20 percentage point differential between juries
exposed to emotional pretrial publicity compared to those who were not.

252.

There is one last important issue that should be addressed. Kramer, et al. used a
“cause challenge” criterion that was far more stringent than those seen in most
cases. Participants who reported during voir dire that they could not set-aside
information gleaned from pretrial publicity were excluded from participating in
deliberations. This is consistent with how many judges would respond to such
statements. However, those participants who admitted some reaction to the pretrial
publicity, but could decide the case solely on the evidence presented at trial were
also excluded. In a real trial, few of these jurors would be removed for cause. This
approach may have eliminated many participants from deliberations who favored

138 Kalven, H. Jr., & Zeisel, H. (1966). The American jury. Boston: Little, Brown, 488‐489.
139 This is a conservative approach given that 6 of the 18 hung juries that started deliberations evenly split ended with
a guilty verdict, compared to just 4 ending in acquittal.
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conviction; thus, minimizing the reported pretrial publicity effect.
253.

When discussing deliberations, Dr. Bruschke fails to mention Ruva and McEvoy
(2007),140 which also tested the effectiveness of deliberations as a judicial remedy.
Participants were exposed to either negative pretrial publicity or unrelated news
stories. Four to seven days later they watched a videotape of a criminal trial. Half of
the participants then made group decisions and the other half made decisions about
guilt on their own. All participants were then given a source monitoring error test to
assess whether or not they accurately attributed information to the proper source
(e.g., pretrial publicity, trial evidence).

254.

Deliberations failed to attenuate pretrial publicity effects for group verdicts. In
addition, those who deliberated viewed the defendant as less credible than those
who did not deliberate. This was especially concerning given that perceptions of
credibility mediated pretrial publicity effects, explaining almost 40% of the variance in
juror verdicts.141 This finding is consistent with Otto, et al. (1994). Source
monitoring errors—specifically, incorrectly attributing the source of information
reported in pretrial publicity to trial evidence—was also found to be a significant
mediating variable. Deliberations failed to attenuate the occurrence of these errors.
Furthermore, deliberating jurors were more confident in their source monitoring
errors than non-deliberating jurors. The authors concluded that deliberations can
“bolster jurors’ confidence in their inaccurate memories and thereby increase the
discussion of inaccurate information.”142 They go on to write:
In a case where there is a lot of negative pretrial publicity about the
defendant, it may be impossible for that defendant to get a fair trial.
Even if jurors are instructed not to use information contained in the
pretrial publicity to make decisions about guilt, they may be unable to
do so because of source memory errors or negative impressions they
have formed about the defendant.143

255.

Finally, Dr. Bruschke relies on judicial instructions to ignore inadmissible evidence as

140 Supra note 96
141 Supra note 97
142 Supra note 97, at p. 60
143 Supra note 97, at p. 61
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a reliable remedy. Employing the meta-analysis method, Steblay, Hosch, Culhane,
and McWethy (2006) addressed the prejudicial impact of inadmissible evidence and
the effectiveness of a judicial admonition to disregard.144 This meta-analysis
incorporated 48 studies with a total of 8,474 participants. The authors reported that,
“inadmissible evidence has a reliable effect on verdicts” consistent with the
evidentiary slant of the inadmissible evidence.145 A corrective judicial admonition did
not fully eliminate the impact of inadmissible evidence. The few tests that included
pretrial publicity showed that the pretrial instruction to disregard negative publicity
was also ineffective.

X.

Conclusion
256.

Throughout this lengthy affidavit, I have attempted to set the record straight. In
doing so, I believe under any reasonable test, Dr. Bruschke fails as an objective
expert. He grossly misapplies the relevant legal standard, shows a poor understand
of the phenomenon of interest—i.e., how pretrial publicity affects juror and jury
decision-making—and offers a misleading review of the social science literature. Dr.
Bruschke continues to inflate the importance of his own research, which offers little if
any insight into pretrial publicity effects, and offers opinions about the prejudicial
nature of the media coverage in this case, which admittedly he never read.

XI.

Response to Dr. William Loges
1.

Dr. Loges concludes that, “despite the massive amount of publicity this crime and
subsequent related events has received, it is possible to seat an impartial jury in
Arapahoe County.”146 Once again, it is concerning to see another purported expert
in the field of media offer opinions about the impact of “massive” amounts of
publicity—which is highly prejudicial in nature and overwhelmingly guilt oriented—
without bothering to take the time to actually read any of it.

2.

Furthermore, like his longtime colleague, Dr. Loges offers a misleading account of
his expertise. He too has never worked on a high profile case, observed or assisted

144 Steblay, N., Hosch, H.M., Culhane, S.E., & McWethy, A. (2006). The impact on juror verdicts of judicial instruction to
disregard inadmissible evidence: A meta‐analysis. Law and Human Behavior, 469‐492.
145 Supra note 97, at p. 449
146 Loges affidavit, p. 1
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with a jury selection, interviewed a single juror, or participated in any type of real
world legal research. In fact, nothing on his “biographical information”147 page
indicates any interest in the legal arena. Dr. Loges writes that his conclusions are
based on patterns of results from “hundred of criminal trials analyzed.” This is
simply not an accurate assessment of his research. None of the cases from his
1999 or 2004 archival studies were examined or analyzed. In fact, the only thing Dr.
Loges and Dr. Bruschke know about any of these cases is that they involved federal
charges of murder or bank robbery. Were there unique or sensation elements to
the crimes that could lead to public interest? If there was pretrial publicity, what
type of information did it include (i.e., neutral, inflammatory, inadmissible evidence,
confession, defendant character statements, prior record)? Were any of the
prospective or final jurors ever exposed to pretrial publicity? All of these important
questions are left unanswered. What is clear is that few if any of the cases in their
sample received media attention, and none of them constitute “high profile” cases.
Eighty-one percent of the cases in the 2004 study did not receive any pretrial
publicity. Only five, one-percent of the sample, had more than four articles.
Furthermore, 675 of the 849 cases ended in a plea deal. This is the study that Dr.
Loges relies on when offering opinions about the effects of pretrial publicity on jury
decision-making, a study where 80% of the cases never went to trial, and few if any
receiving any media attention.
3.

Dr. Loges addresses the relationship between attitudes and behavior on page 2.
Like Dr. Bruschke, he ignores the processes through which pretrial publicity impacts
juror decision-making (e.g., attitudes, the evaluation of evidence, the defendant’s
credibility), and at times offers ambiguous applications of the attitude construct:
In the present case, jurors may have attitudes toward any number of
objects (including all items in evidence), the defendant, all counsel,
the judge, and any member of the public attending the trial.148

4.

I am not certain from this description what Dr. Loges’ position is on how attitudes
toward the defendant developed from exposure to case-specific media coverage
influence jurors. Dr. Loges’ conclusions regarding the potential prejudicial impact of

147 Biographical Information: William E. Loges, from http://home.earthlink.net/~logesw/bio.html
148 Loges affidavit, p. 2
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pretrial publicity appear to be mostly premised on a theory of his own concoction,
one with no basis in law or science, the “extraordinary juror” hypothesis. According
to him, “in their roles as jurors, people are put into extraordinary roles to which they
can rise.”149 His ultimate conclusion is that “any competent juror” can set-aside
pretrial publicity.150 While his opinions run heavy on hyperbole, they are light on
substance.
5.

I have no idea what definition or criteria he relies on when referencing a “competent
juror.” The “extraordinary juror” hypothesis is offered as one explanation. Again,
according to Dr. Loges, “in their role as jurors, people are put into extraordinary roles
to which they can rise.”151 Not surprisingly, no evidence or research is offered to
support this new hypothesis.

6.

Under the heading “A Juror is Extraordinary,” Dr. Loges writes that people who find
themselves in situations where “extraordinary thinking is required” are capable of
recognizing and overcoming their “first cognitive impulses.” Again, there is no
research or study provided in support of this new hypothesis of “extraordinary
thinking.” It is also unclear what “cognitive impulse” he is referring to. What is clear
is that Dr. Loges ignores the literature on information processing, impression
formation, memory, and attitudes. Jurors do not engage in “extraordinary thinking.”
Furthermore, the process through which case-specific attitudes, impressions of the
defendant, and the beliefs a juror brings into the courtroom—derived from exposure
to pretrial publicity—impacts evaluations of trial testimony is not a “cognitive
impulse.” These same processes affect us in our every day lives. They do not get
magically turned off when we take on the “extraordinary role” as a juror.

7.

Despite these realities, and the decades of research on how these cognitive
processes operate, Dr. Loges concludes that when people are asked to consider
important decisions, and are reminded of the role the media may have played in their
decision, people are capable of source discounting. Like Dr. Bruschke, he cites
Shrum (2001), which as described above, had absolutely nothing to do with the
issues in this case. Shrum (2001) was studying the cultivation effect by looking at

149 Ibid
150 Ibid
151 Ibid
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social judgments about the frequency of crime, divorce, and other events frequently
mentioned in the media. This research tells us nothing about how exposure to
pretrial publicity regarding a specific case will impact subsequent evaluations of
witness testimony, which is either consistent or inconsistent with preexisting
attitudes. Furthermore, Dr. Loges ignores the research that directly refutes his
assumptions. For example, Dexter, et al. (1992) tested the underlying assumption of
his hypothesis in the extended voir dire condition where the attorney explained:
That given the way people process information it is natural to
expect information learned earlier to affect later judgments and
that in most contexts such learning is beneficial. The unnatural
task, in contrast is setting aside information once learned, such as
that contained in pretrial publicity. To do so requires a conscious
effort to monitor one’s thinking and to censor oneself. Further, the
attorney asked mock-jurors to hold fellow jurors accountable for
not raising issues from the pretrial publicity. The attorney obtained
public commitments from many of the jurors to base the verdict
solely on the evidence presented in court and to ensure that fellow
jurors do the same.152
8.

Confronting participants with the potential impact of pretrial publicity, which goes
beyond what is typically emphasized during voir dire, did not eliminate pretrial
publicity effects, or lead to “extraordinary thinking.”

9.

Dr. Loges also cites the 1999 and 2004 research published in Fair Press vs. Fair
Trials. He writes that this work, “demonstrated that jury trials that involve levels of
publicity that are extraordinarily high even for cases involving federal murder
charges and other violent crimes do not result in guilty verdicts more or less
frequently than trial that receive no measurable publicity.”153

10.

Once again, this is a gross misrepresentation of the study. The sample did not
include cases with levels of publicity that were “extraordinarily high.” In the 1999
study, 46% of the cases did not have a single article and 64% had less than five.
The 2004 sample was even worse with less than 1% receiving more than four

152 Supra note 132, at p. 824
153 Loges affidavit, p. 3
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articles In contrast there have been over 1000 articles published about the Holmes
case. Despite these obvious limitations, Dr. Loges tries to draw conclusions about
high profile cases where the jury pool has been inundated with media coverage.
11.

Dr. Loges offers a second explanation for his hypothesis that any “competent” juror
can set-aside pretrial publicity. According to him, “attitudes are weak reeds
compared to other beliefs that jurors have.”154 He goes on to misrepresent the
relationship between attitudes and behavior under the section “Attitudes are Weak
Predictors of Behavior.”

12.

Under this section Dr. Loges introduces an analogy likening potential negative
attitudes toward Holmes—drawn from media exposure about his character, the
evidence against him, his insanity defense, reactions of victims, the appropriate
sentence, and the impact the shooting has had on the community—to knowing “that
you hate onions.” Although you dislike onions, “I can’t say with certainty that you
hate a dish with onions in the recipe.”155 He goes on to conclude that when there is
a conflict between one’s attitude and values “your decision is more likely to conform
to your values.”156

13.

This second explanation for his novel hypotheses is flawed on multiple fronts. First,
Dr. Loges misstates the nature of the attitudes, impressions of the defendant, and
trial story that can develop from extensive exposure to prejudicial media coverage
regarding a sensational crime that has devastated a community. We are not talking
about general attitudes, or preferences for onions.

14.

While Dr. Loges claims that, “attitudes are weak predictors of behavior” there is a
substantial body of research that shows otherwise. General attitudes are not
necessarily good predictors of a specific behavior. For example, general attitudes
toward the environment may not predict if someone will compost. However, specific
attitudes are good predictors of specific behaviors. For example, specific attitudes
toward Holmes’ mental state and guilt are good predictors of voting behavior
regarding these issues.

15.

A number of meta-analyses have addressed the attitude-behavior relationship.

154 Loges affidavit, p. 2
155 Loges affidavit, p. 3
156 Ibid
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Kraus (1995) included 88 studies and found a significant relationship between
attitudes and behavior that would require 60,983 additional studies reporting no
relationship to reduce the findings to non-significance.157 Kraus concluded, ”Cleary
attitudes significantly predict future behavior.”158 Specific attitudes were significantly
better predictors of specific behavior than general attitudes. Ajzen and Fishbein
(1977) reviewed 109 studies and concluded that attitudes predict behavior to the
extent that they are both measured at the same level of specificity.159
16.

A number of moderators have also been shown to impact the attitude-behavior
relationship. For example, easily recollected attitudes are better predictors than
those that are difficult to recall, and internally consistent attitudes are better
predictors than internally inconsistent ones.

17.

Not only does Dr. Loges misstate the relationship between attitudes and behavior,
but he also ignores the process through which pretrial publicity affects decisionmaking. It is not just the attitude-behavior relationship that is of importance, but also
how attitudes developed from exposure to pretrial publicity impact jurors’ subsequent
evaluations of trial testimony that both supports and conflicts with their preexisting
attitudes and related beliefs (Ruva, et al., 2012; Hope, et al., 2004).

18.

The challenges jurors exposed to extensive pretrial publicity face are analogous to
many of our everyday experiences, even something as simple as going to see a
movie. The book Gone Girl—a psychological, suspense thriller—was recently made
into a movie. The viewing experience was very different for those who had read the
book compared to those who had not. Prior to seeing the film, those who had read
the novel had already formed impressions about the characters, their motivations,
and had insight into the evidence tying the primary suspect to the crime. Such
impressions and knowledge is difficult if not impossible for us to ignore or leave
outside the theater. These moviegoers’ responses to what they see on screen are
heavy influenced by what they have read, and are very different from their
counterparts watching the story unfold for the very first time.

157 Kraus, S. J. (1995). Attitudes and the prediction of behavior: A meta‐analysis of the empirical literature. Personality
and Social Psychology Bulletin, 21, 58–75.
158 Ibid, p. 63
159 Ajzen, I., & Fishbein, M. (1977). Attitude‐behavior relations: A theoretical analysis and review of empirical
research. Psychological Bulletin, 84, 888 – 918.
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19.

Dr. Loges goes on to opine that when confronted with a conflict between their
attitudes and values, jurors will conform to their values.160 I have no idea what
phenomenon he is referring to within the context of the courtroom. Over the course
of a lengthy trial, jurors do not suddenly realize that they are giving greater weight to
evidence they have already read about, or evidence that is consistent with their
case-specific attitudes. Furthermore, I am not aware of any research that would
suggest that some value remains salient to jurors as they evaluate testimony over
the course of a long trial, constantly reminding them that they are engaging in the
same cognitive processes that serve them so well in their every day lives.

20.

Vidmar (2003) offers insight into the relationship between professions of fair trial
values—the very ones Loges is referring to—and case-specific attitudes developed
from exposure to prejudicial media coverage. Vidmar conducted five surveys in
different venues during the lead-up to trial against John Walker Lindh, the American
Taliban. 161 Respondents were asked to consider that they were a prospective juror
in the John Walker Lindh trial “who was admonished by the judge that it was the duty
of jurors to be fair and impartial.” Respondents were then asked to “consider
carefully their feelings about Mr. Lindh and everything they knew about the case,
and indicate whether they could be impartial in the trial of Mr. Lindh.” Finally, they
were asked to elaborate as to why.162

21.

The survey instrument was designed and structured to assess whether claims of
impartiality were consistent or inconsistent with prior responses to earlier questions
in the survey designed to measure bias against Lindh. These questions assessed
reactions and descriptions of the defendant, belief in his guilt or innocence, and
other relevant opinions.

22.

Between 66% and 80% of respondents across the five surveys—an average of 71%
overall—expressed fair trial values, specifically that that they could be fair and
impartial. These are the types of values Loges appears to focus on when discussing
his “extraordinary juror” hypothesis. However, an analysis of responses across the
interview indicated that between 31% and 36% of participants gave inconsistent

160 Loges affidavit, p. 3
161 Vidmar, N. (2003) Symposium: III. The jury in practice: When all of us are victims: Juror prejudice and “terrorist”
trials. Chicago‐Kent Law Review, 78, 1143
162 Ibid, 1160
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responses on questions relevant to the presumption of innocence. Vidmar reported
that if 12 jurors were randomly selected from those who claimed impartiality, on
average, 35%, or four of 23 jurors, would hold attitudes inconsistent with the
presumption of innocence at the outset of trial.163 A few examples of responses that
were inconsistent with answers given to the fair and impartial question included:
 I would be more than fair actually listening to all facts given and presented
by the prosecution and defense. I would then make a fair and equitable
judgment. I could put everything else aside since I would be dealing with
facts. No one would be concealing any of the actual details.
x Strongly unfavorable [opinion of Lindh]; He was the guy, the young
American, who turned to the Taliban against the U.S. I do not believe
that, at his age, he did not know what he was doing; He was fighting
Americans on Afghanistan soil and was not at all patriotic; Definitely
guilty; Once again, he was over 18, he is an American citizen and he
was fighting against our country. The Taliban did not have him tied up
and transported; He was there of his own free will on the wrong side;
Very unacceptable [would a not guilty verdict be acceptable?]; He is
guilty of something and, to some degree or all of what he is charged
with, so it would not be acceptable [not guilty verdict]; Emotionally we
were devastated that this would happen to all those people in the USA
and then it happened at the Pentagon and Pennsylvania. We're
devastated emotionally; Probably a terrorist; Probably a traitor
 It [his guilt] must be proven with facts.
x Strongly unfavorable [opinion of Lindh]; He is a traitor; You can't trust
him; Definitely guilty; He killed Americans and he should be shot; Very
unacceptable [would a not guilty verdict be acceptable?]; He is guilty of
the charges; I don't like traitors; Death by hanging; I want him to feel
pain; I lost some friends in the tragedy [WTC]
 I believe in the system and that everyone should have a fair trial.
x Strongly unfavorable [opinion of Lindh]; I call him a punk - a traitor; I
think he should be executed if found guilty; Definitely guilty; They
163 Ibid
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captured him with a gun in his hand where the CIA agent was killed;
Very unacceptable [would a not guilty verdict be acceptable?];]; I think
they caught him red-handed; Death [sentence]; I live 4 miles from the
Pentagon; a number of people killed; Members in the family were
economically affected by the attack; Definitely a terrorist; Definitely a
traitor; He was caught with the people that killed Mr. Spann
 I am an open-minded man and a fair man I could I would look at the
evidence. I believe he is innocent until proven guilty.
x Strongly unfavorable [opinion of Lindh]; He was with the guy California
who went to the enemy; He was involved with the enemy; He is as bad
as Bin Laden; Probably guilty; He was there; There was some evidence
he was against his own country; I'm not sure; there would have to be a
strong reason for innocence [would a not guilty verdict be acceptable?]; I
did know someone in the Trade Center crash who was never found;
Probably a terrorist; Definitely a traitor.
23.

Dr. Loges goes on to offer a brief summary of some of the research on pretrial
publicity effects, raising many of the same arguments and misinterpretations put
forth by Dr. Bruschke. These comments are mostly excerpts from their 2004 book,
Fair Press vs. Fair Trials. Given the detailed discussion of this research provided
above, I will not go into detail here. However, it is important to note, once again, that
Dr. Loges and Dr. Bruschke continue to misrepresent the impact of their 2004
research. Citing the study, Dr. Loges writes that even in conditions with “high
amounts of pretrial publicity, most of it against the defendant’s interest, juries in
criminal trials are no more likely to convict a defendant than when publicity is
negligible.”164 This quote implies that their research, which used a sample of cases
with essentially no pretrial publicity, tells us that pretrial publicity effects do not exist.

24.

The lack of media coverage in their research was such a glaring problem that
Bruschke and Loges decided to use word count rather than the number of articles to
categorize cases. Furthermore, they failed to actually review any of the articles in
the few cases that actually received some publicity to see if any of it was actually
prejudicial. Despite these glaring limitations, Loges and Bruschke continue to make

164 Loges affidavit, p. 4
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bold claims about their work, trumpeting it as the decisive research on the subject.
25.

Dr. Loges took a similar approach to the media coverage in this case, failing to take
the time to review any of it before rendering an opinion about potential bias and the
effectiveness of judicial remedies. Like Dr. Bruschke, he concludes that voir dire will
eliminate any potential bias stemming from pretrial publicity. He too ignores the
empirical research regarding the limitations of voir dire in high profile cases such as
this.

26.

Dr. Loges also argues that given the nationwide coverage this case has received,
there is no place to move it. This line of reasoning is flawed. Such an approach
implies that cases where a change of venue is most needed, where the jury pool has
been saturated with massive prejudicial coverage, should never be moved. Dr.
Loges fails to take into account the devastating impact that a sensational crime can
have on a community. In Holmes, many members of the jury pool have taken their
children to the very theater where this crime occurred. They have sat in Theater No.
8 or 9, knew victims either directly or indirectly, and participated in fundraisers to
honor them. The Denver-metro area’s psyche is also unique given its history with
similar devastating mass shootings, specifically Columbine. None of these factors
exist in an alternate venue. It is these types of factors, those that create salience for
a local community, that help explain why the perpetrators of national tragedies such
as the Oklahoma City Bombing were not tried in the venues where the crimes
occurred.

27.

Finally, Dr. Loges offers the same poorly constructed application of the ELM put forth
by Dr. Bruschke. The ELM is a model of persuasion, not attitude change. It does
not offer insight into how jurors will weigh trial evidence that in many instances is
consistent with their preexisting attitudes and beliefs toward the defendant, the
victims, and the crime. Again, media coverage is not a peripheral “cue,” it is not
processed via the peripheral route, and in most instances does not conflict with the
information gleaned during trial.

XII.
28.

Conclusion
Like his counterpart, Dr. Loges failed to read any of the media coverage in this case.
However, he too offers opinions about the presumed prejudicial impact of that
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coverage, and the effectiveness of potential judicial remedies. Dr. Loges also offers
misleading statements about his and Dr. Bruschke’s archival research, reporting that
there were no demonstrable pretrial publicity effects for “jury trials that involve levels
of publicity that are extraordinarily high.” Again, his research included few if any
cases that received even minimal media attention. The basis for Dr. Loges’ opinions
appears to be that “in their roles as jurors, people are put into extraordinary roles to
which they can rise.” There is nothing in any of the literature to support this novel
“extraordinary juror” hypothesis. Given these factors, I don't believe Dr. Loges’
opinions regarding potential threats to Mr. Holmes’ fair trial rights are credible.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Colorado that the
foregoing facts are true and correct, except as to facts stated upon information and belief, which
facts I believe to be true.

Executed on February 12, 2015

Bryan Edelman, Ph.D.

